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CHAPTER I V

SAMPLING

I

In the great bulk of man's activities, oho is forced to work with

imperfect knowledge; we are so often ignorant of many of the key facts

which would allow us to plan successfully and act with assurance. Our

mastery of some aspects of the physical world lends us to forget how limit-

ed and how provisional our understanding of most of the world really is.

And our statements about other human beings arc often little more than

wild guesses and pronouncements drawn from tradition.

One of the most common sources of man's difficulties in knowing

about people, things, and events is that he is almost always dealing with

a small fraction of the world that concerns him. Ile seldom assesses the

whole--he usually must rely on a part, a sample, "In his continuing

effort to adjust to the environment," note Professors Mueller and Schuessler

in the first selection in this chapter, "man has necessarily been obliged to

treat an isolated experience as typical of a larger system in order to profit

by to.."

The problem, of course, is how to select an isolated experience,



a sample of people, things, or events, so that it best represents the universe

from which it is drawn. Furthermore, there are the problems of measuring

just how well we have performed this task and of making the best estimates we

can about the sampled universe on the basis of the sample that is in our hands.

Statistical theory, based on mathematical laws of probability, provides

some solutions to these problems. The use of random samples, p_taposive

samples, stratified samples, cluster samples, and so on, as described by

Mueller and Schuessler, are all techniques by which we can make statements

about units in a population which we have never observed first hand--and

attach a quantitative estimate of our accuracy.

I I

If ideas about probability and sampling are a commonplace In scien-

tific inquiry (and, indeed in everyday human affairs, although often implicit

or unrecognized), it is also true that they have not been readily accepted by

the law. There are a number of cases, of course, in which data derived

from samples have been presented in trial iroceedings. And material drawn

from the United States Census (which is heavily dependent en sampling pro-

cedures) has usually been allowed into the courts, as pcinted out by Protestor

Zelsel in "The Uniqueness of Survey L. lett, '' Hut, in general, the law has

been reluctant to rely on such facts and remains more than a little suspicious

of the statistician and his talk of deviations, levels of significance, etc.
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This suspicion on the part of the law may rest partially on a rather

widespread antipathy toward quantitative modes of reasoning. Our legal

system, after all, was developed at a time when few lawyers or judges or

,juries could have been expected to be very familiar with the mathematical

concepts of statistics; and even today many people find the logic and the

system of notation a serious barrier. It is also possible thPt lawyers and

judges view theories of probability and the data associated with them as very

suspicious objects, following the general line of thought that "there are lies,

there are damn lies, and there are statistics." And then there is the pos-

sibility that the intellectual training of judges and lawyers directs their

interest to the specific, the particular case, the unique event. Probability

and sampling, howev2r, involves classes of events, tendencies, the average

behavior of groups of units rather than the actual behavior (1' Pnv one unit;

and the law may feel most uncomfortable when it is askid ,rove from the

concrete reality of the individual to the abstract chP*acteristics of a popula-

tion as measured by a handful of examples.

In any event, whatever may be the general source of the law's in-

tellectual and attitudinal reluctance to e "lace the cold charms of statistics,

there have been immediate difficulties firms of the rule s ' evidence. We

think that Professor Zeisel explores many of these Issues. First, there is

the problem of hearsay, since a good deal of the evidence involved is

frequently drawn from surveys depending on verbal responses to questionnaires
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and interviews administered to large numbers of people. Second, there

is the problem of a representative sample, since this sort of evidence is

usually not based on the responses of every person in the population under

examination. We think that Professor Zeisel is right when he says, "The

law with respect to survey evidence is still far from settled doctrine.

Thus far, the development has been guided by fears that, since most surveys

are hearsay evidence, a bad one might too easily mislead the trier of facts.

But . . while the dangers of an uncritically received survey are real

enough, they derive not from its hearsay character, but primarily from

elements easily opened to expert review." Presumably, this expert

review can be provided, just as lawyers and judges can become more

aware of the relevance of data based on sampling. And when that happens

the "orderly development of the law," placing a greater stress on such

evidence, may well become a reality.

I I I

The problems of using data derived from samplr- re not confined

to evidence for legal disputes, of course. Such data play an inlispensable

part in almost all social science research, since the limitations of time

and money mean that we usually cannot examine the entire population which

we wish to describe and analyse. .knd we must be just as careful in con-

fronting the problems connected with hearsay and representativeness in



research as in litigation.

The selection from Automobile Accident Costs and Pax-

m ent s is most important, at this point, as an illustration of how detailed

and explicit the person who engages in research must be, if other people

are to have adequate information to judge whether the sampling design le

sound and whether the final sample is likely to be representative enough to

justify generalizations. The authors of this study are carefv,1 to point out

the problems connected with insurance company records and hospital

records, in determining the universe under examination - -all individuals

injured or tailed in automobile accidents that occurred in the state of

Michigan during one calendar year. They note how pollee records also

have their faults, but are probably the best source of data available when

supplemented by court records. The authors tell us how many question-

naires in the sample were not completed and why. All of these issues and

more are made painstakingly clear so that we have a basis for deciding if

the sample can be considered a random one and if distorting errors have

crept in as the study moves from a list of names on a piece of paper to a

set of completed questionnaires and interviews. If we do not have this kind

of information, we are left in the position of simply accepting or rejecting

the author's conclusion on the basis of intuition, faith in authority, etc.

- 5 -



I V

The last selection in this chapter. "Election Survey Procedures of

the Gallup Poll, " by Paul Perry, is of interest because the problem it

tackles is a very common one in designing social science research, Fre.

quently, there is no master list of people, things, or events forming the

universe to be investigated. Or, if such lists do exist, they are frequently

out-of-date, seriously incomplete, or otherwise defective.

Selecting a random sample from A n existing list or file of all the

units in the universe being studied is relatively simple, since we can use a
1

table of random numbers or take every nth unit. When no such list or

See, for example, John G. Peatman, I n t roduction to Lulled
Statistics , (Few York; Harper and Row, 1963), pd. 424-425.

file is available, however, the problem of sampling grows more difficult

and this is typically the case when we want to generalize to an entire com-

munity, to a segment of the population of the United States, or (as in the

case of the Gallup Poll dealing with elections) to the voting population of the

United States as a whole. The procedures usod in such cases vary a good

deal, but they often involve some form of the basic process underlying the

procedure described by Paul Perry:
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/ / First, the division of the universe to be studied into a

set of groups, geographical areas, etc. , of smaller size.

/ / Second, the selection of a random sample of these

smaller segments of the universe.

/ / Third, the selection of a random sample from each of

the segments.

Essentially, all that is being done in this multi-stage sampling

is to divide the universe into more manageable sections and then to proceed

with the business of selecting a random sample--by first randomly selecting

sections and then randomly selecting units within these smaller and more con-

venient subdivisions. The important thing is to maintain the basic idea of

random sampling--namely, that every unit in the universe has an equal

probability of being selected. If the number of units in each subdivision is

not the same, we must take this fact into account.

The problem here is that if subdivisions containing different numbers

of units are given the same probability of being selected, and if the same

number of units is selected from each subdivision, we end up with a situa-

tion in which each unit no longer has an equal probability of appearing in

the sample. (The chance of a unit appearing in the sample equals the

probability of its subdivision being selected, multiplied by the probability

7



that it will be selected from within the subdivision.)

There are two ways to solve this rather common difficulty:

(1) We can give each subdivision an equal chance of being selected and then

randomly select the same percentage of units from each subdivision; or

(2) we can weight each subdivision by the number of units it contains,

making the chances of a subdivision being selected proportionate to its

size, and then randomly select the same number of units from each sub-

division.

The main point, however, is simply this: Statistical data concerning

social behavior is becoming of ever greater importance in all aspects of

human activity, including making and applying the law. If the problems we

encounter in this process are to be handled intelligently and justly, there

must be an informed, cooperative effort among a variety of disciplines.

8



UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE I

The necessity of sampling in the social sciences is, we

feel, made obvious by Mueller's and Schuessler's reference to

a buyer sampling one peach from a bushel before making his pur-

chase. It is not possible for him to test each piece of fruit and

therefore he relies on a sample. The same is true for those who

would inquire into human behavior. It is usually not possible to

interview every student at a university, for example, so the re-

searcher must also rely on a samplc. There is, however, a basic

difference between the kind of sampling which a buyer of peaches

engages in, and the sampling procedures used in social science

research. Scientific sampling is a body of technical procedures

which is distinguishable by (I) its emphasis on a well-defined

universe, and (2) a random selection of cases from that universe.

In statistical language the term universe refers to a

totality of units possessing a well-defined common characteris-

tic which determines membership in the set. Thus, such

things as all American families in a given year or all students



ever graduated from American colleges would constitute statistical

universes. It is, howevm., the variab'e properties of the sampling

units with which the scientist is primarily concerned. As Mueller

and Schuesslet put it: "We are seldom . . . interested in families

qua families; rather our interest will lie in one or more of their

relevant traits; income, nationality, size, social status, veligion,

and tio on."

Defining a universe is the preliminary step in the sampling

procedure. Then the sample must be drawn, and it is in the ;elec-

tion of sample respondents that we find a basic feature of social

science research. There are two kinds of sampling procedures,

random and non-random, and according to Mueller and f)ehuessler;

"The ideal sampling procedure is one in which the drawings are

affected by impartial chance factors alone, with the result that one

item in the universe is as likely to be included in the sample as

another." This, of course, is referred to as the random sample.

Its advantage lies in the fact that no item is accorded preferential

advantage of being selected, thereby avoiding all sorts of bias,

the chances of selecting a representative sample are maximized,

and it becomes possible to draw a number of statistical inferences.
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Social scientists, however, often must compromise with the

limitations of time and money at C the nature of the research, all

of which can. make it virtually impossible to draw a true random

sample. In effect what this amounts to ie researchers making use

of captive audiences such as boys on probation, selecting indi-

viduals whose last names begin with FA because such names

were probably randomly scattered in the various ethnic .

groups," or taking every tenth name from the telephone book.

These procedures have obvious utility for the researcher and

are capable of providing worthwhile evidence, so lcng as the

inferences dawn from them .-tre accompanied by a a'ull explana-

tion of the relationship between universe and sample.'

From Jilin H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessler,
Statistical Reasoning in Sociology
(Eoston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961) pp. 337-357.
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John H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessler, StatistiM,
Reasontaginjos12Iay. (Bestow Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1961), pp 337-357.

The .Sampling Attitude

The Purpose of Sump ling. Tly broad aim of statistics is to describe and
slimpl.,.;ze truss phenomena like births, deaths, and income, mai their
interrelationships. However, it is often lieccssa.T or practicable to base
such description on a fraction of the total aggregate, and sometimes an
exceedingly small one at that. Such an expedient may be, and usually is,
quite satisfactory. It is a.ztonishing how effecfbe a well-selected frag-
ment can be: a small snippet from a bolt of cloth.; a few drops of blood
1MM the patient's total supply; a few thousand survey votes, by which we
describe the political intentions of millions of voters. Such procedure

standard practice in everyday social and economic life, as well as m the
branches clf scientific activity. In instances of this kind, when the data
are partial :tither than complete, and when they are used to characterize
the entire set, we call the fragment a sample, and the total aggregate a
universe, o: population. We n: me a specified value of the universe, such as
the mean, a pqrameler, and its counterpart in the sample we term a srutistic.
The objective of sampling is, therefore, to draw an inference about the
parameter, which is unknown, from the sample statistic which is observed.
This process of generalizing in a prescribed manlier from sample to universe
has conic to be known as stolislical inference.

Although statistical inference as a formal quantitative technique is
principally an achievement of the twentieth century, its underlying motiva-
tion is as ancient as mankind itself. In his continuing effort to adjust to
the environment, man has necessarily been obliged to treat an isolated
experience as typical of a larg:r system in order to profit by it. Once stung
by a bee, or burned on a stove, he is likely to view such objects as persisting
hazards to be avoided. On the same principle, but in a more deliberate
manner, he samples one peach from the bushel, plugs a watermelon, or
gives the new car a trial run.
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Moreover, fresh samples of experieace continually stimulate us to re-
examine our previous inferences. Thus, the success of one woman in
Congress will cast doubt on the previously held opinion that women are
politically i.:competent; the grade records of Negroes in northern schools
will force a revision of the stereotyped belief that Negroes possess an
inferior mentality. Thus,. we modify our premises in response to the
unfolding sample evidence. In the language of statistics, wo afford our
initial hypotheses an opportunity to be revised or nullified.

While every man thus reasons informally from part to whole, statistical
inference is much more rigorcus than such mere folk practice. Sampling
has come to be a body of technical procedures which must be deliberately
applied and strictly adhered to if its goals are to be fully realized. Thus,
the statistical universe must be well defined, and the sample must be
properly drawn two basic operations which are much more involved
than appears on the surface. In fact, the sampling system, as it has evolved
in the twentieth century, is essentially a technical accounting device to
rationalize the procurement of information. By this criterion of efficiency,
it is always preferred to complete enumeration when it yields data of
requisi(e accuracy, since such a procedure is obviously more economical
in a busy world of limited resources.

Further, the logic of sampling is reinforced by the generally accepted
view of na ture as being orderly and predictable. The discipline of statistics
has riot always enjoyed such a favorable climate of opinion, especially
when applied to human behavior. In the mid-nineteenth century, Qudtelet
and Buckle were denounced as materialists because they drew inferences
from statistical records on the recurrences of crimes, suicides, and other
human actions that ran counter to the then current doctrine of free will.
I.' is therefore no accident that the sampling method has been cultivated
mcklt intensively and that the sampling mentality has flourished in the
scientifically- minded, efficiency -oriented rational culture of the modern
We st,?rn world.

Advantages of Sampling. The collection of sample data naturally requires
less time and effort than does the compilation of complete data. hence,
surveyors of American public opinion universally avail themselves of
samples of respondents, since results based on time-consuming total enu-
merations would be obsolete before they could be tabulated and published.
Similarly, since IMO, sampling has been extensively employed by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census in its decennial enumerations to provide more
promptly detailed descriptions of various characteristics of the American
population.

Since sampling is also less costly, it may be quite feasible when the
financial burden of full coverage is prohibitive. Although a free-lance
sociologist, for example, may believe it desirable to interview every divorced
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couple in a large city, he may find such a program impracticable to execute
because of limited financial resources. lie will then be content with a
carefully selected sample. Bu' this is not an unusual restriction. Research
workers in general expect to arrive at valid generalizations on the basis of
sample materials, presumed to be representative of some wider domain.
Thus, the anthropologist intmogates a few native informants in order to
reconstruct the entire pattern of a culture; the U.S. Childr.m's Bureau
relics on a sample of juvenile courts in order to establish national trends
in delinquency.

Moreover, there are times whIn sampling is not only practically advan-
tageous, but an almost inescapable necessity. When we destroy an object
in the very act of measuring one of its characteristics, we must either
sample only a few or destroy them all. This goes by the name of destructive
sampling. For example, it is impossible to measure the life span of an
electric light bulb without ending its life; consequently, to approximate
the average life ;pan of a large lot, the manufacturer necessarily resorts
to a small sample. Analogously, the physician cannot afford to sample
more than a few drops of blood without causing undue discomfort in his
patient.

But destructive sampling may sometimes be abandoned, if we are un-
willing to tolerate the destruction of even a single item. Where human
life is jeopardized, we n re not willing to risk the loss of a single sample case.
And even when the sampling is not harmful, social considerations inhibit
us from freely carrying out experimentation on human beings. It is only
when an occasional life convict or conscientious objector voluntarily sub-
mits to a possibly harmful experimental treatment that public opinion
permits destructive sampling to be carried out on human beings. In the
usual case, such F ampling is transferred to dogs and monkeys, who serve
as stand-ins for man.

Sample materials are thus the stuff of which scientific generalizations
are made, but the sampling method involves more than mere recognition
of that principle. Modern sampling practice is distinguished by (1) its
emphasis on the well-defined universe, (2) the random selection of cases,
and (3) the estimate of the reliability of the sample statistic that is,
how closely it probably c .informs to the unknown parameter. These
concepts form. the basis of the discussions in this and the following chapter.

The Stativical Universe (Population)

Definition of Universe. In colloquial speech, the term unirerse suggests
the entire Creation. Put in statistical language, it refers merely to a
totality of values possessed by elements having a well-defined common
characteristic which determines membership in the set. Such sets are
also termed statistical populations. We may cite as universes: the incomes
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of all American families in 1000, the opinions of all college students on the
subject of war, or the social-status ratings of all residents in Yankee City.
From these examples, we discern that the statistical universe may be
conveniently conceived of as being dualistic in nature: (a) one dimension
consisting of the units (e.g., families) which are actually sampled and which
are therefore called sampling units; (b) the other dimension being the
sampling trait (e.g., income) possessed by the sampling units, which is
subsequently manipulated statistically.

It is the sampling units that are physically selected: families with
incomes, farms with acres, students with opinions, workers with occupa-
tions. Further, the well-defined criterion which determines eligibility for
such selection here applies to the sampling units rather than to the traits.
Thus, a population of families consists of all human groups that satisfy
the working definition of a family.

On the other hand, it is the variable properties of the sampling units
that command our ultimate interest. We are seldom if ever interested
in families qua families; rather our interest will lie in one or more of their
relevant traits: income, nationality, size, social status, religion, and so on.
It is variables such as these that are subjected to statistical measurement
after the sampling units have been drawn and their characteristics deter-
mined.

When, for any reason, it is unnecessary to identify explicitly both aspects
of the universe, we may quite properly employ elliptical statements such
as "the population of college students" or "the universe of attitudes."
But such abbreviated statements omit the sampling trait of attitude (of
the college students) in the first instance, and the sampling unit, the college
student (whose attitudes are polled), in the second instance. Although
terminology varies among statisticians, we here conceive of the "universe"
as comprising both the sampling unit and the corresponding sampling
trait.

Universe Classifieceion. Statistical universes differ in various ways and
may therefore be clis,-;ifieci according to various criteria. Three of the
more important elas:ifications are here briefly set forth to amplify the
sampling concept and refine its implementation:

(1) The universe will be qualitative or quantitative according to whether
the traits of which it is composed are attributes or varintes. This familiar
distinction implies that the statistical description of the universe will take
the term either of arithmetic averages or frequency counts and percentages.
For example, the incomes of American families may be represented by the
mean, whereas the occupations of American workers can only be grouped
and counted and expressed as percentages of the total.

(2) The universe may be finite or infinite, depending on whether the
sampling units are finite or infinite in sepply. By definition, a finite um-
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venze contains a countrible nuniber of elements. It may be relatively
small, as, for example, all students enrolled in a particular college in a
given year; or it may be relatively large, as all college enrollees in the
United States. But the infinite universe consists of an endless number of
elements, such as an unlimited number of penny tosses or other experi-
mental trials. It is thus purely conceptual, and may even seem meta-
physical to the finite mind. And yet it is often heuristically postulated in
statistical inference. For one reason, an infinite population permits the
reliability of the sample findings to be more simply evaluated by formula
than does a finite population. Consequently, we resort to the assumption
of an infinite population whenever the size of a finite population is large
enough to justify it. Additionally, it may be invoked when it is not
reasonable to limit the size of the universe at all, as in the case of infinitely
repeatable experimental trials. The laboratory dog may die after an
experimental injection; but the scientist does not restrict, his generaliza-
tion to the dead dog. His ultimate interest lies in the potentially endless
succession of experimental trials ideally performed under identical condi-
tions. Onto this infinitely large universe he fastens his generalization.
Analogously, but at considerably greater risk, the social scientist may
conceptually extend his findings in one or a few cases to the hypothetical
infinite class of presumably identical events. One family, one community,
one culture, one bureaucracy each in its turn serves as a prototype to
which all future occurrences of the same general class are presumed to
conform.

(3) The universe which is actually sampled (the sampled universe) will
not always coincide with the universe on which our sights are fixed (the
target universe). The target universe represents ideally the territory we
intend our generalizations to cover the domain to which we eventually
apply our sampling knowledge. Our ultimate interest, may lie, for instance,
in the patterns of adjustment of all married students on campuses in the
United States, but for practical reasons it may be necessary to restrict
the sampling to the available couples on a particular campus, and these
couples then become the sampled universe. When a mailed questionnaire
is returned by less than 100 per cent of the sample, as is usually the case,
we may conceive of the target universe as the complete mailing list from
which the sample was selected, and the sampled universe as all persons
on that list who would theoretically return that questionnaire if given an
opportunity to do so. Thus, the concept target universe may be applied
broadly to an idealized extension of the sampled universe, or narrowly to a
universe in which a fraction of the units are for one reason or another
inaccessible to measurement., such as refusals or not-at-homes.

Strictly speaking, statistical inference should be rigorously limited to
the sampled universe; and yet the social analyst can hardly refrain from
speculating about his target universe. No research study in the social
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sciences would ever be made if its findings could not be imaginatively
extrapolated beyond the limited universe from which the sample has
been deli; ed. Such speculations are both justifiable and desirable, pro-
vided that their tentative nature is reco,gnized and understood. A sam-
pling study of mental health and social class in a New England community
is of significance primarily for the light that it sheds on the relatien between
social structure and personality Oeterioatioi in other American communi-
ties. And so the investigator quite naturally probes his sample materials
for their wider generality and makes the most of his costly data. In pro-
jecting his findings onto the vaguely defined target universe he necessarily
proceeds without benefit of strict reliability procedures. Yet he may be,
and usually is, engaged in fruitful and necessary scientific activity. Never-
theless such a liberal statistical morality, which is practiced by even the
most thoughtful and productive social scientists, is by no means license
for irresponsible and sloppy statistical generalizations. It should be per-
mitted only to experienced investigators.

Sampling Procedures

Problems of Sampling. The process of sampling is in its scientific sense
a technical operation which must be conducted according to standard
prescriptions in order to secure all of its benefits. In fact, costly social
investigations have sometimes been severely blemished because the sam-
pling tactics were crude and inadequate. Because of the admitted diffi-
culties in sampling human populations, the discussion of the theory and
practice of sampli..g must always occupy an important place in the do-
main of social statistics.

Consider, by way of illustration, the task of sampling a set of college
students a common assignment for majors in journalism or sociology

with a view to generalizing about the entire student body. Dis-
regarding momentarily the kind of data sought -- attitude toward com-
munism, number of dates per week how may we obtain a sample
which will do justice to the student body? This is no simple task. The
sampler might give way to the first impulse to take all persons enrolled
in elementary sociology a rather attractive possibility since such classes
include a wide variety of students and, in addition, are easily reached
and manipulated for experimental or survey purposes. However, on
second thought, he will realize that college courses are almost sure to
exert some selective influence among students. Thus, sociology is likely
to attract persons whose primary interest is in social issues, but may
hold no appeal for those principally interested in the physical world.
In restricting the sampling to sociology students, there is therefore a
danger of excluding certain types of individuals who are negatively
selected by this subject. To forestall this outconte, we might propose
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using perso,.is enrolled in English Composition, as this subject is required
of all. Age in, reasonable enough on first thought, this alternative will
seem less satisfactory when we realize that only miderclassmer. are en-
rolled; me ture upperclassmen would have no opportunity to be included
in the sample.

Many other possibilities will readily suggest themselves in the search
for representative coverage. Thus, we might consider canvassing the
men's dormitories. But this scheme rather glaringly omits women, and
so would have to he modified to include women's residence halls as well.
Even with this modification, the plan is rather obviously unsound: it
makes no provision for students housed in fraternities or for those living
at home. Apparently, other plans will have to be tried untitan adequate
one is developed.

The general shortcoming of the aforementioned alternatives will be
recognized by even the casual reader: they do not afford each sampling
unit an equal opportunity of being selected. Ideally, of course, our
sampling procedure should give to ez,ch unit in the population such an
opportunity. Methods winch meet that criterion are named random
sampling procedures; methods which offer no such assurance may be
conveniently labeled non-random procedures. When such equal oppor-
tunity of selection is not provided for by the sampling technique, it will
generally be impossible to vouch for the representativeness (reliability)
of the sample, and consequently it will be impossible to generalize con-
fidently from the sample back to the universe. The fulfillment of the
purpose of sampling is jeopardized.

Non-random procedures are therefore seldom considered to be ideal;
nevertheless, they are often justifiably resorted to in social research
because of practical necessity. Beginning with the least useful, ;ieveral
are presented here in ascending order of utility so that the student will
be familiar with their respective merits and shortcomings.

Non-random Procedures

Haphazard Sampling. The acceptance of whatever cases one fortui-
tously happens to encounter, witl:.ut any consideration whatsoever for
their degree of representativeness, may be termed haphazard sampling.*
This practice is exemplified by the old-fashioned straw vote in which
citizens are accosted in the street to ascertain their voting intentions.
From these straws in the wind, the election "forecast" is made. The
obvious objection to such casual procedure is that the man-in-the-street
simply is not representative of the total electorate. Similarly, in a sur-
vey of student opinion on the propriety of final examinations, those
'Synonymous concepts that appear in statistical writing include accidcntat .ampling
and convenience sampling.
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nighthawks whom we happen to find breakfasting in the coffee shop at
i A.M. will be something less than a fair cross-section of the entire stu-

dent body. Such crude chunks of data are "samples" only in the loosest
sense of that term. When seriously used, they constitute an unflattering
reflection on the sophistication of those who resort to, and accept, such
data.

Araiiabtlity Sainping. Although fully aware of the limitadons of no:'-
random samplinc, the experienced social scientist will sooner or later
realize that sonic form of it is often the only alternative to abandoning
the inquiry. In many instances, he may be required therefore to seize
whatever opportunity is available. The Kinsey survey of sexual behav-
ior in the United States male population was severely criticized because
it ss'ac based to a large extent on data provided by solicited subjects who
made themselves available. It was plausibly contended that persons
who volunteer to provide information about their sexual behavior are
likely to differ s4.,tificantly from persons who decline to be interviewed.
But the investigators considered the acceptance of volunteer respondents
as a pragmatic solution, rather than the preferred procedure. it was
their reasonable assumption that many random selectees could not he
induced to relate their sex histories, and that any possibility of obtaining
a completely random sample was precluded.

For similar reasons, other types of sociological studies must often rely
on available opportunities. For example, it may be impossible for the
behavioral scientist to sample all workvra iu a given industry, but yet
posaible to observe workers in a local plant; impossible to poll a group
selected from all school children in the state, but possible to poll those
attendinc various kcal schools. Social psychologists ore likely to find
little humor in the sarcastic remark that their broad "universal '
sations are founded on experiments on college sophomores. Above all,
they would prefer to study all kinds of individuals old as well as young,
non-college as well as college in formulating the laws of social learn-
ing. But it is often a question of sampling the available students or
otherwise abandoning the project. Hence, they must convert a captive
audience of students into a "valid" sample. Similarly, research on
deinquency is almost always based on the available delinquents boys
on probation, boys in court. or boys in the indus trial school. Regardless
of how desirable it might be to study a group selected from all delin-
quents, the um-Till-drawled as well as the apprehended, such comprehen-
sive sampling is for obvious reasons out of the question.

It would thercGre be pedantic to deny the uses of available opportu-
nities, even though they do not yield ideal data. Social scientists, like
everyo%c else, must often content themselves with compramises. Not-
uith.liinding their shortcomings, availability samples der yiehl
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cant info:ma:ion and insights. For example, the 13tirges;s and Cottrell
sample of 526 married couples produced many revealing [propositions on
the positive :aid negative factors hi marital happiness; Znank.cki's re-
nowned .sample of letters written by Polish peasants. provided suggestive
hypotheses on 1.,a:ic human motives. Moreover, inexpensive captive
samples college classes, prison inmates, members of the armed forces

can often be utilized to develop :es, arch techniques and to supply
experience in applying them. No one would seriously protest against
studying hospital patients because they de not perfectly represent all
diseased persons.; few would abandon the study of prison inmates merely
because they are not an exact replica of the criminal population. Avail-

samples are quite legitimate, so long as the inferences drawn
froM them are accompaniel by reservations which are made necessary
by the ill-defined relation between universe and sample.

Judgment (Purposity) Sampling. When the composition of the universe
is known to the sampler, and when a small sample of only one or a few
items is required, the sampler may elect to rely on his mature, sound
judgment in choosing the sample. Judgment sampling will therefore be

most effective in the hands of an expert who knows his population, and
who can readily spot the typical cese. Why should he choose by lot,
and thereby run the risk of drawing an extreme case, when he is confi-
dent that it is possible to ()birth] a representative item by deliberate
choice? lie legitimately pits his personal judgment ag",ist the opera-
tion of the laws of probability. The Lynds did not leave the choice of
,Middletown to blind chance; for, if they h:d done so, a highly atypical
community might have presented itself for study and defeated the very
purpose of the investigation. These sociologists were interested in a
single nio.;a1 community, as indicated by their choice of pseudonym.
Judgment sampling is therefore especially well- suite to the eau study,
in which many aspects of a single lepre,,entative ease are observed and
analyzed.

While judgment smpling is considered efficient for selecting only one
or two items, it has also been applied on occasion to procure samples of
considerable bulk. The Time Maga:int sample of U.S. college graduates
(1952), consisting of inclividuals hose last names began with "Fa," was
justified by the surveyors on the ground that such names wer' probably
randomly scattered in the various ethnic, reliins, and socio-economic
groups of the population. And since a genuine randomised selection
would have required a much more cumbersome sampling apparatus,
along with trained hands to orrate it, the "Fa" type of sample was
more practicable and hew in this instance the preload alternative.

Howera, the seductive plan 1ility of judgment sampling should not
be pcnnittvd to conceal its hazards. EVcn the expert's judgment is sub-
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jest to human bias and error. And even when the universe is in plain
sight, it is probable that the observer will misjudge to sonic extent the
representativeness of a sample. To demonstrate such bias, the English
statistician Yates once requested 12 pensons to select three samples of
20 items each from a collection of 1,200 stones, each sample to represent
as accurately as possible the size distribution of that experimental uni-
verse. Although the observers were free to view the collection at their
leisure, still there was a consistent tendency to exaggerate the average
size of the stones and to minimize their variation. In short, there was
a constant error in judgment. We cannot be sure that analogous errors
did not bias the "Fa" sample. Itecau se. of the practical certainty of
human bias, judgment sampling must therefore be applied with great
caution. But whatever the limilations of non-random samples may be,
the teelmirpies of descriptive statistics must obviously be competently
applied in order to assure their maximum utility.

Random Sampling Pron.:tura

Definition of Rondo,' Sampling. If available sampics are fallible, and
expert judg,i ,:nt is not to be trusted, then what are the factors that
should determine the composition of the sample? The answer is: chance
factors. Ilowever, in view of the low regard in which chance factors
are usually held as pities to action, it is surprising that we should so
willingly lay aside our cumulated knowledge and experience awl go to
the other extreme, permitting Mind chance to determine the choice of
the sample. In most human situations, we wish .to eliminate chance,
since it disturbs our predictions. Nevertheless, the ideal sampling pro-
mime is one in Nvieli the drawings are affected by impartial chance
factors alone, with the result that one item in the universe is as likely
to be included in the sample as another. No item is accorded a pret-
erential advantage. In fact, roam sapling is defied as a procedure
that provides an (-tied opportunity of selection to each unit in the popn-
lation. We eliminate persooal bias by elimination of the person, and
thereby permit only the play of impersonal chance forces.

There is nothing esoteric about random sampling; most peuons are
familiar with a kw homemade routines that assure an itepartial random-
ized selection. 'Ile thcxaghtful hostess wishes every guest to have an
equal opportunity to wk the door prize, regardless of wealth or friend-
ship; the contest is to be pettedly demtxTatic. Accordingly, everyone
is requested to write Lis or her name on a blink slip and drop it into the

hat. After the last uttival, the slip are thoroughly mixtd, amid one
name is drawn and declared the winner. Although only one person Can
win the door prize, we still say that the probability of 1N-inning was iden-
tical for all. Anions 25 guest ,e the probability of winning would be I
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in 25. aloe' is this to be:. intchaeted? The layln!sil r0111,.1 reply: "Since
the human sampler cannot influence the drawing, each guest has the
same chance." lint the statistical interpretation lies in the very defini-
ti3n of probability, which applies to mass phenomena or conceptually
repeatable trials. In this instance, "same probability" refers to the
expectation that each name would be drawn an equal number of times
if Hentical drawings were conducted indefinitely. Of course, an empirical
demonstration of innumerable drawings is not undertaken; nevertheless,
it is tacitly assumed that the a priori expectation of equal occurrences
would eventually be confirmed. This principle is intuitively recognized
by the losing guests who confidently eolisole themselves with the bromide,
"better hick next time."

Of Guar' e, equal probability of selection cannot be assumed if some
cases are less accessible than others or if the selection mechanism is func-
tioning imperfectly. Either of these related contingencies will defeat
the aim of random sampling and re.ult in biased sampling. Thus, in
selecting a sample of 10 slips from a receptacle containing 200, random-
ness would be precluded if the slips were unequal in size, shape, or weight;
or if they were carelessly mixed so that the last names dropped into the

hat would have the Lest opportunity of being drawn. But the outward
appearance of the extracted sample would never reveal salt procedural
flaws, or biasing factors. The composition of a non-random sample is
eisibly no different from that of a sample of the same size selected by
random procedures; the sampling operation leaves no telltale mark.
Thus, if we were to come upon two differeot scatters of ten coins each
strewn on two tables, the one all heads and the other showing six heads
and four tails, no amount of visual inspection would tell us whether either
or both of them had been carefully laid down or whether they had been
tossed at random. Nevertheless, the observer will intuitively conclude
that the first lad probably been laid down and the second had been arbi-
trarily tossed. Why? Because the probability of 10 heads together is
so small, and the division of G and 4 much greater. In fact, the prob-
abilities eompare as 1 to 210. Still, he can never be certain. Similarly,
in the case of our hostess, the la on the winning slip can never betray
whether the drawing was honest or biased.

However, a suspicion of biased sampling will be arou,ed by the sub-
seo,uent discovery of a marked discrepancy between the sample value
and the true value of the universe, when and if the latter becomes known.
The now classic exarple of such a melancholy outcome is the notorious
Litirory Dicta Presidential pre-election poll of lt)303. While Roosevelt
obtained approximately GO itler cent of the, popular vote in the actual
election, his parentage in the Literary Digest sample of over 2,000,000
respondents was only 40 per cent a difference of 20 percentage points!
This discrepancy in such a large sample was symptomatic of a gross
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defect in the sampling procedure, which, upon later review end analysis,
statisticians easily established. Although such a discrepancy could have
occurred by chance, it would have been extremely unlikely. Hence the
deduction that the method of sampling was biased. But such appraisals
are always retrospective. In advance .! the sampling, one can only pro-
vide for adequate machinery which will be reasonably certain to yid
random selection.

Sirnptc Random Sampling. If called upon to devise a do-it-yourself
sampling technique, the inexperienced layman, like our hostess, would
probably procure as many slips as there are items in the population to
be sampled. Slips of paper are more easily shuffled than people. We
may surmise that lie would then number these slips consecutively from
1 through N, corresponding to the numbered units of the universe. Next,
he would place the slips hi a suitable receptacle and mix them until the
set was thoroughly scrambled. Finally, he would reach in and take out
as many CO.C'S as desired. If he wished a simple of 10 cases, he would
take out 10 different slips. Statisticians recognize this as the simplest
type of random sampling end have therefore dubbed it simple random
sampling.

They do not casually describe it as "reaching in and drawing out n
different items." Rather they define it as that procedure in which every
distinct sample of n items has an equal probability of selection from a
finite population of N items. This definition expresses the long rue.
consequence of "reaching in and taking out n different items." For,
if that procedure were applied indefinitely to a given population (re-
storing the entire sample after each trial), each different sample would
tend to reappear an equal number of times. In its procedural aspect,
simple random sampling is the apparatus that guarantees the fulfillment
of this criterion of equal probability. In its substantive aspect, it is
the voy criterion itself.

To unfold further the meaning of simple random sampling, let us con-
sider the number cf ways in which samples of 2 items can be selected
from a miniature population-of 5, %%hose members we shall designate:
a, b, e, d, e. By manipulation, we discover that there are 10 different
possible combinations, or s :rmpks:

ab be cd de
ac bd ce
ad be
AC

Hence, the probability of each combination in simple random sampling
must 1.! 1 in 10; each sample is expected to occur on the average once
in every 10 trials.
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For finite universes and samples of any size, this probability may be
expressed in terms of the now famili,.r combinatorial formula:

1
Pr (Given Sample)

Applying these formulas to the illthirative data given above, we

5 X 4
Q (Total Possible Samples) = = 10

Pr (Given Sample) = 1

which agrees with the previous results.

have

Sampling by Rc lidom Difiits. A indimentary technique for carrying out
simple random sampling has already been set forth: (0 represent units
on slips; (2) thoroughly scramble; and (3) draw the required number
of slips. However, the drawing need not be laborl,usly carried out in
this manual fashion. It will usually be inefficie It to do so, especially
when the population is large. It is n n'Ore I I.:Idle:1NC to substitute
a table of randomly ordered digits fot shuffled numbered slips a
common procedure of research workers. This technique necessarily re-
quires that we number serially all of the units in the population from 1
through N and then draw from the corresponding table of random digits
as many different numbers (combinations of digits) as there are cases to
be included in the sample. The cases whose serial numbers correspond
to those drawn from the table constitute the sample. Table 11' of the
Appendix presents such a list of random numbers.

Orber Random Saupling ProrrArtr

Simple random sampling is the most primitive and unrestricted selec-
tion procedure ai :d most clearly expos.^s the essentill operation of ran-
domness. Being free of procedural n ' lineations which arc often made
necessary by practical cireumst roves, it is conceptually the simplest of
ali saropLng routines and is therefore so labeled. Since it is random NIEn
phi% in its most uncomplicated form, it serves as a standard of sampling
ardency against which other types are compared and evaluated. These
other types are mode necessary by the fact that simple random sampling
in its pure form can almost never be employed in large-scale social re-
search. it is far too impractical and costly, and often even impossible.
Nevertheless, it is essential that the student deafly comprehend its basic
characteristics in order to be able to recognize and appreciate the degree
to which the alternative methods depart from this standard model.
Three of the mkt prevalent alternative types are here set forth as a brief
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introduction to the subject: (1) stratified, (2) cluster, and (3) inteical sam-
pling. Thee sampling devices themselves are largely an outgrowth of the
sheer practiced problems that have arisen in the sample surveys of large
human aggregates, which accounts for their wide currency in social science.

Stratified Sampting. "De the citizens of Brownville favor racial inte-
gration of schools?" No competent surveyor of public opinion would
attempt to answer that question without canvassing both white and Negro

residents of the community. Public scotiment on this issue would not
be reliably portrayed by a sample that slighted either group, since their
opinions are so divergent. Vet such an imbalance between group: might
occur under simple random sampling, unless the sample were made
large enough to forestall that eventuality. A more economical alternative
would be to sample each subgroup separately and combine the results,
and thereby avoid a costly inflation of sample size. Such an operation,
which first separt.tes the entire population into relevant strata before
randomly drawing the sample, is known as stratified sampling.

From a procedural standpoint, stratified sampling therefore consists
of the following stages: (1) dividon of the total universe into
or strata; (2) the selection of a random sample from each stratum; and
(3) the ronsolicktiou of the scbsample statistics into a combined statistic
weighted for sire of strata. in this context, the term stratification does
not, of course, connote a hierarchy, as the ranks of an army, or the geo-
logical seams of the earth mast; rather it signifies the categories of a
statistical variable, such as race, sex, or religion, into %vhicli the total
population is conveniently divided.

Nor does stratification imply a relaxation of the repirement of random-
ized selection, although that inference has been sometimes mistakenly
drawn. This misconception may possibly reflect a failure to distingui,h
clearly between stratified random sampling and so-called viola sampling,
which was formerly widely used in opinion polling. In quota sampling.
quotes are pre-assigned to strata, but the final selection of cases is left
to tl-c discretion of the interviewer. lfowever, if the benefits of random
sampling are to be attained, subsamples from strata must be randomly
chosen. The resort to convenience or judgment sampling is no more
warranted within a given stratum than it is in the whole, unsfratified
population, and is almost certain to lead to biased results.

Since stratified sampling is more complex than simple random sam-
pling. we may rightly ask what are its compensating advaotage.z. Briefly
put, it is a labor-saving device for securing equivalent accuracy with
fewer eases than is likely under simple random sampling. It is essen-
tially for this roson that national public opinion polls universally resell
to some form of stratified sampling iii ()Vier to keep the size of the simple
down to managPAle t roportions. Thus, subsamples are usually selected
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from each of the broad geotrapl.ical regions of tin., United States, it being
plausibly assumed Ihat public (Tinier!, on many issues varies from one
sector to another: the Midwest, for example. is internationally more
isolationist than the East. Similarly, subs:mules are commonly drawn
from various age and economic levels, as these factors are also known
to exert an influence on the content and intensity of public opinion. Older
persons are general}; more conservative than younger; political opinions
tend to parallel economic interests. On the other band, National opinion
polls would litVea' stratify the population by hair color, since there is
probably no genuine correlation between hair color and political opinion.
In gentml. stratification !Alves no purpose when the stratifying factor
is tmeorrek:,,,j with the sampling trait being measured.

Coinparina of Strata. While the principal justification of stratified
sampling is equal accuracy with a smaller sample, the comparative data
which are its natural by-product provide an additional inducement for
using it. Thus, the decision to stratify by occupation in a survey of
opinion on labor unions may be prompted as much by the wish to corn-
pare the characteristics of the various occupational classes as by the need
to economize on sample size. The differenees among occupational cate-
gories (Table 11.1) on the question "Ale you in favor of labor unions.?"

Attiti,(7( Toward Labor Uniont l,J OCC11.
Tabk Thre(tilact Diktribnlion, CS.

(1t 4. I r lox

Fs freers

hite Collar
Prof, signal

Tur.tt,

F.kronArn.r. UNI-.1VORS1ip: TuTAL

sv,'i 4v,--c 100%
G6 31 100
14 31 100
IT 23 100
;5 25 100

Z1 29 100

33%
AMMO. Awe,

1,,,m) re: 1,14 sks Pi It iiUit o1 1'.314ic Nlay. 1912.

;any, in fact, be even more pertinent and revealing than the over-all
weighted average of 67 per cent, which necessarily conceals such differ-
ences. Since stra' Are often treated individually, it ha,, ken suggested
that the term "domains of study" be applied to strata when they are
being analyzed in this segregated manner.
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Cluster Sampling. In the eas; of the drawing for the door prize, it was
obviously necessary to have a. complete list of eligible names, from which
the winning one was randomly drawn. For, "equal opportunity to be
included" implies not only a mechanically reliable selection procedure,
but also a complete list. so 'that every name is accessible to the draw.
It -,ould similarly be necessary to have a complete source list of sampling
units if a simple random sample were drawn from any other statistical
universe, such as the inhabitants of a corrinuniti, an army, or a univer-
sity student body. lint such social universes differ from the more or
less trivially small, easily manipulated guest list of a banquet. When
the universe is vast, and extends over a wide area, the compilation of
such an indispensable list is a laborious undertaking; and even when
available (e.g., a city directory), it is usually not up-to-date on the date
of issue because of the mutability of the population.

11, therefore, an adequate list of elementary sampling units is not
available, we may turn instead to more or less permanent groupings
into which the population is naturally divided and which can be conven-
iently. listed. Human beings are, of course, usually found in prevailingly
standard groups: they are clustered geographi.sally by states, counties,

neighborhoods, blocks, precincts, and dwelling units:
people work together in factories, offiees, and stores; they ate organiml
in innumerable clubs, lodges, F. and miscellaneous associations.
It is these groups, or clusters, which may be sarially utilized as sampling
units, through which we reach the ultimate elementary unit (e.g., the
person or household) which is the objective of our survey. Such a pro-
cedure is therefore termed cluster sampling. We thus finally reach the
elementary unit through a shorter or longer chain of samplings of the more
easily listed clusters. Since sampling is carried out iu successive stages
before reaching our destination, this type of sampling is also called multi-
stage sampThig. When the clusters at any stage consist of territorial
units, we may describe that stage as area sampling.

Let us suppose that we wish to survey the occupational ambitions of
high school pupils, ages l5-17, in Chicago. It would be exceedingly
laborious and financially prohibitive, as well as hazardous in accuracy,
to compile a list of all specified pupils in that metropolis. However, a
permanent list of high schools is easy to obtain. These schools could be
randomly sampled, and a list of students in the desired age categories
would then be obtained from the comparatively few high schools in the
sample. From that list, the sample of students would be finally drawn.
Similarly, if the households of the city were to be surveyed, a sample of
city blocks, then of dwelling knits, and finally of household= would be
drawn. Even though such a multi-stage procedure would still require
source list at each level, the lists would be smaller and more current. In
such economy lies the first ;vivant:1;e of the cluster. approach.
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However, the execution of any social survey is not fulfilled by the mere
drawing of the sampling units. We still must make the personal contact
with the selected elementary units to obtain the information which was
the objective of the study in the first place. ,1-oblela of personal
contact develops into a major obstacle in simple random sampling, which
may yield a savable whose elements are middy disper:ed over al wide area,
requiting a prohibitive expenditure of time and energy to reach. It is
hi such a pion for per,onal interviews that cluster sampling displays an-
other technical advantage. Under this procedure, the elementary unite
are territorially concentrated, and are therefore more Nisi!y accessible,
vth less wastage in transportation. This is shown in Figure 11.1.

Simple Random sample

fret sir. 11.1 Sc4nIntic Dio jram, Simpk Random and C'halfr
Sampling

But the physical and mechanical convenience of cluster sampling is
purchased at a price in quality. It generally lacks, to a degree, the very
characteristic which is the objective of good sampling: typicality and
representativeness. Its rctlueed representativeness is due to the fact
that the el:.1;0.1:11-y sampling units within cluster:, particularly Inunin
clusters, are likely to be closely similar in regard to their social character-
istics; con,,equently, sampling within these clusters. understates the
dispersion and provides unnecessary duplication. For example, the resi-
dents of a given city block are likely to belong to the same socio- economic
class, and therefore hold the same political and social opinions. By the
same token, they are brit likely to be representative of any diversity of
public opinion in the large aggregate of unsamplol neighborhoods; a
cluster sample is thus lees ...eIy to represent the variety of opinions than
a fiMple random sample of the same size scattered over the community.
It is this lack of heterogeneity within dusters which reeluces the com-
parative effectiveness of cluster samples.

This liability notwithstamling, cluster sampling is being increasingly
cmuloyod in social remireli. For, after all, statistical work like every
other human endeavor is a compromise between the ideal and the
practical, and in any case can attain only an approximation of "truth."
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Interval (Systematic) Sampling. Whenever the sampling units are ar-
ranged in some 1;ind of natural sequence, like consecutive admissions to
a hospital or library books in the card catalogue, it ray be economical
and even preferable to obtain a sample by taking cases at a fixed interval.
Such a procedure is termed interval sampling, or more commonly but
less aptly, systematic sampling. The selccoon of every tenth name from
the telephone dirmtory, urger a random start among the first ten names.
illustrates the process of interval sampling. Such a procedure has obvious.
utility for the social scientist who frequently has occasion to study a
series of CVC!liS such a': a file of eewspapers, the characteristics bf dwell-
ing units in a given ecological area, the eases on docket inn criminal
court, of a card catalogue of %velfare case records.

To establish the width of the sampling interval (k) in any given prob-
lem, we merely find the ratio of population size (N) to desired sample
size (,r):

k
rr

Thus, if the sample is to contain 5 per cent of the universe, or 1 out of
every 20 cases, the FmPliug interval obviously would be 20; and we
would draw every 20th hero, randomly starting with any number within
the fit,' interval of 20. Such calculation presupposes, of course, that
sample sire has been fixed in :Avarice of the sampling. But if n has not
been set, and an arbitrary interval is employed, it is still necessary to
pass through the entire sequence, even though we may seem to have an
ample number of items after we have proceeded only part of the way.
If we discontinued the drawings 1,00,.e completing the entire circuit, we
would deprive the units in the omitted segment of the opportunity of
being chosen and thereby destroy the randomness of the operation.
For example, by skipping names I, to Z in an alphabetical listing. we
would almost certainly produce a biased sample.

Since each interval contributes one and only one item to each sample.
it follows that there con be no more different samples than there are
items within the interval. Thus, if the sampling interval is equal to 10.
there con be only 10 possible samples, regardless of the site of the uni-
verse, be it 1,000 or 1,000.000. But the number of difkrent sample=
would be almost incalculable in simple umestrictexl random sampling.
This restriction in the number of p..vssible samples serves to distinguish
interval sampling from simple random sampling. since the latter furnishes
an equal opportunity of selection to every distinct combinatorial sample
of n items.

In spite of lid= severe limitation. interval sampling will often produce
results that compare favorably in representatircness to those yielded by
simple random sampling. In particular, whenever the rabic= niey be
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prestneed to lg.' :11Ld 1111e1AA

will yield identically accurate results. Such a presumption is often
rtasonable when items have been alphabetically listed, since there is
usually no correlation between the alphabetical order of names and the
traits which the named objects possess. Thus, we have previously seen
that the alphabetical listing of large American cities orders the respective
suicide rates in a sequence which is seemingly purely random. Simi-
larly, an alphabetical listing of students may be expect -A to result in a
sequence of grade averages that is wholly random and, taerefore, free of
heads and cycles. In such cases, it makes no ultimate difference whether
we select random digits or draw every 1Ih unit, except that interval
sampling is usually more simple to execute. The long-run results would
be virtually identical for any given size sample.

There is, however, one notable circumstance that constitutes a special
hazard for interval sampling and may easily lead to erroneous conclu-
sions. When the universe values form a cyclica? progro.0o,t, the sampling
interval may coincide with the phase of the cycle, causing interval sam-
pling to yield an unrepresentative set of identical values. Let us consider
a fictitious sequence whose phase is four: 1, 2, 3, 2; 1, 2, 3, 2; 1, 2, 3, 2.
Now, if the sampling interval is set equal to 1, any sample will necessarily
consist of a set of identical values. It will consist of all l's, all 2's, or all
3's. Such samples will in no way do justice to the variation in the universe.

This type of pitfall is illustrated in a sampling study of June issues of
the Sunday Nne York Time, 14.032-1012, which disclosed that only
rryteqatit marriages were featured on the society page of the sampled
issues. From this finding. the conclusion was drawn that the upper-
upper tovi41 class of New Yenk, City Was prepondenintly Protestant in
'chi-jolts background. But this inference was immediately challenged on
the ground that Jewish marriages happen for ceremonial reasons not to

poformcd in June, and therefore had no opportunity to appear in
the issues of the Times which were sampled. A check sampling, un-
disturbed by daily and monthly cycles, revealed that Jewish marriages
were in fact regularly featured by the society editors during the appropri-
ate seasons. By that criterion, Jews were proportionately represented
in the upper social strata. In this instance, the samp.le interval led to an
ueorepreAitation of Protestants, an error compounded by the un-
fortunate judgmental selection of June as a point of origin.

But interval sampling also carries its intrinsic advantages. In fact,
when the numerical values form en arithmetic prIvrmion, interval sam-
pling will be even more effeethe than simple random sampling. Fur, in

And Mart Hatch, of Sod 1NriTRI horn %trine An-
nonneerncnts in the Not York nytcl," .40w:it* it Sovichritoi Rtainr, X11,1917, pp. 3%
440; st.1 W. J. Oihnenin, A Note on Marriage Annononemcnts in the Fear Fork
Tiric$," .1 wrina4 SNiolegits1 Rai( r, XIII, 1915 96 -97.
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that event, the sample will necessarily distribute itself evenly over the
entire range of values and thereby provide a reliable miniature of the
population distribution. If, for example, we select every fifth boy from
a lineup according to height,. the resulting sample will necessarily he repre-
sentative of the distribution of boys' heights. Analogously, if we sample
every 25th dwelling unit along a metropolitan avenue after a random start,
we would probably obtain an accurate cross-st tion of the various socio-
economic groupings on that street, since dwelling units are segregated and
ordered according to social status. In this way interval sampling may
supply its own stratification.

From this, it is evident that the principal advantage of interval sampling
lies in the mechanical case with which it can be applied to such natural
sequences as rows of dwelling units, card files, city directories, and so on.
Its special hazard is the cyclical sequence, and we must maneuver to cir-
cumvent it when that danger is thought to exist.

Interrelatedness of Random Sampling Procedures. Quite obviously, the
foregoing random procedures are not mutually exclusive. They may be

and usually are combined in a variety of ways. Cluster sampling
may be used within broad strata, and interval sampling may be used
within these clusters. No single sample design is best for any given pm-
pose. In all sampling, an attempt is made to attain the desired degree
of representativeness as economically as possible, which is the guiding
criterion of modern sampling design. We should recognize that the
designing of a sample is a form of statistical engineering and accounting,
requiring appropriate skills and knowledge. In the foregoing statement,
we have merely hinted at the technical aspects of sampling, which are of
course fully developed in treatises on that subject.

however, effective sampling requires much more than mere technique.
If the assets of a given sampling procedure are to be fully realized, it is
essential that all necessary discretionary as well as mechanical steps be
expertly performed. Thus, the anticipated benefits of stratified sampling
will riot be attained unless the strata into which the population was judg-
mentally divided before the sample was drawn actually differed among
themselves on the sampled trait. In the aforementioned instance, stratifi-
cation by race Nrould be profitless if Negroes and whites shared the same
opinions on school integration. If on the other hand, Negroes and whites
differed widely, then, statistically speaking, there would have been con-
siderabie variation between strata, but relatively little within each stratum,
thereby validating the original deeiFion to stratify by race. It is more
efficient in terms of sample size to sample from two homogeneous strata
than from one very mixed, heterogeneous stratum. The knowledgeable
worker must anticipate the validity of the stratifying criterion before the
sampling begins.
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A n.:lc,goiviiy, the ( ficcriveLos of clw-tcr F;cmpline will be cihnnecd by
expe2tly compAng and recomposing clu; iers in advance of the sampling
so that each cluster is as representative of the entire populnticn as possible.
insofar as that effort can achieve success, given the heterogeneity of the
grand universe itself, the respective clusters will tend to resemble ope
another, while there will be considerable, Anti:Ale:a variation within each
cluster. Thus, hi cluster sampling we invert the specifications of stratified
sampling: instead of homogenizing strata we diversify the elements within
clusters. We may, for emir. pie, combine precincts into larger geographic
districts in order to increase the diversification within clusters and thereby
raise their representativeness of the entire electorate and fulfill their func-
tion as samples.

Jn sum, no sampling technique is completely automatic; all involve
subject-matter decisions. Hence, first-hand practical experience with the
concrete subject matter contributes quite as much to fulfillment of a
sampling project as dexte, ity in the mechanical routines of applied sta-
tistics.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Define the following concepts:
Universe
Sample
Infinite Population
Finite Population
Sampled Population
Target Population
Availability Sample
ifaphazard Sample
Judgment Sample
lianilom Sample
Simple Random Sample
Stratified Sample
Cluster Sample
Interval Sample

2. State difficulties that might be encountered in defining the populations:
Families
Dwelling Units
Farms
Households
City Blocks
Broken Ironies
Overcrowded Homes
University Students
Gainfully Employed
Social Class



SURVEYS AND EVIDENCE

The following article illustrates the difficulties which lawyers

interested in social science evidence will have to confront. Professor

Zeisel tells us that there are two major problems related to using

survey evidence in judicial proceedings. "The first problem raises

the issue of hearsay. The second raises the question as to how inter-

viewing a few hundred people . . can produce correct conclusions

concerning many hundreds of thousands of people." The second

problem is essentially the same one addressed by Mueller and

Schuessler in the preceding reading. As both they and Zeisel point

out, the reliability of survey evidence is dependent upon how well

the universe has been defined, the means by which the sample has

been drawn, and the techniques used to carry out the actual inter-

views. These procedures are important simply because "courts

generally have refused admittance to surveys in which they have

discovered technical flaws. "

But it is Professor Zeisel's discussion of the rule against

hearsay evidence and how it relates to surveys that we feel is the

most important part of the reading. The selection does not offer

1



a guideline for practitioners interested in having surveys admitted

into evidence, but it does provide us with a clear analysis of the

legal profession's hesitancy in using techniques and procedures

foreign to the traditional methods of resolving legal conflicts.

From Hans Zeisel, "The Uniqueness of Survey Research,"
Cornell Law Quarterly, 45 (1960) pp. 322-346.
c Copyright 1960 By Cornell University.
Reprinted by permission.
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HirIS Zeisel, The Uniqueness of Stir/try gasearchtu
45 Cornell Law Quarterly, pp 322-346 (1960),

"lust v.' 'hen a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between
the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult to define. Somewhere
in this twilight zone the evidential force of the principle must be recog-
nized . . . ."*

Barely a decade ago, in a trade-mark confusion case involving girdles
for young ladies,' Judge Jerome Frank playfully supported his dissenting
opinion by a survey which he himself called "not satisfactory." In fact,
it was probably the worst survey ever made. He simply solicited his
daughter's and her girl friends' opinions.

Nevertheless, Judge Frank had a point. Sadly remarking that "neither
the trial judge nor any member of this court is (or resembles) a teen-age
girl," he felt that where the opinions of teen-agers are at issue nothing
but "information directly obtained" from them would suffice. Regretting
that he had no "staff of investigators like those supplied to administrative
agencies" he proceeded on the sound principle that any relevant informa-
tion is better than none.

By now, the science of making surveys has come into its own, and
with increasing frequency the courts are called upon to decide ques-
tions relating to the admissibility and use of survey evidence. Admin-
istrative agencies, not bound by the technical rules of evidence, will
usually admit a survey and then evaluate its probative power.2 In court
trials, especially jury trials, the issue of a survey's worth will first arise
when admissability is decided on. But whatever the formal occasion, the
evidential value of surveys is at issue. This paper is an effort to con-
tribute towards a better understanding of survey evidence, its value and
its limitations, within the legal framework which the courts have begun
to develop'

t See Contributors' Section, Masthead, p. 347, for biographical data.
* Frye v. United States, 293 Fed. 1013, 1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
1 Triangle Publications v. Rohrlich, 167 F.2d 959, 976 (2d Cir. 1948).
2 . It has long been settled that the technical rules for the exclusion of evidence
applicable in jury trials do not apply to proceedings before federal administrative
agencies in the absemce of a staZutory requirement that such rules are to be observed.

Opp Cotton Mills v. Administrator, 312 U.S. 126, 155 (1941).
3 A review of the law and literature through 1953 will be found in Lester E. Waterbury,

"Opinion Surveys in Civil Litigation," a paper delivered at the 1952 meeting of the American
Association for Public Opinion Research, 17 Futile Opinion Quarterly 71 (1953); a revised
version in 44 Trade Mark Rep. 343 (1954) ; Note, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 493 (1953). A more
recent and more detailed, but less analytical, inventory can be found in Barksdale, The
Use of Survey Research Findings as Legal Evidence (1937). A review of the potentialities
and shortcomings of public opinion research, important for both the lawyer and the survey
practitioner, will be found in Blum and galven, "The Art of Opinion Research: A Lawyer's
Appraisal of an Emerging Science," 24 U. CM. L. Rev. 1 (1956). Appended (at 64-65)
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The unique value of a survey consists in its being the only means of
measuring the characteristics of a group where such a measure is at issue,
e.g., the proportion of people who confuse two trade-marks, the share of
a market held by a competitor, the level of wages paid in an industry,
the amount of timber burned in a forest fire, the proportion of items
manufactured below specific standards.

The two survey aspects which raise major legal issues are: (1) whether
the information is gathered through verbal statements made by the
survey interviewees, or only through observation, counting or measuring
by the field worker, and (2) whether the survey is based on a census
enumeration involving all members of the group, or merely on a sample
taken from that group.

The first problem raises the issue of hearsay. The second raises the
question as to how interviewing a few hundred people, or examining a
few specimens, can produce correct conclusions concerning many hun-
dred thousands of people or a 'hole sApload of mchandise.

Accordingly, for our purpost, surveys may b.. classified into four
groups: (1) Census surveys not involving verbal statements, e.g., sur-
veyors measuring the acreage of an area, and bookkeepers or accountants
determining the amount of a designated type of expenditure; (2) Census
surveys involving verbal statements, e.g., the standard job of the U.S.
Census; (3) Sampling surveys not involving verbal statements, e.g., the
job of the Food aid Drug Administration in examining shipments of
merchandise, a survey of car license plates of patrons to determine their
geographic distribution,' and certain phases .of accounting work;5 and
(4) Sampling surveys involving verbal statements, e.g., public opinion
polls and similar interviewing operations.

The major legal difficulties are compounded in surveys of type (4).
These public opinion poll surveys, therefore, will form the center of this
discussion.

The law has not yet developed a general rule for the treatment of all
survey evidence, although it is recognized that only two types of surveys
are clearly acceptable. Survey evidence produced by the U.S. Census,
although it is hearsay and frequently based on sampling rather than
"census" operations, is clearly admissible. The other type of survey is
admissible, not because of its distinguished authorship, but because of
the nature of the collected information. If the interview answers are not

arc comments by two distinguisbc3 social scientists, Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Snout] A.
Stouffer.

This serves to establish the competitive position between retail outlets, or motion
picture theatres. See note 73 infra.

5 See infra p. 329.
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gathered "for the truth of the matter asserted therein" the survey will
be accommodated under the state-of-mind exception to the hearsay
rule.6

Surveys which da not fall into either of these two categories can gain
admittance only under the broader, less stringent approach (of which
the state-of-mind exception is but a special case) which weighs the
necessity of utilizins, the evidence against the dangers of hearsay. Un-
less, therefore, a survey exception to the hearsar rule emerges at some
future time, the admissibility of survey evidence, as a rule, will hinge
upon the assessment of its worth,

In two recent cases, the sharp dividing line between state-of-mind
surveys and other surveys was softened. In one, a state-of-mind survey
was admitted because there seemed to be sufficient safeguards for ad-
mitting that particular hearsay evidence.' In the other, a survey was
admitted "for the truth of the matter asserted" in spite of the fact that
it was made, because the hearsay dangers were found to be negligible
compared with the value of the promised information.'

The privileged status which the law accords to the operations of the
United States Census provides an appropriate introduction for our dis-
cussion because here, in a curious way, the law has solved, expressly or
by implication, all the major perplexities created by surveys and sampling
operations. Thereafter, we will consider the problems of sampling and
hearsay as they arise with respect to.other surveys. Our discussion will
suggest that the true difficulties with survey evidence do not arise from
its being based on sampling operations or )n hearsay. Rather, these
factors will emerge as the legal justifications for avoiding difficulties that
can probably be met more directly.

THE UNITED STATES CENSUS

Courts have not hesitated to take judicial notice of Census data, and
some state statutes make such data competent "prima. facie evidence"
as a matter of law, This is so although all Census data are technically
l,--rsay, transferred as they are from the original respondent through a
long chain of staff workers. Furthermore, much Census data are based
on sample operations rather than a complete enumeration of all units.

One explanation for the fact that the sampling issue has never been
raised in connection with Census data is, perhaps, that so few people
know that many Census data are based only on samples. For instance,

e See note 37 infra.
See note 39 infra.

6 See note 40 infra.
S Wigmore, Evidence 1671 n. 11 (3rd ed. 1940).
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the Census income distribution for the United States population and
its subgroups is based on the questioning of every fifth household head.
Similarly, such household data as the "proportion of homes having
mechanical refrigeration" are based on replies from inhabitants in every
fifth dwelling unit. Yet the Census Bureau considers these findings not
significantly less reliable than actual "census" data. It is an obvious
waste of resources to ask a question of all respondents, if questioning
every fifth will yield results of sufficient, if not greater, accuracy.°

Even if the sampling nature of some Census -data were better known,
it is improbable that it would be used to impeach their accuracy. This
may be inferred from the emphatic court endorsement of the counting
procedures of an official institution of much lesser standing. With respect
to a sampling examination conducted by the Federal State Seed Lab-
oratory in Alabama, a court said:

Reports which are of a public nature and taken under competent au-
thority to ascertain a matter of public interest are admissible in evidence
against all the world.11

The survey operations of the Census have still another privilege vital
to the success of any continuous interviewing operation. By statute, the
information given to the Census enumerator is treated as privileged,
which makes it impossible to verify the obtained information by calling
interviewees as witnesses in court.

For survey operations not conducted by the U.S. Census or similar
public bodies, all three objections that they are based on samples, that
they constitute hearsay, and that there is a reluctance to abandon the
anonymity of their intervieweesprovide serious obstacles for the law.
One must ask, therefore, why a status given to the U.S. Census is being
withheld from other survey operations? Whatever the legal formula, the
true answer must lie in the confidence which the Census survey peculiarly
commands. This confidence derives from the disinterested character of
the Census operation and from the trust in its expertness." It is sus-
tained by the great simplicity and the factual character of most Census
questions, which leave little room for error."

10 See cote 25 infra.
11 E. K. Hardison Seed Co. v. Jones, 149 F.2d 252, 257 (6th Cir. 1945).
12 Compare, however, this passage in Judge Caffey's opinion in the Alcoa case:
. . . I conceive of no reason for discriminating between private individuals and Gov-
ernment employees in formulating . . . what constitutes inadmissible hearsay.

United Slates v. Aluminum Co. of America, 35 F. Supp. 820 at 825 (S.D.N.Y. 1940).
13 Still another sample survey which is admitted almost daily without much legal argil.

molt in our courts, and probably without awareness that it is a sample survey, is the
mortality table, submitted as proof of the average life expectancy at any given age,
subject to modification by special trials of the particular individual.
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SAMPLING PRINCIPLES

Most surveys are based on samples because, practically speaking, there 1

is no other way of conducting them. There are even a few situations
where a complete census enumeration is not merely impracticable but
Impossible because the census would destroy the entire group to be
measured. This is inevitable whenever the examination involves the
destruction of the examined unit, as in most laboratory examinations of
food and drugs.14 Similarly, sampling naturally recommends itself when-
ever the universe (the technical term for the group from which a sample
is taken) is either physically unavailable or remains undetermined as to
its ultimate size. Estimating the value of burned timber is an example
of the first;" estimating the potential loss of bus fare from a projected
change-over to one-way traffic is illustrative of the second."'

The most frequent and, in the long run, most important advantage of
samples is their overwhelming economy as compared to the often pro-
hibitive costs of the census operation. While most universes would permit
a census survey in theory, its costs, in terms of money and time, as a
rule, are prohibitive. In an early attempt to approach something like a
census survey in a Federal Trade Commission case, one of the commis-
sioners voiced this eloquent protest:

I want to register my protest at the way in which this case was conducted.
About a thousand witnesses . . . were permitted to testify as to whether
the use of the word 'Castile' when applied to a soap not made exclusively
of olive oil, had the tendency to deceive the public . . [T]his piling up
of cumulative evidence is an inexcusable outrage on the public . . . . The
attorneys and the trial examiner traveled throughout the country' for the
purpose of taking the testimony of such witnesses. About 700 such were
subpoenaed to testify at Spokane .... [T]estirnony has caused the F.T.C.
to waste hundreds of thousands of dollars."

Judge Wyzanski, in the Shoe Machinery Case, notes that "If anti-trust
trials are to be kept manageable, samples must be used. "

14 . [a] test(s) . .. results in the article's being rendered useless . . . . (I]nspection
and condemnation on the basis of samples tested is clearly contemplated by the Act
(21 U.S.0 A. 334(c)].

United States v. 43 and onebalf Gross Rubber Prophylactics, 63 F. Supp. :34, 536 (D.
Minn. 1946).

15 (The witness] took four sample plots in each 40 acre subdivision and estimated
the destroyed merchantable timber . . . We are not convinced that any improper
elements entered into the estimates of the witness....

Feather River Lumber Co. v. United States, 30 F.2d 542, 643 (9th Cir. 1929).
15 The Court accepted a sample survey and the opinion evidence of an expert witness on

the ground that it was "dictated by necessity, there being no other way to establish the
probable loss of fares." Eighth Avenue Coach Corp. v. City of New York, 170 Misc. 243,
251, 10 N.Y.S 2d 170, 181 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1939), OVA, 2S6 N.Y. 84, 35 N.E.2d 907
(1941).

17 From Commissioner Humphrey's dissent in Matter of James S. Kirk & Co., 12 F.T.C.
272 289 (1928).

1 United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295, 303 (D. Mass.
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Occasionally, a situation may arise where the universe to be examined
is finite and small enough so that the law, by insisting upon complete
enumeration, does not impose an impossible burden on the litigant. In
a California case, involving suit for overpayment of a local sales tax,
plaintiff offered an estimate of the overpayment based upon a sample,
but the court insisted upon an introduction of the complete count."

The courts generally are familiar with the fact that a sample must be
representative of its universe. To state precisely what is meant by a
representative sample, we might start by recalling a most famous instance
of what was not a representative samplethe more than two-million
ballots of the 1936 Literary Digest poll which forecast Landon's victory
over Roosevelt. By relying on the voluntary response from people listed
in telephone directories, owners of automobile licenses, and its own sub-
scribers, the Literary Digest sample under-represented those social strata
which were to sweep Roosevelt into his second term. A representative
sample, then, is one in which all members of th: group have an equal
chance of being selected. Such a sample will represent all subgroups
more or less proportionately."

The only way to insure an adequate representation is by some form of
lottery. A lottery, with all members of the universe susceptible of selec-
tion, is at the core of every sampling operation. The so-called systematic
sample, whereby every nth item or name from a list is selected, is but a
hidden form of lottery. It is implied that these nth units are in fact
random selections." The many variants and problems in sample design
do not so much derive from the basic and easily solved problem of re-

1953), aff'd, 347 U.S. 521 (1954). Compare also the strung endorsement of survey evidence
In 'streamlining the Big Case" Report of Special Comm. of the Section of Anti-Trust Law,
Am. Bar. Assoc., Sept. IS, 1958, p. 31.

29 Sears Roebuck S: Co. v. The City of Inglewood, reported in Sprowls, "The Admis-
sibility of Sample Data into a Court of Law," 4 U.C.L.A.L. Rev. 221-32 (1957). See also
note 34 infra.

29 Sometimes, however, if one wants to measure characteristics of a relatively small sub-
group it will be necessary to over-represent that sub-group in the sample (over-sampling)
so as to have a sufficiently large cross-section of the sub-group. If or wanted to com-
pare, for instance, households with and without automobiles, one might sample every
non-owner but only every fourth owner, so as to have equally sized samples of both groups.

21 Judge Wyzanski used a sample of similar design:
At the Court's st,vestion, the Government took and offered in addition to the OMF.'s
[Outside Machine Reports) depesitioes (a sample] of 45 shoe manufacturers operat-
ing 55 factories. The Court arbitrarily selected from a standard directory of shoe
manufacturers, the first 15 Lames that began with the first fetter of the alphabet, the
first 15 names that began with the eleventh letter of the alphabet, all 8 of the names
that began with the twenty-first letter of the alphabet, and the first seven of the
names that began with the twenty-second letter of the alphabet. This sample covers 3
per cent of the shce manufacturers. Th sample includes small and large factories,
and concerns manufacturing shoes according to substantially the most popular shoe
manufacturing processes.

United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295, 305. (D. Mass. 1953).
Such clustering, however, is not without danger since it may coincide with natural

clusters on the list, such as the names beginning with "Mc" or with "Rosen."
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lecting a representative sample," but from the secondary difficulty of
selecting a sample with maximum efficiency, that is, with minimum costs.

LINATATIONS UPON THE ACCURACY OF SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS

The price to be paid for accepting a sample instead of a census enu-
meration is a certain degree of uncertainty. This might seem a shocking
admission in an argument for the acceptance of sampli. g evidence. But
this shortcoming, as we shall see, is mitigated, first, by the fact that the
degree of uncertainty can be reduced to any desired magnitude (though
never to zero); second, because the law is rarely in a position to insist on
certainty; 23 and third, and most important, by the fact that census opera-
tions, too, are open to error. Experts insist that a sample survey, in spite
of its inherent uncertainty, can, at times, be more accurate than the cor-
responding census operation."

Let us first clarify the nature of this uncertainty in sample measure-
ments. Suppose we found that 68 per cent of the housewives in a sample
bad bought at the XX food store chain. What can we say about the
corresponding percentage in the universe from which this sample was
drawn? Ignoring the technical niceties, the relationship is expressed as
follows: A range is set, extending in both directions around the sample
measurement, e.g., front 62 to 74 per cent, also written as 68 6 per
cent. The probability that the ttue (universe) measure, if determined by
a census, will fall within this range is then determined. If in this par-
ticular instance the sample measurement of 68 per cent was derived
from a sample of 5,400 housewives, the odds will be 99 to 1 that the

22 The Federal Seed Act Regulations, 7 C.F.R. 201.208-19, and especially gi 201 210-
13 (1959) contain explicit sampling instructions and thereby acknowledge this underlying
principle.

23 [Allthough, admittedly such summaries are not, end could not be, absolutely
complete, they are the most accurate and most dependable data in existence to establish
this fact.

Hughes Too! Co. v. Ford, 114 F. Supp. 325, 542 (E.D. Okla. 1953).
24 The paradox is easily explained. Census operations are, by definition, gigantic tasks,

necessitating the hiring of a great staff, the quality of which eludes control. It is suggested
that population sampling surveys, in certain respects, would produce more accurate results
than the population census.' Some of the Census inaccuracies are well known: Reported
age distributions have a slight tendency to bulge at the round (10 year) intervals; transient
(hotel, etc.) populations are underrated; babies under 1 year similarly are underratedat
the expense of babies who are reported as having reached their first year.

For the array of the survey problems tl Bureau of the Census is confronted with, com-
pare Hauser, "Labor Force and Gainful WorkersConcept, Measurement, and Compar-
ability," 54 J. Sociology 338 (1949).

Compare, also, the following reference from a case before the Illinois Cqmmerce
Commission:

The Company's evidence with respect to depreciation . . . was based primarily upon
a sample of the Company's property .... It was pointed out that the use of a sample
tends toward greater accuracy in the final conclusions, inasmuch as a reasonably in-
tensive inspection of the entire plant is virtually impossible considering the limitation
of time and money that should reasonably be imposed.

Illinois Bell Telephone Co, 7 P.U.R.3d 41, 606 Ill. Commerce Comm'n 493, 506 (1955).
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statement is correct that the true universe percentage will fall within
the indicated limit. Given a certain sample, the odds will be lower where
the narrower limits of the range are posted. In our example, the odds
will be about 19 to 1 that one is correct in asserting that the true value
will fall within 68 4 per cent, and only 2 to 1 that they will fall within
68 2 per cent, i.e., between 66 and 70 per cent.

A special case of this estimating procedure is acceptance sampling, a
customary practice in quality ay,trol of production and accounting. The
task is to determine, by means of a sample and in terms of agreed-upon
odds, whether the proportion of faulty items in the universe does or does
not exceed a specified tolerable minimum. If no faulty item is tolerable,
sampling must, of course, never be resorted to, as that item might be
hidden in the non-sampled part of the universe." But if some small pro-
portion of faulty items is tolerable, however small, a sample can be
designed to assure confidence odds for such a margin,"

This situation requires the survey planner to determine the necessary
accuracy of the sample measurement and to design his sample accord-
ingly. The accuracy with which a sample result can be projected depends,
as'a rule, on two factors: the absolute size of the sample and the variance
of the property to be measured. The widely held belief that the accuracy
of a sample is connected with its relative size to the universe is mis-
taken." A sample smaller than 1 per cent, taken from one universe, can
be much more reliable than one comprising 10 per cent of another. To
determine with equal accuracy the average age of the population of New
York City and of Peoria, Illinois will require samples of equal size.

But if the size of the universe is immaterial, its variance is of great
importance. Assume we wanted to determine the mewl age of two groups
of people and Wanted to be sure of certain minimum odds that the sample

25 To think otherwise would be like the person who, in counting a bundle said to con-
tain 1000 one dollar notes, stops satisfied at 996 and exclaims: "If it was all right up to
now, the rest will be all right too."

26 Sampling, as a legitimate part of the accountant's practice, is acknowledged in Mrs-
mares Corp. v. Touche, 255 N.Y. 170, 191-92, 174 N.E. 441, 449 (1931).

The defendants (charged with having falsely certified a balance sheet) attempt to
excuse the omission of an inspection of the invoices proved to be fictitious by In-
voking a practice known as that of testing and sampling. A random choice of ac-
counts is made from the total number on the books, and these, if found to be regular

are taken as a fair indication of tha quality of the mass, . . . Verification by ...
sample was very likely a sufficient audit as to accounts regularly entered upon the
books in the usual course of business.

The court goes on to say that the sample in the present case did not excuse the omission,
not because sampling in itself is improper, but only because the crucial entry in the ledger
of assets, plainly interpolated and suspicious on its face, was excluded from the sample.
For technical details on sampling in accounting work, see Vance and Netter, Statistics,/
Sampling for Auditors and Accountants (1956).

27 Only in those rare cases where the sample becomes a sizable proportion of the
universe, say 20 per cent or more, do adjustments for approaching the sue of the universe
need to be made in the formula.
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result be not more than 3 year off the true mean age of the sampled
group. Suppose, further, that one group to be sampled is thl general
population of a city and the second is the residents in all the old age
homes of that city. Since age in the general population varies from zero
to approximately one-hundred, the general population will, for the same
degree of accuracy, require a larger sample than the old age home popu-
lation, whose age varies only between seventy and one - hundred.

The inverse relationship between variance and sample size is most
visible in the sampling of well mixed liquids; a drop of blood will provide
an accurate count of the blood cells per volume, because this percentage
varies little from drop to drop. There is, indeed, no more homogenous
universe than a well mixed liquid. Hence, even a very small sample
might yield an accurate measurement. Yet the following generalization
is not warranted:

(One of the] prerequisites necessary to the admission in evidence of
samples [is] that the mass should be substantially uniform with reference
to the quality In question... .111

The court errs here, for also a universe with low homogeneity permits
sample measurements of great accuracy; It merely requires a corres-
pondingly larger sample. Uniformity or homogeneity or variancethe
three terms are used here interchangeablyis a matter of degree and
can be compensated by appropriate sample design and size.

Two points emerge; first, that the degree of accuracy of any sample
can be Increased to the desired limit; and setcn that 'the degree of
accuracy with which the sample is related to its corresponding value in
the universe can be stated with precision. Expert knowledge of the
sampling error is as unambiguous as the knowledge of the relationship
between a circle's radius and its circumference.

THE SAMPLING ERROR AND THE LAW

Sample measurements raise interesting legal issues. It might seem dis-
concerting that no sample measurement can be stated with complete con-
fidence In Its accuracy. rut; as we pointed out, the law is accustomed to
dealing with less than perfect evidence. Both standards of proof, "sea-
sonable doubt" and "preponderance of evidence," allow for imperfections.
Rather, it is the positive aspect of sample measurements that raises new
Issues, i.e., the possibility of actually measuring the degree of uncertainty
Or certainty through tolerance limits for the measurement at issue.

One way in which the law might deal with the problem is to accept the

II E. K. Ilatcroon Seed Co. v. ioeso, supra cote II at 155.

4. ....m.o..- aft.
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range of the sampling error because any value within its range would
the immediate legal requirements:

For the evidence is all in one direction . . . . Different methods of
weighting the various factors would produce different results; but no
reasonable, qualified person would, by any rational process, reach a figure
outside that range; and probably most methods would reach A figure close
to the middlcof it. Moreover, even though this high figure is not attained
in every part of the market, nonetheless the figure may be fairly used
since United supplies in every significant generic class of shoe machinery,
except machinery used in the cement process; and in rubber shoe manufac-
turing, and of course, excepting dry thread sewing machinery, far more
than SO% of the demand. In short, it is not inaccurate in this market to
say United has a 7S957c share; and it probably would be accurate to say
an approximately 855 share."

Or the result of the measurement., however inaccurate, may clearly fall
short of the legal requirement:

[P]laintiff did produce witnesses who testified as to confusion ....
However, considering that annually more than 70,000,000, rolls of plain-
tiff's . mints are sold, to say nothing of many millions of packages of
other flavors ... it would be extraordinary if some confusion could not be
found irrespective of the details of the dress of the package . ... A new
competitor is not held to the obligations of an insurer agaimi all possible
confusion."

In these cases the court found the magnitude of the sample measurement
so clearly above or below the relevant legal limits that it deemed it
unnecessary to put numerical values on these limits. In the following
opinion, however, full use was made of the possibility of measuring the
accuracy of a sample:

The Commission retained fan expert] . . . to analyze the Company's
sample of its plant to determine ... whether it was fairy representative of
the plant as a whole. He testified that in his opinion the sample was fairly
drawn and that the chance of It varying as much as 1% from the plant
as a whole was negligible. We conclude that the Company's sample should
be accepted as a fair cross-section of the plant as a whole."

The courts could go further and specify standards for sample measure-
ments since the sampling error can be reduced at will by enlarging the
sample. To be sure, there is a serious cost element to be noted. Since the
size of the sample error is inversely related to the square of the sample
sire, the size of the sample must be quadrupled to reduce a sampling
error to one-half of its original site.

An interesting solution was proposed in the California case in which

is Judge IV> :amid in fulled States v. United Shoe Mat }duty Corp, supra bolt 11 at

14 Life Savers Corp. v. Curtiss Candy Co., 1E2 F 2d 4, It (7121 Cit. ilia).
as Illinois Bell Telephone Co, supra note 24.
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suit was instituted for overpayment of a local sales tax. Plaintiff offered
an estimate of the overpayment based on a sample survey as follows:
$28,250 with 2 to 1 odds that the true (census) value would fall between
$23,150 and $30,350, and 19 to 1 odds that it would fall between $23,950
and $32,450. Plaintiff voluntarily reduced his claim to $27,000, thereby
suggesting his willingness to absorb the greater part of the sampling
error. The court insisted on a complete census count, however, only to
discover that it yielded $26,750, a sum within 1 per cent of the claimed
amount."

In most situations, however, the universe to be measured will be so
large that the court will not have the choice between a sample measure-
ment and a census, but rather, would either have to accept a sample
measurement or have no measurement at all. In the latter situation the
relatively inaccurate sample measurement may provide better evidence
than the law now possesses. That a sample value may be inaccurate by
some small margin of error could be of less importance than the fact that it
con provide a measurement as accurate as it does. This possibility be-
comes particularly important when the measurement refers to the core
of the litigated issue, and hence becomes a measure of the soundness of
the court's judgment or verdict. Two examples may be cited.

The owner of a gambling establishment, at his trial's for income tax
evasion, contended that his lottery wheel had retained, over the years in
question, some 11 per cent of the placed bets. The prosecution introduced
expert evidence to the effect that the laws of prooability suggest that the
wheel (with its specific game rules) must earn, in the long run, some
22 per cent of the gross intake, that is, about twice the amount for which
the defendant argued. The prosecution might have gone one interesting
step further and offered evidence in the following form: "The odds that
the defendant's statement is truethat the wheel earned not more than
11 per centare one in a thousand" (or whatever the odds were, com-
puted from the rules of the game and the actual number and size of the
placed bets).

The use of blood tests in paternity suits provides another example. t
appears that, because of the possibility of accidental mutations, their
evidentiary value is not completely foolproof. On the average, it is esti-
mated that the blood test may err, by excluding the actual father from
parenthood, In one birth in 10,000. 13ecause the paternity cases which

Si Sears Roebuck & Co. r. The City of Inglewood. supra note 14. The Issue posed in
that ate could proside a more general tationate for deciding the degree of accuracy that
should be required of a saropte. The ansia et could come from asting these fro questions:
(1) Now much would it cost to increase the accuracy of the somple to a specified limit?
(2) WM! would be the &liar equivalent et this 'sin in accuracy for the issue at bird?

13 United States r. Sanders Scott, 53, 11S (NI Cie.) (unpublished).
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reach the courts are more likely to be among the few where the test fails,
it is estimated that the test would lead the court into error about 1 time
in a hundred. The question arises, therefore, whether, in view of this
fallibility, the blood test can still be accepted as incontrovertible proof.
The Danish jurist who drew attention to this particular aspect of the
problem suggests that blood tests be accepted as such proof. To permit
their impeachment by witness testimony could only increase, a ratio of
error that is otherwise kept to 1 in 100."

THE HEARSAY BARRIER

Since opinion surveys reflect statements made by third persons to an
interviewer who, in turn, has related them to the analyst who may appear
as an expert witness in court, such evidence is clearly hearsay. But the
courts have developed a line of authority which exempts surveys from
the hearsay rule if the declarations are reported not "for the truth of the
matter asserted therein," but as expressions of the interviewee's state-of-
mind. Confusion of names and trade-marks provide the leading examples:

The hearsay objection is unfounded . . rjhe statements of the
persons interviewed were not offered for the truthfulness of their assertions

Inhey were offered solely to show as a fact the reaction of .. . the
public. . . . Only the credibility of those who took the statements was
involved, and they were before the court.ls

It is true that some of the hearsay dangers are reduced by an approach
of this kind; but they are by no means absent. Thus, while one may be

inclined to welcome any opening for the acceptance of survey evidence,
one cannot wholeheartedly endorse this particular one.

The state-of-mind doctrine has two disadvantages. It may make the

courts overlook technical pitfalls which are more likely to occur in state-
of-mind surveys than in other types of surveys. For example, the degree
of confusion of two trade-marks is, as a rule, the sum of two forms of
confusion: the specific confusion of the two trade-marks in question plus
the general confusion that will obtain for any comparison In an average
group of peopk under most test conditions. Clearly, unless the degree
of specific confusion is great, allowance must be made for the general.

14 Ross, "The 1'a!- :r of Blood Tests as Evidence in Paternity Cases," 71 nary. 1.. Rev.
466, 463 (1955). lie add', significantly, that tbe mils in Denmark are inclined to accept
ere b!ood.test exclusion as absclute hoot with resg*ct to children torn out Of wedlock,
but show greater reluctance in cases where the paternity of kgitiwate cbCdren is at issue.

lts United States v. 111 Cases, 17 F.24 967. 974 (3rd Cir. 5951), art. denied, 347 US. $.61
(1951). See also People v. Franklin Nail Bank, KO btisc. 551, 105 N.YS 2d 71 (Sup. Ct.
Nassau County 1951), rived, 305 N.Y. 453. 113 NE1d ;96 (1953), tev'd 347 U.S. 373
(1954); Household Fit nee Cup. v. Federal Finance Co.-p., 105 F. Supp. 164 (D. Aria.
1951). What public opinion polls become almost standard procedure in trade-mark tot.
fusion ORS, curiously enough, they have never been tied to prove (or disprove) the
assertion that a trade name had become a wale hrs.
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The more serious difficulty with the state-of-mind rule, however k
that it provides no basis for admitting surveys of facts. In the latter
type survey, the hearsay danger is less than in surveys of states-of-mind.
Surveys which ask the respondents whether they own a gas stove, or
carry a certain brand of merchandise in their store, or have reached a
certain age, are not admissible under this hearsay exception. Surveys
asking for complicated psychological reactions arc covered. Judge Wy-
zanski has noted this problem and has decided against the mechanical
application of the state-of-mind rule After reviewing the positions and
citing authorities for each,a' he r Ludes:

. . So long as the interviewees are not cross-examined, there is no test-
ing of their sincerity, narratie ability, perception, and memory. There is
no showing whether they were influenced by leading questions, the en-
vironment in which questions were asked, or the personality of the investi-
gator. But where a court is persuaded that in a particular case all these
risks have been minimized, that the answers given by the interviewees arc,
on the whole, likely to be reliable indicia of their states of mind, that the
absence of cross-examination is not prejudicial, and that other ways of
getting evidence on tt.e same point are either impractical or burdensome,
the testimony sho id be admitted. .. In this case these conditions hate
been met. Accordingly, the hearsay objection is overruled and the testi-
mony of the results of the poll is admitted... ."

While this position considerably narrows the state-of-mind exception ap-
plicable. to survey evidence, it must, in the long run, prove sound.

Another case which provides an opening wedge for surveys which can-
not be accommodated under the state-of-mind exception Is Unitcd Stales
v. Aluminum Company of eloncrica." There, an expert testified to an
analysis of the records of 605 test holes drilled to determine the presence
and quality of bauxite deposits, although the persons who did the drilling
and prepared the reports were not present as witnesses:

Opinion testimony by an acceptable expert testing wholly or partly on
information, oral or documentary, recited by him as gathered from others,
which is ttustwortny and which is practically unobtainable by other means,
is competent even though the first hand sources from which the informa-
tion came be not produced in oust."

....1116.

to Some authorities hive, therefore, concluded that the testimony is not Lenny.
United States v. 11,5 Cases, 117 F 2d 967 (3.5 Cit. 1931); 6 kVigmore, Lvidence (3d
H.) 1776; Note 66 Hem L. Rev. 455. 501, 503, note 34. Others, however, here
noted Chit the patted evidence his S:rce ci the deicers of heseEly. See Note 66
Karr. L. Rev. 495, SOI-S03; Morgan, Hearsly Dangers and the Applicathra of the
Hearsay Concept, 63 141rv. I.. Rev. 173, 115, 202-203, 204; McCortnkb, The Bordn.
land of Hearsay, 39 Vale 45), 491.

American Lugzage Works v. United States Trunk Co, 133 E. Sur". SO, S3 (D. Mass. 1437).
It 19 F. Sum at 53.
IS 35 F. Supp. 120 (S DNA'. 1940).
to Id at 323.
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The court cites as precedent the opinion of Judge Learned Hand in G. &
C. Merriam Co. v. Syndicate Publishing Company:40

With respect to the matter, in what impresses me as una.nbiguous au-
thoritative judicial language, it has been said that the requisites of an
exception of the hearsay rule' are 'necessity and circumstantial guaranty
of trustworthiness.'

The court goes on to clarify the term necessity:
In effect, . . . necessity . . . is not to ba interpreted as uniformly de-
manding a showing of total inaccessibility of firsthand evidence . . . but
that necessity exists where otherwise great practical inconvenience would
be experienced in making the desired proof...."

The opinion, standing alone, is limited. The information in question
was not gathered through interviews; hence it involves only one level of
hearsay; moreover, it had been gathered in the "ordinary course of
business" and only later used for purposes of litigation. Nor does the
decision -efer directly to surveys but to expert testimony informed by
a survey. It could, however, be extended to the survey itself."

.Let us now consider more closely thl dangers of insincerity, faulty
narration, perception and memory as they pertain to survey evidence.
But let us be sure to see the problem in its precise form: the issue is not
whether the reliability of interview response would increase if all inter-
viewees could be examined as witnesses in court, since this is not an
available alternative. As a rule, it is not possible to bring the universe
or its truly representative sample into court. The customary procedure
is to call a number of public witnesses who allegedly are representative of
the universe. But a distinguished lawyer with broad experience ilk this
field had this to say about such a procedure; "The poisonous feature of
the public witness matter is ... that all too frequently they are selected
not impartially but because they will testify Lie way the party selecting
them wants them to testify."" The very fact that such witnesses are
arbitratily selected should render their testimony less credible. Even If
these public witnesses would, in fact, give a more reliable response In
court than to a survey interviewer, their evidence should be rejected on

.."..........M..............
4° 207 Fed. !IS, 318 (/d Cir. 1913),
41 Supra note 3$ at 513,24.
42 . lilt may very well turn out to be that uben t!e admiAsibiEty of survey evi-
dence is finally estallistred beyond doubt, the rationale 101 be taken from the kid of
espert testimony.

Waterbury, "Opinion Survey- in Civil Litigation." 44 Trademark Rep. 343, 363 (1934).
41 id. at 34T Waterbury discusses ibis practice in detail. He notes its appearance in Stanley

1.%tx,raittitt, inc. v. tit, 13$ r id 3Rd (9th Cit. 1943), and Rookof.tbe.Mootis Club,
Inc. v. FTC, 202 F.241 466 (3d Cit. 1933).
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the ground that these indivkluals do not adequately represent the uiii-
verse," no matter how many of them are called."

Assuming it were possible to bring a truly representative sample of
public witnesses into court, it is doubtful that their answers would always
be more reliable than those given to a survey interviewer. The inter-
viewee is in no way connected with the litigants, not even through the
tenuous bonds created by being a witness for one side. Moreover, the
interviewee will, as a rule, not learn the purpose for which his response
is used. In a proper survey routine, to prevent inadvertent disclosure, not
even the interviewer is told of the survey's purpose." In addition, since
the survey necessarily precedes the trial, less time will have elapsed
between the response and the event to be recalled, than between the
event and its deposition at the trial. Finally, the court has before it the
complete and uniform question schedule in response to which the survey
results were obtained. Court witnesses, on the other hand, at times under-
go careful individual preparation prior to trial, the form of which does
not necessarily come to the court's knowledge,

To be sure, court witnesses may have a heightened awareness of what
is at issue and may be more careful and perhaps more perceptive than
survey respondents who are completely unaware of the ultimate issues."
Cross-examination, too, may prove its value at any time that recollection
or narration proves faulLy. But even if some of the individual survey
responses are not, in fact, as totally accurate," the group measuremt'nt
may still be sufficiently accurate within set tolerance limits.

In summary, therefore, the advantages offered by survey responses
Should at least suffice to protect such evidence from outright disqualifica-
tion as hearsay. Moreover, the questions propounded in many cases will

II The universe, of course, might be so mall and accessible as to permit elimination
In court of every one of Its members.

4$ Hence, it is wrong to believe that the evil of the procedure could be cured by cr.I/ing
a sufficient number of witnesses ncept by calling as witnesses so many of the public
as to render the task impracticable." People v. Franklin Kati Rank, supra note 35 at 50.
A badly selected sample only becomes worse as it becomes larger. See note 64 Infra.

40 "IMO witnesses were not inforraci of the Impose of this employment (a shopping
ruraly)._. . . Always two went together so that there were two witnesses to each sale."
Oneida, Ltd. v. National Saver Co, 25 N.YS 2d 271, 256 (Sup. Ct. Madison County 1940).

`Purchases of merchandise are not made in a vacuum with P:ofessor Quiz in charge."
Quaker Oats CO. v. General Mills Inc., 134 F.2d 429, 433 (7th Cif 1943),

4. Hence, Jude Arnold's concern in New York Life Ms. Co. v. Taylor, 147 F.2d 297,
304 (P.C. Cir. Ills) Is not quite to the point:

A corporation Is engaged in takirt a nationwide poll as to the number of members
of the Communist Party. In the rezutir course of that btinvs . . . the inter-
viewer reports that X, Y and Z Ire Communists. rising etcupts Vont the conversa-
tions to support this op.. nion. The report would (not) be ad7.nissitle . . to make

prima facie case that X, Y and Z are Comm mists .. Such e.idenee might be
sawl in a coTteediei for the cancellation of a naturalization ceitificatt.

To be sure, if the unrcliataty of the individual reponse passes a certain point, It may
Invalidate a survey.
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be so simple, straight-forward and unambiguous that the hearsay dangers
must, in fact, be negligible. Hence, survey evidence, if properly procured,'
is well covered by Wigmore's formulation of the rationale that underlies
all exceptions to the hearsay rule: "Where circumstances are such that a
sincere and accurate statement would naturally be uttered, and no plan
of falsification be formed. .. .'"'

SURVEY INTERVIEWEES AS WITNESSES

'Some court decisions suggest that a right of tht adversary to call
survey interviewees as witnesses might help to ave.:come the hearsay
obstacle by fortifying the reliability of the survey evidence." Although
in some cases this procedure has proved feasible, and might seem ad-
visable in others, there are strong reasons against making it a general
requirement for the acceptance of surveys. Cross-examination of selected
survey interviewees is likely to be misleading. It may lend the aura of
reliability to an incompetent survey, or it may destroy confidence in a
survey which deserves better. Careful studies have shown that, on re-
interviewing, one always finds respondents who charge their original
response." These studies have also shown, howezr, that such change',
as a rule, do not affect the reliability of the survey. This paradox requires
explaining although such explanation might, in fact, encourage the very
practice against which it is aimed.

A change of response may be due to any number of causes, e.g., simple
response error during either the first or second interview. Even on such
factual items as ai,J, a small but definite group of respondents, on re-

Interviewing, will give a different response. Moreover, changes may occur
which reflect opinions and attitudes which, in fact, may have been altered
between the two interviews. Finally, the very fact of having been pre-
viously interviewed, may precipitate the change. The artificial stimulus
of the interview may generate subsequent conversations or inquiries on
the part of the respondent which, in turn, will affect the original uncon-
taminated attitude. A subpoena and what follows may prove even more

411 S S'igrnore, Evidence 114n (3d td. 1940).
S. ". . . nor any of the persons allegedly interviewed were called as witnesses. . .rn

General Dry flatteries, Inc. v. Ray-O-Vac Co, 43 Trademark Rep 585. 594 (19SS)NAny
information 1e ithe held representative) could give on the witness stand. would ... have
amounted to hearsay based upon hearsay." Irvin v. State, 66 So. 2d 28S, 291 (Fla. 1953).
The assurance that the ir.tervieltets could he called as witnesses was made a condition of
the adrilitrien of the survey in t%erist Hat Company v. Sclorm Hat Company, MOwaskee
County, Circuit Court, July 11, 1953 (Wisc.), unreported opinion, quoted in Barksdale,
Papa note 3. "The defendant did not attempt to fortify its surrey throvgb any sock

itnestes " Oneida v. National Co, supra note 46 at 187. Defendant subpoenaed 11
witnesses Wit0 had signed the survey. Quaker Oats CO. v. General Inc, saps note 0
at 431.

at Kerglall, Conflict and Mood; Factors Affecting StabWty of Responst (1954).
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disturbing; before the cross-examination is finished, so many influences
will have become operative since the first interview, that a discovered
discrepancy would prove little or nothing. In such a case all the weight
would have to be accorded to the first response.

One might argue that there is some value in cross-examining a re-
spondent as to the circumstances of his being questioned and the mode
of recording his answers. But these same circumstances can also be
elicited from a cross-examination of the interviewers.

The discovery of discrepancies on the individual level need not in-
validate the survey results, for while some interviewees may switch from
position a to b, an approximately equal number will switch from position
b to a. The difficulty lies in the fact that if such occasional individual
changes are revealed in court through cross-examination, it may tend to
impeach the survey because the over-all compensating effect cannot be
shown."

There is still another reason against encouraging this practice. Unless
the courts protect the survey interviewees from subsequently being called
as trial witnesses, bona fide surveys for purposes of settling legal issues
will become more and more difficult to conduct. The problem is en-
gendered not so much by the potentially large number of such witnesses,
but primarily by a peculiar condition under which surveys operate. In-
terviewers of private survey organizations are finding open doors and
willing respondents because they are scrupulously observing a canon
which they share with the Census interviewer. They will not voluntarily
identify individual answers by exposing their respondent. This assurance
is g:ven either explicitly or implicitly by all reputable survey organiza-
tions. Their operations would come to a halt if it were known that an
interviewee might have to pay for his cooperation by being called into
court and there exposed to the doubtful pleasures of cross-examination.
The law specifically prohibits any disclosure of the answers of the re-
spondent in Census surveys in order to insure truthful response and to
avoid embarrassment. No other survey response enjoys this protection.
A private survey organization cannot assure its interviewees of con6-
dentist treatment if the court orders the production of its survey ques-
tionnaires." The knowledge of this threat keeps many a survey organiza-
tion from accepting such legal work.

lit In tEtti of major importance, the survey organization may attempt to docuraeM this
by reintenicwing part of the respondents and comparing the paired results.

Ss Ybe hsue arose before an FCC eurniner concerning the sale of station WG:IS. It also
irost during the hearino before an etaminer for the U.S. Department of Labor concerning
fa survey ci we paid in the electrk lamp Ind,istry.
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There is a method of avoiding this dilemma." The identification of the
survey respondent can be written on a perforated section of the ques-
tionnaire and separated alter the supervisor has passed it as satisfactory.
The separated names will form a record of all respondents, but since
none can be identified with any specific response, they can be cross-
examined only as to whether they had been interviewed at all. The mu-
tilation of questionnaires, of course, might be misinterpreted, but a proper
explanation should eliminate this danger."

For these reasons, then, the cross-examination of the survey respond-
ents should not be required as a rule. Jr, the vast majority of cases It
will not aid in the evaluation of the survey but might, on the contrary,
only confuse the issue. Whether the law, so hesitant to extend the area
of privileged communications, will soon respond to these needs is doubt-
ful.

THE IMPEACHMENT OF SURVEYS

The discussion thus far has tended to establish that neither the fact
that a survey is based on a sample, nor that it relates hearsay evidence
should, in itself, bar its admission into evidence. To be sure, there is the
danger that the weakness of survey evidence may be hidden under a
pretending surface. The following discussion will suggest that under the
guidance of expert witnesses any such defects can be satisfactorily ex-
posed andjence, most danger avoided. The courts generally have re-
fused admittance to surveys in which they have discovered technical
flaws, rather than admitting them and permitting their impeachment. Ad-
ministrative agencies, on the other hand, are more liberal in their prac-
tice, partly because they are not bound by the ordinary rules of evidence,
and partly as a result of their familiarity with the specific technical prob-
lems before them. Moreover, many cases before these agencies are of
the sort that can hardly be decided without the assistance of survey evi-
dence.

A. court sitting without a jury will seldom hesitate to admit a survey
in evidence. The Supreme Court has never either reversed or criticized a
trial court for admitting survey evidence in a Call case tried without a

Si It w as emplo)ed in a sutvcy by the federal Ford and Drug Administration in Veiled
States v. 3S3 cases "9 Mountain "Mireral N'atley Water, Civil No. 365, E.D. Ark, mar Igsg,

as Ina survey (Reigned for an FCC hearing. the intcnieles were concluded with lbw
for/owing statement:

As )-(1, ma: know, reputable surety artntiCS him make intikn any individual's
opinion without his permitsion. The sponsor of this survey is seeking an application
to operate the service we've been discussing with you. Would you be willing to bare
)OUt name referred to hits in connection with the opinions you have just expressed?

This spegoteh is straightforward, but must kad to selfkkairn of those respondents wbo
are more lArly to stand by their outspoken oginions. The result must be a biased group
of witnesses of no value to the court.
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jury." The court may indeed admit a survey even if it h?s no confidence
in i:s probative value:

It is doubtful that such an exhibit [a survey of farm machinery outlets
in Iowa, conducted by the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State College]
has any relevancy .... (13)ut the Court concludes that there is no need
to strike the exhibit. It may remain in evidence for what it may be
worth. However, it should be stated that the conclusion hereinafter indi-
cated ... would be the same in absence of this documentary evidence."

When sitting with juries, however, the courts prefer to exclude surveys if,
on preliminary examination, they find flaws in them, rather than admit
them for whatever they may be worth. Where the line between exclusion
and admittance ought to be drawn should depend upon how difficult it is
effectively to impeach a bad survey.

/mpruper Universe

There are three critical points at which a survey operation can fail and
provide ground for its impeachment. First, the survey may have been
directed at a universe which is irrelevant to the litigated issue. In such
cases of obvious error, the court will not need expert advice,

(Iinterviewers stopped [the respondents] in front of one of the appel-
lant's stores in San Francisco and asked them in what manner they spoke
of 'tuner Shops.' Obviously the results of such a survey are of little
value in determining what knowledge residents of San Jose had of 'Lerner
Shops' . . . ss

Or,

. . (11he survey, having been limited to retailers, is inadmissible to
show that in the market of ultimate consumers the plaintiff's design had
acquired a secondary meaning 19

Inacquate Somple
It L not always obvious that a survey reflects an improper universe.

Sometimes it purports to represent the correct universe but, in fact, does
not do so. This is the second point at which a survey may prove in-
adequate. The universe may be properly selected, but the sample designed
to represent it may be faulty. At this point the expert's help, as a rule,
will be needed to explain the magnitude of unavoidable flaws or, as the
case may be, of any errors in sampling.

The quality of any sampling procedure depends both on its basic
design and its execution. The expert will readily discover its deficiencies
horn the report itself, supplemented by internal documents and such

14 Vni!ed Stater v. United Shoe Machinery Corp, 'Alva note 21.
St United Stater v. J. 2. Cate Co, 101 P. Supp. ass, ass (D. 'slims. 1951).
Si Lerr.tr Stmi v. Letter, 1i1 F.2d 150, 152 (gill Cir. PM.
81 ArcerkLo Lump Works v. United States Trunk Co., 153 F. Supp. SO, 32 (D.

193/).
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testimony from the survey staff as may be necessary. Questions directed
at discovering the manner in which a respondent was selected for inter-
viewing should provide all the information an expert will need. The sur-
vey staff, from the director down to the field interviewers, must be avail-
able for cross-examination. While cross-examination of all interviewers
should be avoided, the court should not refuse to hear as many as are
needed to clarify the exact modalities under which the survey was con-
ducted.

To detect deviations from instruction will require a more detailed
probing, primarily by questioning the supervisory staff and randomly
selected interviewers." Questions should be directed at the institutional
safeguards against error (substituting, without permission, respondent B
for respondent A) and against the admittedly rare occurrence of faking
parts or the whole of an interview. These safeguards may include proper
recruitment, training, and supervision of the field staff, as well as spot
controls and double checks of the particular survey sample.

One of the more easily overlooked sampling traps may arise from
what Is technically called non-response. There are always some Indi-
viduals in any sample from whom it is impossible to obtain the desired
information, either because they could not be located (e.g., were not at
home) or because they refused to answer the questions asked of them.
An effort to measure the site of broadcast audiences, for example, must
go far astray if it bases its findings only upon the people found at home.
It will exaggerate the true audience because such people are more likely
to listen to broadcasts than those who are away from home and, hence,
omitted from the survey. There are several techniques for dealing with
this difficulty, all aimed at an estimate of how the non - respondents
would have responded had they been reached and interviewed.

As has been pointed out, however, no sample is ever without short-
comings: the exigencies of costs, accidents, and other circumstances
may escape control and introduce bias. It is the expert's preeminent task
to enlighten the court as to the relevance of such flaws in respect to the
measured issues. The point is an Important one, for even though a sample
have many flaws, it may be judged sufficient for deciding a particular
issue. The surveys of the late Dr. Kinsey are illustrative although, of
course, they have not come before the courts. The "Iturrin Male" and
"Female" were represented only by those 111-r ssorted men and omen
who, by one means or another, could be persuaded to be interviewed.

There is a standard method of estimating the survey's true value from

to It is bad $xsct;ce to permit the tinty organization to present its best Inteovitwet
to the covrt; a survey is only as good slits weakest link.

4.1., 1.
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such an improperly selected sample. First, the degree of under- or over.
representation of certain sub-groups is determined, e.g., too many college
educated, not enough laborers. One then estimates what the over -all,
corrected group average would have been had the sub-gy -ups been repre-
sented in their true, known proportions.'" While, of course, such estimates
lack the precision of probability samples, they will often be satisfactory
if the group measure clearly falls beyond the crucial minhtrum require-
ment. But more often, if a sample is improperly designed, the expert will
be unable to appraise the size of its bias.

However, even a properly designed and well executed sample may
prove wanting, simply because it is too small to provide the desired
response, i.e., the sampling error may be too great. This difficulty may
derive from the fact that a sample can be sufficiently large to answer
some questions, but too small to answer others. Here, again, only the
expert can advise the court with precision."

Circumstances of the Interview

The third point at which the validity of a survey must be tested is at
its line of questioning and the circumstances under which the interview
was conducted. Lawyers know that there is more than one way of posing
a question and that the response in each case may be different. Such dif-
ferences may result from the phrasing of the individual questions, from
their sequence, or from the questioning situation. There is a body of
experience from which the expert will be able to guide the trier of facts.
He will detect bias where the layman sees none, he will know where
memory failure will tend to underrate and where vanity may have the
opposite effect, and he will know also when, at times, the in'terviewer's
personal opinion affects his respondent's answers."

Yet it is axiomatic, in survey technique, that the danger of question bias
increases with the complz.xity and ambiguity of the questions. If their
aim is simple and factual, such as determining the make of the re-
spondent's automobile, neither the form nor the sequence of the questions
will make much difference. But in the survey question "As a guess, how

01 An example of this procedure can be found In Zetsel, "Sexual Behavior In the Human
Female," 21 U. CIA. L. Rev. 517, 519 (1954).

02 It might be remembered that the issue of the adequate sample size becomes relevant
only with a good sample. As the Literary Digest experience showy!, if a sample is wronety
designed its being large makes It only worse, because it makes it less probable that
systematic bias in sampling is cancelled, or at least reduced, by the sampling error workin;
accidentally In the opposite direction.

63 Hence, the requirement that the interviewer know as little about the purpose of the
survey as Is compatible with his duties. For a complete examination of all such interview-
ing problems, compare Hyman, Interviewing in Social Research (1951).
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much wax would you Fzy there was in glass wax ," the court rightly
found "a built-in bias.""

In another case it was the sequence of questions which was found to
color the results. At issue was the confusion of "Ail State" and "All
States Life Insurance":

(3) What does 'All State' mean to you?
(4) If you wanted All State Insurance where would you go?
(5) Have you ever heard of All States Life Insurance Company?
(6) Who would you :-.ay owns All States Life Insurance Company?

The court. with justification, criticized the 'survey for "not fahly pre-
:enting the name All State."85

Other aspects of an interview can also become grounds for criticism.
Word association tests given to students in a classroom were rejected
becaus: their reactions were "bound to differ from that of the buyer in
the market place when confronted with the .. beverage.. .."" As an-
other court remarked, "the issue is not whether the goods would be con-
fused by a casual observer, but [rather] ... by a prospective purchaser
at the time he considered making the purchase. If the interviewee is not
in a buying mood but is just in a friendly mood answering a pollster, his
degree of attention is quite different."'

A rather subtle source of bias was noted by a court"' in the selection,
as the inter Tiewing area, of "the vicinity of Syracuse, which is not far
. . from the town in which plaintiff's goods are manufactured," thus
producing an abnormally high degree of confusion with his brand.

Occasionally, the problem at issue will Fesent genuine difficulties to
the interviewee. Such an issue ara,e at a recent hearing before an FCC
eyaminer concerning the sale of radio station WIGAN in Washington,
D.C. When survey results purporting to show the audience's preference
for "classical" and "semi-classical music" were presented; it was con-
tended that the respondents did not understand the meaning of these
terms." The problem of ambiguity might be avoided by posing a battery
of questions, each of which would cover one facet of the ambiguous con-
cept." Together they would insure that the interviewee has responded to
all aspects of the concept.

ct S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. v. Grid Seal Co., 230 F.2d 832 (D.C. Cir. 1956), 40
Trademark Rep. 347, 357-58 (1950), afi'd, 90 U.S.P.Q. 373 (195t).

el Scars Roebuck & Co. v. " States Life Ins. Co., 246 F.2d 161, 171, 172 (Sth Cir.
957).

el Coca-Cola v. Nebi Corp., 27 Del. Ch. 318, 326, 36 A.2d 156 (1944).
Judge Wyzanski in American Luggage Works v. United States Trunk Co., supra note

37 at 53.
e' Oneida, Ltd. v. National Silver Co, supra note 46 at 286.
:9 52 Broadcast Telecasting Magazine 68, February 11, 1957.
.6 Compare Lazarsfeld, Comment appended to the Blum and Kalven article, supra note 3.
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The hearsay problem also may arise as a result of survey techniques.
In Orbo Theatre Corp. v. Loew's, Inc.," the trial court refused to admit
a survey in which the respondents were asked about their movie going
habits and those of their families. This added level of hearsay constituted
one of the barriers for admittance of the survey.

By way of conclusion, then, we may say that a survey can err in at
least three basic ways:

(1) it may aim at an irrelevant universe;
(2) although aiming at the right universe, it may not be representative

because of iaulty sampling, or it may be based on too small a
sample and hence render measurements that a:e not sufficiently
precise;

(3) the mode of questioning, the interviewing situation, or the se-
quence of questions may tend to reflect inaccurately the char-
acteristics at which the survey aims,

EXPERTS AND PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

Courts and juries are presumed capable of judging the value of wit-
ness testimony. They are trusted to determine if such testimony is ir-
relevant or otherwise defective and without weight. Because of a tend-
ency to present survey findings in a way that makes them appear simple
and judgeable by the layman, the detection of defects in survey evidence
and the evaluation of its eight and significance is not a simple task.
Bence, no survey should be presented without accompanying expert tes-
timony. The expert will be needed precisely because of the _urine sim-
plicity which almost all surveys, good or bad, tend to display. Thought
should also be given to the possibility of appointing impartial survey ex-
perts, either by agreement of the litigants or by choice of the court. They
would be analogous to impartial medical experts."

Survey evidence has still another peculiarity which should guide its
use in court: its production is usually very costly and time-consuming.
To confront the adversary with a survey only at the time of trial will
almost always constitute an unfair surprise. Surveys, in this respect,
ought to be treated much like experiments which, in purpose and mode
of analysis, they closely resemble." Two procedural suggestions offered
by Professor McCormick in regard to experimental evidence can apply
without modification to survey evidence:

77 156 F. Supp. 770 (D.D.C. 107).
12 See Chapter 11, discussing Impartial Medical Experts in Zeisel, Kaiven and

Buchholz, Delay in the Court, (1959) ; see atso Zeisel, "The New York Expert Testimony
Project: Some Reflections on Legal Experiments," 8 Stan. L. Rev. 730 (1956).

73 MeZormick, Evidence I 169 (1454); Zeisel, Say It With Figures 132 (4th ed. 1957).

.... -.-Rep.,
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[T]he adversary system . . must be modified . . by a rule of
court providing first, that no experiment [survey) shall be used in evi-
dence unless reasonable notice shall have been given the adversary, with
an opportunity to make suggestions as to planning and to be present at tLe
test: and second, empowering the court, in discretion, on application of
either party, .o appoint an impartial person to conduct . . an experiment
[survey]."

Where both sides can agree on an impartially conducted survey, this
would have the added advantage of dividing the survey costs."

TOWARD A SURVEY EXCEPTION

The law with respect to survey evidence is still far from settled doc-
trine. Thus far, the development has been guided by fears that, since
most surveys are hearsay evidence, a bad one might too easily mislead
the trier of facts. But our discussion has shown that while the dangers
of an uncritically received survey are real enough, they derive not from
its hearsay character, but primarily from elements easily opened to ex-
pert review. If such expert help is available to the court and the parties
to the trial, the dangers arising from the admittance of survey evidence
are much smaller than is reflected by the rules which presently govern
their admission. These dangers will become negligible if, in the prepara-
tion and presentation of survey evidence, the following safeguards are
observed:

(1) All sampling plans, instructions to field workers, questionnaires
and other survey instruments ought to be available as evidence
of its design.

(2) The survey staff, from the director down to the ultimate field
workers, should be available for questioning as to the survey's
manner of execution. The survey interviewees, as a rule, ought
not to be required to testify.

(3) The survey evidence should be presented by an expert witness.
(4) If a survey is planned during the course of the litigation, the

court should explore the possibility of having the survey con-
ducted by stipulation of parties through an agreed-upon or court
appointed impartial expert. At that time, such technical require-
ments as size of sample and other specifications could also be
stipulated. If this should not prove feasible, a litigant intending

74 McCormick, Evidence 1 169, p. 362 (1954).
75 . . LW)here contending parties , , can agree on the making of a survey (which
may or may not mean agreeing to be bol'nd by the results of the survey), many it not
most of the really controversial problems about survey-making will be eliminated.

Waterbury, "Opinion Surveys in Civil Litigation," 44 Trademark Rep. 343, 361 (1954).
See also Note, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 498 (1953).
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to offer a survey in evidence should be required to notify his
opponent early enough to enablo him to become an observer in
its development. If the survey was completed prior to the com-
mencement of the litigation, it should be disclosed to the ad-
versary well in advance of the trial.

If these safeguards are provided, the court should be satisfied that the
evidential value of the survey can be appraised objectively; hence, nothing
should prevent its admission, provided it is relevant to the litigated issue.
If these safeguards are not provicid, the court ought to tef,tse to admit

the survey.
While the law might ultimately develop in this direction, its present

state gives only small encouragement. A reading of the Model Code of
Evidence and the proposed Uniforin Rules of Evidence shows quite

clearly that the isolated cases in which survey evidence was admitted
are far from developing into a settled doctrine. The Uniform Rules do
not admit surveys unless they qualify under the state-of-mind exception
or, perhaps, as "entries made in the ordinary course of a bu-iness," this
exception would, at best, apply only to surveys made prior to, and un-
connected with, the litigation. However, since surveys provide the best,

if not the only, evidence on certain issues, and since expert knowledge
In the field has advanced sufficiently to protect the trier of the facts

from error, the law may well lower its heavy guard.



UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE I I

The necessary compromise enforced by limited resources

which Mueller and Schuessler refer to in their discussion of

sampling procedures is clearly illustrated in the following reading.

By defining his universe as "all individuals injured or killed in

auto accidents during a calendar year, " Conard was forced to use

sampling techniques. However, as he points out, "The ideal

sampling source . . . did not exist; however, three potential

sampling sources were available. These were insurance company

records, hospital. reports, and police accident reports." And, as

a consequence, the sample drawn would necessarily be biased.

Insurance company records do not include injured non-insured

persons, hospital records exclude individuals treated in doctors'

offices, and not all personal injury accidents are reported to the

police,

In addition to this problem of sampling sources, there is

another aspect of the reading which is useful to the student of

social science methodology. The author takes great pains to



make it clear how he drew his samples and collected his data.

(In fact; his methodological narrative is a good example of what

Howard Becker calied a "natural history.") Conard presents

the nature of his procedures at each stage of the research, and

any challenge against his findings can be directed at the

methodological structure of his study instead of trailing off into

a vague skepticism aimed at the social sciences in general.

From Alfred F. Conard, et al., Automobile Accident
Cos ts and Payments (Ann Arbor: The University .1
Michigan Press, 1964) pp. 9-11; 322-366.

2



Alfred F. Conard, et al. , Automobile Accident Costs and Diponts

(Ann Arbor; The University of Michigan Press, 1964)

pp. 9-11; 322-381

The study was born of a suspicion that the handling of personal
injury cases is among the most critical problems facing the legal
profession today. Gutty a large pat of the public believes that
ambulance-chasing and outtageor_.; fees arc commonplace. The
waiting period to get to trial in many major cities is notorious.
Even legal theory is showing symptoms of malaise, as attacks are
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made on contributory negligence, damages for pain and suffering,
and exclusion of evidence of insurance.

The designers of this study did not wish to contribute to the
Welter of opinions on legal theory, nor even to add to the studies
of client procurement, attorney compensation, and trial delays.
whey conceived the notion that a new start should he made by
studying the underlying human demand whose pressures have
bubbler! forth in the form of a "fee problem," a "delay problem,"
and other "problems." This human demand was conceived to he
the desire for something to fill the trench in material wellbeing
which is gouged by a personal injury.

The grand design was to discover what are the economic losses
from injury, and what is being done to repair these losses. It was
supposed that the trail would lead back to the point of inith
orriosity--injury litigaion; but it might lead in a good many other
directions, which would be equally instructive.

Three separate methods of study were adopted. The first method
was to collect and analyze national statistics on programs which
would presumably come to the aid of an injury victim. The results
of this approach constitute Part I of this report.

The second method was a held survey. It began with interviews
with persons involved in personal injury automobile accidents.
Later, thanks to an additio. at grant of funds, it was extended to
include interrogation of lawyers for the injury victims, lawyers
for defendants, individual defendants, and hospitals:This led to
the beau of the study, which is the survey of Michigan automobile
injuries, reported in Part IL

The third method was an inquiry into foreign systems for
dealing with the same human demand. Foreign laws, lawyers,
courts, r,nd insurance companies may differ from their American
counttri:arts, but modern foreign countries arc sure to have the
same human demands, occasioned by accidental injuries. Inform-
ants from England, France, Sweden, and West Germany supplied

21
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Information on sources of reparation for automobile injury victims
in their respective countries'.

.3
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Survey Methods: A Description

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the research design developed for the
Michigan survey. Each of the independent components of the final
design is presented separately, with emphasis on the underlying
design cOnsiderations, sample composition, quest:ormaire content,
atti response and weighting characteristics for each. These dis
cussions are preceded by a description and definition of the group
of individuals (universe) being studied, as welt as an overview of
the total survey design. The present chapter also describes the
"weighting" procedures used for the various parts of the study,
the procedure osed to substitute plaintiffs horn the court sample
for plaintiffs from the police sample, and the procedure used to
estimate income loss for sampled individuals, and the techniques
used to collect and process the data.

The following chapter evaluates the research design described
here, placing special emphasis on the extent to which the assump-
tions and design specii:cations could have introduced serious in
accuracies into the final results.

A. TFn UNIVERSE DEFINED
The universe (the otal group of persons being studied) in

eluded all individells injured or killed in automobile accidents
that occurred in the State of Michigan during one calendar year, as
well as noninjurei dams and owners involved in these accidents.
The latter were inch. led so that the estimate of the total economic
loss resulting from personal-injury automobile accidents vould
include an accurate valuation of property damage which might
have been compensated along with the personal injuries. To state
this another way, the sample for this study was selected so that
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inferences could be made about various characteristics of all per-
sonal-injury accidents occurring in Michigan during one calendar
year. A calendar year, or some multiple thereof, was desirable in
view of the fact that available Michigan and national traffic acci-
dent and court statistics are collected and published on a calendar
year basis. The final sample is a statewide area probability sample
which is representative of the universe of individuals as defined
above.

B. SURVEY DESIGN: AN OVERVIEW

The survey design for this study includes two principal samples,
one from police Ales and the other from court records. The first,
which provides the basic sampling frame for the entire study, is a
probability samp:e of automobile accidents which occurred in
Michigan chiring 19:".8, and which were reported to either the
Detroit.Police Department or the Michigan State Police as having
resulted in injury or death to one or more persons. This sample
co! -ts of 1118 accidents, which resulted in 2872 individuals
being listed on police accident reports. The unit of analysis for
most of the data presented in the report is the injured individual,
not the accident.

Summary data concerning economic losses, injuries, and legal
actions taken by these individuals were collected using a mail
questionnaire, with a mail and telephone follow-up for those not
responding.

The returns were grouped into three categories. The first cam
gory included individuals for whom the completed questionnaire
provided adequate d...ta for analysis; i.e., in terms of the purposes
set forth for the study, it u:as felt that no additional data would be
resulted from these individuals. Persons in this first category had
medical experses of less than $500 and incurred no permanent
ph)sital disability or permanent impairment of ability to work.

The second category included individuals who either died as a
result of the accident or who sustained complicated or "serious"

.6
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personal injuriesusually involving large medical expense, a
permanent physical disability or both. For most of these individ-
uals and their families, the accident marked a major turning point
in their lives. Most of these individuals required extensive medical
treatment, often followed by job retraining or rehabilitation. Seri.
Otis financial difficulties were frequently encountered. For such
persons, information provided by the mail questionnaire was not
sufficiently detailed to permit a complete analysis of the accident
and its consequences. Accordingly, these individuals were desig-
nated to be reinterviewed with a more detailed personalinterview
schedule.

The third category of mail questionnaires consisted of those
individuals who had retained a lawyer and who were involved in
some kind of legal action at the time the questionnaire was com
pleteci. Since, at the time the respondents were asked to complete
the mail questionnaires, the accidents being asked about were, on
the average, only two years old, many of the legal actions were just
being initiated, and very few had been completed. Persons involved
in th, se legal actions would not be in a position to give complete
cost and compensation data concerning their accidents until the
cases had been settled. In fact, most of these persons had been
instructed by their lawyers or insurance companies not to discuss
the case with anyone. Since many of the cases would remain in
litigation for another two or three years, it was decided to drop
this group entirely and replace it with an independent sample of
older automobile personalinjury eases, the majority of which
would be settled.

In order to fill the gap created by this elimination and also to
saute a broader sample of litigatad cases, the second of the two
principal samples for this study was used. It was a probability
sample of automobile [ersonal.injuty suits filed in 1957 on the
calendar of either a Michigan Circuit Court, the Kent County
Superior Court, or a Federal District Court located in l'aliehigan.
Plaintiffs in the sampled cases wcte used to represent individuals
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in the original police sample who were plaintiffs in a court action.
The exact procedure used to substitute one sample for another is
described in derail on pages 345.50 of this chapter, and the results
of the substitution arc evaluated in Chapter 10.

The plaintiffs in th court suits, the respondents returning mail
questionnaires for whom additional data were e:sired, and a
simple of those who had not responded to the mail questionnaire
were combined into one personal-interview sam-ale. Personal in-
terviews were completed with 406 of the 564 designated respond-
ents; 28 of the 406 were victims of nonserious accidents who had
nofrentrned the mail questionnaire.

The combined data provided by the questionnaires outlined
above were considered sufficiene to meet the purposes originally
outlined for the study. However, in the course of processing the
interviews, it was discovered that respondents were often unable to
provide certain types of information asked for on the question.
naires. For example, in cases where insurance companies had paid
hospital and medical bills directly, the injured individual or his
family were frequently unaware of the amount paid. In ocher cases,
the individual being asked about had been killed in the accident or
had died since the accident, and the respondent was some other
member of the family. Such respondents possessed varying degrees
of knowledge concerning the facts of the accident; in some cases
they knew nothing about injury costs incurred and compensation
received.

After careful consideration of apparent gaps in the data, it was
deemed desirable to secure certain types of informationparticu-
lady financial datahorn ether participants in the compensation
process. Such data would provide missing information in some
eases and verification of respondents' cep orts in other cases. Ac-
cordingly, a second research grant was secured for these purposes.
The addit;ona) field studies undertaken are outlined briefly below
in chronological order.

The first study included personal interviews with two groups of

"4"." """ -"v." W.' "we" ._.........a
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.54,

claimants' lawyers. The first group included all lawyers shown on
the sampled court records as representing plaintiffs, whether or
not a personal interview had been obtained with the plaintiff. The
second group included lawyers hind by those individuals sampled
from police records who had both (1) completed a personal
interview and (2) granted permission for their lawyer to be
intervimed. There were 63 lawyers in this second group. Claim-
ants' lawyers were questioned about legal proceedings and strategy,
as well as about costs and compensation to both themselves and
their clients. A few of the claimants' lawyers answered more than
one questionnaire, because they represented more than one
sampled plaintiff.

A second set of questionnaires was completed by telephone with
the individual defendants shown on each sampled court calendar.
The purpose of these interviews was not to determine the total
effect of the accident on the defendant and his family, but only to
examine the process by which the defendant undertook to defend
himself and the direct consequences of the process itself. Each
defendant was asked about hi; involvement in legal proceedings
(including the manner in which he secured counsel) and about
any psychic o economic losses incurred by himself or his family as
a result of the suit.

A third :tudy involved mailing a two -page questionnaire to
each lawyer listed on the sampled court records as representing a
Merida:1r. Questions asked were parallel to questions already
asked of plaintiffs' lawyers, but much fewer in number. They
were primarily concerned with the major issues or soutces of dis-
agreement in the case and the important factors underlying de
termination of a final settlement. As among the plaintiffs, but to a
much greater degree, some lawyers or law firms represented
several of the defendants in the sample.

A final set of mail quce:ionnaires was sent to all hospitals,
clinics, or other medical institutions named by personal- interview

,.......-- - .011... - !
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respondents as having treated or cared for the injured or deceased
individuals. Hospitals were asked to complete a separate onepage
questionnaire for each discharge subsequent to the date of the
accident. Questionnaires asked about the total hospital bill for each
visit, how much of the bill had been paid, and who paid k. These
data have been used mainly to examine reporting bias.

Figure 94 summarizes the above overview. in the immediately
following sections of this chapter, sample design, questionnaire
content, and field results fo: each part of the study will lx
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cussed in mote detail, followed by a description of the procedures
used to combine the various pacts of the study for analysis pur-
poses.

C. THE POLICE SAMPLE
I. Samplc Design Considerations

As previously indicated, the universe for the total study included
all individuals injured or killed in automobile accidents- that oc-
currcd in the State of Michigan during one calendar year. Before
describing the study design actually used, a number of the more
important problems encountered in making this definition opera-
tional will be outlined.

An important initial problem was that of locating an appropri-
ate sample source. The "ideal" sample sourcea complete listing
of Michigan personal.in jury auto victimsdid not exist; however,
three potential sampling sources were available. These were insur-
ance company records, hospital reports, and police accident reports.

Insurance company records, however, do not include persons
injured in an accident when the parties involved are not insured,
nor do they include those injured in accidents not reported to the
insurance company. And, in addition, since individuals involved in
Michigan accidents are insured by many different companies (in-
eluding some not having an office in Michigan), it would be diffi-
cult to select a sample representative of the universe as defined for
this study.

Michigan hospital records also were found to have a number of
serious deficiencies for purposes of sampling the defined universe.
First, they list only individuals treated in a Michigan hospital;
thus they exclude injured individuals going to a doctor's office or
relying on selftreatment. (The Michigan survey shows that 15
percent of those listed as injured but no killed on police reports
stated that they had not been treated by a doctor as a result of the
accident.) Second, the hospital reports would have to be sub-
sampled horn a tepresentative sample of Michigan hospitals. This

- - -. - -- 41 e . .
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would involve negotiating for access to files with each sampled
hospital on an individual basis. Policy regarding admission to files
varies from hospital to hospital, as do the administrative pro-
cedures. The sampling procedures within any one hospital would
have to be individually tailored to the recordsystem used.

Another crucial sampling problem within each hospital would
have been that of identifying injuries resulting directly (torn auto-
mobile accidents. Such identification would have been based on the
hospital's admitting diagnosis wh:ch might or might not make a
direct reference to the automobile accident causing the injury. (It
might be expected that lack of direct reference would be partial-
lady prevalent in cases where the injury did not manifest itself for
some time after the accident, or in cases where numerous hospitali-
zaiions were required for recovery.) It is conceivable, if not in
evitable, that serious error would result from the actual mechanics
of reading and classifying entries on the admission papers. And
finally, in terms of the sampling the defined unive, error would
be introduced by the fact that an individual injured a Michigan
accident could be hospitalized in anothe state, and an individual
injured in another state could be hospitalized in Michigan.

For purpose's of drawing a representative sample of individuals
injured in personalinjury automobile accidents, police accident
reports were considered dehdent in only two minor respects. First,
not all pct sonal-injuty accidents are reported to the police. Such
non-reporting often occurs either because no police official is
immediately available, or because the parties involved mutually
agree to settle their differences, often to avoid a ticket. Second,
many individuals do not become aware that an, Favc been in-
jured until after the police report has been complettel and all
parties have kft the scene of the accident. This is often the case
with minor back or internal injeties. Even though many of these
accidents are repotted to the police (as involving property dam-
age), the individuals do not appear co the police reports as having
been injured.

jj
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An evaluation of the above and other considerations indicated
that the best available sampling source would be police accident
reports. The major reasons for this decision are as follows. First,
the actual selection of the sample could be accomplished by se-
curing access to only two sets of records. Personal injury and fatal
accident reports for the City of Detroit are filed at Detroit Police
Headquarters. Reports for the rest of the state are filed at State
Police Headquarters in East Lansing. Second, the police reports
offered the only sample source consistent with the defined universe.
Third, the police accident reports are, by law, a matter of public
record. (Accompanying documents, such as signed statements or
police investigation reports, are not available to the public.) A
discussion of the possible biases present in such a sample will be
fo'und in Chapter 10; it should be indicated here, however, that
the biases have been evaluated as relatively small.

Before the sampling of police reports could be begun in Detroit
and East Lansing, there remained the problem of which particular
cstlendar year (ex years) to study. Preliminary, studies had indi-
cated that a high percentage of all Michigan personainjury
automobile accidents reported to the police could not be considered
" serious" when measured by any yardstick (e.g., number of days
in the hospital, time lost from work, property damage, compensa-
tion received, etc.). The large majority of all personal- injury

ace.lents appeared to be settled in a relatively few months after
the accident. For "minor" accidents, it was felt that a long rime
span between th, date of the accident and the date of inte viewing
would invite the possibility of mious error from memory distor
tion; it se-emelt likely that respondents would not be able to report
accurately an event which had occured a ntmbet of years in the
past, and which was not important to them. Indeed, there also
would be serious problems in locating individuals with very old
address records.

The preliminary studies showed that a large fraction of the
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economic loss incurred in personalinjury automobile accidents
resulted from the relatively small number of "serious" accidents,
many of which (particularly those going to court) required up co
six or seven years to settle. For the purposes of this research, it
was essential that most of the cases selected be settled at the time
of the interview.

2. Final Sample. Derigrs

The final sample of police personalinjury reports is a statewide
representative sample of accidents that took place during 1958.
The actual sampling of police files resulted in the selection of
11)8 accidents, which included 2872 individuals eligible for the
study.

The basic unit of anal is around which the final research de-
sign was constructed is any individual listed on the sampled ac-
cident reports as having been injured or killed in An automobile
accident that took place in Michigan during the 1958 calendar
yea r.

The sample of police reports was drawn from two sources. The
Detroit Police Department provided records for nonfatal per-
sonal-injury accidents that took place within the city limits, and
the Safety and Tunic Bureau of the Michigan State Police pro-
vided records for nonfatal accidents taking place outside of
Detroit and for all fatal accidents in the state. Nonfatal personal-
injury accidents were selected using a sampling rate of one in
forte-two; fatal accidents were sampled at a rate of one in six.

These colice reports constitute the basic sample frame for this
study. 11°Ni:ever, as Maimed previously, one subset of eligible re-
spondents listed on these reprts a.;:s dropped for purposes of
analysis, and a substitution was made using a sample selected
from the Michigan cows The court sample is discussed in detail
Ina subselnent section of this charm%

O.)
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D. ISIAH. AND TELEPHONE SCREENING INTERVIEWS
1. Purpose

Only a few personal injury automobile accidents are serious.
For most minor accidents, answers to a few factual questions will
provide a relatively complete picture of the accident and its re-
lated costs. To avoid the high cost of conducting personal inter-
views with large number of accident victims who had only minor
injuries and who received little or no reparation, a screening
questionnaire was mailed to all individuals sampled from police
records. The questionnaire was designed to determine basic fac-
tual data concerning the extent of both the injury and the eco-
nomic loss resulting from the accident. Individuals who did not
return the first form were sent a second mail questionnaire, and
those who still did not respond were telephoned by members of
the Survey Research Cen..r's field staff. For an analysis of the re-
I:ability of the screening questio; naire, see Chapter 10.

2. Questionnaire Content and Eligible Respondents
The mail screening questionnaire accompanied by a cover letter

was sent to each eligible respondent believed to be living at the
time of the mailing, and to the next-ofkin of individuals listed as
fatalities on the police reports. In general, questionnaires asking
about deceased individuals were sent to the "Informant" lived on
the Death Certificate. (In Michigan, a photostat of the Death Cer-
tificate for each listed fatality is filed with the police accident re-
port.) An accompanying letter explained the purpo:c of both the
study and of selected questions on the o-estionnaire. It guaranteed
the respondent anonymity and it instructed the respondent not to
answer certain questions if a lawyer was still working to help
cullett money in connection with the accid;nt. The questionnaire
itself asked about medical treatment and medical expense, legal
aid received and legal expense, the number of days lost from
work, valuation of property damage, whether or r of 6ny perman-
ent disability had been incurred, and the sources and amounts of

. -
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reparation received. In the case of fatalities, additional questions
were asked about the age, education, and income of the deceased
individual at the time of the accident.'

The content of the telephone questionnaire was identical to that
of the mail questionnaire; only the questionnaire format was al-
tered to facilitate asking questions and recording answers by
phone. It the injured individual was under sixteen years of age
at the time of the interview, the interviewer was instructed to
interview a parent or any other re;ponsible adult with knowledge
of the accident.

3. Resat:
The results of the initial screening arc shown in Table 9.1. Of

the 818 individuals by whom no questionnaire was completed
63 peecent were never located, despite an extensive search of
telephone books and city directories.

The screening questionnaire was not designed to provide corn-
plete information about seriously injured individuals. Further in
fotmation was to be rocured (torn them by personal interview.

TABLE 9.1

Sample She OM RelPOMIC Rate lot Mali
orkl Telephone Street:lug Qtecttionnaire

Member of
yeettionctiret

q.yeitionlmitet completed 2054
fly mail 1287
By telephone 761

Niid'ef ve.vetknmehre not complied 818
Total sarnpIe 2872
Ptrant of qutstionosites tomplcce,1 71.5%

'Spite rotibitt the itxlvsion of tom of the emsl esavenentc used in thli
wench. Itoirever. topics 0 the covet lettcrt, qvcationnaitts, intcryittte instrut
6ont, editing *elks/leen, end colts lot ea -h put of the ttuJe have hten micro-
ifro0, err1 co ?ks of the fihn on br ohttieed from the L:htse.sn. Inatimte fot
Social Research, The linivtraIty of Wchlpn, At.ti Astor, NticitIgan. (Itefereno:
Supplement A, htithigan Autor.)6ile Stud}'.)

.6 66 .. 411.
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For purposes of this study, a "serious" injury was defined as one
which resulted in death, or resulted in medical bills of $500 or
more, or required hospitalization of three weeks or more, or re-
sulted in some permanent impairment of ability to work. Two
hundred ninety-four of the tcspondents who completed a screening
questionnaire were classified as seriously injured and subsequently
were designated for personal interviews. For the "minor" injuries,
the data provided by completed mail or telephone questionnaires
were considered to be sufficient for analysis. Additional personal-
interview respondents were forthcoming from the Michigan court
sample.

E. THE MICHIGAN COURT SAMPLE

1. Sample Desist;
Because of the recentness of the accidentS, the police sample in-

cluded a group of individuals who were still involved in some
form of legal action at the time of the initial mail and telephone
interviewing. These individuals might be expected to be either
reluctant or unable to give complete cost and compensation data
concerning the accident until legal actkns were concluded.
Rather than wait for completion of these proceedings, it war de-
cided to draw a second sample of older personal-injury automobile
accidents which involved court action. How was this substitute
sample selected?

Initially, it was established that calendar year 1957 was likely
to be the most recent year for which most cases commenced in
that year could be traced to their final disposition. Therefore the
universe. for the court sample was defined as all personal-injury
suits filed during 3957 on the calendar of either a Michigan Cir-
cuit Court, the Kent County Superior Court, or a Federal District
Court located in Michigan.

In order to sample this universe, a number of important prac-
tical problems had to be overcome. First, there are no statistics
available in Michigan which describe the universe as defined.

10
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Statistics describing the business of the Michigan Circuit Courts
are collected and published by the Administrator of State Courts.
These statistics are broken down only among law, chancery, and
criminal calendars. There are no figures available which describe
the composition of civil litigation by type of case. In order to
determine the proper sampling fractions for the Michigan court
sample, a separate study, the Michigan Court Study,' was under-
taken to examine the law and chancery calendars of Michigan
Circuit Courts.

To insure efficient use of available funds, time, and research
personnel, stratified probability sampling techniques were used
(1) to select twenty-three counties in the state and (2) to sub-
select 2411 cases from within these counties in such a manner
that the cases include-! in the sample would be an unbiased repre-
sentative sample of all cases filed in the state: Independent
samples were drawn from the law and chancery calendars. In
order that the final sample include about the same number of
'cases from each calendar, it was decided to sample one out of each

:teen cases filed on civil law calendars and one out of each
t ;.-Ity-eight cases filed on chancery calendars. Data from the
court calendars were transcribed during February and March of
1960.

The final court sample included 1226 cases from the chancery
calendar and '185 cases from the civil law calendar. Of the civil
law cases, 256 were filed to recover damages resulting from a
personal-injury automobile accident. Since the court action for
all but 11 of these cases had been completed at the time the
sample was drawn, and since 256 cases were more than enough
for the desired auto personal-injury sample, these cases were desig-
nated as the substitute sample.

To insure adequate representation of cases involving out-of-

n For a brief discussion of the results of this study, see Alfred F. Conard and
Charles E. Voltz, The Economics of Injury Litigation,' Michigan State Bar Journal
(August 1960).
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state plaintiffs or the federal government, an additional sample
was dra,vn from the three Federal District Court Divisions lo-
cated in Michigan. The calendars of these courts indicate the
cause for the complaint; consequently, the sample was taken from
cases indicated on the calendar as personal-injury automobile acci-
dent cases. No winnowing of other kinds of cases was necessary.
Selected at a rate of one in four automobile personal-injury cases,
the final sample included 53 suits, of which three were still open
at the time the sample was selected.

Thus, the composite court sample was made up of 309 cases-
256 from the Circuit Courts and the Kent County Superior Court,
and 53 from the Federal District Court Divisions. However, the
budget would not allow inclusion of all these cases in the per-
sonal-interview sample, and a subsampling procedure was re-
quired. The cases were divided into two groups. The firs: included
.cases where the plaintiff filed for damages in excess of $25,000.
This group consisted of 123 cases and was included in the per-
sonal-interview sample with certainty, i, e., all 123 were desig-
nated for personal interviews. The second group included all cases
in which the plaintiff fled for damages of $25,000 or less. The
172 cases in this group were subsampled at a rate of one in two,
with every other case (N = 84) being included in the personal-
interview sample. The 14 "still open" cases were excluded from
the personal-interview subsample, since it would not be proper to
interview the persons concerned before a final settlement had been
reached. The 14 cases are not represented in the analysis. The
final personal- interview sample included 207 court cases. Table
9-2 summarizes the composition of the court sample. To the ex-
tent that the 14 "still open" cases are atypical, a bias is introduced.
A follow-up could be completed on these cases at some future
date.

The reader should be aware of one important methodological
problem associated with combining data from the police and
court samples. Michigan police reports include only accidents

------v. -
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that occur within the geographic limits of Michigan. However,
some Michigan accidents involve vehicles from other states; and

it is possible that a Michigan resident would choose to sue an
out-of-state motorist in the state of the latter's residence. On the
other hand, any sample of automobile accident cases filed in
Michigan courts will include some suits resulting from accidents
which did nor take place in Michigan. However, in this study both
of the groups described are small relative to the total sample, and
it is highly unlikely that any extensive biases are introduced by
making the assumption that court cases filed in Michigan resulting
from accidents occurring outside the state are equivalent to out-of-
state court actions arising from Michigan accidents. For purposes
of the analysis herein, this assumption has been made.

The procedures used to substitute plaintiffs from the court
sample for plaintiffs from the police sample are described later
in this chapter, and the effectiveness of the procedures is evaluated
in Chapter 10.

F. PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH PLAINTIFFS AND PERSONAL

INTERVIEWS WITH MAIL AND TELEPHONE RESPONDENTS

REPORTING "SERIOUS" INJURIES

1. Purpose
Personal-interview questionnaires were designed to secure in-

formation concerning the consequences of serious or complicated
automobile accidents, such as those involving death, serious in-
jury, extended litigation, and large income losses.

The 564 respondents designated for personal interviews were
selected from three sources. First, there were 292 "serious" cases
from the mail and telephone screening interviews. Second, there
were 207 plaintiffs from personal-injury automobile suits filed
during 1957 on calendars of Michigan Circuit Courts, the Kent
County Superior Court, or one of the three Federal District court
E ivisions located in Michigan. And third, in order to learn some-
thing about the characteristics of persons who did not return a

7- a -r
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mail or telephone questionnaire, a subsarnple of 66 cases was
selected from those not responding to the screening questionnaire.
Since extensive effort had been already made to complete mail
or telephone questionnaires with this group, it was evident that
additional efforts to secure these interviews would represent a
relatively inefficient use of resources; consequently, the sample
selected was intentionally small. .

2. Questionnaire Content and Eligible Respondents
In order to interview all eligible respondents, two different

personal-interview schedules were required. An "A" questionnaire
was designed to be used whenever the injured person, himself,
was being interviewed; and a "B" questionnaire was designed for
situations where someone other than the injured person was being
interviewed, e. g., when the injured person was a minor child or
deceased.'

For cases sampled from court calendars, interviewers were in-
structed to talk only with the plaintiff. No substitutions were
allowed here. (Of course, the plaintiff may or may not have been
the injured person.)

For cases sampled from police records, interviewers were in-
structed to talk only with the injured person, with the following
exceptions. If the injured person had died prior to the interview
(regaidless of the cause of death), the interviewer was allowed
to interview an adult member of the household at the time of
the accident who had a reasonable knowledge of 'the facts. Sub-
stitution was also allowed if the injured person was twenty-one
years old or younger at the time of the accident. Eligible respond-
ents for these cases were classified into two groups. If the person
injured was sixteen years old or younger at the time of the acci-
dent, the interview was obtained with either a parent or guardian.
No other substitution was allowed for these cases. However, if
the injured person was between seventeen and twenty-one years
3Footnote omitted.
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old (inclusive) at the time of the accident, the eligible respondent
could be either the injured person or a parent or guardian, or the
injured person's spouse.

In cases where individuals other than the injured person qual-
ified as eligible respondents, every effort was made to complete
the interview with the eligible respondent most knowledgeable
about the facts of the accident.

3. Results
A summary of sample sizes and response rates for each of the

personal-interview groups is presented in Table 9-3.
As shown in Table 9-3, personal interviews were completed

with 33 of the 66 individuals in the nonrespoLse subsample. Two
alternatives were available for using these completed interviews in
analysis. First, they could be used to represent the entire mail and
telephone nonrespense (that is, the 181 cases which did not re-
spond to the screening questionnaire). Second, they could be
used as a basis for completing a' mail or telephone question-
naire for each respondent, which, in turn, would then be used in
the same manner as the original mail and telephone response,
that is, to determine if the injury was "serious" enough to qualify
the respondent fo: a personal interview. The small subsample
and the large weights that would be invri Jed in the first alter-
native suggested that a serious bias might be introduced; conse-
quently, the second alternative was chosen. Of the 33 completed
interviews, 5 were "serious" and were included with the other
"serious" personal interviews for weighting and analysis. The re-
maining 28 interviews were not "serious" and have not been used
in the detailed analysis of personal interviews; but they have been
used in conjunction with the mail and telephone returns for the
analysis of all cases, thereby improving the response rate. The
"adjusted" personal-interview sample, i.e., the one used for anal-
ysis, is presented in Table 9-4.

2.2/
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G. COMPUTATION OF WEIGHTS FOR POLICE AND COURT
RECORDS, AND MAIL, TELEPHONE, AND PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

Weighting is necessary when the cases or individuals in the
universe have different chances of being drawn into the sample, In
this study, for example, the sample of police records consists of
every forty-second nonfatal accident record and every sixth fatal
accident record. This means chat every nonfatal accident selected
represents itself and 41 other nonfatal accidents and every fatal
accident represents itself and five other fatal accidents. To esti-
mate a statistic for the state as a whole, data from each non-
fatal accident record must be multiplied by forty-two and data
from each fatal accident record must be multiplied by six. (See
column 2, Table 9-5.)

A second weighting step, weighting for nonresponse, may be
demonstrated by referring to columns 4 and 5 of Table 9-5. Using
the first row as an example, note first that every forty-second non-
fatal accident case was sampled. An attempt was then made to
complete a mail or telephone interview with each of the 1462
individuals injured in these accidents. If interviews had been
completed with all 1462 people, the data on each completed
interview would have a weight of forty-two. However, only 1075
respondents (73.5 percent) actually completed and returned a

gestormaire. These questionnaires were then "weighted up" to
rLpresQ Jt all individuals injured in Michigan nonfatal accidents
during 1958. Thus, the original sample contained 1462 individ-
uals, each representing himself and forty-one other injured per:
sons. After the mail and telephone. survey, the same number of
injured persons (42 x 1462) was represented by 1075 com-
pleted interviewseach respondent representing himself and 57
(42 x 1462 -4- 1075) other persons injured in nonfatal accidents.
The use of identical weighting procedures in all subgroups would
implicitly assume that all nonresponse cases were alike and equal
to the average of the responses. Such a procedure would be valid
if the nonrespondents were similar to the respondents in regard to

t
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variables important for the study. To the extent that the two
stoups differ, potential bias exists, and weighting within sub-
groups ,-an be expected x) reduce it. Evidences of bias in this study
are discussed in a later section of this book. (See Chapter 10.)

The same reasoning may be applied to the remaining strvta
in Table 9-5 as well as to the additional tables in this chapter,
v'hich show the response rates and weights fur the remaining parts
of the study.

H. SUBSTITUTION OF PERSONAL INTERVIEWS COMPLETED
WITH PLAINTIFFS FROM THE COURT SAMPLE FOR PLAIN TIFFS

FROM THE POLICE SAMPLE

1. Procedure for Designating Plaintiffs from the Police Sample
In order to substitute the personal-interview court sample for

plaintiffs from the mail-telephone study (Sec Figure 9-1, supra),
it was essential to know which of the 2054 mail or telephone
respondents had actually filed a suit. PreliMinary drafts of the
questionnaire had asked whether a suit had been filed, but exper-
ience gained in pretests showed that respondents frequently did
not know whether a suit had been filed or not. All they knew was
that they had put the matter in the hands of "my lawyer," or "my
insurance company." The project staff therefore decided to ask the
named lawyer or insurance company for suit information.'

It is recognized that an insurance company cannot properly
represent a policyholder's personal-injury claim. However, it is
probable that the counsel who represents the liability insurer of
the injured person, or of the owner of the car in which the in-
jured person was driving would know about any suits filed in con-
nection with the accident. The injured person frequently does not
perceive the counsel and the insurance company as two different
organizations. This would be especially likely if two car owners

4 In view of the difficulties encountered in using this procedure, it may well be
that in future studies the individuals should be asked directly whether a suit had
been filed, and additional information sought only in cases where the individual
unnot provide the necessary data.
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are making claims against each other. Because of these consider-
ations, the project staff decided to make inquiry of the insurance
company named as "handling" the claim, rather than explaining
to the injured person that he cannot be represented by an insur-
ance company and seeking to get from him the name of the law-
yer involved.

Before the lawyers or insurance companies were approached, the
2054 completed mail and telephone questionna;tes were reviewed
to determine which respondents could be reasonably classified
as potential plaintiffs. The completed schedules clearly indi-

cated that 1330 respondents had not been plaintiffs. The large
majority of this group were eliminated because they answered
"No" :hen asked, "Did you put your case (was the case put) in
the hands of a lawyer or insurave company?" The problem, then,
was to determine which of the remaining 724 respondents had
filed as plaintiffs in a Michigan Circuit or Federal District Court.

If the name of the lawyer or insurance company had been pro-
vided by the respondent, a form letter accompanied by a return
postcard (shown on the next page) was mailed to the designated
party. The letter described the study's purpose, guaranteed the
respondent anonymity, and explained both why it was necessary
to know the information requested on the postcard and why it
was felt that more accurate answers would be obtained from
lawyers and/or insurance companies than from the sampled in-
dividuals.

Postcards returned by lawyers or insurance companies were
sorted into three groups. First, if the completed postcard stated
that the individual inquired about had not been a party to liti-
gation of any kind, or had beer. a party to a suit brought in a
lower court (but had not been involved in litigation brought in
either a Circuit or Federal District Court), or had been a de-
fendant in a suit filed in either a Circuit or Federal District Court,
these cards were set aside. For purposes of the sample substitution,
it was considered that these persons were not plaintiffs in litiga-

i

.1

z.

4
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(Please crieck the correct answer) SRC No.

1. 'Ms the individual (named on
accompanying letter) either a
plaintiff or defendant in a
suit filed on a Michigan court
calendar? Yes. No

IF YES 2. Plaintiff or defendant? P D
To $1

3. In what court was the
suit filed?

4. When? Month Year

THANK YOU

. Postcard mailed to lawyers and/or insurance companies
named by mail or telephone resrondents

tion brought in either a Circuit or Federal District Court. Second,
if the completed postcard stated that the individual inquired about
was a plaintiff in a Circuit or Federal District Court case, this was
considered conclusive and the individuals represented by these
cards became the nucleus of the police sample group that would
be dropped in favor of the court sample. Third, if the name of a
lawyer or insurance company was not given by the original re-
spondent, or if the card was not returned by the lawyer or insur-
ance company, or if the lawyer or insurance company could not
provide the information requested, a form letter and postcard
(similar to the card sent to ImAyers) was sent to the original re-
spondent. The cover letter thanked the individual for having pre-
viously completed either the mail or telephone questionnaire and
explained that the additional information was needed in order to
develop a complete statistical picture of the results of automobile
accidents in Michigan. The postcards returned by group were
treated in the same manner as those returned by the lawyers of
insurance companies.

The results of the mailing (at a cut-off date (WO weeks after the
last letter had ken mailed) are shown in Table 9S. The fact

a. asap} Mola.
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that the number of plaintiffs exceeds the number of defendants
might be explained in a number of ways. First, it could be argued
that a defendant who is also the plaintiff in a counterclaim would
be more likely to return the postcard marked "plaintiff." Second,
for accidents involving a number of individuals or vehicles, there
are often more plaintiffs than defendants, i.e., if an individual
is generally considered to be at fault, it is probable that he will be
sued by a number of other persons. Third, it might be expected
that mail or personal inquiries would present less of a psycholog-
ical threat to plaintiffs than to individuals who have been accused
of being responsible for the accident. And finally, although there
may be a fifty.fifty chance that an injured person was at fault,
there is a considerable chance that he did no damage to the other
party, either because collision was with a fixed object (e.g., tree,
ditch, or parked car) or because the other vehicle was less rut.
nerable (e.g., truck or railroad). Also it is well known that a
seriously injured person is less likely to be sued because (1) the
jury wit! sympathize with him, or (2) he is impoverished by the
accident and can't pay.

TABLE 9.8
Miro:ion of Pleintiffs in Polite Sam plc: Result! of Afe.:ling

to 14:11tri, inoimnee Companies, end Mille! Retpondenti

Ruallis of fruiting is'nfiabet Percent
of tetitl of 51111140

Pottrard viettknomire IC41 retiond 370 31%
Plaintiff in Circuit or tederal

Court 38 5

Defendant in Circuit of Federal
District Coutt 20 3

Patty to a suit btou,ght in a lower
COUtt 21 3

Not a party to litigation 25G 35
Lanes or insurance company could not

previde the information requested 34 5
Poftteori ,vtettionno:te Icor not retuned 35) 49

Total 72,1 100%
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Table 9-8 shows that in 34 cases the postcards were returnedincomplete, and in an additional 355 cases, the postcards were notreturned. To effect the desired substitution, all 3S9 individualsasked about on these questionnaires had to be "assigned" to oneof the three following categories: (1) plaintiff in Circuit or Fed-eral District Court, (2) defendant in Chalk or Federal DistrictCourt, or (3) party to a suit brought in a lower court or not aparty to any litigation.
The assignments were made by first examining all availableinformation on each case, and where it seemed highly likely thatthe individual had not been a patty to litigation, the individual

was assigned to the third category.' (Ten individuals were as-signed using this procedure.) Next, on the basis of information
available from the entire study, criteria were selected that couldbe used to associate an individual with one of the three cat-egories. For example, all individuals arrested or cited for a viola.tion were assigned to the "defendant" category on the basis of thefact that the large majority of defendants who did return a postcard questionnaire lead been attested or cited for a traffic viola.

tion. Insofar as possible, a number of variables were used to assigneach case, and variables that weir best able to discriminate amongthe three categories were given more weight in classifying thecases. This assignment procedure was continued until everydividual had ken included in one of the three categories. Of the2872 individuals in the police sample 105, or 3.7 percent of thesample, were designated as plaintiffs in a Michigan or FederalDistrict Court. Thirty-eight of these had returned the postcardquestionnaire. Eleven were designated plaintiffs as a molt of
information available from the personal interviews, and the re-maining 56 were assigned using the ptocedure just outlined.

As indicated on Figure 9.1, for analysis purposes the 105 plain.tiffs frorn the police sample were dropped, and the plaintiffs from
I Supp,enntr A to this teport dtscsibts the assiornvst ptocedtte to rrote &tailthan is nocessarf Lest.

a .1.
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the court sample were substituted for them. Both the logic under-
lying this type of sample substitution procedure and the effective-
ness of the substitution in this particular study are discussed in
Chapter 10.

I. PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH CLAIMANTS' LAWYERS

1. Purpote
The claimants' lawyers' study was the first study completed

under a grant frorn the Walter E. Meyer Research Institute of
Law. As specified in the research proposal, the additional grant
was obtained to pursue three principal objectives--first, to obtain
data on heretofore unstudied questions, such as the legal prob-
lems that hinder prompt settlement of claims; second, to verify
financial information already obtained from the initial personal
interviews; and third, to provide information on methodology
which would enable others to make future surveys of auto accident
compensation with increased efficiency at a lower cost. The claim.
ants' lawyers' study, along with the studies that will be described
in the immediately following sections of this chapter, was de.
signed to be combined with data obtained in the first part of the
study to achieve these objectives.

2. Qneitionnaire Content and Eligible Root:dent,
Claimints' lawyers were questioned about legal actions taken

on behalf of their clients as well as about the costs and conapensa.
tion to both themselves and their clients. Following a detailed
discussion of the specific case sampled, they were asked a number
of general questions concerning their views about the way auto.
injury cases presently ate handled in Michigan and about the
problem of court delay in Michigan.

The claimants' lawyers' sample was designed so that it could be
treated as an independent study of combined with other parts of
the total study for case analysis. To be more specific, claimants
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lawyers were selected from two sources. First, all the plaintiffs
lawyers listed on the sampled court calendars were included in
the sample, regardless of whether or not an interview had been
completed with their client. Second, lawyers hired by personal-
interview respondents from the police sample were included only
if their clients had given permission, either verbally or in writing,
for the interview to take place. The composition of the claimants'
lawyers' sample is shown in the first column of Table 9-9.

A further word should be said about the request for permission
to interview lawyers. Each of the 378 personal-interview respond-
ents who hired a lawyer was asked to sign a waiver of confidential
privilege giving permission for his lawyer to disclose costs and
legal issues in the case.' If the personal-interview respondent was
reluctant to sign the waiver, he was asked to give verbal permis-
sion for his lawyer to be interviewed. And if either verbal or writ-
ten permission was given, he was asked for the name and address
of his lawyer. Seventy-one percent of those asked to sign the
waiver did so, and 87 percent of the lawyers listed on the waiver
agave] to be interviewed. This compares with an overall response .

rate of 77 percent for all lawyers. (The precise sequence of ques-
tions is shown in Appendix E, questions F-14 to F-16.) A detailed
evaluation of the effectiveness of waivers in securing interviews
with lawyers is presented later in this chapter.

Returning to Table 9-9, consider again the two groups of el-
igible respondents. The 207 plaintiffs' lawyers -vho were listed
on the sampled court calendars comprise a probability sample
representative of all lawyers filing on behalf of plaintiffs in Mich-
igan personal-injury automobile accident suits during one calendar
year. For purposes of estimating state aggregates, each of these
cases need only be weighted in accordance with both its initial

g The use of a waiver at smelted by tneratcrs of the virisoty comm:rtct at a
cyclita of the committee in Apra, 1960. The cotnrrOttce fch that a signed tense
from a lawyer's client w.craki substantia!ly increase the oietall tetponse tate for
this part of the tray. The a.siler 'as pretested in itreirk with injured
individuals or rntratta of shah ftrnil:cs, tad irs use scan 9 to act cc, significant
iertnikIring peoStrots.
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chance for inclusion in the sample (i.e., the sampling interval used
to select the court calendars) and the personal-interview response
rates. The response rates and determination of interview weights
for this group are shown in Table 9.10.

The second group of eligible respondents shown in Table 9-9,
the 63 lawyers hired by personalinterview respondents horn the
police sample, does not comprise a representative sample of any
larger group. Therefore, the 53 completed questionnaires from
this group have not been weighted nor have they been included
in any of the quantitative material presented in earlier chapters;
they have been used only for individual case studies. The quanti-
tative material in this report is based entirely on the 149 ques-
tionnaires completed with the plaintiffs' lawyers listed on the
sampled court calendars.

3. Rerukr
The response rates for the two claimants' lawyers' groups are

shown in Table 9.9. The questionnaire completion rate is notice-
ably higher for the lawyers hired by personalintetview respond-
ents from the police sample than for plaintiffs' lawyers listed oh
the sampled court calendars. A comparison of the two nonresponse
groups explains the difference. Table 9.11 shows why interviewers
were unable to complete interviews with 58 of the plaintiffs' law-
yers listed on the court calendars. Notice that twenty.six of the
nonresponse interviews (44.8 percent) were never attempted.
Nineteen of these "automatic nonresponse" were lawyers whow
clients had either refused to be interviewed or had asked that no
interview be attempted with their lawyers; although it was felt
that interviews should not be attempted with the lawyers in these
cases, the cases were included in the statewide plaintiffs' lawyers'
sample by definition.

Ten additional plaintiffs' lawyers declined to complete the %Ives-
tionnaire because they could not remember derails of the case
and the case file could not be located. For all 10 of these cases,

otiP )
t

*W1+40.... -
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the accident inquired about had occurred at least. 4 years prior to
the interview. The two groups just discussed account for 62.1
percent of the nonresponse. The remaining 37.9 percent of the
nonresponses are classified by reasons common to all field surveys
they were either refusals or cases where the designated respond-
ent was absent from the state or country during the interviewing
period.

For comparison, a number of explanations might be suggested
for the extraordinarily high proportion of questionnaires that
were completed with lawyers hired by personalintetview respond-
ents from the police sample. First, compared with the court
sample, the recentness of the accidents considerably reduced the
chance of the file not being available or of the lawyer not being
able to remember the case. Second, in all the cases included in
this group, the lawyer's client had previously been interviewed
and the client had given his verbal or written consent for his
Janet. to be interviewed. It will be shown shortly that securing
permission from the client did increase the response rate with
lawyers. A summary of the reasons given for the five nonresponses
in this latter group is shown in Table 9.12.

TABLE 9.12

Revlon Why Qkettionneire Mt Not Compote!
with Clekenet bloc', Police Semple

RC41011 why viettionnsite wit not Nmart of qlltstionneires
completed not completed

Interview never attempted
(automatic nonresponse)

Interview refused by respondent
Intetview ptevented by unavailability

of respondent's case file
Other (ttsponlent is not an attorney,

although he did Sipe claimant legal advice)

Total questionnaires not conlected

2

1

Aiftr441.0 -
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4. A Note Concerning the Effectivenets of Wainer!
Tables 9.13 and 9-14 indicate that the securing of a client's

permission to interview his lawyer does substantially increase the
probability of completing an interview with his lawyer. In Table
9-13 the bottom row .(which shows the response rate for inter-
views that were assigned to the field, ie., the results for all cases
where an interview was actually attemrted) indicates that about
90 percent of the interviews were completed when the inter-
viewer had a signed waiver available to show the lawyer, that
about 87 percent of the interviews were completed when the
interviewer could state that the client had given his verbal per-
mission for the interview to take place, but that only about 72
percent of the assigned interviews were completed when the
client's permission had not been secured'

Looking at both Tables 9.13 and 9.14, it appears that the fact
of having permission is more impoitant than the form in which
the permission is given. There is essentially no difference between
the response rates for lawyers who were presented with a signed
statement and lawyers who were simply told that their client had
granted permission for the interview. Moreover, Survey Research
Center interviewers were instructed to leave the waiver with the
lawyer if he so requested; most lawyers gave the statement merely
SUM6C111 attention and returned it to the interviewer. From the
evidence presented here, one would conclude that securing a
claimant's permission to interview his lawyer did contribute to
the overall response rate; but the evidence does not suggest that
the use of a waiver produced significantly better results than did
the securing of verbal permission only.

h should be kept in mind, however, that 8 of the 31 nonfespwhots in ailthird group (See Ttble 9-114 told sic interviewer that they ovoid tompfete a
questionnaire if the signed Kleist could be obtained. it is mite!y possible tout
time 8 anosneis might have completed the questionnaite if the issue of waivers
NJ me tern errplissited in 'both the incrolmory kner to the lesq-et vul in the
inttoiatoon to Ole petsor.11 interview. if this Ed boo the east, the ttsponse tartsin the three temps scosifJ pare ion slmost owl!. On the other hand, it is (lustily
possible that lick of petrnksion in one tom of the chef (void kilt substantially
!Mum! tie 'sq....we tire in the 61st two groups.
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J. TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS WITH DEFENDANTS

1. Introdirdion,
A second empirical study completed under the Meyer Grant in-

volved the completion of telephone questionnaires with defendants
listed on the sampled court calendars. In developing the research
design for this part of the project, a number of problems were
encountered, the mo:.t important of which are discussed briefly
here.

Corporations named as defendants were excluded from the
sample for a number of reasons. First, the interviewing schedule
designed to be completed with individual defendants was not ap-
propriate for interviewing corporation officials, and there were not
enough corporations in the sample to justify a separate analysis.
A less important reason involved the practical difficulty of locating
the individual within a corporation's claims office who handled
a particular case. More important, if the individual could be lo-
cated, the information asked of him would have been essentially
the same as that req .ested on the defendants' lawyers' question-
naire for the same case. In fact, in many cases the corporation's
claims repreentative and the defendant's lawyer would have been
the same individual. Governmental units named as defendants
were also excluded from the sample for similar reasons.

Mu Itit)k defendants offered an additional design problem. The
unit of analysis had been defined as all defendants listed on the
court calendars. For cases where two or more related individuals
living together were named as joint defendants, such as a married
couple, the interviewer was instructed to complete first a regular
questionnaire with either of the individuals named as a defendant.
A shorter supplemental questionnaire was then completed for
each additional family member named as a defendant. The sup-
plemental form repeated only those questions from the tegular
questionnaire for which the answers would be expected to vary
between members of the same family, such as whether the person
was driving at the rime of the accident and the basic demopraphic
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data. Interviewers were permitted to complete the supplemental
questionnaires with either the original respondent or with the
family member being asked about. A review of the interviewing
results shows that all the supplemental questionnaires were com-
pleted with the original respondents.

If a defendant had died between the time the suit was filed and
the interviewing period (regardless of the cause of death), the
interview was assigned as an automatic nonresponse; that is, no
alternative respondent was allowed. In suits where the defendant
was the administrator of an estate, the interviewers were instructed
to alter tle wording of selected questions on the regular ques-
tionnaire by hand, so that the cuestions asked administra-ors
would be consistent and appropriate.

the of the most economical dab-collection technique was also
given careful consideration. A pretest in Detroit indicated that the
schedule could be completed by telephone with little difficulty, and
it was decided to attempt the initial defendants' interviews by
telephone, with the option of switching to personal interviews if
any serious difficulties were encountered in the telephone pro-
cedure. Early interviews were assigned with out-of-state respond-
ents who, in most cases, would have been assigned as automatic
nonresponses using personal-interview techniques. These inter-
views were successful, and a second group of intervic. were
assigned with respondents in outlying areas of Michigan (these
respondents would have represented high-cost personal inter-
views), and finally the entire sample was assigned for telephon-
ing.

2. Que.rtionnaire Content and Eligible Respondents
The defendants' questionnaire was designed to examine the

process by which respondents defended themselves. Every effort
was made to separate aspects of the defense process from other
aspects of the accident, such as medical expenses, property dam-
age, etc., incurred by the defendant or his family. An effort also
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was made to focus the respondent's attention on issues relevant to
the particular suit sampled, as opposed to other suits that might
have been brought against the defendant or his family as a result
of the same accident. The questionnaire itself asked about the
defendant's involvement in legal proceedings (including the man-
ner in which he secured counsel), and about any psychological
and economic penalties incurred by himself or his family as a
result of the suit.

3. Resulis
The response rates and the determination of interview weights

for completed defendants' questionnaires are shown in Table 9-
15. Note that even with the exclusion of private corporations and
governmental units, there were 267 individual defendants listed
on the 207 sampled court calendars. The same 207 calendars
listed 207 plaintiffs (Table 9-7); thus, the court calendars listed
about 1.29 defendants for each plaintiff.

The mobility of American families, particularly younger fam-
ilies, increases the problem of tracing respondents when the re-
spondents (and their addresses) are selected from a list that is
not current. Table 9-16 indicates clearly that the effectiveness of
the procedures used to locate defendants was important in estab-
lishing the over-all response rate for this part of the study. Of the
267 defendants designated for personal interviews, 55 (65.5 per -
cent of the nonresponse group) could not be located; no inter-
views could be attempted with this group.' Table 9.16 also shows

S The reader Ina-) be interested in a brief description of the procedures used to
locate sampled defendants. An initial effort was made to find some known address
for each defendant, regardless of how old it was. Court records provided complete
1957 addresses for about one-half the sample; however, for :nost of the remaining
defendants, the 1957 city of residence was mentioned somew' ere in the court
records. Current (1961) telephone books were checked next, and if the 1957
address found in the court records and the address shown in a current telephone
book were the same, the questionnaire was assigned for interviewing. For cases
where the court records indicated only a city of residence, the current telephone
book for that city was checked, and if an individual with the same name as the
defendant was listed in the telephone book, and there was some reason to be
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(hal: only 8 of the defendants refused to be interviewed by tele-
phone.

K. MAIL INTERVIEWS WITH DEFENDANTS' LAWYERS
1. introduction

A final empirical study required interviewing all defendants'
lawyers listed on the sampled court calendars, using a two-page-
mail questionnaire. This study was undertaken so that the views
of all major participants in the litigation process would be in-
cluded in the final report, thus permitting comparisons on a case-

study basis. Although the personal-interview questionnaire used
with plaintiffs' lawyers is much more detailed than the mail ques-
tionnaire used with defendants' lawyers, the nine questions in-
cluded on the defendants' lawyers' questionnaire were also asked
of 'the plaintiffs lawyers. The questions are primarily concerned
with the major issues or sources of disagreement in the care and
the important factors underlying determination of a final settle-
ment.

The principal factor which limited the length of the defend-
ants' lawyers' questionnaire and dictated the use of a mail question-
naire was the concentration of a large percentage of the defense
work in a relatively few firms. In most instances, these firms
are affiliated with one of the insurance companies writing large
amounts of automobile insurance in Michigan. Table 9-17 com-
pares the concentration of defense lawyers with the concentration
of plaintiffs' lawyers for the 207 sampled court cases. It is quickly
apparent that a relatively few law firms handle a large propor-

confident that the telephone listing was that of the defendant (e.g., if there was
only one individual with the defendant's name listed in the telephone book, or if a
telephone book listing showed the same last name and the same address as shown
on the court records, but perhaps a different first name), the questionnaire was
assigned for interviewing.

For defendants still not located, additional efforts were made to find the police
report for the accident (which might list either the the address of the defendant or
the name and address of an individual who would know the present whereabouts
of the defendant). Forth:4 investi-ation was carried out at the R. L Polk Library
in Detroit and at the Michigan Drivers' License Bureau in Lansing. Some success
was achieved through each of the sources mentioned.
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Alfred F. Conard

TABLE 9.16

Reason Why Questionnaire Was Not Completed
with Defendant, Court Sample

1

1

i

Reason why question-
naire was not completed

Number of question- Percent of question-
'mires not completed noires not completed

Respondent refused to
be interviewed (does
not want to talk about
it; coo upset; too busy;
can't remember details)

Respondent 111 or de-
ceased (no one else
available to complete
questionnaire)

Respondent absent (out
of state or country dur-
ing interviewing period;
no one else available to
complete questionnaire)

Respondent could nor be
located (unable to deter-
mine current address or
telephone ntunber)

Total questionnaires not
completed

8

16

5

55

84

9.5%

19.0

6.0

65.5

100.0%

tion of all defense work for Michigan automobile suits. To be
more precise, the survey indicates that five law firms handle 38
percent of all the defense work resulting from Michigan personal-
injury automobile suits. (One law firm accounted for 36 percent
of the total nonresponse for this part of the study.) With this
heavy concentration of defense work, it seemed unreasonable to
expect that the lawyers involved would be willing, or should be
asked, to complete more than a few questions about any one case.
These considerations led inevitably to the conclusion that the final

questionnaire should be short and that the respondent should be
allowed to complete the schedules as his time permitted. Of
course, if it had not been essential to interview about the specific
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TABLE 9.17

Concentration of Cases for Sampled Plaintiffs'
and Defendant? Lawyers, Court Sample

Number of sampled eases Whether lawyer or law firm
handled by lawyer represented plaintiff or defendant
or law film

1

2-3
4-6
7_9
10-12
13-15
16-24
25 or more
Total .

Plaintiffs Defendants

87%
11

72%
15

2 7
0 1

0 2

0 1

0 1

0 1

100% 100%
Total number of lawyers or
law firms in sample 2154. 102

Range of number of cases
handled by single lawyer t

or law firm 1-5 cases 1-28 cases
I

i

1

A small number of these lawyers were not listed on the 207 sampled court l

calendatt, but were interviewed when it was subsequently determined that they l

played a major role in settling the case.

cases in the court sample, the sample would have been designed
to avoid the extreme clustering of interviews evident here. But 1

an efficient representative sample would still be concentrated to
some extent in certain law firms because the cases are concentrated

!in these firms.

2. Result, '1

The response rates and determination of interview weights for
interviews completed by defendants' lawyers ate shown in Table
9-18.

ESTIMATION OF ECONOMIC LOSSES

r I. Introduction
For the purposes of this study, comparing losses with compensa-

tion, it is the loss to the individual or his family which is relevant,



A SAMPLE WITHIN A SAMPLE

Previous discussions of survey techniques of gathering data

have involved example:, %,}Inire the universe under observation has

been conveniently contained in some sort of official record or list.

Thus Zeisel referred to Census data which is collected by interview-

ing "every fifth household," ar.d Conard's study elicited information

from a universe defined by "police accident reports. "

In the following reading, however, research employing the

s irvey technique is discussed in relation to a universe which cannot

be defined by readily accessible lists of people, things, or events.

The Gallup Poll is concerned with predicting election results. The

universe, consequently, is defined as the voting public of the United

States. And this means that the Poll is concerned not just with the

adult population in a particular community or state but with those

who in fact will vote in the country as a whole. And, of course,

there is no list containing the names of all such people in the United

States.

The solution to this problem is to engage in a multi-stage

sampling process. The universe is divided into small manageable

- 1 -



units which may be sub-divided in turn. As Paul Perry indicate

"A systematic sample of cities and minor civil divisions is drawn

. . . . For election survey purposes a selection of smaller units

. . . is drawn . . . . In cities, such smaller units are usually wards.

Within these units precincts are selected. "

It must be remembered that the success of this approach,

is dependent upon preserving the basic idea of random sampling,

namely, that every unit finally chosen has an equal probability of

being selected. It is only when this assumption is valid that we

are able to use much of the statistical theory basic to statistical

inference--an issue we will explore in the next chapter.

From Paul Perry, "Election Survey Procedures of the
Ga Hun Poll," The Public Opinion Quarterly,
24 (Fall, 1960), pp, 531-542. Reprinted by permission.



Offprint from THE PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY
Volume 54, Fall tg6o

Paul Perry, "Election Survey Procedures of the Gallup
Poll," The Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 24, Fall,
1960, pp. 017912.

The development of sample surveys of the population has been
ac- :ompanied by their highly publicized use as a means of determining
the voting public's political preferences. The use of sample surveys
for this purpose has provided a difficult test of the metho 1, particu-
larly in the United States, where a large part of the adult population
fails to vote. Testimony to this effect appeared in Chapter I of The
Pre-election Polls of 1948, a Social Science Research Council publica-
tion issued in 1949. The statement was: "The committee and the staff
would like to point out that pre-election polling and predictions
constitute one of the more severe tests of pulling or survey method-
ology. There are more steps in pre-election polling at which error
can enter than there are in many other applications of survey tech-
nique."

Since a straightforward sample survey of the total adult population
on opinion with respect to parties or candidates quantifies only one
variable in the formul', this has provided the Gallup Poll with some
difficult problems. What is specifically required, of course, is an esti-
mation procedure that takes into account the major variables and
conditions. Progress in the development of such an estimation pro-
cedure by the Gallup Poll has increased the reliability of its pre-
election estimates of the division of the vote based on survey data.
For this reason it probably has some intrinsic interest for many who
are engaged in survey research, and the methods used may prove
useful in other political research.

The methods of sampling the voting population used, relating
voting participation to candidate preferences, dealing with the prob-
lem of the undecided, obtaining unbiased expressions of candidate
preference, and measuring reactions to major events close to election
day are of methodological concern to all engaged in political research.

In this discussion data reported concerning election surveys and
samples are based on the United States excluding the South?. The

The author is president of the Gallup Organization, Inc., and research director
of the Gallup Poll.

1 States excluded: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
Virginia.
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South has been excluded because it presents special difficulties which
introduce additional variables. For example, in Congressional elections
many districts in the South are uncontested. Another difficulty is

presented by the fact that the South's share of the total vote fluctuates
between elections to a much greater extent than is true for other
major regions. The limited scope of the article precludes going into
the details of the methods of coping with these factors.

The data reported are based on Gallup Poll experience in the elcc-
tion3 of 1950, 195s, 1951, 1956, and 1958. In 195o certain of the basic
elements in the estimation procedure here described were first adopted
and used. We believe it is noteworthy that as a result of using these
methods, our pre-election estimates of how the popular vote divided
in four of these elections (1950, 1954, 1956, and 1958) were the four
most accurate estimates of 'he twelve which the Gallup Poll has made
in national elections. The first of the twelve estimates was made in the
1936 presidenoial election.

IIIE SAMPLE

The sample of areas used for the Gallup Poll election surveys is
the same as the sample of areas used for the Gallup Poll surveys be-
tween election periods. These areas nre drawn in accord with the
principles of the theory of probability sampling. Between election
period! the areas consist of block clusters and rural segments. In the
two election surveys which provide the basis for the final pre-election
estimate, the areas consist of election precincts, drawn in the same
manner as the block clusters and rural segments. The change to elec-
tion precincts in the period immediately preceding the election is
made because of the greater control provided with regard to the
political representativeness of the sample of areas. For surveys on
most general issues the precinct as the basic areal sampling unit
would have little or no advantage over block clusters and segments
an' might have some disadvantages.

The sample of areas is drawn in the following manner: A systematic
sample of cities and minor civil divisions is drawn from regional-
city sire strata with probability of selection proportional to sire.
Within places so drawn, for election survey purposes a selection of
smaller units for which election data are available is drawn in the
same manner. In cities such smaller units are usually wards. Within
these units precincts are selected. The selection of the precincts pro-
ceeds in this manner: Election results for the previous .rational elec-
tion are obtained for each precinct in the ward. One precinct is
then drawn with probability of selection proportional to the pre-
cinct's total vote. Within the precinct a systematic sample of house-
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holds is selected, and one adult from each household is interviewed.
The total number of adults in each household is obtained in the
survey to provide for a size-ofhousehold correction when necessary.

For each precinct so selected, the proportions in which the vote
divided by parties in the previous one or two national elections is
computed. In :958, for example, the percentage voting for Eisen-
hower of the Eisenhower-Stevenson vote in 1956 was computed for
each precinct drawn into the sample. Since the precincts were drawn
with probability proportional to size, the mean Eisenhower percent-
age of the precincts in the sample served as a measure of the repre-
sentativeness of the areas drawn. For example, if the mean Eisenhower
percentage for such a sample was 58.5, the sample of precincts was
0.7 percentage points higher than the vote for Eisenhower in 1956,
when, of the vote for Eisenhower and Stevenson, 57.8 per cent voted
for Eisenhower. When such a bias is found to exist, a simple correction
of the final estimate can be made, and the bias in the sample of
precincts with respect to the previous election removed.

The vote in a previous election is perhaps the incrt efficient control
one can use for an election survey (unless the span of time between
elections is very great), either as a basis for stratification or as a part
of the estimation procedure. However, difficulties are involved in
using it as a basis for stratification in a national election, at least if
precincts are the areal units. Precinct data are not available from a
central source; a great deal of time and effort must be expended to
obtain election results for even a modest number of precincts. The
use of precinct data becomes quite laborious even with a double
sampling procedure, in which a large sample of precincts is drawn
first, strata are formed, and the final sample is drawn from the strata.
Therefore, it appears to be more efficient to use the past voting data
in forming the estimates after the sample is taken instead of using
them in drawing the sample.

The correlation of the vote LI precincts between elections is fairly
high. For example, c have found the variance between precincts in
terms of shift or change in the percentage of the vote for a candidate
of a given pity between two elections is only about two-thirds as
large, t)pica!ly, as the variance between them in terms of party or
candidate preference in a single election.

In the 1950, 1952, and 1956 samples the deviation of the mean
precinct party percentage for the previous election used as a control
was small; in 1951 and 1958 it was of some consequence. The devia-
tions of the means for each previous election are shown in Table t.

This step cannot be expected, of course, to improve matters in every
instance. Some of the time it will make things worse. In view of the
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TABLE 1

I)Evisrloss or THE ME' 0 OF nix SAMPLES OF PRECINCTS.
IN PER CENT REPUBLICAN OF TUE DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN VOTE

Survey Year
Past Election

(lard Deviationsf
Number of

Precincts

1950 1046 +0.7 50
1952 1948 +0.3 100
1954 1952 +2.8 105
1958 1952 0.2 171
1958 1958 2.2 158

Outside the South.
f For example, the 1948 election results in precincts in the samp's in 1950 had

a mean per cent Republican vote 0.7 of a percentage point higher than was true
In the United Slates outside the South. As a sample of precincts, they were this
much in error In terms of the results of the previous election.

correlation between election3 in the division of the vote, however,
it can be expected to improve matters at least the majority of times.

The above illustrates one of the advantages of using precincts as
the sampling unit as compared with other areal units such as census
tracts or enumeration districts. While it is not possible to obtain for
precincts census statistics such as those concerning demographic char-
acteristics of the population, this disadvantage is more than offset in
our opinion by the availability of election data. In fact, the avail-
ability of census data by small areal units is of limited value in any
case, because it is useful only in the first few years following the
decennial census.'

Within the precinct, unless it has an exceedingly large population,
the sampling interval used in the selection of households requires
the interviewer to cover the area entirely. That is to say, the sample
does not, in most cases, consist of clusters of households. The inter-
viewer is given a randomly selected starting point and takes every
nth household throughout the precinct. In larger precincts, a sample
of blocks or segments is selected and, within the blocks or segments
drawn into the sample, a systematic sample of households is drawn
as above. These are precincts where the sampling interval for cover-
age of all blocks in the precinct would be so large that it would
create serious problems of maintaining an accurate count.

Within the household the individual who is interviewed is selected
from among those who arc at home, in the following manner: The
interviewer asks first to speak to the youngest man of voting age who

* The use of ptedncts as the steal sampling unit In election surreys also has some
practical advantages met use of other divisions such as census (tae's or enumeration
districts- lot example. it intcnicner failure causes loss of a sampling area too late
for replacement, incodetlge a the precious soling hehas for of the area triatitc4 one
to adjust statistically for an resultant political bias,
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is at home; if no man is at home he asks to speak to the youngest
woman who is at home. if no one is at home or the indicated person
refuses, the interviewer is told to go to the next adjacent dwelling
unit. In such a case the interviewer resumes the interval count from
the original dwelling selected. The interviewer is given a male-female
assignment. Thus if, following the proc,..lure described above, the
number of men assigned is obtained, in subsequent households the
interviewer asks to speak only to the youngest woman at home. In-
terviewing hours are from 4 P.M. tO to P.M. A record of refusals is
kept, with information concerning the person's sex, estimated age,
education, race, and whether the resident is in a high-, medium-, or
low-rental area.

A point commonly made about the use of precincts as sampling
units is that, since the boundaries of many of them are frequently
changed, their usefulness is limited as a political control. This objec-
tion is based on a mistaken notion of how they are usec. The vote in
a previous election is the control, and therefore the boundaries of the
precincts as they were at the time of that election are the ones used.
It makes no difference whatsoever how frequently they are changed
thereafter. It would be useful, of course, in analyzing the accuracy of
the survey results if the boundaries were constant from el,:tion to
election. We have found that, on the average, about 75 per cent of
precirsrs remain the same over a four-year period, and we use these
for error analysis.

LATE CAMPAIGN SURVEY

A discussion of the use of the precinct a; he ultimate areal sampling
unit in the design leads into a description of the method used to bring
the measurement of voting i .ten tions as close to the election as possible.
The use of precincts on a Laze scale by the Gallup Poll began with
the 195o congressional election. Although a method of tattling out a
late October survey and getting the results in time for pre-election
publication had been worked out and used in 194o and 1944 (unfor-
tunately not in 1948), a less cumbersome method was sought. A com-
bination of the telegraphic communication of survey results to the
home office wall the control provided by the use of precincts seemed
to be particularly advantageous and was the method adopted. The
two final election surveys are usually conducted in October. The first
one usually takes place the first week in October; the second en Wednes-
day, Thursday, and Friday of the week prior to the election. The first
survey questionnaires are returned by mail. However, tilt interviewers
are also required to carry out all the steps involved in the final tele-
graphic survey, including tabulation of the results, recording and check.
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ing the tabulations on forms provided, and preparation of the telegram.
We find that about 8o per cent of the interviewers do this quite pre-
cisely and accurately, about 15 per cent make small errors which cannot
seriously affect the results, and the remainder make serious errors which
have to be dealt with. In the latter case, the questionnaires are returned
to the interviewers and they are requested to read their directions once
again, do over the tabulation, and record the corrected data. Telephone
consultations are then conducted with each of them to be sure their
confusion has been eliminated. Those who make minor errors are also
told about it, and once again great stress is laid on the necessity of
accuracy. A simplified breakdown of the data has to be employed, of
course, to minimize the possibility of errors. For example, interviewers
are required only to divide their questionnaires into two easily classi-
fied groupsone group consisting of those who say they plan to vote,
the second group comprising all others. They tabulate the voting
preference only among those who say they plan to vote. Interviewers
are also asked to tabulate and telegraph the educational attainment
of all respondents in six categories, but not the vole by education
categories. The latter step would increase the chance of transmission
errors so much that it is not considered worth the risk.

As a variable closely associated with socio-economic status and in-
come, the educationalattainment information is used to standardize
the two surveys in this respect. Since the vote by education is not
obtr.ined, for the reason indicated above, any difference between the
two samples by education is dealt with in this manner: The first survey
is tabulated by the six education categories (college complete, college
;.ncomplete, high school complete, high school incomplete, grammar
school seventh and eighth grades, grammar school sixth grade or
less), and the vote or preference in each category. The data are then
adjusted to fit the education distribution of the second sample, and
the change in voting preference which results is applied to the results
of the second survey. This sample control of the second survey is
designed primarily to protect against the consequences of interviewer
failure to do a careful coverage of the precinct the second time around.
Since this control has been employed, the effect of the adjustment
has been in no case more than one- or two-tenths of a percentage point.

TURNOUT

Another important step in the procedure for estimating el-.ction
results is projecting she proportion of the population old enough
to vote who will vote, or what might be called the turnout ratio.
Our estimate of thi: ratio is derived from the results of several ques-
tions which are related to voting participation. Some combinations
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used, for example, are based on these two questions: "How much
thought have you given to the coming November electionsquite a
lot, or only a little?" and, "Do you, yourself, plan to vote in the elec
tion this November, or not?" If the answer is "yes," the respondent
is asked, "How certain are you that you will voteabsolutely certain,
fairly certain, or not certain?" For previous elections a record has
been kept of the relationship between the proportion who answer
such questions in a category indicating a likelihood of voting and
the actual turnout ratio in the election. From these relationships a
sufficiently accurate estimate of the turnout ratio can be made for
estimating preference in that part of the sample representative of :hose
who will vote. For example, the method projected a turnout percent-
age of 61 in t956 as compared with the actual turnout ratio of 6o;
in 1958 it projected a turnout of 45 as compared with the actual
turnout of 44. In 1950, 1954, and 1954, the turnout ratio was projected
from available registration data.

The variable of voting participation is an important one in United
States elections, and a technique for taking it into account is required.
Surveys during the past twenty-five years have shown that, during
this period, in the aggregate those persons who favor the Democratic
Party or candidate in national elections are less likely to vote than
those who favor the Republican ;'arty or candidate. Fven if this were
not true, however, so long as only a part of the electorate votes, steps
have to be taken to provide a sample of that particular part of the
population, because it tray well differ from the fatal population old
enough to vole. The turnout ratio is particulnly low in national
nonpresidential elections. The ratios for the past five elections are
shown in Table s.

TABLE 2
Pan CENT OF STATES POPVLABON OLD ENOSIGH
ro Vora Wno Voren or 1950, 1952, 1954, 1956, 1958

Election
Type of
Election

Pet Cent
Who Voted

1650 Congressional 41.9
1952 Presidentil 62.5
I 154 Congressional 42.4
.t.1.56 Presidential 00.4
1953 Congressional 43.9

To crake allowance for this ''actor we use questions such as these:
How much thought hate you Oen to the coming Nosembct elections

quite a lot, or only a little?
Hare yot eset voted in this ptecinct or district?
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Where do people who use in this neighborhood go to vote?
Are you now registered so that you can vo:e in the election this November?
Do you plan to register so that you can vote in the November election?
How often would you say you votealways, nearly always, part of the time,

or seldom?
Do you, yourself, plan to vote in the election this November?
How certain are you that you will voteabsolutely certain, fairly certain,

or not certain?
In the election in November, so6when Eisenhower ran against Steven-

sondid things come up which kept you from voting. or did you happen
to vote?

Post-election studies indicate that the answers to these questions are
related to voting participation, and indicate the extent to which they
are related. A scoring system based on such studies is applied to the
answers of respondents to each question. The scoring system is such
that the greater their likelihood of voting, the higher their score. Re-
spondents are then ranked on the basis of their scores.

Before using the turnout scale scores, all persons are excluded who
say they are not registered and do not plan to register, or who say
they do not plan to vote. Thus a person who is not registered and
does not plan to register or who says he or she does not plan to vote
is not included in the ''ample of persons upon which the election
estimate is based. These people are excluded because our studies
and the studies of others have indicated that a negligible percentage
of them vote, something on the order of betom r and 5 per cent.
Using the remaining sample of respondents, each classon the basis
of turnout scale scoresis tabulated on party or candidate preference
(depending upon whether it is a national presidential or congres

sional election); the division of preference is then computed for the
first scale position (those most likely to vote); the first and second
scale positions combined; the first, second, and third scale positions
combined; and so on. With this classification and accumulation, and
the turnout ratio previously computed, that portion of the total
sample with the greatest likelihood of voting (on the basis of these
criteria) is selected, and the preference computed for that group.
Usually this requires interpolation between classes.

THE UNDECIDED

For accurate estimation of the probable division of the vote, it is
essential to minimize the proportion of replies which are in the cate-
gory of undecided. For analytical purposes it is, of course, quite use-
ful to use methods for maximizing the undecided, and this can be
done quite easily. The opposite objective of reducing the undecided
can be quite difficult, however, and, of course, when it is truly a
case of being completely undecided, impossible. Two basic approaches
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we have adopted are (i) to use a question which makes the decision
as easy as possible and (2) to ask the undecided person if he can
say in which direction he is leaning in his preference. The question
combination being used in current Gallup Poll surveys k:

a. If the Presidential election were Icing held TODAY, which candid;oes
would you vote forNixon and Lodge or Kennedy and Johnson?
IF UNDECIDED OR REFUSED ASK:

b. As of today, do you lean more to Nixon and Lodge or more to
Kennedy and Johnson?

Before the "a" question is asked, the respondent is handed a card
on which are printed the names of the two major parties and tl.e
respective candidates underneath their party designation.

The question has been framed to ask for the respondent's choice if
the election were to be held "today" because it provokes less indecision
than do erestions which ask how a respondent expects to vote in
November. Currently the use of the ''leaning" question reduces the
proportion of undecided by half. Sometimes the effect of a further re-
duction of the undecided can be obtained by the use of a secret ballot;
this will be touched upon later.

COMPARING SURVEY RESULTS AND ELECTION RESULTS

Three sets of party- or candidatepreference survey results have been
computed for each of the past five national elections, and the error
computed for each. The three sets are (s) the total sample, with a
shift adjustment based on the precinct tote in a previous election;
(a) those in the sample who are rcfristered or who plan to register
and plan to vote, with shift adjustment; (3) the accumulated-classes
method described above, with shift adjustment. The results are shown
in Tables 3. 4, and 5, and provide a summation based on the final
survey dat. illustrating how each step in the estimation procedure
affected the results. As stated earlier, this summation is based on the
vote excluding the South.

It should be emphasized that in actual practice we are unable to make
complete use of the data obtained in the final pre-election survey.
Insufficient time elapses between the last day of interviewing and the
deadline for the release of the results to subscribing newspapers to
receive the completed questionnaires through the mail, process them,
and do a full analysis. In practice, in the rate of the final survey, we
have a simple basis for sorting out likely voters for the interviewers to
use in their tabulations. The procedures described are used in process-
ing the survey in early October; to the division of the vote obtained is
applied any change observed between this survey and the final one.
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF ELECTION RESULTS AND

SURVEY RESULTS IN THE TOTAL SAMPLE:
PER CENT REPUBLICAN OF THE DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN VOTE

Election (N)
Survey
Results

Election
Results Deviation

1950 (2,452) 48.0 52.7 -4.7
1952 (4,814) 53.2 56.8 -3.6
1954 (4,784) 45.6 50.5 -4.9
1956 (6,173) 61.8 59.0 +2.8
1958 (4,62.5) 42.6 46.1 -3.5
leanf 3.9
Range} 2.8-4.9

Colfectecl for bias In tenms of a previous election.
Disregarding signs.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON or ELECTION RESULTS AND SURVEY RESULTS
AMCNG THOSE RLCISTERED, PLAN TO BLUSTER, AI.O PLAN TO VOTE:

PER CENT REPUBLICAN OF THE DENtOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN VOTE

Election (N)
Surrey
Results

Election
Results Deviation

1950 (1,999) 49.2 52.7 -3.5
1952 (4,229) 54.2 58.8 -2.6
1951 (3,733) 47.3 50.5 -3.2
1956 (5,433) 61.6 59.0 +2.6
1958 ( 3,662) 43.8 46.1 -2.3
Mean, 2.8
Range I 2.345

Corrected for bias In terms of a previous election.
1istegarding signs.

TABLE 5
COMPAIUSON OF ELECTION RESULTS AND SURVEY RESULTS ASIONO

Tom WHosn Tyn.volfr Soong Pump Tirtm Dr THAT PART or Tat
SAMPLE Conntsroxorso To THE EXPECTED TURNOUT Pnoroimorc:

PER CENT REPUBLICAN or THE DENtocaatx-REPUBLICAN VOTE

Surrey Election
Election ( N ) Results Results Deviation

1950 (1,235) 52.4 52.7 -0.3
1952 (3,240) 53.3 56.8 -1.5
1954 (2,410) 50.0 50.5 -0.5
1956 (4,150) 62.1 53.0 4-3.1
1958 (2,465) 45.9 48.1 -0.2
Mean 1.1
Range 0: -3.1

Disregarding signs.
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In comparing the two surveys, of course, the simplified basis used by
interviewers in separating likely voters from nonvoters for their tele-
graphic report is used for both. In the description here, however, the
final survey materials as analyzed after the election have been used,
because an accurate appraisal of the results of the methods can best be
made with survey data obtained as close as possible to the election. The
final survey interviewing period in the five elections covered in this
description has centered five days before election day.

USE OF A SECRET BALLOT

Obtaining unbiased expressions of candidate preference is, of course,
a matter of continuing great concern in election surveys. The tradi-
tional and obvious method or dealing with the problem is to use a
secret ballot. Doing so in a completely satisfactory way in the typical
survey situation present, difficulties, although the Gallup Poll has
used a secret ballot at one time or another in election surveys from
1936 onward. Early in 1956 a method was worked out to incorporate a
secret ballot procedure, making use of an approach developed by
Sidney Goldish in the election surveys of the Minnesota Poll. In this
approach, the interview is conducted in the usual manner (i.e. as an
"open" interview) (or all questionnaire items except the voting prefer.
ence question. This enables the interviewer to establish rapport with
the respondent in the manner customary in an "open" interview. After
ask ing a veries of inttqductory questions, the respondent is handed a
card showing the parties and candidates and asked to check his choke
privately, fold the card, and drop it in a ballot box carried by the
interviewer. The remainder of the interview is carried out in the usual
mann('

The secret ballot was employed in two Gallup Poll national surveys
conducted in early October and mid-October of 1956 and in mid-
September and mid-October of 1958. In these surveys an interpene-
trating sample was used, with every second respondent interviewed
using the secret c.iiestionnaire. A comparison of the two sets of data in
1956 showed a 6o per cent lower undecided in the secret survey and a
relatively greater vote for the Democratic ticket of Stevenson and
Kefauver than was true in the nonsecret survey. In 1,958 the secret
survey produced 3o per cent less undecided than the nonsecret survey
and a relatively lower Democratic vote. An application of the secret-
nonsecret differentials in 1956 lowered the Eisenhower-Nixon per-
centage of the vote one and a half percentage points in the non-South.
in t958 it produced a change of less than a percentage point.

Table 6 recapitulates the final estimates that were obtained using
the final survey data in the non-South and utilizing all steps in Ole
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estimating procedure, including the secret ballot in 1956 and 1958.
Actually, in 1956 and 1958 the difference between the secret and non-

TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF ELECTION RESULTS AND FINAL SURVEY RESULTS:
PEE CENT REPUBLICAN or THE DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN Vor

Election
Survey
Results

Election
Resul.4 Deviation

1950 52.4 52.7 0.3
1952 55.3 56.8 1.5
1954 50.0 50.5 0.5
1958 60.6 59.0 +1.6
1958 48.3 46.1 +0.2
Mean' 0.8
Range' 0.2-1.5

'Disregarding signs.

secret was statistically significant only in the case of the per cent unde-
cided. Nonetheless, the differential was applied to the party vote for
the final estimate in both years and improved matters in 1956.



CHAPTER FOUR

CLASS NOTES

The concept of random sampling is discussed at length in the selection

of readings. Our purpose here is to provide some data in a convenient

form so that the student can apply what he has learned--and, we hope,

in the process loarn it more thoroughly.

A table of random numbers consists of a large number of digits

jumbled together in a chance fashion. (They are arranged in blocks of

five merely to facilitate reading, in Table I, taken from George W.

Snedecor, Statistical Methods. ) There are 50 rows and 50

columns, each numbered from 00 to 49.

Since the numbers are arranged in a random fashion, any sequence

of numbers can be considered rando:i, a can begin at the upper left

corner and read across, or read down; you can begin at any randomly

selected point; and so on.

For example, to draw a random sample cf 50 cases out of a list of

99 cases numbered one to 99, we can start at any point--let us say it Is

row II, column 8. We then start by taking two digit numbers, reading from

left to right:

04, 05, 33, 64, 71, 72, 64, 56, 90, 66, 33, 86, 67, 92, 39, and so on.



If any number is repeated, we simply discard it; and we continue the

process until we have accumulated the 50 cases to be in our sample.

We have included a roster of households in a hypothetical town,

giving the address, the race of the head of the household, the number of

years of schooling of the head of the household, and the annual income of

the head of the household. The student can number each of the addresses

in the town, and then select a random sample of eases-40, let us say. He

can then calculate the characteristics of the households in this sample

(race, schooling, and income) and compare these to the distribution of

characteristics in the town as a whole (the data are given at the end of

the roster of households).

This use of a table of random numbers depends, of course, on having

a convenient list of all the units in the population to be sampled. In many

instances, unfortunately, such a list does not exist ar would be too costly,

or too time-consuming to construct. In this event, we must find other means

to select a random sample.

One such method can be illustrated by using Figure 1. We can assume

for present purposes that no accurate list of all the households in the

town is available. Our procedure then might be as follows:

(a) We can first select a random sample of blocks--numbering each block,

and using our table of random numbers to select a sample of blocks.

2



(b) We can then pick a starting point in each block at random. (If we

start at the corner of each block, we may bias our sample. Corner

lots tend to be more expensive.)

(c) We can then select every other house in the block, every third house,

etc. , depending on the size of the sample desired.

NOTE: We might try to list all the households in each block in our sample

of blocks, assign a number to each household, and then select a random

sample. This would be preferable, but takes a good deal more time.

What happens as we decrease the number of blocks in our sample of

blocks and increase the number of households selected in each block, to

get the same sample size?

What happens as we increase the number of blocks in our sample of

blocks and decrease the number of households selected in each block, to get

the same sample size?

Mat happens if each block in the town has an equal chance of appear-

ing in our random sample of '-'lcks and if we take the same number of

households from each block in the sample? Will each household in the

population of households have an equal chance of appearing in the final

sample ?



TABLE 1.2
TEN THOUSAND RANDOMLY ASSOR CLO DIGITS

00-04 03-09 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49

00 54463 22662 65905 70639 79365 67382 2'085 69831 47058 08186
01 15389 85205 18850 .39226 42249 90669 91,325 23248 60933 26927
02 85941 40756 82414 02015 13858 75030 16269 65978 01385 15345
03 61149 69440 11266 88218 58925 03638 52862 62733 33451 77455
04 05219 81619 10651 67079 92511 59888 84631 72095 83463 75577

05 41417 98326 87719 92294 46614 50948 64886 20002 97365 30976
06 28357 94070 20652 35774 16249 75019 21145 05217 47286 76305
07 17783 00015 10806 83091 91530 36466 39981 62481 49177. 75779
08 40950 84820 29881 85966 62800 70326 64740 62660 77379 90279
09 82995 64157 66164 41180 .10089 41757 78258 96468 88629 37231

10 96754 17676 55659 44105 47361 34833 86679 23930 53249 27083
11 34357 88040 53364 71726 45690 66334 60332 22551 90600 71113
12 06318 37403 49927 57715 50423 673'2 63116 48688 21505 80182
13 62111 52820 07243 79931 89292 84767 85693 73947 22278 11551
14 47534 09243 67879 00544 23410 12740 02540 54440 32949 13491

15 98614 75993 84460 62816 59844 14972 43730 73443 48167 34770
'16 24856 03648 44698 09351 98795 18644 39765 71058 90368 44104
17 96887 12479 60621 66223 66065 78285 02432 53342 42846 94771
18 99801 21472 42815 77408 37300* 76766 52615 32141 30268 18106
19 55165 77312 83666 36028 28420 70219 81369 41943 47366 41067

20 75884 12952 84318 95108 72305 64620 91318 69872 45375 85436
21 16777 37116 56350 42933 21460 43910 01175 87894 81378 10620
22, 46230 43877 80207 88677 89380 32992 91380 03164 98656 59337
23 42902 56892 46134 01432 94710 23474 20423 60137 60609 13119
24 81007 00333 3969.1 26039 10154 9542', 39220 19774 31782 49037

25 68069 01122 51111 72373 06902 74373 96199 97017 41273 21546
26
27

20411
58212

67081
13160

86950
06468

16944
15718

93054
82627

67687
769)9

96693
05999

87236
55680

77054
96739

33848
63700 ;

28 70577 42866 24969 61210 76046 6 599 42054 12696 93758 03283
29 94522 74355 71659 62038 79643 79169 44741 05437 39038 13163

30 42626 66619 85651 88678 17401 03252 99547 32404 17918 62880-
31 16051 33763 57194 16752 54450 19031 58560 47629 54132 60531
32 611244 27647 33851 44705 94211 46'16 11736 557S4 95374 72655
33 59497 04392 09419 89964 51211 04894 72882 17605 21896 83864
34 97155 13428 40293 09985 58434 01412 69124 82171 59058 82869

35 98409 66162 95763 47420 20792 61527 20441 39435 11859 41567
36 45476 84882 65109 96597 25930 66790 65706 61203 53534 22557
37 89300 69700 50741 30329 11658 23166 05400 66669 48708 03S87
38 50051 95137 91631 66315 91428 12275 24816 68091 71710 33258
39 31751 85178 31310 89642 93364 02306 24617 09609 83942 22716

40 79152 53E29 77250 20190 56535 16760 69942 77448 33278 48805
41 44560 38750 83635 56540 64900 42912 13913 79149 18710 68618
42 68328 83378 63369 71391 39564 nws 42451 64559 97501 65747
43 46939 38689 56625 08342 30459 85863 20761 09284 26333 91777
44 83544 86141 15707 66156 23066 13782 08467 89469 93842 55349

45 91621 00E81 04900 54224 46177 55309 17852 27491 89415 23466

46 91896 67126 04151 03795 59077 11848 12630 93375 52068 60142
47 55751 62515 21108 60630 02263 27303 37204 96926 30506 09808
48 85156 87639 95493 88842 00664 55017 56539 17771 66418 87530
49 07521 56S98 12236 60277 39102 62315 12239 07105 11844 01117

-
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LOCATION

First Avenue

ROSTER OF CITY HOUSEHOLDS

RACE OF HEAD NUMBER OF
OF HOUSEHOLD YEARS OF

(Male) SCHOOL OF
H OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

3001 White 17 $ 15,000

3003 White 18 $ 16, 000

9 0 0 5 Negro 18 $ 14, 000

3007 White 17 $ 15, 000

3009 White 18 $ 14, 000

3011 White 18 $ 14, 000

3015 White 18 $ 15, 000

3017 White 17 $ 14, 000

3019 White 18 $ 14, 000

3021 White 18 $ 13, 000

3023 White 18 $ 12, 000

3025 White 18 $ 13, 000

3027 White 16 $ 8, 000

3029 White 14 $ 8, 000

3031 White 15 $ 8, 000

3033 White 14 $ 7, 000

3035 White 9 $ 7, 000

3039 White 9 $ 7, 000

1



LOCATION

Second Avenue
3000

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

White

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF
H OF H

18

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

S 16,000

3001 White 17 $ 15, 000

3003 White 18 $ 16, 000

3004 White 8 $ 11, 009

3005 White 17 $ 16, 000

3006 White 10 $ 15, 000

3007 White 11 $ 14, 000

3008 Negro 17 $ 12, 000

3009 White 12 $ 11, 000

3010 White 12 $ 11, 000

3011 White 17 $ 16, 000

3012 White 13 $ 11, 000

3013 White 14 $ 9, 000

3014 Negro 11 $ 10, 000

3015 White 15 $ 9, 000

3016 White 10 $ 8, 000

3017 White 11 $ 8, 000

3018 White 12 $ 8, 000

3020 White 13 $ 8, 000

3021 White 12 $ 7, 000

3022 White 12 $ 7, 000

3023 White 11 $ 6, 000

2



LOCATION

Second Avenue
3024

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

White

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF
H OF H

11

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

$ 6,000

3025 White 11 $ 6, 000

3027 White 12 $ 6, 000

3028 White 8 $ 5, 000

3029 Negro 7 $ 8,000

3030 Negro 8 $ 5,000

3031 Negro 9 $ 6,C00

3032 Negro 10 $ 6,000

3033 Negro 10 $ 6,000

3034 Negro II $ 5,000

3035 Negro 12 $ 5, 000

3036 Negro 9 $ 6,000

3039 Negro 9 $ 5,000

3040 Negro 12 $ 8,000

3



LOCATION

Thira Avenue

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF
II OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

3000 White 17 $ 16, 000

3001 White 17 $ 16, 000

3003 White 15 $ 13, 000

3004 Negro 16 $ 11, 000

3005 White 11 $ 8, 000

3006 White 13 $ 12, 000

3007 White 11 $ 9, 000

3008 White 12 $ 9,000

3009 White 13 $ 8, 000

3010 White 11 $ 9, 000

3011 White 11 $ 9, 000

3012 White 11 $ 7, 000

3013 White 12 $ 9, 000

3014 White 10 $ 6, 000

3015 White 13 $ 9, 000

3016 White 14 $ 9, 000

3017 White 15 $ 6, 000

3018 White 10 $ 6, 000

3020 Negro 13 $ 8,000

3021 White 8 $ 6, 000

3022 White 9 $ 6, 000

3023 White 8 $ 6, 000
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LOCATION

Third Avenue

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

H OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

3024 White 9 $ 5,000

3025 White 10 $ 5,000

3027 White 11 $ 5,600

3028 White 11 $ 5,000

3029 White 11 $ 4,000

3030 White 12 $ 4,000

3031 White 13 $ 4,000

3032 White 13 $ 3,000

3033 White 9 $ 3,000

3034 White 8 $ 3,000

3035 White 7 $ 2,000

3036 White 9 $ 2,000

3039 White 7 $ 3,000

3040 White 7 $ 3,000

5



LOCATION RACE OF HEAD NUMBER OF
OF HOUSEHOLD YEARS OF

(Male) SCHOOL OF

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF H

Fourth Avenue

11 OF II

3000 White 13 $ 7,000

3001 White 13 $ 7,000

3003 White 14 $ 7,000

3004 White 10 $ 6,000

3005 White 11 $ 7,000

3006 White 12 $ 7,000

3007 White 10 $ 7,000

3008 White 10 $ 7,000

3009 White 9 $ 6,000

3010 White 10 $ 6, "Ou

3011 White 10 $ 7,000

3012 White 10 $ 7,000

3013 White 10 $ 6,000

3014 White 11 $ 7,000

3015 White 10 $ 6,000

3016 White 9 $ 5,000

3017 White 10 $ 5,000

3018 White 9 $ 4,000

3020 Negro 15 $ 9,000

3021 Negro 9 $ 4,000

3022 Negro 10 $ 9,000

3023 Negro 11 $ 7,000
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LOCATION

Fourth Avenue

RACE OF HEAD NUMBER OF
OF HOUSEHOLD YEARS OF

(Male) SCHOOL OF
II OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF II OF 11

3024

3025

Negro

Negro

II

11

$ 7,000

$ 7,000

3027 Negr %' S $ 4, 000

4028 Negro 9 $ 6, 000

3029 Negro 8 $ 4, 000

3030 Negro 10 $ 6, 000

3031 Negro 8 $ 4,000

3032 Negro 8 $ 4,000

3033 Negro 7 $ 3,000

3034 Negro 6 $ 2,000

303, Negro 6 $ 2, 000

3036 Negro 7 $ 3,000

5039 Negro .
1 $ 3,000

3040 Negro 6 $ 2,000
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LOCATION

Washington Street

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

H OF II

ANNUAL INCOME
OF II OF H

101 White 16 $ 15, 000

102 White 17 $ 14, 000

103 White 17 $ 14, 000

104 White 16 $ 13, 000

105 White fG $ 13, 000

106 White 15 $ 13, 000

201 White 16 $ 15, 000

202 White 14 $ 11, 000

203 White 17 $ 16, 000

201 White 14 $ 15, 000

205 While 15 $ 12, 000

206 Vhite 16 $ 11, 000

301 White 15 $ 10, 000

302 White 11 $ 7, 000

303 White 11 $ 9, 000

304 White 12 $ 7, 000

305 White 11 $ 9, 000

306 White 10 $ 7, 000

401 White H $ 7, 000

402 White 11 $ 6, 000

403 White 10 $ 7,000

404 White 10 $ 6,000

405 White 10 $ 6,000

406 White 10 $ 5,000
8



LOCATION

Adams Street

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

11 OF 11

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF II

101 White 11 $ 13,000

102 White 12 $ 13, 000

103 White 13 $12,000

104 White 14 $ 12, 000

105 White 11 $ 11,000

106 White 11 $10,000

201 White 11 $ 10,000

202 White 13 $ 10, 000

203 White 13 $ 10,000

204 White 11 $ 8,00C

205 White 12 $ 10, 000

206 White 11 $ 7,000

301 White 11 $ 7,000

302 White 11 $ 6,000

303 White 11 $ 6,000

304 White 11 $ 7, 000

305 White 11 $ 6,000

306 Negro 14 $ 8,000

401 White 11 $ 6,000

402 White 12 $ 5,000

403 White 12 $ 5,000

404 White 12 $ 6,000

405 White 11 $ 5,000

406 White 11 $ 5,000

9



LOCATION

Jefferson Street

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

H OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF II OF H

101 White 16 $ 12,000

102 White 15 $ 11, 000

103 White 16 $ 8,000

104 White 13 $ 10,00

105 White 11 $ 6,000

106 White 14 $ 10, 000

201 White 11 $ 7,000

202 White 11 $ 6,000

203 White H $ 6,000

204 White 11 $ 5,000

205 White 11 $ 5,000

206 White 12 3 7,000

301 White 12 $ 5m0

302 White 13 $ 5, 000

303 White 12 $ 5,000

304 White 11 S 4,000

305 White 12 $ 4, 000

306 White 12 $ 4,000

401 Negro 10 $ 6,000

402 Negro 11 $ 6,000

403 Negro 12 $ 6,00)

404 White 12 $ 4,000

405 White 12 $ 4,000

406 Negro 10 $ 6,000
10



LOCATION

Grant Street

RACE OF HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

II OF H

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF II

101 White 12 $ 12,000

102 White 11 $ 7,000

103 While 12 $ 10,000

104 White 13 S 7,000

105 White 15 $ 6,000

106 White 15 $ 6,000

201 White 15 $ 5,000

202 White 15 $ 6,000

203 White 14 $ 5,000

204 White 13 $ 3,000

205 White 13 $ 5,000

206 White 14 $ 5,000

301 White 13 $ 4,000

302 White 13 $ 4,000

303 White 13 $ 4,000

304 White 13 $ 3,000

305 Negro 12 $ 4,000

306 White 11 $ 7,000

401 Negro 10 $ 5, 000

402 Negro 12 $ 4,000

403 Negro 12 $ 4, 000

401 Negro 9 $ 4,000

405 Negro 7 S 4,000

406 Negro S $ 3,000

11



LOCATION

Harding Street

RACE OF BEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD

(Male)

NUMBER OF
YEARS OF
SCHOOL OF

H OF II

ANNUAL INCOME
OF H OF II

101 While 14. $ 7,000

102 White 14 $ 7,000

103 White 14 $ 6,000

104 White 16 $ 6,000

105 White 14 $ 5,000

106 White 14 $ 6,000

201 White 14 $ 5,000

202 White 14 $ 5,000

203 White 15 $ 5,000

204 White 12 $ 4,000

205 White 9 $ 4,000

206 White 6 $ 4,000

301 Negro 8 $ 6,000

302 Negro 6 $ 3,000

303 White 8 $ 5,000

304 Negro 6 5 4,000

305 Negro 8 $ 5,000

306 Negro 7 $ 4,000

401 Negro 6 $ 3,000

402 Negro 7 $ 2,000

403 Negro 8 $ 2,000

404 Negro 8 5 3,000

405 Negro 6 $ 3,000

406 Negro 6 $ 2,000

12



Total Income $1,838,000

Total Number of Households 240

Per Cent Negro Households 22.4

Mean Income $ 7,470

Mean Years of Schooling 10. 7
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CHAPTER V

THE PROBLEM OF INFERENCE

1

In the previous chapter it was pointed out that we are frequently

faced with the necessity of making estimates or statements based on a

sample drawn from a larger population or universe. It is the technique

of making these estimates, commonly called the pr"cess of inference,

which now concerns us.

For some law students, the concepts and the notational system and

the computations we will be dealing with will be perfectly familiar. They

^t.e, in fact, relatively simple and straight forward and they require no

more mathematical background than the ability to add, subtract, multiply,

and divide.

l3efore we turn to the process of statistical inference, however, it

is necessary for the student to understand a number of basic ideas such

as mean, variance, normal distribution, and so on, Any one of the books

on elementary statistics listed In Appendix A will provide a clear and

concise explanation.



I I

Two of these ideas--that of the standard deviation and the normal

curve--are really essential for understanding the process of statistical

inference; and it is this process which is discussed by John Mueller and

Karl Schuessler in the selection from Statistical Reasoning in

Sociology.

The most crucial idea in this selection by Mueller and Schuessler

involves the null hypothesis. This is an idea that will, in all probability,

provide some difficulty to the law student--and for most students, for that

matter, if our experience is any guide. The 11:w student, however, has one

advantage, for the concept of the null hypothesis will probably be familiar to

him in another guisenamely, the judgment of guilty beyond a reasonable

doubt as it appears in criminal trials.

Now many legal writers are agreed that the precise meaning of "bcyc,nd

a reasonable doubt" is far from clear and that it is a notion which has con-

fused many a Jury. Put one way to look at it, we think, is along the follow-

ing line of reasoning. The defendant in a criminal trial is presumed "innocent

until proven guilty." The prosecution then presents a body of evidence show-

ing that the defendant is guilty of the crime with which he is charged--a body of

evidence some part of which stilt stands after the defense attorney has held it

-2



up for criticism and presented his countervailing facts. Now the jury must

ask itself: What are the chances that this array of evidence pointing to guilt

could have arisen if in fact the defendant is innocent ?

If it appears that the dote .lant could be innocent and yet there is still

a good chance that such an array of evidence pointing to guilt could arise

fairly often (50 out of 100 times, let us say) the jury may be very reluctant

to bring in a verdict of guilty--the jury would rather cling to the assumption

of innocence. Indeed, if such an array of evidence pointing to guilt would

arise relatively rarely (only 20 out of 100 times, let us say) when the de-

fendant was innocent, the jury still may not feel it has enough grounds to

convict, he. , reject the assumption of innocence. But if the chances are

very slim indeed that an innocent man would every be confronted with such

proof of guilt (once out of 100 times, perhaps) the jury may feel that it must

reject its assumption of innocence and declare the defendant a criminal. The

members of the jury have been convinced, we say, beyond a reasonable doubt.

In criminal trials, of course, there is almost never an opportunity

to attach any precise figure to the chances of a body of evidence as a whole

pointing to guilt occurring and the jury is forced to rely on more impression-

istic evaluations. Nonetheless, the logical process of making a judgment

about guilt in a criminal trial and testing a null hypothesis in statistics seem

to show many similarities.
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The last selection in this chapter deals with the application of sampling

theory and btatistical inference to the problem of discrimination in the

selection of juries. It represents, we think an outstanding illustration of

how the disciplines of law and the social sciences can and must work on

certain problems arising in a large, complex society. Certainly the social

sciences by themselves would find it difficult to see exactly / ow their know-

ledge of quantitative methods and patterns of discrimination could be made

most relevant for the Egal disputes about the composition of the jury. And

there is little doubt but that the law alone would find problems in seeing

both the possibilities and the limitations of ".01" levels, etc. When they

Join forces, however, they can exert great leverage in the maintenance of

individual rights and the use of law for social ends. And the possibility of

fruitful cooperation justifies, in our opinion, the exposure of the law student

to materials which are likely to seem somewhat outside his regular course of

study.
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STATISTICAL BACKGROUND

Sampling, as we have seen, is a useful technique for obtain-

ing information about the characteristics of a universe. Tho informa-

tion derived from a sample, however, can only give an estimate of the

characteristics present in the universe. The fact that a random pro-

cedure Is used in drawing a sample helps to insure that the sample is not

subject to systematic bias, but the results of any given sample are, in

all probability, in error to some degree. That is, sampling does not

give an exact picture of the characteristics under observation. For

example, Mueller and Schuessler, in the following reading, present

a universe of suicide rates in 10? American cities; the mean suicide

rate of all the cities is 12.4. They then draw 100 random samples from

the universe, four of which coincide with the true mean; and "approxi-

mately two-thirds of the 100 means fall between 11.4 and 13.3; or

virtually within one point of the true mean." What is significant hare

is that sampling provides us with a fairly accurate estimation of the

parameter, yet a large proportion of samples are in error. It is the

procedure for dealing with such sampling errors that is discussed by

Mueller and Schuessler.



From John H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessler,
Statistical Reasoning in Sociologx,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961)
pp. 361-379; 388-391. Reprinted by permission.
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John H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessler, Statistical
geasoning, pp 361-379; 388-391.

SECTION ONE

Parameter Estimation

ProVeins in Estimation. It should be ill in-:ceary to repeat. that a sample
is useful only for the information it supplies on the characteristics of the
universe. Thus, the sampling- process finds its ultimate consummation in
a description of the population from which the sample is drawn. But this
description can be only an approximation: an average moi ably expenditure
of S92.75 in a random sample of college students will not correspond exactly
to the average expenditure of the whole student body which the sample
is designed to represent. Nor, obviously will a second sample of SSS.62
necessarily correspond more closely to the unknown parameter. If, there-
fore, owing to the vagaries of chance sampling, no two samples are alike
and all are in error, with how much confidence can we speak of the value
of the universe? Clearly, we cannot merely project the value of the sample
onto the universe, and let it go at that. This procedure of adopting the
sample value in lieu of the parameter, or universe value, is hedged about
with as many regulations as is the procedure of sampling itself. We call
this set of prescribed procedures statisticc/ inference.

Since, in the practical affairs of life, it is so rare that we are able to exam-
ine a whole universe, and since sampling is so frequently the resort, the
procedures of statistical inference loom quite large in the repertory of
statisticians. In fact, some would actually identify the science of statistics
with the problem of sampling and decision-maliing an extreme emphasis
which seems to the authors unrealistic, since descriptive statistics have a
validity and importance in their own right.

The problems of statistical inference begin with the legitimate assump-
tion of a discrepancy between the variable .single estimate and the uni.,
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verse parameter, which is constant. When this discrepancy is the result
of random sampling, we call it a sampling error. If the average monthly
expenditure of all students is $05.50 and the sample mean is $02.75, the
sampling error is $2.75. In general, the sample rarely provides us with a
perfect description of the universe, for the reason that few if any sample
values are entirely free of sampling error.

Sampling Distribution. Even though such errors cling to almost every
sample statistic, there is no reason to he dismayed by such a natural con-
sequence of random sampling. These errors, when taken in the mass, do
not behave chaotically; on the contrary, they behave systematically, they
exhibit a characteristic distribution, and tiny are therefore conveniently
amenable to analysis. There is not only a definite zone surrounding the
parent value beyond which the variable samples cannot stray, but in
addition the variety of sample values distribute themselves in a recogniz-
able pattern which permits statistical inferences to be confidently drawn.
We can, for example, be certain that the average age of a sample of high
school students will not fall below 10, or exceed 21; and reasonably certain
that it will not fall short of 14 or surpass 17. We can assert this because
we ore so thoroughly familiar with the ages of high school students. But
whether or not we arc intimately familiar with the universe, we can still
be assured that the sample value v ill always bear some resemblance to
the corresponding universe value. We can proceed with confidence that the
statistic will always adhere, to a ,grrater or lesser extent, to its parameter.

To bring this very important fact home to us, we shall illustratively
take a known universe, extract a large number of samples from it, calculate
the mean for each, and then compare these means with the population
mean. We will then have demonstrated to what extent the sample means
actually digress from, or converge on, the parameter itself. Of course, in
an actual problem, we will not have knowledge of the universe mean, nor
will we take a large number of samples. Instead we will be ignorant of the
true mean and will take only one sample, which we will have to make du.
But with the background afforded by this experiment, we will be fortified
with knowledge of how samples in general behave, all of which will help
us to infer how the particular sample, which we have drawn, is probably
behaving.

For our working universe, we sholl take the previously analyzed suicide
rates of 107 American cities (Table 3.1.1a), From this universe we shall
(1) draw 100 random samples re:toring each sample to the universe
before drawing another and (2) compute the mean of each sample.
This experiment ought to be sufficient to reveal something about the
regularity iu the behavior of the seemingly wayward samples. These
experimental means are arrayed in Table 12.1.1a and grouped in Table
12.1.1b.
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Table 12.1.1a Array of 100 Sample :If cans, n = 80....
9.9 11.6 12.2 12.7 13.1

10.0 11.6 12.2 12.7 13.2
10.3 11.7 12.2 12.8 132
10.3 11.7 12.2 12.S 13.2
10.7 11.8 12.3 12.8 13.3
10.8 11.S 12.4 12.S 13.3
10.6 11.8 12.4 12.9 13.3
10.9 11.8 12.4 12.9 13.3
10.9 11.9 12.4 12.9 13.4
11.0 12.0 12.5 12.9 13.5
11.0 12.0 12.5 12.9 13.5
11.1 12.0 ]2.5 13.0 13.5
11.1 12.0 12.6 13.0 13.6
11.1 12.0 12.6 13.0 13.7
11.3 12.1 12.6 13.0 13.8
11.4 12.1 12.6 13.1 13.9
11.5 12.1 12.6 13.1 14.0
11.5 12.1 12.6 13.1 14.0
11.5 122 12.6 13.1 14.2
11.6 12.2 12.6 13.1 14.3-....

Frequency Tally, Empirical Sampling Distribution,
Table 12.1.1b 100 Sample Means, n = SO

CLASS
INTERVAL

TALIfli . /

9.0- 9.0 / 1
.

10.0-10.9 -Mt III 8

11.0-11.9 Of 1111t -IN Wit 20

12.0-12.0 -Mit -llit -/Iff Wit -lilt -1/if -111i lilt II 42

13.0-13.9 -Mt Wit off' Wit Mt 25

14.0-14.9 //// 4

100

Inspecting this lot, we see that only 4 of the 100 samples coincide exactly
with the universe mean, known to be 12.4. All others contain a sampling
error; in fact, every one of them would probably have shown a sampling
error if we had in.:Wd on greater decimal accuracy. We can see, however,
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that the universe mean is snugly nested in the very widdlo of the whole
army of sample means, and that most of the sample means are compactly
huddled around the true mean of 12.4, which is practically at the 50 per
cent division point. Approximately two-thirds of the 100 means fall
between 11.4 and 13.3, or virtually within one point of the true mean.
Characteristically, the sample means gravitate toward the parent mean,
or the center of the universe distribution.

It now becomes evident how improbable it is that a sample mean will
deviate seriously from the universe mean. Furthermore, not only do
sample means cluster around the true mean, but their pattern of distribu-
tion takes on a shape unmistakably approaching the normal curve (Figure
12.1.1). If we had drawn, processed, and tabulated all possible samples,

42

30

30

24
ce

18

12

6

0 I
8.95 0.95 10 05 11.05 12,05 13.05 14.95

. SAMPLE- MEAN

FIGURE 12.1.! Ms logram of 100 Sample Means, n = SO

instead of merely 100 of them, we would have a pattcru of distribution
which would display still greater conformity to the smooth normal curve.
This hypothetical frequency curve of all possible sample means is labeled
the theoretical sampling distribution, and has, as its mathematical model,
the ideal normal curve. Any exp(!rimental distribution of a limited mtm-

PIPsrc;',' c.137
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ber of samples is called an empirical sampling distribution. The theoretical
sampling distribution would, of course, be attained only by an infinite
number of samples, since it would require that many to assure the dis-
tribution of sample means in their proper, expected proportions. The
significant procedural point, however, in this type of problem, is that we
can usually treat the theoretical sampling distribution of means as if it
were a perfect, smooth, ideal normal curve.

Distribution of Sampling Errors. By subtracting the universe mean from
each of the 100 sample means, we obtain the 100 sampling errors (Table
12.1.2a), which of course have the same curve pattern as the means them-
selves (Table 12.1.N. All we have done is move the zero origin to the
universe mean (12.4).

Table 12.1.2a
Array of Sampling Errors, 100
Samples, n = SO-

-2.5 -.3
IIII

-.2 +.3 +.7

2.4 .8 .2 .3 .8

2.1 .7 .2 .4 .8

2.1 .7 .2 .4 ,8

1.7 .6 .1 .4 .9

1.6 .6 0 .4 .9

1.6 .6 0 .5 .9

1.5 .6 0 .5 .9

1.5 .5 0 .5 1.0

1.4 .4 +.1 .5 1.1

1.4 .4 .1 .5 1.1

1.3 .4 .1 .6 1.1

1.3 .4 .2 .6 12
1.3 .4 .2 .6 1.3

1.1 .3 .2 .6 1.4

1.0 .3 .2 .7 1.5

.9 3 .2 .7 1.6

.9 .3 .2 .7 1.6

.9 .2 .2 .7 LS
.8 .2 .2 .7 1.9

VIO.... ..11111 ......

The distribution of sampling errors (Table 12.1.2b) again demonstrates
that the small deviations are very n.anerous; the larger dis.ocepancies are
few in number. If we had drawn a single sample only, we could be prac-

tically certain that our sample mean would not have missed the true mean
by more than two points, plus or minus; indeed, OS per cent of the samples
are in error by less than plus or minus one.
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Table 12.1.2b

Frequency Distribution of Sam-
pling Errors

CLASS INTERVAL i
-3.4+-2.5) 1

-2.4-(-1.5) 8
-1.4- .5) 20
- .4- .5 42

.8- 1.5 25
1.6- 2.5 4

100

The presence of sampling errors obviously complicates the task of draw-
ing an inference about the parameter; but the neat pattern of these errors
renders the uncertainties of such inference less formidable. Our dissection
of the empirical sampling distribution has given us considerable reassur-
ance of the reasonableness of the behavior of samples, which will permit
us to estimate the degree of confidence of which the single sample is worthy.

Sample Reliability. We must now take up the technique which will make
appropriate allowance for the ever present sampling error, and thereby
enable us to make reliable estimates of the parameter. For, unless we can
rely with a certain degree of confidence on our inferences, there is no point
in making them at all. The entire purpose of sampling is to Substitute a
sample of given reliability for the prohibitively complete enumeration of
the unknown universe.

But we cannot measure the sampling error of our single sample directly
since we are never given the true mean from which to compute it. That
would suppose that we already have what we have set out to find in the
first place. The single sample must ultimately therefore provide two
kinds of information, as can be deduced from the foregoing analysis:
(1) an estimate of the parameter, and (2) the degree of confidence we may
place in that estimate, or the reliability of the estimate in our example,
the reliability of the mean.

The procedures for measuring the reliability of an estimate are numerous,
since they differ according to the sample statistic (for example, whether
mean or percentage) and according to the make-up of the sampie (whether
large or small, simple or stratified). Here, we present only two of the
simplest techniques for measuring sample reliability; these apply to means
and percentages of large random samples, revectivebe They will suffice
for our purposes, since other techniques produce results which in principle
carry the same interpretation as the method here unfolded.

Interval Estimate of the Olean. Let us suppose that, in taking a single
sample (n = 30) from the 107 suicide rates, we obtain a mean of 13.5. In
suc,:i a realistic situation, we do not know the value of the true mean, and
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will never know it. At this stage of the inquiry, 13.5 is the only estimate
we have of the true mean, and therefore it is our "best" estimate. We
call this a point estimate. No one would claim that this estimate is any
more than approximately correct. The weakness of the point estimate is
that it provides no indication of the sampling error, and consequently we
do not know how much confidence to accord it. This disadvantage is
overcome by setting up an interval which probably contains.the true mean,
and which we therefore label an iutcrtal estimate. To construct such an
interval, we (1) estimate the range within which a high proportion of
sampling errors lie, and (2) add and subtract this range of error to and
from our observed sample mean to form the interval which probably en-
closes the true mean.

This attack on the problem is analogous to the following homely situa-
tion. Encountering a man on the street, we may estimate his age to be
35 (point estimate). Upon being challenged, we reply: "Of course, this
is only an estimate based on cues that I recognize. I feel reasonably con-
fident, however, from samples of men I have known that he is somewhere
between 30 and 40 (interval estimate); and feel still more confident that
he is between 25 and 45; and absolutely certain that his age will be em-
braced between 20 and 50." These intervals enjoy varying degrees of
confidence, and for that reason are more realistically known as confidence
intervals. The larger the interval, the more confidence we have that it
includes the true age. The age of the gentleman is, of course, fixed. It is
what it is, even though we are not completely informed. But as we shift
the size of the interval, contracting and expanding it around the point
estimate, we revise the degree of our confidence that the interval will
enclose his true age. To be sure, the initial estimate of 35 years may have
been brilliantly correct, but we shall never have the satisfaction of know-
ing :; unless we ask hint directly which under our assumptions we cannot
do. So it is with sampling.

We already know how to draw a random sample; all we need to learn
in addition is how to construct the aforementioned confidence interval,
the first step of which is to establish the value of its unit of measure. This
is the average by which all samples deviate from the unknown parameter,
and is called the standard error.

The Logic of the Standard Error of The Mean. Our demonstration has re-
vealed that the theoretical sampling (distribution of means may be viewed
as a normal curve (Figure 12.1.1), with the true mean at the center, as the
grand mean of means. Statisticians expre,,s this truth more formally:
"The sampling distribution of the mean is aPproximately norinal around
the true mean, provided u > 30." Now, we do not know whether the
mean of the sample which we happened to draw lies near the true mean, a
sigma removed from it, or at any other point on the base line; perhaps it
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is even three sigmas removed. But, ir we had the value of the standard
deviation of the sampling distribution, r could sot up an interval estimate
for the true mean; hence, we must ob'lein an estimate of this value. We
label this value, not a standard deviation (SD), but more descriptively a
standard error (SE), since the deviation.: of all sample means from the true
mean arc actually sampling errors.

Our sample alone must furnish the information on which to base an
estimate of the standard error, since it is all we have. Hence, we must
explore the sample to uncover some encs to the magnitude of the sought-
for standard error. Initially, we might guess that the size of the sample
(n) and the degree of scatter in the sate.ple (SD) are related to the size of
the standard error, according to the fol:ewing reasoning.

First, as to sample size, we should expect larger samples to be more
representative of the universe Vein smeller samples, and we would there-
fore expect larger samples to yield sinel.T.-..r sampling errors. In fact, when
a sample contains every last item hi a fielte universe (a 100 per cent sample),
there can be no sampling error at all. Every "sample" mean would then
necessarily be identical with the universe mean, and the standard error
would be zero. At the other extreme, the smallest possible sample would
contain only one case = 1). The distribution of sample means would
then be identical with that of individuel universe values, and would dis-
play the same amount of variation as the items in the universe
Hence, in that instance, the standard error would be equal to the standard
deviation of the universe (o). From this brief analysis, we may conclude
that the standard error of the mean (a) will always be smaller than the
standard deviation of the universe, since n will always be larger than 1;
and (b) will decrease as sample size (n) increases, reaching zero when
n = 100 per cent of the universe.

Second, we intuitively expee: the degree of scatter in the universe, as
reflected by the degree of scatter in the: sample, to affect the size of the
sampling errors. Thus, if all values in the universe were alike, all sample
means would also be alike, and there weeld be no sampling error whatever.
The standard error of such a compietely homogeneous universe would
always be zero! A sample of one bey would give us without sampling,
error the average number of arms for ail boys, since every boy has the
same number of arms a perfectly he.:aogei;cous universe; however, a
sample of one boy would not give us wi.leaut error the average height of
all boys. There is a great variety of he:ghts, which produces cosnparable
variety within samples, and consequently among the sample mucous as
well. Inverting this argument, we conic tere that a high degree of scatter
in the sample is indicative of hetetogensIty in the universe and therefore
of large sampling errors. We thus anticipate that the standard error for
a given n will be larger when sampling 'eery heterogeneous crass of data
than when sampling a relatively homegeeeous ma.;s.
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Compvtation of the Standard Erior, Btah of the foregoing insights are in
accord with statistia I theory, and are actually explicit in the formula for
the standard error of the mean, which contain.; u and a as its basic terms.
Without further proof, we give the formula:

a2 (12.1.1)

where cr2 = standard error of the Mean
a = standard deviation of the universe
n = sample size

Of course, we do not have the standard deviation of the universe, as
required by the formula; all we have is the standard deviation, s,* of the
sample. We will therefore substitute it for the unknown parameter in the
above formula.

sx (12.1.2)

But the value of the substituted standard deviation of the sample is
not identical with that of the universe, owing to sampling error; in fact,
the former tends to be smaller than the hitter because the scatter of values
within the sample tends to be smaller than that in the universe. To match
this understatement in the numerator (i.e., to maintain the ratio hi the
fraction), we correspondingly reduce sample size (n) by one in the de-
nominator:

s=
n 1

(12.1.3)

This formula may fittingly be substituted for the population sigma. The
correction becomes trivial, of course, if sample size is very large. Never-
theless, it is conventionally included, as a matter of principle, even in large
samples. The working formula, with familiar symbols, will therefore read
as follows:

C(n 1)

This expression, then, yields the standard error of the mean which we
have been looking for and from which we shall construct the interval
estimate.

(12.1.4)

Greelc letters are conventionally- used to represent paralnelcrs (e.g., cr, p); Latin
letters (e.g., a, X') represent r,rtonpte stifiEtic$, c.hich are necessarily mtimates. But
this pr.tetice is not uniformly adhered to by SN titers in the &H.
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Construction of the Confidence Interval (Large Sample). Since the sampling
distribution of the mean is approximately normal around the population
mean, it follows that two out of three sample means (68.27 per cent) will
lie within one standard error of the true mean. Our particular sample
mean will therefore have a 2 in 3 chance of falling within one standard
error of the true mean. Hence, by adding and subtracting one standard
error to and from our randomly selected sample mean, we have an approxi-
mately 2 in 3 chance of enclosing the true mean. Similarly, 05 out of 100
sample means lie within 1.00 standard errors of the time mean; in conse-
quence, if we attach 1.90 standard errors to either side of the sample mean,
we have a 95 per cent probability of enclosing the true mean. In general,
it is possible to provide any desired confidence interval by the simple
technique of attaching the requisite multiple of the standard error to the
observed sample mean. By thus making our interval estimate wide
enough, we may be practically certain that the true mean has been con-
tained within the interval, even though the observed sample mean is
highly inaccurate.

Let us suppose that we have drawn a "bad" sample, whose mean, X°,
is located in the tail of the sampling distribution, far removed from the
universe mean (g) which it intends to represent (Figure 12.1.2). Clearly,

FIGURE 12.1.2 Theoretical Sa;nplirIg Distribu-
tion of Mean, Obserced Sampll Mean, Y.

in this instance, it would not have been sufficient to attach only one
standard error to either side of the observed mean in order to patch the
true mean; nor would it have been enough even to attach two standard
errors, since the true mean is more than two standard errors distant from
our illustrative sample mean. However, if we affix three standard errors
to either side of the observed mean, we obtain an interval whose lower
limit extends substantially beyond the true mean. Since practically all
(99.74 per cent) of the sample means lie within three standard errors of
the universe mean, by adding and subtracting three standard errors to

10.
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and from any randomly selected mean we become virtually certain that
the resultant interval will trap, as it were, the target mean. Even the most
pessimistic soul, who always fears the ,.vorst, may give himself a sense
of relative security by attaching three standard errors to his observed
sample mean.

This method, be it noted, does not disclose the exact whereabouts of
the true mean, as has been previously cautioned; it merely furnishes a
stronger or weaker expectation that the true mean will be found within
the specified interval estimate, derived from the observed sample. The
true mean is stationary, wherever it is. Since it is the interval estf mate
that either succeeds or fails in enclosing the parameter on a given sampling
trial, we may properly speak of the probability of such an interval succeed-
ing in encompassing the universe mean. Of course, once the sample has
been drawn and the interval formed once the trial is over - it either
does or does not include the target mean between its calculated limits,
although we will never know. Our confidence rating in that interval
corresponds to its pre-trial probability, which has been selected for our
convenience and purpose.

Working Procedure. To illustrate the process of calculating a confidence
interval, we carry out all necessary operations on the following sample
of 30 suicide rates:

6.0 18.6 4.6 11.2 18.8
24.9, 9.1 14.7 11.6 22.4
13.4 11.5 S.2 2S.S 10.0

5.4 7.5 26.1 8.6 8.1
23.4 11.6 14.S 13.6 6.0
8.4 10.0 10.4 9.6 15.3

(1) We compute the sample mean:

392 6
2--X= -

30
- 13.1

(2) We compute the standard error of the sample mean:

1,241.2
82 = V(30) (29)

= 1.2

(3) We multiply sg by the number of sigma units to he added and
subtracted for the agrcedupon confidence interval for example, 1.06
for the 05 per cent interval:

1.00sg = 1.90(1.2)
2.4

:
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(4) We add and subtract 1.0f to and from the observed sample
mean, X. Thus:

X :Le- 1.9e+se

13.1 + 2.3 se 15.4
13.1 2.3 10.S

(5) We finally make the interpretation that the ehaneee arc 95 in 100
that the true mean will be found within the interval 10.S-15.4. We are
reasonably sure that our interval ce. the true mean, since only 5
intervals in 100 constructed in the awe mantier will fail to do so. If,
however, it doesn't, something has happened which would occur only 5
times in 100, a risk which we may be to face.

But how dec.:de on , rvir!iil of the confidence interval? Here one can
offer only the most ,,cal guidance. Into the choice will enter a c ensidera-
Mon of the consequence_ of the decisiee, the risk one will wish to run, and
even the teraperainent of the person concerned. In effect, a decision like
this is computable to any othci' of the numerous decisions we make in the
face of life's uncertainties.

Demortgration of Ezperimtidal Co'; lcacc Ita:auts. All statements of
probability, it %%rill be tecaled, are based on the assumptiu, of len infinite
number of trials. While it is not possille: to conduct such an infinity of
trials, it is usually poseible to conduct a fairly large number of experimental
Wets, the outcomes of which then scree to test the initial probability
statement. To that end, we hare caleuleted the 95 per cent confidence
limits for each of our 100 teimple.s (n 4 30) of suicide rates, in order to
determine whether the resulting hitt:11411 would actually enclose the
true mean approximately 95 per cent of the times. The diagram on the
opposite page (Figure 12.1.3) portrays the locations of the 100 confidence
intervals, along with the known population mean of 12.4. Ti will be ob-
eorvecl that exactly 95 out of 100 interval c-timates do ticloee the true
mean, a result which is, surprisingly enoegh, identical with theoretical
expectation. Here is tangible evidence that the confidence we place in a
properly constructed interval estimate is amply justified.

Conrtnitrce of Lary SariPcs. Up to now, ell probability statements
have been based on the assumption that the e.ampling distribution of the
meat is normal. It is reassuring thet such a sampling distribution will
always be normal when the universe itself is normal. A normal popula-
Lion produces normality in this &yelling distribution, whatever the she
of the sample.

However, it is pertiedarly charecteri=tic of saciologieal data that popu-
lation.* are often not normal. Sire of families, income and other social
variables ditineetish tnemselves (rem tyeied psyclioleeical data in that
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they are often severely skew d. We may therefore raise the question of
whether such skewness disturbs the required normality- of the sampling
distribution. The answer is: it does. But at the same time, the effect
of such skewnes.s can be circumvented by ft:/prcpriAtely increasing the
size of the sample beyond the hpproximatc minimum of 30. As sample
size increases, the sampling distribution Nu-wet:es normality. However,
no general ltement can be wade about the rate at which ill? sampling
distribution approaches normality, since this rate will vary according to
the severity of the skew to be cff.sl. But we may gain some insight into
what might on its face seem a rather remarkable phenomenon by examining
the following experiment, in hieh we eirev: samples of size 20 and samples
of size 40 from a compilation of 105 large American cities for size of popu-
lation. The original distlibutio (Table I) 1 al was highly skewed and

Table 12.13

Population bittribution,
100 ibncricon Cities
100,000 and Ow, by.
Site of Population

L.------... .......0.11.........

SIZE or CIII):3
c000)

....................
100.0%

52.0%
13.2
10.4

-----

4.7
6.6

2.S

4.7

1.9

1.9

.9

1,000 or more

56

11

14

7

3
2

5
2

5

t

:00-0)
200-2:0
300-3N
400-1c,0
500-50
600-6N
700-70
S00-509
900-290

106

I PER CENT

Soarte: 1. S. tarts a of tv.e Con:uf, 11.5. Crake of
Per're.**1! C41'42:iffM-1 tV 11e PeP2*!1,14,
11, Part 1, 1: S. S-Jrnmary, C S. Govttorr*ot Feinting
°Mice. was' ir eon, D.C., 1453, Table lb.

conselucntly ideally suited for experimentally testing the elect of a
skewed population on the sampling distribution of the mean.

The first set of 200 samples (n = 20) was drawn and the mean of each
sample calculated and tabulated (Tr.ble 12.1.4a). This experimental
sampling distribution is still, perceptibly sl;ewed to the right, but not
nearly to the same degree as was the parc,,t. universe. This reduction
in skewness is-a result of the fundantf:wrIl principle that the means are
great levelers which necessarily cut ellwa the individual extremes
found in the univcr.:e. It follows thertf,,re; horn the very nature of the
mean that a distribution of $anlille means can never be as irrr.ruk.r, or
as middy dispersed, as are the indivitlual ve.lu which make up the
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Table 12.1.4a

Dittribution of POO

Sompte 31cons, n

NIEAN ('000)

100-102
200-2S2
3004:1
400-02
500-59
602-00.2
700-79'2

000-74
1,000 or moie

111.10 0-011.
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samples. Furthermore, the larder the sample, the more successfully will
the dispersion be reduced. Thus, when sampling from a markedly
gored population, samples even 05 E111:111 as 20 will produce n sampling
distribution displaying evidence of a strain toward normality, although
obviously falling far short of that goal.

Samples of 40 should therefore continue the trend toward normality,
or at least toward symmetry. Such a diAribution is tabulated in Table
12.1.4b. Gone nor. is the long tail; instead, the beginnings of symmetry

Table 12.1.4b

........
"le kr: ('000) PER CENT

100-10)
200-293
300-390

0 0.0%
10 10.0
41 410

Distribution of 100 400-40') 21 21.0

Sample Means, n = 40 500-593 17 17.0
600-00) 3 3.0
700-70 7 7.0
SOO-S9) 1 1.0
000-00) 0 0.0

1,000 or more 0 0.0

100 100.0%
1111..

are clearly visible. Thus, sociologists who are often called upon to deal
with skewed populations may dta coasidcrable comfort from the im-
portant implications of this little experiment and may feel justified in

r--
243 350 1) 551 6) ;50 0.O

SAMPLE MEIN

FIRVRE It fitvront, D4tri3lsg)i of ZA)Sc,r0 Means, n = PO

is
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Flom 12.1.51, Itid4rarn, 0::!;11,-,t;%.n cf zo Same( Meant, n 40

applying normal probability calculations to their data by taking proper
precautions.

The convenience of large .samplcs cor:ists in the assurance that the
sampling distribution of the mean is api,roxiniqtely normal, an assump-
tion which may be in doubt when .sr:11)p!c s are small. Situations do,
however, often arise when small samples are not only convenient, but
even unavoidable. In such instances, mcditication of the foregoing pro-
cedures is required, altbou:;h no new principles are involved. This
adaptation of reliability techniques to small samples is therefore not con-
sidered in this text.

Confidence Infoyal f.r a Percentocc Samr(). Like the mean, the
sample percentage also reises the of reliability, since sample per-
centages are (quail:. subject to sanviing e-aors. Thus, a given sample
percentage (e.g., GO per cent kvorinj railitary training) may be off a
trifle, or may deviate considerably from the true percentage. Similarly,
30 per cent of a random sekt:tion of married W0141(1 may be gainfully
employed, but the percentage in the sarn;s1c4 universe may conceivably
be as low as 20 or as high as .10. Fifty-one per cent of the sample elec-
torate may signify its intention of voting for the Republican nominee
in the forthcoming election, but unless t.ve can in some Ray asstsss the
accuracy of that estimate we cannot forecast rith any degree of confi-
dence the outcome of the ckction. hence, in interpreting a sample per-
centage, we must again estimate the average sampling error (standard
error) in order to provides confi.lente interval.
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The technique of constructing an interval eslimate of a universe per-
centage is in its essentials no different from that of the mean: we
(1) fix the desired degree of confidence; (2) eztimate the standard erto7;
and (3) attach to the observed sample percentage the multiple of the
standard error needed to attain the aztecd upon confider,ee. The sam-
pling theory on which this procedure rests is identical with that under-
lying the treatment of large sample means: namely, the distribution of
All possible percentages (p) is approximately normal around the universe
percentage, P, with standard error

cry
PQ

(12.1.5)

here cr, a standard error of percentage
P universe percentoge.
Q =103 P

But since the parameters P and Q are of coarse unknor.n, again follow
the convention of substituting the sample %;.lues p and q in order to
obtain an estimate of the standard error:*

(12.1.6)

Computing an Interval Estimate of a PercEnta:c. Let us suppose that out
of 900 randomly selected high school students, CO per cent respond in
favor of universal military training and 40 per cent are unfavorable.
To form a confidence interval, we must first estimate the standard error:

/(6O) (4011, ire
900

%WI
1.63

thr adding and subtracting this quantity to end from the sample per-
centage, we obtain the 63 per cent confidence bit:A-Nal:

60% * 1.63 percentage pints
58.27% 61.63%

The odds are 2 to 1 that the true percentage lies within this Inter-al.
If we should desire greater confidence say, 95 per cent we would
attach 1.90 standard errors:

60 & 1.90(1.63)
60 + 3.19

66.81% 63.10%
' Ai in the care of the me3m, a better e.3;;w1te of tti. st ..td IA error of p is providesi

V.--by 4-11-ii- ror a diazwiion of tt-:it p.,,iat, sce ;IrLilt 0. Coclun, Sa,nei-t; TeA.

neva, JoLa Wilt) & Soto, Inc, Neer Yoe:, 19:13,1.p. 3?-33.
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Since intervals constencted in this rnann;.r contain the true percentage
95 times out of 100, we may declare that we arc con5dent at the 95 per
cent level that the true percentage is not less than 5G.Sl, nor greater
than 63.19. Since 5 per cult may be assumed to exclude the true per-
centage, we thus take a 5 per cent rit,k et being wrong.

The foregoing procedure is anethcr instance of kr;esample technique
in that it applies to samples having 30 or more cases. But the assump-

tion of a normal sampling distribution hinges on the ratio, P:Q, as well
as on sample size. As the P;(2 balance departs more and more from
60:50, the sampling distribution becomes incre:Iingly skewed.

As has already been pointed out in the study of the mean, in the case
of percentages, the skew in the P:2 bal,,nce communicates itself to the
sampling distribution. Again, as pith the mean, this skew can be cir-
cumvented only by a sharp increase in the size of n, so as to instill nor-
mality in the sampling distribution. 'Table 12.1.5 shows the sample sizes

Taste 12.1.5

lifinirtum n for Selected p-Values
for Normal Approximation

AdIpta 3 WI per rn7s.fir.vn from
WilliAta 0. Coclren, ,S*,/eptinp
trot +ic a. p. 41. Copyried
10S3. Jcha Wee cy & Eons, Ine.

needed for varying sample percentages in order to permit the assump-
tion of a normal sampling di-tributiot.

The Finite Population Muttiplier. In actual socinlngkal investigations,
we ordina,..'y encounter finite populations, and yet in the foregoing in-
stances we have calculated the standard error on the assumption of Mtn-
piing from an infinite universe. But this is net mite so unrealistic as
might appear on its face. Finite populations are us.nrily large enough to be
considered infinite, which is incidentally something of a practical con-
venience, since reliability procedures are sornewhnt lc,s complex for info-
bite than for finite populations. tot finite populations, the measurement
of reliability must take into account both s..,araple sire (n) and the size of
the universe (N), whereas for infinite pepnlations, the computation
of reliability need take into nce.ount 'only sample sire, since the site of
the unive-ec is incalculable e.nd hence ennnot vary.
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SECTION TWO

Testing a Statistical Hypothesis

hypothesis - Testing and Estimation Comprcd. There are two general
types of statistical inference: (1) ctitoction, which begins without any
stated assumption about the value of the parameter and merely seek..
to estimate descriptively what the parameter could be; and (2) hypothesis-
esting, which begins with a hypothesis about the parameter and the;t uses
the sample data to check the plausibility of that statement.

In the previous section, we were concerned with problems of estima-
tion. We began, for example, with the observation of a sample mean,
and from this we derived an interval estimate with a specified degree
of confidence. We first drev our sample and then made our estimate
of the parameter.

But in hypothesis- testing, r,e formulate our hypothesis about a param-
eter In advance of the collection of the eeetple data, which is then used
to test that hypothesis. We may, for example, hypothesize that the aver-
age suicide rate of eastern cities does not differ from that of western cities.
We beg; with that supposition, and then we take an appropriate sample
of eastern and western cities, compare the two means in the prescribed
manner, and finally reach a decision IN lictiler, in the light of the sample
difference, the hypothesis should be aceeptol or rejected.

Although an interval estimate is always derived from the previously
compiled sample data, a statistical hypothesis involves quite another
analytical process. This process starts with an antecedent conjecture
about an unknown population value, presumably arrived at without
benefit of the undrawn sample. Furthermore, a hypothesis is tested and
then acted upon: it is either aceeptcel or rejected. It requires a decision,
which is made with a certain degree of confidence, and which is either
correct or incorrect after it hee been made. The emphasis thus shifts
from mere estimation to decision-mating.

The Null Ilypotliceis (Ils). It has become a convention in statistical
testing to open the investigation with the null hypothesis, symbolized
h4. In its most current ueage, this hypothesis holds that two or more
given samples have come from statistically identical populations and that
therefore any observed difference between such semplee is merely a
thanes variation. The aforesaid hypotheete thet Fast and Vest do not
differ in their average suicide tette teoeM therefore be a typical null
hypothesis.

Essentially, the null hypotlleeis is set up to be nulli5ed; however,
every other type of hypothesis is also set up for that peeeibility. flow,

. .

a.
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then, does the null hypothesis differ from any other hypothesis from
a hypothesis, for example, - testing that juvenile delinquency is associated
with status discontent, or that the incidence of suicide depends on the
degree of eial di.organieation? These hypotheses we may call ex-
planatory ,es, a,: tie null hypothesis is an auxiliary device
which tentative. ' validity of the explunatory theory. Hence,
T we reject the null te. esis, we strengthen the credibility of our
c plan:story hypothesis. but the null hypothesis itself has no explanatoiy
value.

Yet science is in search of relationships. Hence, in accordance with
the above reasoning, the null hypethcsis is usually launched with the
expectation, indeed with the hope, that it will he nullified, as the deri-
vation of the term implies. Nevertheless, it represents a poseibility
that must be disposed of before. alternative hypotheses which imply
assignable causes can be considered.

Returning to the comparison of eestetn and western cities, we would
tet up such a comparison in the first pace only in order to uncover some
of the factors that determine the incidence of suicide. If we do discover
a significant diri'erenee between the average rates of East and West and
consequently re'e t the mill hypothesis, we will have added a small
increment to our knowledge of suicide namely, the regional factor ns
a source of variation in the .suicide rate. If, on the other band, the two
samples of data show no significant difference and we accept the null
hypothesie, then we have not advance...1 our uederstanding, althc igh
supposedly we will not have ntrogressol. In this latter ease, we would
have to contrive new kinds of comparisons in one search for the assign-
able causes of suicide.

Thus, it is only when the preliminary hypothesis of "no difference"
has been cleatul away that we gain some, insight into the occurrence of
suicide. Renee, the null hypothesis is inherently linked with a more
constructive !statistical hypothesis, sometimes calkd an alternative hy-
pothesis, which becomes tenable to the extent that the null hypothesis has
been discredited. Such an alternative hypothesis may specify an exact
degree of difference between East and West, with a view to gauging the
strength of the unknown variables which produce suicide in a disorganieol
society. Clearly, there is no point in pursuing the effect s of a given control
or experimental variable such as gergrophical region if we hive found in
favor of the null hypothesis. Thus, by analog,y,e null hypothesis serves
the purpose of a criminal trial: we set up the hypothesis of innocence,
giving the evidence an opportunity to nullify it. Only if and when that
presumption is rejected ders the cow t give thought to alternative punish-
ments coneeponding to the degree of guilt.

In ateonlance with the forgoing pikeiple, the null hypothesis has
cone to be priJoininantly identifit .1 with two types of me.earch pro-
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cedures: (1) the compari.on of two or more populations on a given trait
and (2) the correlation bet.aecn two or more tradt4 in a given population.
In the first type, the null hypothefis positi no difference between popu-
lation parameters; in the second type, it ac,ertg a charm,: relation, or
zero correlation, between the variaNcs under study.

Principles of Testing the Mill 11 ypothelFs. Let us now suppwo a random
sample of 30 eastern cities and a comparable sample of 30 western eitici
whose mean suicide rates. are 10.4 and 14.3, respectively (Table 12.2.1).
We wish to know whether the observed difference of 3.0 could be indic-

To6lc 12.2.1

EASt

9
17

12

12

16

20
12
12
29
12
12

Suicide Rotes, Eastern
Western Cities, n = SO

and 11

19

0
10
19

10 13
10 20

11

10 6

S 11

6 9
11 14

9 13
10 15
10 20

7 10
12 15
la 10

9 27
8

15 20
5 9
5 12

15 12
10 15
12 12

312 = 430
X = 10.4 T= 14.3- .....YONIII,.
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ative of an actual difference beten.en the reeens of the eimpled popu-
lations, or whether it could more plausibly to necepted as mere sampling
variation. By rule of thumb, we lay .own the null hypothesis that the
population means of East and West arc identical alea sub!eet this hypoth-
esis to the statistical test. If we reject this hypothesis, we then proceed
as though there were a real difference, wl,ereas acce;rtance presumably
implies that the two populations ere alike aiel that the observed differ.
once is a mere sampling error.

An important principle of cur testing peocedure is that ire can nriee
prove the null hypoOlcsis tr:ic. The test possible evidence that we could
ever obtain for the identity of the two population means would be an
identity between the two sample means. taut even if samples of East
and Weet were to show identical averagee, we still could not be. positive
that the null hypothesis was true. such an identity between sample
means could itself very %veil be the result of sampling errors, because
population mane could differ by a sizable amount and the sample differ.
ence still be zero. Simi:arty, the findirg, that a sample of married spouses
are of the same average age would net prove that all married couples
show equal average. From sample observation`, the conclusions we draw
about the truth of the null hypothesis are necessarily of a probabilistic
astute.

If we can never prove the null hypothesis true, may we prove it de5-
nitely faire? Here the etatisticel evidence may be more convincing.
The best possible evidence that the two populations differ would be a
difference between samples. A email difference v.-ould not be very com-
pelling; however, as this difference becomes larger and larger, the ease
for a population difference becomes stronger and stronger. If the differ-
ence between samples becomes so large that it is highly improbable
that they stern from the same noiveree, then we may with practical
assurance reject the null hypetheeis. Even here, however, there is no
infallible certainty, since the one case in a million the freak event
may happen. Highly improbable events are regillerly marring, how-
ever startled we are when they befall us. But such an extreme case
the one in a million is so impeoleable that "nest of us would discount
it by regarding it as impossible, thereby rejeetiq the null hypothesis
with great confidence. In other wore's, we are willing to reject the null
hypothesis when the statistical protebilities of being wrong are small
enough to :nit our purposce.

These decisions -- whether or not to reject the null hypothe.sis -- are
accordingly made with varying de2rees of confidence. This confidence
varies according to the probability that a diTereete at least as large as
that obeteved could have been obtained by ehance, assuming the truth
of the null hypotheeis. We must thcrefore now turn to the procedure
by whkh such a probability is determined.



JURY SELECTION

The previous two readings provide law students with an

introduction to statistical theory. The usefulness of coming to

grips with such material is linked to two considerations:

(1) there is a fundamental likeness between legal reasoning and

statistical theory, and (2) law practice in the future will contain

numerous demands that the practitioner be familiar with

statistical procedures.

In discussing the similarity between legal reasoning and

statistical theory Michael Finklestein argues that statistical

decision theory is relevant to law because legal principles are

the intuitive equivalents of ideas used in probability theory.

While his illustration for this statement is based specifically

on racial discrimination in jury selections, we feel that it has

significance beyond his immediate example. "Probability

theory," he notes, "has been found to apply to events commonly

called random or chance." That is, the events are referred to

as random because for it practical purposes there is no way of

predetermining their outcome which is another way of saying



that events have an equal chance of occurring. This, he concludes,

is in theory similar to the constitutional requirement that jurors

be chosen without r:;.sard to their race. This is not to say that

juries must be entirely representative of the population with

respect to the number of Negroes and whites selected. The

use of literacy tests or uhing telephone listings may prevent

Negroes from serving on juries; and, presumably, such devices

do not violate the equal protection clause of the Constitution. But

within the pool of eligibles, however restricted in size, the

selection must be made without reference to race; and, as

Finklestein points out, this means that the racial composition

of jury venires is--or should be--the result of random selection

and consequently an appropriate subject for probability theory

analysis.

From Michael 0. Finklestein, "The Application of
Statistical Decision Theory to the Jury Discrimination
Cases," Harvard Law Review, 80 (1966),
pp. 338-376. Reprinted by permission.
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Michael 0. Finklestein*, "The Application
of Statistical Decision Theory :o the

Jury Discrimination Cases," 80 Harvard
Law Review, pp 338-376 (1966).-------

Judges have often relied on int:!itive notions of probability in de.
Biding whether there has bee:: discrimination in selection of juries.
41fr. Finkelstein uses mathematical analysis to show the extreme
imProbability that nondiscriminatory selection occurred in situations
in which courts have been unwilling to find a violation of the four-
teenth amendment. His approach is not intended to supplant judicial
weighing of values; on the co::trary, it exposer importer:1 legal issues
previously hidden by evidentiary difculties.

THIS article will explore the applicability of the branch of
mathematics known as statistical decision theory to cases

involving claims of discrimination in the selection of jurors. It
is my purpose to show that in these cases the Supreme Court has
established legal principles which in many instances cannot ra-
tionally be applied without such mathematical techniques.

Over the past two hundred years the romance between mathe-
matics and law has been for the most part a one-sided affair.
The prospect of making their discipline effective in an area of
social concern has persistently teased mathematicians, but law-
yers, judges, and administrators have been slow to accept their
advances. Elementary mathematical techniques occasionally have
been used in the law where they obviously facilitated the achieve-
ment of legal objectives. Every judge deciding an antitrust merger
case, for instance, has used simple mathematics percentages
to illuminate share-of-market statistics. The reason is that the
meaning of percentages is well understood and size comparisons
are almost impossible without them. On a more sophisticated
level, the apportionment of congressional representatives is now
controlled by a mathematical technique known as the "method
of equal proportions," a technique adopted because mathemati-
cians and legal scholars were able to persuade Congress that the
objectives of fair apportionment cot,ld best be accomplished in

Member of tbe Ncw Yurk Hatvatd, 1933, LL.d., r933.
I am indebted to Profes.-:,rs Dania Gr:eit,:r; and Richard Fri...41Scrg, Cokru.

bla University, and to my E:inc,r, :or tbzi: reading and correction of the
manuscript.
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this way.' There is also an extensive literature on the subject
of mathematical prediction of legal decisions by correlation analy-
sis and other techniques.2

It is a reflection of the empirical orientation of probability
theory that this branch of mathematics was the first to he applied
to a legal problem. In 1785, the French mathematician Marie
Jean Antoine Nicolas Caritat Condorcet published his Essai sur
l'application de Panalyse a la probabilite des decisions 'endues a
la pluralite des vols. Condorcet's Essai explored the probability
of error in a decision made by a group of persons the principal
application of the theory being jury decisions. This subject
captured the imagination of French mathematicians. Laplace dis-
cussed it in his Trate des probabilitJs published in ar 2, and
Poisson exhausted it in his Recherches sur la probabilite des
Pigments en matitre crir:inelle ct eti anctib-e civile, which ap-
peared in 1837. No other legal problem has ever received such
extensive mathematical treatment. In the introduction of his
Recherches Poisson wrote hopefully that "among the applications
of this calculus, one of the most important is that which concerns
the probability of the correctness of judgments . . . ."

The reception of this work would, perhaps, have surprised its
author. Poisson's Recherches has become a cornerstone of mod-
ern probability theory, with an enormous range of scientific
applications. Its predictive power has been demonstrated re-
peatedly. But the law itself has remained virtually immune to its
influence. If there was any discernible impact on the French
administration of justice, the fact has not been recorded, and from
that day to this lawyers have made only slight use of probability
and statistical theories although in certain respects these branches
of mathematics are uniquely suited to legal problems.'

.11 2 US.C. § 2(b) (n64). See Huntington, The Appertioranent of Representa-
tives in Congress, SO TRANSAMONS or ME AN:. MAra. Soev Ss (1928). For a
mathematical approach to reapportionment see Weaver S Hess, .4 Procedure for
Nonpartisan Districting: Development of Can:puicr Techniques, 73 Yave L.J.
283 (1963).

2 See, e.g., Schubert, Judicial Attitudes and Voting Ber:atior: The Ws. Tenn of
the United Slater Supreme Court, 2S Ltv: & CON TEMP. Nos. zoo (1963). Unlike
the mathematical analysis of legal issues v.hich is proposed here, mathematical
prediction frequently involves consideration of legal:y irrelevant facts (such as the
type of court in which the case arises) which are found to have a statistical cor-
relation with the result.

2S. PosssoN at 1-2 (transi.).
'There has been some caort (much of it mista',.en) to use statistical theory in

connection with the so-called duplication prob'em. See so Nfte:s. L. Rev. 749
(n66).

f
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Statistical decision theory is relevant to jury discrimination
cases because legal principles in these cases are the intuitive equiv-
alents of ideas used in probability theory. This does not imply
that legal decisions can be the products of mathematical proofs;
the differences between legal and mathematical rea5cning preclude
any such merging of the two sciences. It does mean, however, that
in the more difficult jury discrimination cases an informed judicial
decision cannot be made without mathematical analysis of the
underlying data.

This article will present various methods of applying mathe-
matical techniques to problems of jury discrimination, using as
examples cases involving racial discrimination L. the selection
of veniremen and grand jurors. The same techniques can be
applied to investigate discrimination on the basis of other factors,
such as economic status or sex. A rather detailed mathematical
treatment is presented here because it now seems cleat from the
fate of other efforts that mathematical techniques are unlikely to
receive judicial acceptance until there is a much fuller under-
standing of the meaning of statistical methods and the nature
of their relationship to the relevant legal issues.3

I.

For more than seventy -five years it has been the law that a
conviction in a state court violates the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment if it is based on an indictment of
a grand jury or a verdict of a petit jury from which Negroes were

'Attempts to apply statistical methods to these p:oblems have been marred
by cryptic explanations and have not net vith judicial acceptance.. Billin;;Icy v.
Clayton, 359 F.:d e3 (sth Cir. 105), Brief for Appellants at 53-54 (probability of
observed number of Negroes in the jury box said to be less than one in a billion in
one division and less than one in :o -mi;.lion in a second division) ; United States v.
Hoffa, 196 F. Supp. 35 (S.D. Fla. :OI), Reply Memorandum for Defendants at 3
("The statistical probabilities of rar.drn sel%tiun" made the absence of women ''a
virtual impossibility"). A far more elaborate effort was made in United States
v. Van Alien, 103 F. Supp. 33: (S.D 1950. The defendants presented testi-
mony by a statistician and a secielogist to the effect that the jury commissioners
in the Southern District of New York discriminated against the poor. The court
rejected the contention. Unfortunately the pres,ntation was cryptic because the
statistician did not reveal the basil for .Ls conclusions.

It has been suggested that pr.-.,bahiiity the6ry rni:tht be used to predict or ex
plain the outcome of jury discrimination CACi. S:tprerte Co at Be!llvior in
Racial Exclvion Ccsee: 1935 -457, 55 Pot. Scr. REN. 325 (1c511. The rethod
presented here is intended not to reduce past holdings to a matheractical standard
but to provide courts with a new method of analyrin; evidence.

s:-.:301
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excluded because of their race.' Discrimination must of course
be proved.' In the initial cases in which the principle emerged,
problems of proof did not arise because the fact of discrimination
was never put in issue. Negroes were excluded by statute; 9 the
fact exclusion was uncontested; or the principle was tested
solely on the pleadings." In three early cases, discrimination
was denied by the state, but the defendants failed to produce
evidence to support their claims."

The current type of case first appeared in 1934 with the Su-
preme Court decision in Norris v. Alabama." There the Court
faced for the first time a disputed issue of discrimination in the
selection of grand and petit jurors and a record containing evi-
dence purporting to bear on the issue. The evidence on the mo-
tion to quash the indictment was that although Negroes comprised
7Y270 of the total adult male population of Jackson County,
where the petitioners were indicted, no Negroes in the recollec-
tion of witnesses had ever served on any grand or petit jury. This
single fact, the Court held, made out a "prima facie case of the
denial of the equal protection which the Constitution guaran-
tees."' The prirria facie case was "supplemented," the Court
noted, by evidence of the presence of at least thirty qualified
Negroes in the county and by the testimony of the jury com-
missioners that Negroes had not been included on the jury roll
because their names were "never discussed."

The evidence on the motion to quash the trial venire was that
although Negroes comprised about IS% of the adult male popu-
lation in Morgan County, where the petitioners were tried," and
although many were qualified, no Negro within the re.4?mery of
witnesses had ever served on a jury or been called for service.
The county sheriff was unable to identify any names of Negroes

'The seminal cases are Strauder v. %Veit Virginia, too U.S. 303 (28So), and
Neal v. Delaware, -to3 U.S. 37o (tS3o). Legislation designed to enforce thesa
rulings has recently been :ejected by the Senate. II] CONG. REC. 22,092-127 (dairy
ed. Sept. .0, 1966).

?Torrance v. Florida, 185 US. 319 (1903).
'Bush v. Kentucky, 107 U.S. Ito (5S33).
'Neal v. Delaware, zo3 U.S. 3;0 (Mr).
1O Carter v. Texas, 177 US. 442 (1902)
It 3fartin v. Texas, 200 U.S. 316 (1c06); Sronn5ei.1 v. South Carolina, 159

US. 426 (19o3); Smith v. Mississippi, 162 U.S. 592 (15O).
"294 US. 5S7 (1935).
131d. at 591.
t4The trial was transferred to 3.1crgan County because of asserted prejudice

against the defendants in Jackson County.
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on the jury roll, The Court held the general denials of discrimina-
tion by a member of the jury board insufficient "to rebut the
strong prima facie case which the defendant had made." "

The issue in Norris was whether the particular grand and petit
juries which indicted and convicted the petitioners were selected
without discrimination. No testimony was introduced pertaining
specifically to the selection of either jury; instead, discrimination
was proved from the racial statistics of jury selection over a num-
ber of years. Statistical evidence of this type can be relevant in
different ways to the existence of discrimination in the choice of
a particular venire. The absence of Negroes from other venires
selected from the same jury roll may be evidence that there are no
Negroes on that roll. The practice of the jury commissioners in
excluding Negroes from other venires may be evidence of their
intent to exclude Negroes from the venire in question." The
unvarying failure of different groups of commissioners to select
any Negroes may be evidence of a governing custom of discrim-
ination. Whatever the relevant inference, the deduction of dis-
crimination rests on the idea that the absence of Negroes from
the jury roll or from jury venires is evidence of racial exclusion
somewhere in the selection process when Negroes constitute a
substantial segment of the population.

The facts in Norris made it easy for the Court to accept this
idea. The absence of Negwes from juries, jury venires, and the
jury roll, and the direct testimony of the commissioners that
Negroes were never considered, combined to present a clear case
of discrimination. The facts in other cases in which the Court
has granted relief have been equally extreme." But since, on the
Court's reasoning, the Constitution prohibits any discrimination in
selection, it was inevitable that the ideas used by the Court in
Norris would be tested in cases where the evidence was less
blatant. Challenges were made in cases where Negroes had ap-
peared on juries, although in proportions smaller than their
proportion in the population. In such underrepresentation as

is 294 US. at 593.
"In Brown v. Alien, 34; U.S. 443, 479 (1953), the Court noted that "past

practice is evidence of past attitude of mind." It found such evidence not decisive
because there had been a purge aid refilling of the jury box before the jury in
question was selected.

"E.g., Arnold v. North Carolina, 375 US. 773 (1964) (one Negro served on
grand jury in a; year) ; flirt v. Te:as, 3t6 U.S. 40.k (1941) (no Negroes served
or grand jury fo: at :east 16 years).
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opposed to exclusion cases, the Supreme Court has yet to hold
that the disparity was sufficient to show discrimination."

In all, five to eight underrepresentation cases have come
before the Court.'" There is promise of many more. In addition
to a larger flow of cases involving criminal defendants, an increas-
ing number of class actions has beea brought Oil behalf of Ne,groes
to secure the right to serve on juries." The plaintifis in these
cases seek not to set aside a con .fiction but to restructure the
selection system. Inasmuch as the claims in these cases involve
many juries, the proof by necessity is statistical. The statistics
usually show not exclusion but underrepresentation, thus testing
the principles of the exclusion cases in an important institutional
setting =t

Dallas County, Teras, was the source of the first two under-
representation cases. The stage was set in 1942 when the Supreme
Court, in Hill v. Texas," reversed the murder conviction of a
Negro because Negroes had been totally excluded from grand
juries, :acluding the grand jury which indicted him. Following
this decision, a Negro appeared on each of the next two grand
jury lists, and one served on the grand jury which indicted Robert
Akins, a Negro, for the rape of a white woman. Akins appealed his
conviction to the Supreme Court, claiming that the number of
Negroes serving on the grand jury which indicced him hail been
limited by design to one. In Akilti L'. Tex,:s=.3 the Court rejected
this claim. It computed that "on the strictly mathematical basis

's But ci. Andcrsln v. Alaban-.a, 3f.6 U.S. :c3 (r.;`,z), re-..'g per curicm 27o
Ala. 573, 1:o So. :d 397 (:95o), where i.ot% 717.1,rreprvs.:nza!ion cn venires and
exclusion from grand juries we.e alleged.

19 Akins v. Texas, 3:3 U.S. 393 (1913); Cassell v. Texas, 339 U.S. 131 (1930);
Brown v....kr,:n and Speller v. Allen, 344 US. =t3 (r7;5') ; Swain v. Alabama, 33o
U.S. 20 (1955). The number is el;ht if Smith v. 125 (t940),
Bark.i.daic v. Louisiana, 247 La. 193, r;o So. :d 37; (z954), wt. drnit,d, 33/ U.S.
931 (1955), and And.m.son v. Alab:rna, 36".) U.S. :L.; ), are indurlcd. Cole-
man v. Ataban!a, 377 U.S. i:9 (t04), has 1..e.n for hearth; ,on the
merits of the underreprezentation issue. Sr-.1s v. C :2; Ga. too, t. S.E.:d
to3 (tg55), cert. grunted, 334 U.S. 9)5 (te,5'., u on

39 El., White v. Crook, :St F. S...;-:;.". Ala. 1566) (jury buN required
to b e e mpti:d and rt.F.Iled).

"See, e.g., Mitc}ell V. Johnson, :so F. Supp. tr; Ala. :965), where the
number of v.1,1te persons on the jury roil rc,res:nted 537"; of the s bite
population and tha number of Ne;rces re;r:sented only 9% of the Nc.;ro popula-
tion. The coat held that this evidence denacrIstrat:s ":vii'; d;,procortions" and
that this, "..Without more, requires an in" " -ce of sy s:e ra vjc o.dusion oa rn:ial
grounds ...."

32316 U.S. 4c) 09;0.
33 325 U.S. 193 (1945).

: :64.11Le.

I
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of population, a grand jury of twelve would have 1.8532 Negro
members on the average," apparently deriving this figure by
multiplying the Negro percentage of the population by the num-
ber of jurors. Since there had been one Negro member on each
jury list, and since one served on the jury that indicted Akins, the
Court concluded that "we cannot say that the omission from each
of the two lists of all but one of the members ..f a race which
composed some fifteen per cent of the population alone proved
racial discrimination."='

During the five and one-half years after the 1IN decision, there
were twenty-one grand juries in Dallas County. It is consistent
with the implied invitation in Akins that one Negro each appeared
on seventeen grand juries and none on the remaining four. These
statistics were scrutinized by the Supreme Court in Cassel! v.
Texas,25 the third of the Dall:,s County cases. Cassell, a Negro
convicted of murder, charged discrimination and relied on the
above statistics and on the testimony of the jury commissioners
to prove it. Since there had been only seventeen Negroes of the
252 members on the twenty-one grand juries, only 6.7% of the
jurors were Negroes. The Court observed, however, that the
discrepancy between this figure and t5.5% Negro population
was explicable, because Negroes constituted only 6.5% of the
county poll-tax payers and payment of the poll tax was a pre-
requisite for jury service. Since 6.7';:e was the ratio of Negroes
actually sitting on the juries, the Court concluded that "without
more it cannot be said that Negroes had been left off the grand
jury panels to such a degree as to estal:Ilish a prima fade case of
discrimination."

The distribution of Negroes presented, in the Court's view, a
different question. If it was true tl-e,t the jury commissioners had
limited their number to one on each jury, this action would have
been unconstitutional since "juryreAl should be selected as in-
dividuals . . . and not as memlees of a race." 21. But Mr.

uld. at acs-c5. Apta frc.r1 of the raotharratical argument,
the decision might not but the Court add!d a car...:,:r to its
opinion which is who:ly ine..pl..eati: 3Z th: forrr..;; rulin;s that race may
cot be con5!dar,A in tha s:lection vLcess: "This concILI;n makes it urriccessary
to decide whethar a purpcEeful linfitvi-,n of L:rers by r.. to the approximate pro-
portion that the eligible jurymen of the :Ace so ltrlitad hairs to tha total ell;:bles

invalid under the Foureanth Amn,I:nent." Id. at ..;o7.
"339 U.S. a3a (telso).
se id. at 235-55. Thi.s is a claiiic of the failure of intuition to compre-

hend the sipi5canca of data.
21 339 U.S. at :35.
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Justice Reed's opinion for the Court, concurred in by three other
Justices, avoided resting decision on the ground that the appear-
ance of a single Negro on each of seventeen juries was evidence
of limitation; instead, it reversed because the cot
testified that they took only people they knew and admitted they
did not know any Negroes. "When the Commissioners were ap-
pointed as judicial administrative officials, it was their duty to
familiarize themselves fairly with the qualifications of the eligible
jurors of the county without regard to race and color. They did
not do so here, and the result has been racial discrimination."

Although the decision in Cassell was based on other grounds,
the case was the first in which the Court accepted an explanation
for a disproportionately small Negro representation on juries.
The issue reappeared a few years later In two cases reported to-
gether from North Carolina, flrei...n .-1!Icn and Speller v. Alton"
The Court then proved willing to accept such explanations. Brown
and Speller, Negroes, were convicted in the North Carolina courts
of rape and were sentenced to death. Their challenges to the
grand and petit juries were based solely on statistical evidence.
In Brown's case this showed that, although Negroes comprised
33.5% of the adult population of the county, in the year of his
indictment and the previous year only 77e to roe of those chosen
for grand jury service were Negroes; in e year he was indicted
the percentage of Negroes on petit jury panels ranged from 9% to
17%. The Court stated that "variations in proportions of Negroes
and whites on jury lists from racial proportions in the population
have not been considered violative of tl.re Constitution where they
are explained and not long continued." " It concluded that the
disparity had been explained. The names of prospective jurors
were drawn from poll and property tax lists, and Negroes ap-
peared to constitute a much smaller percentage of such lists than
of the general population -- although ho',: much smaller a per-
centage did not appear from the cvidertee. The decision below
was affirmed.

In Speller's case, jurors were selected fro:a the tax lists. Thirty-
eight percent of the taxpayers were Negroes, but only 7% of the
persons selected by the clerk for the jury box were Negroes. The
Court held, however, that the discrepancy could be explained by
the testimony of the clerk that he took those witn "the most

ar Id. at :39.
"341 US. 443 (1953).
" Id. at 471.
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property." It concluded that "evidence of discrimination based
solely on race in the selection zetaaliy made is lacking." 31

The apparent reluctance of the courts to consider underrepre-
sentation as evidence of discrimination has been confirmed by two
recent cases, which will be considered in some detail in Part III.
In the first case, Swain v. Alabriwe,32 Swain, a Negro, was con-
victed of rape in Talladega County, Alabama, and sentenced to
death. The Supreme Court summarized the evidence on the panels
as follows: "While Negro males over 21 constitute 26% of all
males in the county in this age group, only zo to r5% of the grand
and petit jury panels drawn from the jury box since ton have
been Negroes, there having been only one case in which the per-
centage was as high as 23%." " In Swain's case there were four
or five Negroes on the panel of thirty-three from which his grand
jury was selected and eight Negroes on the panel of one hundred
from which his petit jury was selected. The Cour: held that these
statistics did not constitute prima facie evidence of discrimina-
tion: "We cannot say that purposeful discrimination based on
race alone is satisfactorily proved by showing that an identifiable
group in a community is aaderrepresented by as much as ro%.
. . . The overall percentage disparity has been small, and re-
flects no studied attempt to include or exclude a specified number
of Negroes."" As we shall demonstrate, this result is inconsistent
with the announced principles gevernin;,; these cases.

Swain also attacked the petit jury which had convicted him,
claiming that the prosecution had used its peremptory strikes to
exclude Negroes. The evidence shaaaal that the six Negroes avail-
able for service in Swain's case had been struck by the prosecu-
tion. The Court, three Justices disscntirtg... rejected the claim. It
held that in any given case it is presumed that the prOsecution has
used its peremptory challenges to secure en impartial jury and
that this presumption is not overcome by allegations that "in the
case at hand all Negroes were ri:nloved . . . because they were
Negroes." 35 In the Court's view the case would have been differ-

" Id. at 441.
"380 U.S. 302 (e 955).
"Id. at toy.
"Id. at 203 -02. The ciec9tiven:.ss of filis st..t!ernInt 1V33 calved to the Court's

attention. Brief of the Anv2riclri Civil Lib,7rti..; Union as Aralcus Curiae ia Sup-
port of Petition for Rehearin; at :o--tr. if 9ar::: of the popu:atiln at So% of the
avenge panel is Ne;.-o, the discroric.." ally. be insi;nificInt. Tbis Ls not so
if torn of the populat:ua is *.\:;:o but .no pan,..:',,ts are Ne;ro.

"380 U.S. at 3:2.

s
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ent, and the fourteenth amendment claim would have taken on
added significance, if defendant had shown that the prosecutor "in
case after case, whatever the circumstances, whatever the crime
and whoever the defendant or the victim may be, is responsible for
the removal of Negroes who have been selected as gunned jurors
by the jury commissioners and who have survined challenges for
cause . . . But althou;11 Negroes had never served on petit
juries in Talladega County, Swain had failed to prove his case
because he had not shown that the prosecution had been respon-
sible in each case for striking Negroes.

The Court has thus drawn the line between a peremptory strike
based on a belief that a Negro juryman would be biased in a par-
ticular case and the systematic use of peremptory strikes to keep
Negroes off juries. The first is permitted, the second unconstitu-
tional."

In the other recent case, State v. Barksdale," a Negro was con-
victed of rape and sentenced to death. Tne evidence showed that
Negroes in Orleans Parish composed about 33c,7e of the adult
male population but only ro;''c to r6% of the grand jury venires
and r r% to 19% of the petit jury venires. From May 195S, when
the Supreme Court reversed a murder conviction in the parish on
the ground of exclusion of Negroes from the grand jury," until
September 1962, when Barksdale was indicted, nine grand juries
had been selected. Eight of these contained two Negroes each,
and one Negro served on the ninth.° On this evidence the
Supreme Court of Louisiana affirmed, holding that the smaller
proportion of Negroes serving on grand juries was adequately ex-
plained by their deficiencies in education (which resulted in the
qualification of fewer Negroes) and income (which led more
Negroes to request hardship excuses)." The Supreme Court
denied certiorari. The denial, of course, does not mean that the
Court approved the state court's holding. I shall try to show
that, when put to a mathematical test, the facts in P,:rksdalc point
to a contrary decision.

The opinions of the Court in underrepresentation cases leave
little doubt that disparity between the proportion of Negroes on
venires and in the population generally is evidence of dis-

" id. at 223.
"See Note, Fir Ivry Se!ectFor: Procedueel, 73 VALE L.j. 3:: (t965).
38 247 La. :93. 17a So. td 374 (1954), cert. (.fsiled, 332 U.S. 9:: (1965).
39 Eubanks v. Lo2.312:12, 335 U.S. 534 (!55s).
"147 La. at ::3, :70 So. :d at ;33.
'lid. at 223-21, l;o So. :d at 3!4.
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criminatory selection if it is large, continuing, and unexplaine,:l.
but it is also clear t'ca,. a defendant k not entitkd to a venire Cr
a jury on which ruem'ors of his race are prorol-tionately repre-
sented, and efforts to create prrfilortional representatia h;.

systematically including Negrce3 have been held unconH-
Clonal." Conscerently, not e..,; disparity in proportion::
constitutionally fatal. "The mere fact of inerplOty in the
nuniber selected doe.i r,:t in itself show discrimination." "

The refusll of the Court to grant relief in SI::ain has thrown
into sharp relief the prehl:rn of drawing a line between significant
and insignificant disparities. Counsel in Swain asserted flatly
that "the State must surely o:fer SCIII1e explanation of by the
proportion of Negro:3 on grand and pit jury venires averages
at most one-half the pro,sortion of eligible Negroes in the
population..." kt neith.- Court nor counsel ofer:1 a rational
way of determining which dispariti;s mere large enough to be con
sidered evidence of design. .1s a resu; , counsel could do little
more then assert; without reas'med support, that the st:ttisties
required a finding of clitir .jr.atIon. And when the Court reached
a contrary cone.lu5ion in Sr.. the bath for its decision remained
equally Delphic.

In the exclusion casts the Court has consistently refused to
countenance the explaltion dint Negroes were omitted from
juries because they w cre 11:1,--,c;ared. The explanation arose again
in the underrepresentati,7,n cas,:s, this time in more compz:ling
form, since all that h:4 to b? as:etted was that some but not all
Negroes were unqulried 17, Cf.-=;r3, fro:ryt, and Speller, the
Court a,..ccpted such 2:7:,e1Hoas, refusing to And discrimination
on the basis of diTariti,:s is r ercentages. In Cest.11 the evidence
showed that the avcra:e pr.7,-,-,n-tin of Negroes on grand juries .
was at least it; to their proportion on the tax
tolls; but in 2r-I 7.-r the evidence showed only that
the n:iirntrer of NE ;c,7. wag to some undetetmined extent
smaller than their rrrit-.:r 3,1u% male population. On what
theory the Court found r.,r:::,..Jantitatise explanations suf;..eient
does not 2;pear.

1he failure of the Court to articulate a rationale for the under-
representaCrn cases io a et ni.tiuer.ee of the problera they present.

t con,' v. W.C.:us rete.ri,i, tr'S
Cir ), ten riUS sr, f t95

" r. tetm 'CS l;4. :t; r.!;:;).
"Stiff fe, i?
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In the exclusion cases the disparity is gross enoueh for the intui-
tive conclusion that jurors were chosen on the basis of ..ace. But
the notion that some Negroes should have been chosen is too im-
precise to offer guidance once some Negroes are in fact chosen.
Since the judges have recognized that not every variation from
props riionate numbers is evidence of design, they are confronted
with the harder problem of drawing a line betwven significant and
insignificant variations and the related problem of determining
the effect to be given to "explanations" for significant variations.

The resolution of these problems involves important questions
of legal policy which the Court has never reached because the
legal issues have remained intertwined with statistical ones. We
need not more tenderminded Justices or mo:e appealing verbal
formulations but an analysis of the data which will expose the
true legal issues.

II

Probability theory has been found to apply to events commonly
called "random" or "chance." The result of a coin toss is the
classic example. Theoretically, at least, the person tossing the
coin might determine the outcome in advance by calculating the
forces acting on the coin. Put, since minute changes in some of
these forces can produce a different outcorle, there is for all
practical purposes no way of peedeterrnining the outcome. Con-

sequently, the result is treated as indcpenl:rit of the volition of
the actor. It is this practical inclet7endence of result from cause

that characterizes phenomena suited to the application of prob-

ability theory."
It Is obvious that the racial outcome of jury selection is or

rather should be independent of the r;etherd of selection. This
LS true not because the selecting agent is unah'.e to control the
result, as in the coin-tossing case. but because he is not legally
permitted to do so. But whether the outcome is independent be-

cause of the physical impossibility of connecting it with its causes
or because of the unconstitut!onality of mg:Ir.:2 such a connection,

the result is the same: the racial outzsme is random.

This is not to say that the method of selection for the jury roll
must be neutral with respect to the nt:mher of whites and Negroes

considered. The Use of various qullitlt: it;on tests, such as literacy,

ILe p,14:1,rity of Rene p: :'.;try kcal!e ef
de le. dirt of eteiet tN:cry certain hvzs.1%11..: futivner.`...el plesidee

bite t,) 4itzetrointt,.%; err.'
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or the operation of the selection machinery, for instance the use
of telephone listings, may result in the qualification or considera-
tion of a disproportionately small number of Negroes. But within
the pool of eligibles, however restricted in size, the selections must
still be made without reference to race, and this means that the
racial population of jury venires is or should be the result
of random selection and conseouently an appropriate subject for
probability theory analysis.

Basing itself on probability theory, statistical decision theory
provides us with a variety of tests for the hypothesis that the
number of Negroes chosen for venires is consistent with random
selection. Like all statistical tests, these are not infallible, but
their rates of error can be made extremely small and are mathe-
matically determinable, There is, 33 we shall show, judicial prece-
dent for deciding cases eith a rate of error similar to the rate of
error present in the tests we propose to use.

The Supreme Court has used an approach in principle identical
to this when holding that the persistent absence of Negroes from
juries is evidence of discrimination. Although the basis for de-
cision has usually not been articulated, the Court has indicated
on a few occasions that its holding rest on the improbability of
repeated random selection of all white venires in counties with
substantial Negro populations. Thus, in Smith V. Texas, the
Court said: "Chance and accident alone could hardly have
brought about the listing for grand jury service of so few negroes
from among the thousands shown by the undisputed evidence to
possess the legal qualifications for jury service." "

Although stated as a single rule, the Court's theory in these
eases involves two propositions. The first is that, if the number
of Negroes chosen is an improbable result of random selection,
that fact is prima facie evidence of discrimination. This approach
justifies our use of probability ani statistical analysis in these
cases. As we shall see, improbability may be c.;emonstrated in a
number of different ways. The Court has explicitly sanctioned one
of these way s in its second propositi)a: a large and unexplained
disparity between the proportion of Negroes on venires and in
the population generally is unlikely to result from random selec-
tion. This approach justifies the ttathernatical model which we
shall use to determine tee prol:abili:ies in these cases.

The mathematical 1E51 vOlic.1 can be used to determine the

H.Itt VS. IA IP OW); actsi. ±..1*.: v. L41e3:1"..1. 345 f.,'S 04, 33;
(t936); Hilt v. Tell!, 3:6 VS 4teN 41's (t3)
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existence of discrimination is based on the probability that, as
veniremen are selected, any given venirenvin will be a Negro.
This probability is usually derived from the proportion of adult
Negro males to the total adult male population. In each jury case,
however, it has been urged that these population figures are mis-
leading and that the absence of Negroes from venires or juries
reflects a lack of literacy, of integity, or of other qualifications
required of jurors. Statistical methods can be fruitfully used here
to determine the percentages of Ne-grccs and w.hites it would be
tecessar to assume disqualified in order to account for the ob-
served numbers of Negroes en venires. Whether th:se percentages
are consistent with the education, status, and general qualifica-
tions of the Negro and white populations is a quezirtion which the
Court can approach with some confidence since it resembles other
factual issues underlying constitutional

The Court has taken a similar but nonvarititative app roatfA
to the qualifications issue in the cases we have discussed. In the
exclusion cases, the contention that the absence of Negroes from
juries could be explained by their lack of qaalifications was re-
jected because it involved the assumption (so the Court believed)
that virtually the entire Negro population was unqualified."
"(A) race (cannot) be proscribed as incompetcnt for service. ""
Similar reasoning appears in the untie/representation cases. In
Steller v. Allen," for example, the Court held that a discrepancy
of shirty one points between OW percentage of Negroes on venires
and the percentage on tax lists from which the venires 'were
drawn could not be explained by the clerk's disqualification of
Negroes for poor moral character. "It would not be assumed,"
the Court held, "that in Vance County there is net a much larger
percentage of Negroes with qualifications of jurymen."" The
same method Jf reasoning, using mathematical techniques, gill
be adopted here.

In certain situations it is impossible to determine whether the
number of Negroes appearing on a series of venires or juries is
consistent or inconsistent with the qualifications of the Negro
population. This may oecur when there is inadequate evidence
concerning qualifications or when persons selected for service may
be excused on grounds other than lack of quatifications. Those

1/16.11.1.
"Path, T. Mivi.-ippl, 13: t. .S. 43. (4;0.
at Brown v. All:r.44.4 US 413, 411 !1?$1)
"344 U.S . 443 11;33).
"II. at 444.
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called for grand jury service, for instance, may be excused on
grounds of economic hardship. Another example Is the appear-
ance of Negroes on petit juries (as distinguished from jury
panels). Although in Swain the Supreme Court stated that the
prosecution may not use peremptory strikes to exclude Negroes
systematically, there remains a broad area of discretion in the
use of such strikes or challenzes which makes it virtually impos-
sible to determine from population statistics, however carefully
refined, the probability that a Negro will appear on a petit jury.

iVhile in such cases it is not possible to use a statistical analysis
based on the failure to select a greater number of Negroes, it is
possible, at least in the case of venues and grand juries, to de-
termine whether the number of Negroes selected, which I shall
call the di:Irai:ion of Negroes, is consistent with randomness.
To take a crude example, the appearance of a series of grand
juries alternately icot;c and o70 Negro would excite our sus-
picions as to the selection process whatever the probability of
selecting a Negro or white juror. Statistical decision theory pro-
videe. a measure of the extent to which a given distribution differs
from the theoretical or expacted random distribution and a test
of the significance of such difference. The test will indicate,
within mathematically determined limits of accuracy, whether
the nature of the observed distribution is so at variance with th
expected distribution that the hypothesis of random selection
ought to be rejected.

Although the Court has sever applied this line of reasoning, the
test of distribution operates on the same principles as the test
based on a comparison of percentages which it has used. Perhaps
the closest thing we have to judicial recognition that a skewed
distribution may be evidence of discrimination Is the statement of
the three concurring justices in Cassell v. Texas:"

the number of Negroes bgh qualiiied and available for jury service
in Dallas County pre,-.Iuded such uniform presence of never more
than one Negro on any other basis of good faith than that the corn.
tnissioners were guided by the belief that one 'Sego on the grand
jury satisfied the prohibition against discrimination . . . .

In concluding that probA3itity theory can usefully be applied
to these probleros, it has been assumed that the Intuitive idea of
probability used by the Court is toncvtually similar to the
mathematical detaition Uitj by the StP-ii5tkiln3. Although the

SI jj. V.S. :S:, egl cortaarin;).
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premises of the legal argument remain obscure, the assumption is
a reasonable one, since the intuitive content of the mathematical
definition is the common idea of proba'aility. This the mathe-
matical notion of an event with a probability of, say, o.t corre-
sponds to the practical notion of an event that occurs on the
average of once in every ten triale.'2

III

We now apply the methods outlined above to S:: rips Akbarna
and licrksdcle Luvisiv:a. The first case involves the selection
of Negroes for venires; the second, their appearance on grand
juries.

A. An Anolysis of Ike Selection of Vet:itch:en

In Stettin, it will be recalled, there was a claim of discrimination
in the selection of the grand and petit jury venires and in the
selection of petit jurors. We begin our exeeninetion with a general
mathematical analysis of venire seiection. The application of
these method; to the facts in be confined to the grand
jury venires, since the record frith respect to the petit jury venire;
is not sufficiently dear to nerrait the use of mathematical methods.

The process of selecting venireinen can be treated as what is
known in probability theory as a series of Bernoulli trials." Re
prated trials are called Bernoulli trials if (r) there are only two
possible outcomes for each trial, (2) the tria's are independent,
and (3) the probabilities for each outcome remain constant
throughout the trials. The rep .ated tossing of a eein is a series
of Bernoulli trials because there are, theoretically, only two out
comes for each toss, a head or a tail, the tosses are independent
in the sense that the outcome of one do:s not affect the outcome
of another, and the prcbability of tossing a head or a tail remains
constant throughout any series of tos =es. Similmily, when venire
men are selected, there are only two racial results possible, white
and nonwhite (we equate the latter edih Negro), the result of
each selection is independent of other eelections, and it is reason
able to IISSC:11,2 that the peohshiltiss of selecting a Negro or a white
remain constant throughout the selecti-in process.

Strictly speaking, selecting veniremsn is not a series of

"Fot a tcr.tettnkti !C ;:!, 1 ; .1.!evq1; tJ Pre3a5:74, in t
IR, VicIf) Of Nittztitixs t3i3 II X ti.

" Navel sf!et :tc:13 it5;2-1;.:5), far...oia !rt.:Aut oa ytob.
Ar;

.
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Bernoulli trials because each person selected is eliminated at
least for a certain time from the pool of potential jurors. Theo-
retically, therefore, the probability of selecting a white or a
Negro on any given trial will be dzpendent cn the history of selec-
tion to the extent that the racial proportions of the available
population are changed by the elimination of those already chosen.
Although it is possible to take this into account in computing
probabilities, it is not necessary to do so. The number of venire-
men selected will in most cases ciinge the racial proportions of the
available population to an insignificant degree. Moreover, in these
cases whites are usually selected with a frequency which equals
or exceeds their proportion of the pcpulation. The assumption
that the proportion of white and Negro eligibles remains constant
is conservative since the proportion of white eligibles actually
declines during the selection proms. Assuming that the propor-
tion remains constant makes an improl. ably large percentage of
white veniremen seem slightly more in accord with random Rio-
tion than is really the case. For these reasons, we adopt the
simplification that the selection process consists of independent
trials with constant probabilities applicable to each trial.

The derivation of the probabilities atsociated with Bernoulli
trials tests on two bask propositions. The first is the sum rule,
which states that the probability of the occurrence of any one of
a number of mutually exclusive events is equal to the sum of the
probabilities o' ose events." The second is the product rule,
which states t. .t the probability of the joint occurrence of a
number of independent events is eqval to the product of the indi-
vidual probabilities." Discussion of these elementary proposi-
tions may be found in textbooks on probability or statistics."

Applying the product rule. if P is the prnh,ability of selecting
a single Negro venireman, the probability of selecting two Negro
venirernen is P X P, or P'. More generally, the probability of

"Events are tnatus74 eledsise at ottorteetce of one lorecIv4rs the occur-
take of tie other. For essrrp!e, ire cotsida tat st!cction of tiro iir_iremers
fed define the first event as rte se!ccti.:: of a Negro :A at Erg but not on tie
second that, and dens the te:cnd event as t:e seettkn of a Near* on tte second
but tot on the first trill, then tle tics esents area Owen, tech:sire siMtt they
cannot both occur in the same t:vo

Is Events are indtpzadtat U the otcatzette of one his ho Cact upon the move-
tette of the other. st1:tl:A: or n-,t a Nei:a is te!t;ted as a rent:Man itt one
dralirl s`13.:11 bave to eEett ation the seei:.,n 4 a Nt;r3 13 a veniretaan in the
nett dratvin; p7.:^fgrt ria 11,t v. a !tiP.;1), of ialeiziedero.

I See, et, P. Hitt, isre r: AtiAttcs St 2 CO
WO.
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selecting v Negro veniremen, where v is any number, is P'. Sim-
ilarly, if Q is the probability of selecting a single white venire-
man," then the probability of selecting u, white veniremen is

. If Q , as it may if whites comprise approximately three-
quarters of the eligible population, and if there arc thirty venire-
men on a panel, the chance of picking a single panel without any
Negroes is, by the product rule," = 3o) = (A)" = 0.00O2.
This means that on the average only two venires in ten thousand
would be all white. If every venire were all white or all Negro
our analysis could stop here. But, since in Snein and most other
cases both whites and Negroes were in fact chosen, some further
analysis is necessary to derive the relevant probabilities.

If P is the probability of selictin,g a single Negro and Q the
probability of selecting a single white, PQ is, by the product rule,
the probability of selecting a Negro and a white in that order.
The order of selection, however, is unimportant. The condition
of selecting a Negro and a white will also be satisiled by first
selecting a white and then selecting a Negro. The total proba-
bility of selecting a Negro and a white without regard to order
is thus PQ + QP = 2PQ. In general, the probability of select-
ing a particular mixture of Negroes and whites is the probability
of selecting that mixture in a particular order times the number
of different orders in which the mixture may be selected."

If n is the number of men on a venire, the probability of select-
ing v Negroes is I` and the probability of selecting n v whites is
Qt""). Since these events are independent, their product, PrQ"--",
is the probability of selecting v Negroes and n whites in a par
ticular order. The second element is the number of ways this
mixture may be selected. The number of distiaguis.hable order-
ings of n objects of which v are of one class and n v of another
class is: "

lt Since we assume that "Negro' is eqzivalerit to Astoriatite,* either a alite or
a Negro must he selNted. Ccrael4:stly 1 Q = t.

as The symbol P or Q fo11ost;c1 by (v 4) or if:ollsr dressier; is rased to
tcela the pt obabifity of selrcti,.; a vrtil wilt, (ee *Sites). Variatiofts
of this etcressiort sho..1.1 he sittlersteexl acco:,!1,te.y.

"'Ito U P e ai Q = )i. t1:111.0 arQ = /i4-
6. The detiatioo cf this fertaJla is oat ii Otte r-e 4 distirt,psishith'e

objects, the air. her of rssrt!rs crleriNts is * tzet:rit', :skies is written 1.4 if
(*)(44 t)(ts t) it). The read:: tes stt'sly 11-1;c1t. that this is so by
observin; that L'Icte is one ordering of etc ebje :t ald: that the Whir; of the eth
object s'vsys thiltipres the tter.hcr of Cr;;d::1 bi *, s:tce fee each resios:s
otilleriAt there are rst carrs.4.,37-.rr; to tle q It..ssiVe poti:iots of
the it."4 tject erlra :t is it:trte! 1.:r; the i c objects heal}- p:szat. tfece
iith the iAti;;;71 of the motif chject itzre are s X t The formlla st!
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(n n!

v el (nu)!
These two elements (the probability for each ordering and the
number of distinguishable orderings) multiplied together yield
the well-known "binomial distribution," which expresses the prob-
ability P(v) of selecting L. Negroes out of n veniremen:

P
(n)

The challenge to the selection system we arc discussing here
must be based, not on the probability of selecting a particular
number of Negroes (which is what the above formula gives us),
but on the probability of selecting not more than i Negroes. By
the sum rule, the probability of selective, not more than i Negroes
Is the sum of the probabilities of selecting o, 1, 2, . . . i Negroes.
This sum is expressed symbolically as follows:

PO, (7) P. Q'-'
9..

With this preparation, we are ready to consider the grand jury
venires In Str2in, The record shows that for about ten years
Negroes had never accounted for mere than Jr7c of the grand
jury venires, with the single exception of a 23% Negro venire
chosen in the summer of toss. These venires consisted of ap-
proximately 30 persons each, and time to four were chosen every
year Census figurer, showed that adult Negro males constituted
approximately 26% of the adult male population. For purposes
of discussion we assume that between toss and 1962 thirty venires
were chosen consecutively with five or fewer Negroes each, and
that between 1953 and 1g33 five additional venires were selected

follows irocarliately by Induction. of is ddr.ei as t4L/i to t. ti te of the s
objects are the sane, then the torat:r of crderitts at be divided by t! mace
given any ordering one OA re2traro the t objet's Li ti
trays without obtaining a dtitt11011.141Vi ordering. In other words, one as divide
thew! total orderings into *!fat gro4ps of s I ederings each, and the tel orderings
Li any grolbp are indistinvishable, so that there are only est/t1 (Usti:az-4151131N
orderings. Conseqvently, if V objects art of one type and A objects of 13
other type, the Mite..tt of ordzrinp s) i.

Record at 1-ts. Before VOWS were g:anted, each venire contslaed 6s ten,
but there was evil:nee that the przIortins of Ne;rots af.d whites were riot altered
by this wetdirg est Record at at. We a:sorre go-mai venire; betasse stt...e of
the evidence bore on the teniree corp)4 ,:"..t after weeding Mt Sousse this is, is
this tooted, a consertathe by :lois: the s-...11!!r the pa al, the mote likely it is
to contain a &Ira; artionate perce*tav of ore race.
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one of which vas 23% Negro. We assume further that Negro
males constituted one-quarter of the adult male population.

Applying the binomial distribution previously derived, the
probability that not more than five Ncg :oes would appear On any
thirty-man venire is:

P (v e S) = Z.S1J ev°) pa Q 3)-1
c-0

On the assumption that the probability P of :electing a Negro
venireman is one quarter and the probability Q of selecting a
white venireman is thus threequarters the above expression be-
comes: "

Java-,P(v e,: 5) = >I( v) (/4)

= 0.2026o

This result means that about one venire in five should have five
or fewer Negroes.

In Swain, however, venires with five or fewer Negroes appeared
in thirty consecutive cases. The probability. of this occurrence,
applying the product rule, is o.2" = 4.63 X ro-a. This means
that, on the average, only one in more than one hundred million
trillion groups each containing thirty venires would consist solely
of venires which were not more than isr:c Negro. If thirty jury
venires were selected at random in Talladega County every day
of the year, the daily selection would cor:cspmd to the facts in
Swain only one day, on the average, in thousands of trillions of
years."

Cornoto-I (rots IlAscAro Comrt.tAtto,: Tutu or THE CVN11:-
WINE Prsontvi. PR03%Pattlf DIfTair"tnN tj7 ;,1;1:j). Sin-Ct the tibts gives the
rotat.ility that sp is ire:ter then or r,1111 to sly C..en it is rc.ccvory to let

tN.r + t ati r.ihtr:ct th.: :mitt (1.otn t' deermino the -,b-

sh.Auty thot !Its. In the etortpt.e of the trst j; t.--V41,2 6; Pa0,31.
The toSie 0.3%1 the value for tip '6) = titan (tom
taeacco siclds rtp e ro:So. Statizti:'Anc ftt.;..entif compote the voluc of
P(r) risir; opps.sienatitns rztb P:;.!.75/ cr ottrull S.!
W. Futtr, INtrootxtIox to ttostoalts tazo.v o hs Imsc.4txmo 14/
(:d ed. 1940.

la 1te assvrtIctitn thst thirty rreS reti-cs -2:4 ct );:n in I tow cutheo Ott)
general uppo:t from t`.e rac,:c1 sines it is r.:1 citsr ertrtly has min,. rove
stows. Record at to. slut oor cone,. ;'. I ten- tntlorted lairs btosd
trusters 1 norn"orrs. tt orly twetty s-E7;!:1 strro chosen initell of thirty, the
protatiTity tat ol o.00!.1 twee !c or ft-tr Neroes tare nrei;iYe
Lei X le%

Its petithter in See e ttoll the j.-5M,11.,t p77.10!:;)t of Ne.rozs
It VeN't!.3 vc1-1 to to ts5-. grid rot Pcititter s' I). kopareraly erd
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If all the Swain venires selected since 1953 are included, the
total rises to 35, and one venire was 23% Negro. Although the nu-
merical result Is not significantly changed by considering this
data, we shall do so to illustrate an extension of the method.

We seek the probability of the occurrence of thirty-four venires
with five or fewer Negroes anti one venire with seven or fewer
Negroe;. This can be expressed as the sum of the probability of
thirty-five venires with five or fewer Negroes, which is P(v
S)", and the probability of thirty-four venires with five or fewer
Negroes and or.e venire with six or seven Negroes. This latter
probability, using the binomial distribution, is 33!/341r 1 P(v es
Ds' P(6 els V r 7). The sum of these two probabilities is:

P(s) e 351
5)11 P(t, e 5)14 P(6 e v e 7)

34111
(o.')" + (35) (0.2)3' (0.3)

wr. r.85 x 10-22

This is about twenty-five times smaller than the probability com-
puted without the additional data.

It is Instructive to apply these methods to CastcII v. Texas"
(although that case involved jurors and not veniremen) where
information concerning the grand juries was more precise than in
Swain. Of the twenty-one grand juries considered in Coral, a
single Negro appeared on seventeen and none on the remaining
lout Negroes comprised 6.3;*c of the eligible population. The
Court held that these statistics did not constitute evidence of
discrimine.,ion since the average number of Negroes on the juries
when considered as a group was 6.7 t-c. This did not appear to
differ significantly from their proportion i1 the population of
eligibles. Mr. Justice Reed and the three Justices who joined
in his opinion did not base their reversal of the conviction on the
Improbabilay that a series of juries would be selected at random

Dot accept this Interpretation, and the rrei;St of the eviience stems to favor the
Court's unclerstar.di,ni that ts1 was the r:stims% p:opection of Negroes. See ;Ss
US. at rerj. Why petitioner's outset adepfed kis fivorabte view of the est-
dente is mystifying. Vet eve, the robability that mires would avera;e 137e
Vero Is minute. If we again assume the selection of Jo venires with 30 members
lads out of the oca venirersel trireta, or t;; are taken to have been Nezroes.
While the enact tomputsties of the probability of this occurrence ao14 be
laborious, its sturress is ireicatx1 by t e (act that the probsta:Nty If theca";
tot bore thin 11;e N:voes is has than Co t.1":".1 Stt Hsxoxsa CO untAmor Lrs-
Ofstoir, tote A:, at req. The p.-oh..abi:ity cf ch)os:ng tot more that
Netroes aosikl tr suhzri.trialy has that this, attl,:.1:1 isr:er than that compezi
on the Coot's trump:Urn.

"339 U :Ss (tw).
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in which the proportion of Negroes never exceeded to any la.%-ge
degree their proportion in the population. On the assumption that
P =o.o6,5 and Q = 0.933, and using the foonni.,s previously de-
rived, we have P(v t) = o.S1S. The probability that not more
than one Neg,ro would appear on each of :1 venires (a better dis-
tribution than that actually observed since there were four venires
without Negroes) is o.StS "= \VI:ether this result" sup-
ports justices Frankfurter, Gunton, and %rho grounded
tlieii 1.,:currence on the improbability that to more than one
Negro would ever appear on a venire, depends on the statistical
test used to evaluate the probabilties.

Our computation of the probabilities in Stain was based on the
assumption that the selection of veniremen corresponded to a
series of Bernoulli trials with a probability P = 4 of selecting a
Negro vcnireman. On this assumption there was apparently only
a minute probability that so I'M Negroes WWII be selected.
Since an event with such an apparently small probability did
occur, we are led to reject the basis on which the probabilities
were computed, namely, the assumption that venire selection in

&vein consisted of Bernoulli trials with the probability P = ;.4
of selecting a Negro venireman. This reascaing is fOtii1314Cd as
the following statistical test:

?'he assorkiVion that the racial result t'en:re stlectior corre-
sponds to a strict of Btriro:rili trials .4.1tIr troblb.lity P =--- 5 1 of
tekilinS c single Xtgra tenirernen is rejccicd tz,1:encver Ike prob-
ability of selecting not . :ore than flit obscrted namtcr of Xtsroes
on venires is less thCii a Ctr:ilrn Cti:11:421 Viitut!. For purposes of
illustration the critical value P(t) = 0.05, the value most come
monly used by statisticians, is sehxted.

Since the probability of selecting net more than the observed
number of Negroes on venires in .5-.4,ein was vastly smaller than
o.os, application of the test leads us to teject the hypothesis that
the selection of veniremen in Su' in corscs;oildcd to the assumed
series of Bernoulli trials. Rejecting the hyp)thesis that venire-
men were selected at random, with the probability of selecting a
Negro vital to the proportion of Negre:s in the population, does
not In itself imply discrimination in the vlection process. Tech-
nically speaking. all we know is that the assumed Bernoullian
model with P = 5j is not consistent with the observed facts. To

" Ibt Pit!_at:cal tn ttn ttizritht dot ttzt,,Itv 1:1-ttr. Slreqt vests
Vci4.-ite Caet: t0); -r;v, pi .k. 1:s. p

(1962.
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determine whether there is discrimination we must consider the
alternative hypothesis that P does not equal M. One fourth of
the adult males in Talladega County were Negroes. But if as
the. Court was apparently willing to believe the jury commis-
sioners considered a larger proportion of Negro adult males than
white adult males to be unacceptable for jury service, P would be
less than g. This would only be unconstitutional discrimination
if the commissioners applied higher standards for Negroes than
for whites or if they excluded from their consideration a substan-
tial number of qualified Negroes." Since the absence of qualified
Negroes is the only constitutionally valid reason for accepting a
smaller value for P, the qualifications issue which lurked in the
wings is now on stage.

The statute governing jury selection in Talladega County,
which is not untypical, provides that a juror must be a male
citizen, generally reputed to be honest and intelligent, esteemed
in the community for integrity, good character, and sound judg-
ment, over the age of twenty-one, not a habitual drunkard, able
to read English (unless he is a freeholder), and never convicted
of an offense involving moral turpitude." The Court pointed out
in Swain that the method used to find qualified jurors need not
be perfect in the sense that every segment of the population
receives an equally scrupulous canvass." The nature and range
of qualifications required of jurors and the latitude allowed in
searching out veniremen combine to make the qualifications issue
a substantial problem.

Analysis of this problem requires a reversal of our former pro-
cedure. Before, the probability P(v) of observing not more than
v Negroes on the venires was calculated from P, the probability
of selecting a single Negro venireman. We now seek a value for
P which will yield a value for P(v) which is equal to or greater
than the critical value o.o3 and would thus by our test result
in the acceptance of the Bernoullian hypothesis. In other words,
if it is contended that P is really less than Yt, we will inspect
other values of P to determine how small it must become before
P(v) would satisfy the statistical test. P thus determined is the
largest proportion of eligible Negroes to the total eligible popula-

65 Cassel v. Texas, 339 US. :S: (1950) But see Rabinowitz v. United States,
3S 13.S.L.W. :o6t (5th Cir. July :o, r956) (en bang) (federal Jury lists must be
"fair cross-section" of community).

67 ALA. CODE tit. 30, I :t (2933).
"380 U.S. at 203, :09.
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tion which it is possible to assume and still obtain a probability
for the observed results which is not less than the critical value
0.05.

In making these determinations it is mathematically possible
to reverse things and to express P as a function of P(v). This,
however, involves some technical problems and denies us the use
of tables for computing the binomial distribution. It is sufficient
for our purposes to compute P(v) for diminishing values of P
until the point appears at which P(v) passes the critical value of
oos, Table I relates differing values of P to P(v) on the assump-
tion that P(v) = P(v 5)3°.

TABLE 160

Probability of
Selseting a Single
Negro Venirerstan

P

Probability of
Selecting a Single
Venire of so with

5 or Fewer Negroes
P(v s)

Probability of
Selecting 30
Such Venires
P(v er: 5)34

.25 .20260 4.63 X 10-21

.20 .42751 8.4777 X 10-11
.15 .71058 3.539 X 10-5
.12 .85692 0.0097
.11 .89509 0.03593
.10 .92681 0.1002
.05 .99672 0.9053
.02 .99997 0.9911

The table shows that the value P(v) passes froro less than
o.o5 to more than o.o5 as P passes from o.rr to o.ro. Conse-
quently, in order to obtain a value of P(v) which meets the test
of the Bernoullian hypothesis P would have to have a value less
than 0.1z. For simplicity it is assumed that the critical value is
P = o.ro; this is accurate enough for present purposes. In other
words, we cannot account for the observed number of 'Negroes
on venires unless we assume that eligible Negroes constitute Vto
or less of the total eligible population,

Since Negroes comprise approximately 25% of the adult male
population, there are three times as many adult male whites as
adult mate Negroes. On our assumption that no more than ro%
of the eligibles are Negroes, there must be at least nine times as
many eligible whites as eligible Negroes. This means that, to
satisfy the statistical test established for the Bernoullian hypoth-

410 This table was computed as described its note 6J supra.
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esis, it must be assumed that the proportion of adult male
whites qualifying is at least three times as large as the proportion
of adult male Negroes qualifying. For example, if all the whites
qualify, then not more than one-third of the Negroes may qualify;
if 75% of the whites qualify, then not more than 25% of the
Negroes may qualify.

Qualifications for jury service may be divided roughly into
objective and subjective factors. The most important objective
factor is literacy; among the subjective factors are a reputation
for honesty and intelligence, community esteem, and so forth.
The Court should' ". first at census and other data to determine
the impact of the ooje,:tive factors. If these do not account for
the three-to-one qualiScation rate in favor of whites, then the
effect of the subjective factr'rs must be considered.

The Census Bureau has not reported how many Negroes in
Talladega County have completed six years of school (and are
thus presumably literate 10), but the statewide average census
figures show that approximately 48% of adult male Negroes and
83% of adult male whites have had such schooling." If this
average applies to Talladega County, the greater rate of illiteracy
among Negroes cannot by itself explain their absence from the
venires, since the comparative literacy ratio is not three-to-one
bit: less than two-to-one. Assuming that literacy is the only sig-
nificant objective factor," the three-to-one qualification rate must
be owing in part to the application of the subjective criteria.

An eligible venireman must be literate and must also satisfy
the subjective criteria. We must now determine the proportion
of the adult male literates of each race qualifying on subjective
grounds. Since there are three times as many whites as adult
Negroes, and since 83% of the whites and 48% of the Negroes
are literate (using the sixth grade schooling test), the ratio of
adult literate whites to adult literate Negroes is:

3 X 83%
48%

5.3

"This is the standard for presumptive literacy used la the Voting Rights Act
of 1963. 43 U.S.C. 43 r971(c), 1973b(e) (Supp. I, 1963).

11 DEPAP.TMENT OF COMMERCE, BUREAU 07 CENSUS, U.S. Ca rstrs or POPULA-
TION: tg6o, vol. 1, pt. a (Alabama). Talladega County Negroes over the age of
twenty-five are more literate than adult Negroes In the state as a whole, since
their median schooling is 64 years. Id. at : aoe, 2-224.

"This impies that conviction of an offense Involving moral turpitude and
habitual drunkenness, the two other objective factors mentioned by the Alabama
statute, do not markedly affect the relative proportions of Negroes and whites
qualifying.

a
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Thus, when adult males emerge from the literacy test there. are
about five times as many whites as Negroes. But we know that,
after the literacy and subjective tests, there are at least nine times
as many whites as Negroes. We know, therefore, that whites are
almost twice (%) as successful as Negroes in getting through
the subjective tests. In other words, the proportion cf literate
Negroes qualifying on subjective grounds is % of the corre-
sponding proportion of white literate')."

The qualifications issue has been refined to the point
where the problems of legal policy are exposed for the Court to
deal with unencumbered by subsidiary statistical questions. The
principal legal question is whether a state, by imposing subjective
criteria for jury service or by its method of administering the
system, may act in st, ch a way that the rate of qualification among
literate Negroes is substantially smaller (in our case by almost
half) than the rate among literate whites. several resolutions are
possible. The Court might hold such a result unconstitutional per
se. It might view the result as prima facie evidence of discrimina-
tion which the defendant would be at liberty to rebut. Or it might
require the petitioner to present evidence of specific malfeasance.
Whatever the resolution, these alternatives present problems of
basic importance to this branch of the law. file Court did not
reach those problems in Swain becaufe of its inability to assess
the significance of statistical data without mathematical tools.

"This line of reasoning may Le expressed al;f,bralcally as follows: H EXILN
equals the proportion of eligible Negro:s in the literate Negro population and
EN /LW equals the proportion of eligible whites in the literate white population,
we are seeking to determine the number a such that EN/LN = (a)(EW/LIV).
Transposing, a = (EN/E1V)(LWILN). We have determined that the proportion
of eligible Negroes to eligible whites (EN/ETV) must be no greater than Thus,
at most, ES/EW = We have also determined that the proportion r,f literate
whites to literate Negroes (LiV/LS) is approximately 5. Combining the two:
a = (ENIEIV)(LIV/LN) = (1,0(s) the result given in the test,

When we examined the representation of Negroes on venires without consider-
ing the qualifications issue, the statistics were so extreme that it made little dif-

. ference which assumptions or methods were used. This is no longer true when
dealing with the qualifications issue. If twenty rather than thirty venires were
assumed chosen consecutively, P would be elute( to oar :. The simultaneous use of
other assumptions favorable to the state mild raise this figure even higher. On
the other hand, we have omitted information which casts the other way, e.g., the
testimony that during this period there w:re three o.- four grand juries without
any Negroes. Record on Appeal at to. It is nut necessary for our purposes to
work out the numerical consequences of those pusiP,ilities. We do rote that our
results are sensitive to cur assumptions, and that if the Court had reached the
qualifications issue, it might reasonably have decided that more accurate informs.
Lion was essential for decision.

I

It
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It is appropriate to consider the significance of using the critical
value o.o5 in the foregoing analysis. The size of the critical
value affects the probability of error. When will a test with a
critical factor of o.o lead to wrong results? In considering this
question, statisticians usually divide error into two types. Type I
error is the error of rejecting the hypothesis of random selection
when it is true. When the critical value o.os is used, this type of
error will occur, on the average, not more than one time in twenty

on the one occasion in twenty when a series of Bernoulli trials
yields the observed distribution. Only the state has standing to
complain of type I error since it involves a finding of discrimina-
tion when there is none.

Type II error is the error of accepting the random selection
hypothesis when it is false. The extent of such error is more
difficult to determine. However, only the defendant has standing
to complain of type II error since it involves a finding of non-
discrimination when in fact there is discrimination. When a court
determines with the selected test that discrimination is present,
the only error it need consider is type I error. It is only when no
discrimination is found that type II error need be considered.

It should be noted that on the facts in Swain a substantially
smaller critical value (and thus substantially greater accuracy)
does not change the results very much. Thus if the critical value
were o.oi then P would equal about 0.12 74 and the rate of dis-
qualification for the subjective factors would be recomputed as
.6.%. This is not materially different insofar as the legal issues are
concerned from the rate which was computed using the critical
value o.o5.

Are a critical value of o.os and a type I error of one-in-twenty
too large? This is a legal issue for which there can be no firm
answer. The Court must weigh the risk of intruciing on a state's
selection process without cause against the risk of upholding
venires which were in fact chosen discriminatorily. An o.o5 test,
however, seems consistent with another case decided by the
Court. In Avery v. Georgia 75 defendant was con,-;^ted by a jury
selected from a panel of sixty veniremen. The veniremen were
chosen from a box containing tickets with names of the persons
on the jury roll yellow tickets for Negroes and white tickets
for whites. Five percent of the tickets in the box were yellow,
but not a single yellow ticket was selected for the venire of sixty.

"See Table I, p. 351
13345

U.S. 559 (1953)
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The Court held that the all-white venire and the opportunity to
discriminate presented by the yellow ticl:ets constituted a prima
facie case of discrimination. Mc. justice Frankfurter, concurring,
concentr,.ted on the absence of Negroes from the venire: "The
mind of justice, net merely its eyes, would have to be blind to
attribute such an occurrence to mere fortuity." 76

The statistical case is hardly that conJu:3ive. The probability
of selecting a white is Q = 0.93. Arip!).;11g the multiplication rule,
the probability that sixty whites would be selected is Q(v) = 6o)
= (o.95)" = 0.046. This probability is enormously greater than
that computed in Swain. The Court's conclusion in Avery is ac-
ceptable under our test only if a critical value of the order of 0.05
is viewed as sufficiently small. It may have been, however, that
the Court's intuitive evaluation of the probabilities vas influenced
by its knowledge that the colored ticket sysLem furnished a way
to discriminate and suggested an intent to do so.

B. An Analysis of the Selection of Grand Jurors

We now consider the issue which the Court would have faced
in Barksdale v. Louisiana." had it granted certiorari, namely,
whether a given distribution of Negroes on grand juries is con-
sistent with random selection.

For problems of this type statisticians frequently use a good-
ness of fit test known as the chi-square (x2) test." In essence the
chi-square test as applied to this problem is a measure of the
probability that the observed distribution of Negroes on grand
juries would differ to the degree it does from the distribution
which would be most probable if the selection of jurors were
truly random. By distribution, I meat' the proportions of grand
juries with exactly one Negro, exactly two Negroes, exactly three
Negroes, and so forth. To construct the test one must assign a

"Id. at 564.
!T 341 La. 27o So. 2d 374 (1954), Bert. 352 U.S. 921 (1965).
"See Robinson, Bice, Probab:lity, end ?I'LL! by Jury, Is .ANt. SOCIOLOGICA1

Rim. 73 (1950). For a nontec?-srical e:;phriation cf x3 s:e J. HODGES & E. LEILSIAN!/,
BASIC CONCEPTS OF PROBAI3ILVIV .kNo S/A1I57.:C5 S5 -S3 (LAO. More extensiye
discussions may be fOlsild In R. F131!ZR, ST.%11:11C11. YLVIESODS FOR RESEAR,I11
WORKERS 78-123 (13th ed. rev. :935); Fi.;%..!r, Tk Conions Under Which x3
Measures the Dis.:-repqn;:y Bel:.ec3 Hypotkesis, 87 5. RO iAL
STATLSIICAL -0C.1: 442 (19:4). Test: bas.!,1 on other factors such as the cc.
arrence of "reins" are Ser .t x11 'Smooth' Test for Gooeness
of Fa...34 at01ETRIgA :,%9 (:047); S..! and Tc.bles ,for nrsti,r; Rsn-
donsness of Groupin; in 6 SeriNence of .therr,:!:-.-el, s; Tilt ANNALS OF YATr1-
1111ATICAL Suism:a 66 (1543).
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measure to the difference between the observed and expected
distributions, and then determine the probability that a distribu-
tion with a deviation at least as large as the observed deviation
will occur. The less probable such a deviation, the more we sus-
pect our hypOJiesis. The theory of the chi-square test i.,
although actual computation of the probabilities leads to some
technical problems.

If P(v) is the probability that a jury with exactly v Negroes
would be chosen at random, and if N juries are chosen, the num-
ber of juries with v Negroes most to be selected is NP(v).
This is called the expected number of juries with v Negroes, and
is abbreviated as E(v).

We are interested in he difference between the expected and
observed number of juries for every proportion of Negroes from
o% to coo %o. This difference is 0(v) E(v), where the ob-
served number of juries with v Negroes is 0(v) and the expected
number of such juries is E(v). If, for example, the probability
of selecting a jury with two Negroes is P (v = 2) = g and four
juries were chosen we would expect that one of the juries would
have two Negroes since E(v = 2) = NP(v =2) = 4 X Y4
If in an actual drawing of four juries none had two Negroes, then
the difference between the number observed and the number ex-
pected would be (o I) = I.

In order to obtain a total measure for the deviation prom the
expected number of Negroes on juries the difference between the
observed and expected values is summed up for each v from v = o
to v = 11 (the size of each jury). In other words we compare
the difference between the observed and expected number of
juries with o, r, 2 . . . 12 Negroes, add -these differences, and
obtain a single number which measures the totality of the dif-
ferences. Since the observed values may be greater or less than
the expected values, these differences would in some cases be
negative (as in the example) and thus reduce the sum. This
would be misleading because in this context it is irrelevant which
is greater, the expected or observed frequencies; the only sig-
nificant fact is that they are different. For this reason, mathe-
maticians usually consider the square of each difference, which
is always positive. Finally, in order to make the value of the
differences proportional to their expected frequencies ea'h squared
difference is divided by its associated expected frequency." We

1° If, for a particular v, 0(v) = :3t and E(v) = no, the difference be:em
them would be 1. But this is a mei better aveement between observation snd
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thus obtain the following expression for X2 (chi-square) as the sum
of the squares of the differences between the observed and ex-
pected frequencies divided by the expected frequency:

(0(v) E(v))2
X2 7.1

E(v)v=o

Note that X2 increases as the difference between the observed
and expected frequencies increases and decreases to zero as the
sum of the differences between the observed and expected fre-
quencies diminishes.

Given a particular distribution of Negroes on juries, the issue
presented is: what is the probability of obtaining a distribution
which deviates to this or a greater extent from the expected distri-
bution? In terms of the X2 terminology this is equivalent to
asking the probability of a distribution with an associated x2
value which equals or exceeds the x2 of the observed distribution.
The answer is obtained by computing the value of x2 for every
possible distribution, determining the distributions with values
of x2 which are equal to or greater than the given x2, computing
the probability of the occurrence of each such distribution (using
the probability formulas previously derived), and then summing
up these probabilities. The resulting sum is the probability a the
occurrence of a distribution with a x2 which equals or exceeds
the x2 of the observed distribution, This probability is called the
x2 probability.

The formula for x2 rests on the assumption of a series of Ber-
noulli trials with constant probability P of selecting a Negro. If
there is an extremely small probability of a distribution with a x2
value equal to. or greater than the observed x2 value, doubt is
naturally cast upon the assumption. The x2 probability should
then be computed using other values of P. If this leads to a
sufficiently large x2 probability, the value of P used to compute
x2 should then be compared in the same way as in the test previ-
ously described with the evidence of qualifications of the Negro
community.

The X2 test differs in an important respect from the previous
test. Since in the previous test we sought to determine the proba-
bility that so few Negroes would be chosen, it was always possible

tapectation than if 0(v) = a and E(v) 1. Dividing by E(v) brings out this

proportionality factor. Thus in the first example xs but in the second
X = g. . . . . 2,0
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to find a value for P small enough to iccount for the observed
racial population of the venires. If very few Negroes appeared
on venires, P would have to be assumed to be very small,
and thus inconsistent with the actual qualifications of the Negro
community. Still, in every case some value of P could be found
which made the observations consistent with the hypothesis of
randomness. But since, in dealing with the x= test, we are deter-
mining the probability of the appearance of a particular distribu-
tion and not just a maximum number of Negroes, we cannot in
all cases account for the observations merely by reducing the
value of P. The value of P which maximizes the x2 probability
may still lead to a value too small to be consistent with the Ber-
noullian hypothesis.

This property becomes important since it enables us to apply
the x2 test to distributions when P is unknown. In such cases
we assume that value for P which will lead to the maximum x2
probability. If the x2 probability so computed is still too small
t9 be consistent with the Bernoullian hypothesis, then that hy-
pothesis must be rejected since no value of P would lead to its
acceptance. In other words, no matter what we are willing to
assume about Negro qualifications, if we find, say, that every
grand jury contains one Negro, neither more nor less, we may be
able to conclude that selection has not been random.

These observations may be formalized as the following test:
The assumption that the racial result of grand jury selection cor-
responds to a series of Bernoulli trials is rejected whenever a
distribution appears for which the maximum x= probability is less
than a selected critical value. For purposes of illustration the
critical value P(v) = o.os is selected. The same analysis of type
I and II error may be applied to the x2 test as to the previous test.

We now apply the x2 test to the statistics presented to the
Court in the petition for certiorari in Barksdale. In Orleans
Parish there were nine grand juries selected between September
1958 and September 1962, when the grand jury which indicted
Barksdale was impaneled. There were two Negroes on eight of
these juries and one on the ninth. Each grand jury had twelve
members. Negroes comprised one-third of the adult male popula-
tion of the parish, but the Supreme Court of Louisiana held that
the smaller number of Negroes on grand juries was explained by
their lower level of literacy and by the fact that more Negroes
than whites requested excuses because of economic hardship.
There was no evidence as to the aumbec of Negroes and whites
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requesting excuses. For this reason it is assumed that P is some
unknown value less than A.

It will be recalled 6-tat x= is computed from the differences
between tile observed and expected numbers of Negroes. De-
termining the observed numbers of Negroes 0(v) is easy. Since
there was cne jury with one Negro and eight juries with two
Negroes, 0(z) = r; 0(2) = 8; 0(v) = o (for all other v). De-
termining the expected numbers of Negroes E(v) is more difficult.
By the formulas previously derived, for each v:

9(12 ffi)E(v) = NP(v) = Pa on
(t;;1(

In this equation, 9 is the value of N, the total number of grand
juries impaneled. In order to determine E(v) it is necessary to
determine P. Since P is treated as unknown, we select a value for
P which will maximize the x2 probability. This occurs when the
value of x2 is at a minimum, since at that point there are the
greatest number of distributions with x' values which equal or
exceed the X2 of the observed distribut:on. In other words, we
are looking for the value of P which will yield the expected dis-
tribution most in accord with the observed distribution. The
value of P which will lead to minimum x' can be determined
in most cases by using diffeLential calculus."

Computing the x2 probability on the facts here Le a forbidding
task. The x2 value for each possible distribution of Negroes and
whites on juries must be computed and the probability determined
for each distribution with a x2 value which is not less than the
x2 of the observed distribution. H both the number of jucors
and the number of juries is large the number of possible distribu-
tions of Negroes becomes extremely large, and the calculation of
x2 and the associated probabilities becomes too long even for
modern computers operating within a. reasonable span of time.
Fortunately, as these numbers become large it is possible to ap-
proximate the x2 probability by means of an approx!mation
function known as the x2 distribution, whose values are widely
available in taleles."

The approximation function cannot be used with any confidence,
however, to compute the xl probability in Barksdale. The
sample is too small for Liiis purpose. The facts in Barksdale,

"In the instant case xi wad be a minimum w'rka P = atch is c3.0.1e
to Vo or the average proort'en of Ne?,rnes on the nine juries.

at E.g., P. Hint., supra note 58, app. :.

3
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however, permit a simplinotion which avoids the need for a
computer. Since the number of Negro jurors remained almost
constant over the nine juries, a simple test can be constructed
based on a determination of the probability that the numbers of
Negroes appearing on juries would have been thus constant if the
selection of jurors was random. To test this issue using a ver-
sion of the x2 approach, we begin by asking how many possible
distributions of seventeen Negroes on the twelve juries have a
variation not greater than the variation of the observed distribu-
tion. The answer is clear: the observed distribution (two Negroes
on each jury save one which had oa,) the most constant pos-
sible; any other distribution of seventeen would show a greater
variation. Thus, out of all possible distributions of seventeen
Negroes, the probability of observiri& a distribution which varied
as little as that observed is simply the proportion which the
probability of the observed distribution bears to the total probabil-
ity that seventeen Negroes would have been selected regardless
of distribution."

The computation of probabilities of this sort has already been
discussed and no new principles are involved. There were 17
Negroes chosen out of roS jurors. The assumption most favor-
able to the state (the one that leads to the largest probability) is
that P = 17,40s. Using this assumption and the binomial dis-
tribution previously derived, the probability of selecting a single
jury with two Negroes is 0.295. Upon the same assumption, the
probability of selecting a jury with oily one Negro is 0.287. T*.e
probability that eight juries would have two Negroes each and
the ninth would have one Negro is, by the binomial distribution:

(9) (0.293)9 (0.257) = 04'CW IS

as tae method used Lae is a stecial esatrple of a test of the possibility, cot
pit/sett to niost ap;licatirts of statistics) ruethe if. that the selecting agents rrii.;St
manipulate selection to prodJce a rt,Llt wh.kh closely approximated or equaled
the (spectre! distribltion. Testing for ncl practices hvolves a computation of the
peobatatity that the observe'. e4trilautt,)z would diler to .lels a small extent horn
the Expected distribution. If the i' test etre used, the problhAlity of each di:stab-a-
tkA %kb a xl eval to et less than the x' of the obsessed distribution would
have to be summed, and it this hAll were tco viol the hypothosi's of rar.d.:co
klection ers'd re teitct:d. For rumple, th: rehability of pteclacly the tsp:oted
distrity.o:on occiartite is usually so thll, if ft were observed, statisticians
would regret the random irlecti;ti hypothesis.

A tie,' 350istkIted (taco of foci coraratis:4ters beet ort discrimination
would he to select r. outs of jvi:s ahith sere Err ht, too dose nor to far
from the espected. ed-rostrd rile.-oltnce the chi -ovate test oyes
eo de!e;e.
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This is the probability of the occurrence of the observed dis-
tribution out of all possible distributions of Ncgroes on juries.
The total probability of selecting seventeen Negroes regardless
of distribution is:

P(v =
CoS) (17.)" 41 lot

17 zoS :oS

There is thus approximately one chance in ten that seventeen
Negroes would be selected. Dividing the two probabilities yields:

c.000i4S
0.0014

0.104

The conclusion is that, on the assumption most favorable to
the state, there is approximately one chance out of a thousand
tivt a distribution of seventeen Negroes on twelve grand juries
would show a variation as small as that observed. Since this Is
much smaller than the critical value 0.05 we are led to reject the
Bernoullian hypothesis."

The significance of this rejection must now be considered.
Rejection of the Bernoullian model of the selection process can
be treated as Implying the existence of discrimination only if this
model would accurately reflect the racial results of jury selection

$31l3 applying a version of the xi tnetbod to the facts in Porksdee see unlit
to measure the probability that the nurah,cr of Negroes on rand juries would tenect
almost undeviatingly their proporti:n in the poplation of.eli;ibles. An alternative
test of the sane issue could be constructed by determining the probability under a
random se!ecti.1 system that no juries srodi have bad fewer Negroes and on
juries would have had a greater number of Negroes. the probability that :la jury
would have more than two Nei:Mt' and at least ore would have fewer titan two
Is P(a 4 a)', that is the probability that all tit' juries would have had two or
hoer N'essoes, Its, P(v = a)', tha grol4atility :ha'', all nine juries would have two.
1714o3 the assumption that P = iTiva this probability is approximately 0.046.
There are thee eightly /ess than five chances in on hundred that a rester number
of Negroes would not have appeared on sc,r.le ju,'s if the selection nett mockers.

'The other half of this preposition is that Olc:e elcralci have been some lurks
CA fewer Negroes than were oteerved. The p:ababi!ity that every jury would
bare at least on: Nero and that at least el;ht would have two oe more is
9P(v P(v 4 al)', of the probabr.it:- cf or jury having a single Nero
and the remainder having two or mere, p!us r PO. el 1W. or the probability.
Of all Pities hsvirg two or more N;roes. 1.4-on the same 3!5,JfIlption concerning P
this probAitity is approximateiy gess. There are rhea slightly kss than five
chances In one hundred that a 5,:13rat :turrt-tt of Ne;r:,rs woJld not have appeared
On some juries if the selection were ran lore.

The probability of the joint tett:twee of bath events is the product of the
re.0-iiitks of each. This is c o a6 X o cot = oeara. Thus in only two chances
out of a thousand wo41,1 the numb:: of N.gro Iurors :::here so closely to their
vorriAel in the et giblz pczulition. This is sinaIT r tx th.e ersia/t obtained by the

et..b.od used in the text.
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Ow.

In a system free from discrimination. It is Important to observe
that whether this is so is not a logical but an empirical question.
It can be resolved only by charting the results of a system which
is free from discrimination but which otherwise operates in pre-
cisely the same way as the system under experiment. But al-
though scientific verification is lacking, the assumption we have
used seems plausible.

If the observations are of venires, then to reject the Bernoul-
Han hypothesis implies that P must vary from venire to venire,
or from the selection of one venireman to the selection of the next.
Since, within each system now in use, the method of selection is
supposed to remain the same for each venire and venircman, the
only reason for variation would seem to be intentional interven-
tion: when the officials charged with selecting veniremen choose
to exclude Negroes, P = o and Q = I. It is this reasoning that
makes plausible the assumption that an honest szlection process
consists of a series of Bernoulli trials and that a non-Bernoullian
process is discriminatory.

Does this also apply to the grand jury? In Barksdde it was
claimed by the state that the relative absence of Negro::: from
grand juries could be explained, inter a?ia, by their more fre-
quent requests to be excused because of economic hardship.
Assuming such requests occurred, can it bl said that selecting
grand jurors is, in the absence of discrimination, a series of Ber-
noulli trials? There appears no reason to treat Cm selection of
grand jurors differently from the selection of veniremen. The
existence of an excuse based on economic grounds might affect
the number of available Negroes, but within the pool of eligibles
the selection of grand jurors must still be made without consider-
ation of race. Poverty can explain why only one-sixth es many
Negroes as whites are left in the pool, but not why precisely one-
sixth of almost every grand jury selected is Negro. Since eco.
nomic hardship and illiteracy operate in similar ways as barriers
to jury service it appears reasonable to extend the assumption
that the selection of venires is Bernoullian to the grand jury.

Whether this assumption may it extended to the petit jury
Is much more doubtful. If it is constitutionaly permissible for
the prosecutor to strike any Negro from the jury in a capitrl
case where the defendant is a Negro, or to follow similar racial
rules, the selection process for the petit jury is not Bernoullian
because on the occasions when Negroes are excluded P o. On
the other hand, if exclusionary rules are not con:titutionally per-
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missible and each juror must be considered on his merits, the
case for the Berrien? Dian hypothesis is stronger since the deter-
mination to strike a juror must be more particularized and less
dependent on race. But even if this is the law, it is still possible
that P will be smaller in any case where the prosecutor might
reasonably expect a greater possibl'ity of bias on the part of a
Negro juror. If that is so, the selection of petit jurors for a series
of juries would not consist of Bernoulli trials. In short, it seems
fair to extend the logic of the Court's decisions in the venire
cases to grand juries, but it is doubtful that the same methods
can be applied to petit juries.

Barksddle involved grand juries, so the Bernoullian hypothesis
should apply. Vet we have seen that, even assuming that the
proportion of Negroes on grand juries in Orleans Parish was the
same as their proportion in the population of eligibles, the fact
that it was almost nnvaryingly so makes the distribution incon-
sistent with the hypothesis of random selection. Since on the
assumption most favorable to the state the distribution test leads
to a rejection of the hypothesis of randor. selection, we must
conclude that no argument based on the resence or absence of
qualifications in the Negro community will explain the observed
distribution. It is overwhelmingly unlikely that the Barksdale
facts could have resulted from the evenhanded use of selection
criteria unfavorable to Negroes or from sloppy, haphazard ad-
ministration. Within the confidence limits of the test, the con-
clusion seems inescapable that race was considered in selecting
grand jurors.

IV

"The Civil War Amendments," Mr. Justice Frankfurter wrote,
corcurring in Curren v. Telas, "did not turn matters that are
Inherently incommensurable into mere matters of arithmetic." H
To the reader who has faithfully threaded his ay through this
article it should be apparent that the mathematical methods de-
veloped here do not supplant the necessity for legal judgments.
The purpose r-d effect of the mathematical mallefts is to draw
implications front the data on which the legal judgments are
founded. If the consequence of such analysis is a legal decision
that disci:al:nation cylits where uniaernlei intuition would
have reached a different conclusion, the decision tas compelled,

"139 tia 11:,'9' 0910.
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not by mathematics, but by the consistent application of legal
principles to new information.

A basic legal principle in the jury discrimination cases is that
the selection of an improbably small number of Negroes is evi-
dence of discrimination. This principle, which links a finding of
discriminaton to a determination of probabilities, opens the
door to the use of statistical analysis in these cases. The math-
ematical methods described here have been used to calculate
the probabilities which the law has established as relevant for
determining the existence of discrimination.

The second legal principle controlling these cases is that a
disparity between the proportion of Negroes on venires and in
the population generally is evidence of the improbability of ran-
dom selection. Using this assumption we have constructed a
statistical test for randomness and applied it to the number of
Negroes appearing on the jury venires described by the record
in Swaim v. Alabama. The application of the test led to the con-
chtsion that the selection process was not random with respect to
race if the entire a Jult male population of both races was con-
sidered eligible. the results could not be justified by any lack of
qualifications for jury service among Negroes unless it was
assumed that the rate of Negro qualification with respect to such
subjective factors as lack of integrity Nra s little more than half
the rate of white qualification.

The failure to select a greater number of Negroes for venires
is not the only fact relevant to a claim of discrimination. A
skewed distribution may also constitute such evidence. In order
to test for skewness we used a goodness-of-fit test known as the
chi-square test to analyse the distribution of Negroes on grand
juries in Porky/de v. Lonisone and concluded that race was
considered in selecting grand jurors in Orleans Parish.

The particular statistical tests which produced these results
are not by any means the only possible tests of these matters.
Other tests with different characteristics a-e possible and have
been used in treating cognate problems. Unfortunately, an
adequate discussion of the criteria for chasing tests would lead
us into the vasty deep, and the reader may feel that the waters
here have been deep enough already. It must suffice to say that
the choice of tests deNnds on the Lame of the suspected dis-
criminatioa and conseqnernly presents a delicately mixed problem
of mathematics, fact, and law.

It may be felt, hoa-evu, tliat all matl-.ernatical tests are inap.
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propriate for jury discrimination cases because such methods
are too technical, elaborate, and fine-grained. Perhaps judicial
intuition is sufficient to decide what the Constitution requires
and only the intuitively obvious cases should be deemed appro-
priate for judicial correction. This feeling may be supported by
the argument that the Court has never required jury selection to
be mathematically perfect in the sense that every potential venire-
man be canvassed for service; consequently, it may be said that
the proposed mathematical technique is misleading because It
applies exact methods to an inexact system. This charge is worth
considering because it can be leveled at virtually every attempt
to apply methods from the exact sciences to legal problems: In
each case the legal rules will invariably reflect the human imper-
fections of our institutions, but the methods used to analyze them
will not, seemingly, allow for such imperfections.

In the present context this does not appear to be a significant
problem. Any statistical method of analyzing data tells us the
attributes of the system under examination but does not tell us
the causes of those attributes, though it may be able to rule out
some conceivable causes. Thus in Swain we found that in order
to sustain the observations it must be assumed that the rate of
qualification of Negroes for jury service was substantially smaller
than the qualification rate for whites. We assumed that this oc-
curred because the ccmmissioners disqualified a proportionately
greater number of Negroes, but it may be that the commissioners
only innocently canvassed proportionately fewer literate Negroes
than literate whites.

In this and other cases, however, the cause of the result may be
legally irrelevant. The Supreme Court has held that an innocent
talkie to car vass any Negroes sr all 'N as not an acceptable excuse
for a result which was, in effect, the equivalent of discriminatory
selection." In at least some cases, then, a system whose results
appear to be discriminatory may be treated as such even though
the commissioners convincingly profess good faith. Statistical
technique:: can be used to identify such cases. Even when a case
Is not extreme, so that the courts are willing to hear a defense
of good faith, mathematical methods may be able, as In the
Parksdcle case, to provide a test of that defense.

The acceptance of mathematical methods undoubtedly implies
a certain } ielding by judges of their iretd.:ina of decision. In
Stairs the mathematical CalE appears overwhzirnirg, and it leads

" Ca I Te tlt, 1.7 S. :42, :!;-;4 0050).
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to a conclusion contrary to that reached by the Court. This
consequence of mathematical methods may be a source of judicial
reluctance to entrust decisions to them and may tempt the Court
to continue the familiar practice of casting legal rules in broad
discretionary terms to ensure that legal principles will not em-
barrass with results that run against the grain of judicial intuition.

In the developing stages of a legal rule, a reservation of discre-
tion may be the better part of judicial valor, but where principles
have become established over a long period the desire to reserve
an unmeasured power over their consequences is not an appealing
motive for rejecting objective reethods. In the'sensitive area of
the law we have been considering, where cases carry the freight
of broad social conflicts, the authority of decisions will not be
enhanced by methods which depend unnecessarily on personal
and intuitive judgments. As Learned Hand wrote, the author-
ity and immunity of a judge rest "upon the assumption that he
speaks with the mouth of others." s' The novelty of the methods
proposed in this article may make them seem strange to the
lawyer or the judge, but the analysis provided by statistical
theory should, in the long run, make the decisions in the jury
discrimination cases a more natural and inevitable consequence
of the data which determine them.

Every successful use of technical information by the law has
had to travel the path from strangeness to indispensability. The
importance of objectivity and consistency should persuade us to
follow legal principles in these cases even when their logic leads
to ground made less certain by the absence of the assurance
and it is sometimes a false assurance which intuition brings
to Judgment.

"Hand, M. hake C:JI.no, !I HAM'. L.Rtv. 351 (1939).



CHAPTER FIVE

CLASS NOTES

An exercise for applying the ideas about statistical inference contained

in the readings is fairly clearcut. We can use the data generated by the

previous exercise concerned with sampling, based on our hyptheUeal

town.

We will assume that we have drawn a random tiample of 40 households

and that we have calculated the percentage of households whose head is

Negro.

What estimate can we maRe of the percentage of Negro households in

the population from which the sample is drawn?

What estimate can we make of the average annual income in the

population, both white and Negro, based on the information contained in

our sami Ie?

As the readings indicate, statistical inference involves not only

estimates of population means and percentages; it also involves the testing

of null hypotheses about the relationship between characteristics. For

example:

We can select a random sample of 100 cases. We can then divide the
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sample approximately in half, with regard to education, dichotomizing our

households into "high" and "low. " These two groups can each be considered

a random sample of "high" and "low" educational groups in the population.

tVe can then calculate the average annual income of each of the two

groups. The problem, then, is this: We can observe a difference In our

samples in average income between those categorized as "high" and "low"

with respect to education. Does this difference between the two sample

groups represent a difference that would be found in the population from

which they are drawn or is it a result of sampling vagaries? The solution

to the problem can be found in the selection from Niue Iler and Schuessler.



CHAPTER SIX

MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION

I

The idea of correlation or association lies at the heart of all

scientific research. Without a thorough understanding of that idea, it

is impossible to assess the utility or the validity of experimental findings,

survey design, and so on.

As John Mueller and Karl Schuessler point rut in the first selection

of this chapter, the attempt to understand the idea of association involves

three objectives. First, we wish to identify the variables which are

linked to the phenomenon that interests us. Second, we wish to uncover

the pattern of that linkage. And third, we wish to measure the strength of

that linkage. In a sense, of course, we are all informal statisticians, as

these authors indicate, and we are always using the idea of association or

correlation as we try to make sense out of our world. But if we are to be

at all scientific or rigorous, we must go beyond this informal sort of

thinking and tie down our concepts more precisely.



The first type of association discussed is that existing between two

attributes. In an earlier chapter we pointed out that an attribute is a

characteristic which is either present or absent--like a light bulb, it is

either on or off and its presence is not a matter of degree; and we can use

the symbols discussed by Morris Cohen and Ernest Nagel, in a later

selection in this chapter, and speak of a characteristic which is either

present (X) or absent (X).

When we ask, then, if X is related to Y, we can set fort:. our finding

in what is called a 2 x 2 table: one row indicates when Y is present, another

row indicates when Y is absent; one column indicates when X is present,

another column indicates when X is absent. (See Table I. )

TABLE I

x
(X Present)

X
(X Absent)

V (Y Present)

Y (Y Absent -----
Each cell in the table gives the frequency of the joint occurrence of

the four possibilities= XY, XY, XY, and 76. (In the readings we have included

a discussion of only one measure of association, namely Yule's coefficient of
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association or Q, for we think it provides most of the essential logical steps

when we decide whether two characteristics are related to one another.)

In the next part of the selection by Mueller and Schuessler, the

authors turn .o the concept of correlation between variables. It is important

for the student to realize that the underlying logic is very much the same ac

that used in analysing the association between characteristics, although

there are the added complexities of dealing with variables rather than

attributes. This can be seen most easily by examining Figure 10.2.3 in

the selected readings. If, in this illustration, we consider -50 to 0 on

the X axis as a situation where X is absent, and 0 to 50 as a situation where

X is present; and if we consider 0 to 60 on the Y axis as a situation where

Y is absent, and 50 to 100 a situation where Y is present; it is then

possible to convert the scatter diagram of Figure 10.2.3 into a 2 x 2 table.

We have, in effect, treated variables as if they were attributes by dichoto-

mizing them - -a :eery common device discussed by Mueller and Schuessler.

flut all of this should be clear to the student in the following selec-

tion which is exceptionally lucid. The reading requires very little in the

way of mathematical background and yet if the student grasps the essential

points he will have grasped one of the most fundamental concepts in

scientific inquity.
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I I

Now it is obvious that if one factor is found to be correlated or

associated with another it is no proof that one causes another. Yet there

is an important logical connection between correlation and causation which

must be exlmined. A search for causes is central to much of the research

in the social sciences and we cannot avoid the difficulties that are involved.

The law, of course, has also long had a concern with causation,

perhaps most notably in the field of torts. The view of the law, however,

is rather different from that of science. In fact, according to Harper and

James in the first selection, when the law turns its attention to the problem

of causation there is "a widely recognized confusion. " In their discussion

the authors claim that their presentation is not a metaphysical one but "an

ordinary, matter-of-fact inquiry into the existence or non-existence of a

causal relation as laymen would view it, and apparently they hope to avoid

the ambiguities that plague the subject. But they too, we think, are in-

evitably caught up in the horrendous difficulties of trying to equate humsn

responsibility and causation in the complex, multi-faceted flow of event:..

Professors Hart and Honore, in the selection of their book,

Causation in the Law, quite wisely point out that the law's concept
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of causality is really a metaphor which may obscure empirical reality, as

well as reveal it. And as long as the law continues to pursue its chosen

task of singling out the voluntary acts of individuals as the cause of

particular events, it seems very likely that the law will continue to be at

odds with the scientific viewpoint.

The reading from the book by Professors Cohen anu Nagel, Logic

and the Scientific Me tho d, summarizes much of the current thinking

about causation in a variety of scientific fields. They point out that "common

sense" notions of cause and effect are heavily dependent on a model of human

behavior in which individuals deliberately intervene in the flow of events to

effect a certain purpose--and the model is not very good when applied to

the non-human world and is of doubtful worth in the world of human behavior

as well. In fact, they argue that "In the light of the great variety in the

Kinds of specific orders and factors which may be the objects of an inquiry,

' may seem preposterous to believe that any general rules can be stated

which will enable us to find satisfactory answers to all possible problems. "

The search for causes thus seems to have an indeterminate and uncertain

quality--which may be disturbing for the law in its desire for certainty and

personal accountability but which is familiar enough in science.

The fact that it is so difficult to establish cause and effect relation-

ships and that the concept itself is variable in its meaning has led some
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philosophers of science to urge that we abandon the idea of causation altogether.

We would simply deal with correlations, recognizing that correlation and

causation are not the same thing. It is doubtful if many scientists would be

willing to go so far, but the problems in dealing with the idea of causation

chi impose a fair amount of caution in scientific inquiry.

First, scientists accept the fact that there are generally many factors

which contribute to a particular effect and no one cause can be singled out as

the cause.

Second, cause and effect represent a statistical probability of the

joint occurrence of two or more events rather than an invariant relationship.

Third, there are many different levels of discourse and many

different ways of organizing data. What is examined as a cause in one in-

stance of scientific inquiry may be largely ignored in another.

Fourth, in the examination of social behavior, experimentation is

difficult or simply ruled out on ethical grounds. As a consequence, we are

seldom able to isolate the influence of one variable and our assertions about

causation must be patched together with many untested assumptions.

In short, the evidence that we can accumulate about cause and effect

in social behavior is weak and uncertain. But it is far better than no evidence

at all.

6



EXPLAINED VARIATION

In the following selection by Mueller and Schuessler, the

authors discuss the measurement of relationships both between

attributes and between variables. (They speak of the principle of

Joint occurrence and the principle of covariation.)

It is the latter--the relationship between variables--which

is probably most important for the student to understand at this

point, since he is sure to encounter the concept of correlation

coefficients if he does very much reading in the social sciences.

One of the most useful ways to view a correlation co-

efficient--which measures the degree of relationship between two

variables--is to see it as expressing the proportion of variation

in one variable which is "explained" or accounted for by variation

in another variable. It is this view of correlation which is stressed

by Mueller and Schuessler and it is worth close attention.

From John H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessler, Statisti c a 1
Reasoning in Sociology (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1961) pp. 238-249; 281-310. Reprinted by
permission.



John H. Mueller and Karl F. Schuessier,
Statistical Reasoning, pp 238-249; 281-310.

SECTION' ONE

Concept of Statistical Association

Principle of Contingency. It is an axiom of science, as well as of
common sense, that no event in nature "just hoppens," but nlv.-ays occurs
under very s,ecific, known cr unknown, circumstances. An event is
therefore never to be viewed in isolation. It must be considered as a
product of the joint operation of many forces, each of which contributes
a variable element to the observed outcome. Thus, the size of family
may be dependent on such factors as age at marriage, level of income,
extent of employment of the mother outside the home, and the religious
ideology entertaineA 'v the parents. Parole success of released prisoners
may be related to the type of crime committed, age, and history of re-
cidivism. Some of these factors tend to promote and accelerate, others
to retard in varying degrees or even inhibit, the occurrence of the event,
or at least to modify its character or magnitude. Thus, the religious
factor may foster large families, while the economic factor may restrain
that tendency. In any ease, we cannot predict the degree of parole suc-
cess, or explain the size of the family, unconditionally, but only on the
basis of specifically designated factors, or variables, on which the out-
come is contingent. The human observer does not possess absolute
knowledge; he must use one event as a cue to anticipate another. His
understanding is therefore grounded in the principle of contingency. And
it is in accordance with that principle that the sciences, both physical
and social, have set up their methods and objectives: (I) to identity the
variables (determining factors) associated with an event; (2) to uncover
the patterns of association between the variables and the event; and
(3) to measure the strength of that association.
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Although no event is conceivable in isolation, it is not u simple matter
to detect with what variables it is linked. For example, the association
between delinquency and intelligence was once thought to be very close,
but in later analysis was found to be quite remote. This shift in inter-
pretation was a result not only of more carefully controlled studies of
delinquency and its associated social factors, but also of a redefinition
of the test-intelligence norms themselves.

To man, nature is infinitely complex; hence, the search for such under-
lying relations can never be completed. There are innumerable factors
whose relations are so intricate that the "final" factor in the production
of an event can never be attained, much less measured. However, in
its unfulfilled quest for certainty, our common sense begins very early
to construct, patterns of relationships on the basis of which it endeavors
to comprehend the past, understand the present, and thereby anticipate
the future.

Patterns of Relationship. The patterns of association are, of course,
continuously revised in the trial and error of daily experieece.. In the
process, the observer mentally quantifies and summarizes his observa-
tions by first noting the factors which seem to hint to "cause" or to be
linked with the event and, second, by noting the frequency with which
he successfully anticipates or forecasts it. In this casual manner, every
person begins to cultivate the habits of association and becomes an in-
formal statistician. He practices intuitively the principle of correlation.
In fact, much sociology effectively employs such intuitive statistics,
skillfully put together by alert, widely-traveled scholars, made without
benefit of pencil and paper calculation or technical procedures. Indeed,
many who ate critical of the utility of statistical procedures nevertheless
unwittingly employ them in this unofficial manner.

For some purposes, a rough subjective approximation cf a correlation
is fairly satisfactory, but; for scientific purposes more accurate measure-
ments are desired. Such precision is not a simple matter to achieve.
The difficulty lies in the complexity of the patterns of relationship in
terms of which we view and organize the world. Sonic of the salient
features of this complexity in patterns may be formulated as follows:
(1) every event is the outcome of multiple factors; (2) the .orce of these
respective factors varies in intensity, and (3) may flow in one or more
directions in producing its effects; (4) the factors arc in constant inter-
action, and consequently (5) they may reinforce, counteract, and cancel
one another. We illustrate with a popular example: the halfback in a
football game, --hose scoring power tends to he associated positively with
running ability, is either obstructed or aided in actual performance by
the condition of the field, his fatigue, the type of plays called, to say
nothing of the varied activities of the other twenty-one players on the
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field. This association between scoring power and running ability may
therefore not be visible to the fans in the stadium. Just so is the correla-
tion between income and size of family beclouded by such factors as
religion, age at marriage, occupation of breadwinner, and education.
It may at first seem a hopeless task to disentangle these networks of
relationships and to subject them to statistical reasoning. Nevertheless,
in a large number of observations, the mentiat relation can be expected
to shine through the haze formed by the multiplicity of factors.

This problem is probably less difficult in the physical than in the social
sciences. The physical scientist, by means of available laboratory con-
trols, is to a certain extent able to segregate and manipulate his elements
and to replicate his careful and undisturbed observations, 1,iiereas the
social scientist is often obliged to accept data which are like unrefined
ores from "nature in the raw" and to assemble materials from widely
dispersed sources and a variety of settings. lie is therefore compelled
to employ statistical controls, since, in general, iaboratory controls are
closed to him.

What the the Evidences of Relationship? Ilo can we be sure that factors
are interconnected? And, having discovered a relationship, how may we de-
termine the degree or intensity of that relation? Broadly speaking, there are
two earmarks of such linkage: (1) joint occurrence of attributes, and
(2) parallel changes in two or more series of quantitative observations.

The relative frequency with which certain attributes happen together
probably the most elementary basis of lay judgment of association.

This is the principle of joint occurrence. Statistical variables, like human
beings, are usually judged "by the company they keep." For example,
if delinquency is more often found in boys tho a in girls, we conclude that
delinquency is associated with "boyness." The strength of this associa-
tion will vary according to other factors such as the boy's age, the type
of delinquency, and many other elements in the pattern, all of which will
render the statistical application of an apparently simple principle quite
complicated. Hence, it need hardly be reiterated here that some system
of tabulation and classification is necessary as an aid not only in establish-
ing an association, but also in determining its strength.

Second, if in two series of quantitative data, a unit change in one
variable is pardleled with some degree of regularity by a comparable
change in the other series that is, if they move together we conclude
that they are somehow tied together, and that there is an association
between the two sets of data. For example, as income declines, the size
of family tends to increase; and, if the observations endure through a
rather extensive range that is, for the entire range of families of all
sizes and of incomes of varying amounts -- the evidence of a relation is
strengthened. This is called the principle of corariation.

3
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Devices for the Mcastlrement of .4 mciation. Techniques for the meas-
urement of association must be adalited (1) to the nature of the data,
(2) to the number of variables being related, and (3) to the patterns of
relationships among them. Hence, the devices will differ according to
whether the data are in the form of attributes which are merely enu-
merated, or measures which are quantitatively scaled; and, additionally,
whether the pattern of relationship between the variables is simple or
complex.

Of the numerous devices available, we will present here six types,
selected for (a) simplicity of calculation, (b) the prevalence of their use,
and (c) their applicability to the data that are customarily encountered
by sociologists. Tho different specimens illustrate a variety of approaches
to the measurement of association and should above all convince the
student of the relativity of their appropriateness.

The fl.-.ulas, which are in some respects interrelated, may be con-
veniently grouped on the basis of the two principles of association al-
ready mentioned: the principle of joint occurrence and the principle of
covariation. Under the first we include:

Yule's Coefficient of Association, Q
Phi Coefficient, cb
Coefficient of Contingency, C

Under the second, we include:

Rank-Difference Method of Correlation, p
Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation, r
The Correlation Ratio, rt

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Define the following concepts:
Principle of Contingency
Pattern of Relationship
Joint Occurrence
Covariation

2. Characterize the following relationships as simple or complex and give your
reasoning:

age at marriage and size of family
income and social status
infant-fe ?ding and personality
capital punishment and incidence of murder
anomie and suicide
test and retest intelligence scores
diameter of circle and its circumference
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SECTION TWO

Coefficient of Ass 9ciet!on Yide's 9

One of the simplest measures of association is known as the Coefficient
of Association, or, more informally, as Yuk'.s Q. This measure is designed
to reflect the degree of association between a pair of qualitative variables,
arranged in a 2 x 2 (fourfold) table. In his study of cross-elassification
the student has already acquired the so.te,.e of Melling association, and
even cause-and-effect relationships, betwren dichotomous variables. But
at that juncture, we did not seek to compute a single over-all measure
which would reflect the strength of that relation. Yule's Q and other
measures of association are designed to do just that, since they are sum-
marizing measures for bivariate data, awlogous to the mean for univari-
ate data.

Inadequacy of the 2 X 1 Table for Eitinicte of -1.3sociation. Many persons
untrained in quantitative reasoning naively succumb to the temptation
of drawing conclusions on the degree of association from a 2 X 1 table,
instead of from a 2 X 2 table, which is the minimum for that purpose.
The deceptive ease with which such erroneous deductions can be made
is illustrated in the four 2 X 1 tables depicted in Table 9.2.1.

Table 9.2.1 2 X 1 Tables

.14.
Boys

Delinquent
Non-delinquent

Per Cent
10%
00

100%

Fe,:diildi,..czns

IsoiationiA
Intrinatiotedist

Per Cent

50%
50

100%

Males Per Cent Drivers Per Cent

A Grades 10% Acr..id.mt 20%
Other 90 No A.ecicient SO

100% 100%i
Source: Hypothetical

Since only 10 boys out of 100 are delittment, a layman may be misled
into the conclusion that there is a very weak association between boyness
and delinquency; similarly, that women are not accident prone. Since
Republicans divide 50-50 on isolation, there xould seem to be no striking
tendency for Republicans to favor one or the other foreign policy.
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1.

But the important point is that rielinqueneics are distributed between
boys and girls, and that auto accidents arc shared by both men and
women drivers. We must thercroie inquire in what proportion the
limited supply of violations or auto accidents arc divided between the
sexes. To which sex do delinquencies or accidents preferentially attach
themselves? To estimate the &gee of affinity for either sex, we must
know the delinquency rate for both sexes; a delinquency rate for boys
can be said to be high only when the rate for the girls is known. Let
us therefore provide the rates for females and Democrats in the 2 X 1
tables, and analyze the results.

Table 9.2.2 2 X 2 Tables

Boys Girls Rep. Dem.

Delinquent 10% 0% Isolationist 50% 30%
lion- delinquent 90 100 Internationalist 50 70

100% 100% 100% 100%

Male Female Men Women,

A Grades 10% 20% Accident 10% 20%
Other 90 SO No Accident 90 80

100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: Hypothetical

The delinquency rate of boys no?,- turns out to be rather high, since
even a 10 per cent delinquency rate is higher than no delinquency at all.
Similarly, the grades of college moil are below the norm; the Republi-
cans display a marked propensity toivard isolationism; and women driv-
ers show a marked susceptibility to mishaps.

The fact is that we have now introduced a standard of judgment against
which the 2 X 1 table may be compared. Some standard is inevitably
and unwittingly introduced by every observer, and it is the function of
statistical procedures to make the standard explicit. Hence, a 2 X 2
table is the minimum for a dependable conclusion on association.

The 2 X 2 Table. A 2 X 1 table merely presents the two subclasses of
a single variable, whereas a 2 X 2 table presents the subclasses of two
nriables cross - classified by one another. In Table 9.2.3, a case is clas-
sified as boy and delinquent, as girl and non-delinquent. This double
classification automaticalU establishes the distribution of joint occur-
rences between a given sex and hi:levier which is, of course, basic to
the understanding of the phenomenon of association. In the hypo-
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Table 9.2.3

Number of Delinquents by Sex

Boy Girl Total

Delinquent 20 0 20

Non-delinquent 30 50 SO

Toint 50 50 100

thetical group of 100 children sho.,vn in Tablu 9.2.3, there are 20 delin-
quents, all of whom are boys. Most of the children are, of course, non-
delinquent. But, given a delinquea,:y, there is perfect prediction
that is, compltte certainty alio it the sex of the delinquent. Hence,
taking the data at face value, we may sAy that delinquency is completely
explained by boyness, since there is obviously no element of girlucss re-
quired for its occurrence. The complr:tcness of this explanation should
register itself in any index that may b contrived for that purpose.

In order to provide a single nr2asLue of association for such a 2 X 2
table, the English statistician, (I 1:c.lney Yule, proposed the following
coefficient of association, which he l!lbeiod "Q" in honor of the nine-
teenth century statistician, Qtrtelet:

ad be
Q (9.2.1)

ad -1- be

where a, b, c, d are the joint frequencies conventionally arranged in the
fourfold table in the following manner:

a b

c d

Applying the formula to Table 0.2.3:

(20 x_50) (30 x 0)
(20 x 50) -I 00 X 0)
1000 0

1000 -I- 0.
This index of unity a result already anticipated is the obvious
measure of the complete association between maleness and delinquency,
since all delinquents are male, and all female.; ore necessarily non-delin-
quent.

Sensitivity of Q. Any index must be able to discriminate to some extent
between slight variations in the data. It will later become apparent
that each of various measures of z.i.sucilition has its own idiosyncra-

7
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sies in reflecting gradations of association. Yule's Q, being our first
example of a measure of association, in its simplicity supplies us with %
convenient introduction to this type of analysis which will, in its turn,
throw considerable light on all subsequent instances. How sensitive,
then, is Q to the variations in the data?

First let us assume that not all the delinquents are boys, but rather
that 1 and 5 girls in 50, respectively, arc delinquents. (See a and b of
Table 9.2.4.) In both instances, there is still a positive association be-

Table 9.2.4 Sensitivity of Q

(a) (6) (e)

B G B G B O

Del. 19 1 20 15 5 20 10 10 20

Non-del. 31 49 SO 35 45 SO 40 40 80

50 50 100 50 50 100 50 50 100

Q . .94 Q = .59 Q . 0

tween delinquency and boyness, but not as complete as in the first table.
. Thus, the value of the index is reduced; it reaches zero when a delin-

quent is just as likely tr, be a boy as a girl. Sex and delinquency are then
said to be independent; pure chance prevails. Statistically speaking,
the internal cell ratios are identical with the corresponding marginal
ratios. You might as well toss a coin for your prediction; hence, Q = 0.

Effect of Marginal Ratios. We have seen how Q reflects the ehanges in
row (column) ratios, with marginals remaining constant. However, Q
is not at all sensitive to changes in marginal ratios, so long as the corre-
sponding cell ratio remains fixed. For purposes in hand, let us construe
the column subtotals as samples of 100 boys and 50 girls (Table 9.2.5).

Table 9.2.5 Stability of Q

(a) (b) (c)

B G B G 1. G

Del. 10 3 13 10 6 16 20 6 26

Non-del. 90 47 137 90 04 1S i 90 47 137

100 50 150 100 100 200 110 53 163

Q . .27 Q= .27 Q us .27
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One might intuitively suppose that. the observed association of Q. .27
may be due in part to the fact Ora there are twice as many boys as girls
in the total sample of 150, and that by doubling the sample of girls the
index might increase. Let us, therefore, double the number of girls,
retaining, however, the same rate of delinquency among the girls. It
will be observed that the value of Q remains unchanged under this infla-
tion. Similarly, if we double the supply of delinquents from 13 to 20
by multietying the frequencies of that row by 2, the value of Q again
remains unchanged.

In general, therefore, a change in the relative size of the marginals does
not affect the value of Q, so long as the ratios within either columns or
rows remain undisturbed. As we shall see later, this does not hold for
(:), another Wee cf asswiation for fourfold tables. In this respect. Q is
more stable than is ¢. Whether this type of insensitivity is desirable
and should therefore be considered a virtue of stability or whether it
is a defect of the formula, must be left to the good judgment of the worker
in terms of his purposes. It is doubtless important to know that the
number of observations in a subclass or stratum does not, of itself, influ-
ence :he size of Q.

Definition of Aneeintion: Wiserred and !'hence Fr(pcvcks. The above
illustrative tables yielded. among other things. the iranortant generaliza-
tion that, when the internal cell ratios and corresponding marginal ratios
coincide, and there is nu Association, the index must be zero. Only when
these two sets of ratios differ, and to the event of that difference, is
there statisticel association. Indeed, the formula for Q .rests on this
principle of the discrepancy between the observed and chance cell he-
queneies.

The chance frequencies are easily derivable front the marginal frequen-
cies according to the following logic: the bras constitute 30 per cent of
the children; hence, if the two sevA are evally susceptible to delin-
quency (or, in other voids, if the sex teeter 11.1; no influence on the pro-
due ;ion of delinquency i.e., if sex at delinquency are independent),
the boys wouil ah,:o have .50 per ceet of the delinquencies. To express
thi4 in still another way. if delinveneL,s were divides] impartially (by
chance) among the two sexe,, the boye' quota would be SO per cent, or
in terms of our exaropl, the ',eye 1V0;1141 have 10 of the 20 delinquencies.
Arithmetically put:

50
X 20 10

In vxnce, we simply the cell relies to be identical with the cot-
tespoeding rean;kal (Tale' 0.2.11). The boys actually show 5 more
delinceteeteles then would be expe,:te.1 by elonee, while rho girls show

rt
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Table 9.2.6 Ob$creal aid Chance Frequencies

Obtrrred
B G

E.rpretet
B Q

Del. 15 5 20 10 10 20

Non-del. 35 45 SO 40 40 SO

50 50 100 60 60 100

Q... .59 Q.0

the, corresponding deficiency. There is therefore 1 positive affinity be-
tween boys and delinquency. However, since the excess of 15 over 10
is fairly moderate, the index reveals only a moderate association: Q .59.
But it is the amount of this excess that constitutes, by definition, the
degree of association. This difference between the observed and ex-
pected frequencies is conventionally symbolized as (0 E) --aa expres-
sion that has achieved an almost epigran»»atic currency in statistical
methods of investigation, which the student will learn to appreciate.

Signs. Although mathematically the formula for Q will yield a sign, It
may not stem very meaningful whoa applied to attributes such as sex,
religion, or race, which do not constitute a hierarchy. In the foregoing
illustration, therefore, one may say that maleness is positively associated
with dInqueiley, but it cannot be verbali,cd as "the higher the sex, the
higher the delinquency rate." Nevertheless, we may be guided by the
algebraic sign which always refers to the association indicated in cells
a and d. When the to is positive, the joint frequencies of the attri-
butes intersecting in cells a and d exceed t:innee (and are therefore linked
together); when the sign is negative, the frequencies in cells a and d
are lest than would be expected by chance, and therefore "repel" each
othtr. By coronary, cells b and c are read in the opposite manner. The
assumption is, of course, that the alphabetical designations of cells are
made in the conventional order.

Type of Do'a to Which Q It Appit'enbk. While Q i3 singularly appropriate
for genuine attributes, nevertheless this measure may at times be applied
to continuous variables by prudently cutting them into dichotomies.
For example, persons may be subtissitled as under and over 21 years,
and responses may be either positive or negative, although these latter
usually shade into each other (see Tulle

There are, however, two cautions which should always be observed

10
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Table 9.2.7

Opinion by Age

in such dichotomization. (1) Such compression of a mass of continuous,
detailed observations into two broad dichotomies may be an expensive
waste of perfectly good data, and naturally reduces the potential pre-
cision of the resulting measute. Instead of cavalierly discarding costly
accuracy, it might be advisable to use other available measures which
can take such precision into account. (2) A less obvious trap for the

unwary operator is the more or los arbitrary location of the cutting
point, which introduces an unpredictable effect upon the ultimate index.
If, in the above table, the cutting point had been set at 30 years instead
of 21, the cell frequencies might have been radically changed, and the
Q-measure substantially altered. Such arbitrary decisions gravely reduce
the reliability and comparability of any measure, including Q. The
student will remember the general principle that all grouping has its
hazards; but when everything is staked on one cutting point, the pre-
cariousness of the undertaking is increased.

The usefulness of Q also varies with the general pattern of distri-
bution of the data. These patterns may be particularized as follows:
(1) the division of frequencies within each marginal set; (2) the similarity
(dissimilarity) between the two marginal s.cts; and (3) the Internal dis-
tribution of cell frequencies. Thus, an individual marginal set maybe sym-
metrical (equal division) or skewed; the two marginal sets may be more
or less identical in degree of symmetiy; and the cell frequencies may
be approximately evenly diperscd in all four cells, concentrated in three
cells, or in two diagonal tells (see Tables 0.2.83 and 0.2.8b).

It *ill become Increasingly evident that Q is most useful, and least

Table 9.2.8a Like Margincl &is

35

5 0

1

75

1 f)t)

30

30

3 50305 . Si) 50 MO

I I
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Table 9.2.8b Unlike Marginal Sets

50

50

45

55

0 1 3 40

4025 23

75 25

15

100 20 SO 100

competitive with other measures of association, in those situations where
the cases fall predominantly in three of the four cells. Such a distribu-
tion, which is evidence of a one-way association, is possible only when.
marginal sets are unlike. llence, Q is a likely choice whenever marginal
sets are dissimilar. The reason for this will become clearer after ¢ and
other indexes of association have been studied.

Interpretation of Ytde's Q. For all its apparent simplicity and precision,
Q possesses no simple quantitative meaning, and is not convelible into
a specific prediction.* For example, if the association between sex and
delinquency is .5, one cannot say that 50 per cent of a given sex is delin
quent, or that one sex is twice as delinquent as another, or that sex ac-
counts for 60 per cent of all delinquency. A Q-ratite of .8 is not twice
as strong as .4, although it is stronger than all values less than .8.

Not even is a coefficient of 1.00 wholly unambiguous. In the previous
example, the perfect Q did not depend on the tendency of boys to become
delinquent., but rather on the relative tendency that a delinquency be
committed by a boy. Actually, in absolute terms, tho tendency of a
boy to be delinquent could be very weak, and Q still be 1.00, provided
that no girls are delinquent. A coefficient of 1.00 therefore registers the
presence of one-way association, but does not reflect the degree of pro-
diction In the other direction, although that too may be complete. We
may say, therefore, that Q is primarily a measure of one -way asso-
ciation.

In general, it would seem to be sound practice to quote the original
2 x 2 tabulation along with the calculatcd value of Q. Not only is the
table necessary in order to identity linl.abcs between specific attributes;
it also permits the reader to examine for himself the detailed structure
of the relationship. But if it is a single index that is required, then one
must accept the limitations of such a condensation, just as the mean
was accepted as a limited representative of the full array.

A prwite probablistic interpretation of Q has re;ntly been formatted Set
L. A. Good:r.artand W. 11. Krusk11,".NIcssures of for Cross ClastifiesUoro.,"
Journal of th American Ststisficol Assoc/elan, MAN, 1951, p. 750
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SECTION Two

Scatter Diagram aad Correlation Table

In the previous section, we were concerned with the problem of meas-
uring the amount of agreement betwcen ranks, or ordinal measwes.
However, there are numerous conceals in sociology that are subject to
interval measurement: for example, we may measure fertility in turns of
the number of births per 100 women or wages in terms of dollars and
cents. When the data being correlated consist of scaled variables, we
naturally employ techniques that are appropriate to that type of quanti-
tative data. While these correlational techniques differ somewhat from
those previously presented, they all armor to the same purpose: namely,
to express as precisely as possible the &grail of relationship between two
or more variables. The ensuing discussion is restricted to the most
prevalent of all correlation measures: the product-moment correlation
coefficient (r) and the correlation ratio (0.

The Scatter Diagram. The measurement of covariation can be approached
in a preliminary manner by means of the scattcr diagram, which is related
to ',iodate data much the same %ray as the histogram is to univariate
data. It reve at a glance the entire disposition of items, thereby
enabling us t( ive at a rough but useful estimate of the strength of
the correlation l..:ore we actually measure it. This indispetusable device
has already been employed to depict the trend of a time series (p. 99)
and the degree of correspondence between ranks (p. 274); however, the
details of its construction have not yet been elaborated.

To illustrate more fully its construction and use, we take as our point
of departure Table 10.2.1, which prea.arts yearly income averages and
suicide rules for the U.S. Central states, 1929-1050. To reduce the data
of this table to a scatter diagram, we first draw horizontal and vertical
axes, as in the construction of a histogram. Axes are drawn approxi-
matelY equal in length, unless there is good reason to deviate from th:s
convention. Also, as a matter of convention, the independent X-variable
is plotted along the base line, and the dependent )'- variable along the
vertical axis. The establishment of ore variable as the independent, and
the other as dependent., is, of eourw, rot a statistical problem, but rather
a matter of judgment and circumstance. The dependent variable may
be construed as the effect of the inc:Nadet variable as cause, or the
outcome to be predicted from the predictor variable. In many instances,
there may be no clear "causal" depealency at all, since both variables
may be viewed as the consequence of an tini:lentitied third factor.

Scales are next established on the ax in such a manner as to Amin-

I 3
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Table10.2.1

PER CArITA .11MCl/PE

YEAR RATE

(X)

1929 004 15.4

Suicide Bak by Annual 1930 532 17.9

Per Capita Income, Ccn- 1031 4S0 19.1

&al U.S., 1929-1950 1932 399 19.3

1913 400 18.1

1934 437 16.9

1935 452 15.5
1936 510 15.2
1937 507 16.3
Ins 515 18.7
1939 506 15.3
1010 602 15.2

1941 708 14.0
1912 SOO 12.8
1943 914 11.0
1941 972 11.0

14145 985 12.3

t 1946 931 12.3
1947 807 12.1

19IS 02S 11.6
1919 878 11.9
1930 917 11.9

Source: Dona 1 a'f;I:. S..1 %i,le in RefailOn 14 fr.cerie,
titioAi:ation tniollitiAhed %Weil 71welle.
Deputment v SA:oloiy, Indiana Vtiversity, 1934
Table S.

modate, with a margin to spare, the obs,:,,rv.A ranges of the respective
variables. Thus, the horizontal scale covers the distance from $200 to
$1,00, while the vertical scale extends from 10 to 20. Needless to say,
enough markers are set up on each axis to ensure accurate and effortless
plotting. Unlike the histogram, the vertical scale in a bivariate plot need
not begin with tcro, for the reason that the focus of attention is on the
contour of the scatter rather titan on rehtive frequency as gauged by
the height of the curve. In this respect, the seal.tr.r diagram is anater,ous
to the semi-log time chart, whose mcanin; lit;envise inhnes in its shape
rather titan location.

Having drawn and scaled the axes, we arc ready to plot each pair
of values by a double-duty point. For any pair of variates, the Y-value
fixes the height of the poi? t above the bt.se line and the 'value fixes
its horizontal distance from the vertical axis. Ity:s. 1940 is reprmnted
in Figure 10.2.1 by a point located at 111,7! intcr-.7tilit of guide lines cx-

I I ,
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1200

FIGURE 10.2.1 &Ohl Dieverm, Suicide Rate by Annual Per
Capita incGote, Ccorot U.S., 16.??-1,130

tending perpendicularly from Y = 15.2 and X = G02; similarly, 1050 is
represented by a point at the intmectiol of 11.0 and 917. The swarm
of all such points constitutes the scatter diagram.

Types of &utter. It is the pattern of this sWaTill that enables us to judge
the nature of the relationship and such a judgment Is an esuntial
preliminary to its proper measurement. Thus, it appears that a fixed
increase in income is accompanird by a rxe.%1 decrease in the suicide rate;
that is, the suicide rate changes by a constant amount per unit Income.
Such a relation is termed rectilinear, or simply linear, because the trend of
scatter conforms to the track of a straVA line.

Any such trend line, whether frceliald or mathematically fitted, is
technically termed a !he of regntsion. This concept was coined by
Gaiton in 1877, who used it in conuet;tion with his correlational studies
of the characteristics cf parents and their offspring. Iie perceived that
such a line eacetively expressed the tendrncy of children to "regress"
to the average level of the parents in a wide variety of traits. The term
has survived and enjoys a wide currency, altholigh it is no longer re-
stricted to its original connotation.

rs
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Furthermore, the relation in Figura 10.2.1 is said to be inverse, since
the two series move in opposite directions: as income rises, the suicide
rate falls. If suicide and income had riers together, then the trend of
points would have been upward, reading from left to right. Such a
sloping trend line (Figure 10.2.2) is evidence of a direct linear relation-

8

7

e

le4
4

113 3

2

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

?AIN ACr.F.A0P, (X)

Rouse 10.2.2 Family Sirs 6,/ Ferri Acreage

80

s5ip between two variables; family size ircreases as farm acreage in-
creases.

The trend of the scatter will not alwAys. be linear; rather it may be
curvilinear And take on any one of innumerable curve patterns. A simple
example is provided in Figure 10.2.3, which portrays the relation between
favorableness of attitude toward a minority people and intensity of
feeling. As might be anticipated, a decided opinion whether pro or
con is held with considerable intensity of feeling, while a less decided
Or neutral opinion arouses no very strorz feelings. Whether this pattern
strong opinion, strong affect; weak opinion, neak affect holds under
all conditions is not here our concern. That would be a matter for ern-
pirieal investigation. Here we t,re merely interested in exhibiting a type
of relationship which is fairly common in socio'.:zgical studio.

I'
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howls 10.2.3 Solna Diagram, Ithosity of Feeling by
Amiableness of Attitude (Itypothit;'cat Data)

The three scatter diagrams presented thus far have distinctive trends
and one would have little hesitancy itr describing them as exclusively
linear or curvilinear. But scatters of empirical observations are seldom
so clean and unambiguous; more often be.% linear and curvilinear tend-
encies combine in the same set of dab and tliorcby complicate the prob-
lem of representing correlation by an over-all measure. For example,
the scatter of de:inquency rates and average monthly rentals for 140
small census tracts in the city of Chicago (Figure 10.2.4) is marked by
some linearity, yet it appears that a curved trend line would better fit
the entire scatter. From left to right, as rentals increase, the delin-
quency rate responds by decreasing, but at a progressively slower rate.
This is evidenced by the s!rnightening of the swarm. There ate of course
several striking exceptions to the foregoing. generalization --- a few ex-
tremely high delinquency rates occur with aboc-average rentals. These
mavericks would require special analysis, since they represent a break-
down in the "lair." Yet, in the main, the law of relationship holds fairly
well, affording a measure of predictability of one variable from the other.
If we kuea, for example, the rental to be GO, we would predict the delin-
quency rate to be approximately 3.0, which is the height of the free-hand
rrgression curve at that point. To be sore, :Ault a prediction would not

7
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be free of error, for the obvious re.t5on that ro.)no of the observed values
fall right on the curve at thrAt point all dtvi:.te to a greater er lesser
extent. Evidently, the accuracy of any 31cli pritsdictiv would vary
according to the tendency of the points to hug the line of relationship
between the two series. When the peint.,, move within a narrow lane,
predictive accuracy, and therefore couclation, would be high; when the
points are widely scattered, predictive accurary would be cormpond-
ingly low. Only %vhen all points fall riAltt cn the regression line would
prediction and correlation be perfect. At the other extreme, when the
scatter is puce!y random, then we raay t rs well ignore the so-called
"predictor variable." for any or all ret:tal;, our best guess would be
the Over-all watt of the delinquency ro.tcs.

Scedoslieity. Nnowing the rental to still could not accurately
forecast the level of delinveney, sine, the deli:-.(v.v..ncy values are widely

it
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scattered for that value; on the other 11-Ind, for a rental of $70, vve could
predict with much greater accuracy, owing to the bunching of delinquency
rees around the regression line. This scatter of Y-values for the respec-
tive X-values is known as secdaqicity. if the degree of variation in
delinquency rates the width of the scatter hand had been uniform
for all values of X, then we could have spoken of Y as being homoscc-
dastic in respect to X. Actually, the degree of scatter in Y diminishes
as X changes, so that V is harrosc<dastic in respect to X. Heterosce-
dasticity implies that the degree of correlation is not uniform throughout
the entire series; hence, its presence reduces the feasibility of a single
over-all measure of correlation, whirl. is after all an average. Just as
we hesitate to compute the mean of hetere:;(ncous bimodal data, similarly
we hesitate to calculate an average measure of correlation of a heterosee-
dastic scatter.

Ileteroseedosticity may be even n.ore glaring than that exhibited in
Figure 10.2.4; the scatter may be gourdzhaped, dumbbell-shaped, or
Jshaped, as in Figure 10.2.5. These oddly shaped scatter diagrams by

Gourd- Scatter Dumbbell-SiJtter

..
s..:.

.:.:.....,`

... ...S.' :::.:. '

."

Fount 10.2.5 Selected of Scatter

Jeattet

no means exhaust the variety of types that may be encountered in prae
flea! work. However, they do serve to ratify the utility of this visual
aid. Although the scatter diagram yields no mathematical measure of
correlation, it does indicate (a) whether the relation=hip is simply recti-
linear or more complex, (b) whether er not the relationship is consistent
over the entire range, and (c) whet,:r the relation is strong or weak.
It is an indispensable tool and plays the same role in correlation as does
the frequency graph in the processing of univoriate data. It provides
a bi.d's-eye view of the whole distribution.

The Joint Frequency Tote. Instead of clotting the individual items of
the biratiate data, we may group the-17i. Bach grouping answers the
general purposes of all grouping: (1) to reveal the basic pattern of dis-

19
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tribution, and (2) to facilitate the statigical processing of the data. In
grouping bivariate data, we classify each ease simultaneously in two ebss
intervals, thereby locating each case at the intersection of a given row
and given column. Hence, it is as though we superimposed a grid on
the scatter diagram, counted the points in each cell and inserted the
corresponding number. Such an operation, applied to the scatter of
delinquency rates and average rentals (Figure 10.2.0), would yield the
joint frequencies of Table 10.2.2.
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Naturally, in any real situatioa we told not proceed in this some-
what fanciful manner; rather, we woll I immediately tally the wax:rayed
bivariate items in the gtid set up for that purpose, and then count the
joint oecurreNees in each cell.
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Joint Frequently To61.4 Dclinquen-cy Rates by Average
Table 102.2 At °nth& Rentz lst

la....**......../...........*.
DELI N'.

OUENCY

RATE

(F)

AVERAGE Itfox-ratx Ilr.xTir., IN DOLLARS (r)

10- 20- 30- 40- 50- GO- 70- 80- 90-
0-9 19 29 39 49 50 69 79 89 99

18.0-19.9 1 1 2

16.0-17.9 1

14.0 -15.9 2

12.0-13.9 4

10.0-11.9 1 3

3.0- 9,9 1 2 1 1 6

6.0- 7.9 1 I 1 5 4.

4.0- 5.9 5 4 6 3 4 1 23

2.0- 3.9 14 11 12 9 1 52

0- 1.9 7 13 13 7 2 42

0 4 14 12 25 22 30 23 3 2 140

MIFIMly8.016 ..... Frequency CO

Grouping Procedure. To clarify this grouping procedure, we list the
directives observed in the construction of Table 10.2.2.

1. Select a suitable class interval for each variable.
2. Mark off these class intervals en properly drawn axes, and from

these markers extend guide lines in ~slob fashion as to create a gridwork
of cells. Each cell is taken to represent the junction of two class intervals.

3. Locate each pair of values in its proper cell and indicate its presence
there by a tally mark.

4. Count tally marks in each cell and replace tally by that number.
Any such number represents a joint frequency i.e., the frequency
with which two class values or midpoints, occur together.

5. Sum by rows and columns in order to obtain the marginal totals.
These marginal totals of coua constitute the simple frequency distri-
butions of the individual variables.

6. Sum marginal frequencies to obtain the grand total of cases, N, the
one sum serving as a check on the other.

In retrospect, we see that the construction of the joint frequency table
proceeds according to well - established principles: the classification should
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be fine enough to reveal 012 shape of the joint frequency distribution,
but not so fine that some rows and columns are completely vacant. But
if one, is to err at the outset, it is perhaps preferable to have too many
cells than too few. The optimum arrangement will be more apparent
in the light of too much detail rather than too little, and it is usually
easier to amalgamate cell frequencies than to partition them.

Function of the Joint FreTcncy Table. We must acknowledge that a
joint frequency table cannot depict the type of relationship so vividly
as the scatterram, for the reason that numerals cannot convey so effec-
tively gradations of density as does the scatter of dots. Nevertheless, in
spite of its relative coarseness, it will often be more than adequate for
purposes of exhibiting the pattern of relationship and assuring its com-
prehension.

Moreover, the column and row distributions of the joint frequency
table permit a statistical measurement of scedastieity which would be
impossible to obtain from a raw scatter diagram. For such an assessment,
we need only compute the standard deviation of elch column or row.
A close similarity among such standard deviations would be evidence of
homoscedasticity, whereas pronounced differences would suggest hetero-
scedasticity.

.Furthermore, the marginal distributions of the Y and Y.-variables
which, of course, are integral features of the joint frequency table
also supply important and recognizable clues to the possible degree of
association between the plotted variables. Specifically, the marginal
distributions set limits to the degree of obtainable correlation. For
example, unlike marginals preclude a perfect linear relationship. This
merely generalizes the earlier observation in respect to the c5-coefficient
that perfect two-wey aseeciation in contingency tables is impossible so
long as marginal sets are not identical. This general principle is illus-
trated by Table 10.2.3, who =) marginals make it impossible to locate

Table 10.2.3

fp

10

Unlike Marginal Sets 1"-Variable 10

10

15 10 5 30

X-Ifirariable
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all cases along one dicsonat, as would be required in perfect rectilinear
correlation. No matter how we deploy the cases, we cannot force them
onto one diagonal, as the student should experimentally demonstrate for
himself. In general, the marginals always act to constrain in one way
or another the type and degree of as.sucation between paired variables;
hence, it is always necessary to examine them in order to determine the
limits which they impose, and the prospects for the valid employment
of a given correlation index.

Additionally, the joint frequency table may serve as a computing aid
which may be called on especially when the number of instances is large
or when computing machines are not available. Finally, it is a pre-
requisite to the simplest approach to curvilinear correlation, as will be
evident in a later section.

This section has stressed the important role of the scatter diagram and
the joint frequency table in the preliminary analysis of covariation.
From these charts it is possible to determine whether the relationship
is (a) linear or curvilinear; (b) direct or inverse; (c) weak or strong; ad-
ditionally, (d) whether the variables arc homoseedastic in respect to each
other; (e) whether there are notable exceptions to the main trend or
"law of relation," and (f) whether the marginal distributions are sym-
metrical or skewed, and approximately matched. Because of these
significant disclosures, it, is mandatory that, prior to the measurement
of correlation, a scatter diagram or joint frequency table, or even both,
be constructed and carefully studied. Without these visual aids, we fall
into the danger of using improper procedures and thereby arriving at
misleading conclusions.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Define the following concepts:
Scatter Diagram
Bivariate Data
Rectilinearity
Seedasticity
Curvilinearity
Joint Frequency Table
Marginal Distributions

2. If the marginal distributions are normal in shape, will the seacter necessarily
be homoscedastic? Illustrate and explain.

3. Is a perfect rectilinear scatter possible, if marginal distributions are unlike?
Illustrate your answer by table or graph.

4. Does the presence of homoscedasticity in a scatter guarantee linearity? Illus-
trate by sketch.

5. Does perfect rectilinearity in a scatter require identical marginals? Illustrate.
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Table 10.2.4

Clothing Expenditures by
Total Family Expendi-
tures, U.S.

04,1,01.4 11
TOTAL

EXPENDITURES

('00 OF DOLLARS)

(X)

9
10
14
18
20
24
28
34
43

Cz,ornixo
EXPENDITURES

(PER CENT OF TOTAL)

(Y)

5
8

12
13
14
15

16
18

Ipalaswesommownwor.

STAT I:

1=1.
DEMOCRATIC VOTE

(% OF TOTAL)

I
PER CENT

REGISTERED

Table 10.2.5 Ariz. 52 78
Ark. 85 50

Pcr Cent Democratic Vote Cal. 44 88

by Voter Registration, Colo. 44 91

Selected States, Congres-
sional Elections, 1952

Conn.
Fla.
Ca.

46
74

100

91
75
59

Idaho 41 98
Ind, 43 96
La. 91 67
i\ Id. 43 62
Mass. 46 88
Mont. 43 83
Nev. 50 81
N.H. 37 92
N.J. 42 85
N,Y. 40 80
Ohio 44 59
Ore. 39 87
Pa. 43 78
R.I. 54 87
S.C. 98 49
S.D. 31 83
Vt. 28 88
Va. 67 33
Wash. 43 92

OINIIIIIIMOININIII111.0
Source: U,S. Dureall of the Census, Statistiait .40,1trac
of the U.S. 1033, U.S. Government Printinj Office
Sl'a.4hingter. D.C., 1052

24-
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6. If a scatter is homoscedastic, does it fol!ow that the relationship is close?

7. (a) Construct a scatter diagram for tic data in Table 102.4.
(b) Formulate in your own words the " law of relation."

S. (a) Plot a scatter diagram for the following data of Table 10.2.5.
(b) Characterize the relationship. Does a preponderant one-party vote appear

to depress voter registration?

9. Construct the scatter diagram for the delinquency and recidivism rates
(Table 10.2.6). How would this trend be deseribed in words?

Table 10.2.6

Delinquency and Recidivism
Rates, Chicago, 1929

DELINQUENCY RECIDIVIS31

RATE PER 100 RATE

0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

10.5
11.5
12.5
13.5
15.5
16.5
19.5

...
26.1
26.6
35.1
30.1
38.7
54.8
42.9
54.7
32.4
52,3
66.7
50.2
59.9
65.9
53.6
80.3
61.1

Source: Clifford R. Shaw, Delinquency
Areas The University of Chicago Press,
1921, Table 21, p. 181.

10. (a) Plot a scatter diagram from Table 10.2.7.
(b) What does the scatter of this graph slIgsezA concerning the "pull" of

economic conditions? Explain the two fairly distinct clusters.

11. Construct a joint frequency table for the data in Table 10.2.7. Divide Income
Index into ten class intervals of width 10, lower rounded limit 50; divide
Per Cent Born in Other States into ten class ir.tervals of width 10, lower limit 0.
Tally marginal frequencies.

12. Sketch the marginal distributions which would yield the scatters shown in
Figure 10.2.7.

2S
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CovAn!ATION: QUANTITATIVE VARI.k111,ES

Table 10.2.7 Per Cent Born in Other States by Income Index, U.S.

STATE
INDEX OF
INCOME

--..,.
% BORN
IN 011:ER

STATES

STATE
NINDEX 07
INCOME

% BORN
IN OTIIER

STATES

Ala. 62 11 Neb. 96 25
Aria. 91 44 Nev. 137 . 68
Ark. 58 22 N.H. 99 30
Cal. 124 58 N.J. 120 32
Col. 90 50 N. Mex. 81 44
Conn. 127 23 N.Y. 124 17

Del. 138 35 N.C. 64 12

Fla. 80 54 N. Dak. 75 23
Ga. 69 14 Ohio 115 24
Idaho 83 49 Okla, 78 39

III. 121 25 Ore. 100 57

Ind. 103 25 Penn. 104 12

Iowa 94 19 R.I. 101 24
Kansas 104 32 S.C. 67 11

Ky. 69 12 S. Dak. 77 29
La. 74 15 'relict. 69 20
Me. 83 12 Texas 89 21
Md. 107 34 Utah 83 21

Mass. 107 15 Vt. 82 22
Mich. 111 28 Va. 81 25
Minn. 91 21 Wash. 110 54
Miss. 50 11 W. Va. 75 17

Mo. 97 25 Wis. 101 15
Mont. 104 44 Wyoming 9S 60

Ratio of atate per capita income to 13 3 tion..1 per capita income.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Censul, Statiiticat rOstract of the U.S., 1934, US. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1034, Tables 37 and 337.

FLOURE 10.2.7 Selected Scatter Patterns

2'
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SECTION THREE

Linear Corith:tion of Two Variables

The Need for art Over-All ileaque of Correlation. The scatter diagram,
which was elaborated in the preceding sectron, reveals to the eye whether
two variables change together in a systematic manner. The cluster of
plotted points around the hypothetical regression line suggests the "law
of relation" between the two variables. Moreover, by observing the
width of the scatter, we can make at least a preliminary judgment as
to how well the cases conform to this hypothetical law. Such conclusions
are often of considerable value; yet they still leave something to be de-
sired, for they are impressionistic, subjective, and unstandardized. Con-
sequently, they cannot be deseribed or communicated to anyone else
without reproducing the chart or at least engaging in an extended
account of it. This is, of course, impractical. And since these "eye-
measures" are not accurate in a mathematical sense, comparisons with
similar measures arc impossible even if all the intricate charts arc avail-
able. What we need therefore is an objective, standard, synoptic measure
of the relation between the two variables. This will finally bs the measure
of correlation.

In principle, there is of course no difference between rough measures
made by the eye and those computed by a mathematical operation. The
latter are merely more precise and serviceable. What we see is a hypo-
thetical trend line to which the swarm of points more or less conforms
and from which we deduce the degree of correlation. But is order to
measure this correlation we must (1) establish exactly the position of
such a line, (2) measure the amount, or conformity thereto, and (3) trans-
late this result by a prescribed method into an index of correlation. Our
first concern, then, would be with the location of the line which best
fits the observed data.

.As we have previously learned, a relation may be rectilinear or curvi-
linear; hence, the best-fitting line may be straight or curved. In this
section, we restrict ourselves to those relations which are rectilinear, or
approximately so, and which can therefore be legitimately represented by
a straight line. In other words, our concern will be with those relations
in which a constant change in one variable produces, on the average, a
constant charge in the other paired variable. Such a relation has already
been illustrated in Figure 10.2.2, which plots the size of family and the
size of farm in China: family size iliac:I.:es by one person on the average
as farm size increases by ten acres.

Here, for purposes of exposi:ion, let us use some very simple data
which exemplify the relation betsscea income and social status score
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(Table 10.3.1a). It is reasonable to designate social status as the depend-
ent Y-variable, since status appears to adjust itself to income in the
long run, rathei than the reverse. Once cases have been plotted to form
a scatter diagram (Figure 10.3.1), v-e wish to draw the most representa-
tive straight line.

Table 10 .3.1a

Income and Social Status Score,
Selected Families

10

8

6

4

2

INCOME IN
THOUSANDS

OF DOLLARS
(X)

SOCIAL

STATUS

SCORE

(Y)

3
7

11

14
15

3
5
7

6
9

X = 10 Y = 6

Source: Sucgested by W. Lloyd Warner's
studies in social class.

Freehand Line

111,111. 11
0 2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 18 20

ticcosa: TuousAsai OF DOLLARS (X)

haulm 10.3.1 Freehand Tr :d Line on Scatter Diaparn,
Income, and Social Status

g
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Freehand Regression Line. It vol111 of eoerse be possible to draw free-
hand what appears by inspection to tl,e best-fitting trend line. If we
had drawn such a line and were then asked to defend its location, we
would spontaneously reply that we had drawn it "right through the
middle" that is, as close to all the points on the avcmge as possible,
cutting the swarm lengthwise into two ecival bands. It was drawn down
the middle because we intuitively felt that this line was the best average
for all of the observed points. It thus eerves as a running estimate of
the Y-values, which takes into account every observed value of X. If
we had been asked to guess a person's social status score from his income,
say 810,000, we would not guess a 1"-value outside, or evert close to the
edge, of the region of scatter, but rather a central value within the swarm
above the designated X-value. This would be a status score of 6. Such
estimated values of Y correspond to the observed X's and constitute the
aforementioned trend line. Netureliy, the more closely the observed
points hug the line of estimation the less they digress from it the
smaller the error in prediction of from X. If income were the sole
determinant of social status, the observed points would necessarily all be
on the line, without error; if social status alone determined income, the
points would again fall on the line without residue.

Now, what is the significance for correlation of these departures from
the hypothetical regression line? To the statistical analyst it indicates
that there are other factors besides income which determine social status.
The operation of these other, unknown factors disturbs our prediction.
Hence, they reduce the correlation between the two given variables.

Values Expressed as Deviations from Mae. In Table 10.3.1a and the
scatter diagram derived from it, the variates are given in their original
form. But for several reasons, not fully amplified bele, it is more mean-
ingful to compare the variables after they have been transformed into
deviations from their respective means, X. a ad P.

When comparing values, as we do in correlation, the student must
accustom himself to thinking in tenni of deviations from the mean instead
of the raw data. Like so many other statiAicat procedures , ',feb. may at
first seem needlessly indirect and complex, this tco conf common
sense. We do not ordinarily compare raw test scores, .,irth rates;
but rather consider them as "high" or "low" the, ove or below
the average or norm to which we are accastomed. Still less cee, we com-
pare units of different categories, such as incomes- and birth rates in their
raw form; we associate income below average with family size that ex-
ceeds the average. Thus, we see th. t the mean is the appropriate point
of origin the natural standard whenever we compare two sets of
data in respect to their affinity with eaeh other.

The items in Table 10.3.1b are therefore expressed as deviations from
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their respective means, and then plotted in that form (Figur.: I0.3.2a).

In graphing deviations, we must of course he able to accommodate nega-
tive values, and consequently we use four quadrants, corresponding to
the four combinations of signs.

Table 10.3.11)

Incomes and Social Status Seorrs
as Deviations from X and .r

INCOME 1N Soca'.
THOUSANDS STATUS

OF DOLLARS SCORE

(x) (v)

7 33 1
1 1

4 0
5 _3

0 0

Observed (Total)
Deviation

04

FIGURE 10.3.2a Scatter Di Igram, Observed Deviations (y)

It should be observed that the configuration of plotted deviations is
identical with the scatter of original values; only the scalemarkers
have been changed. All we did was to shift the zero origin to the inter-
section of the means.

Explained Deviations. The freehand trend line, drawn straight through
the middle, is obviously an average for all of the observed points, a con-

30
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tinuous succession of norms, as it were, adjusted to the entire series of
cases. Since it consists of the deviation ,i v..hich one would expect on the
average, the values on the sloping trend line are variously called the
"expected," "predicted," or "estin.,ted" v-clues. The expected devia-
tions are graphically plotted (Figure 10.3.2b) by vertical lines extending

Explained
/Deviation

(g)

I2 4 6 8

FIGURE 10.3.21) Explvimd DE;;ictions (i))

from the x-axis (which coincides with the mean of the Y-vaues) to the
points on the trend line. These are the deviations in social status scores
(Y) which one would expect, or pre,'I if income (X) were the only vela.
able determining them. We therefore st:;te, in statistical language, that
these deviations, which may be either larger or smaller thar those ob-
served, are explained by income, or attributable to the income fader.
Consequently, these deviations have come to be known as explained
deviations.

Unexplained Residuals. Since there are other factors that also iratence
social status (such as occupation, nativity, etc.), the actual, or observed,
values do not coincide with the expected values. The force of these
unidentified factors is measured by the di,:erepancies between the observed
(0) and the expected (E) deviations. The smaller these discrepancies,
the weaker must be the force of the extraLicous factors; the larger these
discrepancies, the stronger these forces mu :it, be. The discrepancies are
sometimes called residuals, and in terms of the given data remain un-

3I
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Unexplained
Residual

(v-9)

FIGURE 10.3.2e Unexplained Residuals (y

explained; that is, they must be attributed not to income, but to unknown
factors on the identity of which we may only speculate, since additional
data are not available in the problem as set up. lif ace, they are called
unexplained residues, measured by the respective distances from the
trend line to the individual observed points in the swarm.

From inspection of the foregoing charts, we must conclude that the
closer the correspondence between the explained and observed devia-
tions (i.e., the smaller the resinuals) the higher the degree of correlation.
It would therefore be logical to measure the degree of correlation accord-
ing to the degree of correspondence between the estimated and observed
deviations; or by the proportion of the aggregate observed deviation
that is explained. This is the fundamental principle of the measurement
of correlation and is always implicit in its calculation. To be sure, the
measurement is not corded out informally by freehand regression lines
or by graphic readings obtained with a ruler or a pair of dividers; still,
it remains essentially a comparison, or ratio, between the explained and
total deviations.

Since these concepts plrey 6.ich an important part in the subsequent
presentation, it will be well to swarnarize their meaning precisely:

(1) Total ((Aurae!) Devia?ion: the deviation of an observed value
from the mean of the series.

(2) Explained Deviation: the deviation of an expected (regression)
value from the mean of the series.

3a
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(3) Unexplained Residual: the c:::;:rr.:.ncy between the total and the
explained deviation. This is, of course; the difference between
(1) and (2) above. .

The Measurement of Linear Correlation

A serious disadvantage of frechand gl.r,)11 is that they zw-t on personal
judgment. Without a standard operating procedure, it is unlikely that
two workers would ever locate the trend line in exactly the same position.
Obviously, a line that is used to measure correlation in the manner sug-
gested above must always meet the same specifications; otherwise the
results will be lacking in the reliahility which is essential to scientific
procedure.

Such standard specifications have been formulated as follows: the
line is so located as to make the suit of the vertical residuals around that
line equal to zero that is, to rr.Ae the sum of the positive and negative
discrepancies balance one another. Thus, such a line represents the
scatter around it, as the mean represent:: its array. And like the mean,
it makes the sum of the squared deviations a minimum it conforms
to the principle of least squares.* It cause of these properties it is labeled

3 Total
Deviation

ZeroOrigin-

1-

2
3

4

Unexplained
}Deviation

Deviation

FIGURE 10.3.3 Lin,: of Groat Sc, cn Srtur Diagram,
Income and Seder? P.Iths

The: tine confd just as srel he beatc.1 so AI tc, -pinln1;te the cum of the tquarel Aar-
deviati<mt, or :-reti4uali 114...e re:, tit:* th t line would yield the tame gnus-

u-e of correlation as the line nbitnitir tl. Vinit: rcrtical tcriduaL, is urtheconay
to at its po.itkn. One regret= an two %ill to ice for purposes of toestaarin,; linear
correlation bit' ern two vatilEt s.
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the lino of best fit; by the criterion of least squares, it fits the scatter
better than does any other straight line.

The tracing of this mathematical line of best fit is simplified by again
plotting cases as deviations from means. For, under these conditions,
the line of least squares will always conveniently pass through the zero
origin, which lies at the intersection of the means. Consequently, it
may be readily plotted once its slope on the z-axis has been determined.

Computation of Slope. The calculation of this slope is according to the
following equation, presented here vithout explanation:

Xry
242

(10.3.1)

where b a slope of line of expected y's on observed es
(read: "b, y on x")

Zzy sum of products of paired r- and y-deviations
(read: "sum of cross - products ")

This ratio is the slope of the sought -for best-fitting line; it is the aver-
age change in Y per unit change in X. Accordingly, to find this average
change in social status per unit chance. in income, we compute the cross-
products and squared veleviatiot. , and form the ratio between their
respective sums. Performing these operations (Table 10.3.2), we obtain

Table 10.3.2 Calculation of b

Ow

X Y

3
7

It

15

60

3

7

6
9.

7 33 t
4 0
5 3

0 0

It? 400., ,..
Zri 100

zy

30

49 21

9 3
I I

16 0
25 IS

100 40

.4

WaMNeft.1.1............--........00l~www111.1.

b,, e..4. This is the average rate of inr:rease in social status per unit of
income; that is, for every S1,000 incr.:.1.5.0 in income, there is an average
Intros* of .4 status points. Because this average Axes the inclination
of the regression line to the axis of the indvemicnt variable, it has come
to be known as eo;e. Once dctcrrair.,,l, it enables us to plot the line of
least squares and proceed to the pre i,e rr.c.isurement of correlation.

3 it
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Plotting the Regression Linc. Since a ,tr..i.;ht line is determined by any
two points, we plot v.vo points knoAn to lie on the least-squares line and
run a straight line through them. For one of these, we pick up the point
of origin (intersection of axes); the other point is most conveniently
obtained by calculating the expected value of y when x a 1.00. This
will of course be equal to b. Accordingly, we draw a line through the
zero origin and a point plotted at the intersection of 1.00 and .1. This
line is plotted in Figure 10.3.3.

It is this line that supplies the expiniried deviations (y's) corresponding
to the observed x's, since the unbroken line of best fit necessarily consists
of all possible explained deviations. l'rom it, we may read the approxi-
mate magnitudes of the explained deviations; but they may be more
precisely determined by application of the slope formula:

p a b(x) (10.3.2)

where = expected deviation in Y for any given z (read "y- circumflex ").

Substituting the observed x-deviations in this formula, and solving for the
i's, we obtain the results shown in Table 10.3.3. These is are the y's

Table 10.3.3

Complete Set of D.Volncs for Otr-
tared et

=mg.m...

b,, x

.4

.4

.4

.4

.4

7 2.83 1.2
1 .4
4 1.6
3 2.0
0 0.0arl..ways

that would have been observed if X and Y were perfectly correlated.
But these Vs were not observed; hence, we mint determine how close
they come to those observed, in order to fix th:. degree of correlation.

Colicknf of Determination. We have thus come to the final stage in the
measurement of correlation. This measurement proce.eds on the principle
that the more nearly the explained devi...tions approach the total devia-
tions, obviously the greater is the proportion of variation explained and
the higher the degree of correlation. As a statistical operation, the
conversion to a single index consists of summing the Equated explained
deviations, and expressing this c.rp!aiA c.criction as a proportion of the
total cariotion to be enlainei. Symbolically,

r.1
(10.3.3), Explained Vi nation y

r.
Total Vali:AO:I
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This ratio, be it noted, is symbolized by O. It is the fraction of the total
variation in the dependent Y-vneialle which is determined by the inde-
pendent X-variable; hence, it is cancel the Coefficient of Determination.
Since it is impossible to explain more than the total variation, /lean never
be greater than unity, and will prr.ctic-; fly always be less than one.

Had the simple algebraic devklieiv around the mean been employed
as measures of variation, they wo,...!(1 have summed to zero a very
impractical situation which would n,:dt have pninitted any ratios at all.
Hence we turn to squared deviatioi,,:, in compliance with the principle
of least squares.

But in order to circumvent this ta,.,r.! complicated computation, would
it not have been possible to take the .iitople arithmetic deviations from
the median? This was, in principle, thr. solution of Francis Calton %die)
originally propagated the concepts of regrcs'sion and correlation in his
famous'irork Natural Inheritance (W.59). However, the mean has prop-
erties not possessed by the median NI Iikh make it more useful in correla-
tion computations. And once the in.:An his been chosen, there is no
alternative but to adopt the least-sv:ircs principle for its implementa-
tion.

The complete computation of r illustrated in Table 10.3.4, where

Table 10.3.4 Computation of

1.1.1 .0.0
y b a. ei 01 10

7 3 (.4) () 2.5 7.64 93 1 (.4) (-3) 1.2 1.44 1

1 1 (.4) (1) .4 .16 1

4 0 (.4) (4) 1.6 2.56 0
5 3 (.4) (5) 2.0 4.00 9

0.0 16.00 20

16 i0
20.111101111.11.....". ...4101.11141/10.

the explained and observed deviations are squared and summed to give
the explained and total variation, rcspz,etively. Upon dividing the total
variation, 20, into the explained variation, l(, we obtain r1" .SO. This
is the final measure of the dcgra of 4,,sociation between t se two vari-
ables: it teve-als eat SO per cent of the wri...tion in Y is accounted for
by its linear dPpendence on X.

Rerersibilitv of O. We could have ou.lputctl the regression of X on 1'
AA ea.ily a= the tegression of on X. and tiimhy dctcrtuiucd the pro-

31
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portion of X-variation explained by Y. In fact, such a result would
appear essential to a complete statement of correlation. Why compute
4, and ignore rL? The answer is that it has not been ignored, although
we did not compute it independently. It is simply unnecessary to fit
both regression lines for the reason that = In short, r2 is revers-
ible. For example, knowing that 4, = .SO, we may state not only that
income explains SO per cent of the variation in social status but the re-
verse as well, namely, that social status accounts for SO per cent of the
variation in income. Since, from a purely statistical standpoint, each
explains the other to the same degree, the subscript is usually not attached
to 0.

Coefficient of Non-determination. Sir.ce the difference between total
variation and explained variation is necessarily equal to the unexplained
variation, it follows that the unexplained proportion is simply the differ-
ence between unity and 0, a quantity appropriately termed the Coeficicnt
of Non-determination. We may write it as follows:

Explained Variation
1 I 'Total Variation

We could have obtained this quantity directly by measuring the resid-
uals aroand the regression line, squaring and summing them, and ex-
pressing this sum as a proportion of total variation. In fact, this is the
operational meaning of I e. flit whether calculated directly from the
residuals, or indirectly via 0, this coefficient may always be construed
as the proportion of variation in the dr:pendent variable left linearly
unexplained by the independent variable, It thereby gauges the strength
of the unidentified factors.

Pearsonian Product-Moment r. Conventionally, it is r rather thane that
is selected and quoted to indicate the de rte of correlation between the
two variables. Why is this so, patticul:nly since 0 seems to have all of
the prerequisites for a satisfactory iinlex of correlation: it ranges between
zero and unity; it has a simple, comprehensible meaning? Nevertheless,
unless another index is specifically named, it is assumed that the correla-
tion coefficient refers to Peartenia,: r. How is this convention explained?

More formulating an answer to that cptestion, we must first acquaint
ourselves with the distinctive prownties of r. Accordingly, we rettun
once again to the scatter dia2,rom and the line of best fit. Our procedure
will be exactly the same as that foilowed previously, excepting that the
data will now be plotted as stand .11 nevi:gel (cr-values), instead of the
observed deviations (Figure I0.3.1). Again the configuration of points
is left unaffected by the transformation: the sole alteration is that the
scale unit is now the standard &tint:en rather than the original raw
unit of measure.

3 '7
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FIGURE 10.3.4 Sccitfr Diojront of .Standard Derioks

Table 10.3.5

Delia:tons as Standard
Derides

..".......""......-..D:1r IA T cosi STANDAR!) DEVIATES

Z V.
V

-
e e

7 3 1.56 1.503 1 .67 .50

1 1 12 .50

4 0 .80 .00

5 3 1.12 1.50

I) 6 67043 0.00

es ea 4.47

e, =2.00

To establish the line of best fit through this seaVer of tr-points, we
first calculate its slope as before, except that now we operate on the
standard deviate-3 instead of the raw deviations. Consequently, the slope
would now be written in standard form:

214 Y)
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instead of:

Since is usually symbolized

as:

Zry
Ere

the slope formula may be simply written

22,z,r .2is IV
(10.3.4)

and symbolized r instead of b. This the culmination of our devrlop-
meat. We are now in a position to :ee that the slope of the regression
line through the scatter of c.points is idrutical with the scp.mre root of
explained variation: that is, r = \fir. For the example above (Table
1C3.1), VI-ST)

To compute r directly, we would proceed as in Table 103.6, where

Table 10.3.6
1.5G

Cross-Products of Stand- .22

ard Deviates .S9

Pearsonian r as Mean of .67

1 .1 2

1.50 2.310
.50 .333
.50 .110
.00 .000

1.50 1.650

4.463

4
r

.46Clt '- .89

AMAISAIIAIMINAII.

paired standard deviates are multipliol to; ether and those crate- products
are summed and averaged. The mean of the cress-products is r.

We can now understand why r was dcsiguatc4 by Karl Pearson "prod-
uct-moment correlation coefficient." From the composition of Formula
10.3.4 above, it is clear that r is strictly an aritIonetie mean; it is a sum
divided by the number of items in that sum. Now, the term "mean"
and "moment" are used intercl6mg:ably in mathematical statistics;
hence, Pearson labeled the mean of the standard cross-products the
product-moment correlation coeMcient.

Viewed in this light, r may be con:trice .is the mean change in Y for
every unit change in X, or the reveri-e, always assuming measures in
standard form, i.e., expressed in terms of sigma unitk. Thus, if a given
income deviates by le from its mean, we expect the associated status
sews to deviate on the average horn their mean by .Sflo. By virtue of
this principle, we may estimate Y (in standard form) for any given
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value of X, exactly as we applied b to obtain the expected y-deviations.
We have only to apply the formula:

yar(z.) (10.3.5)

where I, = estimated c-value in Y
observed a-value in X

Substituting our data in this formula, we get the estimated values shown
in Table 10.3.7. Thus, when income is 1.12 in standard form, social

Table 10.3.7 Estimated z. from Observed z,

il
ea

;1.56 (S0)(L56) - 1.39
.67 (S9)( .67) .60
22 (SO( .22) .20

.89 (S9) ( .S9) .79

1.12 ($0)( 1.12) 1.00
*Ow

status is estimated to be 1.00; when income is 1.56er, social status would
be 1.30o. Perfect correlation between two series would prevail whenever
the paired values are identical sigma distances from their respective
means for example, if the person with a sociology grade of, say, 1.So
above the mean were located 1.So above the mean of the history grades,
and alt other observations in the two series were also perfectly paired.
Because r is reversible, we could have applied r to the observed t's and
thereby estimated the corresponding ta's.

Comparison of r and O. On the surface, the difference between r and 0
appears very trivial: a simple detail of exponent, with both values easily
convertible into the other, after one has been computed. Nevertheless,
this seemingly innocent difference cannot be so lightly dismissed, for the
two is respectively focus on two distinct but interrelated aspects of
covariation -- a distinction which the design of the present chapter has
deliberately sought to portray.

Either one could have been meelmnically derived from the other by
way of only one of the two proczdnret. However, an 0 derived from r
would never convey to the student the intent and meaning of explained
variation which 0 measures. The "square of the slope" would mean
nothing to him. Nor would an r, converted arithmetically from 0, con-
vey the intent and meaning of the slope. The "square root of explained
variation" coved not be visualized as slope. Although r and 0 are inter.

too
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dependent, 0 measures the over -:al proportion of the total variation of
one variable that is associated with, or explained hy, the other.

On the other hand, r measures_ the dynamic aspect of this relation,
measuring the rate of change in one variable relative to the other, as
has been demonstrated in the p iradigrns above. Because of this con-
ceptual distinction, we may say that r is primarily a predictive device
to forecast, for example, the expeeted level of performance on one vari-
able from observed performance on another. As such, it is probably
more likely to be used by educaurs, psychologi,ts, and others interested
in personal prediction, rather th.ln by sociologists. On the other hand,
0 is a summarizing measure v-ei.;Ling the influence, or force, exerted by
one variable on the other.

Since r is slope, it manifestly must have a direction: predominantly
up or down, according to whether the variables are positively or nega-
tively related. It follows that the direction of the slope reflects the type
of relation, which is then symbolized by a plus or minus sign. The synop-
tic measure 0, however, carries no sign since it expresses a proportion
of a total variation.

It Is now clear that r and 0 ore not interchangeable; nor should they
be cheaply derived from each other until their structural meanings are
thoroughly understood. Since r is always larger than r', it could be
deliberately or unwittingly used to miggerate the strength of associa-
tion and thereby mislead the reader: for example, r e .5 may seem to
signify a reasonably strong association, but r' .25 indicates that only
25 per cent of the variation in either variable is accounted for by the
other. 1Then the emphasis is on the strength of the over-all relationship
between two variables, as is frey:ently the case in sociological studies,
r' is the pertinent statistic. For example, the finding that 50 per cent
of the variation in area delinquezcy may be attributed to the economic
factor still leaves something unexplained; yet it represents a tangible
gain in understanding a phenon:Tnon that until a century ago was laid
at the door of demons, heredity, free will.

In sum, each measure has its very distinctive connotations and ap-
propriate uses. Nevertheless, r tiljOyzt a near monopoly over ri. This
may be due partly to the inertia of tradition, which will perhaps be dis-
sipated when workers become mere sensitive to the nuances of quantita-
tive reasoning.

Computing Formulas: Ungroupd Da'a. The extended analytic opera-
tions previously given were deucd to expose the logic and intent of
the concepts of r and 0, so that they rould be discriminatingly applied
in social research. But such el:.'Sorate ealc.tlations need not be carried
out if the sole object is to determine the mere numerical -mine of r or
0 in a given practical problem. There are handbook working procedures
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I . .

that obviate the need to compute slope, the explained deviations, the
unexplained residuals, and other quantities involved in the formulas
given above. Of course, such mechanical computing methods are not
interpretive tools: they arc merely recipes that can be followed by any
intelligent clerk or machine.

The computing programs here given begin with the product-moment
formula, which may be rewritten for somewhat simpler calculation:

r
Zry

145;x22;y2

And it may be still more conveniently rewritten, particularly when a
desk calculator is available, in terms of the original, untransformed values:

Y XT. Y

vrami=7ap:07:wi7=wim
(10.3.7)1' NI

This is the computing formula for r, ungrouped data. It intends to
eliminate many of the vexatious arithmetic details that are sure to arise
when the operation is carried out on the raw deviations around mean,.

This formula, be it noted, requites only five sums and correspondingly
five work columns. Two of these columns comprise the original tabula-
tion of X and Y, so that only three more are needed in order to proceed
with the calculation of r. Substituting sums in the formula, we again
obtain r

(10.3.6)

Table 10.5.8
Worktable for Calcula-
tion of r from Ungroupcd
Valves

X P
3 3 9 9 9
7 6 49 23 33

11 7 121 49 77
14 8 196 36 S4
16 9 213 81 133

Z 1. 60 30 600 '200 340

140) (50)M)
r As(000) 000:5(200) (30)1

1700.:13p)
0:7-00iF0.33
200
224

I .4 Mr .1 wim 11 1 1 a. 1 1 .1



CAUSATION AND THE LAW

One of the most important elements in the attribution of legal

responsibility for negligence in cases involving torts is the causal

relation between defendant's fault and plaintiff's injury. In the law,

however, as Harper and James point out in the first of the following

two readings, there has developed the concept of "proximate" or

"legal" cause, which differs from the scientific meaning of cause

in that it limits and restricts liability. The result, they note, has

been a widely recognized confusion.

It would be insufficient, however, merely to state that proxi-

mate cause is a legal device to restrict liability; the student should

also note the fundamental difference between the ways in which the

lawyer and scientist approach causation. The selection from Hart

and Honore discusses this difference. According to the authors,

the kinds of inquiries made by scientists are explanatory while thote

of the lawyer are attributive. The scientist's concern is to isolate,

as far as possible, all antecedents of a given consequence, for

example, in the construction of experiments. The lawyer, on the



other hand, pursues a much less ambitious goal, focusing on whether

a particular defendant's conduct was culpable, In other words, there

may well be multiple causes of an event, and it may be the task of

science to disentangle this complex network; but for the purposes

of the law, it is sufficient to establish the nature of the defendant's

contribution.

From H. L. A. Hart and A. M. Honore, Cs usat I on in the
Law (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1959) pp. 26-30;
64-78. Reprinted by permission.

From Fowler V. Harper and Fleming James, Jr. , The Law
of Tor ts (Boston: Little, Brown, & Co., Inc., 1956)
pp. 1108-1121. Reprinted by permission.
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H.L.A. Hart and A.M. Honore, Causation in the Law
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 195917 pp. 64:78.

'To consequences no limit can be 'Every event which would
not have happened if an earlier ee,,t had not hapnened is the con-
sequence of that earlier event.' These two propositions are not equiva-
lent in meaning and are not equally or in the same way at variance
with ordinary thought. They have, however, both been urged some-
times in the same breath by the legal theorist' and the philosopher:
they are indeed sometimes said by lawyers to be 'the philosophical
doctrine' of causation. I t is perhaps not difficult even for the layman
to accept the first proposition as a truth about certain physical events;
an explosion may cause a flash of light which will be propagated as
far as the outer nebulae; its effects or consequences continue in-
definitely. It is, however, a different matter to accept the view that
whenever a man is murdered with a gun his death was thecensequence
of (still less an 'effect' of or 'caused by') the manufacture of the bullet.
The first tells a perhaps unfamiliar tale about unfamiliar events; the
second introduces an unfamiliar, though, of course, a possible way of
speaking about familiar events. It is not that this unrestricted use of
'consequence' is unintelligible or never found; it is indeed used to refer
to bizarre or fortuitous connexions or coincidences: but the point is
that the va:ious causal notions employed for the purposes of explana-
tion, attribution of responsibility or the assessment of contributions
to the course of history carry with them implicit limits which are
similar in these different employments.

It is, then, the second proposition, defining consequence in terms
of 'necessary condition', with which theorists are really concerned.
This proposition is the corollary of the view that, if we look into the
past of any given event, there is an infinite number of events, each of
which is a necessary condition of the given event and so, as much as
any other, is its cause. This is the 'cone= of causation, socalled because,
since any event has a number of simultaneous conditions, the series
fans out as we go back in time. The justification, indeed only partial,
for calling this the philosophical doctrine' of causation is that it re-
sembles Mill's doctrine that we have no right to give the name of cause
to one of theconditions exclusive of the others of them'. It differs from

Lawson, Negligence in the Civil Law, p. 33.
s Glanville Williams, Joint Tort; ac1 ContribLotcry Negligence, p. 239.
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Mill's view in taking the essence of causation to be 'necessary con-
dition' and not' the sum total.' of the sullcient conditions of an event.

Legal theorists have developed this account of cause and con-
sequence to show what is 'factual', 'objective', or 'scientific' in
these notions. this they call 'cause ie fact' and it is usually stressed as
a preliminary to the doctrine that any more restricted application of
these terms in the law represents nothing in the facts or in the ma ning
of causation, but expresses fluctuating legal policy or sentiments of
what is just or convenient. Moral philosophers have insisted in some-
what similar terms that the consequences of human action are
'infinite': this they have urged is an objection against the Utilitarian
doctrine that the rightness of a morally right action depends on
whether its coasequences are better than those of any alternative
action in the circumstances.' We should have to trace as far as possible
the consequences not only for the persons affected directly but also
for those indirectly affected and to these no limit can be set.'' Hence,
so the argument runs, we cannot either inductively establish the
Utilitarian doctrine that right acts are' optimi tic' or use it in particular
cases to discover what is right. Yet, however vulnerable at other
points Utilitarianism may be as an account of moral judgment, this
objection seems to rest on a mistake as to the sense. of 'consequence'.
The Utilitarian assertion that the rightness of an action depends on
its consequences is not the same as the assertion that it depends on
all those later occurrences which would not lune happened had the
iWtion not been done, to which indeed 'ne limit can be set'. It is
important to see that the issue here is not the linguistic one whether
the word 'consequence' would be une..:rstood if used in this way. The
point is that, though we could, we tio not think in this way in tracing
connexions between human actions and events. Instead, whenever
we are concerned with such connexions, whether for the purpose of
explaining a puzzling occurrence, assessing responsibility. or giving
an intelligible historical narrative, we employ a set of concepts restrict-
ing in various ways what counts as a consequence. These restrictions
colour all our thinking in causal terms; when we find them in the law
we are not finding something invented, by or peculiar to the law,
though of course it is for the law to say when and how far it will use
them and, where they are vague, to supplement them.

No short account can be given of the limits thus placed on 'con-
sequences' because these limits vary, intelligibly, with the variety of
causal connexion asserted. Thus we may be tempted' y the generaliza-
tion that consequences must always be something intended or fore-
seen or at least foreseeable with ordinary care: but counter-examples
spring up from many types of context where causal statements are

Mill, Book III, chap. v, s. 2. ' Ross, The Right the Good, p. 36.
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made. If smoking is shown to cause lung cancer this discovery will
permit us to describe past as well as future cases of cancer as the
effect or consequence of smoking even though no one foresaw or had
reasonable grounds to suspect this in the past. What is common and
commonly appreciated and hence foreseeable certainly controls the
scope of consequences in certain varieties of causal statement but not
in all. Again the voluntary intervention of a second person very often
constitutes the limit. if a guest sits down at a table laid with knife
and fork and plunges the knife into his hostess's breast, her death is
not in any context thought of as caused by, or the effect or result of
the waiter's action in laying the table; nor would it be linked with this
action as its consequence for any of the purposes, explanatory or
attributive, for which we employ causal notions. Yet as we have seen
there are ma ay other types of case where a voluntary action or the
harm it does are naturally attributed to some prior neglect of pre-
caution as its consequence. Finally, we may think that a simple
answer is already supplied by Hume and Mill's doctrine that causal
connexion rests on general laws asserting regularconnexion;yet,even
in the type of case to which this important doctrine applies, reference
to it alone will not solve our problem. For we nften trace a causal
connexion between an antecedent and a consequent which themselves
very rarely go together: Nk,C do this w hen the case can be broken
down into intermediate stages, which themselves exemplify different
generalizations, as when we find tlan the fail of a tile was the cause of
someone's death, rare though this be. Here our problem reappears in
the form of the question: When can generalizations be combined in
this way?

We shall examine first the central type of case where the problem
is of this last-mentioned form. Here the gist of the causal connexion
lies in the general connexion with each other of the successive stages;
and is not dependent on the special notions of one person providing
another with reasons or exceptional opportunities for actions. This
form of causal connexion may exist between actions and events, ana
between purely physical events, and it is in such vases that the words
'cause' and 'causing' used of the antecedent action or event have
their most obvious application. It is convenient to refer to cases of
the first type where the consequence: is harm as cases of 'causing
harm', and to refer to cases where harm is the consequence of one
person providing another with reasons or opportunities for doing
harm as cases of 'inducing', 'advising', or 'occasioning' harmful
acts.' In cases of the first type a voluntary act, or a conjunction of
events amounting to a coincidence, operates as a limit in the sense that

1Footnote omitted.
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events subsequent to these are not attributed to the antecedent action

or event as its consequence even though they would not have happened
without it. Often such a limiting action or coincidence is thought of
and described as 'intervening': arid lawyers speak of them as 'snper-
seding' or 'extraneous' causes 'breaking the chain of causation'.
To see what these metaphors rest on (and in part obscure) and how
such factors operate as a limit we shall consider the detail of three
simple cases.

(t) A forest fire breaks out, and later investigation shows that
shortly before the outbreak A had flung away a lighted cigarette into
the bracken at the edge of the forest, the bracken caught fire, a light
breeze got up, :and fanned the flames in the direction of the forest. If,
on discovering these facts, we hesitate before saying that A's action
caused the forest fire this would be to consider the alternative hypo-
thesis that in spite of appearances the fire only succeeded A's action in
point of time, that the bracken flickered out harmlessly and the forest
fire was caused by something else. To dispose of this it maybe neces-

sary to examine in further detail the process of events between the
ignition of the bracken and the outbreak of fire in the forest and
show that these exemplified certain types of continuous change. If
this is shown, there is no longer any room for doubt: A's action was
the cause of the fire, whether he intended it or not. This seems and is
the siolest ofcases. Yet it is importar.t to notice that even in applying
our general knowledge to a case as simple as this, indeed in regarding
it as simple, we make an implicit use of a distinction between types
of factor which constitute a limit in tracing consequence. s and those
which we regard as mere circumstances 'through' vvhillt we trace

then. For the breeze which sprang up after A dropped the cigarette,
and without which the fire would not have spread to Ifte forest, was
not only subsequent to hisaelion but entirely indeglider
was, however, a common recurMT-MI eaTifirof thcenvireinment, and,
as such, it is thought of not as an 'intervening' force but as merely
part of the circumstances in which the cause ' operates'. The decision

so to regard it is implicitly taken when we combine our knowledge of
the successive stages of the process and assert the connexion.

It is easy here to be misled by the natural metaphor of a causal
'chain', which may lead us to think that the causal process consists of a

series of single events each of which is dependent upon (would not
have occurred without) its predecessor in the 'chain' and so is
dependent upon the initiating action or event. In truth in any causal
process we have at each phase not single events but complex sets of

conditions, and among these conditions are some which are not only
subsequent to, but independent of the initiating action or event. Some
of these independent conditions such '.s the evening breeze in the
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example chosen, we classify es mere conditions in or on which the
cause operates; others we speak of as 'interventions' or 'causes'. To
decide how such independent elements shall be classified is also to
decide how we shall combine our knowledge of the different general
connexions which the successive stages exemplify, and it is important
to see that nothing in this knots led2e itself Can resolve this point. We
may have to go to science for the relevant general knowledge before
we can assert, with proper confidence that A's action did cause the
fire, but science. though it tells us that an air current was required, is
silent on the difference between a current in the form of an evening
breeze and one produced by someone who deliberately fanned the
flames as they were flickering out in the bracken. Yet an air current
in this form is not a 'condition' ' mere circumstance' through which
we can trace the Consequence; its presence W'oNd foree-tistaTevise
the as-S-e-iti-dif that A caused the -fire.- Conversely if Scieri-de- haped
us to identify as a, necessary factor-in producing-the-fire Soitie con-
dition-or elent,-.7n-teof which-Vi:e had pre-Viciugy-been-tOtatty ignorant,
e.g. the persistence of oxygen, this would leave our original judgment
undisturbed if this factor were a common or pervasive feature of the
environment or of the thing in question. There is thus indeed an im-
portant sense in which it is true that the distinctions between cause
and conditions is not a 'scientific' one. It is not determined by laws
or generalizations concerning connexions bet' eeri events.

When we have assrmbled all our knowledge of the factors involved
ia the fire, the residual question whie. we then confront (the attributive
question) may be typified as follows: Here is A's action, here is the
fire: can the fire be attributed to ,Vs acticn as its consequence given
that there is also this third factor (the breeze or B's intervention)
without which the fire would not have happened? It is plain that, both
in raisin& questions of this kind and in answering them, ordinary
thought is powerfully influenced by the analogy between the straight-
forward cases of causal attribution (where the elements required for
the production of harm in addition to the initiating action are all
'normal' conditions) and even simpler cases of responsibility which
we do not ordinarily describe in causal language at all but by the
simple transitive verbs of action. These are the cases of the direct
manipulation of objects involving changes in them or their position:
cases where we say 'He pushed it', 'He broke it', 'He bent it.' The
cases which we do confidently describe in causal language (`The fire
was caused by his carelessness',' He cawed a fire') are cases where no
other human action or abnormal occurrence is required for the pro-
duction of the effect, but only normal conditions. Such cases appear
as mere long range or less direct versions or extensions of the most
obvious and fundamental case of all for the attribution of responsi-
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bitity: the case where we can simply say 'He did it.' Conversely in
attaching importance to thus causing harm as a distinct ground of
responsibility and in taking certain kinds of factor (whether human
interventions or abnormal occurrences), without which the initiating
action would not have led to harm, to preelvde the description of the
case in simple causal terms, common sense is affected by the fact that
here, because of the manner in which the harm eventuates, the out-
come cannot be represented as a mere extension of the initiating
action; the analogy with the fundamental case for responsibility
e He did it'fhas broken down.

When we understand the power exerted over our ordinary thought
by theconception thatcausing harm is a mere extension of the primary
case of doing harm, the inter-related metaphors which seem natural to
lawyers and laymen, in describing various aspects of causalconnexion,
fall into place and we can discuss their factual basi... The persistent
notion that some kinds of event required in addition to the initia-
ting action for the production of harm 'break the chain of causation'
is intelligible, if we remember that though such events actually com-
plete the explanation of the harm (and so make rather than break the
causal explanation) they do, unlike mere normal conditions, break the
analogy with cases of simple actions. The same analogy accounts for
the description of these factors as 'new actions' (flos actus) or
'new causes', 'superseding, 'extraneous', 'intervening forces': and
for the description of the initiating action when 'the chain of causa-
tion' is broken as `no longer operative', 'having worn out', funcrus
officio.' So too when the 'chain' is held not to be ' broken' the initia-
ting action is said to be still 'potent? 'continuing', 'contributing',
`operative', and the mere conditions held insufficient to break the
chain are 'part of the background',3 'circumstances in which the
cause operates',`' the stage set', 'part of the history'.

(ii) A throws a lighted cigarette into the bracken which catches
fire. B, just as the flames are about to flicker out, deliberately pours
petrol on them. The fire spreads and burns down the forest. A's action,
whether or not he intended the forest fire, was not the cause of the
fire: B's was.

The voluntary intervention of a second human agent, as in this
case, is a paradigm among those factors which preclude the assimi-
lation in causal judgments of the first agent's connexion with the
eventual harm to the case of simple direct manipulation. Such an
intervention displaces the prior action's title to be called the cause and,

1 Davies v. Swan Motor Co., (19471 2 K.B. 291. 318.
Minister of Pensions v. Chennell, (19471 K.B. 250, 256. Lord Wright (1950), 13

Mod. L.R. 3.
3 Norris v. Wiliam ,tfoss A Son Ltd., (1)54j1 W.L.R. 46, 351.

Minister of Pensions v. Chenne11, (1947) K.B. 250, 256.
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in the p:rsistent metaphors found in the law, it 'reduces' the earlier
action and its immediate effects to the level of 'mere circumstances'
or 'part of the history.' B in this case was not an 'instrument'
through which A worked or a victim of the circumstances A has
created. He has, on the contrary, riecly exploited the circumstances
and brought about the fire without the co-operation of any further
agent or any chance coincidence. Compared with this the claim of
As action to be ranked the cause of the fire fails. That this and not the
moral appraisal cf the two actions is the point of comparison seems
clear. If A and B both intended to set the forest on tire, and this
destruction is accepted as something wrong or wicked, their moral
wickedness, judced'by the criterion of intention, is the same. Yet the
causal judgment differentiates between them. If their moral guilt is
judged by the outcome, this judgment though it would differentiate
between them cannot be the source of the causal judgment; for it
presupposes it. The difference just is that B has caused the harm and
A has not. Again. if we appraise these actions as good or bad from
different points of view, this leaves the causal judgments unchanged.
A may be a soldier of one side anxious to burn down the enemy's
hide-out: B may be an enemy soldier who has decided that his side
is too iniquitous to defend. Whatever is the moral judgment passed
on these actions by different speakers it would remain true that A had
not caused the fire and B had.

There are, as we have said, situations in which a voluntary action
would not be thought of as an intervention precluding causal con-
nexion in this way. These are the cases discussed further below where
an opportunity commonly exploited for 'narnIful actions is negligently
provided, or ori:! person intentionally provides another with a certain
type of reason for wrongdoing. Except in such cases a volunary inter-
vention is a limit past which consequences arc not tre.ced. By contrast,
actions which in any of a variety of different ways are less than fully
voluntary are assimilated to the means by which or the circumstances
in which the earlier action brings about the consequences. Such
actions are not the outcome of an informed choice made without
pressure from others, and the different ways in which human action
may fall short in this respect range from defective muscular control,
through lack of consciousness or knowledge, to the vaguer notions
of duress and of predicaments, created by the first agent for the
second, in which there is no 'fair' choice.

In considering examples of such actions and their bearing on causal
judgments there are three dangers to avoid. It would be folly to think
that in tracing connexions through such actions instead of regarding
them, like voluntary interventions, as a limit, ordinary thought has
clearly separated out their non - voluntary aspect from others by
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which they are often accompanied. Thus even in the crude case where
A lets offs gun(intentionally or not) and startles B, so that he makes an
involuntary movement of his arm which break; a glass, the common-
ness of sk.ch a reaction as much as its compulsive character may
influence the judgment that A's action was the cause of the damage.

Secondly we must not impute to ordinary thought all the fine
discriminations that could be made and in fact are to be found in a
legal system, or an equal willingness to supply answers to complex
questions in causal terms. Where there is no precise system of punish-
ment, compensation or reward to administer, ordinary men will not
often have faced such questions as whether the injuries suffered by a
motorist who collides with another in swerving to avoid a child are
consequences attributable to the neglect of the child's parents in
allowing it to wander on to the road. Such questions courts have to
answer and in such cases common judgments provide only a general.
though still an important indiction of what are the relevant factors.

Thirdly, though very frequently non-voluntary actions arc assimi-
lated to mere conditions or means by which the first agent brings
about the consequences, the assimilation is never quite complete.
This is manifested by the general avoidance of many causal locu-
tions which are appropriate v..:tai the consequences are traced (as
in the first case) through purely physical events. Thus even in the
case in which the second agent's role is hardly an 'action at all, e.g.
where A hits B, who staggers against a glass window and breaks it, we
should say that A's blow made D stagger and break the glass, rather
than that As blow caused the glass to break, though in any explana-
tory or attributive context the case would be summarised by saying
that A's action was the cause of the damage or that A had caused it.

In the last two cases where D's movements are involuntary in
the sense that they are not part of any action which he chose or
intended to do, their connexion with A's action would be described
by saying that A's blow made B stagger or caused him to stagger or
that the noise of A's shot made him jump or caused him to jump.
This would be true, whether A intended or expected B to react in this
way or not, and the naturalness of treating A's action as the cause of
the ultimate damage is due to the causal character of this part of the
process involving B's action. The same is however true where B's
actions are not involuntary movements but A is considered to have
made or caused B to do them by less crude means. This is the case if,
for example, A uses threats or exploits his authority over B to make
E do something, e.g. knock down a door. At least where A's threats
are ofsericus harm, or B's act was unquestionably within A's authority
to order, he too has made or forced or (in forma/ quasi -legal parlance)
'caused' B to act.
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Outside the area of such cases, where, B's will would he either said
not to be involved at all, or to be overborne by A, arc cases where A's
act creates a re.. carrient for B narro:yilig the area of choice so that
he has either to inflict some harm on himself or others, or sacrifice
some important interest or duty. Such cases resemble coercion in
that A narrows the area of B's choice but differ from it in that this
predicament need not be intentionally created. A sets a house on fire
(intentionally or unintentionally): B to save himself has to jump front
a height involving certain injury, or to Save, a child rushes in and is
seriously burnA. Her of course B's movements ore not 1.7.avoluntary;
the 'necessity' of his action is here of a ditTerent order. His action is
the outcome of a choice between two evils forced on hip-, by A's
action. In such cases, Iv hen D's injuries are thought of as the con-
sequi:nce of the fire, the implicitjudgment is made that his action was
the lesser of two evils and in this sense a 'reasonable' ono which he
was obliged to make to avoid the greater evil, This is often paradoxic-
ally, though understandably, described by saying that here the agent
'had no choice' but to do what he did. Such judgmen,.., involve a
comparison of the importance of the respective interests sacrificed
and preserved, and the final assertion that A's action was the cause
of the injuries rests on evaluations about which men may differ.

Finally, the ground for treating some harm which would not have
occurred without B's action as the consequence of A's action may
be that B acted in ignorance of or under a mistake as to some
feature of the situation created by A. Poisoning offers perhaps the
simplest example of the bearing on causal judgments of actions which
are less than voluntary in this Aristotelian sense. If A intending B's
death deliberately poisons B's food and B, knowing this, deliberately
takes the poison and dies, A has not caused B's death: if 11GNeVeC B
does not know the food to be poisoned, eats it and dies A has caused
his death, even if he put the poison in unwittingly. °recurs:: only the
roughest judgments are passed in causal terms in such cases outsidelaw
courts, where fine degrees of 'appreciation' or reckless shutting of the
eyes, may have to be discriminated front' full knowledge'. Yet, rough
as these are, they indicate clearly enough the controlling principles.

Though in the foregoing cases A's initiating action might often be
described as 'the cause' of the ultimate harm, this linguistic fact is of
subordinate importance to the fact that, for whatever purpose, ex-
planatory, descriptive or evaluative, consequences of an action are
traced, discriminations are made (except Li .11e cases discussed later)
between free voluntary interventions an.i less than voluntary reactions
to the first action or the circumstances created by it.

(iii) The analogy with single simple actions which guides the
tracing of consequences may be broken by certain kinds of conjunc-
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tions of physical events.. hits B who falls to the ground stunned and
bruised by the blow; at that moment a tree crashes to the ground and
kills B. A has certainly caused B's bruises bur not his death: for
though the fall of the tree was, like the evening breeze, in our earlier
example, independent of and subsequent to the initiating action, it
would be differentiated from the breeze in any description in causal
terms of the connexion of B's death with A's action. It is to be
noticed that this is not a matter which. turns on the intention with
which A struck 13. Even if A hit B inadvertently or accidentally his
blow would still be the cause of D's bruises: he would have caused
theta though unintentionally. Conversely even if A had intended his
blow ro kill, this would have been an attempt to kill but still not the
cause of B's death. On this legal and ordinro-y judgments would be
found to agree; and most legal systems would distinguish for the
purposes of punishmentt an attempt with a fatal upshot, issuing by
such chance or anomalous events, from 'causing death'the terms in
which the offences of murder and manslaughter are usually defined.

Similarly the causal description of the case does not tura on the
moral appraisal of A's action or the wish to punish it. A may be a
robber and a murderer and B a saint guarding the place A hoped to
plunder. Or B may be a murderer and A a hero who has forced his
way into B's retreat. In both cases the causal judgment is the same.
A had caused the minor injuries but not B's death, though he tried to
kill his 1. A may indeed be praised or blamed but not for causing
B's death. However intimate the connexion between causation and
respbnsibility, it does not determine causal judgments in this simple
way. Nor does the causal jt.dgment turn on a refusal to attribute
grave consequences to actions which normally have less serious
results'. Had A's blow killed B outright and the tree, falling on his
body, merely smashed his watch we should still treat the coincidental
character of the fall of the tree as determining the form of causal
statement. We should then recognize A's blow as the cause of B's
death but not of the breaking of the watch.

The connexion between A's action and B',s death in the first case
would naturally be described in the language of coincidence. 'It was
a coincidence: it just happened that. at the very moment when A
knocked B down, a tree crashed at the very place where he fell and
killed him.' The common legal metaphor would describe the fall of
the tree as an 'extraneous' cause. This, however, is dangerously mis
leading, as an analysis of the notion of coincidence will show. It
suggests merely an event which is subsequent to and independent of
some other contingency, and of course the fall of the tree has both
these features in relation to A's blow. Yet in these respects the fall of

Footnote omitted.
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the tree does not differ front the evening Meese in the earlier case
;here we found no diniculty is ti acing causal connexion.' The full
elucidation of the notion of a coincidence is a complex matter for,
though it is very important as a limit in tracia.; consequences, causal
questions are not the only ones to which the notion is re.leant. The fol-
lowing are its most general chnracteristes. We speak of a coincidence
whenever (1) the conjunction of two or more eN eats in certain spatial
or temporal relations is very by ordinary standards and (2)
is for some reason significant or importent, proi.ided (3) that they
occur without human contri% anee ar,../ (4) are independent of each
other. It is therefore a ccincidence if two persons known to each o!h.,:r
in Lorti.b-,n met without design in Faris on their way to sera rat
independently chosen destinations; or if two persons living in differ-
ent places independently decide to write a book on the same subject.
The first is a coincidence of time and place (' It just hap; cried that
we were at the same place at the same time '), and the sNoild a
coincidence of time only (' It just h.,rvered that they both decide.1 to
write on the subject et the same time.).

Use of this general notion is made in the special case when the con-
junction of two or more eents occurs in temporal and or spatial
relationships which are significant, because, as our general know ledge
of causal processes show s, this conjunction is required for the pro-
duction of some given further event. In the lango age of Mill's idealized
model, they form a necessary part of a complex set of jointly sufilcient
conditions. In the present case the fail of the tree just as 13 was struck
down within its range satisfies the four criteria for a coineidenee.shich
we have enumerated. First, tho.n,,la neither ent was of a very rare
or exceptional kind, their conjunction would be rated 'cry unlikely
judged by the standards of ordinary experience. Secondly, this con-
junction was causally si init.:cant for it was a necessary part of the
process terminating in Ws death. Thirdly, this conjunction was not
conscioasly designed by A; had he kno.% n of the impending fall of the
tree and hit B sith the intention that he should fall within it; range
B's death would not has,: been the result of any coincidence. A would
certainly have caused it. The conarnon..;ei se principle that a contrised
conjunction cannot be a coincidence is the element of truth in the
legal maxim (too broadly stated even for lezal purposes) that an
intended con s ea nnot he too ' remote% Fourthly, each member
of the conjunction in this case was independent of the other: whereas
if 13 had fallen against the tree with an irnp:ct sUfIcient to bring, it
down on him, this sequence of physical events, though freakish in its
way, would not be a coincidence and in most contexts of ordinary
life, as in the law, the course of events would be summarized by saying

Ato.e, ct
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that in this case, unlike that of the coincidence, A's act was the cause
of B's death, since each stage is the effect of the preceding stage.
Thus, the blow forced the victim against the tree, the effect of this was
to make the tree fall and the fall of the tree killed the victim.

One further criterion in addition to these four must be satisfied if
a conjunction of events is to rank as a coincidence and as a limit when
the consequences of the action are traced. This further criterion
again shows the strength of the influence which the analogy with the
case of the simple manipulation of things exerts over thought in
causal terms. An abnormal condition existing at the time of a human
intervention is distinguished both by ordinary thought and, with a
striking consistency, by most legal systems' from an abnormal event
or conjunction of events subsequent to that intervention; the former,
unlike the latter, are not ranked as coincidences or 'extraneous'
Causes when the consequence; of the intervention come to be traced.
Thus A innocently gives 13 a tap °ter the head of a normally quite
harmless character, but because B is then suffering front some rare
disease the tap has, as we say, 'fatal results'. In this case A has caused
B's death though unintentionally. The scope of the principle which
thus distinguishes contemporaneous abnormal conditions from sub-
sequent events is unclear; but at least where a human being initiates
some physical change in a thing, animal. or person, abnormal physical
states of the object affected, existing at the time. are ranked as part of
the circumstances in which the cause 'operates'. In the familiar con-
trolling imagery these are part of 'the stale already set' before the
'intervention'.'

Judgments about coincidences, though tve often agree in making
them, depend on two related ways on issues incapable of precise
formulation. One of these is patent, the other latent but equally
important. Just how unlikely must a conjunction be to rank as a
coincidence, and in the light of what knc. w ledge is likelihood to be
assessed? The only antwer is: 'very unlikely in the light of the
knowledge available to ordinary It is of course the indeter-
minacies of such standards, implicit in causal judgments, that make
them inveterately disputable, and call for the esercise of discretion or
choice by courts. The second and lalent indeterminacy of these judg-
ments depends on the fact that the things or events which they relate
do not have pinned to them some uniquely correct description always
to be used in assessing likelihood. It is art important Nrsasive feature
of all our empirical jtrIgnients that there is a constant possibility of
more or less specific description of any event or thing with which they
are concerned. The It et might be des :ribed not simply as 'a tree' but
as a 'rotten trees or as a 'fit tree' or a 'tree sixty feet tall'. So too its

Footnote omitted.

2Footnote omitted.
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fall might be described not as a 'fall' but as a fall of a specified
distance at a specified velocity. The likelihood of conjunctions framed
in these different terms would be differently assessed. The criteria of
appropriate description like the standard of likelihood are supplied
by consideration of common knowledge. Even if the scientist knew
the tree to be rotten and could have predicted its fall with act.uracy,
this would not change the judgment that its fall at the time when B
was struck down within its range was a coincidence; nor would it make
the description 'rotten tree' appropriate for the assessment of the
chances involved in this judgment. There are other controls over the
choice of description derived from the degree of specificity of our
interests in the final outcome of the causL.1 process. We are concerned
with the fall of an object su Meient to cause 'death' by impact and the
precise force or direction which may account for the detail of the
wounds is irrelevant here.

Opportunities and Reasons

Opportunities. The discrimination of VOWit:ary interventions as a
limit is no longer made when the case, owing to the commonness or
appreciable risk of such harmful :ntery en tion, can be brought within
the scope of the notion of providing an opportunity, known to be
commonly exploited for doing harm. Here the limiting principles are
different. When A leases tile house unlocked the range ofconsequences
to be attributed to this neglect, as in any other case where precautions
are omitted, depends primarily on the way in which such opportunities
are commonly exploited. An alternative formulation of this idea is
that a subsequent intervention would fall within the scope of con-
sequences if the likelihood of its occurring is one of the reasons for
holding A's omission to be negligent.

It is on these lines that we would distinguish between the entry of
a thief and of a murderer; the opportunity provided is believed to be
sufficiently commonly exploited by thieves to make it usual and often
morally or legally obligatory not to provide it. Here, in attributing
consequences to prior actions, causal judgments are directly con-
trolled by the notion of the risk created by them. Neglect of such pre-
cautions is both unusual and reprehensible. For these reasons it would
be hard to separate the two ways in which such neglect deviates from
the norm'. Despite this, no simple identification can be made of the
notion of responsibility with the causal connexion whkh is a ground
rot it. This is so because the provision of an opportunity commonly
taken by others is ranked as the cause of the outcome independently
of the wish to praise or blame. The causal judgment may be made
simply to assess a contribution to some outcome. Thus, whether we
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think well or ill of the use made of railways, we would still claim that
the greater mobility of the population in the nineteenth century was a
consequence .-.;!* their introduction.

It is obvious that the question whether any given intervention is a
sufficiently common exploitation of the opportunity provided to come
within the risk is again a matter on which judgments may differ though
they often agree. The courts, and perhaps ordinary thought also,
often describe those that are sufficiently common as 'natural' con-
sequences of the negIc.t. They have in these terms discriminated ,he
entry of a thief from the entry of a man who burnt the house down,
and refused to treat the destruction of the house as a 'natural' con-
sequence of the neglect.%

We discuss later in Chapter IX the argument that this easily Intel-
ligible concept of 'harm within. the risk', over-riding as it d ns the
distinctions between voluntary interventions and others, should be
used as the general test for determining what subsequent harm should
be attributed for legal purposes to prior action. The merits of this
proposal to refashion the law along these simple lines are perhaps
considerable, yet consequences of actions are in fact often traced both
in the law and apart from it in other ways which depend on the dis-
crimination of voluntary interventions from others. We distinguish.
after all, as differing though related grounds of responsibility,causing
harm by one's own action and providing opportunities for other.; to
do harm, where the guiding analogy with the simple manipulation of
things, which underlies causal thought, is less close. When, as in the
examples discussed above, we trace c,ansequences through the non-
voluntary interverv! )ns of others our concern is to show that certain
stages of tle process. nave a certain tnse of connexion with the preced-
ing stages, and not, as when the no:ion of risk is applied, to show that
the ultimate outcome is connected in sonic general way with the
initiating action. Thus, when A's shot makes B start and break a glass
it is the causal relationship describe,! by the expression 'made B
start' that we have in mind and not the likelihood that on hearing a
shot someone mly break a glass. Causal connexion may be traced in
such cases though the initiating actiorn and the final outcome are not
contingencies that commonly go toccher.

Apart from thceconceptuat reasons for distingaishing these related
grounds for responsibility, it is clear that both in tl e law, as we show
in Chapter VI, and apart from it we cons'antly treat harm as caused
by a person's action though it does not fall 'within the risk'. If, when
B broke the glass in the example given above, a splinter flew into C's
eye, blinding him, A's action is indeed the cause of C's injury though
we may not always blame him for so unusual a consequence.

Bellow: v. Worcester Stowe Co. (19)7). 217 Mast- 1St, 7 N.E. :d
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Reasons. In certain varieties of interpersonal transactions, unlike
the Me of coercion, the second action is quite voluntary. A may not
threfiten B but may bribe or advise or persuade him to do something.
Hex, A does not 'cause' or 'make' B do anything: the strongest
words we should use are perhaps that he 'induced' or 'procured' B's
rm. Yet the law and moral principles alike may treat one person as
responsible for the harm which another free agent has done 'in con-
sequence' of the advice or the inducements which the first has
offered. In such cases the limits concern the range of those actions
done by B which are to rank as the consequence of A's words or
deeds. In general this question depends on A's intentions or on the
'plan of action' he puts before B. If A advises or bribes B to break in
and steal from an empty nouse and B does so, he acts in consequence
of A's advice or bribe. If he deliberately burns down the house this
would not be treated as tile consequence of A's bribe or advice, legally
or otherwise, though it may in some sense be true that the burning
would not have taken place without the advice or bribe. Nice questions
may arise, which the courts have to settle, where B diverges from the
detail of the plan of action put before him by A.

...111. 0. 4. .1.-0 OA.



F -crier V. Harper and Fleming James, Jr., The
Law of Torts (Boston. Little, Brown and Cowpony,
1956), pp 1103-1121.

§20.1. Introductory. Nesligcnce is not a ground of liability
unless it causes injury or damage to sc,me interest which the law
recognizes and protects. Moreover, it does not make a defendant
liable for any injury or damage Co;:t is not a consequence of the
negligence. The establishment of the requisite connetion
is therefore an element of a plaintif:'s cause of action for ncgli-
gcncl, to be pleaded and proven by hem. And where a cause of
action exists, the question of causal connection will determine the
scope of liability the extent of the injury or damage for which
defendant will have to Nv. The question then naturally arises
what is the kind of causal connection or rekliOnSitip that the law
reouires to be prosen. Obsiows!y the legal test includes a require-
ment that the wronful conduct must be a cause in fact of the
ham]; but if this stood alone the seoi,e of liability would be vast
indeed, ior'_.the causes of causes fare] infinite~' : "the fataltres-
pass done by Eve was cause of all our woe." But the law has not
stopped time it has doeloptd further testtictions and limita-
tions. The concept this development has produced is generally
called "proximate" or "legal" cause. To be sure this concept is
only one of the devices used to limit the fact and the extent of

liabilit) for negligence.' In the progress of negligence law, how-
ever, the concept of proximate cause has been greatly overworked

Limiracons on the tcore ct dziy ari the tl:!c ct contributory neegtect
are, for e.m.p!c, Nita such doitti
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to limit or control both the liability of defendant and the effect
of contributory negligence because of many considerations which
can be treated in a more meaninz. ul and significant way in con
nection. with other issues, such as that of duty, standard of conduct
and the like? "Having no integi a ted meaning of its own, (the]
chameleon quality [of proximate cause) permits it to be substi
Wed for any one of the elements of a negligence case when
decision on that element becomes . . No other formula
. . . so nearly does the work or Aladdin's Imp." 3 The result
has been a widely recognized confusion, and as luxuriant a crop
of legal literature as is to be had in any br.-iuch of tort law.4 Per-
haps recent years have seen a little headway made in dispelling
the confusion and taking some or the work load off of this weary
cenIcept by separating other strands for analysis and treatment
under other more appropriate headings. If this is so, much of
the credit belongs to Dean Green.

=Sec Green, Rationale of Proximate Cuse 73, 122 ct seq. (1927); Carpenter.
Workable Rules for Determining Proximate C susc, 20 Calif. L. Rcv. 229. 246-253
(191'2); ar'l C J., in kindcrasitch %. rainier, 127 Conn. 83. S9 et seq., IS
A.2,1 53. 1.5 (19;0).

Ctecn, Proximate Cause in Texas Negligence Lass, 23 Texas 1.. Rev. 471, 411-
472 (19;0).

4/i.e folio:sing is a suegestise but not cdiartstise list of literature: Green,
Rationale of Pinxi,nate Cause (1927): Bohlen, 1 he Probable or the Natural Consc
quences as the Test of Liability in Negligence, 19 Am. L. Reg. 79, 148 (1901);
Bingham, Smile Suggestions Coneeruing -Legal Cause" at Common Law, 9 Colvin.
L Pcv. 16, 135 (1909); Smith. Leta! Cause in Actions of Toil, 25 Harv. L. Rev.
103, 223, 303 (1911); Terry, Ptoximate Couscquer.ces in the taw of 'Potts, 23 Ham,
L. Rot. 10 11914); Beale, The Proxinr.te Consequences of an Act, 33 nary. L.
Re-. 633 (1320); Pollock, Liability for Consequences. 33 L P.ev. 163 (1922): Lesitt,
Cause, Legal Cause and Proximate CV:3Z. 21 Mi.-11. L. Rev. 34, i60 (1922); Reese,
Negligence and Proximate Cause, 7 Cornell I Q. 93 (1922): Green, Are Ne3Irgence
and "Proximate" Cause Determined by the Ssine Teit, I Texas L. Rev. 212, 256
(1323); felgoton, Legal Cause. 72 U. Pa. I. Res. 211, 313 (1924); McLaughlin,
Proximate Cause, 33 Itarv. L. Rev. 149 (192;7; Rur3 Ruin of Legal Cause In
Negligence Cases, IS Calif L. Rcv. I (1920); Green, Are 'there Dependable Rules
of Causation, 77 U. Pa. L. Rev. 601 (192:3); Caipenta, Wo.kable Rules for be.
termining Proximate Cause, 20 Calif. L. Rev. V), 32a. 471 (1932); reaslee, Multiple
Causation anl n3mPgc. 4; Ilatv. I. Res. 1127 r1931i; Catgcntet, Concurrent Cansa
lion, 83 U. Pa. L. Rev. 911 (1933); Ptosier. The 3linnesota .'oust en Proximate
Cause, 21 Minn. L. Rev. 19 (1936). Campbell, Duty Fault aml Icgal Cause, (19381
Wis. L Rcv. 402; Gregory. Proximate Cause its Nsgligcnce A Retreat from
Rationafiratioa, 6 H. Chi. L. Res 35 ;1333); Morris. On the Teaching of Legal
Cause, 39 Coturu. L. Rev. 1037 (1933); 'arpcoitcr. Proximate Cause, II So. Calif.
L. Rev. I, 113 (1910). 13 So. Calif. 1 Res. 1S7, 301. 427 (1911), 16 So. Calif. L.
Rev. I, 61. 273 (1942); Mortis, Proximate Caws in Minneiata, 31 Minn. L Rev.
183 (VW). Glens. Ptoxitate Ca i'e in Texas Negligence L rw, 28 Texas L. Rev.
471, 621, 733 (1930); Mcrlis. Duty. Negligence > Id Causation. 101 U. Pa. 1.. Rev. 1$9
(1934; Green. Proximate Cause. 17 Texas R J. 151 (1934).

These writings trine-4cm nearly every pairt of view, for reasons
that the prvent authors 6n1 thisist, Molls gs,es so fat as to disparage the tr..
quiretatcnt of cause in fact.
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§20.2. Causal relation or cause in fact. Through all the di.
verse theo-acs of proximate cause runs a common thread; all agree
that defendant's wrongful conduct must be a cause in fact of
plaintiffs injury before there is liability. This notion is not a
metaphysical one but an ordinary, matteroffact inquiry into the
existence or nonexistence of a causal relation as laymen would
view it. Clearly this is not a quest for a sole cause. Probably it
cannot be said of any event that it has a s;ogle causal antreedenf;
usually there are many.; For the purpose of the present inquiry
it is enough that defendant's negligence be a cause in fact of the
harm. .`

A rough working test of this relation, talid for most cases and
enjoying wide currency, is the "but for" or sine qua Trott test:
defendant's negligence is a cause in fact of an injuty \where the
injury would not have ()mitred but for defendant's negligent con.
duct.' It is probably safe to say that wherever this test is met, the
cause in fact relation2 does exist. elIttt the test is not universally
valid as a test of exclusion of causes in fact.,, There is one situation
where it will not work. If two independent causes concur to pro
duce a resin; which either of them ,d:,ne would have produced,
each is a cause in fact of that result though it would have hap.
pcncd without either cause (hut not if both causes were absent).'
Thus if two fires from separate sources combine as the) reach
plaintiff's property, and constune it, each is a cause though it be
assumed or shmrt that the property would have been consumed
as completely by either fire alone)

So far as the subitrintivc law of torts goes, the cause in fact
aspect of the requiremen: of legal cause gives little trouble, and
it has been called a simple one.' Yet there are problems here

62'02. 1 Carpenter, Workable Rules for Duermining Nmirvate Cause. :9 Calif.
L. Rev. 229, 253 -236, 596-1.-e; (1934; Smith, U-gal Cause in Actions of Tort. 21
Hate. L Rex. 103 105-110 (1911).

*But not neteisarily the relationship of legal or proximate came. It has ken
said that the "but for" test is %Aid as a tot of exclusien (It not of inchasion) for
proxi,nott cause (except in the we of the toncutling efficient crosses gisen in the
tem). Smith, legal Cause in Actions of Tort, 25 11;ix. L. Rte. 103, 109 (1PII).
A moment's reflection ssill reseal that this statc.rtent and tie one in the text 0,1,:ch
is cence.ned with cause io f:ct only) arc r.st at all inconsistent. Carpenter, W04
able Wei to Determining Proximate Cause, 20 Calif. L. Rey. 229, 306 (1232).
remarks, ooliqudl, that the "but for" stile rEay to used as a test for exclusion with
respect to proximate (ines and of ine:rision of causes in fact.

*See Tresses., Touts 2:0 17:41 cd. 1953).
;Green, Rational: of Proximate Owe 155 (1927); Cue% Proximate Cause in

Texas Netligence Lass. 25 Texas L. Rev. ill, 474. 476 (19.5.7. Of course. if tin.
warrantably confused with °thee aspects of a negligence case, the "causation" issue
thus creak's! may apron extremely complex.
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which often beset the trial court and practitioner and prove fatal
to many a case. The most serious of these problems is that of
sufficiency of proof where the ascertainable facts are meager, or
where they present complicated questions of science, medicine,
engineering, or the like. Another usually less serious prob.
km is in finding appropriate language for the charge.,

The problem of proof here is essentially like that presented by
the problem of proving negligence circumstantially, and the two
often overlap. Thus in res ipso log Otto- cases the requirement of
defendant's exclusive control of the injuring agency really calls for
nothing mme than proof tending to eliminate other possible
causes of the occurrence, so as to indicate that the negligence of
which that occurrence speaks is probably that of defendant.' But
where negligence is pinned on the defendant by direct or other
sufficient proof there may still remain a serious problem of prov-
ing the causal relation. This is not always so perhaps in the
bulk of accident cases the real issues turn on credibility of wit-
nesses and the evaluation of conduct.° But there is a substantial
number where causal relation rests on inference from circum-
stantlal evidence, and in them, is found the same test of delusive
exactness that is generally used to gauge the legitimacy of the basis
for an inference from circumstantial evidence. "Wilde," the New
York court has said, "the facts proven show that there are several
possible causes of an injury, for one or more of which the ee-
fendant was not responsible, and it is just as reasonable that the
injury was the result of one cause or the other, plaintiff cannot
have a recovery since he has failed to prove that the negligence
of the defendant caused the injury." r Hut here, as elsewhere,

ti Ste p19.7 supra; James. Proof of the Breach in Negligence Cases, 37 Va. L. Rev.
179, 2171 et seq. 09;1). The test of kgitimacy of inference; from circumstantial
evidence is discussed in S19.4 stlp-4.

Thus, %here there ate eyo.itnestes to an accident, their totimony will generally
sufna to establish defendant's b:caels of duty and direct causation of plaintill1
injuries.

Iingersoll v. 1.1b..rty Dank of Buffalo, 278 N.V. 1. 7, II N.P.2t1 523. 529 (1M).
See also Ailing v. Northwestern B::1 Tel. Co.. 155 Slinn 63, 1)1 NAY. 313, 314
(1923) (' 7he btiNca Is on tic pllintifl to slIcsir t it it more probblc that the
harm toultox in cons.quence of something for which the dcfcri,"ant was responsible
than in consevence of SDTICZ!1:nS for %di:eh he was rot"), and R.:ribc(g v. Morgan,
209 !cos 471. 457. 218 NAV. 4.n. 493 (1:28) (%Vhcre procf disclosts that a
then result may Ease occurred by reason ef more than one itOXIMAte (AMC. and
the jury can do no more than guts of spressl:te I. to tehich wat, in f: t, the cfS
dent cruse, the submission of such choice to the jury has been consistently ton-
dotnned b) this court and by other coutts-; quoted with app.ovel in Frye v. City
of Detroit. 2;G Mich. 4C6. Cc% 2S9 NA. 555, 857

Cf. the rote libts:.1 st attment of the tot found In 1 sir...4e r. Cudahy Packing Co.
IS) Iowa 658. 701. ll7 N.W. 100 quored pith ai,ptosal in rock
v. Fellnian fary Goods Co., 212 S 1%. 013. 0;7 t Fts. Cir. APP. 1919) CA owe bs'Ing
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this test permits wide latitude where facts arc meager and where
it is pure matter of guesswork where the greater proba!)ilities
A man is found dead at the foot of an unlinhted apartment hall.
way," or at the bottom o! an elevator well one of the entrances to
which was left unguarded' or at a railroad crossing after the
passing of a train that failed to whistle." Death occurred at the
unsafe place, or at the hands of the neglivntly opetated agency,
but did it occur because of the defect or the negligence? Would
the precautions demanded by reasonable care have averted the
accident? Obviously no one knows moreover no one even
knows what the probabilities arc, and the courts are free to choose
either a postulate which will let the juti draw an inference of
negligence, or its opposite,

On the meager kind of showing described, therefore. it is not
surprising to find variant results." Courts which take a strict
attitude stress the fallacy of reasoning post hoc ergo propter hoc,"
and the likelihood of explanations intoning no causal relation:
"It is a matter of common knowledge that people sometimes fall
shown which might produce an acridet,t, and it !wilier appearing that an accident
of that particular character did occur, it it a lot rantabl: inference, in tivz absence
of showing of other Mlle, that the one kno-on vr as the op.:I-Alive aseticy in bringing
about such results").

11 frngersoll v. Liberty Bank of Buffalo, 273 N.V. 1, 14 24.1 $' (1938); Wolf
v. Kaufmann, 227 App. ills. 281, 237 N.Y. Stipp. 550 (1929); ,f. Botnocin v. Fadcn,
149 App. Div. 37, 133 X.Y. Sur. 6C,3 (1912), eyd, 203 N.Y. VI, 102 N.E. 1079
(1913); Reynolds v. Tecas 5 P. Ry. Co, 5'7 La, Ann. 001 (1SS5); Faire r. Gamble
Stores, 202 Minn. 402, 279 N.W. 237 (193s).

Hopkinson v.. Knapp S. Sratiliv; Co., 02 fuwa 32'3, 00 N.W. 633 1S9 I); rod:
V. ram- n Dry Goads Co, 212 5.W. 033 (rev. Cis., App. 1919); Ntr.CowatMercer
Printing Co. v. 'Taylor, 113 F Cl . 50 (t;th C1r. 1910).

10 puckbabcr v. So. Pac. R. Co.. 132 Cal 3;5, ft `ac. 450 (1901); BurlingtonRork
Island R. Co. v. Ellison, Ito Tex. 353, 167 5 W 2:1 723 (1913). Cf. Woo:North v.
N.Y. Central R. Co, 147 Ohio St. 313, 50 N E2t1 :42 (1913). soundly ctiticired in a
Note, 18 U. Cin. L. Rev. 371 (1919).

110n near!) identical tacit even the same jud.:e may come to contradictory eon
elusions at 4.1ifttrtit Compare Wolf v. Kaufmann, 227 App. Div. 231, 237 N.V.
Suns. 350 (1929) (denying recosety for death of plaintiff's intestate found uncon
teious at hot of stairway unlizhtol in tiola_tion of statute) with Ingersol s. Liberty
Bank of Buffalo. 273 N.Y. 1, 14 N.E.2d fla (1975) oitetity opposed). Both opinions
Isere by Finch,

taste, tg., SpriNer v. Security Nat. Bank etc. Co. 173 SIV.24.1 797 (1913) (con.
nection between alleged negligence of looter and tot to curtomer not established):
Payne v. Chandler, 41 Ga. App. 381, 133 S E. % (1930) (evidence that plaintiff
suffered pain in heart and ocher ailments afar demist caused her to shallow ten
Identifol, unplearantasting liquid is inert ;-dent to authorize inference of (aural
relation); Kramer Service v. Wilkins, 134 Miss 453. 156 So. 6'; (1939) (coonection
txtwecn traumatic injury to Land ;t1.1 cancer of skin at point of injury not es-
tablished).

But et. Reynolds v. Thar k P. Ry. Co, S7 Is. G04 (1S*S:+). in which the court
tecognind the "distinction bcchetn tNi her and f,topr hot," but found for the
plaintiff anyway because ole tendency of the evidence connect, the accident
Kith the negligence.'
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downstairs in broad daylight';" the pedestrian who failed to hear
the train might well not have heard the whistle, perhaps he fainted
on the tracks," and so on.'" Courts which take a sympathetic
view point out that defendant's negligence greatly multiplied the
chances of an accident of just the kind plaintiff claims happened,
that the proven facts are entirely consistent with its having hap-
pened that way, and that the evidence does not strongly suggest
an alternative explanation."

In most cases the facts are not as meager as those described
above and the additional evidence generally redut:s the area of
uncertainty and enables the curt to make a much more sure-
footed judgment on the matter of probabilities:, though even here
there is often room for difference of opinion. On the whole,
courts have tended to view with liberality the legitimacy of the v,
inference of causal relation in these cases.' Thus where it appears
how an accident happened cud also that the victim might have
saved himself by taking advantage of a precaution which it has
been shown defendant negligently failed to afford, courts have
generally let a jury find the failure caused the harm, thou,gli it is
often a pretty speculative matter whether the precaution would
in fact have saved the victim.'0 01 course if the possibility of

11 Dissenting opinion by Mclaughlin. J., fn Bornstein v. fallen, 149 App. Div. 37,
42, 133 N.Y. Sopp. 603, 611 '(1912). nu'd. 203 N.Y. jo2 N.F. 109 (1913), See
also Wolf. v. Kaufmann. 227 App. His. 2ti N.Y. Stipp. 330 (1529).

14 Puel.haber v. So. Pac. R. Co.. 132 Cal. 55.), 61 Pac. 430 (1951).
IS For exan.ile, the unsympathetic rejeesion of inferences 35 to the cause of the

airplane crash in Odell the plaintiff's dece.tc,g was killed in Morrison v. ItTeur-
riCAU CO. of Georgia, 133 F.2d 33) (5th Cir. 1913), criticised in Note, 33 Ili. L. Rev.
326 (1911).

16StO Reynolds v. Texas t P. R.y. Co., 37 Ir. Ann. 621. 693 (M)) ("ashore the
negligence of the defendant greatly multiplies the chances of accident to the plain-
tiff, and it of a character naturally leading to its occurrence, the mete posibility
that it might he happened without the negligence Is not sufficient to break the
chain of cause and taw b,gseecn the nestig:cte 'gist the injury'); Lunde v. Cudahy
tad.iog Co., 139 fora 634, Ili N.W. 1053 (1900 (stare:nog Tooted in note 7 supra):
Emery v. Tito RooSng Co.. E9 NIL 165. 195 .tt' 407 (19371; Cato s. B. k MR. Co..
433 31:st. 297, 151 NI.. 320 (1)26); 111.rlingrontor' Rand R. co, V, Ellison, 140
l'ex. 333, 167 S W.2(.1 723 (191;s: TC0i t N 0 R. Cn. v. Ilisink 46 S.W24 393 (Ter.
Civ. App. 1931); P,oinstein v. Faden, 119 App. DiV. 37. 153 N.Y. Stipp 603 (1912),
11P1,, 2d N.Y. 60), 102 N.t. 100 (*13); Cornbrosaks v. 1'o-retinal Barber Shops.
Inc., 21,2 N.Y. 217, 25 NT 24 25 (I 010); Note, 43 Nlith. Rev. 553 0930). Cf.
note 33 inPle.

if See 2 Restatement of Tom gl32, Comment r. In 7ineel v. U. S. Shipping
Board, 10 MI 47, 49 (24 Cir. 1925). tl c it;qt w.ts whether 3 guard rope. the
absence of which constitated the alle6 (1 tl,e defendant. would hare
presented the plrit,ticrs intestate lions hero; w.,str.1 or csbo.gd. L. Hand, J. slid,
in tooling a judgment dismissing the compkint: '"Ahre,:t Olt we agree no certain
conclusion nos rostib!c. Nobody could, in the ri.-!,s,re of thirv, h: sure that the
Intestate wori',4 hare vices!, the rod c. tr. if 1 c n5r, ;hat it would hare stopped
his body. 111.t we arc net . justirexl, stelc cotair.ty Is itorssible, in intitting
upaa it. We carmot sly tt 2t there tsar no IA c1.11,,val 10.:.t a OTC that fer:t :bare
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salvation is too clearly' foreclosed by the facts of a given case, the
inference may not be drawn) C'dade crossing collisions furnish
familiar examples. Where the victim's automobile is driven onto
the crossing immediately in fr a, of an obvious and very audible'
train the jury' still may find that the driver's obliions attention
would have been arrested in time if the whistle Lad been blown.'
C-s drek . would not *nave saver the seaman.. . . Coasithrring that lines
were run for the cvprets purpose. anion.; others, of protecting seamen, we think
it a quetion about .vhich reasonah'e men toi?lit at leaA differ whether the in
testate ,Turld no hate bin to,Td hal it b.:en there." See 11..o Kiri/16(h v. Stand-
ard Dredging Co., 112 F.2t1 163 (Sd Cir. INO?, v.hcrtin a seaman u.ho «,111,1
swim fell °se:board and was tossed a oneinch l caring Erie lar.ch.-..1 two feet
from where he was !tr tsglin;; the court fouml failure leave nn available ring
buoy to he the cause in fact o, the drowning. . . . . . .c thitil. he might (the ap-
propriate grammatical mood) hate saved hiraseif through the help of something
he could more easily grab." 112 F.2,1 it 1(1. Cf. Parris v. Pennsyltania R. Co.,
50 F.23 665 (4th Cir. V.131) (sernbl.e. but Hal tit was a good sttimtner and theRfore
there uss eveis greater pro'aability of hi; reaching a ring buoy or heating line,
both of which were atailahle. had defendant's sett ants thrown cnc).

is N.Y. Cent. R. Co. v. Crimstad, VI Fed. 334 (2(1 Cir. 1920), contrasts nice!) with
the cases cited in rote 17 Sri and iilirtrates the point of dilcrence made in the
test. 'I he man oseiboard could nit scrim, blit was seen b his wife while he was
still struggling. She rushed back into th.e thin for a line. but when she returned
he had disappeared. The norligence allq.cd was the failure to oquip the barge
with a life buoy, but the court found zny causal connection between this faihne
and the drowning to be "pore conjecute and sl.cculation." There eras nothing
to show that, if there 1-12,1 hen a li!'e latloy on board, the wife would hate got it
sooner .hart she got the ,mall line. road v. rridcnt Fisheries Co., 232 M3f3. 400,
142 7 F. 399 (1919) is similar (negli;cree with tr...;airl to readiness of lifeboat im-
material as man disappeared irurne,ft:,1t 1pir oteiboard. and thetefore
could rot have been sated even if defen,!ant had not been negngent).

It will be recognized that these WO the tont cue of the -but for"
if the accident would have happened ,'.th.7.nt dtf,t.diLt's negligent act. then such
L not the cause of it. Sc c Hutto v. Anet in, 7 !,o. 2d 741 Kil!:) (negligence
of 11.) In pulling away from edge of road 1,ithoirt signaling hold not to be cause
of accident in which pi, gning. southward. 21 112 13 came speeding around blind
entry, saw DI in his path, but being torable to stop by reason of defective brakes,
paled Ol's car ard plotted into the platItiff's which was going northward;
even it th Stall signaled, the accident v hate ";:atIcried III same way); flecherty
v. Sullivan, 129 S.5V 2d 925 (Mo. App. l'e:1) ftilure to warn by sounding hem net
proximate cause r.1 injury where s-n to be s. allied and complaining of the White
was aware of the impending danger:: Stacy v. KnicAttbocter tee Ce.. St ',viv. 614.
H :NAV. 1091 (1595) (failure to Indicate bacatien of, or to fence in, hole in Ice not
the cause of the drowning cf runaway horses ;ince the hotses could not hale been
halted or tascri had all these precr7t..cls tal:t.n): City of Piqua v. Morris. 9.
Ohio St. 42, 120 NI. !CO. 7 A.L.R. 1:1 ;:;,::-gence of thy in construction yr
maintenance of spillway not the cause cf oteur.:c elf pond to p!ainthrs damage,
vrhett evittordinaty rainfall would hate caved perd to otetliouc its abantmtni
In any aver)* West Texas Utilities Co. v. fiztris. S.W.:td 555 (Tex. Civ. App.
1950) (failure to maintain high o'.77- ;e .,i.e at ,ta!'iroly height Pot cause of dtee
dent's electrocution where pipe hardted by deecd,:i.t would hate touched wire rem
if it had been placed at statutory hdoo. T1,1 're Note. 29 Texas L Rev. 691 (1931).

1,0a%is v. Cogs', 22 Aria. 497, 12) t'uc. 116 (1121); Johnston v. Southern rat.

Co.. 103 Cal. App. Sii), 2Z Pte. 51 ;FYI() Cf. Nutt v. Philadelphia Se R. Ry. Co.
191 Pa. 4'29, 43 Atl. 329 (1Srel); Gregory v. Staboeld Ait Line Ry. Co. 142 Va. 750
i23 S F. 272 (10:.5).
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But where the autimobile it driven into the sixtieth car of a freighttrain at an open and unobstructed crossing in the night time, theabsence of an unlighted warning sign could scarcely be the cattleof the accident. "[I]f travelers on the big ht...ay could not see the
moving cars ahead of [them], they could not see the sign.', 20

A recent case has perhaps introduced a new technique for deal-ing with the "equal probability" problem, at least in a limited
type of situations. In Sti rnmers rt. Tice, " two members of a hunt-
ing party fired simultaneously at game. A pellet of shot entered
the eye of a third member of the pal ty whom the others should haveknown to be dangerously near their line of fire. There Was noway to tell from whose gun the pellet came. In a suit against
both, the California court held them both liable to plaintiff. Yetonly one defendant caused the damage and in the case against
each it is obvious that plaintiff could not prove this element by
the greater probability. The result actually does no more violence
to the equal probability rule than many of the instances just citedit simply conflicts with that rule more dramatically. The
court frankly faced this problem, pointed out that ordinarily
defendants would be in a far better position than plaintiff to
offer evidence as to cause, and concluded, "When we consider the
relative position of the parties and the results that would flow if
plaintiff was required to pin the injury on one of the defendants
only, a requirement that the burden of proof on that subject be
shifted to defendants becomes manifest." 22 'Ibis is like the tech-
nique used by the same court in the res ipsa loquitur case, of
Mitre, u, Spangard" but has even greater claim to acceptance

Cf. eases in which the approach of a train was unk.nown to the plaintiff until both
be and it were at the crossing, the train having ric.gtigcntly failed to signal until itwas alrucst upon the crossing, and the noise of the belated signal instead of alert-ing and saving the plaintiff caused his injury. Roberts v. Chicago & N.W.R. Co..
35 Wit. 679 (1874) (plaintiffs horses frightened by train's signal); Walling v. CentralR. Co. of N.J., 82 N.J.L. 506, 81 Atl. 937 (1911) (seinble); Louisiana & Ark. Ry. Co.v. Nix, 91 Ark. 270, 126 S.W. 1076 (1910) (seudile).

Of course, where the engine was not visible or audible e.g., if it is diesel-poweredor a wind of great ir2.eusity is blowing the jury will be allowed to find the failureof the train to sound a warning to be the proximate cause of a death occurring ata crossing. Sec durlington-Rock Island R. Co. v. Ellison, 140 Tex. 353, 167 S.W.2d
'723 (1943).

20 Texas S N.O.R.R. v. Compton, 135 Tex. 7, 11, 136 S.W.2d 1113, 1113 (1910),favorably commented upon by Green, Pio:dioate Cause in Texas Negligence Law,28 Texas L. Rev. 471, 477 (1930).
21 33 Cal. 2d SO, 199 P.2d 1 (1913).
22 33 Cal. 2d at 86, 199 P.2d at 4.
2325 Cal. 2d 436, 154 P.2d 637 (1911), 93 Cal. 43, 233 P.2d 415 (1949). Inthis case, discussed in 619.7 supra, and James, Proof of the Br.:ach is NegligenceCases, 37 Va L. Rev, 179, 207 et seq. (1931), the plaintiff sued tlic four doctors andrwo nurses who -wended him white he was tin.li;igoing oppc.ncicoonly for damagesfor a traumatic injury to his shoulder suflerul aunt.: he was unconscious. The
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here where both defendants hare been shown negli,zent.24 The
alternative would turn the innocent victim away without redress
and exonerate two 2drnittca wrongdoers, one of whom clearly
caused the harm. Both the fault principle and the objective of
compensation are flagrantly violated by any such result, and it
would be a sterile and rigid procedure indeed that would force it
in the teeth of all the policies of the substantive law. If toe
reasoning of the California court is accepted, interesting questions
will come up as to its limits: Will it apply to cases where one or
more of the wrongdoers is not befrire the court as a defendant?
Will it cover the case where each of several defendants has caused
some harm but it cannot be told how much?"

In this matter of proof of causal relations, as in other issues,
qualified opinion evidence may be received in appropriate cases."
In connection with it two questions of sufficiency may arise. If in
any given case the question of causal relation is so esoteric that lay
minds cannot form any intelligent judgment about it without

court said that under the circurustatices "all those defendants who had any control
over his body or the instrumentalities whielt might have catered the injury tnay
properly be called upon to meet the inference of negligence by gising art explana
lion of their conduct." 25 Cal. 2d at -101, 151 l' 2d at 691.

24 Seavey as he knows of no other case "in which it has been held that the
plaintiff has sustained the burden of proof where there was no evidence that it was
more likely than not that a defendant caused the plaintiff's harm.' Scavey, Res
Ipsa. Loquitur, 'Tabula in Nauflagio, 63 Ilarv. L. Rev. 643, 643 (1950). On the
ground stated in the text, however, he feels that the Summers case can be more
readily supported than the Matra case. Ibid. Any such distinction rests, of course,
on accepting the importance of fault as a criterion of liability. The reasoning in
the Summers case iconid probably have been approved by such authorities as Wig-
more and Carpenter. See Note, 17 111. L. Rev. 45S (1923); Carpenter, Workable
Rules for Determining Preximate Cause, 20 Calif. I.. Rev. 229, 590, 405 (1952).

Other cases have reached a like result where the plaintiff was not a member of
the party, on a theory of concerted action or joint enterprise. Benson v. Ross, 143
Mich. 452, 106 N.W. 1120 (1903); Oliver v. Miles, 144 Miss. 852, 110 So. 666 (1927):
c.f. State v. Newberg, 129 Ore. 501, 273 rac, 503 (1929); Regina v. Salmon, 6 Q.13.D.
79 (1830).

25 It should never be forgotten that procedure should be the handmaiden, not the
mistress, of justice. This does not mean, ot: course, that the fundamental guar-in-aces
of procedural due process are not vitally important. They are. Brit an observance
of them will always mean that rights D11,1 liabilities under the substantive law will
in some cases be unenforceable. And that is a cost, not en advantage, of these
guarantees. Whenever a procedural rule will consistently work to subvert substan
tive justice, it should be scrutinired to see s hether any fundamental guarantee re
quires the rule to persist in such a form. Ilcre clearly it does not. Even granting
sacredness to the fault principle, there are many instarecs where procedural burdens
have been shifted by statute or judicial ruling on the b..sis of considerations like
those present here. Res ipso luquitur and the presumption against bailees furnish
ready examples. rat a narrow view of the Summets case, however, see Nose, 37
Geo. L.J. 627 (1948).

26 See the opinion of the court its the Tharra case, 25 Cal. ^.d 4S5, 401, 154 Plel
637, 691 (1944).

27 See note 29 infra for some recent cases in which it has played a significant role
in the cause issue.
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expert aid, opinion evidence from quati9ecl witnesses may be re-
f quired as it sometimes is on the question of appropriate standards

of conduct." Probably no more cr)stalli7cel rule than this can be
formulated. -IThe courts have proceeded on a case to case basis,
and there are few decisions denying recovery which have laid stress
on the want of expert evidence as to the cause in fact of the acci-
dent."t It should be noted that where the doctrine of res ipsa
loquitur is applied on the basis of judicial notice, expert evidence
is dispensed with upon this issue as upon any other."' Expert
evidence is often required to establish the causal connection be-
tween the accident and some item of physical or mental injury"
unless the connection is a kind which would be obvious to laymen,
such as a broken leg from being struck by an automobile.

Where opinion evidence is relied on to establish the causal link
a question of sufficiency may also arise in deciding whether the
opinion has been expressed in terms definite enough. to support
the needed conclusion. If a qualified witness gives it as his
opinion that the causal relation did exist or probably did exist,
there is not much question about the legal sufficiency of the testi-
niony.52 But cautious or hostile witnesses are often unwilling to

23 See Morris, The Role of Expert Testimony in the Trial of Negligence Issues,
26 Texas L. Rev. 1, 10 et seq. (1017).

29 Two such cases are Blarjeske v. Thompson': Restaurant Co., 325 III. App. 189,
59 N.E.2d no (1915) (expert was no asked hi.; opinion as to whether condition of
meat caused plaintiff's illness; held, question of proximate cause left in realm of
speculation, surmise and conjecture es en though nearly all other evidence pointed
very strongly to a causal relation). and Good:Ain v. Ntisticos, 297 Miss. 361, 42 So.
2d 397, 402 (1949). ("The fact whether the matter vomited up by Mr. Goodwin
contained corned beef that seas infected by poisonous bacteria was also one capable
of direct and demonstrative proof by a chemical analysis "',. There are several recent
cases in which such esidence was offered where the court might well have found
the lack of it fatal. See Foley v. Pittsburgh-Des Moines Co., 3,53 Pa. 1, 63 A.2d
617 (1949) (expert traced explosion of liquefied natural gas to negligence of manu-
facturer of tank in which it was stored), and National Lead Co. v. Schutt, 176 F.2d
610 (8th Cir. 1049) (experts ascribed puffs of flame and explosions to large amounts
of floating humus dust in the air). Cf. Western Tel. Corp. v. McCann, 128 Tex. 582,
99 S.IV.2d 805 (1937) (defendant's experts successfully disproved any causal con-
nection between a stroke of lightning coupled with the admitted negligence of the
defendant in the management of its wires and the death of plaintiff's wife by
electrocution).

In Comeau v. Beck, 319 Moss. 17, 64 N.E.2d 436 (191+3), it was the testimony of
the defendant's medical expert to the effect that a miscarriage might be produced
by "'some injury, [or byj the striking of the abdomen, [which] was enough to
support a finding that the plaintiff's miscarriage s.as causally related to the acci-
dent."

30See §19.5 supra; James, Proof of the Breach in Negligence Cases, 37 Va. L.
Rev. 179, 197 n.55, 201, 202 (1951). Cf. Judson v. Giant Powder Co., 107 Cat. 349,
40 Par. 1020, 29 L.R.A. 715, 48 Ara. St. Rep. 145 (1S03), and the discussion of this
point in Morris, Res Ipsa Loquitur in Texas, 26 Texas L. Rev. 257. 261-262
(1945).

31 See cases cited in note 33 infra.
saTullgters v. Amoskeag Mfg. Co., 52 NIL 265, 133 Att. 4 (026); National Lead

Co. v. Schutt, 176 F.2d 610 (Stir Cir. 1940): Averdieck v. Barris, S7 Cal. App. 626, 262
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go so far, and there ate serious questions and variant rulings ahimit
the sufficiency of such expressions "may have cait,ki," "possibly
caused," and the like.", Of comic other factors in the case may
lend support to the inference. Thus in a micarria3e case the
Afassachusetts court has helcl such In expression sufficient Nlien
"taken in conno:tion with the plaintiff's testimony that {hcr]
heal I.ta was good 1),:f:ove the ;t(.7cirl,:at" zlintigh otitecwke it N.ottki
leave "the issue trembling in the bolance." "

A distinction Nhould einr.,:i.-izod at this point. We are con-
cerned here with the s:rificioicy, trot the weight of the evidence,
and on familiar principles plaintiff is entitled to have sufficiency
tested on the basis of the eviden,:e racist favorable to hitn.35.'. It is

Pac. 423 (1927); Shepard v. Carnation Miik Co., 220 Iowa 41.5, 252 N.W. 110 (1035).
In many cases each side hai at 1Ta one t witness who testifier concerning

the cause of the injury in i1 (mite, ,111c.T.:11,seal Irirguage. The evreits (lilts dia-
metrically opposed, a jury verdict for either l itc will Lc trial:cid. See rarris v.
1.Voct1, 214 Minn. 492, S N.11'.2.1 8151 (1913) (strong tvpm t lestirnony to sii.,:v.31t two
alernative theories as to death of decedent, (all'oy one of .ssllicla involsed defendant's
negligence; jury vcnlict kr plaintiT ophrIt!), discussed in Morris, rt,xit!tate Cause
in Minnesota, 31 Minn. I.. Rev. 175, 15; (1939).

33"Possibility" of causal rrlatioat ins7d7iieni: Mutual Bun. Health &s: Accident
Assn. v. Johnson, ISE So. 297 (iss. 1930); Wood. V. W. E..1c,;ce Co., 225 A.pp.
729, 239 N.Y. Stipp. 110 (1995): Hainan v. Nese England 'fel. Sc Tel. Co., 296 Mass.
219, 5 N.E.2d 209 (1936); Gerber v. V:lo..torymki, 1.7.3 Wk. 301, 2:5 N.W. 2'13 (1025).
In Western 'Truck Lines v. MAI), 53 Ariz. 215, 57 1' 2d 484, -156 (1039) icciinuny
that "one might . . . say that an -accident .. may or may not h: a anything to
do with it" was held "entirely too iii.lafinite ar.:1 to establish the rcinkite
causal relation. A similar result vas reached in Di Fazio v. J. G. Min Co., 133
Pa. Super. 576, 3 A2d 216 (1935), the couit stating that expert testimony that a
causal connection was "extrcindy. hrsssi5Ie arvi 1:ker would be insufficient.

Of course if the cause and to >uit tc1.-di,y1ship of the tspe which the plaintiff is
urging as the ground of the del's:nit:lilt habdi:y terms in only one nut of one
hundred cases there is insulaicat evidence of it to go to the jury in the individual
case at bar. Kramer Service v, 1131 Mis. 453, ISO So. 625 (1990). Bat a simi-
lar result was reached in 11,io,h_y Kantor, 1.3.5 Vt. 125, 163 Atl. 625 (1933), even
though the percentage.; greatly favoted the phsint)tt (eighty per cent of cafes in-
volved the enure serious type of taarar for which blIC teas ast:ing damages) on the
grounds that the expett te.timons. 'es as not ,21,,ited to the likelihood of the plain-
tiff's particular tutnur being of tar: Tra'Jci: Ciwis type.

On the other hand in Coi'f,hicoks v. Tc;ioloal Dallier Shops, Inc., 232 N.Y. 217,
26 N.E.2d 25 (1910), expert cvider.ce that a beober's electtic vibrator "would have
been a competent producing cart se" of a detachment of the retina (together with
absence of proof of other prob.:Li,: ciSC) to satisfy the requirement as to
probability. The .1ppellate. DIvi:ion had this evidence insufficient to estab-
lish the caused connection. 1::15 Div. 512, .13 N.Y.S.2d 171 (I035). The case
of Wood v. W. F. Joyce Co., siq. e, also ..,hr is claim of traumatic detachment
of the retina, with the elimination of other causes.

In Dunham v. Village of Calli:vo, 303 N.V. 101 N.E.2d 872 (1952), a doctor's
testimony that "it was a icasonable taints. that the delay of eighteen
hours [in providing medical aihi co itribu7e..1 to Sir. D'anliam's death" was held
enough to establish a caus.:1 idatior alt1:0.,:,it Ca: doctor also admitted that the
same result might have 112ili'(:,1(' l if 'bele !Lid 1.. ..en prompt medical care.

34 Comcau v. Beck, 319 Mas.;. 17. 0, C 117.E,2d 430, 437 (1916); cf. De Filippo's
Case, 284 Mass. 591, 531, 155 N.E. 215, 217 (1932).

35 9 IV/gr./core. Esidence ..;57210:1, 2195 ;',(1 1040).
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only to that version of the evidence therefore that the equal proba-
bility test (of the legitimacy of an inference) may properly be
applied. It is the jury's function, not the court's, to say whether
plaintiff's version of the case is sustained by the greater weight of
the evidence." A case therefore in which the evidence most favor-
able to plaintiff (including the opinion of qualified experts) affords
the basis for an inference of cause is not defeated as matter of law
by defendant's evidence of a different version of facts or a different
theory of cause in fact .3T Where the evidence stands in that pos-
ture, the question of what probably happened in the case is for the
jury even though the court might be inclined to accept the de-
fendant's version."

There is another type of question that presents problems of
proof of fact, which is sometimes treated under the heading of
cause-3D This is the question found in negligent entrustment and
unlicensed operator cases, namely, whether, in the former, the fact
of the driver's incompetence can be used as evidence that the ac-
cident occurred as a result of this incompetence, and, in the
latter cases, whether the lack of license is evidence that the driver
was unskillful in a way which contributed to the accident. De-

Se Id. §2551.
37 Unless, in any given case, the defendant's evidence is so overwhelming that

under general principles reasonable minds could not reject it and accept the
plaintiff's.

38 The actual decisions recognize this. National Lead Co. v. Schuft, 176 F.2d 610
(8th Cir. 1919); Scars Roebuck 3: Co. v. Scroggins, 140 F.2d 718 (8th Cir. 1941):
Turner v. Minneapolis St. Ry. Co., 140 ',!inn. 248, 107 N.W. 1041 (1918); Tullgren
v. Amoskeag Mfg. Co., 82 N.H. 268, 153 Att. 4, 46 A.L.R. 380 (1926); Foley v. Pitts-
burghDes Moines Co., 363 Pa. 1, 6S A.2d 517 (1919). tint the reasoning in these
cases sometimes fails to describe with accuracy the bails for holding inapplicable the
rule that a jury will not be allowed to guess between two equally probable causes.
Thus in the Tultaren case the court says this equal probability rule "has no applica.
tion unless the existence of a sufficient cause or causes for the injury aside from the
negligence charged, is conceded or conclusively pro;cd." 15.3 M. at 7. This state-
ment overlooks the fact that it is the weakness of pfaintig's case that usually brings
the restrictive rule into play and seems to suggest instead that a plaintiff can get to
the jut); whenever defendant's expranation falls short of certainty. Unfortunately,
perhaps, the broad literal implications of this statement do not seem to be borne out
by the cases. See, however, Carpenter, Workable Rule: for Determining Proximate
Cause, 20 Calif. L. Rev. 390, 390 (1932). Possibly the count in the Tullgren case

ly meant to say that "where a cause is lanes:Int which might produce a condition
that has occurred, and there is no other adequate cause proved, the matter is. not
within the equipoise rule, and it may, under such conditions be found that the
only thing suggested by the evidence which could cause an effect found present,
did cause it." Turner v. Hartford F. Ins. Co., 185 Iowa 1363, 1377. 172 N.W.
172 (1919). As see have seen, nearly all the which employ even this relaxation
of the equal probability formula could ssith ey,a1 logic has e been decided for the
defendant because plaintiff's proof of cause rested on conjecture. For examples, see
cases cited in notes 16, 17 and 19 snpra.

3a We shall deal with the problem of proof here, and leave for later discussion the
problem of whether the question should be aszimilited to the issue of cause or the
issue of duty. See §20.3, notes 13-17 infra.

0
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fendant entrusts his automobile to one he should know is incom
petent and the latter injures plaintiff. a lawful user of the high.
way. Under these ciroonstances the owner's act is clearly a breach
of duty towards plaintiff. But there remains a further question
before liability may be imposed. This may be put in terms of
causal relation bctween the negligence and the harm or in terms
of whether the injury aro.;e out of the risk which made defendant's
entrustment negligent. In either event the factual inquiry is the
same, did the injury occur because the driver (borrower) was in.
competent? Neither analysis will permit recovery if the driver
was acting with all due care on this occasion. The result is that
the negligence of the driver lutist he proven (jrst as in a case of
vicarious liability, but for difftrent reasons). The only question
is whether proof of his inwmpetence which was introduced to
show the owner's negligence inay also be used as evidence of negli-
gent operation in the particular accident in the case. The courts
have said not, since on grounds of doubtful validity the evidence
would have been incompetent if offered for the latter purpose.°

Where the car is entrusted to an unlicensed driver, or where
defendant himself drives it without a license, a similar question
is presented (if the licensing statute is thought to have safety in
mind and not exclusively revenue. or some other unrelated pur-
pose), namely, did the harm result from the want of a license,
or (more accurately) because of the risk of unskilled driving which
the licensing statute sought to prevent? If the car was driven
with all the skill and care the law requires, then the harm did not
proceed from such a risk; if the car was negligently driven, then
it did. The further question then arises: may the want of license
be considered as some evidence that unskillfulness contributed to
the accident? Some courts say no." But this effectively deprives
the victim of any benefit, in a civil case, of a statute concededly
passed in part for his protection. Nor does the ruling seem

40 In nearly all jurisdictions the character or propensity for carelessness of a per-
son charged with a negligent act may not be put in evidence even though it !night
throw light "on the probability of his hasing acted carelessly on the occasion in
question." See 1 Wigmore, Evidence jr-,3 (3,1 cd. 10.10). This matter is discussed is
James and Dickinson, Accident Proneness and Accident Law, G3 llarv. L. Rev. 769.
791 (1950).

Mahowald v. Bed:rich, 212 Minn. 78, 2 N.W.2c1 569 (1912). lists several of the
jurisdictions in which both ques:iLA,5 in the text have been answered in the scga
Live. Sec also Morrison v. Lc Toutncau, i ^g F.13 339 (5th Cir. 1913): "There is
argument that the possession of only a pilot::: liccnse is evidence, or the basis of a,
presumption that the possessor is larking =kill as a [coinaw:rcial; pilot. This
does not necessarily follow. lie riot have chosen to take fustbee examinations
although be might have been abundantly coaliSed for commercial or transport li-
cense for aught the record shows. . ." 138 F.2d at 311 (emphasis added). NVI;)'

does the court insist on talking about pos.riVt:itics which arc patently less than proba-
ble? Smith v. Whitley, 223 N.C. 534, 27 S.E.2d 412 (1943), is similar. The classic
opinion is that in Brown v. Sh}ne, 242 N.V. 176, 151 N.E. 197 (1926).
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theoretically sound. The legislature has decided that the general
safety requires the activity in question to be limited to those who
can demonstrate at least a minimum of special skill. It is fair to
assume that the unlicensed as a class are far less likely than *.hose
licensed to have the skill for which a license is required. And it is
certainly true that when the unskilled attempt what it takes skill to
do, some of the intangible factors that go to make up lack of skill
are far more likely than not to have contributed to any mishap
that occurs. Frequently they do this in ways that are hard to
prove; moreover, what evidence there is in the matter is likely to
be in the defendant's hands. Both probability and policy, there
fore, call for the rule that breach of a licensing statute, if it is
negligence to the plaintiff at all, should be prima fade evidence
that it is the "proximate cause" of any injury that ensues.42

42 Cf. Martin v. Herzog, 223 N.Y. 164, 126 N.F. 514 (1920) (fact that unlighted
vehicle was struck by another in the dark is evidence that the collision occurred be-
cause of the lack of lights). Dean Green agrees with the position stated in the text.
See discussion of Mundy v. Pirie-Slaughter Motor Co., 145 Tex. 314, 206 S.W.2c1
5S7 (1947), in Green, Proximr:te Cause in Texas Negligence Law, 23 Texas L. Rev.
755, 766 (1950), and see Green, Proximate Cause in Connecticut Negligence Law, 24
Conn. 13.J. 24, 32 (1950). If the rule suggested here should emerge, it might well be
qualified by holding that the Inference of negligence from want of a license is
rebutted by a showing that the actor was qualified for a license, so far as skill
was concerned.

The lack of registration fet an automobile insolved in an accident evokes varied
responses from different courts. In the great majority of jurisdictions the driver
of an unregistered automobile i5 not liable to those he injures if he is otherwise
exercising due care. Gilman v. Central V. Rv. Co., 93 Vt. 340, 107 Atl. 122 (1019);
Armstrong v. Sellers, 152 Ala. 532, 62 So. 23 (1913). Sec annotation, 163 A.L.R. 1375
(1946) (citing earlier annotations), and cases cited by Carpenter, Workable Rules for
Determining Proximate Cause, 20 Calif. L. Rev. 395. 410 n.135 (1932). This result
should be reached not, as many courts reason, because the violation of the statute
is not the proximate cause of the injury (see, e.g., Goncirer v. Kelson, 114 Conn. 262.
15S Atl. 545 (1932)), but because the plaintiff is not within die scope of duty owed
by the defendant with respect to registration. Sec discussion cf. the Gonchar case by
Green, Proximate Cause in Connecticut Negligence I aw, 24 Conn. B.J. 24. 28-30
(1930). See further discussion of this point in the text, §20.5 at note 18 infra.

Massachusetts is probably the only suite WhiCil still considers the unregistered ve-
hicle an outlaw or trespasser on the highi ay to which no duty is owed, Chase v. N.Y.
Cent. Se EIR.R. Co., 208 Ma;s. 137, 91 N.E. 377 (1911), and which is responsible for
all harm, regardless of negligence. McDonald v. Dundon, 242 Mass. 229, 136 N.L.
264 (1922). For sonic of the ridiculous bases upon ssiuch an automobile has been
found to be unregistered in MzssocItscus, see Comment, 10 F.U.L. Rev. 211 (1930).
But Massachusetts has apparently conic to the paint where it is at least unwilling
to extend this rule to new situations. See Galbraith v: Levin, 523 Mass. 255, 31
N.E2d 500, 5153 (1948), in which the owner was held no: liable for injuries inflicted
by a thief who was negligently driving his car which was unregistered and in which,
in violation of a statute, he had left the keys. This decision directly overruled,
Malloy v. Newman, 310 Mass. 269, 37 N.E.2d 1031 (1911), which involved very similar
facts and which rested hea.iily on the fact that the automobile was unregistered.
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CORRELATION AND CAUSATION

The discussion by Mueller and Schuessler concerning cor-

relation notes that correlation does not necessarily indicate

caw.ation. At the same time, it is true that all observers of

human behavior, including lawyers and social scientists, engage

in the analysis of causal relationships and depend upon correlation

to do so. And correlations can lead to inferences about the

operation of causation--although they cannot prove it in a final

sense. The task, then, is to place correlation in its proper

perspective with regard to causation; and we feel that the follow-

ing reading provides an excellent discussion of the problem.

From An Introduction to Logic and Scientific
Method by Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel, copyright,
1934, by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. ; C 1962, by
Ernest Nagel and Lenora Cohen Rosenfield. Reprinted by
permission of the publishers.
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Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel, An Introduction to
Lo9ic and the Scientific Method (No. York: Harcourt,
Bruce & World, Inc., 193417pp. 245-272.

§ I. TYPES OF INVARIANT RELATIONS

The search for order among facts is a difficult task. Few suc-
ceed in ft. But it has always been the hope of some thinkers that

c, easily learned rules might be found according to which anyone
undertaking such a task .may be assured that success Will crown his
efforts. And some writers on scientific method have proudly be-
lieved they had actually found such rules. Francis Bacon was one
of them. "Our method of discovering the Sciences," he wrote, "is
such as to leave little to the sharpness and strength of men's wits.'
but to bring all wits and intellects nearly to a level. For as in draw-
ing a straight line, or describing an accurate circle by the unas-
sisted hand, much depends on its steadiness and practice, but if a
rule or a pair of compasses be applied, little or nothing depends
upon them, so exactly is it with our method." = The methods which
Bacon recommended for discovering the causes of things are popu-
larly believed to express the nature of scientific method. They were
elaborlted by John Stuart Mill and formulated by him as the
methods of experimental inquiry.

Before examining these methods, let us note some preliminary
difficulties. In Chapter XI we tried to indicate that. isolated facts
do not constitute a science, and that the object of science is to find
the order among facts. But what kind of order? It is commonly
believed that science is interested exclusively in causal order. The
analysis of the meaning of "causality" is a most difficult task. We
cannot enter upon it here, for it is not a task for the logician. But
we must observe that various kinds of order are sometimes con-
founded as identical with the causal order. We may then be pre.

tflosPum Organum, Bk. I, LXI.
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pared to state the general character of the sort of order for which
the sciences are in search.

I. There is a type of order so familiar that it generally escapes
notice. All of us recognize certain things as water, other things as
wood, still others as steel, and so on. Why do we assign special
names such as "water," "wood," and "steel"?
We apply the name "water" to something which is a liquid when

above a definite temperature, a vapor when above another tempera.
ture. This "substance" is generally translucent, odorless, colorless;
it has a constant density, and is practically incompressible; it
quenches fire and thirst. "Water" denotes a constant conjunction of
properties, and a name is given to it in order to distinguish it front
other such conjunctions or "things." So also for "wood" and "steel."

The vague concept of "thing" denotes, therefore, a very elemen-
tary but fundamental type of order. It denotes a certain invariable
conjunction or association of properties that is different from other
conjunctions. Such a type of order would probably never be called
"causal." But the discovery of this kind of order is fundamental
for the discovery of any other kind of physical order. Different kinds
of things have been recognized in the most primitive stages of man's
history. But the process of classifying and cataloguing our ex-
periences is not complete, and perhaps never will be.

2.-A- type of order frequently recognized-is one involving a tem-
poral span or direction. "Iron rusts in moist air," expresses one in-
stance of such an order. It is this kind of order that is generally
regarded as causal.

The "common-sense" notion of cause is an . interpretation of
nonhuman behavior in terms peculiarly adopted to human behavior:
Thus, "John. broke the window," is supposed to express a causal
relation, because there is an agent "John" who produced the break-
ing of the window. So in the proposition above, the moist air is
said to be the cause, of which the rusting iron is the effect. And the
moist air is said to be the cause because it is believed to produce
the rusting. In the popular mind, all changes require causes to ex-
plain them, and when found are interpreted as agents producing
the change.

It is very difficult to make clear what is understood by causes
"producing" their effects. When we reflect on the matter, all that
we semis capable of discovering in alleged instincts of causality,
is an instance of an invariable relation between two or more proc-
esses. It is not the mere existence of John which is the =use of the
broken window, What is important is the constant relation which

01
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holds between a certain kind of behavior of John and a Certain
other kind of behavior of the glass. One of the cha. Acted:sties of the
causal relation as generally understood is that it is as7mmetrical
and temporal in nature.

But even "common sense" soon recognizes that the apparent in-
variability of alleged causal relations is often specious. Iron does
not always rust in moist air, and a window is not always broken
when a brick is hurled at it. Even "common sense" discovers that
other factors must be present in these situations besides those,
already noted. Hence it is not moist air alone that is the cause of
rusting. Those other factors are then sought for which seem to be
necessary for the occurrence of the effects. In this way there is a
gradual transition from the crude and approximate uniformities
observed in everyday experience, to the more completely analyzed
invariant relations of the developed sciences.

3. Many uniformities are expressible by numerical equations.
Ohm's law in electricity states that the current is equal to the po-
tential difference divided by the resistance. The principle of the
lever states that equilibrium is obtained when the two weights vary
inversely to their distances from the fulcrum.

Invariable relations of this type no longer assert a sequence in
time, and they are probably never regarded as illustrations of causal
order. It is .true that in making experiments upon-an electric cir-
cuit we may alter the current first and subsequently note the
change. in the potential difference. But what Ohm's law states is
not the order in which we make observations; it state;; that the
measniable elernents observed stand to each other in the specified
invariable relations.

.

4.A fourth type. of order is illustrated in such comprehensive
theories as the theory of gravitation, or the kinetic theory of matter,
In such theories, not all the elements between which the invariant
relations are asserted to hold are directly observable. Nor are all
the relations which are asserted to hold between the elements ca.
gable of direct experimental confirmation. Thus the atoms, their

motions and collisions, the invariance of their average energies,
cannot be verified directly.

The function of such comprehensive theories, as we have already
seen, is that they enable us to show that many numerical as well at
qualitative laws which are in fact experimentally .confirmable, are
not isolated from one another. Such laws can often be shown to be
the necessary consequences of the more abstract and inclusive order
asserted in the theory. Thus the numerical relations between the
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temperature, the volume, and the p:ure of gases; the numerical
laws connecting the density and t:t.e specific heat of gases; the rela-
tions between melting-point. prure, and volume of solids-these
are all derivable by logical ntc:rh,eis [tom the assumptions of the
kinetic theory of matter.

If we examine these four gener:14 r. es of order, we discover that
a generic feature ofall oF the -(1 is th-' assertion of some kind of
invariable relation between vat %ir.di of elements. The relation
in some cases may involve a asymmetry; the cause is
popularly said to precede the e:T,:ct in time. In other cases the
temporal reference is missing. It k C-te iuvAriability which seems to
be significant, both theoretically ,Ind p-actically.

By the rause of some et-Pc ht understand, therefore, some
appropriate factor invariably r ed to the effect. If A has diph-
theria at time t is an effect, we 5' U zahle!atancl by its cause a cer-
tain change C, such that t!Lt: 1.1o,15. If C takes place, then
A will have diphtheria at tine C does not take place A
will not have diphtheria at tile t: a,e,i this is true for all values of
A, c, and t, where A is an indi..!ezl a certain type, C an event
of a certain type, and t the tic.

The search for "causes" 111:', -Core be understood as a search
for some invariable order bett.,-e:la ar:ois torts of elements or fac-

..-..- tors. The specific nature or zIi!: vary with the nature of
- the subject matter and the iy..tr';.: c,: Cats, inquiry. Moreover, the

specific nature of the elements which the order is sought
will also differ for different in rir. In some cases we already

know the invariable order 7Jd f h c elements, and then our
-:'search is for one or more Eirt:le: c*,,enents. Thus, finding a person
-dead from wounds and knowirv, the conditions under which such

a ...'eath results, we look for the alunl,:r,:r. In other cases, we may
know the elements and le:arLh an invariable order between
them. Thus we may note Ent c e.er he:ng poured into a glass and
also note that the glass cracks; we iney then look for the structure
of the relations connecting two 571,1., processes. In still other cases,
we may notice some change Cr! L'ion look for other as yet un-
known changes connected with it in ;raw: ways not yet known.
Thus we may note the aurora bo:ealis, and then search for the cir-
cumstances with which it is corrted in some fashion or other.

The kind of elements or char:.:es f17 which we look depends on
the structure of the order in which we are interested. The answer
to the question, "Who killed the 211--.e Ferdinand at Sarajevo?"
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must be of the form: "The person or persons A, B, C and so on, are
the assassins of the Archduke." On the other hand, the question,
"What killed the Archduke?" must be answered according to
the kind of specific order for which we are in search, and according
to the purpose of the inquiry. One answer may be, "A certain re-
volver was the cause of his death." Other possible answers are:
"Certain social and political conditions were the cause of his
death"; "The cessation of the oxygen :Ispply to the cells of his body
was the cause of his death." In other words, the kind of order, as
well as the kinds of elements we look for, is determined by the na-
ture of the problem which generate; the inquiry. What is an ade-
quate answer to one question will not, in genera!, be adequate to
another.

In the light of the great variety in the kinds of specific orders and
f7ctors which may be the objects of an inquiry, it may seem pre-
posterous to believe that any general rules can be stated which
will enable us to find satisfactory answers to all possible problems.
We shall not prejudge the matter, however, and shall examine at
length the experimental methods formulated by

_IL THE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN GENERAL

The "experimental methods." according to their author, have a
twofold function to fulfill. They are, in the first place. methods of
discovering causal connections. Mill believed that by employing the
methods the order in which facts stand to one another can be
found. Against his critics he maintained that all inferences from
experience are made by means of these methods. If "no discoveries
were ever made by the . . . methods . . . none were ever made by
observation and experiment: for assuredly if any were, it was by
processes reducible to one or other of those methods."' It is these
methods which supply the first 3cl-set iiiiltions upon which all sub-
sequent construction of hypotheses depends.'

But secondly, the methods have a demonstrative (unction as well.
Mill conceived the business of logic to be concerned with proof.
Inductive logic, according to him, should supply "rules and models
(such as the Syllogism and its rules are for ratiocination) to which
if inductive arguments conform, those arguments are conclusive,
and not othendse. "' The methods are therefor.: to be tests of any

94 System es/ Logic, Va. 1. p. SOO.
tb14., p. sot.
91814 p. 600.
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experimental procedure. Just as the evidence for a proposition is
conclusive if the relations between the propositions offered in evi-
dence and the one in question conform to the conditions for neces-
sary inference, so an "inductive argument" is valid, it is claimed, if
it conforms to the "experimental methods." The conclusion of in-
vestigations into matters of fact could therefore be Absolutely
certain.

We shall be able to evaluate these two claims more clearly if we
state what the general nature of the methods is, and if we recall
what are the conditions under which an inriuiry can be carried on.
In the first place, some selected portion of our experience is taken
for further study because of its problematic character. The prob-
lem must then be formulated in terms of the situation which pro-
vokes the inquiry, and an analysis of the situation must be made
into a certain number of factors, present or absent, which are be-
lieved to be relevant to the solution of the problem. Now the order
for which we are in search is expressible, as we have seen, in the
form: C is invariably connected svith E. And this means that no
factor can be regarded as a if it is present Nellie the effect is
absent, or if it is at sent hi'c he effect is present, or if it varies in
some manner while the effect t!O not vary in some corresponding
manner. The function of expo intent is to determine with regard
to each of the factors entertair,:d as a possible cause, whether it is
invariably related to the effect. If C and E are two factors or proc-
esses, there are four poisible ct.n;tinctions: we may find either CE,

_ CS, LSE, or t E, where C and E denote the absence of these factors.
To show that C is invaii-.bly connected with E we must try to Show
that the second and third alternatit es do not occur.

When the problematic situation is complex, and contains distin-
guishable factors as components, we can establish en invariable
relation between the effect and 5e3rne of the possibly causal factors
only by showing that such fletors do or do not meet this formal
condition for invariable connection. It is necessary, therefore, to
vary. the supposedly relevant factor; one at a time, and consequently
to analyze the situation into factors that are relatively Independent
of one another.

The function of experiment, as we shall see, is eliminative. And
the methods of experimental inquiry, as we shall also see, have pre-
cisely that function.

(
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§ 3. THE METHOD OF AGREEMENT

The Method of Agreement as a Canon of Discovery
Whether we are searching for the cause of some event or for the

effect, we begin with a situation which can be identified as one of a
type. Suppose that one morning wt: find the flowers in the gardens
of a suburb:en town to have withered over night. How shall we
proceed to find the cause?

The first experimental canon instructs us as follows: If two or
more instances of the phenomencn uncii:i investigation have only
one circumstance in common, the circumstance in which atone all
the instances agree, is the cause (or effect) of the given phenome
non' The phenomenon we are investigating is the withering of
Bowers; the withered flowers in the scvctal gardens are the instances.
We must, accordingly, examine the instances for the common cir-
cumstances or factors. We note that the gardens differ in many
ways: in the quality of the soil, in the kinds of flowers they grow,
in their site, in their location, in the character of their gardeners.
We note also that the temperature had fallen very sharply during
the night. We conclude on the basis of the canon that the drop in
temperature is the cause of the withe:ing of the flowers. Why are
we justified in drawing this coneusion? Why do we not say that
the quality of the soil is the catis7. Ezrause, it may be said, the
factors which are absent when the plyeuomenon is present cannot
be invariably connected with the phenomenon: the quality of the
soil is not the same in each instan,:e of the withered flowers. Hence
the invariable circumstance of the ,loop in temperature must be the
cause. And indeed sharp change; in t.:maztatetre are known to be
fatal to flowering plants. The canon :cons to be a successful
method, therefore, both for discos,: ring and for "proving" causes.

Unfortunately, in this illustrat,i):1 we knew what the cause of
the withering of the flowers was d;or to the application of the
method. It is not surprising that we have been able to discover the
cause. We must employ the canon w discover the cause of some
phenomenon for which we do not hapinn to know the cause ante.
cedently.

Now baldness in men is a phenomenon for which the cause is
not known. If the canon is an effe:tise instrument of discovery, no
student of logic need suffer long ftcra a raked scalp. In accordance
with the canon, we find two or r.,:e bald men and starch for a
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single common circumstance. tut immediately we run into great
difficulties. The method requires that the men should. differ in all
respects except one. We will have rare tuck indeed (or we are per.
baps rather unimaginative in noting common circumstances) if we
succeed in obtaining a collecticn of men who satisfy this condition.
(If we are not too particular about the nature of the "common"
circumstance, we may perhaps held that the common circumstance
to all bald men is their being organic bodies.)

Let us waive this point. We then meet a more serious obstacle.
How shalt we go about identif;ing the common circumstance or
circumstances? If one specimen has blue eyes, must we examine
all the others for color of eyes? If one of the bald men confesses to
hiving been brought up on cod liver oil, must we discover whether
the others were brought up the same way? tut the number of such
circumstances to which we ruiiItt be directed is without limit.
Date of birth, books read, fool eaten, character of ancestry, char-
wee of friends, nature of ensp:oyment, are some examples Of cir
cumstances to which we might pay attention. If, therefore, the
common circumstance can be folio4 only by examining all the in-
stances for every circumstance ,,hich some one or other of the bald
group may possess, we care never fine! nil thn common factors in this
way. We can carry on the search fed- a cc mmon factor only if we
disregard most of the circunt.tnnees Idtich we may find as not rete-
vent to the phenomenon of We must, in other words,
start the investigation with soic hpothesis about the possible
cause of baldness. The h)pothc:is 1..hich selects some circumstances
as possibly relevant and others as not is constructed on the basis
of previous knowledge of similar subject matter. This hypothesis is
sot supplied by the canon. Without soma h}pothesis on the nature
of relevant factors the canon is helpless to guide us to our goal.

We have been pretending that the circumstances or factors which
are present In an Instance are instinct from one another, and that
each comes labeled, as it were, with a tag saying, "f am a circum
stance." But it simply is not true that an instance of a phenomenon
Is prefented to us as a unique s...3 of sharply defined factors, imme
diatety recognizable by us as such, so that each factor can be ex-

. atnined and varied independently of any other. Now the method of
agreement requires a comparison of circumstances in two or more
Instances. 'Unless, therefore, an anllysis of an !nuance into its fac-
tors could be made prior to the we of the method, the method
would be altogether useless.

How do we divide an instance into its factors, and is every analy.
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its of instances into factors equally valid? Consider the following
experiment. In two or more test tubes of unequal sizes and each
filled with a liquid of a different color, a precipitate is formed.
We wish to determine the cause of the precipitation and we find
that each instance can be analyzed into the following circumstances:
(1) A test tube of a certain size (2) contains a liquid with a specific

color (3) to which sulphuric acid has been added; (4) precipitate
is formed. Factors 1 and 2 are eliminated by the canon, since the
instances vary with'respect to these; the canon fixes upon the addi-
tion of the acid as the cause of the phenomenon (4). But this is not
the only way in which the instances could have been analyzed. We
may have tried the following division into circumstances: (1') A
test tube of a certain size (2') contains a liquid (ST sulphuric acid
is _added to differentcolored liquids; (4') precipitate is formed.
On the basis of this analysis, the method would conclude that the
factor (2') is the cause of the precipitation. This conclusion is in fact
false. It is false because the second method of analyzing the instances
is not a "proper" one.
'Let us consider another illustration. We wish to &now the cause

..of, headachesWe find that it was preceded in some cases by eye-
strain, in sortie Lases by indigestion, and in so cases by the hard-
ening or other disturbances of certiin blood vessels. If we tate this
canon literally, none of this are coinmon circumstances and there-
fore to be considered as causes. This, howocr, ~would be an error,
due to an inadequate analysis of what is a headache and of what
factors In all these mentioned circumstances are relevant to the
different kinds of headaches. A greater refinement of the causes
must be accompanied by an equal refinement of the effects. If we
ask what is the cause of disease, we have grouped a large number
of phenomena under one rubric and the diverse causes of the dif-
ferent kinds of disease must be sirullarly grouped. This point will
be discussed more fully under the heading of The Plurality of
CARL

It follows that not every analysis into factors is equally valid. It
is not valid because in the light of our knowledge we must not sep-
arate, in such experiments as the one above, the volume and place
occupied by a liquid from what has been added to it. Now the
method of agreement cannot inform us which is the proper 21114,-
sis. It cannot discover for us how to divide instances into factors
such that invariable relations can be found to hold between some
of them. The method cannot possibly function unless, once more,
assumptions about relevant factors are made.
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The Method of Agreement as ,1 Cum,n of Proof

Let us consider next whether :he method of agreement is one of
proof, even if we must recogn'.7.,! Olt it is not one of discovery.
Does it follow that because a se;.: ch r.); the cause of a phenom-
enon conforms to the conditiors st:re:t by the method, the conclu-
sion of the search is thereby cic-7:-.,..:r!m:c(1. to be true? That it does
not so follow can be easily seen. The cause of a phenomenon must
be invariably related with the i.hen)mcnon. But we cannot ex-
amine more than a limited nur1-..::r of instances of any alleged in-
variable relation. Even if we be absolutely certain that the
circumstance clainted as a calls,. k attic s:u.;te common circumstance,
can we be certain that it is irrz.,:ii.11.!.. for an unlimited number of
instances) connected with the phcnonatraln? Thus we may find in
a very large number of instanc of t,phoid that the activity of
microorganisms is the ot.kr comrio:r factor that is present. It does
not follow that this factor is af% t.:. .t r ccient in the stilt unobserved
instances of typhoid. Not every conjunction of circumstance:.
is indefinitely repeated.

The reader may perhap; tilat the inference from the ob.
served conjunction of factors to an invariable conjunction is legiti-
mate in virtue of the "uniformity o! nature." We shall not disturb
the reader's faith in this famili, r do:tr ire at this point. But. as we

--shall see presently, such a faith has no evidential Value in demon.
grating the existence of invaria1,1,-: connections. . .

Not only will the method not serNe to prove the presence of a
causal relation; it may, on the colt:or), !cad us to aMrrn some factor
to be the cause when it is not. We have seen this already-in con-
nection with the problem of an al; zing instances into circumstances.
We can see this in another Suppose a professor of hygiene
f,lcis that he had a splitung headache on three successive nights.
He recollects that on :Ironday lte real for ten hours and then took
a walk; on Tuesday, he found the d;nner delicacies irresistible, ate
too much, and then sought ,-,Tentance by taking a walk; on
Wednesday, he slept during the Li:iy and then sought refreshment
In a walk, If he were to emilo the method of agreement, he
might conclude that Ivalking s-15 the cause of his headache. But
this is quite contrary to fact, since the walks he took (we happen
to know on other grounds) ha e nothing to do with bringing on
the headaches. A false conclusion drawn by using the method,
since the instances to which it s as 3j,-led were not analyzed prop-
etiy into the right circumstance

io
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This illustration suggests another familiar doctrine. The method

of agreement does not provide a "water-tight" Froof, it is claimed,
because there is such a thing as a plurality of causes. The same phe-
nomenon is not always produced by the same cause, Mill believed:
"There arc often .everal independent modes in which the same
phenomenon could have criginated." A house may be destroyed
by fire, or by an earthquake, or by cannon fire. Consequently, this
method cannot find the cause. It was such a reflection which corn.
pelted Mill to recognize an imperfection in l'he canon of agree-
ment and which led him to supplement it with the canon of
difference. We shall return to the doctrine of plurality of causes
presently. \Maltcr the doctrine is tenable or not, its formulation
and adoOthin by Mill show the need for some criterion of the cor-
rect analysis of instances into circumstances. It is a criterion not
supplied by the canon.

Employing the canon does not guarantee that alt the necessary
conditions for the occurrence of the phenomenon will be found.
Why is the mercury column in barometers generally around thirty
Inches high? If we employ this method we may conclude that since
there is a vacuum at the top of each column, the existence of the

fs the cause of the observed height of the mercury. This
is a mistake, since we know that the occurrence of a vacuum is not

sufficient condition for the height of the column. The atmos-
pheric pressure, the temperature of the scorn, are other conditions
which are Indispensable in order to explain the height of the met.
curt'. The method of agreement may, therefore, overlook certain
general conditions which must obtain. It may fix our attention only
upon certain obvious, even if necessary, features of the ins:nces.

The ?aloe of the Method of Agreement
The method of agreement is therefore useless as a method of dis-

covery and fallacious as a canon of proof. Has it then no value?
It has a Parked value, if stated negatively: Nothing can be the
Mae of d Pited0fittiOt which is not a common circumstance in
sfi the instances of the phenomenon. Thus stated, it is clearly a
method of eliminating prcyesed causes which do not tweet the
essential requirements of a cause. A circumstance that is not corn.
mon to all instances of a phenomenon cannot, by definition, be
ausally related to it.

A search for causes begins with some assumptions about the pe4
04 System el Lotte, ol. 1, p. 503.
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ably relevant factors. Thus in studying baldness we may begin as
follows: Baldness is due to congenital, herediury factors, or to the
characters of the diet, or to the nature of the headwear, or to some
previous disease. The method of agreement helps to eliminate
sow.e or all of the suggested alternatives. We may discover that

-the character of the food eaten by bald men is not a common fea
ture; and .according to the principle of tollendo ponens we can
conclude therefore that only the three other alternatives remain
to be examined, that is, baldness is either congenital, or it is due

. to the nature of the hats worn, or it is due to some previous disease.
. . We may proceed in this fashion until we have eliminated all the

....suggested alternatives, or found one or more which cannot be
eliminated.

.
. . -Unless, however, we have been fortunate enough to include the

circumstance shich is in fact the cause of the phenomenon in the
- enumeration of aiterratives, the method bf agreement can never
identify the taus Its function is to help eliminateirreevant cir

cunutances.

4. THE METHOD OF DIFFERENCE

.The Method of Difference cs a Canon of Discovery
The method of agreement was recognized as faulty by Mill be.

. cause we cannot be certain that the phenomenon investigated has
only one cause. It was believed to be useful in those cases where we
could not alter the circumstances at will. Hence, it was regarded
primarily a method of observation rather than experiment. It was
believed, however, that the shortcomings of this method can be over
come by the use of a second canon, the 'method of difference.
. This second method requires two instances which resemble each
other in every other respect, but dift.r in the presence or absence
of the phenomenon investigated. Its full statement is: if an in.
stance In which the phenomenon under inttstigation occurs, and
an Instance in which it does not occur, have every circumstance in
common save one, that one occurring in the former; the circurn-

. stances In which alone the two instances differ, is the effect, or the
muse, or an Indispensable part of the cause, of the phenomenon."'

Let us see whether this canon is effective in discovering causes.
, Suppose the reader buys two fountain pens of like make, fills them

with the same kind of ink, places them in his pocket, and takes a

et totem et Lee, Vol. 1. p. 452.
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.

long walk before he sits down to write. When he does, he discovers
. that one of the pens leaks. What is the cause of this? It seems as if

the conditions for applying the canon are all present. The pens are
alike, but one leaks and the other dces nn And if the reader em-
ploys the canon he may "discover" that the rubber sack in one of
the pens has lost its elasticity and is extremely porous; the other
pen has not this defect. The condition of the rubber, the reader
may conclude, is the cause of the leak.

But is the matter as simple as that? If ice take the canon seriously,
we must conclude that the method cannot be applied in this in-
quiry, since it requires that the two pe,as be exacay alike in all cir-
cumstances except those mentioned. Lot the two pens do differ in
very many ways: one was made before the other, or by a different
workman; the shapes of the pens have minute differences; chemical
analysis reveals other differences; the pens were not placed in
exactly the same position in the rea.ler's pocket, nor were they
warmed equally by his body.

If anyone should object that the pc,t.s need not be exactly alike,
. but only alike in relevant factors, we Li us: reply that it is precisely

such judgments of relevance which arc reluired before the canon
may be used; and that the canon doe; not supply this vital infor-
mation. If, however, the objector should declare that the two pens

. can be shown to be alike by examining all the circumstances, we
would be forced to reply that an ex:-...,.tistie examination of the
circumstances is impossible; and that if it were possible, the canon
would be unnecessary to discover the factor which is present when
the phenomenon Is present and abler.: when it is absent.

This canon, like the previous one, requires, therefore, the ante-
cedent formulation of a hypothesis cor,cerning the possible relevant
factors. The canon cannot tell us what factors should be selected for
study from the Innumerable circumsr,rves present. And the canon
requires that the circumstances shall have been properly analyzed
and separated. We must conclude that it is not a method of dis-
covery.

the Method of Difference as a Canon of Proof
is it a method of proof or demonstration? No more than the

method of agreement! Whatever value the canon may seem to have
depends on the assumption that differet:tes are noted with respect
to the presence or absence of a singe factor. But can the canon
assure us that the factor is not comp!ex?

Suppose a man Is psychically and socially maladjusted. He suf.

l3
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fcrs from uncomfo!f:.l.le citc;1;f,I. 71c to a psychoanalyst, who
persuades him to P_O of his autobiography,
and in particular of his sex man "recovers' from the
maladitutment and the d:e:to:;, '1 he c.mon seems to be ap-
plicable: the "single difi.1c-,cf itz C.o.: events of the man's lift:
during this period is the eNpiey-i-.11 of lei; hidden sex desires. Can
we validly conclude that On r:11.ing freely on sex is the cause
of his rerovery? CotainIy el:.nge in the matt's life may
in fact be due simply to his fir.";n; in the air,lyst a spnpathctic
audience on any subject wl!.oevci, or it m.,y be due to the cessation
of cocain organic disontwrat.s 1.1;17.00,:n to the patient or the
analyst.

Can this method demo.) trots connection by au
examination of Iwo realer spends a sleep-
less night, but on die foilo-si:m..7 rests peacefully. The
reader may be able to comioce Ithust..:f tilat the single "significant"
difTerence in his behavior on the (1:,ys preceding these nights
is that he had drunk corke ru the fr-.: day but not on the second.
Can the reader validly coliclud...: thlt (hinking coffee is (fat hint)
the invariable cause of sleekness; .,, ..,1..ec things being equal? It
may be true that his sleepies:1;t o. tiro night was in fact due
to the coffee. Nevetthck,s, it 11..l': i e t :tit I> not drinking cogee
ac such which poduccs tht Ii!s'At. The insomnia ,tray
be due to a drug that the cofree. The reader's slceplcs
tress on that panic-Air V:!5, hyothesis, due to chinking
that particular coffee. Dm it el.:: rt. t fo:low that in general coffee
drinking is followed by a test!e-i n;;..,ht. '1 he application of the
canon does not, therchne, to the detection of the
factors in toms of which :'ft c:-.11.1 ;!-: WI:11;0n Can be expressed,

and it may lead to au afin.:10:. t invoriant relation where
none in fact exists. The caroa safc,snard us against the
fantasy known as post h0:, coI P/fspier AOC: SteCIACCS.,:SS may
follow drinking coffee, but slcci.lc 1;:73i may not occur because
coffee was (bunk.

The statement of the cation c't.,:ty icov,ni7o that the factor
noted by it may be only a of no: c.-.tie. This is a soy impor-
tant qualification. The invot for which the sciences
sock arc such that if a detotnioate se! of thcomoattees are present,
Sonic other cirourotance :1,7conimy these. The dis
COVC y of a partial set of cit,:lont Lrf..i oaten not enough. Now
the mcthol of diqocnce cannel 1,,,...o7tote;: tit:.; the stneicnt ton.

1
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ditions for a phenomenon have been found. We cannot infer that
rain is a sufficient condition for the rich harvest in one part of the
state on the ground that there was a .drought in another part, even
though the quality of the seeds planted and of the soil and the
quantity of sunshine were in all significant ways the same. For it
isn't the rain clone, but the rain together with the soil, seeds, and
sunshine, which provides the adequate conditions for a bumper
aop. The canon may therefore very easily direct our attention to
extremely partial and even superficial f: ctors in the complete situa.
don. On the basis of the canon we might argue that since condi-
dons in Europe in January, 1914, were the same as in JuIy, and
since the only relevant difference was the murder of the Archduke
Ferdinand, the assassination was the cause of the World War. With.
out denying the importance of this event in explaining just vihen
the war did take place, no serious student of affairs would hesitate
to point out the complicated national, diplomatic, and socio-
economic factors which were part of the conditions required to
explain the occurrence of the war.

The Niue of the Method of Difference .

The method of difference cannot, therefore, be regarded either as
a method of discovery or as a method of proof. But, like the method

. of agreement, it has a limited value when' stated negatively: Istoth
ing can be the cause of a phenomenon if the phenomenon does not
tape place when the supposed cause does. Thus stated, it is dearly
a method of eliminating one or more proposed causes which do not
meet the essential requirement of a cause. A circumstance that is
present whether the phenomenon is present or not cannot, by dd.
nition, be causally related to it. Thus if we arc studying rheunaa
tism, we may entertain the hypothesis that it is caused by excessive
starch in the diet, or by lack of exercise, or by a focal infection in
the teeth. Provided that these alternatives repeesent an adequate
analysis and separation of the circumstances, we may be able to
eliminate the diet theory of rheumatism if we can show that large
quantities of starch can be consutned without being fe:;owed by
the effect. Proceeding as we did with the canon of agreement, we
may, In accordance with the principle of tollendo pollens, be able
to eliminate all but one alternative. Again, the methoo of difference
Is helpless if we have not the sagacity to include in the alternatives
considered for further study the factor which is in fact the cause.

g
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5. THE JOINT METHOD OF AGREEMENT AND DIFFERENCE

The two methods so far considered require conditions for their
application which we can never find realized. The first method re.
quires instances which are unlike in ever respect except one; the
second requires instances which arc alike in every respect except
one. When the phenomenon is dependent upon a complex set of
conditions, it is difficult to separate the factors involved and vary
them one at a time. Mill therefore proposed a combination of the
two preceding methods. Its formulation is: "If two or snore instances
in which the phenomenon occurs only one circurnsta:sce in
.common, while two or more instances in vhich it don not occur
have nothing in common save the (25sence of that circumstance; the
circumstance in which alone the cao nu of instances differ, is the
effect, or the cause, or amt indill7C:7f;:ble part of the cause, of the
phenomenon."

The statement of the canon, hc,wevcr, is really absurd. Accord.
lug to it we require two sets of instances. In one set the phenomenon
occurs, and the instances token tosether must have a single coinmon
circumstance, although taken two at a time they may agree in
more than one circumstance. In the suend set the phenomenon
does not occur, and the instances rust be so chosen that they have
nothing in common, taken togeth:r, roc the absence of the phe.
nomenon. But if we follow these t ,structioas we may include any
thing we wish in the second set, sin( c the (1)st-nce of some one char.
wet need be the only identical fe-.turc in all of them! Suppose we
wish to discover the conditions wh;cli male for divorce. According
to the method, we must in the rust place examine a number of
divorced couples, and in the second place, examine a number of
cases where divorce has not occurred, for example, among flowers,
children, mountains, bachelors, and so on. We could not possibly
use these negative instances to detc_t tninc the cause of divorce. We
must therefore modify the formulz.tiQr, of the canon. The negative
instances must be all of a type in which the phenomenon Is capable
of being present when the adequate conditions are supplied.

As a method of discovery and pr: of, this canon combines all the
defects of the first two canons; its it tucs are the virtues of either.
However, it does formulate certain aspcct 5 of methods employed in
nuking comparisons between large Stoups. If we were to try the
method of difference alone for finding the cause of divorce, we

$4 System of Logic, Vol. I. p.
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would require two couples, one divorced, the other not, that are
alike in every way except one. This is hardly feasible. If, however,
we were to examine a large numb:r of married pairs, we might be
able to show that some of the circumstances which are common to
all of them are not significant fot :heir continuing in the married
state, provided we could also show that divorced pairs show the
same common features. We might be unable to identify the cause
of divorce by this method. Neverth.:!::ss, by examining several large
groups we might be able to show some relation between the relative
frequency of divorce and such factors as differences in the age, edu-
cation, health, and so on of the parties to a marriage. Such sta.
tistical information may be all thm can be obtained. The knowl-
edge of the relative frequency of divorce for individuals differing
considerably in age, for examp:!, will be useless for determining
whether divorce will terminate the marriage of some_particular
manied pair. It may be very useful in ascertaining how often we
may expect divorces in a very lar; Troup.

§ 6. THE METHOD OF CO:COMITANT VARIATION

The elimination of irrelevant circarilstances, which we have seen
to be the funcz'on of the preceding canons, cannot be performed
by them in-all cases. For it is sometimes impossible to exclude or
isolate the cause completely. If we wish to find the cause of the rise
and fall of the tides of rivers and seas, we cannot use the canon of
difference, since we cannot find an instance in which such a body
of water does not show the phenomenon of tidal behavior. We can-
not show with the method of diffccence that the sun and moon are
the cause, of tides, since we cannot eliminate the action of these
bodies in any instances. And we cannot use the canon of wrreement,
because we cannot remove from the instances of tidal behavior such
ineradicable common circumstances as the presence of the fixed
stars.

In such cases, however, we may notice or introduce variation's in
the degree or magnitude of the erica, and find a corresponding
variation in some circumstance, without thereby completely elimi-
nating either the effect or the suppr.':ed cause. The method of con-
comitant variation has been formulated by Mill to deal with such
phenomena. Its statement is: "Whatt-ver phenomenon varies in any
mannc. whenever another phenomenon varies in some particulen

1 7
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manner, is either a cause or en c7ca of that phenomenon, or is
connected with it through some fa:t of causation."0

This canon can be employed, th:erefore, only if degrees or mag-nludes of effects and causes can be distinguished. The previous
canons are qualitative methods, sin:c their use requires simply thedetermination of the presence or absence of some character orquality. The present canon is quantitative, and requires the aid of
measurement and statistical technique.

The Canon of Concomitant T'ariVion as a Method of Discovery
An examination of the statement of the canon of concomitant

variation must snake us suspicious of its efficacy as a method of
discovery. It declares that if a phcilomenon varies in any-manner
whenever another phenomenon vylies ,in some manner, a causal
relation is present. Now if the concomitant variation is actually
invariable, and this seems to be required by the word"whenever,"
a causal relation is indeed present. Dut it in order to employ the
canon we must know antecedently that the mode of variation is
invariable, of what use is the canon? We donot, in that case, needthe canon to discover for us the rause. And the canon by its own
admission is perfectly helpless in 1,:ldin:.; the rule of variation or
in demonstrating that a supposed rno,le of variation is invariable.

This suspicion is strengthened if we try to use the canon. Sup-
pose we notice that the temperature in a region varies in some
determinate manner during several months. What is the cause of
this variation? We look for some circumstance present during these
months which also undergoes some variation. But which circum.
stances shall we examine? Certainly not all the circumstances, not
even all the varying circumstances. The formulation of hypotheses
and judgments of relevance are required before this carton can be
employed.

.
tae complicated causal dependencies between several variables

which the natural sciences study cannot possibly be 'Unraveled un-
less hypotheses based on knowledge of mathematical relationships
are formulated concerning diem. Een such a relatively simple rule
of variation as the inverse-squate law of gravitational attraction
cannot be obtained by merely obsrving the behavior of planets.
The Method of Concomitant n17106071 as a Canon of Proof

The mere presence of a concomitant variation of temperatureand some otter factor is not sullicient to establish a causal connec-
1141 System of Logic, Vol. 1, p. 464.
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tion. Suppose the changes in the daily temperature in New York
City during one year could be shown to vary with the daily death
rate in China in that period. Such correlations would be regarded
by most competent judges as fortuitous, because they have some
prior knowledge concerning the relevant factors in the production
of temperature changes. Even very high correlations, especially in
the social sciences, do not necessarily st,gn;ry an invariable connec-
tion. For the phenomena between which such correlations can be
established may be in fact unrelated in any way which would war-
rant our believing them to be invariably connected. A little statis-
tical skill and patience make it possible to find any number of
high correlations between otherwise unrelated factors. We do not
discover causal connections by first surveying all possible conela-
tions betWeert different variables. On the contrary, we suspect an
invariable connection, and then use correlations as corroborative
evidence.

Moreover, the correlations obtained on the basis of an examina-
tion of a finite number of pairs of variables are unreliable, because
we cannot be sure that the rule of variation remains the same out
side of the actually observed limits of variation. We may, by good
fortune, come to the study of gases by selecting a gas like helium
at a high temperature. We may then observe that if the tempera-
ture remains constant, the pressure varies inversely as the volume
of the gas. We may observe this rule of variation for certain inter-
vals of temperature, and then extrapolate the rule for every value
of the temperature, or even for any gas at any constant tempera-
ture. But if we do so, we are sure to blunder, since it is now known
that Boyle's law is true only for a few gases under ideal conditions.
Indeed, a rule of variation which has been found to hold within
certain intervals may become altogather inaccurate outside those
laths, not only because the rule of variation is different, but also
because circumstances negligible within those limits cannot be
neglected outside that interval. The period of a pendulum is pro-
portional to the square root of its length if the arc of the swing

_is small. When the arc of the swing is increased, the period (theo-
retically and approximately) is still related in this way to the
length; nevertheless, the factor of air resistance must now be con-
sidered, so that the period can no longer be rendered by that sim-
ple formula.

- -

The Value of the Method of Concomitant Variation-
The method of concomitant variation cannot therefore be ac

cepted as a method of either discovery or proof. Its value lies partly

11
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in suggesting lines of inquiry for causal relations and in helping to
corroborate hypotheses of causal connection. Its chief value, how-
ever, is to help eliminate irrelevant circumstances. For nothing will
be regarded as the cause of a phenomenon if whethe phenomenon
varies that thing does not, or when the phenomenon does not, that
thing does. Consequently, the method will help eliminate those
factors suggested by the hypothesis guiding the inquiry which do
not conform to this condition. Mill's statement of the canon asserts
that,if. C varies whenever E varies, C and E are causally related.
We have seen that this claims too much. All that can be. affirmed
is that C. and E ate-not causally related if C and Edo not vary
concomitantly. And even in this modified form the method will not
save us from error if the circumstances-denoted by C and E are not
properlyana/yzed.

§ 7. THE METHOD OF RESIDUES

. The remaining method of "discovery and proof," the method of
residues, expresses more dearly than the others the eliminative
function of all the canons. Its statement is: "Subduct from any
phenomenon such part as is known by previous inductions to be
the effect of certain antecedents, and the residue of the phenomenon
it the effect of the remaining anfecedents."10

The method very clearly depends upon our making use of some
already known causal connections in order to isolate the influence
of some other known or assumed cause by means of a-strictly de -_
ductive argument.

A favOrite illustration for this method is the discovery of the
planet Neptune by Adams and Le Verrier. The motions of the
planet Uranus had been studied by the help of Ile:1101N theories.
Its orbit was plotted on the assumption that the sun and the planets
within the orbit of Uranus were the only bodies which determined
its motion. But the calculated positions of Uranus were not in
agreement with the observed positions. On the assumption that
these differences could be explained by the gravitational action of
a planet outside the orbit of Uranus, the position of such a hypo-
thetical planet (behaving according to the usual principles of celes-
tial mechanics) was calculated from the perturbations in the mo

_ tion of Uranus. And in fact the planet Neptune was dn.' covered in
the vicinity of the place calculated for it. This achievement is

104 System of Logic, Vol. T, p. 40,
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therefore credited to the method of residues.
But the argument used for locating Neptune is easily seen to be

strictly deductive. We must acct in the first place, the univer-
sality of Newton's theory of gravitation. We must assume, in the
second place, that the motion of Uranus is determined by the
known bodies vithin its orbit and a single unknown body outside
its orbit. The position of this unknown body can then be calcu
lated if we also know how much of the observed behavior of
Uranus is due to the influence of the interior planets. Now the
canon of residues itself did not pick out the cause of the discrep-
ancies in the observed behavior of Uranus. A hypothesis concerning
the possible source of this discrepancy had to be explicitly intro-
duced. The canon simply expresses the fact that, on the assump-
dons made; the interior masses were to be eliminated as the causes
of the observed discrepancies. It does not suggest where the source
of the residual phenomena is to be located. It does not demon-
strate that the suspected source of such residual phenomena is

causally related to them.
In this illustration one further condition for the applicability of

this method must be noted. We cart calculate the position of the
planet Neptune only if we know the law according to which forces
of attraction can be compounded. These forces arc supposed to act
"independently" of one another. This means that if one of the
interior, planets should fly off from the solar system, the magnitude
of acceleration that each of the remaining bodies would contribute
to the behavior of Uranus could still be calculated from their
known positions and masses. Wherever the forces studied are not

.
independent in this sense (where, in other words, the effect of two
forces cannot be calculated from a knowledge of each in isolation)
the method of residues cannot be employed.

§ 8. SUMbIARY STATEMENT OF THE VALUE CF THE
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

We will now summarize this long discussion of the experimental
canons. Every investigation of the cause of a phenomenon P must
start with a hypothesis. Suppose H1, H2, . . . H, are a set of alter.
native hypotheses concerning the possible determining conditions

-of P. Th,T H's therefore express our sense of what is relevant in any
occurrence of P. No observation, experiment, or reasoning can pro.
ceed without an explicit or implicit acceptance of the following:
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Proposition I. Either H or Ti 2 or . . Ha is the causal law of
P. The function of the experimental canons is to eliminate some or .

all of these alternatives. We try to show that in the instances where
P is present, HI does not hold or that HI is true in those cases
where P is absent as well as wh.2re P is present; or that a variation

'occurs in P without a correlated change in some factor denoted by
11,. If we arc successful in showing any one of these things (and if
H, represents a proper analysis of circumstances). H, is then elimi-
nated as a causal law of P. thus experiment may establish the fol.
lowing:

Proposition 2. HA is not the causal law of P.
We rr-y then conclude from propositions 1 and 2:
Proposition 3. Hz or H, or, . . . If is the causal law of P.
The sante procalt'e can now !N: undercal:en for Hz, and so on.

And we may be successful in eliminating all the alternatives but
11,. Provided that H cannot be eliminated, we may conclude that
H. is the causal law of P, on the assumption that the nil's are the
only possible causal laws.

But it is clear that this procedure is efficacious in finding causal
laws only if the following be true.

a. Proposition I must be based upon a proper analysis of the
circumstances attendant upon P. The H's must express the relevant
relations of P to certain other factors.

b. The n alternatives H must include the true causal law of P. If
we have not been fortunate enough to include the true causal law,
all the altentatives may be eliminated and the cause of P not be
ascertained. But no directions can be given how to include the true
law in an enumeration of possible laws. The difficult step in ex
tending our knowledge consists, therefore, in finding propositions
of the form If H then P where H is a suitable hypothesis or theory
from which the phenomenon P can be shown to be a consequence.

Proposition 3 is obtained by strictly necessary reasoning from
propositions I and 2.

d. The concluding propositions are not demonstrated to be true
unless propositions I and 2 are in fact true. But we can rarely, if
ever, be certain that proposition I is an exhaustive statement of
all possible causal laws for P. . .

The canons of experimental inquiry are not therefore capable of
demonstrating any causal laws.

The experimental methods arc neither methods of proof nor
methods of discovery. The canons which formulate them state in a
more explicit manner what it is we generally understand by a causal
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or invariant relation. They define what we mean by the relation of
cause and effect, but do not f.nd cases of such a relation. The hope
of discovering a method that will "leave little to the sharpness and
strength of men's wits" is one which finds no support from a care-
ful study of the procedure of the sciences. .

But while the methods we have discussed have the defects pointed
out they are of undoubted value in the process of attaining truth.
For in eliminating false hypotheses, they narrow the field within
which true ones may be found. And even where these methods may
fail to eliminate all irrelevant circumstances, they enable us with
some degree of approximation to so establish the conditions for
the occurrence of a phenomenon, that we can say one hypothesis is
logically preferable to its rivals.

9: THE DOCTRINE OF THE UNIFORMITY OF NATURE.

The claim that the experimental methods are capable of demon-
strating with complete certainty universal, invariable connections
rests on a belief that "nature is uniform." Induction, according to
Mill, consists in inferring from a finite number of observed in-
stances of a phenomenon, that it occurs in all instances of a cer-
tain class which resemble the observed instance in certain ways.
But according to Mill, the very statement of what induction is re-
quires an assumption concerning the order of the universe. The
assumption is that "there are such things in nature as parallel
cases, that what happens once, will, under a sufficient degree of
similarity of circumstances, happen apain."

This assumption may be expressed in various ways: that nature
is uniform, that the universe is governed oy general laws, that the
same cause will under similar circumstances be accompanied by the
same effect. In some form, however, so the claim runs, it is required
for induction. Every induction may be thrown into the form of a
syllogism, and the principle of the uniformity of nature will then
appear as the "ultimate major premise of all induitions.'12

Mill puts the matter as follows: "The induction, 'John, Peter,
etc., are mortal, therefore all mankind are mortal; mar. . be
thrown into a syllogism by prefixing as a major premise (what is at
any rate a necessary condition of the validity of the argument)
namely, that what is true of John, Peter, etc., is true of all man-
kind. But how came we by this major ?remise? It is not self-evident;

System of Loqc,Vol. I, p. 354. 1:Ibid., p. 356.
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nay, in all cases of unwarranted generalization, it is not true. How,
then, is it arrived at? Necessarily either by induction or ratio-
cination; and if by induction, the process, like all other inductive
arguments, may be thrown into the form of a syllogism. This pre-
vious syllogism it is, therefore, necessary to construct. There is, in
the long run, only one possible construction. The real proof that
what is true of John, Peter, etc., is true of all mankind, can only
be that a different supposition would be inconsistent with the uni
fortuity which we know to exist in the course of nature. Whether
there would be this inconsistency or not, may be a matter of long
and delicate inquiry; but unless there would, we have no sufficient

-ground for the major of the inductive syllogisms. It hence appears,
that if we throw the whole course of any inductive argument into
a series ofsyllogisms, we shall arrive by more or fewer steps at an

"ultimate syllogism, which will have for its major premise the prin.
ciple, or axiom, of the unifonnity of the course of nature"

-We.shall not discuss whether the principle of the uniformity of
nature is true or whether some such principle is required for mak-

-ing inductive inferences. We wish simply to determine whether the
principle if it were true would in fact help to demonstrate the exist-
ence of some particular instance of a supposed_ causal relation. We
Must carefully note the following.-

1. The principle is stated in an extremely vague fonn"what
happens once, will, under a sufficient degree of similarity of cir-
cumstances, happen again." But what is a sufficient degree of sinii-
larity? The principle does not tell us. In any particular investiga-
tion we'Must rely on other criteria, if there ar:. any, to determine
what are the circumstances material to the occurrence of a
noiuenon.

2. In the second place, the minor premise of an inductive syl-
IOgisrn, even according to Mill, is a particular proposition. There-
fore even if we employ a universal major premise, such as the prin.
dple of uniformity of nature, the premises are insufficient to dem-
onstrate a universal conclusion. .

3. Finally, the principle does not affinn that every pair of phe-
nomena are invariabIy.reIated. It simply states that some pairs are
iocOnnected. To appeal to the doctrine in a particular investiga-. .

- lion is therefore useless. If we suspect that tight - fitting hats are the
cause of baldness, we employ the canons to.eliminate as many cit.-
cumstancei other than -tight hats as we can. But no finite number

2 4'
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of observed cases of tight-fitting hats followed by baldness can dem.
onstrate a law which is to hold for an indefinite number of cases.
The principle of unifonnity of nature does not help us. It does not
say which of the innumerable casual connections between phe-
nomena are invariable; it merely asserts that some are. But the
task of the particular inquiry is to show that a designated pair of
phenomena are in causal relation.

§ 10. THE PLURALITY OF CAUSES

The method of agreement is often found to be faulty because we
cannot be sureso it is claimedthat the effect sfudiec may not
have more than one cause. It is for this reason that the method of
difference was regarded by Mill as a superior experimental proce-
dure. The doctrine of plurality of causes is stated by him as fol-
lows: "It is not true . . . that one effect must be connected with
only one cause, or assemblage of conditions; that each phenomenon
can be produced only in one way. There are often several inde-
pendent modes in which the same phenomenon could have origi-
nated. One fact may be the consequent in several invariable se-
quences; it may follov, with equal uniformity, any one of several
antecedents, or collection of antecedents. Many causes may produce
mechanical motion: many causes may produce some kinds of sen-
sations: many causes may produce death. ) given effect may really
be produced by a certain cause, and yet be perfectly capable of being
produced without it." 24

This doctrine may be given a logical version. The fallacy of af-
firming the consequent in mixed hypothetical syllogisms may be
interpreted as an illustration of the doctrine of plurality of causes.
Thus, even If a number expressed in ordinary algorism has a-.5 in
the itilit-pkce, it is divisible by 5, we cannot validly infer that a
certain number terminates with a 5 in the unit place because it is
divisible by 5; the number may terminate with a zero. It seems,
therefore, that Mill is in the right concerning plurality of causes,
and his doctrine is capable of being stated in a more general form
and in purely logical terms.

Let us first consider the less general form of the doctrine, as stated
by Alin. Suppose a house bums down. What is the cause of this
event? Perhaps the house was destroyed because of an overturned
kerosene lamp, or because of defective electric wiring, or because of

se NV., p. 503.
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a faulty chimney. The reader may be tempted to retort that the
plurality is only apparent. "If the ..dieged causes of the fire were
examined more carefully," he .11:ly perhaps say, "a circumstance
common to all of then% would 'et., found. For example, the occur-
rence of a rapid oxidation in so;rie part of the house is such a com-
mon circumstance. And that coniton feature of .he many alleged
causes is the cause of the event."

Such an analysis is not very se ti,factory. If the reader were inves-

tigating that fire for an insurance conTany and submitted such an
analysis, he would not retain hi; 1 3st for lone occurrence of
a rapid oxidation," the company would doubtless declare, "is an

. explanation of all fires. it was not your job to discover the most
general conditions under which Fire; occur, for we knew that all
the time; it was your job to find the special conditions under which
this one occurred."

This hypothetical reply of at:: insurance company not only indi-
cates the inadequacy of one type of criticism of the doctrine of
plurality of causes; it also suz,-,t -.s a ulore complete reply to the
doctririe. For if the doctrine true, how could we ever be able
to infer the cause from an exart.:nation of the ruins of a destroyer'
house? There can be no doubt tin: 1...e frequently infer the true
cause of an effect. Fire insurance companies do so continually. So
also the medical examiner is ai;!:.: to etablish the real cause of a
person's death in spite of the arse .;c0. plurality of causes of death.

The more satisfactory reply to doctrine of plurality of causes
Es this: When a plurality of utthti is ais,:rtal for an effect, the effect
is not analyzed very carefully. Ir....rantes which have significant dif-
ferences are taken to illustrate the sane effect. These differences
escape the untrained eye, altho:41 they are no:ced by the expert:

"Thus the-way in which a house burr.; down when an overturned
lamp is -the cause, is not the satin: as when defective wiring is the
cause. The doctrine of plurality of causes is plausible only iE we
analyze the causes into a larger number of distinct types than we
do the effect. The doctrine oveiloo;:s many differentiating factors
present in several instances of a so called effect, and by viewing these
instances under their more generic features regards them as in-

. stances of the same effect. For many purposes it is perhaps con-
venient to retain this lack of symmetry in the analysis of causes and

. effects. But it does not follow front this fact of convenience that the
-- usual illustrations of plurality of causes really prove the absence

of a one-to-one correspondence between cause and effect.
Let us now turn to the doc;, ine in its more general or logical
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form. Must we deny that the fallacy of affirming the consequent is
a fallacy? Not if we recognize elementary distinctions, and recall
some of our discussions in the chapter on mathematics. Affirming
the consequent is a fallacy because the same consequent may follow
from more than one antecedent. But, we may ask, if a proposition
follows from two distinct sets of premises, does it follow from them
in virtue of their being different from each other, or in virtue of
their containing something in common?

If the reader remembers our discussion of logical systems, he must
acknowledge that the second alternative expresses the true state of
affairs. We showed in Chapter VII, §3, that two systems may be
incompatible with each other taken in their entirety although
they may have many theorems in common. We explained this by
suggesting that the two systems contain a common subsystem. The
common theorems of the two systems follow strictly from the axioms
of this common subsystem, and not from the axioms of the two
systems as such.

Let us state this in different words. A set of premises which is a
sufficient condition for a given proposition may contain conditions
besides those which are necessary. With care and ingenuity, those
portions of the premises which are not required for the conclusion
can be eliminated. In this way, we can discover all the conditions
necessary for the conclusion. And when the antecedent in an im-
plicative proposition contains the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the consequent, it is no longer a fallacy to argue from the
affirmation of the consequent to the affirmation of the antecedent.

The fallacy of affirming the consequent is therefore indeed a
fallacy, since we do not in general know that the antecedent states
the necessary and sufficient zonditions for the consequent. For most
purposes, science is satisfied with the sufficient conditions for the
propositions it wishes to establish. But its goal, which may never
be reached, is to find the conditions which are both necessary and
sufficient. _

The distinction between sufficient conditions and those which
are both necessary and sufficient throws further light on the limita-
tions of so-called crucial experiments. Suppose p, a verifiable propo-
sition, follows from theory T, but not from Ts. Then a slight modi-
fication of Ts, one which leaves its main outlines unaffected, may
perhaps be made so that p is implied by the revised T, as well as
by T1. Both theories, in such a case, would logically contain the
necessary and sufficient conditions for p, although they may con-
tain much else besides. The verification of lb, therefore, will not

z7
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compel us to abandon 7": if we can continue to use It with scien-
tific profit after slightly altering it We may conclude with a per-
tinent remark of Bertrand Russell: "a hypothesis which accounts
with a minute exactitude for all known relevant facts must not be
regarded as certainly true, since it is probably only some highly
abstract aspect of the hypothesis that is logically necessary in the
deductions which we make from it to observable phenomena." 3'

IS The Scientific Outlook, 1931, p. 57.
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CHAPTER SIX

CLASS NOTES

We have omitted class notes for this chapter, since the student will

already have had a fair number of exercises in dealing with measures of

association in Chapter Two. Further exercises involving measures of

association, found in the class notes for Chapter Seven, introduce tht

problem of dealing with a third variable.

1



CHAPTER SEVEN

ANALYSIS OF DATA

I

It is a commonplace in the philosophy of science that facts never

"speak for themselves." Before facts are to have any meaning, they must

be disentangled and given order. They must be weighed and fitted to a

relevant body of ideas or theories.

We have included three readings in this chapter. The first, "Split

Trials and Time Saving" by Hans Zeisel and Thomas Callahan,

represents, we think, an excellent example of a project joining the law and

the methods of research often found to the social sciences. The data are

analysed in a relatively simple, clear -cut manner with a relatively simple,

specific question in mind.

The second selection, "Some Functions of Qualitative

Analysis in Social Research" by Allen H. I3arton and Paul F.

Lazarsfeld, ranges more broadly. Fundamentally, the article is concerned

with the act of imagination, the process of trying "to make sense" out of the



infinite complexities which lie concealed in the data dredged up by empirical

inquiry. And the authors of the article implicitly recognize that in some sense

this process must be akin to artistic creation, just as in the case of formulating

the hypotheses with which we begin our research. This is not to say that the

"truth" revealed by the analysis of our data is arbitrary or subjective or free

from the canons of scientific proof. It simply means that there is no one

correct way to analyse the data, no mechanical set of procedures which must

be followed in every instance.

The last reading is by William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt and it

describes some methods of analysing and presenting data, such as cross-

tabulations, frequency, distributions, and so on, which are already familiar.

In addition, however, the authors touch on a new and much more complex

issuenamely the introduction of a third factor into the analysis of relation-

ships. As the reader will see, Goode and Hatt employ terms such as interpre-

tation, explanation, and specification, which are part of the language of the

social sciences, to distinguish different causal interpretations. But the basic

idea is fundamentally the same: The relationship between two characteristics

is frequently modified by the influence of a third characteristic; and this in-

fluence must be statistically controlled or held constant, if we are to in-

crease our understanding.

-2
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With these remarks in mind, we can list some of the modes of data

analysis which are frequently used. They are very basic ways of looking at

data which crop up again and again when we examine the results of research

projects. Much of the following material has already been covered, of

course, for the analysis of data involves such things as examining the

procedures of sampling, the simplification of data, tests of significance,

and so on. We are listing these aspects of research here, however, not

as steps to be followed in the collection of data but as items to be taken into

account when we ask what our data mean and how far we can generalize our

results.

1. If we draw a random sample from a population of people or

of events or of some other type of unit, we can make generalizations about

the population from which it comes, as we have seen. But can we make

generalizations to other similar populations? What can one sampled commu-

nity, for example, tell us about other communities? Will the conclusions

about a population, based on a sample, be valid at other points in time?

There is no definite answer to these questions--"it all depends," we say- -

but they are not questions that can be avoided in the analysis of data.

It is a very common practice to extend the conclusions of a study
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beyond the population which has been examined. Either implicitly or explicitly,

it is frequently argued that the conclusions drawn from a study do have implica-

tions that go beyond the immediate case in hand. But this is not an assertion

that can be made blindly--we must note the similarities and differences of the

population studied in comparison with the larger set of populations which con-

cern us and come to a reasoned judgment of how these similarities and

differences will influence our generalizations.

Still, we must make sure our starting point is a strong one--that is,

we must be as certain as we can that one sample studied is representative

of its universe. Orel of the first things to do, then, in analysing data, is to

examine carefully and critically the sampling procedure used.

2. Even a random sample, however, may not be representative.

This is a point to be checked, if at all possible, by comparing the character-

istics of the sample with whatever information Is available about the universe

from which it comes. Census materials, official records, previous surveys- -

all may provide summary information about the population which can be used

to gauge how close the particular sample of a particular study comes to

mirroring the parent population.

3. In the material on the collection of data, it was pointed out

that there are many steps between empirical reality and the records that

end up in research project files. Vhen we examined the so-called instru-
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ments used by the social scientist to collect data--interview schedules, un-

structured questionnaires, protocols for recording non-verbal behavior, etc.

--we must remember to ask if alternative methods of data collection would

produce the same results. Even with one particular method, such as an inter-

view schedule used in a survey, important changes in the end product can

occur with changes in the wording of questions, the order in which they are

asked, and so on.

4. We have continually stressed the concept of relationship in

these materials, arguing that the concept was the very stuff of which

scientific reasoning is made. One of the most important types of relation-

ships involves the covariation of two variables, for it provides a model for

much of our thinking about relationships between characteristics in the form

of attributes. When, however, we are actually dealing with variables rather

than characteristics such as attributes, in looking at the data accumulated in

a particular project, we must be very sure that certain assumptions under-

lying our calculations are valid. One of the most important of these is the

difference between reetilint;ar and curvilinear relationships discussed in

some detail in the readings in the chapter on correlation. If we make a

mistake on this point, we can seriously distort the reality embedded in our

data.



5. As indicated earlier, we often find it convenient to simplify our

data when we wish to get at the underlying patterns of relationships. Some-

times this is a matter of calculating means and standard deviations, per-

centages, and so on. However, it may also involve converting a variable

or a set of ranked categories into a dichotomous attribute. The problem

here is one of deciding on the cutting point--and although there are no hard-

and-fast rules on this issue, we often try to break the frequency distribution

approximately in half. The dichotomizing of variables into attributes means

that we lose a good deal of detail in our data; but it also may mean that the

analysis is a good deal less complex.

6. We often find that characterizing a unit of observation in

terms of one characteristic at a time is not as revealing as we would like

It to be. We need to construct scales, indices, and other forms of scoring

devices, which are really ways to characterize units of observation with a

great deal of precision along a single dimension. This issue is beyond the

scope of our Introduction to research methods in the social sciences, but

the student should at least be familiar with one elementary form of dealing

with multiple characteristics, namely, the construction of typologies based

on two dichotomized attributes. We may, for example, in analysing data,

classify individual into "high" or "low" in terms of two characteristics;

and from the resulting 2 x 2 table we can constrict a new classification of



individuals--a typology--based on the joint occurrence of the attributes. Thus,

Type I would be "High-High"; Type II "High-Low"; Type HI "Low-High"; ard

Type IV "Low-Low." The usefulness of this simple procedure is well present-

ed in the reading by Barton and Lazarsfeld.

7. Once we have established the characteristics we wish to

examine (variables, attributes, types, ete.) our next task is to examine their

inter-relationships. An important part of this task !nvolves checking the

nature of this relationship, i.e. , is it curvilinear or rectilinear? In

addition, however, we are concerned with the extent of the relationship- -

and for this we need some form of measurement. The readings have touched

on two forms of measurement which are frequently encountered in the

analysis of data: Yule's Q for attributes and Pearsonian Product-Moment

r for variable-3. The student should be familiar with the interpretation of

these measures, since he will inevitably encounter them in the literature

of the social sciences.

8. The need to sample a population, rather than examining every

unit it contains, has been argued before at some length. And, as we have

pointed out, the sample gives our best estimate about the population or

universe from which it comes. We are still faced with the task of judging

the accuracy of our estimate, however, and this involves establishing confi-

dence limits and making tests for the signilicance of differences. The



important point to remember, in the analysis of data, is that as valuable as

a sample may be, it cannot be taken at face value. We must logically work

out the limits of its accuracy.

9. The examination of relationships may indeed by the stuff of

which science is made, as we have argued, but it is clear that the com-

plexities of the empirical world demand more than the examination of two

characteristics at a time. The task of ascertaining the influence of other

characteristics can grow extremely difficult and complex, but we can limit

ourselves to three forms which are fundamental.

First, we can ask if an observed relationship can be accounted for

by an intervening variable, in the sense that the independent variable causes

the intervening variable (Goode and Hatt refer to the intervening variable as

the test variable) which in turn causes the dependent variable. If we can

show (1) that the Independent variable Is related to the intervening variable;

(2) that the intervening variable is related to the dependent variable; and

(3) that the relationship between the independent and dependent variable is

much diminished or disappears when the intervening variable is held con-

stant, we have provided evidence for our theory. (Goode and Hatt give us

an illustration with attendance at a private or public secondary school as

the independent variable, secondary school grades as the intervening

variable, and grades in college as the dependent variable.)



Second, we can ask if an observed relationship can be accounted for

by an antecedent variable, in the sense that two characteristics are related

not because one causes the other, directly or indirectly, but because both

are caused by a third variable--the so-called antecedent variable. The

statistical manipulation is the same as in the case where we try to determine

the influence of an intervening variable--we hold the third variable, i.e. , the

antecedent variable, constant and see if the observed relationship disappears.

(Goode and Hatt use economic status and birth rate as independent and

dependent variables respectively, and education as a possible antecedent

variable.)

Third, we can analyse our data to see if an observed relationship

between two characteristics increases, decreases, or remains the same

when a third characteristic is held constant. That is to say, we measure

the observed relationship for all those cases in which the third character-

istic is present and we measure the same relationship for all those cases

in which the third characterisOc is absent. This examination of the relation-

ship under varying conditions is referred to as specification; and Goode and

Hatt use as an illustration the relationship between education and rank in the

Army ur.der conditions of long-term or short-term service. Again, the con-

struction of the necessary tables is the same as in the two previous types of

analysis, although there is a difference in the nature of the theoretical issues

which are being demonstrated.

9
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With this chapter on the analysis of data, we come to the end of our

introduction to the anion of law and social science research. We have tried

to stress what we think are the most fundamental ideas and we have tried to

avoid a too narrow concern with specific techniques. But these materials

are not viewed as some definitive set of readings which must be covered in

a rigid and exhaustive fashion. Teaching materials such as these, we believe,

must be used in a flexible manner, with the teacher and students adapting

them to their particular interests and background.

In our experience with using these materials in the law school, we

have found that law students are usually more concerned with Vie substantive

issues--at least initially - -than with the methodological issues. This is

understandable enough; and, in fact, we think that teaching social science

methodology to law students successfully requires a continuous emphasis

on substantive application. At the same time, we think it is worthwhile to

reiterate the basic argument or which this collection of readings is founded- -

namely, that the judicious usa of substantive material drawn from the social

sciences is dependent on at least an elementary understanding of the research

methods by which such material is assembled. If this collection of readings

aids the law student in achieving that understanding, we will have achieved

our purpose.

+0 11111111111MvslowIN elim.011
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SIMPLE TECHNIQUES AND IMPORTANT RESULTS

Hans Zeisel and Thomas Callahan were asked by the District

Court for the Northern District of Illinois to study the time saved

by splitting trials into two separate proceedings- -one to determine

liability and one to determine damages. We think that their research

provides an excellent example of the practical value in social science

in solving pressing legal problems. There are two points particularly

worth noting: (1) the research design is an approximation of a true

experiment; and, (2) the authors use relatively simple mathematics

and yet produce important results.

In discussing random sampling procedures, Mueller and

Schuessler in Chapter Four make the point that the "ideal sampling

procedure is one in which the drawings are affected by impartial

chance factors alone." This, of course, is a device to insure that

the samples present an accurate representation of the universe under

observation. Zeisel and Calla! an, due to the technicalities sur-

rounding the adoption of a judicial rule, could not use random

selection procedures. Rather, they had to rely upon data "routinely



collected by the Office of United States Courts." As a result, we

cannot be sure if the cases tried by one method are the same as

those cases tried by another--and, as a consequence, we cannot

be sure if any difference in outcome is due to the difference in the

method of trial or some other factor. The student should note how

the authors come to grip with this problem.

As for the use of simple mathematics, the reading makes it

clear that the law student can engage in important research without

necessarily using formulas for correlation, tests for significance,

etc. In fact, the authors rely heavily on simple percentages and

simple logic--but the methods fit their purpose and the results are

more than adequate.

From Hans Zeisel and Thomas Callahan, "Split Trials
and Time Saving: A Statistical Analysis," Harvard
Law Rev i ew, 76 (1963), pp. 1606-1625. Reprinted
by permission.
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Hans Zeisel* and Thomas Callahan**,
"Split Trials and Time Saving: A

Statistical Analysis," Harvard Law

Review, 76 (1963), pp 1606-1625.

In 1059 the United States District Court for the Norther?: District
of Illinois adopted a rule permitting separate trials of liabgity and
damage issues in civil cases. At the request the court the authors
have cor:durted on investigation to determine the extent to which
time is saved through use of the separation device. They use a
vilritly of converging statistical approaches to arrive at the conclu-
sion tfurt in persona! injury jury trial cases about twenty per cent
of trial time may bs saved. They than consider the possible ways
that separation might, lengthen trial time, and conclude that these
will not offset the time saving to any degree.

Among thc: devices aimed at reducing the trial road of our
courts, the split or separate trial of issues has been proposed as
holding special promise.. Trial time would be saved, the argument
goes, if the issues of liability and damages were tried separately.
The jury would be required 1.rst to bring in a verdict on liability,
and only if liability were found would the jury hear evidence and
render a second verdict on the issue of damages.' On the recom-
mendation of the late Judge Julius IL Miner,' the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois was persuaded
to test t!,is device, and on November 3, 1959, adopted civil rule
21, se. forth below,3 permitting separate trial on motion of a party

t We are happy to aeknossiedge the generous support of this study by the Wai-
ter E. Meyer Rc;earch institute of Law. This Investigation, an offshoot of the
University of Chic g,. Low School's prior work on the jury system and court
congestion, was conducted in closest collaboration with Professor Harry Kalven,
Jr., Director of the Jury Project.

Professor of Law and Sociology, University of Chicago Law Schwi. Dr. jur.,
University of Vienna, 1937, Dr. rer. pot., 1928.

91 Third-year student, Univer.ity of Chicago Law School; Research Assistant,
Jury Project, since 1957. M.A., University of Chicago, 196s.

I Such a pion was proposed in ZEISEX, Iti VAIN & BVC111101i, DELAV TM
COURT 99 (1959) [hereinafter cited as DELAV).

3 Miner, Court Congestio..: A New Approach, 45 A.R.A.J. 1r65, :2E3 (1959).
Judge Miner died on March 1 t, t9G3, the very day this report was submitted to
his court. The cause of court administration, and especially Its students, owe hin,
a great debt of gratitude for his detor-iolt.ed efforts to pioneer what promises to be
a unique!) powerful delay remedy.

3 N.D. ILL. (Cry.) R. al, set forth in a Fr n. RULES SERV, 2D 104F-.0 (195o)r
Pursuant to and In furtherance of Rule 42(b), Federal Rules of Civil Pro-

cedure, to curtail undue delay In the administration of justice in personal injury
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or at the di: ection of the court. Though the rule was sponsored in
order to save trial time, a co. ,nodity in short supply in most met-
ropolitan courts, attempts N1 ere soon mr.de to upset it on the
ground that this major departure from the traditional mode of
trial might affect the substance of the verdicts rendered by juries.
Bu! the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that the rule
preserved the essential character of trial by jury and was within
the ambit of Rule 42 (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
which permits separated trial of issues in the interest of conven-
ience.'

Prior to the promulgation of the rule, Chief Judge Campbell
asked the Law School of the University of Chicago to design a re-
search operation that would measure the effect of separation on
the trial load of the court.° A later report may deal with the
above-mentioned substantive considerations; the present report
treats only of one aspect of the rule -- its impact on trial time.

Tha way in which separation of issues may save court time is
clear. In the traditional form of trial, the damage issue must be
litigated even where tl, verdict will ultimately reject liability;
separation would eliminate the need for trying the damage issue in
those cases, comprising roughly 4o per cent of all personal injury
jury trials.° Even where liability was affirmed, it seemed likel-;

and other civil litigation wherein the issue of liability may be adjurlIeated as
a prerequisite to the determination of any or all other Issues, in jury and
non-jury cases, a separate trial may be had upon such issue of liability, upon
motion of any of the parties or at the Court's direction, in any claim, cross-
claim, counterclaim or third-party claim.

In the event liability Is sustained, the Court may recess for pre-trial or
settlement conference or proceed with the trial on any or all of the remaining
issues before the Court, before the same jury or before another jury as con-
ditions may require and the Court shall deem meet.

The Court, however, may proceed to trial upon all or any combination
of issues if, in Its discretion, and in furtherance of justice, it shall appear that
a separate trial will work a hardship upon any of the parties or will result In
protracted or costly litigation.

'Rosie v. Chicago S N.W. Ity, , aSa Fad 639 (7th Cir. 296o), cert. denied, 365
LIS. Sri (1961). The court did not decide whether the use of different juries for
liability and damage issues as authorized by the district court rule violates the
,eventh amendment. Die district court has confined the operation of rule 21 to
single juries. Cf. O'Donnell v. Watson Bros. Transp. Co,, 183 F. Supp. 377 (N.D.
Ili. :96o).

5Throughout the study Judges Campbell, Miner, and Robson acted as advisers,
whIch we owe them a great debt of gratitude. We also want to thank the other

,acmi,ers of the court and its clerks for their meticulous help throughout these two
:cars. We are opecially Indebted to Mr. Roy Johnson, Special Assistant to Judge
Campbell, and to Miss Alleene C. Coldby, Chief Deputy Clerk, for their untiring
cooperation. Appreciation is also due to Mr. Orin S. Thiel and Mr. Ronald II.
P'atty of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts for their thought-
f help in supplying us with a series of control statistics from their office.

From a nationwide sample of civil Jury trials, which forms part of the basic
,ta of the Jury Project of the University of Chic4.. Law School.
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that trial time might be saved by the stimulus to settlement
before the damage issue is litigated. There remained, however, the
possibility that these savings might well be offset by a number of
countervailing factors not so immediately obvious. Thus the
separation of issues might reduce the proportion of cases settled,
and thereby increase the number cf cases requiring trial. It might
reduce the ratio of jury waers and thereby add to the number of
cases requiring jury trial? Separation might increase the propor-
tion of hung juries, and necessitate more retrials. Finally, it might
simply require more time of juries overall, since in some cases
there would he two deliberations. The crucial question for this
study was, therefore, not so much whether but rather how much
time would be saved by the separation of issues.

Because our inquiry was set up only shortly before the adop-
tion of the separation rule, we were unable to acquire data on the
period before the rule which we should have wished to have in
order to compare the operations of the court before and after the
separation rule was introduced. Instead, for our prior control
period we had to rely for information on data routinely collected
by the statistical branch of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts. The ideal research design would have combined
such a prior observation period with a selection by chance of the
cases to which the separation rule would be applied. Specifically,
one might have subjected every three successive cases filed to a
sort of lottery: in the case drawn first, separation N:ould be re-
quired; in the second, separation would not be allowed; in the
third case, separation would be left to the judge's discretion,
These groups of three would be assigned in rotation, giving each
judge an equal number of cases of each variant. After final dis-
position, the separated, the regular, and the cases where separa-
tion was discretionary would be compared and measured against
the period that preceded the introduction of the rule. But this
division of cases was of course not feasible for a variety of good
reasons.' Instead, all that could be done was to keep a careful
record of the court's actions in each case from assignment to final
disposition, both for cases in which there was separation and for
the regular trials. We had no influence and of course did not at-
tempt to exert any influence on the choice of cases in which the

/The New York experience showed that roughly 4o70 less time is used up In a
bench trial. D, Lev 8t.

a Cf. 7'ke Can for Ike Odd Experimen:, Drew 24z-5o; Zeisel, The New
York Expert Testimony Project: Some Reflections on legal Experiments, 8 STAN.
L. Ri.v. 730, 741-43 (1956).
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issues were separated. Each judge applied the broad discretion
conferred on him by the rule according to his own understanding
of its suitability for the case at hand.

To begin the analysis, then, we present a synopsis of the civil
cases tried before the court. Table r gives the proportion of cases
tried under the separation rule in each category. The table shows
that the relative frequency of such trials varies greatly with the
type of action. Two categories show no separation whatsoever:
admiralty cases and tort cases other than personal injury claims.
The greatest use of separation was made in personal injury trials:
here 37 per cent of the jury cases and 27 per cent of the bench
trials were tried under the separation rule. Separation was ordered

TABLE

RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF SEPARATED TRIALS 13Y TYPE OF CAFE a

Re;u1p.r Trials Separated Trials

TOTALNumber Number
Pe %cease

el Total

Personal Injury: b Jury tt7 69 37 % 186
Nonjury 12 27% 3o

216
Other Tort: Jury to to

Nonjury 4 4
14

Contrinct: Jury 19 6 24% 25
Nonjury 17 2 ir%

44
Federal Tort

Claims Act: Nonjury co 4 29% 14
14

Admiralty: Jury t I
Nonjury 6 6

7
Other: Jcry 8 8

Nonjury 34 4 lc% 38
46

TOTAL: Jury 155 75 33% 23o
Nonjury 93 t8 16% Iii

248 03 27% 341

' For the twoyear period after Introduction of rule rx (7950-396r).
Tncludes 36 jury and 6 nonjury Fr:LA carts, of which ono. jury Writ was

Et-prated.
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in only one out of twenty-two FELA cases but in 29 per cent of
the fourteen Federal Tort Claims Act cases. These frequencies
forced us to limit our inquiry to personal injury cases: only this
category provided a sufficiently large group of separated (69) and
regular (I17) trials to offer an adequate basis for statistical com-
parison. It would be. improper to compare, for instance, separated
tort cases with nonseparated contract cases, since the validity of
any comparison requires that the cases be kept as homogeneous
as possible_ Strictly speaking, therefore, conclusions of the study
wilt apply only to personal injury jury cases, but within reason
they should prove applicable also to other types of cases.

Table 2 proceeds to the comparison of separated and regular
personal injury trials. The 186 trials by jury dining the obser-
vation period are divided by the stage at which they terminated.
We distinguish four stages for the separated trials and four
roughly parallel stages for the regular trials. The midpoint
for the regular trial comes at the end of the plaintiff's case; for
the separated trial, at the end of the liability trial.

TABLE 2
STAous OF DISPOSITION AND TIME REQUIRED TO REACII THEM

Separated Trials Regular Trials

Stage of Diryniiti,tn Days Per Cent Stage of Di:position Days Per Cent

During I iability During Plaintiff's
Trial 1.9 19% Case 2.0 I8%

At End of Liability At End of Plaintiff's
Trial 3.2 62% Case 3.3

During Damage During Defendant's
Trial 3.6 Case

After Full Trial 15% After Full Trial 4.7 7S%
Average All Average All

Cases 3.1 100% Cases 4.2 100,q
Number of Cases (69) Number of Cases (I 17)

Personal injury jury trials. Only court time is considered; deliberation time is
not included. Figures in the "Days" column arc averages for cases disposed of at
the stage indicated.

It was, to repeat, the expectation of those who favored the
new rule that many separated trials would end after the liability
verdict, thus making the damage trial unnecessary. As can be
seen, Table 2 vividly confirms this expectation: fully 78 per cent
of the regular trials, but only 15 per cent of the separated trials,
go through their full course. And since many more regular trials
run theft full course than do separated trials, it must be expected
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that the average trial time for each is quite different. The figures
for trial time in Table 2 bear this out, shoving that the average
legit/3r trial lasts 4.2 days, the separated trial, 3.1 days a time
difference of 26 per cent. It would be tempting to read this figure
as the looked-fo- measure of the time saved by separation. Un-
fortunately, it cannot be accepted at face value because, standing
by itself, this comparison of the separated and the regular trials
could be quite misleading.

II

At this point we ask for the reader's indulgence during a some-
what complicated methodological excursion that will, we trust,
make clear why without further investigation we cannot trust
the comparison made by Table 2. The precise question is this:
Were the cases selected for separated trial and the cases !eft for
regular trial substantially similar except for the fact of separation?
If they were, we may attribute the observed difference to the fact
of separation. But if they were not, we are in trouble. It is the
same methodological problem that came to the fore in the now
famous debate over whether smoking shortens our life expectancy.
The average age at which smokers die is lower than that of non-
smokers, just as the average separated trial is shorter than the
average nonseparated one. Does such a statistic prove that smok-
ing shortens life, or that separation shortens trial time? Suppose
it is the man who is less healthy to begin with who takes up smok-
ing. We would then falsely attribute to smoking the effect of
shortening our lifetime, when in fact the average smoker had
a shorter life expectancy even before he began smoking. Simi-
larly, one may find that deaths are more likely to occur in the near
future in families recently visited by physicians than in those un-
attended. Obviously it is not the doctor, but the preexisting situa-
tion that calls for a doctor, which causes the higher mortality
rate, A similar lifficulty may apply to the figures in Table 2:
cases selected for separate trial might be different to begin with.
If that difference is itself related to the time saving we want
measured, then we no longer know to what extent the apparent
time saving was due to differences other than separation. That
was why our ideal research design specified selection by lot
by avoiding purposeful selections we could avoid the possibility
of selections on some basis which might have a bearing on trial
time.

Woe our separated trials selected in any way that could lessen
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the validity of the comparison in Table 2? We know that there
was purposeful selection by the judges. Though we do not know
the basis for their selection, a few statistics give us warning.
From Table 2, we see that 0,e average separated trial which actu-
ally %vent to the jury on the damage question took 4.o days; but
it took considerably longer -- 4.7 days to try the regular cases
that ran their full course.' There is thus some indication, though
no proof, that the cases differ by selection. There is no proof,
because the figure for separated trials is based on only a small
fraction of cases that go the full course; the potentially longer
cases might well have been disposed of during trial. On this view
the difference would disappear if all trials were full trials.

Further, the figures in Table 3 suggest that the two groups of
cases were not selected at random. Only .34 per cent of the regu-
lar trials ended in favor of the defendant, in contrast to 56 per
cent of the separated trials a figure far above the average. SO Note

too that the proportion of directed verdicts is larger in the sep-
arated group. Finally, there is evidence that the regular trials left
over after some cases have been removed for separated trials
differ as a group from the run of regular trials before civil ruk:.
2r, when no cases were separated. Statistics supplied us by the
statistical branch of the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts indicate that of the 196 personal injury jury trials con-
ducted in this court during the two years prior to the introduction

TABLE 3
OUTCOME AND MODE OF TERMINATION OF SEPARATED AND

REGULAR TRIMS

Mode of Tern nation
SepariattreteTntlals RegfrateTnetiafs

Settlement
Jury Verdict for Plaintiff

32
12

24
42.

Total in Favor of Plaintiff 44 06
Jury Verdict for Defendant 43 31
Directed Verdict for Defendant t3

. Total in Favor of Defendant 56
---1

34
__

Number of Trials (69) (n7)
'Personal injury jury trials.

The trial times for the regular cases are comewhat high compared with statis-
tics available from other courts, but there are no grounds for suspecting that ti,is
should restrict the validity of our findings. We arc concerned only with the rela-
tive trint time of separated and regular trials, and this relation should not be
affected by the gmera)ly long.' trill time.

10 Sec note 6 supra.
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of rule 21, only 62 per cent of the cases went to a jury verdict,
as against 73 per cent" of the regular trials after rule 2t. This
is another suggestion that judges might have been more likely
to order separate trial for those cases which held a promise of
not going through a full trial

Iii

So much for the potential infirmities of the data in Table 2. Do
our data permit us to move the analysis to more secure ground?
Table 4 will show the proportion of personal injury jury trials
tried by each judge under the separation rule: the ratio varies
from 89 per cent for Judge A down to zero for Judges K and L.
Though this varying use seems at first blush unfortunate, it is
this very variation which will help to solve the problem. For
clarification, we return to the smoking analogy. Just as we could
not dictate when judges were to use split-trial procedure, we could
not select youngsters at random, ordering one group to smoke
and another not to. But we can expose one random group of
smokers to "stop-smoking" propaganda and keep another random
group of smokers as a control glow, unexposed to this papa-
ganda. We could then compare the longevity of the "exposed"
group with that of the control group. Any difference could be
attributed to the "stop-smoking" campaign.

Let us try to see more precisely how this analytical procedure
bypasses the difficulty that the decision to stop smoking will not
be made at random, but more lik6y by persons who arc in sonic
way special with respect to smoking and with respect to health
in general. The point is that in this design we neither know no
need to know how the self-selection works.

Let us assume the worst possible case from the point of view
of selection bias: suppose the only smokers who respond to the
stop-smoking campaign were those who started smoking only re-
cently and who arc at the same time particularly health conscious.
Let us assume also that it is only their lengthened life span which
would cause the average life span of the exposed group to in-
crease. Even this extreme self-selection would in no way affect
the validity of the proposition that reduced smoking increases
life expectancy. The reason we would net be concerned with this
self-selection is that we know that in the control group, too, there
would he these health-conscious smokers who only recently began
to smoke, in about the same proportion as they occurred in the

33 Table 3, second column: 4: + rz 73.

z
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experimental group. And we should not care if some of the con
trot group stopped smoking on their vn, without exposure to
the propaganda. For it is quite sufficieh. to know that, whatever
the control group does, the experimental group also does, in addi-
tion to the experimental group's reaction to the stop :rt,ol:ing cam-
paign.

Now instead of two groups of smokers, let us take two groups
of trials, one conducted by Judge X who separates some of his
trials, and one by Judge 1' who separates none. Since the court
assigns cases at random, the groups of trials will be com-
parable. The only differences between the groups will be that
there was separation in one but not in the other, and conceivably
the differing expeditiousness of Judges X and F. If the latter
factor is discounted, and if the average trial length in the group
of cases where separation sometimes occurred is below that of
the cases where it was not available, we are justified in ascriLing
this difference to the separation. One would then expect Judges
K and L, who held no separate trials, to show a higher average
length of all their trials than Judge A, who separated in 89 per
cent of his trials. In reality, of course, there are not two judges,
but several judges, each having a different propensity to separate.
We should, therefore, expect this proposition to hold true: the
larger the _Joportion of separated trials for the particular judge,

TABLE 4
SEPARATION RATIO AND AVERAGE TRIAL TIME

IN PERSONAL INJURY JURY TRIALS

Judge

Proportion
ried

of Cues
Under Ruie 2 t

(Per Cent)

Avenig!
All Trials Before

This Jude
(Days)

Number of
Trials Before
This Judge

A a 89 3.2 (26)
P 51 3.3 (40
C so 2.3 (20)
D 38 3.5 (26)
E 29 6.2 (7)
F 20 5.6 (5)
G 17 4.2 (6)
II 14 3.8 (22)
1 7 3.9 (27)
I 7 4.3 (14)
K 0 4.S (1)
L 0 4.5 (1)

' It r111.,;ht Le relevant to row! that Jur .t was rvit ji.P.1,.;.: Miner, the pro-
ponmt nt the rule.
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the shorter the average lengih of all his trials. In onr case, we
should expect Judges .1 and 1?, who have the highest separation
rr.tes, to show lower average trial lengths fur all their trials than
Judges 1, 1, R, and 1.. Table .1 presents the pertinent statistics.
It is as we expected: as the separation ratio increases, the average
trial length decreases. The met nature of this relationship be-
comes even clearer ;f we put Table 4 into graph form as in Table 5.

TABLE S
PER CENT SEPARATION' AND TRIAL TIME

.Average Trill Time'

['ft Cent del mtztion

Jwigct with t cat ct of {Duet'
Ju 4es with more L'un sates'

In ar prIst..7,1 injwy jrr tats, ss-Lettcr stpratc3 or not.
Judgss are Ickatitx4 hull. as Ny xftcrt h Tstle 4.

Generally, Table s shows a band If dots sloping downward
toward the right-hand borderline and thus confirms otn expecta-
tion that the average trial length decreases as the proportion of
separate trial: per judge increases. As will be noted, the individual
points representing the V2t1013 judges are far from forming one
line which would represent the relationship between separation
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and trial length; they show great individual differences. These
differences derive from two causes. First, from the fact that
some judges will try their cases more expeditiously than others;
if so, their "points'.' %Sill lie somewhat lower than they would if
they tried their eases at averaaa: speed. Second, front the fact
that, Althoqh cases are assigned to the judges at random, some
judges will he assigned more time-consuming cases than others.
The distorting (fiats of both these factors are automatically re-
duced to the extent that the number of judges (points) WOWS,
so that the "slower" and "faster" ones balance each other pro-
vided that there is no consistent correlation between "fast" judges
and their propensity to separate." The distorting factors arc also
reduced to the extent to which the individual judges have more
cases and hence are likely to have en balance the same average
assortment of long and short cases. In line with this reasoning,
we wP disregard all judges who had less than fifteen cases. If
we then leak at the five remaining Judges, /, Il, II, 13, and A, we
And them to fall nicely about the straight line we have drawn
in Table 5." The two crucial paints along this line are its begin-
ning and its end. It begins (at separation zero) with 3.S days and
ends at the right-hand margin (separatioa too per cent) at 3.o
days. Thi! line, the muchlooked-f, unbiased estimate, suggests
that if the ourt had Lied all its personal injury jury cascs under
the separation rule, it would have saved 0.8 days out of 3.8 days,
or 21 per coat of the total trial time.

IV
An additional table provides further insights into the means by

which time is saved through the separation process: Table 6
compares the stage and mode of termination of tegular and sep-
arated trials. The figures from Table 2, telling us at what stage
the cases terminate, form the right-hand margin columa of Table
6; those from Table 3, mode of disposition, term the last lints for
regular end separPted trials.

Is Tbert LS is fact, to assvtatzt tht sluh a cotrcisti*As des not test. A
tuLici'ent tubet of toninty trills for elk's fa4gr, et adtgLitt ststistics on his
11121 time irk to tisk ss, Night rs,ro,site a eV.. in !Hi ttqsZti, Con,
this anslysis stry:ite hors a ce,ntreld twriment svitN its totter:T*11A stisraw
that to rysttratk inter:rev! with 0-..t tiss17t.

's If at Ent um tossed on a t 1: itteipeolive of alit r.Jit,,it of trills,
it wout,1 sl-on a sontatst stotr..,:t skpt; all Lit vos`,I eniti tteztt.r tattled:!

Lk./ cr ntect of this Is:A-ever. evts CI g.:el
reason to hsielt :fit the perint ;te is rab- to be ckstt to tlt 'true hit" a tt

syult; errt:e it:411 t OrlsOtss..i
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TABLE 6

STAGE AND MOVE OF DISPOSITION or I'D:SON:AL INJURY JURY TRIALS

Vraci tot
Of flt.4snt bay V e t &el

- for Ilatati2
Sla:e f):r«trd LitV;Ity
Terrr:Noloo St ultd Vt NIkt lerdicI and plftItit TOTAL

A. Regular Tritat
During Plaintiff'

Case :8% :8%
At End of Plaintiff's

Case 3% 1% 4%
During Defendant'sCase . . .

After Full Trial 3% 2% 31% 42% 78%
'total

_
21% 3% 31%

__
92% .100% II

B. Sep. oled Trials
During Liability

Trial to% t 9% Og 19%
At End of Liability

Trial 13701 4% 43% 62%
During Damage

Trial or ei

After Full Damage
9 io 4%

Trial 3%° :2% as%---
Total 32% 13% 43% 12% HOP

'117 trials.
I fit trials.

More !ury droned any tttdict.
'SAWA after jt.ry nortrtt atArr.tirg litbility but before Ply taunted trorci

Tree ost::, totaling or Nr ant (IS .4 4 +1), rcycscat those In
oliKh the jury found for the plairitiI on %ability but never eclibrratt(i on the
qucstinn r.f dariagrs.

If we look first at regular trials, we see that 18 per cent of all
regular trials were terminated through settlement during the plain-
tiff's case, and that settlement At a later SIAL:C is much less fre-
quent. Then we turn to the figures for scpnated trials. Here we
see confirmed our hypothesis that the bulk of cases disposed of
at the end of the trial terminate in a verdict denying lia-
hility; of the 62 per cent terminating at that point, 47 or roughly
throefourths, end with verdicts for the defendant. But the un-
expected element concerns those cases in which the jury finds
for the plaintiff on the issue of liability. We fir.d an increased will.
ingnes.s on the part of defendants to settle once they have lost the
liability issue. Fifteen per cent of all trials end through settle-
ment after the illy affirms liability, another 4 per cent are settled
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during the damage trial, and 3 per cent. at the end of the damage
trial. Thus, of the '; s + 4 3 + 34 per cent of all
cases where the jury finds for the plaintiff, only 19 per cent reach
a trial on the damage Issue and only 12 per cent, or about one-
tb:rd, reach a second jury verdict. In short, separation may save
trial time, not only in cases ending in defendants' verdicts but in
cases resulting In plaintiffs' verdicts as well. Once liability is

affirmed these cases too are very likely to be settled and, hence,
will benefit from separation of the issues.

These figures explain why it would be so difficult to predict at
the time of separation which cases are likely to benefit from it.
A prediction that the case is likely to end for the defendant is not
enough, because the cases that go for the plaintiff on liability also
are likely to benefit from separation. To select effectively, the
judge would have to be able to Identify in advance the two groups
of cases that mill not benefit from separation. These arc (t) the
is per cent of cases which go through a full trial despite separa-
tion, and (a) those cases irhose early termination, though after
the liability trill, cannot be credited to separation, since they
would have ended prematurely through settlement or directed
verdict even if they had been tried regularly. The fast two figures
in the right-hand column of Table 6, adding up to (IS + 4 ) 22
per cent, are a measure of the frequency of these cases. We now
appreciate why Tables 2 and 5 come out so similarly. The "pur-
poseful" selection by the judge is, at least with respect to the
expected time saving, not too different from a selection by lottery.

V

Now we may cons:der a third approach to the problem of esti-
mating how much time is saved by the separation procedure. It
is clear that the entire tint^ saving conies from avoiding the liti-
gation of damages, either in cases where liability is rejected, or in
cases which are settled after liability is affirmed. We can then
toughly estimate the time saved if we know three Rem:: The pro-
portion of trials that go their full i:ourse to verdict if separation
is not available, the proportion of separated trials that go the full
course to a second verdict, and Cie share which litigation of dam-
ages constitutes of the total litigation time in a full trial. We
know the first percentage to be 6: per cent; " from Table E lye

"Accsoni:r.1.. t, etatv :non. ,d as Ott A'mhisttati-v CK2tte tt: l' :+11o1
Sleet Costs. h at two -yest r:r7!..1 pee.4 to 0: -tfett of chit rk tt,
CI% tf is:t,.ssot pity v.t:t to t ttIty
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Itarned that only 12 per cent'' of the separated tri:ds went to a
second verdict. This means that s-parLtion causes about (62 --

) 5o per cent of the trials to terminate without running
their full course. As to the share of total litigation time devoted
to the damage issue, we must rely on expert estimates, although
theoretically one cou'd produce an actual time count on a repro-
Ser:IrtiVe sample of trials. Conver:ations with judges and lawyers
have led us to conclude that on the average the damage issue con-
stitutes at the most 4o per cent of the total trial time. Armed
with these figures, we can perform the following computation:
If each of the roughly so per cent of the cases in which litigation
of damages is avoided involves a saving of 40 per cent of trial
time. then the saving from separation would amount to 20 per
cent of the total trial time. This result, in spite of the roughness
of its basis, is close enough to our other findino to permit now the
firm generalization that in personal injury jury trials separation
saves hid time of the magnitude of about 20 per cent.

VI

An important limitation should nor be noted o, the amount of
time which courts may actually save through the separation de-
vice. .111 calculations so far are based on the assumption that all
cases would be tried under the separation rule. But, as Table t
indicated, in this court only 37 per teat of the personal injury
trials are separated. and hence the time saved thereby is not 20
per cent but only 37 her cent of this 20 per cent, that is (.37 X
10 r-t ) 7.4 per cent of the total trial time. We also know, how-
ever. from Table 4, that this average of 3; p..1r cent is not the

me for all judges. We know from conferen with judge A,
who had S9 per cent of his trials sop:stated, that he ordered sep-
aration as a matter of routine, unless cause o:as shown as to why
separation should not be ordered. judges I and I, on the other
hand. apparently procecdcd with rtgular trials unless a sr(lial
reason was advanced for ordering separation. We would con-
dude, therefore, that to per cent is a good enough estimate of the
proportion of Wes which, under the most liberal grdlication of

" 1a addition, 3r,I. of Ito st;Atstri eases uert stilkd aria *a fall trial. We do
t.Nt istcl,;,!t tt,:sr tests in tha fivre rot trills Aticb tut r thin coolie, Rot-
(1(t, Ar,te farett for rrivlAr Walt dcos tot itc:,:,!t caacs v.111.3 tridta i3 * 5ettk-
t,1.7:1 tt eltrettcd ve.ditt after Olt difts.dsat's tire, itd 1%14t in t apt tst firatts
.s ttlapststle as uot.iblt. TStte temsi.s.s of Cr.:15e the &Nth)* that Olt

Ntaltd Irish is tot tet aye tri-ttsatily lila trials trIttttd st tshdom for Rpm.
But Otis eitct to it sms11 etscteg to be 'pond hue.

t/
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the separation rule, would be left to the regular mode of trial.
And, consequently, we conclude that if the separation rule were
applied liberally the overall tittle. saving would not reach 20 per
cent but only (.90 X 2 0 ) 1 8 per ant.

'VII
With this we teach the end Of our efforts to measure the amount

of trial time saved du ough separation. The remainder of this
essay is concerned tvitlt factors that could conceivably oderate in
the opposite direction, increasing the court's burden of trial time."
The most obvious one might bn that the amount of time needed
for the jury's cklibration in separated cases -- where the jury
may deliberate twice -- may be greater than in regular trials.
Second, separation could conceivably reduce the number of jury
waivers, increasing the proportion of the more timeconsuming

.111..wrark.....

to /Woe procceding, it It netes:ary to report on two minor housektepin2. de.
tang. One concerns the er.U:r6 use of invittial medical experts; the other, tor
treatment of 13 (WS in which coly the damage ism vat tried bcCAVit liability
was stipulated.

At the time the separation rule mat introduced the court put into eficet &totter
innovation. The judges in their discretion tete enabled to appoint an impartial
medical expert if th. arertary experts were to far apart. Since it enuld he argued
that such twat could tfieet trill time and, hence, out analysts, we give heressith
the relevant data. They ;auy the strong suetettion that flute cents, nbat,ver
their effect, ei4 tot distort out analysis of trial tcporation. tourtt(n pct ant of
the separated trials, and S per cent of the regular trials, had such event. The
average knell of thew trials was e.3 drys for the separated and 33 for the regular
trials. There is thus no sigrelcant deviation from the general pattern. In any evert,
as we bare pointed out els:where, the priroary effect of the impartial expert is
likely to be hit increa:ing the Melihrod of settkrnerit hefere trial. batty 122-24.

Colleemini the t3 cast tsilb stip:11.1161 liabilty, the cozestktt had to be answered
13 to REcth-r these ttipvlations would hare taken place if the separation auk had
not exiitcd. tteftnte countzl might have simply rehired net to kt the jury know
Jost hew triligrnt his trent had been. for purposes of out statistics ae treated
the taste as fclo-vt: if the judge separated the i5$V?!., 1Ve attomed that admission
of batllty l'.31 in responle to the 'collator% order. Out of the ti casts where
liability vat admitted, 3 fill into this category. The rernainir.g to CMS were
wonted among the teg;:l.r trials, under the assumption that here liability would
have been admitted exert if the me had reached trial prior to the adoption of
the separation lute. Ibis treottnent gc..habty contact less intverte to the scrax-

. (ion tuts Chia% it deserves_ the to eaves. treated as tegalat trialt, represent (to out
of ti, =1 egt of all tee-;11t Althouei we bast to statistics os such eases
for the time prior to the telfs ad;pt!" it Wag tnlikey and the judges have
tonfirtutd this in theft conference: sills es th,at this gcritrane 3! is Het
as Olt. We IN:Ilk...My ell, therefore, by creAting only 3 eases ef
iateIty to the separation r.:te. This ettor will tend to make the mane trial
title for ter.lar casts th..7tt!t. the serrated eve that it actstaly
*as; k out, it pro! 11.4 caves 15 to at..d,-rerine the tatirj attt.hutable to to
station.
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trials before Pries." Third, separation might increase the num-
ber of hung juries, and hence the number of cases that have ,o be

tried twice." Fourth, separation might reduce the proportion of
cases settled prior to trial," and thereby increase the number of
cases that need to be tried. The suspicion that separation of issues
may lead to an overall slackening of trial speed has already been
laid to rest, especially by Table 2, which showed that the'separated
trials that go to two verdicts do not last longer than full regular
trials. We turn now to the investigation of the possible offsets
enumerated above.

A. Increased for )try Dclibrration?

The first point is, in any event, one of relatively minor impor-
tance, since jury deliberation time is not necessarily court time.
Nevertheless, it will be of interest to see the pertinent figures in
the following table.

TABLE 7

AVERAGE jnn DEMERA/ION Mir. AND FREQUENCY.. .11-
DrINtekN

Tire

IN, out or
rTals N

riX Dc;:tvratra °
Writhed

Sopa tatc(1 Trials
Liabi lit/ Issue 2.7 hours I 7 tit t.s12 hours
Damage Issue

Total
3.1 hours 12 5f, o.st hours

2.33 Guurs

Negolar Trials
Both Issues 3.7 hours 73% 2.70 horns

~''This Is ge average tglitt for Ill Diet. In I HAIs Pkete the jury &dusky
r!eibtraird trite, it lock tray 2 LOU'S tot tEe jury In Pasant lisAility.

Thus w see that the jury in separated trials, if it deliberates
twice, spends an average of (3.4 + ) 5.6 hours in the jury
room as against an average of only 3..; hours in regular trials. This
could be an offset, except that in only r2 per cent cf the separated
trials the jury was called upon to deliberate twice." The last col -
'mm of the table takes into account the frequency of deliberation,
giving an average deliberation time for all casts, including those

Sct Weingtin, Rewrite P:brcetiot r hty Xrirgrtet frith: .!1, Example
ej tkr Otariittrrt:t Car rJ Ilisf7r akilit re.rwt. tit VAse. t.. RIT.11..?i, 53i (i W).

" Fee 74 !NAT. t. Rrr. ;5i, :ft itsoft).
"4e %%stingers, twf rt TX:Ae 112, it 556.
te Ste TON ti, p. 1St) sytrit.

b
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in which the jury deliberated only once or not at all. With de-
liberation time thus weighted, the effect of separation is favor-
able rather than unfavorable; the table reveals that the jury
spends on the average 0.37 !louts, or about :2 minutes, less tie-
liberation time in the average separated trial.

Deercesing Frequency of Jury Waivers?

On the second point, the frequency of juty waivers, the evi-
dence is equally reassuring. There is no ground for believing
that the proportion of, demands for juries increases under the
separation rule; in fact the evidence see;ns to point the other w ay,
though the difference is negligible. Main the two-year period
before separation, juries were used in go per cent of all personal
injury cases; " doting the corresponding period after separation,
in only SG per cent." Furthetmore, if separation were to 'educe
jury waivers, one would ,'.reelthe judges who are more lii;ely
to order separation to show a lower incidence of jury waivers.
But Table S, which presents the relevant data, shows no evidence
to this effect.

TAD LE b
SEPARATION RATIO AND ilbRY WAIVER IN

PERSONAL INJCItli TRIMS

br!Ce
ter Cent of C.,os

Teei l'oa,e R,:le 116
ice Cert
l't &ha .

Nerrt,er of
Tr a', Refoe
Tai, IvIge ,

A 82 tt (33)
B 53 9 (45)
C 45 9 (It)
I) 36 t6 (31)

li
F

29
17

0
17

(7)
(6)

U 14 14 (7)
It It 18 (17)
1 6 88 (33)/ 7 o (14)
A 0 o (1)
L o o (1)

itise aer.atatka ratios direr froth ttose h 4 betas'` tlizy are basal on
Hals tordadd by this ju 4e, r 3t crly ors his jury tri,lt.

C. Increase in Huns lurks!
5 to the third p7,ssible ag:inst the Mini; :relieved iii

trial time, a possible increase in the nurallw of hung juries. they

1' t.tItott± siteiorl by the A-:"rn:rwreie Once of the t!stes C,,at*A.
rots 'We t, 3%,trt; t!S is 2.51 of 0
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r...e as rare en event now es they wire prior to the ecw rule."
Ilut even without st eh specific evidence it would scent unlikely
that any major offset could be expected front this source. Even
if the ordinary 3 per cent rate of miAtials had been doubled under
the new rule (which it was not), the offsetting loss of trial time
would be only about 1.3 per cent, since a hung jury is a total loss
only in about half of all instances; in the other half the litigants
take the jury's hint and settle, so that there is no need. for a retrial.

D. Decrtose hi Saticnicirt Rollo?

On the fourth issue, the settlement ratio, the evidence is given
in Table 9, which shows that the proportion of cases reaching
trial ha3 not changed et all.

TABLE 9

SET r LOIF.NT RATIO IN JURY CASES BEFORE. AND AFTER Re; 21

with
&mita

Ntattt
tk.s

re Ceti
4pareica

NvraIt Ni Ctut

f)iTlsol Ve(ore Trial t218 84.9(( 1217 S.I.9%
Rcached Trial 117 15.17e 216 1,5.15
Total Personil injury Jury

Casts Filed 1433 too.o% 1433 00.0%

That the separation role is not likely to affect the settlement
ratio can also be appreciated on a priori grounds. The likelihood
that parties will settle is not a function of the relative strengths
of their positions, but rather of the clarity with which each WA
the other's position, since a settlement arises when each party
can weigt, the other's chances and agree with him on what those
chances arc. Whatever possible difference the rule could make
to the verdict expectation of the litigants, there is no reason to
believe that such a difference would be MN AlSible to one side
than to the other. We should expect, enerefore, that any possible
difference would leave the litigants as likely, or as unlikely, to
settle as they had been before."

"Unfottit.,:tey acre are ro irrti!e totit natittits ar:ilatIt cn $)e ft-clam.
(1 1.1.ing lanes. Rut our inquiri,t *irk Loth in4-$ a;4 ettl:5 tornpItte
cove-tom to the in.A-Kfttaact of tort finks this totttett.

I 4 C OVA ft at IftattFIS of as Itzlogovs kiereJ1 trey* I
ilLUT 118-40,
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VIII

Although our inquiry has taken us far afield and into several
side forays, the ts:1!( has been a narrow one to measure the
effect of separation of issues on the court's trial load. This then
is a summary of our findings:

Separation of issues will save, on the average, about 20 per
cent of the time that would be requited if these cases were tried
under traditional rules. This saving derives from the fact that
in many cases separation makes the litigation of damages un-
necessary. This group includes all cases in which 'lability is de-
nied, but also the majority of cases in which liability is affirmed,
because two out of three of these cases are likely to be settled
without trial of the damage issue. There is no evidence that this
saving is offset by a change in the settlement ratio prior to trial,
in the frequency of jury waivers, or in the proportion of hung
juries, any one of which factors if affected could increase
the court's trial load.

It is not possible to sort out effectively in advance the cases in
which separation would prove futile. Therefore, if a court wants
to realize the maximum of potential time saving through separa-
tion, it should separate as frequently as possible. The time saved
will be in direct proportion to the frequency of separations. Such
a policy recommends itself also on the ground that separation is
unlikely ever to add substantial trial time even if cases should go,
as some do, to a second verdict. If a court were to follow Judge
A's example and order separation routinely unless cause is shown
to the contrary, it could expect separation in about go per cent of all
Cases. On this level of separation the overall saving could be ex-
pected to amount to roughly IS per cent of the court's trial time.

Viewed superficially, the route which took 'is to this result
might seer overlong. Yet such is the nature of the social sciences
that, short of a controlled experiment, all their F vidence is imper-
fect; only through a variety of converging approaches can one
hope to reach safe mullet." Hut from our investigation we have
learned that separation is a pawertul remedy for court conges-
tion. Fully used, it wouti be equivalent to increasing the number
of judges trying those cases by one-fifth. Cases which, if not
separated, will require five judges for their disposition will, if
separated, tertLire only four judges and free one for other work.

The introdectiea of the at patation rule, as we had occasion to
ale. W. .......ri.

" Ct. 2404 Sec:11 t.% tAe 1e.#4: et Pricr:4, In Lvt
P:o So.--vAmt (tvls tsit), Weitty p. us.
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ob:erve, raised other qvc stio)s bed and its efil..acy as a delay rem-
edy. These questions concern the poskible effect of separation
on the substance of the jury verdicts. By depriving the jury of
its joint verdict, it is argued, subtle influences operate to Affect
the verdict, end should therefore be included In an overall lip-
praical of the rule. We are now in the process of collecting data
which might have a bearing on this problem; if findings prove
significant, they will appear in a subsequent report.



QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The largest share of our attention has been devoted to

quantitative data rather than qualitative data. Our emphasis

has been due more to the complexity of quantitative analysis than

to judgments about the value of qualitative versus quantitative

materials. In fact, we feel that qualitative material is valuable

to Inc social sciences and that any discussion of social science

methodology would be lacking if the student were not made

aware of its value.

In general, qualitative research is used in two capacities:

(1) it serves as a first step toward quantification by discovering

"unexpected phenomenon which stimulate a search for causal

explanations;" and (2) it offers the researcher a different kind of

approach, a "substitute for statistical research making the same

kind of statements but on the basis of recording and analysis . .

which takes place largely within the mind of the observer," The

following paper by Allen Barton and Paul Lazarsteld is an ex-

celInt statement of the role of qualitative analysis in social

research and reveals its great importance. The great bulk of

-1-



man's behavior, of course, is still far from being easily measur-

ableif, indeed, many of its most significant aspects can ever be

measured in the traditional sense.

There is one particular aspect of the following selection

which is particularly worth noting. Qualitative data, like quantitative

data, can be systematically ordered and analysed even though it

does not offer the same precision. As Barton and Lazarsfeld point

out, the researcher must organize the raw observations into a

descriptive system. These descriptive systems, as the authors

indicate, can range from crude lists of types, each defined indi-

vidually to fully systematic typologies in which each typ3 is a

logical compound of a small number of basic attributes. What all

such typologies have in common, irrespective of their complexity,

is that from them one can derive a classification of the values,

habits, and attitudes which are important to the explanation of

social behavior. Thus Louis Wirth's typology of the Jewish

community, involving the social roles of Mensch, the Allrightnick,

the Schlemihl, the Lufitnensh , the Yeshiba Bochar , and the Zaddick,

give us as complete an index as any obtainable of the culture traits

and the culture pattern of the group.

2



From Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, "Some
Functions of Qualitative Analysis in Social Research,"
Frankfurter Beitrage Zur Soziologie
(Band 1, 1955), pp. 321-361. (Reprinted from Bobbs-
Merrill Reprint Series in the Social Sciences, #S-336.)
Reprinted by permission.
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ft have been dain, th qi.al!tstive mai.esial. About 1:3 studies we're culled
for diaracteristic then tne...1; to thcse cas us
ol-der that the Trost typ,...s of qualitative worl: collie'. be distin-
uish,:l and dc.31:erted. This p :carts the resulting os-poization.
The readt:r will have no difficulty in noting that this "guide throuls

qualititive research." is itself giia. by proceedirig, from simple to ever more
complex b:;.711 with a discussiok of the VAIUC of simple obser-
.ations. We then procee.i to those studies which center on orderissg and classi-

fication. Our next group of examples demonstrates the various ways in which
several variables are interrelatc.: dirot:gh qualitative analysis. Next we discuss
cases wiles.e the analyst wants to encompass suds a great number of dimensions
that he cannot make them all explicit, but tries to sum thc o! up in a general
"patLern". This is prol,ably the point az willich cpatitative research is most
creative, most cort:oversial, difficuic to de.:erbo. is o1i e scen that
we had to use a spec al ter4o '1"0.17:":7.; into relief tlii; ricans
of seeinz; the Sneial ..vor!..i in a :sc.,. vay. Finally. we toticli on the role of qn.ali-
titivc data in the support of tilt;ory, a topic so large thas we did not dare
pursue it co :tr.:: extent.

It should also b.! kep: hi what this paper dols net ast;,.t to do. First
of all, it does shOSid b dote: it is

restricred to an organiz.e.1 oc as is one vishe,ut
cxprcssin:, an' i,t!e!instent. See.div, this p.spt:r, but for one point, does r ot
m...1:c any attempt at fcrmalieat'.otl. excepcion is in s I I .!..lsere the

use of tvpolci....ies is di:;ussol. of svpolo.i.e.; is by rov.- so well de-
veloped that it v.-as sintp!a it this formali?,tons have
considcre}lc 'rho- i Ctc the
piece ........c work, w1 tt p:,ints the aur!:e sui,!ht .17

what paints :1; ni.ttr Istve an.' so fc,rrh. Th,-....; is

dcrhc tii. ad. :iea1 fur.r. will have, for e...ample,
es ..-ays in w!!...i:h a in.,-;le

jet t.:;;;%! to pti,.zsihilities in ge:ieral
co!!:tey.t of faz. our of t11:.
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VCe have all,) not dealt with the problem of evidence: Under what oeo.(liti.)iis
in sr)cial science; an ies7;rtion is p...)ved is a very que.tina, not
rcstticti, to (palliative reseAccA, ..,)t to On this in
a context in w.hich all Cl' ph....' w'as placed on providing a picturr of a hind
of work whidi is usvally conideced SO "private" that it syst,:matic
presentation.

I. ANALYSIS OF Si NCLE OBSERVATIONS

When one examines' qualitati.e reprts, one of the first types of material
which cayhes our Jttention is the "surprising ob:ervation".Like the nets of deep-
sea explorers, qualitative studies may pull up unexpected and striking things
for us to gaze on. NCe find that thole are people who believe that they are being
educated by the unrelated and trivial information p,.esented by quiz shows'.
Interviews with people deprived of thci: nt.",vsp:.,per by a sttlhe (IL:close that
some do not turn to alternative sources of news, but to readHg anythin-; which
is lying around the house; a ,nai,,ar fun.:Lion of !ie-.,vspape: reading see,ns to he
simply to fill in in the :lady Obsecvers of the underworld tell
u.; that professional thieves constitute a rativn. eclt!sive social group, with
exacting standards nre;;.lbcrship stroiii;ly rec,iinis :ent of pro.
fession.sl. Antlirorelo:ic:.1 data of co..:..se o.re I1.W of FurprisHz
that rcl.iin,os lend IL:1r wi% e; to my jealousy, that Fill Islanders
kilI their chiefs they ;grow old, Fo 0114.

These phenomeoa are of various s,me individtri beliefs be-
haviors, some ace a matte.. of group standards and StrUC:Llics i.itt1111 0 S)Ciety,
SOMC involve' the FO:111S of a v.1:ol.e cuhure. eese the qnalit ative research-
er has simply disclo;ed that su(h-and-ftidi a 1.-,:r:..no.ner.on exists. And in on,?
way or ano:Ler, to lee told di it such t'ain,;s exist has a Strung impact or. the
reader. They all have an element of surprise.

In the next few pai;es we will try to clarify what this impact is, and what
re3cardi f.::tCtIOnS are ser.,-L3 by v: iii?
state the CNI.3t-::.7e N.:c can distint,ish at lest tv-o
different tis:s for such observations. the existence of a phenoi-,ieo..,.) may

P.,,J! I? P1,10 Ye.. Yo7t, WI, 1.2. 7-i
2 .-" in: Ptul

Co' pi. :22
E.

;7', Si,. ( s! i.

'-3
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raiie -- that is, compel w to look for explanations, to exp,ore IN
cons,'cil%rle, to try to f: into oLP.- Of Socond, wo way find

cl% an Intor v-e

wait to study, I.t ccrinof

l'r,A51cms

Sot cbs::ry at-:ons confl:ct with our expectations,
eithce ca Oleo: eei:ally dvc I 0:her olosecvatio-is surpsise
by brin:,:ing to li11t plienam:ma sraply new and unc%plaincJ, whi
challenge our. curiosity. `;c1. 0.11.(0.1,1:11.

serviitions is that kmdar hodv of "familiar"
experieaces had not previous!:: Him s.n as a clv.z.nite, generalv o:ur-
iiI) oal plicrionien,-)n furs for t tlr-st tiro:, so to speak, a "social
obiect" to be studicd.

In any of th.: cases the rcsult is dirt a. pro! kin rai5ed, Our atr,mtion is
focussed on a ph:nomenon, and v stir to .seeli. e:,,planationi and
incluire into eons-:,-rie:ices. 13 make su..!-: a proklcinatic olovation is to

rnsearch pro,-s which riay 1,:a..1 w si,znicalit. ailvai.c,,Anent of OLIC under-
n; of social plielF,rnena. (Some hinii of ol.2.si.n.s.ation.: no doubt rac snore

signilicant citict:ons and to iLos leabla OLkil others. it would:
of valee to L!,-..velop jireet our atten-

tion to th:nicare si,,milicont cf the syiT;:si:a;e, o'asei.vatic.1.; caiinot Lo,,s-evcr

b: gone into licre'.)
To give nieanini; to the notHn of a prob!,..niati:

vation, and t.s onde maicriat fu: its furclic: nurnI:: of ex-
amp": can

As k well lin.ney,, exp,:::-;:m.Nnts C.; ti V.cit:cn Electric rrshers
fed to hichly surpi in cluanticativi :ILO Cl , in phy
sieat &.A1::,,S in in

the c;per;ir:L.;ital or AL this point the sc;ear:hecc to

go be,k to t \ Y jt so,a.e of the
sc:vaiions in a ;iri.nial in a

turned up a ni.;:i-l'aen of sc:riiis
o

0: :11Li. A

Lnc
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"The suprv:so:y s..t. up Ly to c1ilt and
work,::s ..."
"'I hey (the c;Ipl.c,ys) fir!)- 1)r.. that th,2y wild not he snisfactorily rent-
mrarcd for any ndTtional prodt1e over the ..."

Al! of these fact were ii conflict \,,-ith c4t'.t the fl lii-Igen-ent ar,..4 the researchers
had expected. By following them tp the resno.11,rs wei.e ted to their nov.-
known diccovery of the importarce, of infix:aid gcoups ia fointal. organiza-
tions, and of the barriei.s t: cont'otnticati..m which exist bet,veen levels within
organization,:.

Communications research offers many examples of surprisiy,t3 qualitative
obervations. Vic have already mentioried the diFL!ovcry of unc%cpe,:ted rnoti,Ti

for listening to quiz prorar.ts and for reading
responses to communications are aPother imi-ortant a:tan-iple. A b....oad...2.aq
\yarning the public to patronize X.ray operators onc.1 avoid "quacia-s"
some listeners afraid of -my X-ray -re..ttntents, and o:h s doulltini; wh,:th:r
thee could be any X-ray machir.,.-.5 in th? ItInd.; of ir,conlpotc:,,,..;
A film !!!!!!!d to impt.cs.; Ame:icans 'with the sonic MO%

convince(.1 than ever that Anp:rca rin3 Lurd,tn1.111: dis.:overy
of anornalou, rospor:::.3 led to t:.Drc (.1 eh at. com-
nroiCk-,-.tiuns which tur:led c staf. -- for

nhout n..ed tna;,.: to de
t1); cot

A sto:1;,, p;.:. to c.,.rtoo:.:,

fotInd an tyre of S'.17 0.,3t

of pi ;jm:c:, :tor th:y ,.1:d Lot
;'ere .at. V1!...a it

"der iilincnt of vsi
p.

F!!%

,1:4.

I :;.!t:1
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deed" in a pop 1(!a-wary society in this case, Kate Smith's presumtd
strain and sacrifice in n.ad,in.E; 1,:oa.dear.

he amples so farh ee in vel,,.eti na, stincalated
a sPatel: for cau 'al explanation,.. In other imstances tItta v,-hicia is raised

is in tile other dine,:tion all of dc CO:ISl.11...:;11C'.'S or a certain

phenorneoou k sti:nulated. Thus oue re;earcia,ac ints'restet! n problenis of the
profession noted an "ohvious" faa a raisin: a prohlem: li API professionals
meet a certain propot lion of failtnes, the trial lawyer, as a neces(arity
lose half their cases'. What must be the consequences of stidi a high rate c f
failure for these professionals, and how do the dell with i:? The answers to
these problems might throv,- li;;Iit on some important probl.,:ms of the pro-
fessional role. The ability to tal;t: a commonplace fact and se: it as raisha;;
problems' is in because it can lead ultimately to such enlightenment.

Another such obse:vatiou was made by Mert(:11 ill his study of 01Z Nat:
Smith war-bond marathon. In the content of the Lreidcist there as no TO-

ference to the real cconomic purpase of v:ar bond 1,11y11g a. All an ;i-inflation
measure. Nberton saW this fact as raisimg problems of consequences: ant oppor-
tunity to educate a large and attentive audience in ccon.nnic realities had bn
neglected, and reliance had been placed instead upon "lar,z,e delusive Stitt:-
intents' playing upon the anxieties of tho,o \i tin loved ones OVeis0 .1 S. \V!.) at

were "the further, more rt :110:0 hint 1101 eLandv less signiticant etTeets of
these teehiiques upon die individual pertrlality ,Intl die soct'ty?" "l)otai the
unelaborated ,ippeal to sentiment which displaces die information pertinent to
ast,.:ssini4 this sent:man( blunt the critical ca:,aeities of the hster,,ar?":

Ant c Ample of the boron nn of coinfnonpLce ctperiences into a clearly
labelled social phenomenon, anitt thereby ere:It:m; i new objecn for investi4a-
tion, is Adler's formula,ion tf the c,ancept o! the int'eliority comple:s1. Fvery-
one at one time or arotIlt:r 11.1: fccnnzi of behl,s, ine.dequate,
unworthy, etc., hint until thase priv at; IA,.,:1 pointed out .nd
labelled, they could not lie investigated by social science. Other cNamplei
win-in be c to mind ace Veblea's fo:.n,r.d.a.tion of the concept o: con-
spictu,ns cor.sinnp::onl, or Sutlierland's Ithellim: of Cell71 cato:ies of hu-

blni ion a c1tc collar Witdolit havine; tct:lk discovered any
new facts, simply 1,v l!ir...,:Hn±; attention to fami:iar facts placed for tIe first

2 PL r:o ..?,1
Al'J V. N

' :!.:1..!:i".!7H: .

j';: 1
%W. V. 1, vsp. 1 - Cr:%., Y.-7'. 1-i4.
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time within a distinetise cate;ory, these inveizigators were Ale to raise im-
portant problems and initiate fruitful stuffy.

The reader may have noticed some of the examples of "s:rprising
serrations" cited are no surprise at all to him. This is as it :liould be. The point
is that one time the, were surprising, and initiated further invettigation which
has been sufficiently successful to render them familiar and understandable
today. Another problem is that an observation may be surprisin.;, to the par-
ticular researchers, while Other social scientists have known about it all aloe,,.
Thus the Western Electric researchers made the "surprising, discovery" that
informal social organization existed among workers. Other sociologists had
long been aware of the problem of informal groups; however. the special pre-
conce.ptions of American industrial sociology up to diet time had kept it
unaware of this, whole realm of phenomena. In a still more extreme case, a
finding may be new only to one' particular researer: in which case it might
better be termed "self-education" than a so:entitle di-covery.

Is there anything which a researcher can do t:...-card making, "surprising,
observations" other than to maintain an akrt state of mind? It may secna
contradictory to speak of givin initructions for making snrpvising observa-
tions. However, there are ways in which one can at leapt increase the prob-
ability of making such cbservation;. Some of these are discL:exl. by lahocla,
Deattch, and Cook under the heading, "The Analysis of
Cases'."' Strangers or newcomers to a contniunity or a cour.7:v. it is st;ggcs:c3,
may be able to out problematic facts which are simply taken for granted
by those accustomed to the locale. arginal bid:vide or cae, :11 transition
from one stage or status to another, may pre crrt much more clearly certain
problematic features of a persrinality-type of seci.:I es:tr.:me
cases, or "pure, ideal-typical" caws mav have a relatively 0:Icien7y in
indicating problematic facts.

Oluerz%z,in7:.;

The lust !qt., Of s,uT::;ing &;l155,'2 ".;111.:A V'Ce

an0;11:11.0Ui s:i'Veji the ftn-,ction of searcl
for 4::-tplo nations. Another type of
because e sic in :hen., in.i.c.ti,-)n; of i...)r.a.7 which we
cannot otnceive hus the ocearreoce of ro:e:c ra:'etir.:-; in
the the Civi! seYes as to 1:::-
col..' 17::5 :]1:11 .

.0
1.93 42 s=;.
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routes of traje and r.ilrucal co: act prehistoric world; 3 peculiar
custom indicates the castc-like natore of army organization; modes of

speech may indicate co..71ex rrental patterns or cultural emphases.
Three situations can be pointed out in which one pays particular attention

to qualitative indicators. They are distinguished in ter .rs of the kind of ob-
stacle which prevents direct observation and measurement of the underlying

variable:

(1) Situations in whi:lt qualitative evidence subilitutos for otherwise simple
statistical inforru ,:ion relatift-; to past ages or inaccessible countries.

(2) Situations in whi.h qualitative es,idence is us :d to got at psydlolo,,;ical data
which are represed or not easily articulated attitudes, motives, assumptions,
frames of reference, erc.

(3) Situations in which simple qualitative observations are used as indicators of the
functioning of complex social structures and orpuizations, hid are diff,cult
to subject to direct observation.

The underlying assumption in all these cases is that a p 1onorncnoil which

cannot he directly observed will 110vcrtil:-?:s:;leave traces v.-11;.ch, properly inter-

preted, permit the phenomenon to be identified and studied. A great historical
movement, ioasic personality characteristic, an esscrrtial characteristic of or-
gauizational structure, should all leave their imprint on almo.-.1 any docu-

mentary material, accounts by observers, or even physical refuse, hidl they
leave behind.

Examples of the first class (qualitative substitutes for unavailable statistical

or descriptive material) would iaelude the ilsti.` of newspaper stories or othr-
contempora:.y records of public dem-cr.:it:rations as indic.-.tions of public opinion

in past times of crisis'; Frazer's use of advertisements for sl.vcs. in ante-bellum
Southern lien.spapers to find out about die stiucture of the slave faintly'; the
use of reports of refugecs, Soviet pews hlatorials, and the contents of Soviet
literature to provide information about life in the Soviet Union"; the use of
arclleolo;.;ical remains to indicate culture contacts or religious beliefs in pre-

historic times.
Examples of the se.-ond class (qualitative indicators of psycholo;-:,icat vari-

ables) inchnde formal procctive te.y.in:, the psycholo,:tical an,-,lysis of pevs,:w1

For a n7:-,1-,;r of exa!-.-pl:s, fL:r: ri'.2! 1.12 :r,!Vsi.. CY:!izItiln.; of t1;: 195: Po1;<tcr

to 0:: 1934 Vol. 14, No.:1 c;Inc:r 1i5;-51).

. F. :r C.}!:::,) 1933, ?;,. i.

r?;%::r. ;:r: Q Us: 0!

N:-
3 For Jr- o:

115:; n. A of on 570;:e:
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documents or artistic wor1,5, the ariAl of items of ii-ioradi'e or entertainment
as presumed prjecdons of the traits of their aAdience', and of course thee

analysis of gurditati vc interviews or records of prticipant obs;rvation. A ge,od
example of the we cif indicators for a psychological cons.ept is foLmd iii the
study of and-prejudice ca coons mentioned ear her:

"In tracing process through which these 6S re,tp.:nob.its arrived at their
misunderstanding, we find our stirring point in the fa:t that tins: of them ilenti-
fed with Istr. Bigott. (Footnote:) Br 'identifi -ation' we mean the mental process
through which a subject assumes the role of another person to such an extent that
actions, either vet.hal or behavioral, directed toward the object of identification
are experienced as directed toward the identifying person. Evidence of identifica-
tion with Mr. Bigot: was mmilested by the subject's actin; in one or more of the
following ways: (a) explicitly affirming identifi c7ition, saying, for example, 'I guess
I'm a Mr. Bigott% (h) consistently and openly sympethi7in; jt with Mr. Bi::;ott, ex-
pressing sorrow, for example, thin Mr. Bigott looked so weal-, and sick in the
'transfusion' cartoon; (c) integre:kg a threat to or criticise :! of Mr. Ei,g,ott as
referring to hirlIself, As, for exAn,p!e, becoming emotionally upset by die cabweb
on Mr. Bigott's hcad."

A single co. e :sation vepollci by the authors of Dec; Sc,:ff.1) beats -ivitriett
to the depth of feeling involved in white ridit'Inies to. argil Negroes in this
deeply prejudiced! area: A worlt-er sl.escribej a poor-white family in villieh
two girl

"'are havine hehies NR1 are not married 'That is: t the cr.t.1 by any r.,..1:1S ..
Sromet,oLly told rye that this older girl yts sheepirig with the feri :cr ...' After ,;:e

of the case, when the s:cial worker was out of the room, a woman
whispered to the interciewer: 'Mrs. Wilson says riir,se s:,1! :co,
but Miss Trent (the super .-isor) won't let ritic soy anything abo..:t C-11. 15,;':

its! ?' It is si'inifecint to note from this int,trvie-,- thin the incest sitatticn va;
viewed with les horror th:i.:1 the infraction of the ce,:e sex tboos." 3

On the kvis of his long pattic;pant obseev:Ition, Wi1liarn Whyte was
to repot inlicato:. of the complete ocelptatiee of
Wing rn Corners Tie:

When a c,!! (1::!2 ¶0 Cr..72:: for a bottle of rii"k.
she tells lier to put the eaat:.;e ;n nu7n'eer."'

Investii,ariors stusiyiti; ef;:t, of vilernplo-yrne;J on of
pop!: of :In .'sit: 3 On .)te

1 For c. m. r. D.:1?.??. V. :!.! 0.2r7--.171 ';r775.

I. C.,

3 Ar::):11...)...is, C ie.
F. .?;
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"My Inttu,.0 Occu': in". Ti-,e pervasiveness of the insecurity of the children
of the unerni,loyei., i :ro,1% e on plannini; for the future, was indic..atrd
anion.i.:, other 'oy iaxgu..te CThihiren of employed worl:crs
wo..ild write, ''I or -I want to become ..." Children of the un-
employed tende,l to phrases Re might become" or "I would lfl:e to
he .,." In the same 5:u.!, a small boy remarked to one of the investiators
that he would like to an Indian chief, "But I am afraid it will be hard to
get the

The third situation -- the use of simple qualitative indicators to show the
attributes of coir.p!e:; structur:es is very clearly exeritplitied in Blumen-
thal's study of a small minin; community, The speed and inclusiveness of
interperson.-1 cormounica.:ion in the community was indic.tted

"by the fact that should A death oes:ur at nine in the rnoritin.; and the
information no: read: a resident until late in the a'lerrs.»n, lit ntual is,
'I can't understand wlve I didn't hear that sooncr', and ot-hcri say to him, "tiChcre
have you been? Everybody knew that by noon."'

At ano:her point Iluntenthal notes the existence of Con:71..11[1g qualit hive
indicators of the social coat et loctvc,:,on Min'oxifte and its neighbr)r,
concludes that one has the

'I)urin.t tie 1:c cdiv of Crys.,I 11(.7 reopI.: and thole cf Y.:m.rille were rot so
well conic;:ed the
communithe3 hvjm ccheleratcd :c:-:!;r on time tee in day of fur c

Union Di, -- were not indicatio:,s of relarlop.s. This
is sho..,..n by the tu:ast.rJ c..idenced by the fret that a youn,t naan
whose rc:-,etation such in one :own Mat om 'resi.)ecr:h2.,' girls tcfn,e,./. to
associate with hini could go to the and fraterniie its younj
woman."

The existence of primer grot:p relations i'!-17,r5 of tb,.'

can army can he inferred frcm the foliowitti; cr..7a!itti:ive i,.,dizarion: drawn
from an ir.terview:

sic
in our shit ts If cc n'an fro:n hoe-1..: the v, hole

Con reads t

Titz. ;-.--r-a.tor for the complex

.1:1 II. Z'4 'en .!:",:Z.

t 1`).32, 1:.!)
' hr., p.3"'.

'H.: , if.
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noroa of n in)IttuCo:tal.;zoi SPIV Jllil.

f e !c

Ar;-ii d vezi 'vs."

.jtit Ps it is it to movc fc,..%in On: to a't CillrlC c iso

sito..tiov, 5o ail t:10.;.)::t1 1:).111 1!`0..1:. to ofi]ccrili.,1:.t rtn
systein %;; r,ow contintl:ttion of elk tn.,tori
a CC. t \131 inY:clzion of ti' s:oitint.1;:or. of th v.:it:Al of a "casIc sy tCnl"

Ili tlio A tiny'.
In Oisctissini; (moil). structure fowl.; vark.1i tlio

tyrds su,;;.:.: a it., ,ssible insii:ltor of tllo p)siti.ln of di: Lit in Co: fanliliy:

jt Ir.rty rot t t surr.ik,
for tl.. erAt.t y ot ter:;15
vh...1110:11 sped!': of tl,cic J.. 'j1,; is a
conj.o,:.A ;3 oac: fic.tn 'soy o!.1 t!.;).:.1.1

(roost f ::11), `Jo!v,', 'ref `:

IL( first four tj7115 C1: t5 .11111h21s.t
two 711C: gbisii;:s
litr i1141.e2t0rs 1',:n I) :le of fotto5.

S:no: are liniu;sti:, st)n-,:t aro k.):1 dT.::tocat.,ry, so:no are
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And in soave C,15:5 113A:t his tr.::: cl-.ssilicatin systo» Cur
the tne.t,:cial under stals',:.. It is t'ais c,se r: i11 partieL11.-..iv con-

sidJe.1
In terms of their forrial stiu..ture, tiiC docriptive sys:Lins c:eate-1 by in-

vestigators c n rane,e from crus'... lists pf types", cash defined individoaH
without clvar relatimol:ip to the uth:rs, to fully systeinatic typolo?ics in
whie% tad; type. is. a loz:ical of a small mni;b:r Of bas{: attributes.
nCtwi:tti) 1h.ic Crld }',?hits :IQ All i:itQffnekrAte ti,cIrt..,3 of upArCal"
atization, sonic s,:ts of type: wluc"-, iilehn't: P,hir definitiuo vittL-
ally all tli; demcitt neec:laty s.,:t up a nitt;ti-dite;;tisional "att:ihole
space", Ivat in wh:ch tnr,Iys;; has t ho..n tr.ade. Des-
criptive sy st;int may also vary in tetras of t.';-:eir c"...sre.: of eons:re:cues; or

gereta!ity. A fall)' syszentatic bases] on ;lin,: nsion5 iif

concrete 11-Aule, NAN israim;oary clasfization tail b brord and
r,:nzrat.

trclirril,1.19

w y e, i tilt eii:;Acl:s5;fiLation l `i :; in;17111

Ctilt,i'C'Ecti a pre!ir.;::-:.ry sire: it r:pre,e;-.ts Att first sty tov,..7.rd
ik'c,;I of a fully svten,....ti: on:. 'IL iurtortaree of ;11i, step fro-o

completdy utiols!.::,-,1.1.1!-t ,a rr!it.ih ,ry elass:.f.s:tion rpu:t r-

t titoPted. .arc c:;',.-te,1: I::: .11..'1Vc:i ;el -..:or.sIt;p;

cant.ot rcri,led s';-velop e 11;;;. 1,-,

ar tiiink try it as i:it:tactit.;
inotess b..;;--een tel-;:nient of elass:1,;;;;.,.1 anal 51: of relation:1,4,s.

A gocd at)' d u:, pios-;;;;-.- %,-0;1..,11, oornr,or... t.f t11;

f eko ments i.; t1 it - even if 1.1 u:,;vstsrl.t;c
(ova 1'9; t,;,:e:eals- for tara!e, 51:u ItIon. A bau

das;ir:-,Con is i; ii; t1.i :erns an..1
; ; ! ls-,-;;;;ant .a.;:::; of 0 sit t a..a-s;s r;a,-,cs

a 4:-,1c tr,o's-,.% to t;lz -;a1 0-.ta for a r Fo

Ps t vl :re in 01: 1-1

-t. : 10::':11V i",.
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is Louis Wirth.; rot.; on "so: .1: j Typ:s Pc! s,);ianty". \Virth
ddul:s his puri,o): ti.ii; 1,..!nt,T,10 1)110.....s:

'Alto t7le unt!: i::to
rrc;-t ti i, arris:; at t;T:, tort;isti of A S:t of

rsrt of :II.: y..rson toward hiras::f and arid 3 io:iistv.1:1,-
in; s,'t of att;t,..:(Is'i di: .,;ro.:? tos..ard 1,:ra ... TL ranzto in a

gis.cn ir,:v.sup is ir.di:ativst of .A.c cultur c. of tl-,at E;rosp."1

is tll's gaIlcry cif "cloract.:riitic and rictuicsei..; rcr;.:nalitic; s ce nt:t

with in the as-;.1.%;.: cont:nunity"

tta. ,ifotrcb, p:rsol of slrcrio: c.-orloa,ir status a, ha Ills succc:t

c. itl.ovt '.t :in r.s is!..ntity
t!';: ''in h oi7 ::::;isnt, eorowri ovcrl.oar.1 most of tl-c
cultur:11-Azi,v,;,, of hi; gr.-.:;1";
the 'io hdics 01; croot c' d s "0 c tticn of t'i:
corrilcrc;1! spitit" 1.:1:4; "q..:7tc i

evcry0-inz,L:urtAcs-;
fr)at on; J!...J;:cc,-.C,J1 N:t ariottn:r,

l's e "only a.,-;-srcnt totrr.s of sul .i:ter.ce is t'lc air I,: br:atl:;s";
tl7c tl,c ci oJr;
rivcs p c ie itrcTutivc of wellOn or oriiirt;
thc 04- ;,..."Jc. tliArc:,11; i; is311tC1
Sc, a; an c.t. viLe"; an::: 0:-.%

V111 .1ti prc.:enn,.; t) p?5, fr(..so f:-.11,1)rz and

litztarc stlYjc:t gtc, li i itct
't1.:) arc aso- a:: in!2; as an). t,7.,:rt of ;Irc

PA! ti. cdt,:cQ r.-.;torn or trc..J? To;'!:r tIwy
arovn,.1 cc !;-+ i5

ansIy' of di: anf 51.;Y:VS

e 01:y :t of att::.d.:: fcr Ct;:r
anI Atc dirct CNN(St:CIA of t7 of

St min:, (sc.:a ecris-t a cla:s;r:cation of clic
to:s% arc to c-Tia.17.!:.,11 ef t!o

cf
in thz s.tit:: way, flont 1:.,-eit.o:c a;

C. sat t c tl!cc y. of t;T:.:."1;.;re Aro
typ:s c3('

slly 2 1.; c of : c ( r lhi

' 1 i't7. tc I 1::* 7

;



Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld

'013 vIr.s !..eurity ch.r..dy for,os,
iastru.tion,, and s..tiver for d.i.::oree from those b.-le..x.;

the "rye :lr: :.11.1 on Lis s.rly up;
the "trers o pre.Teri as a fixer end go.tort..yeen is a world of huge
and corhcatsd or-Elnivtier, mass tir::;;;.uhr....ian, and 1:,crr...1 ins:curis)1.

There are tyy...; of intellIctl,als', of aca..lentic men', and all the way down
at the bottom (.1 the white-collar pyrani:s1 -- of sr,r1e;6irls: "the wolf", "t!rre char-
mer", "the in;ctru:r", "the soeial p;-et..:-Rlet.., and so on*.

There is a serioas parpose in pin-p,3--ntint:, picusruso,,.'e

"i;y exan,:rring it is to learn sons.Alrring is
tecor.,irz t)t ikty :Le eha:.ter I-5;015114i cvct
vas. gry ysi i; rh ... cf .;;:y as .i great saltstoanl,
eronneus file, an in:. tircla..ed br:in, a rer%.. stnixerse el manage:rept P nJ ma.r1pril
siert areie d;r.erse $k ii1.r wothh, oae can alsa trodast.,r,1

tl-.e P meaning el sc.:iety PS A v,Lole, as s. ell as ;Ire si:aple
cot ; ti.:t grip all the A.110 AN, SVCCAS/Tie, IS on in

tire nrid IL: of erre trxrcr.:;:tli smtirry,"1-

The general run of ro.li;nir.l.y catcorics will trot be as ed:nful ard rich in
sliggestions as these just but they fl1 be of the formal tr:.ter:
stiipk lest of dis:t c:: "types". %bus s, lt. vc tc of "tyr..s" of coic
tezders', typ:s of cl:.ent-pro:c::.;ond relJt:urss, t; p:s f e;T:alts rt cert1;t1

broa&-at', ty;-...s of et., reprcs.rrtLni; gre!insicary
ordecing 9; . Ii ,t of heaxlir-,g,. A the Sly s:.5

eitlrer s, the crrall st,ldy or in sr, ork of replic t.t.):i Or see...-Aixl.(ry ana-
l) Sti, tl.ese titaple l'51; roay de, elTed irrlo snore sys:es,sr:5:: gelerd
deserT;;I-c systzt 15.

fr:rtlier along 0..1 road to Atti sy tiOri .e.e the
I-line's of "types" fuut:d h tlrr.e: &teat the And ti ...stibt,:t:ij I

t.--.111p1es ne Sprati.,er's six 1v:11.:. types" tlTre

ccotr-e:i, aesIliette, t tl t - r %roil

I Le., I ?.1)1 t..
4 j 174

I 1. C. 1-. vi.
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Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld

four types of ceeks;..1, de:lontir stion,
and the cdt'. ft;r: of ht....si.i;.N;)ral

follasy:PJ, i co..rt:o!;, toar:Tult:01-1. pro-
of pr...;:otyr :s for im;....a;.it-m. .1;:d co..:111;;;e1. N v 1).it;s

classifi:s 11.;:;,-t i ti sditiow..1 catoi-,o1;e,: foli.ways. rL 5, I v, cuszetea.

morslity, teli;01, co:sac:It:op, and (an. 5:ti 1:1411t

Cnt;....;OtICS Ni 111.1; tiV2,S !Jr; .`,1
seti en ''hatie I1\ J' h. term; of t1.'1 Iurl 1OIi1 1 cal

1:ISS:fiCkr ; lnI SO oil.

Ali t.f the attco;:z merltio:led s:t I carei;ories are of far vea7cr g.nor.dity
than Illose arise in die and:-sis of a sink coc-itkal st..-tiy of lirol.sed
sti-,r. They .,1-e the ctu!: of atzer:101, t geozral of a r.,;iz:e. of

sitnati;Nis. t. CIS ham!, i:t tr formal .ye.-t, ore siralar go Cle
oth.sr forms of ;,%1:.:;;inary catt6ories S,;:a,c of d. i aez cit..tte

un:ys;;sati/eti.; oTrs hielutie ir, r tlAr.Holt :1.e

to sz.t up .1 lo;:zal stt velure; of Ii .vtrik.:;:s I rcN1

d ht,t this bat rp.-;t: l'eon e-sp!it-itly
A si-ezial kiwi el det,:r:otive sy,.ttrot t:-.1;11: 1.e ;!lettticti t'tis

ettas;t:s of o:de ;o-e '1/
or tl.:;ree, a1.-":1,; a 5:'..; cf '.:..e-
ItTni;h:. of c!).:1,1rta's attittid:s of f

ia kt;:-.: of the ro.1: i; at.:.;'1.:.e
wil11.!raN:s it'ca an! 0

wrt;11 szts Or

i

(2) i.r (3; rt-
(4) 11-: kc t; of II:tat...cal ;:t1

(7) tc;.! t s...1.1

is (", .6"k Ot,.' , ...
C: '..;

1:..-
'
1

:
,

..
'

.1..

.
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Sproixie

The 1,10,1 form of ..!;:cliptivo Sy :ern N..1.L1.'a C ^II Arii: in a
qoarttatiN,. an:'.)-;is i; oa.:. v.1.....ch co,It typc is expY.Citly ftotn

con.hin....t:N. of haiic difilZ;157tY1. A CNAJIlifli: is th:
1ogicol s:!..crno sct up by Riotam in tlis of No144111114'. By
exarniNini; a se: l f con:rs-to "Iyi,c cos:5" 11if::n itt N.:as to !.eali t1;c conoopt
of participation two 1.1:;c cl:inzitt; cmotknal involvar.,:t1t :tad

r.toro siinpy,",...:r4;" and "Itrx.ini,".*Ial-sing coilt ihcso

as a simpl: dicliotoro, 1:i;:tnan olotainzd fo.J. types of rd ions to pot.iti,:st

CO: r.i.t.,:art

-I- 'i70-.:!%-..../r '`it...!:0:r!s"

Moctott (1.14).; in 114 t..ioloi;). of pr:it7,'iic and jtscriaii
ratim. Tic 5rl1t; (rota aal for-no...11:,m of tt:o poo;lc: p.opl:

t-.0 tc t!'e ;,:r.cr:c2n ..-rz:1 of 1.,):12.1',:l:711:1:71t;).!, ;.711.1. l-110

%101.:ItZ ;Z. :11(.1to% o po.,Ic ;st:r10
onc v,;.:;hcr in cco!

.,1

OA ON

other ti:ey ptacticc or not.

"... 11..4 is .1icr.2

-..

Jr confo:rn
iriivieu crcroin n,-1z1 to c quai

St in f,r,11 tzt , atlitu1,
ovct P.,Nyor N lc r, : t

C' LI 1! n Cl:: in
illItc-ri-;of a f) L': v.rrt c

n

: !7.

6



Allen B. Barton and Paul F. Lazarefeld

A T) p:O.c.;,y of Preju,!icc ansl D;rcrintinitiort

AT I IT L! !.; IIN SI N

Non-;r;it!;;;.! l'rtjuJi,c3

Non t'.:;r:;r:1.1-...on

LI WNW?, NSION

------ __+-- ....----
Tqe I: I Ts;: I:1:

"The Al N:c1-,': I it.,:r.11" ilv F:i:N..c:0-,er rit,..r.t!"

Tv: II: r: IV:
71 c I'Jr-N.o.:1;r I it a...1" I z ritsa -I"

A mere list Of tli:"foll;-111,..ls" of ccAlt type \could appc.,.r
onc prclimiii.lry lists of c:Itei;orici; illoy are tindamentally
houcs:cr, they : is dcrivcd fro:a c-oss-1,1solail,xt of
two. dimensions.

claboeatc ucs, of systematic foun,1 in .I:.1'@ t: PAtsolle

rcccit fiNe slic;;(-10:0,0,15 att1;1.utt.::

I. :tatetivc rnt:t
2. Sciforivtat:ort Cvnicik.;:y er;orttalioi;
3. 'inive -
4. As;riition -

t 11:1: ..srlq,urt
gcncral for cvlzt tal systel-n5, [W-
$0nallity

of coli,trva;lit-, r;ti oT11,y 1

h:rc. The s...1;;;.:Ii; f...c of

cxamining Coin', on: c'cri\-ci A cri:,11 o:
stein tai pio-si,le el:bask for 111: distincCoss
up as a t.,!t.1-:s!in..r.,_,.1:1 systsin (an cs;,::::tio:1 t;

tcir of In attrils9:e.
of

sct v(.., to ct;.,;,7P! $.t et' 11 ::.!7 /
5 C. 5

in co:17,r ; 11:0

szs-cr.0 c ,!! I.!

.
177.



Allen B. Barton and Paul F. Lazarafeld

re,:0!:;',,i7,..it:on . ri..d.tcCon", and is clo:ely
relato.1 to the ol.:ration of ic.(1.:

5,:igtr,Icciow

1ficco rcitrains to be mentioned a typ: of operaticsn ye:), fr...veilt
in cridititive ea.11) sci: systcroatization of a concept or a sit a
CatiT,Ot;:. A good inti'o...luction to this op;rat;on is 01: well-li:iovn
Li) S!mnid Of envy end jzalouly'. situaCons in fiviillgs mice
aft (rite coni.7.1.c;, Gild ,S;rnncl nut give in exhusti...-: A(connt of ilium
Wh,t do s, Luvi.evce, E5 to inilio.te ono ilip.7rtant due two

attiltnles (1:; Ter: the ease of jedot,$)' prier fcc!s that (lain' on
the o'..j;,:t of in do: er,e of envy he 11.15 nu cl,.ii ), only d;.i;re
for Il,c ol,:ject. di us pard.dly 2ittr;toutc-s;,ace i.y
0-101 r'nvy je,-/oucy cou1,11-: sy:t::raticaliy dvfile,'; not dole so
conipli :ely, but ta.,ber only cnctti,!, to in: die om.: major dii:inciion.

A mlre clAtor.Ito Iut sa l 11?rti:i.1 solw,ructi,,a is i.tte,:te,1 in Vertwr l ln.1-
t.I;et'sdisolssiersd Typ.s of hit:;,ratiri ..acurcinent".1.1f 0cOct
f:f,ins by indica (1iseotoc-, conee;1 o 'weld
iote,;(ati,,,". Ole cf E itc.gtrAii:; to t.:11:r variAlil;:, to rind iZc
11:C0%V y its tor,:zi" t%.!. tnt::t he trol.t n
Occvn:

`1:1.4 in n or tyf : i.11 -1 er.. a.. It o

t
as

ftr : t1,-1
11.c t

:J. o,...;,z c It 11 f;,. .01

t t-:
C:- ; L. ;

sr c. t

i;. :t t

IA 0;
.., ' ! tl!::-:

I I , '; :

if
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typ

within the rs.,-.1;11 cf i

of
"ii.t:icalion" is .1 r,12..t....171.t1 cc

rtptc:cr.tc,..11,y rt:a:icna!
illorrei

intvt-cial i

C

II. (..... t :4.

Ii s 11:---s
1 .'11...*

rc.1:73

, .

;

c

.

cer.e. 17-Zi:Jc:

s o: *oz.

.

1 hc

I .1:1

csi iti
ti; t!:

rits...c.s

I .'

c..':

:I! of s

!- -. 2. !
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Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld

and Iti i; of v....T.-. at..! or wotk and
cult-Jr... ;6: '11.e v. ay of !ivc!.:1oc,.1 an.1 i::.1;.; his cntire
mode of

In effect, Mills 1.:-vos:s six attriovtes by a job situation Cot; t.e

d,..n:rihe,-.1. if an six, of these lttibtr.es the val...,es indi:ated abort.% We
have the i.le,1-type situation of ".:r.lflo!Aanslii.,,". The situation of the m...,ern
industrial or cne orl::r, Mills tht. cpp:,site of the i,1:;,1170.1cr,,as..

man in all th;:e Act.oally the six att;ibut,, gift GI logically pssibie
conibilatinns of v...lue;: the interniedilrc, mixed co.obinazi.:.ms hoc er n.-)t

entcr into Mills' presti-. diicossio:1, whie% jcali only with the idealtype cas:s
and tat wits the whcle .,ttrihutcspace.

In this cTsc cad', of ;lie six attribJtcs rcfrs a ::!...ti-.):Ish4s be
twc.n V.0:%0I'S ..:141 his work, bztwun v.orl; aid etc...111.y

can be J....rived (will a rlatio.ial t tatrix coniting of four work;t-
(his capacitizs, his c'....-.ra;terit aettv i :y' i,1C tinal pro.luct; anti tic
worker's lei5tIre ities (his "-t)lay". "ct:lture", "goo:TA 111.),le of living").
I adt of ,Biro can act on try of Ow c...rs, as stInnori7ed in the r.,I.s.tio;t11
sclieme b:!coe:

.Sai.; Cs:

osIcr W'ork 1 F:k

(11Ct..-.;.%t
_

(al 11.
- -

1.31 IrOct,,
Col" tt.''s

it)
t---

(f.
t

:t. 6)
t,

Irbis RIA:%:114

1,, C7. to rr t for a f

:
1

to
C ;

:
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pi,;,cti out A.:,1 put irt ) t..o i! to "fed out" tho:e
wich are irn;ottant, 5o:ve ,l; t. w:lit!t
we aro introt:. c 5.n t"ic;1 clarify. :::vclop, and

conirnunicatt. t} r,-..su;t5 of

III. QiA1.1TATIVI. DAT.N SUCGE'S'i:NG ATIONSHIPS

The only luny adequ:,..: way to t,nt t w existeno: ht re:...tio;.s!tip 1,:tween

two V.131AIIICS 1S t!iroui,-11 statistk:11 analy:sis; caasz-and-cfleot rc!ltions
tequi;es tith,::r a controll2.1 c\pt'incnt, or A rAt.,:r ca,:i of
"nAtural t!)at71-0,.." o'osrvetl over ti:,,.. 1.".vt ::5ZArt7,

weij,ht no; emt imcntAl en*. trAli,,r;:,:et-!;;;r:rtior.s
of a Snl?.11 nut.11.%r of easc5, 11.-,.:t!lc!..;5, play tl.e S'JL.:CSI.

posibly r.!ations:Iir, causo, an.1 even dy:,Ar.li: r:
it can t '%! Ti..)1. Only TOSt,Ard'...01:01. ',`TON'l.10 .t WC::1:;1.1

tinplanocd ir:pre5:ons and o1,1:::%-::Con5. o:-on ;lay try to
}'CI far r s for Polzs

onik.o1;;11,; vf wc:c
in the ttiq.1). in P.dyrno; ones cut in-:se iN:k'grtist S: l:
tctitUr,111 CO71'11:4 I,y A fiiio:.,!cnt. pro'..iJ: A to ad;.!i,io.1.-,11,:ct,.;5.

A cA!,., of ilic of tors

t!:t Ver.a.r, S:. iii. \,i1
poop Of 'WC;;;CIS T31A171:17.%.1 Fr:. e.-ea

&:re tIon toifore. E. it w; s c!ear
son-It-111;N; cr;c:t;rt,::, re;,.1 Wir-.! ',PAS

frst sucgelto! inrci-nlal conver!,:..ti.sn, ...111 21..1 of t!..;

;4;1 a:A /711:1 r.:5:1-21 uteri t fo:u5ieJ on
a-,,1

CiiSi

A rvs.t:,t ; L7.:-
,

le 3 5 t..! %!

7.
fez.- t z
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Allen N. Barton and Paul F. Lazarefeld
"dlo Ai a dr.Int tt:c :v A $ni;i:
pAtter': WAS fOr '1-A1 !tot on!"
respar.,Iir.; to 5 ,, , ropons'ini: to 1.cr at:,1;;;::: an I 1:-:os4.;;;,

hr r.-,;:.:;11.5 a; a rc "111::c con,i,.1;r1: itive
oi,.t-nce that :1;:f .i:int,cr.;:e.T.ncs; an I aitctii,:n ar. inc' a!
role in :1 "the atIlim-e's irnage; of Snliz'o. da;;
stmctute o: cr $ociety. t".c cc!tural ctanJare.s of ... !...rata of te

siscia!!:. i.J exrcctation,. il5. t.; os were ail
cately \ Avc.i in :1.1; ratt::af of reTon,c to the 'oond .4-i%e"; but citz
ctintu!ation of ifit and motion a, a, t.ot tb: r114.:n function of ti:c nJr.401.-1
koadeats. Co: r:c;.;:nosi anti o:
of bro:-.,!cats scrs.,i Su 's ... for ::; u:,,c;:st:kl; of

c prose:, of r. Eltz:re re;ron.i. to
moradion :s i;
pcoi-lc who wcce of tit.c.-c )::

A stu.ly t-:,-itn'..luz to i bro: 11

ellt 0: 1.1:71'0:::i 'terr.:r thc bi,tcry
aztitthie, toward joys in By . N'it 5T,111 t--,21111-er of detail.e.1

cr.; us, !,1/4. ;1/4, (.11,01t

;,74-Ici,.;.:: of ai.trt..-ctt. )If irt.'";c::1alc.. it ....a;

0.;at t.ni t :' att:t..d:s to-va:- ! in

Frt.; t tad.:

awc:.% of t';: .T.ws jt4`../ fro.:t
It:c: 7. IVer;,! A Z:C r!). r. sa

.1 (:: -.:

.f -5;

11'5 :11 frt
CAI

Or.e ;;- ! it,!.vttlt t.
Of. of

J.-...; A 1%1

'c. : I: .; to , , -:.
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Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld
iic' T) cc,laht.11:1V: ints..rvi,...%:s were us:si. It

that of snritv in (..ne'i
attltud,Th tho and not

tho
caricature.! F::urc of "Mr. 1...,i;ott.-" th.2:.efor,.. were t:thicr

of Pro,-cs

Tho f:;11 of a "proec" analysi.i i; that v,TiLh Ihs for an inter-
varo!e whiLh "explans" the co::chtion be:svc;:n two ("the:. variables.

In bh stu.iy of .iii I:au-CO.1SC VhYte "Itr:Vt,1
(0i1 gcalititive at relr,11:1): the sccially pirh
..:!le boys clubs scer.eh to he i.orc uns:abH ard u,cc to inter.lal 0)11-

t'.,C",;2 of the no;:e-mol)ile "corner-boys". "lo e,:p!.,.in this
(which coolLi i. e hkrch tluitc "uvsicl.,2-chy.,:n" from n
point) Whyte introJu:cd a third var::1.,1c, "infor.nal The cor-
n OC 1`..ry cleli couh draw for on
7ation:

"VI: (4.14 Cv2 rclAtive potion;
111:111!)ts .171! 0:1.2

to !HA': n1;;', t r,
r o 1:Lr) an,! obi

to
to to It

in if
'.S:%.` z.t.:1,L, ittt

Cr ;an..;,..- of

Zh:"

to . .1i 171 of

01 thc
of \-;;;.'1

23



Al'im R. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld

"The pattern of so:ill riJi.ity in Chrn-nerville can best be understoad %ellen it is
contrstcil with the patrerp cf corr.:i-boy activity. One. of the roost tripr; it
divCreoccs ,-,rise; n1.1tt.....r- the exTenditute of .nc.111.:y. Th col!e;te s

fit in with an c;:ottonty oE 5-.1vit-s and investinc:it. The corner toy s fit in iltil
spendin economy. Thic rdu,t save his rn..-mey in orJer to fin.Ince his
education and lauiall his bu,in :is or professional care. lie therefore calti vat :s the
middle-class virtue of thrif.. In or r to participate in group activities, tit : corner
boy must share his mony Nsith o,.hers. If h2 has money and his fri:nd does not, he
is expccted to do the s2ending for both of tinna ... Prestige and influence depend
in part upon free spr.lin."1

flus observation indicatess..-vo,':of the factors in the process of social mobility.
Of course behind eadi suds facto: uneovered are other factors the variables

foe instance detertnito who s: de with the boys and spends, and vi :o
breAs away, saves nior:cy, and rises.

The uncovering of possible processes can go much further than inserting
a third variable in a chain. The study of anti-preudice cartoons tnenci-...,ned
previously sun;ested a v;hiole cl:aiis which led up to niisundc.standint; among
the non-deviant p.s.o thirds of the prejt.tdiced people -.Hie: misunderstcra

I. Idensificatie.a ..i:h Mr. Blott and monuntary tand..rstandiog;
2. Desire for e-scape frond
3. DI:identcaCon (cariectminz; Mr.

or social inf'eriez);
4. Der.Oba:r,r of or,..iers7in,Iirt in the ,:krou.,.tory ilia:Ac:t:I.Stiis of

Mr. to c-f Fairy of the car Icons

In the Whyte study one firt!., the of the rice of a local corn:el boy to
leadership traced out throtr11 a serie:. of steps, with forces

notoil'. To ::;-t a start, (hie corner boy :tinsi sltmonslrato nn ,.1

to get result; for his 7.ron-..?..iiazie chche of friends. Yet "if he on
serving his group, he v.i never win s-idesp:cad support.'' "Its ostler to
Wilt suppo.1 he mr..:t dell with impottant people V. i1:ls:,7;.ces other gtoups."
Since he has only I nind rcsontees in tot n Cf o,ter:v n:::ss to oft:cial
fdvors, hc nt,.;St or Hal 1 ends hs:e:ests and
using his rc,;ot,rces to 11.12 and The ...esuIt is a L Tread
cytiieis:d ter.v.:rd and IA', a.-!iic'd cs.p.:cted
to c..ts: c tint tt.rn e.. accordi:-. to po::Ician is
nornnlIy ald.le to "tric..-.1:. ;:i.:1:rs to li 1 :h..
as a v.1rok to
Cry: "Itc

I :"
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of equilibrium, presnmably at a level dctermined by the political abilities,
initial "connections", and luck of the intlivi,).ual

In eNploeing for p..-IssFele factors affecting some .-1vo:1 variable, or for Lhains
of caus,es and eilects cou,titutin "process", there appear to bc two basic
tedmiques. The attempt, to obtain objective information about the se-
quence of events, par t-ieLlanly what events proceied the respanse under in-
vestigation'. The typical quostions, whether addressed to a subject or used by
an observer to guide his observations, aro: "Nhat happened before X? Vhat
happened just before the subject made his decision to move, vote, buy, steal,
etc.? What was the frame of mind? Wh at had boon going on in the family, neigh-
borhood, nation, world? Had he been t lllllllll with is r-ading anything,
listening to anything?" Some resp.:,:ise: will look like causal factors imme-
diately, on the basis of our past experionce or general hypothes,:s abour
bohavior. Othors will only become prorninont when we notice an :ipixi.'ent
correlation between thorn and The criterion bAavior hi several cases.

The second tedmimee is to ask people tliniselves to c:cplain what happened
and to give their reasons foe acting a, they did'. The baela question here is
always 'Why?" te:hnique has obvicius limitations: people are often
unaware of the real motives, of indii oct influencos, of the procis-o eh...in of causes
and cfToets, of untleclyin; noce,sa.,7y cont"iiiteers. On tin other hand it sta.nds to
reason that th 2 pa: tieipant s a ,i;c,c,',1 t'col aboir: his beLvice, partic-
ularly r.00t "trizor events", and so on, and
often can tell the ot:tside invos,h;alar abe,ttt things which he v.o.:Id nevet have
goord by himself. "I'seasons" may not be the '.,ehole story, but they are an
impo:tar.: somce of informarr. on pci:sil.&7 fact, an3 in SC_'7.1;.:2 rises a quite

sineco, eTecially in the ey SWCS of invostigation. 1Y; ac.lding
to the general "why" quo: v a sot of ir.ore specific questions, focussinj the
rospondent's Jttention on. each of sevo.cel basic aspects of the s'..ttl Con, reason
cuestiens cell obtain inore acne coverazc, altlike..:11 still limited VI NVLIt the
respondent lihr-elf is in a pasition

1l0[11. Of_ teo tc.hHq:,7s are co.abhio,1 in a. te,imique of q.enlitativo cx-
pl6r1tian of carsa! relato..s Is:.a,oni es "di ieernin:". "[ii ks 1,e:n
tl,ser:hoci in .%iirre. ,e.iide of the off: of te:!em:,!..y.iie:t on the
teik S:".".US 0:

,"- ", -
of :

S .; e.i.

1 #9,9
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po3sible to tinr...i.taLe f111-5,:a... c1 ,-,nalysi3 of th. itIte:rdazio:Is
tv,en al! ...as to t al-o; c or app.Irc-.11

. (tie to he unel Tlcr,;;.urtt subj,:ct it to sy:teluatic
Ilad the alr:ady rti before the facts
arc conct;rre!itly w-ith uneinployiucnt r;i1;.;11t have been the teal
Arc the p,trticipants able to trace the stcp1y-5tcp develoi»-lent of the change,
The detallc,.1 ii rihi betw.cn 1.1hCh1111')".ilt the al:ore,1 role of d.te hu,ba712?
If the re,poilclei,F, bLli.:ve that unen!pl3vmc.nt w as die tea-o., for a certain
cha!Tc, on what evidence do they base thcir ic was
posible t i. ate with consid,:rable t)nr1K o vahJity the CA- .'11 relati02.;
be: ecu L'.41:1111.1:..ymont. and farr:ily str The ...:'arch for "po:.iible facor,"
and "pa:<ibic coi.,equencei" \C'e.31;1.1,.1.e.syster.-,aric; H tin die lHitatir.:13 of th
data real pr-!c.Lttions v:ece tal;en a,:,a!ns: spur.ions. relatIc.ms.

l'rc.viotts sectit.,nc dealt with oi,...atio71, %;!ii,:11 are

us:Ai:1111y pr:or to cinantitative
tire foninulr,t!oit of Hptivc c die o: oeLr c uJsal
fact; or o.c can;at!oil foi a 17.arti,7o!ar pie;L:.

the :lc-x.11
Ve:

NVIH..;1 of
au.1 1 :r.1.-.!. Cie kir.d. (0: rcc ii di

E'. "r.`.1:3;

. 01' LVLi the u: d.:
...07.1,:!::i..CH (cor...!r

("Ii

Li teL

.:-: .

1.. ! 2 ... 7 1

!
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as a L..ontinuiil...; Incr,..1.51111:1.y by th.: whuh: commu:!Iky
of so7al

An e:::3-Ln".,: of iri:p;.esi.mi;ti: "quasi-statists" is givel
Jieiiiad 'Balk: art:,,.L p:.[Iicip:Itior, ni volunt:lry

"Amorican wcro ovorslicIr.n.,1 by v.li i thoy did not fully
t1: front Chrl.s and :`,13ry Ward's )%isc: of

Tel of Anriari to unit.2 wit'n
for varied no 1.i.i.ntr,%. a r.t .iii t ... It was a rarc Au :ria ii

who was not of foi.:r fivL.: .. Any citi:ica who refuF:d to
aliiIiate with oa: hccanl; an o'ajo,:t cutio1y, if rot st;s-
picio,i'. comirtr.i.t;,.t. :In: 5:.Ites r.tay w i be a
'nation of join,:ri', a 5:Ivev of ch.: avni!,-.1,,le on dn: nt;n11.i of
nn:inio,:rships in volunttry th,r.
Eavc Wt even A Sin,:e Thit fo: all ty;-2, of

arts itt ti nitc:d Stotts, urbaa, c:ty, polll to-, n

Irbee
rural."'

th2n stathtic sliov:i!:;:, diet in tk2se various areas and strat?
of tit,: populatHil Iron: one thir,1 ovc.r two thirds ot the 11,..opl.c! do not-
bion,, to any volAint:Iry :-.,s0.:iatk,ns. As 0:1 pi.c.,czcds fro:n f.cLov.e:c;

distritiolls to cornAatIons and tlic:1: to sY,t.tr,s of
sz.rvo:al "tp7.1:1-!;:at5"

ktc
land it is tIkts: a C'17"J'-:1 r V:11C is

nc:L; t,) at! ;;ro:Ir.6 concerned, v-z.) is

am7.*-c the el the .,.:...:cra,-t.11,ar :h.,'

\:![o 1,7,..o.N7-:.- kvidi cn-..t..1.;,,.! ovcr ol
OF

of cinarailt:!tive It Ito; becn c!airn:J.
to i,rc,.7,(1: fails tar
to (Ir.: c.'.* of

:' of
Ovcc

ThC:Z
t 10 1. j.,:1;1.; vc7

j.,:
t
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V:1:111,1 a Ck'i!H? 1i1:thOib S:111 to have suceee,led in
ple,cuting a good first approximItion at ]Cast in the description ,-)1 the cui-JE,c

and lQi/avior of seth gro::ps. anthropolis:s no ClI1 Co: formal
datarecordHi, and statistical analysis it is citker to e)1,..-1,1 up finer

details the small nurnb:n.of deviant individnAls, f0r or to deal

situations of culture group; with less homo.;eneity groups in process of

acculturation, brealak of old r:orrn3, or the develop,.-.1;nt of strong internal

differentiation.
Iii situations of less and simplicity, it is doubtful that qua.,i-

statistics are auythin,, a full sLlb.;titoto for actual statistics. However they
can still play an important "exploratory" functicm. Statistical reiearch is too
expensive and time-consutnitv, to be applied on all fronts at once; like di::

2CO-inclt tele,cope it must focus on f:w areas of particular intc:.ent for inten-
sive study. Quasi-statistical studios can run ahead of the more cumber:ome
quantitative p:ocedures to cover wide areas of social phenomena, and to pr )be

into taivied compiew.; of elationdlip in se,,,rch of poss:Ye "process:;". They

servo as a brood scanner and "tinder" like the v..idcanc,lod but lees; powenfol
StIrnidt telescope of Mount Ntillson and Palomar. Moreover the g,atherine, and

analysis of "cluasi-sr.tisti:al data" can pi.oh::bly bC maLle ruc sys;e:natic tilrIi
it has been in the pa, z, if the lo:;ical sti.ucture of c/vant,.1.1:ive research at least

is kept in (Bind to sive !ecr:Tal at,d directions to the Ttalitative oh-
server.

Systen;:r:ic Co.,v.,ricor;

There is or: spceiii form of t es,.rch into.relatiorRllip the

border bsts,-,:cm statistical and quasi-szatistic.1 rneti;oJs. This involves ti,e
systematic comparison of a relatively of cases. It differs frcm
quasi-stisrics in that the cases arc proceeds alon3, lines ,-1,0se!r pro:.imnlar `i

those of a survey or contrc,Ited. lowever it involve; tr,3
few ca, s to a'pply a!!d it invc,I.s-e; situ:,Con:

in which one ;tain tliat "o;her 1.,:to7s arc ,:o,..1.11." for v,lrions

cases bcyor.d It is :a, 0,,e se; tin ti

fo,.. res'ar.-h, but lod only our or two C
tO fill 1:. ca, and :,::llafs had re leave s tine entitiy

1:)r::) of re:ear,Ta"

to stt'Llied of a 1-,i;11 orIrr of cc...He,:lry, As

re c-::: le for:r., of
vei tceoffel:.i

/If
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or arrested ci'..ilisttionsi. `t take;' faced Cu.: same situ:u:on iii J.:alit:3 with the
role of reli,;lous syst ems in the d evelopm;n: of society 2. 1;esidcs tl,e total, number
of available ca5::5 S;11,3!1, es Ch is a very large and complex unit 1.11:dt
requires great time and effort to analyze. Even where there are a large number
of cases, this factor may compel the researcher to restrict himself to the system-
atic comparison of a feY,. 'This situation arises in studyin; coma Lmities or large
instituticns. To deseribe any one COMMUnity'S co ,.:111 structure is such a large ioh
that most studies have been of single eases. Only a:ler d',:ferent researcher; over
a generation have produced a di Ten or so such studios can a "secondary an-
alyst" uiidectai :e a comparatiee analysis. In the loag run, it is to be hoped that
data-gathering procedures nil such complex "cases" c An be so simplit]ed that
statistical studies will become possible. Then the intensive study of one com-
munity, factory, union, government agene-y, or voluntary as,,nciation can give
way to a quantitative study of a sample Of such cis.':"S, testing the hypothes,es
derived from single-casa studi.-s. Of course, where the difficulty lies in the fact
that there is only a hanclful of ca,:: t all, the compa.,'ative n-p:thud ist the best
we can do.

An cceunp!r. of systematic comp.,.:isoit of a small number of cases is offered
by Lipset's study of the Canadian province of Sashat. wan. The population
of the prov:rco, 11. ric.r5., had a r:marltably big!, level of parti-
cipation i;t alf sirs M collection for this unusu.-,1 behavior, com-
parisons v'ei'n flys,. made with area; where partieipaC.oh was /din -v:11 to Le

The an101!:it OI p.irticipatio.! in atiairs in tile 1 trze tides of Gana(
and the L S. is notor:ously low. This is true even of cities Toronto and
Vancouver, which rcsemlak Sa.sl,-,t,1%ro.-al, irl givin:, a Tar;: vote to tine new.

radical C. C. F. party. Comp-,,ing Sal,.atellev;an with. the.slari.;c, cities, Lirs,se:
was strucl,-, s:vallne.. of political units inn Sas!t.titew.-,:t and the large
number of off..ce, to be filled in teach. The aver.a,te re ral
than 4 .7" 1' :411 50 dec.:ive po:; en Ti1217::C:p.11 and _drool.

ho,-.rds to be lare cities cle,:t no more ois,:als than tlan.: to
rep:c'set.t ht:'t lrc.ls of tlious.mel-. feanilies.

Besiiies the small size of e0:0111,2r;;;:,:,;, ill care rel,la','l'ly
lad.inf, :7! suel.d - evers,:m.e ...; Ira

too the oisp he ris:es, with tl,ei:-

d l s o r lwle :;e:r ornIa

s..atria... I.. t!ie p ons o :,re available

Cs. :1;.1,1.

2/
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lei to b-. r..4::,rop.!'...'d by upFec-:lass pa,ple and pi.ofossionals; in Sa.:',-;.atk.11,-

wo.n t.d.elfrorve compane;, marketing agencio5, etc had to IL:

staffed ord:r.ary farm;Ts, t11;..rely alid political
twkro,.,..1, to tl.:e Avel.a,-,e city dwc11.:r.

Certain rural al,..-1; ak, are lIIV strati:,c,i, and ir; area the r.lte of nr,ss
participation is al.o

"WitIC:n tii.. rr..d aNas of th,.: Sotlii n Stato or in part, of Califo,rni,l, v;!lerotluit sc.cid Orz coranral:ty,
NeolitLi;:- and upp'...rolis; far:,acr, are tie 1:1der:, and tic
of ch,-: poorer fa:7.a,.%-, are polizi,'ally (p. 2:2)

A tbird struct::rAl facto( dktin;uish'in.;:, Sa4--at,:lie-0.-an is its expm:r:
extleme ccon:.,mic flo.ctuations, (2u ,! to tine prico of its 0:e main crop
and to the :e...7uH.once of drou:,',1t. In it can b.! con..;.a,te,1 will, its ,!astorn

neigl[bor, .1\ a lito'oa, 7,11,:h has divLrsiiRd crop, m.tr!,:::, and more
relia'ok v,:athev. Atv.i it is notaI,Ic tHt .7%1.11146a to,1.1y Folic% k3.-, com-

munity and 10 c! activity. Low partic:p.:tio.;) is !,o Ity.,!!,.! in tic
Province.:, where farro.:rs b-ivo a low r,.1 uf but do
not c:perit,,o.:.,e die duonic al.terna:ion betv.oen poyL,cy of the

fartnei.,3
lavir,;.; ko;at.'d p.y..;IYe sJ,urce; of hi.,11 by cen.tp.-..rins

of :1,at of .-.rsa:uf

can no .+!;

Thz. F Nor:LI and Ain

11tv.: ViItU,TV the
And wl:le-pread

0.-tr6t113 loc11 ,-.7.ovein:ne;)t cud coc,1,-1.-..Cv.:;.ad a

rea2:!.....s to new poF.C.-3.! c:-.;::1:o:t:cd by

crHs. The iue ,..ructip a! L.11,-cc. ,-teri;tc
d'.0

.t:, of

:ar.:,c ey-b and

cc
f:.11 p:ovid:s

Icu t!-At

:1;)

:

.1; 7... I...!
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;active th,ni urban a:eas; ,,.icl,:-spread p.4tioipy,ionIti
re5t:inblvd that of the Sa-dzat,:hc. .....!, farmers (pp. 303 The generalization.
of evlana,.ory f:.ctors frc.rn "th.: whcat eco:lomy applizable to
any community obviou'ly opcns up a niuLh wider rani;e of CASCi for use
in comparati...e analysis.

comparative of areas of hi z,11 and low participation can bcs
summarized in the following sdienie:

Sdieine of Factors Accountift,; for PolitLal Pailieipation
dt5C::Stid Cc !;;;.;.rifoni;

Srard: Parti-
Puo.uation-, .5r)cial units-------- _-- -^.-

-I- 51:1:r,;:..r.--..ri 1-liil
Nor Lli 0:1-.(1
Albcnn
Ni,,rj.,,b1, is,4:-19t.: ,,
-cr_ifv,:n" ,

(1)

Rural Srw.rit Low
Rural C:difomil

I rIrec CH:3 U.S. Con 1,

( )

in the study jest disau5sed it appears th C compari,ons er: INed not only
to Fui7,1,-,est explanatory factors but to offer support;:-,.; :riNneo, a; a iiind
of quasi-expeiimental test-. One of the moq celebra.te,1 i,..starce: of s,2,!: (-,,,,:aAi-
cxperiniental tests is found in Malinowshi's study of the we of ina.-ic in the Tro-
briand 151.andsl. ,.\-,,,nted t0 ter di: old tho)ry that primitivc man
ties tack because of a. childlike confusion of the real ...l1/41 the iz:-,aginary or
becan5e of ir.F,tinctive in the snper:iaiiiraL tie 'Fro-
brianders in 5,:rne r.ctivitics for in:tanre, wid-:.n the

ft-): wh'ch \`;:.S :12:::10att:' to pertoit

p:rsonal for instanc:: 11-,Hr;:, the Fea.

olved to 1:`o

by availk!e In thz
a> tl:e a; 11'.;<,

S'i;'707t,,1 fo:

rs, !. C.1. Y,\.".
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IY.LI a SilivI,Ora.0C :o v-1 ,. dealing, with situations beyond the
power of available rational tt..lmology, v-,.hich created severe emotional strain.

Of course the u:e of contpati..o.;.; of sn.: ill numbers of eases as teits requires
great caution; care natist be taken to see that other significant factors are in fact
equal, and that CA5 aei re selected in an unbiased manner.

IV. MATRIX FORMULATIONS

Sometime.; the assly'is of qualitative observations confronts a mass of
particular facts of suds great and variety that it SCO1113 quite unork-
able to treat them individually as descriptive attributes or in terms of their
specific interrelationships. In such a siturst:on the analyst will often comae up
with a descriptive coilcept on It level wliich manages to embrace aud son:
up a great wealth of particular obserwatioils in a single formula. Ta ',le for
instance, Ruth Benedict's de:,:ription of the Zuni Indian;, Which mentions their
avoidance of drugs and alcohol, their lock of personal visions, their placid
response to divorce, die's' "mild and ceremonious" relation to their gods, and
so on. After presenting a great many strels particular facts, llenedict is oble to
suns them up in a single formula: 1117! Zuni culture has an Apolkni.an pattern-.
that is, a central tlleme of av:,:d.,:ce of cmoti.)nal excess. This pattern or theme
permeate; every aspect of 'tuts; life'. S,.ich a forrnul i capehi. of summing up
in a single descriptive concept a gie:.t wealth of partioud.ir ot,servatior.i may
be called a matrix formulation. This ckli,ition cove; s the notion of a "Basic
pattern" of a eultittc, a "theme", an "ethos", a "veitgeist" or "us entality of the
time", a "national character", and on the level of the individual pers an a
"peronality type.

Matrix formulations may be applied to comple-e units az any level. In a
study of an unemployed vii!..ge in Auitria, the rc=k-....1cdIcrs mad; a collec::ock
of separ.ate "surprising observations". Although note. lad inire time, the
peopf,e re fes,cr lihrat.y bLeol:s. Afthoush subject to cconosi...;

.:ciivity decto.i;ed. "i hose totally tir.cmploived sho.,ed less effo:t t0
in other tow :is di tn t!.ose v-ho still find ,Chit' hind of worlt. The

had more limited atpir.ttio.is for job:,
and for pr.2.s-ents cl-,ildrcn c.:-:plovcd The re,..archers
faced all of pra.e:ical 1,c'eat,,e late c,r
to

::::::: is v-ofe ',..%),;;

.
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Out of all these ol.,scrvation; there iina'ly arose the over-A cha:a.-terization

of the village as "'She tired ntn This formula seemed clearly to i.x-

press the caraeteristies evecy :There of khavior: although

the pco.;?le had nothing tu do, they acted tired they seemed to sutler front a

kind of ecneral pa.alysi; of men:al en

In a study of a particular group p;:ople who had been desi:_;nated as "in-

fluentials" in a» American communit;,- Merton confronted ;he oroblem of ex-

plaining their diverse: behaviors. Various clas;ifieations proved of no avail in

accounting for the wide range of observations available. The particular be-

havior on which thr: .:search was foeuised -- the adin of liOSV.5 fil./.1.0Zillei

remained unexplained. In trying to order the "welter of diseretc impressions

not closely related one to the others", the reserehers finally came 1.:;) with one

general "therne" which distinguished
intk:entials: some were "cosmo-

politan", primarily intercstecl in the v, orld outfide the local community, while

others were "local", primarily interested in the local community it;elf. Merton

clearly indicates the typical function of such a matrix fo.emtliatiou wh,-:n he

declares:
ott...t. dirt ,:ronze> ti-,e local and conity..,Iitla scent to

stei;1 from tm r (iitTc:encl: ma U ricnt.von... dn,cr.-..; in U:ts;:: cr

lion is lacer_cl t:p idi a tacit y or other (1) it: ilk strc,:t,.:rfs of soehd

rel.ltions in 'ijd tyi.,.2 is in11-!;.:...,tcd! (2) ii: the t;.-tve.c..1

their cr;ont- i,-,3Itir,n; in tl,? (3) Li the utilizItion of their

of ;.::j (4) in their coni-

rounications

bull; of the attic!: i; then ta!s(11 Up r.-ith an e".-horation of this 4.uit

matrix fora! atiur in tern of all the behavior; YJ 1-,t into one or

the other type Of oriol,:ation, the or copol?tin.
Matrix formulations can thus vary in the les...el of the u:it cL they de-

scribe, from a whole culture to a community and to a thin

nit v. They are used right down to the leyel of iriliVid;../.11 pOrS0:1-

aliti,:;, where, for instance, a .great variety of partis:u!:.r. hehlviors be

summed up in the matrix fortnula of an "ac;a! pe:.;)n.tfltv" or a "cer,e'r,roto;-:r;

renTerame:::". At the persee:ality level they arc o:ten ref,..red to as "sea-

a t-rol cif the level where it reet.; to just

the simc kind of cen!...; of faets a'? of up

irk tone of the

I :,21
=
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lation of :in coltme ti-,J,:s of vatiL!.. "eln,7-
tional to:le-- their eino..ional n.te.Ity. The:. all cit
in the f.anle scnie that one cm in a sinIe 'It1.1 A

very ever, tsernp..7.C.,.t1.1!e, of .'1h pc.! with a IlL;11 !.1 C. In a ro,
forniolaCon sudi as Tiinnxs' t'ac zA,1s 2 involved
in causal relations and pr'..-ith one another'. .1!)- clerrient of "rejp:o:al
trust" f e7,:myle i: be OS'Ad Ncl a u.';ii out of die ele:nent of "pro-
longc,1 face .-t-,c.,ciatirm with 07..7 :Tame pAyple", as can a 1.;ri.,at Of

iheothucli:..racteristii.:s of a "0::nelIi.:11:,11"-situatHu.171 the ntatl.iy. fornialation
of an "anal p:rsoaality", the be'oavio.: cLIra...ceri,tici ace thouht of as all
arisinf; ott of a sin:_;Ic baCc far, the ti:,:ation of the clone dev,::lopme:ys- at a
certain childiih sta;.;e. Li many of tli ,! cultIn-L-pateEn formul,-;:ions iace

dices purely descriiv.ive laid the idea that al of the in tie
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INTRODUCING ANOTHER VARIABLE

One of the most important tasks in the analysis of data is to

discover what we can about cause and effect relationships. This

does not mean that we can conclusively prove our assertions,

since they often turn on assumptions which have not yet been tested

or which are untestable for all practical purposes. But we still

must be as explicit as we can, showing the logical structure of

ounaripiments and the points at which empirical data are rele-

vant. It is the nature of this task which is discussed by Pro-

fessors Goode and Hatt, using terms such as intervening vari-

awe, antecedent variable, specification, and so on, which are

part of the working vocabulary of the social sciences.

From William J. Goode and Paul K. ltatt, Methods
in Social Research, Copyright 1963 by McGraw-
11111 I3ook Company. Used by permission of McGraw-
Hill Book Company. pp. 313 -358.



William J. Goode and Paul R. Hatt, Heriods in Social
Research (New York: ncGrw,.-Hill, 1952) , pp 313 358.

'MN

A main thread of thought running through this volume k that sociology
rests upon the same foundations Ps do all other sciences. Its assumptions
regarding the empirical world ate the same, and the in ecaut:ons which the
sociologist must observe in tallying out local-Eh mint also be observed by
scientists in other fields. We ate, then, at the beg'itning of an era in ssiticit
the conscious application of scientific mcthods to sociological plohlents
should be marked by great advances.

This promise is also based upon a fundamental ;siumption of sociology,
constantly borne out by daily ohserya.tion, that there k an orde.rlincs;
within social phenomcoa. Just as edit. psychiatrist finis a system or struc-
ture within the seemingly most incoherent exprc,sions of a schizophrene,
so can the sociologist find predictability and order within the most anomie
or disorganired strata and social groups. The intimate spontaneity of
friendship group exhibits this ordciliness ro le.4 than the impersonal
memoranda within a bureaucracy. Indeed, if the behavior of other mem-
bers of society'were not predictable, it would not be possible to communi-
tate, interact, or maintain any of the common enterprises in Isitich we
take part.

It follows, then, that modern research roust reject as a false dichotomy
the separation between "qualitative" and -quantitative" studies, or be-
tween the "statistical- and the "Lsons,atistical" approach. The application
of mathematics so sociology does not ensure rigor of proof. any more titan
the use of "insight" guarantees the significance of the test:itch.

The fundamental questions to ask about ati tooter techniques are
those dealing with the precision, reliability, relevanre of the data and
their analysis: (1) how precise are the observations? k.?.) can other scientists
repeat the observations? and (3) do the data actually smisfy the demands
of the problem, that is, do they 'actually dernonsttate the conclusion? If
the observations are crude, casting them in a statistical form will not help
the research. If other scientist, cannot repeat them, MatilliTI2liCht manipu-
lation is futile. If the data do not satisfy a rigorous logit of proof, the
conclusion remains doubtful.

Furthermore, no matter how pcedse was...amen t may Ee, that which is
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measured remains a quality. Quantification simply achieve: greater
precision and reliability' in rzleasuring Oa qualities which ale considered
importantintensity of antiSemitic attitudes, degree of social cohesion,
conformity with moral rules, etc. The process of achieving precision leads
to the clarification of ideas and helps to recast substantiv. knowledge, but
in a fundamental sense the research may nevertheless be czuled

Similarly, the most "qualitative" of social research attempts rough meas-
urement. The historian speaks of "a glowing antimemarchical feeling
during the reign of Louis XVI." The anthropologist contrasts the intensity
of emotion aroused by, say, the murder of a kinsman as against the murder
of a tribal enemy. The economist may single out those who find the
security of income far more important than the promise of great rewards
when they are considering the choke of an occupation. The s, ..iologist
comments that the individual who is well integrated within a strongly
cohesive group is better able to withstand emotional shocks than other
individuals. In each of these statements, there are implied measurements
of important qualities. We may or may not be satisfied with the degree
of precision in these notions, 'out they are csIentially attempts to measure
the effect of different variables. It is equally clear that, when data are sup
Mend), precise, statistical techniques can simplify the task of understand.
ing them. Such techniques ate aids in research, just as good methods of
recording data can be, and they should be used whenever the problem
permits it.

Thus, the increasing use of statistics is not the distinguishing feature of
modern social research. Rather, it is the increasing precision and reliabil
ity of (research techniques, and higher staniards of proof, which have
made the use of statistics more fruitful. In ttli n, the increasing fruitfulness
of statistical manipulation has stimulated further developments in both
sampling and statistical theory; %chile the needs of modern statistics have
stimulated still greater precision and reliability in the collection of data.

These developments have occulted on many fronts, such as the better
ident6tation of the important social variables, increased precision of the
questions used in schedules, and a better grasp of interviewing techniques,
among others.

iloever, most of this growth may be classified as techniques for stimu
hating responses, or obtaining observations, which ore easier to categorize.
Mote precise questions allow the answers to be analyzed more easily. The
mastery of interviewing permits deeper probing in the search for more
precise answers from respondents. What, then, of those sources of data
which have not been structured previously by such techniques? Most oe.
our daily observation and experience, the newspapers and magazines see
read, the radio programs to which we listen, as well as histotical tecords
and the teem led protocols of Nchiattic and other depth interviews, are
all essentially "unstructurer but may be important sources of data for
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certain sociological problems. If such data are eliminated from consid-
eration, the range of information available is narrowed and much of the
richness of social experience may be lost. On the other hand, if they are
utilized as they occur, little order appears in them, and few fellow scien-
tists might agree to any one interpretation of them.

Techniques are therefore being developed which permit us to order
and analyr, such date. Since most of these procedures are really ways of
classifying data which were not originally created for research purposes,
the term qualitative coding is usually applied to them. When qualitative
coding is applied to the content of various communication media such as
magazines, newspapers, radio programs, or similar materials, it is called
content analysis. Since the most effective application of the case history or
case study to social research depends in large part upon qualitative cod-
ing, that special problem is included in the following discussion.

Succeeding sections will, then, deal with these subjects: (1) simple coding
operations, (2) qualitative coding, (3) content analysis as one application
of qualitative coding, and (4) the case study.

SIMPLE CODING OPERATIONS

The student may feel that there is little point to a discussion of coding
operations, since they are usually bracketed with large-scale surveys.
Although it is true that such surveys almost always code the materials
gathered, the student may find it profitable to consider whether a small
project might also benefit from coding the data. If the class attempts a
joint project, or breaks into several project groups, coding may be the
most cffectise means of handling the data. A brief explanation of this
tool will :Mow the student to make a decision concerning the use of coding.

When fo code. Coding is an operation by which data are organized into
classes, and a number or symbol is given to each item, according to the
class in which it falls. Thus, counting the symbols gives us the total
number of items in any given class. The basic operation, of course, is
that of classification. Assigning the number or symbol to a given datum
then becomes a mechanical procedure. //ow to classify must, naturally,
depend upon the questions which have been asked and the concepts which
are used in the particular research. These problems are discussed in the
earlier chapters of this volume, and examples are given in this chapter.
Let us now ask the practical question, "When is it profitable to code?"

The answer depends mainly on three variables: (1) the number of
respondents or sources of data in out study; (2) the number of questions
asked; and (3) the number and complexity of statistical operations planned
foe the study. If the number of cases is large, any kind of tabulation be-
comes difficult unless the data are coded. The individual sheets for each
case become separated after a few shuMings, or they become torn and worn.
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Small errors in counting the answers require handling all the sheets once
more. By the use of coding procedures, however, retabulations may be
avoided or minimized. If the number of questions is large, the same set of
considerations holds.

Most important, however, there is no easy way to carry out complex
cross tabulations without some form of coding. Any statistical operation
requires the manipulation of numbers, which in turn must represent the
data from the schedule. It is possible either to make many piles of sheets
for each comparison or analysis, or to give numbers to the answers and
summarize these separately on other sheets or cards. In the latter case, the
operations are much simpler. The more complex the operations planned,
the more useful is some form of coding.

At what stage to code. Coding can be tattled out at any phase in the
study, from the interview itself to the period just prior to the tabulations.
In the section on formulating the questionna;re, mention eras made of
prccoded questions. These were questions which had already been field.
tested for meaning and range of possible answers, and which were physi-
call,. set up on the schedule so that checking the answer automatically
coded the data. An example would be the following:

Are you a veteran of NVorIcl War II? (Circle answer)
I 2

YU NO

Answers which are set up in this fashion can be tabulated very easily by
hand, or they may be punched directly onto cards for machine tabulation.
In this case the interviewer is actually coding as he goes alone, although
no separate operation is required.

Similarly, the interviewer may be asked to do the coding as soon as he
hears the answer. This can be done in a fairly cautious fashion, as an
almost automatic operation:

How did your husband feel 'bout this? I. Strongly approved; 2. Mildly
approved; 3. Indifferent; 4. Mildly disapproved; 5. Strongly disapproved. 2

Then the respondent answers, the inteniewer has only to mark the proper
number in the coding margin.

Suppose, however, that the goal is to classify respondents in terms of
annual income, while many of them are laborers who typically think of
their ea ;nings in terms of daily wages. it would be possible to ask them
for their total annual earnings directly. This, hovel er, might cause them
to make important errors in arithmetic. Second, the interviewer might
carry out the operation mentally, coding the total earnings in its proper
class after calculating daily earnings times the total estimated number of
days or weeks worked. Although this is a simple procedure, experience
shows that even the best inimical-cis may make krtot3. Most important,
however, were is no way of discovering the error, since the only figure



collected by the Office of United States Courts." As a result, we

cannot be sure if the cases tried by one method are the same as

those cases tried by another--and, as a consequence, we cannot

be sure if any difference in outcome is due to the difference in the

method of trial or some ocher factor. The student should note how

the authors come to grip with this problem.

As for the use of simple mathematics, the reading makes it

clear that the law student can engage in important research without

necessarily using formulas for correlation, tests for significance,

etc. In fact, the authors rely heavily on simple percentages and

simple logic--but the methods fit their purpose and the results are

more than adequate.

From Hans Zeisel and Thomas Callahan, "Split Trials
and Time Saving: A Statistical Analysis," Harvard
Law Review, 76 (1963), pp. 1606-1625. Reprinted
by permission.

2



:,ana Meisel* and Thomas Callahan**,
"Spl, Trials and Time Saving: A
Statistical Analysis," Harvard Law
Review, 76 (1963), pp 1606-1625.

In t959 the United States District Court for the Yorthern District
of Illinois adopted a tple ,e-mitting separate trials of liability ant:
damage issues in civil cities. At the request of tbe court the authors
hove condat.tee, ur4 iw,'esligotin to determine the extent to which
time is saved through use of the separation device. They use a
variety of convtyging statistical approaches to arrive at the conclu-
sion that in persona! injury jury trial cases about twenty per cent
of trial time may be saved. They then consider the possible says
that separation might lengthen trial tints, and conclude that these
will 4;o1 ofset the time saving to any degree.

Among the devices aimed at reducing the trial had of our
courts, the split or separate trial of issues has been proposed as
holding special promise. Trial time would be saved, the argument
goes, if the issues of liability and damages were tried separately.
The jury would be required first to bring in a verdict on liability,
and only if liability were found would the jury hear evidence and
render a second verdict on the issue of damasks.' On the recom-
mendation of the late Judge Julius H. Miner,2 the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois was persuaded
to test this device, and on November 3, 1939, adopted civil rule
2I, set forth below,3 permitting separate trial on motion of a party

t We are harpy to acknowledge the generous support of tHs study by the Wal-
ter E. Meyer Research Institute of Law. This investigation, an oe.shortt of the
University of Chicago L'aw School's prior work on the jury system and court
congestion, was conducted in closest collaboration with Professor Hari Nalen,
Jr., Director of the Jury Project.

'Profcssor of Law and Sociology, University of Chicago Law School. Dr. Jur.,
University of Vienna, 1927, Dr. ter. pol.,

" Th:rd-year student, University of Chicago Law School; Research .Asststant,
Jury Project, :lute 1957. M.A., University of Chicago, 1963.

' Such a plan was proposed in ZEISLL, Farv4. e & BUCIIILOLZ, [MAY IS .InE
Count 99 (109) thereinafter cited as DELAY),

2 Nfirer, Court Corgestion: A New Approach, 45 A R.A.J. 1265, 1263 (1950.

Judge 1liaer died on March sr, 1953, the very day this report was submitted to
his court. The cause of court administration, and especially its students, owe him
a great debt of gratitude for his deteanined efforts to pioneer what promises to be
a unique!) powerful delay remedy.

3 N.D. ILL (CIVJ R. as, set forth in a Fin. RULES so 10.0-49 (050)r
Pursant to and in furtherance of Rule 4e(b), Fr.decal Rules of Cis il Pro-

cedars, to curtail tench% delay in the administration or ja.tice In personal injt.try
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or at the direction of the court, Though the rule was sponsored in
order to save trial time, a commodity in short supPty in most met-
ropolitan courts, attempts were soon made to upset it on the
ground that this major departure from the traditional mode of
trial might affect the substance of the verdicts rendered by juries.
But the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that the rule
preserved the essential character of trial by jury and was within
the ambit of Rule 4: (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
which permits separated trial of issues in the interest of conven-
ience'

Prior to the promulgation of the rule, Chief Judge Campbell
asked the Law School of the University of Chicago to design a re-
search optation that would measure the effect of separation on
the trial load of the court.' A later report may deal with the
above-mentioned substantive considerations; the present report
treats only of one aspect of the rule -- its impact on trial time.

The way in which separation of issues may save court time is
clear. In the traditional form of trial, the damage issue must be
litigated even where the verdict will ultimately reject liability;
separation would eliminate the need for trying the damage issue in
those cases, comprising roughly per cent of all personal injury
jury trials.' Even where liability was affirmed, it seemed likely

and other civil litigation wherein the Issue of liability may be adjudicated as
a prerequisite to the determination of any or all other issues, in jury and
non-jury cases, a separate trial may be had upon such issue of liability, upon
motion of any of the parties or at the Court's direction, in ary claim, cross-
claim, counterclaim or third-party claim.

In the event liability Is sustained, the Court may recess for pre-trial or
settlement conference or proceed with the trial on any or all of the remaining
issues before the Court, before the same jury or before another jury as con-
ditions may require and the Court shall deem meet.

The Court, however, may proceed to trial upon all or any combination
of issues if, in its discretion, and in furtherance of justice, it shall appear that
a separate :dad will work a hardship upon any of the parties or will result in
protracted or costly litigation.

llosie v. Chicano fi N.W. Ry., 282 F.rd 639 (7th Cir, 196o), cert. denied, ;Os
I!.S. 8.7 (1961). The court did not decide whether the use of different juries for
liability and damage Issues as authorized by the district court 'rule violates the
seventh amendment. The district court has confined the operation of rule at to
single juries. CI. O'Donnell v. Watson Bros. Tramp. Co., 183 F. Supp. 577 (ND.

1960).
Throughout the study Judges Campbell, Miner, and Robson acted as advisers,

for which we our them a great debt of gratitude. We also want to thank the other
racroters of the court and its clerks for their meticulous help throughout these two
:.ears. We are especially indebted to Mr. Roy Johnson, r,p..cial Assistant to Judge
Campbell, and to Miss Ailcene C. Coldby, Chief Deputy Clerk, for their untiring
r6,)peratien. kyreciation is also due, to Mr. Orin S. Thiel and Mr. Ronald H.
P-Aty of the Adminhtrative Office of the United States Courts for their thought-
' 1 help in supplying us with a series of control statistics from their office.

From a nationwide sample of civil jury trials, which forms part of the basic
.!.ta of the Jury Project of the University of Chicago Law School.
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that trial time might be saved by the stimulus to settlement
before the damage issue is litigattd. There remained, however, the
possibility that these savings might well be offset by a number of
countervailing factors not so immediately obvious. Thus the
separation of issues might reduce the proportion of cases settled,
and thereby increase the number of cases requiring trial. It might
reduce the ratio of jury waivers and thereby add to the number of
cases requiring jury trial.' Separation might increase the propor-
tion of hung juries, and necessitate more retrials. Finally, it might
simply require more time of juries overall, since in some cases
there would be two deliberations. The crucial question for this
study was, therefore, not so much whether but rather how much
time would be saved by the separation of issues.

Because our inquiry was set up only shortly before the adop-
tion of the separation rule, we were unable to acquire data on the
period before the rule which we should have wished to have in
order to compare the operations of the court before and after the
separation rule was introduced. Instead, for our prior control
period we had to for information on data routinely collected
by the statistical branch of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts. The ideal research design would have combined
such a prior observation period with a selection by chance of the
cases to which the separation rule would be applied. Specifically,
one might have subjected every three successive cases filed to a
sort of lottery: in the case drawn first, separation would be re-
quired; in the second, separation would not be allowed; in the
third case, separation would be left to the judge's discretion.
These groups of three would be assigned in rotation, giving each
judge an equal number of cases of each variant. After final dis-
position, the separated, the regular, and the cases where separa-
tion was discretionary would be compared and measured against
the period that preceded the introduction of the rule. But this
division of cases was of course not feasible for a variety of good
reasons.° Instead, all that could be done Nsas to keep a careful
record of the court's actions in each case from assignment to final
disposition, both for cases in which there was separation and for
the regular trials. We had no influence and of course did not at-
tempt to exert any influence on the choice of cases in which the

'The New York experience showed that roughly 4or,l; less time is used up In a
bench trial. DhlAY 81.

`Cf. The Cite for the Official Experintent, DELAY 241Su; Zelscl, The New
York Exfrrt Testivrony Project: Sarre Reflections on Legal Experiments, 8 STAN.
L. REV. 730, 741-43 (LW).
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issues were separated, Each judge pplied the broad discretion
conferred on him by the rule according to his own understanding
of its suitability for the case at hand.

To begin the analysis, then, we present a synopsis of the civil
cases tried before the court. Table i gives the proportion of cases
tried under the separation rule in each category. The table shows
that the relative frequency of such trials varies greatly with the
type of action. Two categories show no separation whatsoever:
admiralty cases and tort cases other than personal injury claims.
The grea 'est use of separation was made in personal injury trials:
here 37 per cent of the jury cases and 27 per cent of the bench
trials were tried under the separation rule. Separation was ordered

TABLE 1

RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF SEPARATED TRIALS BY TYPE OF CASE.

Regular Trials

Number

Separated Trials

TOTALNr mber
Percentage
cf Total

Personal Injury: b Jury 117 69 37% z86
Nonjury 22 3 27% 30

Other Tort: Jury ro ro
216

Nonjury 4 4
14

Contract: Jury 19 6 24% 25
Nonjury 17 2 r 19

44

Federal Tort
Claims Act: Nonjury ro 4 29% 14

14
Admiralty: Jury

Nonjury 6 6

Other: Jury 8 8
Nonjury 34 4 11% 38

46

TOTAL: Jury rcq 75 33% 23o
Nonjury 93 x8 16% c r

243 93 27% 311

' For ae taro -year period after Entrobetfon of cult., 21 (100-1961).
Jneludes t6 jury and 6 nonjury FETA ems, of %silk% cno jury trill was

icparated
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in only one out of t%% enty-two FELA cases but in 29 per cent of
the fourteen Federal Tort Claims Act cases. These frequencies
forced us to limit our inquiry to personal injury cases: only this
category provided a sufficiently large group of separated (69) and
regular (t 17) trials to offer an adequate basis for statistical com-
parison. It would be improper to compare, for instance, separated
tort cases with nonseparated contract cases, since the validity of
any comparison requires that the cases be kept as homogeneous
as possible. Strictly speaking, therefore, conclusions of the study
will apply only to personal injury jury cases, but within reason
they should prove applicable also to other types of cases.

Table 2 proceeds to the comparison of separated and regular
personal injury Trials. The 186 trials by jury during the obser-
vation period are divided by the stage at which they terminated.
We distinguish four stages for the separated trials and four
roughly parallel stages for the regular trials. The midpoint
for the regular trial comes at the end of the plaintiff's case; for
the separated trial, at the end of the liability trial.

TABLE 2
STALES or DISPOSITION AND TIME REQUIRED To REAcIl THEM 3

Separated Trials Reigular Trials

Stage of Divo,iti.,n

During Liability

Days Per Cent Stage of Di5pciF.itior Pays Per Cent

During Plaintiff's
Trial 1.9 19% Case 2.0 'Sic

At End if Liability At End of Plaintiff's
Trial 3.2 62% Case 3.3

During Damage During Defendant's
Trial 3.6 4% Case

After Full Trial 4.0 15% After Full Trial 4.7 78c.
Average All Average All

Cases 3.1 100% Cases 4.2 1CO3

Number of Cases (69) Number of Cases ( /17)
-

Personal injury jury trials. Only court time is considered; deliberation time Is
not included. Figures in the "Days" column are averages for cases disposed of at
the stage indicated.

Jt was, to repeat, the expectation of those who favored the
new rule that many separated trials would end after the liability
verdict, thus making the damage trial unnecessary. As can be
seen, Table 2 vividly confirms this expectation: fully 7S per cent
of the regular trials, but only 15 per cent of the separated trials,
go through their full course. And since many more regular
run their full course than do separated trials, it must be expected

D.-
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that the average trial time for each is quite different. The figures
for trial time in 'Fable 2 hear this out, showing that the average
regular trial lasts 4.2 days, the separated trial, z.r days a time
difference of 26 per cent. It would be tempting to read this figure
as the looked-for measure of the time saved by separation. Un-
fortunately, it cannot be accepted at face value because, standing
by itself, this comparison of the separated and the regular trials
could be quite misleading.

II

At this point we ask for the reader's indulgence during a some-
what complicated methodological excursion that will, we trust,
make clear why without further investigation we cannot trist
the comparison made by Table 2. The precise question is this:
Were the cases selected for separated trial and the cases left for
regular trial substantially similar except for the fact of separation?
If they were, we may attribute the observed difference to the fact
of separation. But if they were not, we are in trouble. It is the
same methodological problem that came to the fore in the now
famous debate over whether smoking shortens our life expectancy.
The average age at which smokers die is lower than that of non-
smokers, just aiv the average separated trial is shorter than the
average nonsepa rated one. Does such a statistic prove that smok-
im.! shortens life, or that separation shortens trial time? Suppose
it is the man who is less hplthy to begin with who takes up smok-
ing. We would then falsely attribute to smoking the effect of
shortening our lifetime, when in fact the average smoker had
a shorter life expectancy even before he began smoking. Simi-
larly, one may find that deaths are more likely to occur in the near
future in families recently visited by physicians than in those un-
attended. Obviously it is not the doctor, but the preexisting situa-
tion that calls for a doctor, which causes the higher mortality
rate. A similar difficulty may apply to the figure.; in Table 2:
cases selected for separate trial might be different to begin with.
If that difference is itself related to the time saving we want
measured, then we no longer know to what extent the apparent
time saving was due to differences other than separation. That
was why our ideal research design specified selection by lot
by avoiding purposeful selections we could avoid the possibility
of selections on some LAsis which might have a hearing on trial
time.

Were our separated trials selected in any way that could lessen
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the validity of the comparison h Table 2? We know that there
was purposeful selection by the judges. Though SVC do not know
the basis for their selection, a few statistics give us warning.
From Table 2, we see that the average separated trial which actu-
ally went to the jury on the damage question took 41.0 days; but
it took considerably longer --- 4.7 days to try the regular cases
that ran their NH course.° There is thus some indication, though
no proof, that the cases differ by selection. There is no proof,
because the figure for separated trials is based on only a small
fraction of cases that go the full course; the potentially longer
cases might well have been disposed of during trial. On this view
the difference would disappear if all trials were full trials.

Further, the figures in Table 3 suggest that the two groups of
cases were not selected at random. Only 34 per cent of the regu-
lar trials ended in favor of the defendant, in contrast to 56 per
cent of the separated trials a figure far above the average. 10 Note
too that the proportion of directed verdicts is larger in the sep-
arated group. Finally, there is evidence that the regular trials left
over after some cases have been removed for separated trials
differ as a group from the run of regular trials before civil rule
21, when no cases were separated. Statistics supplied us by the
statistical branch of the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts indicate that of the 196 personal injury jury trials con-
ducted in this court during the two years prior to the introduction

TABLE 3
OUTCOME AND MODE OF TEnMINATION OF SLPARATED AND

REGULAR. TRIALS a

Mode of Terintoatioo
Separated Trials

Per Cent
Rcgular THaTs

Per Cent

Settlement
Jury Verdict for Plaintiff

32
12

24
4a.

Total in Favor of Plaintiff 43 66
Jury Verdict for Defendant 43 31
Directed Verdict for Defendant 13 3

. Total in Favor of Defendant 56 34
Number of Trials (69) (117)

`Personal injury jury trials.

The trial times for the regular cases are soram hat high compared ssith statis-
tics available from other courts, tatt there are no grounds for suspecting that tl.is
should restrict the validity of our findinzs. We arc concerned only with the reb -
the trial time of separated and regular trials, and this relation should not be
affected by the g.nerally trial time.

Sc"t note 6 suers.
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of rule 21, only 62 per cent of the cases went to a jury verdict,
as against 73 per cent " of the regular trials after rule 21. This
is another swjgestion that judges might have been more likely
to order separate trial for those cases which held a promise of
not going through a full trial.

If f

So much for the potential infirmities of the data in Table 2. DO
our data permit us to move the analysis to more secure ground?
Table 4 will show the proportion of personal injury jury trials
tried by each judge under the separation rule: the ratio varies
from 89 per cent for Judge A down to /aro for Judges K and L.
Though this varying use stems at first blush unfortunate, it ;s
this very variation which will help to solve the problem. For
clarification, we return to the smoking analogy. Just as we could
not dictate when judges were to use split-trial procedure, we could
not select youngsters at random, ordering one group to smoke
and another not to. But we can expose one raniont group of
smokers to "stop-smoking" propaganda and keep another random
group of smokers as a control group, unexposed to this propa-
ganda. We could then compare the longevity of the "exposed"
group with that of the control group. Any difference could be
attributed to the "stop-smoking" campaign.

Let us try to sec more precisely how this analytical procedure
bypasses the difficulty that the decision to stop smoking will not
be made at random, but more likely by persons who are in some
way special with respect to smoking and with respect to health
in general. The point is that in this design we neither know nor
need to know how the self-selection works.

Let us assume the worst possible case from the point of view
of selection bias: suppose the only smokers who respond to the
stop-smoking campaign were those who started smoking only re-
cently and who are at the same time particularly health conscious.
Let us assume also that it is only their lengthened life span which
would cause the average life span of the exposed group to in-
crease. Even this extreme self-selection would in no way affect
the validity of the proposition that reduced smoking increases
life expectancy. The reason we would not be concerned with this
self-selection is that we !mow that in the control group, too, titere
would he these health-conscious smokers who only recently began
to smoke, in about the same proportion as they occurred in th e

"'fable 3, iccond column: 43 + 3I rs 73.
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experimental group. And we should not care if some of the con-
trol group stopped smoking on their own, without exposure to
the propaganda. For it is quite sufficient to know that, whatever
the control group does, the experimental group also does, in addi-
tion to the experimental group's reaction to the stop-smoking cam-
paign.

Now instead of two groups of smokers, let us take two groups
of trials, one conducted by Judge X who separates some of his
trials, and one by Judge I' who separates none. Since the court
assigns cases at random, the two groups of trials will be com-
parable. The only differences between the groups will be that
there was separation in one but not in the other, and conceivably
the differing expeditiousness of Judges X and I'. li the latter
factor is discounted, and if the average trial length in the group
of cases where separation sometimes occurred is below that of
the cases where it was not available, we are justified in ascribing
this difference to the separation. One would then expect judges
K and L, who held no separate trials, to show a higher average
length of all their trials than Judge who separated in S9 per
cent of his trials. In reality, of course, there are not two judges,.
but several judges, each having a different propensity to separate.
We should, therefore, expect this proposition to hold true: the
larger the proportion of separated trials for the particular judge,

TABLE 4
SEPARATION RATIO AND AVERAGE TRIAL TIME

IN PERSONAL INJURY JURY TRIALS
..._7.- .-7,-...---_=-__-=....-=.__,..-._=.-:......==.=.---,-_-_-.,..-.-_-_-....,_-_-_,_

Judge

Praprti,n of Ca=rs
Tried l'ede, Rtle a t

(Per Cent)

=_-_-.=__-=-,==.,.-_-,..=

Number of
Trials Delete
This ,t.idge

Averaee Lervh of
All Trish Rqore

This Jude
(Days)

A' 89 3.2 (26)
B 51 3.3 (41)
C 50 2.3 (io)
D 38 3.5 (26)
E 29 6.1 (7)
F 20 5.6 (s)
G 17 4.2 (6)
11 14 3.8 (22)
1 7 3.9 (27)
I 7 4.3 (14)
K o 4.5 (I)
L 0 4.5 (I)

' It nii!ht Le re:ev,int t9 revc7.1 that Jurizo .1 tv,:s not Ju,l,j,.! Mircx, the prv-
poncrt of the ruse.
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the shorter the aveo-age lensth of all his trials. In cur case, we
should expect Judges .1 and B, who have the highest separation
rraes, to show lower average trial lengths for all their trials than
Judges 1, 1, and L. Table I presents tht. atinent statistics.
It is as we expected: as the separation ratio increases, the average
trial length decreases. The exact nature of this relationship be
conies even clearer if we put Table 4 into sraph fount as in Table 5,

Avt,tage UM Time'

(day)

a

TABLE S
CI:NT SI l'ARATION AND TRIAL TIME

K

I.. I i°I
-...."::.. - ...

..........- .......-...

. ..-

-.,.......,.._
...., _...

(._
8

...........

..,..1-=.....-1-...-.....t; ,...,
............-,.-.. .....,.....

00
....

-iks:-..- ---""--t"..e."-.,-,-..-
...._,....?-.................,.........4-....,

....e."- ..... .....-..-

''..".-
e."-",-"t-y

........., O.. .br:M.:
66

rer Cent Sri- nation
0 luk-ctuith I; CMS or fewer'
C) ititii.cs with more than t CMS

- -
a cts.oul injury jury Waif, wt-rtilqt Fti,ttali3 or not.

bbidics art idtnti5cd by later as ificy xmcst In TAlk 4.

IC

6

Generally, 'fable s shows a band of dots sloping dx,Nnviard
toward the right -hand borderline and thus confirms our e.:peeta-
tion that the average trial length decreases as the proportion of
seorate trials per ji:dge increases. As will be noted, the individual
points representing the various judges are far from forming one
line which would represent the relationship betweln separation
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and trial length; they show great individual differences. These
differences derive from two causes. First, from the fact that
some judges will try their cases more expeditiously than others;
if so, their "points" will lie somewhat lower than they would if
they tried their cases at average speed. Scceatd, from the fact
that, although cases are assigned to the judges at random, some
judges will be assigned more time-cote-ming cases than others.
The distorting effects of both these factors are automatically re-
duced to the extent that the number of judges (points) glows,
so that the "Mower" and "faster" ones balance each other pro-
vided that there is no consistent correlation between "fast" judges
and their propensity to separate" The distorting factors are also
reduced to the extant to which the individual judges have more
cases and hence are likely to have on balance the same average
assortment of long and short cases. In line with this reasoning,
we will disregard all judges who nail less than fifteen cases. If
we then look at the five remaining juoges, 1, 1!, 1), 13, and if, we
find them to fall nicely about the straight line we have drawn
in Table 5." The two crucial points along this line are its begin-
ning and its end. It begins (at separation zero) with 3.S days and
ends at the right-hand margin (separation too per cent) at 3.o
days. This line, the much-looked-for unbiased estimate, suggests
that if the court had tried all its personal injury jury cases uazler.
the separation rule, it would have saved o.8 days out of 3.8 days,

or 21 per cent of the total trial time.

IV

An additional table provides further insights into the means by
which lime is saved through the separation process: Table 6
compares the stage and mode of termination of regular and sep-
arated trials. The figures front Table 2, telling us at what stage
the cases terminate, form the right-hand margin column of Table
6; those front Table 3, mode of disposition, form the last lints for
rcgular and separated trials.

"Ibtrt fact, to assvrat-ce tl.at such a cotrchticA de's act vas:. A
svLiclent to abet of rronjury tealc tot each judge, of it'tqLite ttatistiJ ca Ms
trill tune prior to me sr, Hitt ro.fle a doer. In tlis inicistt to.N-ct, VAN
this a ntlysls cle.ictcs fr. ri a cf,nttc-d itilztirt eat with its tontotiltant tel!?JtM:e
that to oitttratk bi trIch t!-.1 mutt.

11 it tt!e lint %%err based on all ?I? jt.dcs, itreipt-dive of tt-r!t of trials,
tt would s1.4-, a s.otrecast stctp,:r 4apt; that line you'.'. si3-kify trezvr
savinii 011 tat p7rF-.eit ans. tie t. meet of tis snalisis,11:m-evet. e1721 CI g,A
tessr,n to 1,-Tirva :.Nit qe pctiel.t fins is I-Itty to bt ckler to t%t Neat Ent' t.12t

nrcbt trots s OttfOrii tntitZtr.t.
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TABLE 6
STAGE AND MOVE DISPOSIVON or PICSONAI. 1N JURY JURY TRIALS

=--
tar

Difeteant Jury Veidict

Sine of V uotd pry rn
frr

1.!..bny
Ti r.-1.1natIca, Settled Vir.:3ct Nerdirt and Dsnrru TOTAL

A. R gular arils
During Plaintiff's

Case 13% rsy,
At End ref Plaintiff's

Case 4%
During Defendant's

Case
After Full Trial 3%

_____
=c'/0 31% 42% 76%

Total 21% 3% 31q/ 42% 100%s

B. St 'scrota Trials
During Liability

Trial toff, ti 9% . . 19%
At End of Liability

Trial 13%4 4% 43% 62%
During Damage

Trial 4%4 4%
After Fyll Damage

Trial 3%4 ---- i 2 %--- i S %
Total 32% 13% 13% 12% 100%1,

'ttJ Wats.
ta (9 trial!.
'Scitlol Mort jury tctJrnol any vcrdkt.
'Sctrici after jury Icurct aflIrcling IMAM). but Wore jury returned verdict

cn e,,raaget. Tiest wrs, totaling at rct ..cnt OS -1- 4 + 3 ) tcorcttat those In
rhicb the jury found fct rte plainti3 on liability but reva eclibetatcd on the
oprtsti..nrq damages.

If we look first at regular trials, w see that i8 per cent of at
regular trials were terminated through settlement during the plain-
tiff's case, and that settlement at a later E:k.X' is much less fre-
quent. Then we turn to the figures for separated trials. here we
s.co confirmed our hypothesis that the bulk of as disposed of
at the end of the liability trial tea-ablate in a verdict denying lia-
bility: of the 62 per cent terminating at that point, 47 of roughly
three fourths, end with vertliets for inc defendant. taut the un-
oNpectcd element concerns those cases in which the jury finds
for the plaintiff on the issue of liability. We find an increased will.
ingness en the part of deferdants to settle once they have lost the
liability Issue. Fifteen per cent of all trials cud throogh settle-
ment after the jury affirms liability, another 4 per ant are settled
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during the damage trial, and 3 per cent at the end of the damage
trial. Thus, of the (r5 + 4 -I- 3 + 12 ) 34 per cent of a!i
cases where the jury finds for the plaintiff, only 19 per cent reach
a trial on the damage issue and only 12 per cent, or about one-
third, reach a second jury verdict. In short, separation may save
trial time, not only in cases ending in defendants' verdicts but in
cases resulting in plaintiffs' verdicts as well. Once liability is
affirmed these cases too ace very likely to be settled and, hence,
will benefit front separation of the issues.

These figures explain why it would be so dacult to predict at
the time of separation which cases are likely to benefit from it.
A prediction that the case is likely to end for the defendant is not
enough, because the cases that go for the plaintiff on liability also
are likely to benefit from separation. To select effectively, the
judge would have to he able to identify in advance the two groups
of cases that will not benefit from separation. These arc (1) the
15 per cent of CASE'S which go through a full trial despite separa-
tion, and (2) those cases whose early termination, though after
the liability trial, cannot be credited to separation, since they
would have ended prematurely through settlement or directed
verdict even if they had been tried regularly. The fist two figures
in the right -hand column of Table 6, adding up to (IS + 4 tt ) 22
per cent, are a measure of the frequency of these cases. We now
appreciate why Tables 2 and 5 come out so s'inilarly. The "pur-
poseful" selection by the judge is, at least with respect to the
expected time saving, not too different front a selection by lottery.

V

Now we may consider a third approach to the problem of esti-
mating how much time is saved by the separation procedure. It
is clear that the entire time saving courts from avoiding the liti-
gation of damages, either in cases where liability is rejected, or in
cases which are settled after liability is affirmed. We can then
roughly estimate the time saved if we knos three item:: The pro-
portion of trials that go did; full course to verdict if separation
is not available, the proportion of ser arated trials that go the full
course to a second verdict, and eie share vhich litigation of dam-
ages constitutes of the total litigation time in a full trial. We
know the first percentage to be 6: per cent; " from Table 6 v:e------- -

14 Acc4rd;rs to ties I I! !`.; the .Virtin!ttrati-e 0::ite
Svites at 11.0-)tat peel to t5e itIt-.42c11,11 of civil taIr :1,
6:% cf pe.vtal jay tria°,4 to a ivy s r. ra.
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, .n( d t'- at only 12 per cent " of the separated tri::Is went to a
second verdict. This means that srTar:..tion causes about (62 --

) so per cent of the trials to termin;qe without running
their full course. As to the share of total litigation time devoted
to the damage issue, we must rely on expert estimates, although
theoretically one could produce an dual time count on a repre-
sentNive sample of trials. Convmations with judges and lawyers
have led us to conclude that on the average the damage issue con-
stitutes at the most 4o per cent of the total trial time. Armed
with these figures, we can perform the following computation:
if each of the roughly so per cent of the cases in which litigation
of damages is avoided involves a saving of 40 per cent of trial
time, then the saving from separation would amount to 20 per
cent of the total trial time. This result, in spite of the roughness
of its basis, is close enough to our other findings to permit now the
firm generalization that in personal injury jury trials separation
saves trial tin :c of the magnitude of about 20 per cunt.

An important limitation should now be noted on the amount of
time vhich courts may actually save through the separation de-
vice. All calculations so far are based on the assumption that all
eases would be tried under the separation rule. nut, as cable t
indicated, in this court only 37 per cent of the personal injury
trials are separated, and hence the time saved thereby is not 20
per cent but only 37 pet cent of this 20 per cent, that is (.37 X
zo "t) 7.4 per cent of the totai trial time. We also know, how-
vvtr, from Table 4. that this average of 37 per cent is not the
same for all judges. We know front contemners with Judge A,
who had 89 per cent of his trials separated, that he ordered sep-
aration as a matter of routine, unless cause shown as to why
separation should not be ordered. judges I and I, on the other
hand, apparently proceeded with regular trials unless a special
reason was advanced for ordering separation. We would con-
dude, therefore, that to per cent is a good enough estimate of the
proportion of cases which, under the most liberal application of

II cf terIrrttl ta't' vat $tuf}ed afict's full hitt We do
r -01 inetwle tit ;II the Lgvrt for WA( etEieS had ejn emie fug course, bow.

Ante tut heart fa triONt tria!t {1(13 eel jr,dv,3t cvc, ,N1)kh enckj in a Riot
r,,tt.t ct d;rettcd xerdect Oct the dzicrd:.tet case, tr.-d Nat nitI to tart the figures

eemparatle at po%.114e. There rern:.:r.s ti to:_r5e the &Seery Out the !dually
gitettd tritL co r..ot t.ctlee rotetomily Ile trials t.Electect ±t t.-1,1kra tor raven.

tis,a. Eta t4.4 err. r ie nli to to (toys% to be igeotvi here.
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the separation rule, would be left to the regular mode of trial.
And, consequently, we conclude that if the separation rule were
applied liberally the overall time saving would not teach 20 per
cent but only (.90 X 20 =) IS per cent.

VII

With this reach the end of efforts the

of trial time saved through separation. The remainder of this
essay is concerned with factors that could conceivably operate in
the opposite direction. increasing the court's burden of trial time."
The most obvious one might be that the amount of time needed
for the jury's deliberation in separated cases -- where the jury
may deliberate twice may be greater then in regular trials.
Second, separation could conceivably reduce the number of jury
waivers, increasing the proportion of the more time-consuming

IS iictort prooceding, it b necessary to report on two minor housckcepin.e; de.
tails. One coneerna the court's vie of itopattill medical everts; the other, cur
treatment of 13 cases in which only the damage issue was tried betatree
was itipulited.

At the time the separation role was introduced the court put into effect atother
Innovation. The judge' in their discretion sere enabled to app.:41A en invastill
medical tweet if th. adversary experts were too far apart. Since it could be argued
that such carrts could aced trill time and, hence, our analysis, we give hercuith
the tele -ant data. They :arty the strong sugeotion that these etperts, what,vet
theft effect, did rot distort our analysis of trial separation. Fourteen per cent of
the separated trials, and 8 per cent of the regular trials, hal such eaperts. The
at-crag:eh-nth of these trials was 1.5 drys for the separated and 5.3 for the tepulat
trials. There is thus no sigoVleant dea ration from the central pettern. In any evitt,
as are have pointed out elsewhere, the primary effect of the imps -till expert Is
likely to be his ircreasin; the lilselihood of settlement before trial. Drt

Concerning the 13 casts %%tat stipulated liability, the question had to be arslx erei
as to %Will these stipailions would have taken Om if the separation rule had
not existed. Defense couns-1 0;11 h we sirviy piefeired not to kt the jury know
just how negligent hie aent Lad been. ref purposes of out statistics see treated
the VMS as fello-va: If the juice separated the balks, we atkulad that ado:is:ion
of liability was in festonse to the seearation order. Out of the la casts where
lability was admitted, 3 foil into theft category. The weakling to cases were
eventrel anotg the rec:ler WIN Wee the assumption that here liahility would
hare been altnittcd even if the we hid reached bid prior to the adoption of
the separation rule. This treattroert probably tone-cies less intarerce to the repara-
tion rule that it deserves. the to cases. treated as regillit trials, reptes.ent (to out
of 113 =) 43% of all regular trial, . Ahhovgh we have no s'atist:te On sect eases
for the time prior to the fele's adoption, it seems unlikely and the judges have
confirmed this in their conk:tom tit.k usthat this percentage was as H.,1A
as thlt. we potobsl.,ly err, 11..etti.)ce, Ey creintirg only 3 ttscs of adrOtel
lataty to the win:age:a rile. This trt)t la tend an make the Image Lill
tine fot tans .sh.rtre, Red for the stroPated cite lon;er, than it actual,
*a; b tee, it pro! at' y caves us to undeeec the stair sterl.attlale to ft?.
*ration.
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trials before juries." Third, separatim might fr.crcase the num-
ber of hung juries, and hence the =Aer of cases that have to be
tried twice." Fourth, separation might reduce the proportion of
cases settled prior to trial," and thereby increase the number of
cases that need to be tried. The suspicion that separation of issues
may lead to an overall slackening of trial _recd has already been
laid to rest, especially by Table 2, which showed that the 'separated
trials that go to two verdicts do rot last longer than full regular
trials. We turn now to the investigation of the possible offsets
enumerated above,

Icreascd Time for Jury Ddibirotion?

The first point is. in any event, one of relatively minor impor-
lance, since jury deliberation time is not necessarily court time.
Nevertheless, it will be of interest to see the pertinent figures in
the following table.

TABLE ?
AVERAGE JURY DELILERVIION TIME AND FREQUENCY

LYN. t ttiost
Time

r,r Coat t4
Tozes is

Ivt id... Jerix pea.rwa
Irf!tlitett. Awne

Separated 'Trials
T "ue 2.7 hours' 71% t.92 Lours

Damage Issue 3.% hours 12% 0.41 hours
Total 2733-tiours

Reran r Trials
Both lques 3.7 hours 73% 2.70 hours

This is the sserste tgurt kr all trials. In trials tt1-itrt rte jut)* ittluany
editxratcd U.-0e, it to otly boots fcl the Pry to o.tram

Thus we see that the jury in separated trials, if it deliberates
take, spends an average of (3.4 + 2.2 ---- 3.G hours in the July
room as against an average of only 3.7 hours in regular trials. This
could be an offset, except that in only 12 per cent of the separated
trials the jury was called upon to deliberate twice." The last M-
inna of the table takes into account the fterrency of deliberation,
giving an average deliberation time for all cases, including those

" Reoe!:Et Ti4vreatie ej Ivry Ntiritget tries: A* Frown.
of Ike CNtsIktalle i'st (1 Rei .118L'ng rotor, 14 VANI). L. tttc. /kit, 65t (t96t).

"Re ;4 L. kty.1.5t, :ft (1961)
"Re Weinelcift,isrite note 1so.
"ere Table 6, p. 1511 twit&
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in which the jury deliberated only once or not at all. With de-
liberation time thus weighted, the effect of separation is favor-
able rather than unfavorable; the table reveals that the jury
spends on the average 0.37 hours, or about 22 minutes, less de-
liberation time In the average separated trial.

B. Decreasing Frequency of Jury Waivers?
On the second point, the frequency of jury waivers, the evi-

dence is equally reassuring. There is no ground for believing
that the proportion of demands for juries increases under the
separation rule; in fact the evidence seems to point the other way,
though the difference is negligible. During the two-year period
before separation, juries were used in 90 per cent of all personal
injury cases; 2' duriag the corres coding period after separation,
in only 86 per cent.2' Furthermore, if separation were to reduce
jury t-aivers, one would evect the judges who are more likely
to order separation to s'...ow a lower incidence of jury waivers.
Dut Table S, which presents the relevant data, shows no evidence
to this effect.

TABLE 8
StrAVAI RAII0 AND JI:111° WAIVER IN

PEFSONAL 1NJVRY TRIALS

re: Ctnt of Ct.ts
Ti, 41 tt,t,t R.:!t II*

fu Ctrt
Halms

Nt tofIt 37t
'Ibis Mir

A 82 22 (33)
B S3 9 (43)
C 45 9 (1 t )
I) 36 :6 (31)

R :9 o (7)
F 17 17 (6)
G 14 t4 (7)
11 fi t8 (27)
1 6 to (33)i 7 o (:4)
K o o (t)
L o o (I)

'12.tir ttpatathes ratios diret front those its Table 1 becalm rho y are basal en
s9 ttiett eaducto.1 by Ills Jo 10, th)t of ly ott his jury triale.

C. Increase in 1!zo lurks?
to the third off,et ag:;net the !minis achieve l in

trial time, a possible increase in the riur.11-er of hung jurks. they

" Ststiqics fati+fieff tho .5-les.l74sttaist CW.ce of tit 5:ttes
12 Etom table t, p. t!C it 55 7,e of t

11,
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t.i'e as r: re an e\crt now Ls they were pr;or to the TICA' rule."
hest even ..vilheut such sl.erifie evidNice it won1,1 seem unlikely
that any major offset could be expected from this source. Even
if the ordinary 3 per cent rate of mistrials had been doubled under
the new rule (which it was not), the offsetting loss of trial time
would be only about 1.5 per cent, since a hung jury is a total loss
only in about half of all instances; in the other half the litigants
take the jury's hint and settle, so that there is no need. for a retrial.

D. &crease in ScItio»cnt Ratio?

On the fourth issue, the settlement ratio, the evidence is given
in Table 9, which shows that the proportion of cases reaching
trial has not chan,;c41 at all.

TABLE 9
SEA 11.1.M EN I RAT:0 IS' it: RV CAStS ronr..vso AFIIst RULE I t

r.c-Veer 1 er7d 1,410-e 1")-N'tv Perm.! \VA
prratii4 ,f4 peeks

Att Ftt Ce3i NurnItt NI Cent

nifIN1Si'd Vcfore Trial tItS 217 Si .9%
Reached Trial 217 ts.t% it() ts.rt,ti
Total l'er:,,n11 Injury Jury

Casts Viled 1435 too.orO 1433 100.0%

That the separation rule is not likely to affect the settlement
ratio can also be appreciated on a priori grounds. The likelihood
that parties will settle is not a function of the relative stren,gths
of their irositions, but rather of the clarity with which each sees
the other`: position, since a settlement arlses when each patty
can weigh the other's chances and agree with him on whit those
chances are. Vhateer possible difference the rule could make
to the verdict expectation of the litigants, there is no reason to
believe that such a difference would be more \-isible to one side
than to the other. We should expect, therefore, that any possible
difference would leave the litigants as likely, er as unlikely, to
settle as they had been before."

1$ 11.fottistzto there ste ao Koci!e tottt itatitki Lk ca the fteciectty
rt tr.ol But Om inosiries Loth jte.,;;s a.vi rNAs ykklo3 tot)plett
conetnsoi ct the frolgnikinct of talc lurks ths oom:xt.

" CC,:vare the stalj.Lis ct st irlAlorovs arrt it Fret itt Vey el
'.recall*', DYctt II 11-4*.
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VIII
Although our inquiry has taken us far afield and into several

side forays, the task has been a narrow one -- to measure the
effect of separation of issues on the court's trial load. This then
is a summery of our findings:

Separation of issues will save, on the average, about 20 per
cent. of the time that would be required if these cases Nvere tried
under traditional rules. This saving derives from the fact that
in many cases separation makes the litigation of damages un-
necessary. This group includes all cases in which liability is de-
nied, but also the majority of cases in which liability is gamed,
because two out of three of these cases arc likely to be settled
without trial of the damage issue. These is no evidence that this
saving is offset by a change in the settlement ratio prior to trial,
in the frequency of jury raivers, or in the proportion of hung
juries, any one of which factorsif affected could increase
the court's trial load.

It Is not possible to sort out effectively in advance the cases in
which separation would prove futile. Therefore, if a court wants
to realize the maximum of potential time saving through sewn-
lion, it should separate as frequently as possible. The time saved
will be in direct proportion to the frequency of separations. Such
a policy recommends itself also on the ground that separation is
unlikely ever to ad substan;ial trial time even if cases should go,
as some do, to a second verdict. If a court were to follow Judge
A's example and order separation routinely unless cause is shown
to the contrary, it could expect seperation in about go per cent of all
cases. On this level of separation the overall saving could be ex-
pected to amount to roughly IS per cent of the cowl's trial time.

Viewed superficially, the route which took us to this result
might seem overlong. Vet such is the nature of the social sciences
that, short of a controlled experiment, all their evidence is imper-
fect; only through a variety of converging approaches can one
hope to reach safe ground." Bat from our investigation we have
learned that separation is a powerful remedy for court conges-
tion. Fully used, it would be equivalent to increating the number
of judges trying those cases by onefifth. Cates which, if not
separated, will require five ludg,es for their disposition will, if
separated, require only four judges and lc -:e one for other work.

Thr introdation of the separation rule, as we had occasion to
41,

"Cf. PicA, $tc:a tes,ata tore Lew: the et.f at t-.., :',74;
?. f.-x7f)tect (Iran tti. Ws), t:S.
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ob:erve. raised other votions beyond its en.acy as a delay rem-
edy. These questions concern the pos,ible effec! of separation
on the substance of the jury verdicts. By depriving the jury of
its joint verdict, it is argl:ed, subtle influences operate to affezt
the verdict, and should therefore be included in an overall ap-
praisal of the rule. We are now in the process of collecting data
which might have a bearing on this problem; if findings prove
significant, they will appear in a subsequent report.

A



QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The largest share of our attention has been devoted to

quantitative data rather than qualitative data. Our emphasis

has been due more to the complexity of quantitative analysis than

to judgments about the value of qualitative versus quantitative

materials. In fact, we feel that qualitative material is valuable

to the social sciences and that any discussion of social science

methodology would be lacking if the student were :got made

aware of its value.

In general, qualitative research is used in two capacities:

(I) it serves as a first step toward quantification by discovering

"unexpected phenomenon which stimulate a search for causal

explanations;" and (2) it offers the researcher a different kind of

approach, a "substitute for statistical research making the same

kind of statements but on the basis of recording and analysis .

which takes place largely within the mind of the observer." The

following paper by Allen Barton and Paul Lazarsfeld is an ex-

cellent statement of the role of qualitative analysis in social

research and reveals its great importance. The great bulk of



man's behavior, of course, is still far from being easily measur-

able--if, indeed, many of its most significant aspects can ever be

measured in the traditional sense.

There is one particular aspect of the following selection

which is particularly worth noting. Qualitative data, like quantitative

data, can be systematically ordered and analysed even though it

does not offer the same precision. As Barton and Lazarsfeld point

out, the researcher must organize the raw observations into a

descriptive system. These descriptive systems, as the authors

indicate, can range from crude lists of types, each defined indi-

vidually to fully systematic typologies in which each type is a

logical compound of a small number of basic attributes. What all

such typologies have in common, irrespective of their complexity,

is that from them one can derive a classification of the values,

habits, and attitudes which are important to the explanation of

social behavior. Thus Louis Wirth's typology of the Jewish

community, involving the social roles of Mensch, the Allrightnick,

the Schlemihl, the Luflmensh , the Yeshiba Bochar , and the Zaddick,

give us as complete an index as any obtainable of the culture traits

and the culture pattern of the group.



From Allen H. Barton and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, "Some
Functions of Qualitative Analysis in Social Research,"
Frankfurter Beitrage Zur Soziologie
(Band 1, 1955), pp, 321-361. (Reprinted from Bobbs-
Merrill Reprint Series in the Social Sciences, #S-336.)
Reprinted by permission.
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AlTep h. Barfon and Paul F. Lazatafeld, "Some Functions ofQualitative Analysis in Social Research," FrankfurterBeitrage Zur Soziologie,(Band
1, 1955), pp 321 - 361.eptteos-kerrill
Repkint Series in,,Vp0a1Sciefices,

Number 5-336).

The advanccr,1;nt of resea:...11 procedure in :Axial sciene: ;s dep;n:!s
on making explicit what ro.;arch...s acto,111y do.nul systeroatically
analyzing it in the light oi logic and of sn'ostintiv; ki..ov.leige. Such a "coii-
fication" of procedurs points ind1c3;e3 no?,1c:%,1possibiliti;s, and
sug:cescs improvements. Ic pci;:ilah the gececafization of rnc.diodo!oz,ical

no..-ledge - its tran.,:cr from one pio';;:t or .11:.tt;t- tit ott.:,
from re:,..nr,!-ei. to th,...,,;i,:xLitic 1.1na1ly it i.c..1;c.; nv2r;
systo,latic traii,i:ig of in of s1-7;,,,ly thain to concy. to
1.:a.e.; of eie;..rch In th;, hol;, that the ." %, xonh:hriv,w ahso-!) the le33on:.
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fhc hive been d ,tb qual!:ative ae ial. Abottt 1:3 stt!dies %vere culled
for characteristic exan!pi,:s. it v-u: then mad: to or,;anite theye, ca:s hi

order that the moit !vrc...5 of 11.L11it,ItiVC NvOr% COL112, he distin-

tii3h,:d. and do,ntrnented. p :per p...en-,3 the !esulting orpnivation.
The reader will have no difficulty in noting that this "guide through

qualitative research" is by proceedinz from simple to ever more
ceroplex pr. -eelJres. with a dkcnssion of the value of simple obser-
vations. We then procee.i to those studie3 which center on ordering and classi-
fication. Our next group of example5 demonstrates the various was in which
several variables are interrelated, thro!..:.::n qualitative analysis. Next we discuss
Ca cs when: the analyst wants to encompass such a great number if dimensions
that he cannot make them ill explicit, but tries to sum then tip in a general
"NtLeth". ThIS the point a: w? lich qualitative tesearch i3 most
creative, most cont:oversial, an ta,ost di fficuit to de.;eril)e. will lee seen that
we had to 1.1:0 a sp..7..*,.1. :0:-;i1 ("matrix founula"), to.bring into relief 1,1;3 rncaris
of scing ti-re in a ,:o!ach on the role of qnali-
tltive data in the :v.pporc of theory, a topic so large Iliac we id not dare t,!)
pursue it to an:. es'rent.

It should 'also be kept in Fin.. `.,:hat this paper drY..3 no: atte.a.,pt to do. } ,rst
of al], it dues iicr a,ualicative reicatd: sh.,-,,eld be done!, it is

re5trit!Ci,i '-. .14::011.1y .2:0110,

par, but for one point, do,2, ot

mabe any atternp: at formali7atie,n. The e.:cepcion is in Se,:tion J I where the
li5c; of t',"1.)010410: i 1;.:dus3ed. The of tvpoljei is Iv now so v.ell de-
veloped the: it ..-as simple to inehd.le I: in this pac. Sinh foinnalizations have
considerable ad vam.a,-,c3. They the underlyinz assunytions ir a i;iven
piece of es.ali:ative work, what points the author mi::ht he. c,....e:1,T:olted. at

vhat p;:itS :1; might !lave hiraself. and. so forth. "I" here is
doubt that addi:ional will he l:.1v 0, for e:T.:pl.:,

in 1 1 1 1 1;

have iiot vied to po.,ffeilities in,...) a riC,0 geneml
context ftc;!,. :I.::: can be derved. As a fa::. one o:
fced the pre'.!.!!,t survey is tha: f.:;11:t rt1H-14s:' V..OLq-,

;J:3 in.:;!i

:

t. . 0:
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We have als-.) not dealt with the problem of evidence: Under what coalitions
in the soda] seience3 an 0.i7:Hon is a very di(ii:eult que,;tion, not
rotti:ted to trtalitative C.'1;.'ACC:l. best 1,01: t0 011 1111S j ;sue In

a context in which emphasis was placed on providin a picture of a kind
of work which is usuedly considered so "private" that it defies all sysuematic
presentation.

I. ANALYSIS 01' SINGLE OBSERVATIONS

When one examines qualitative reports, one of the first types of material
which cat :hes our attention is the "surpti sing observation".1il; e the net of deep-
sea explorers, qualitative studies may pull up Unexpected and striking things
for us to gaze on. Wic find that there are people who believe that they arc being
educated by the unrelated and trivial information presented h1 quiz slio-A-st.
Inscrvievrs -.yidh people deprived of thdr newspaper by a f,u-;!.:(2 direlos. that
some do not turn to alternative sources of news, but to reading anything which
is lying around the house; a in ajar function cf reading see,ns to he
simply to fill in "gaps" in the daily routine'. 013:rvers of the underworld tell
us that professional thieves constitute a rather evelusive social group, with
exacting standards o meiabcrship stro:Jy reminis.:ent cf those of I:v.vful pro-
fessions'. Anthropolo,;ical data of cire:.se are full of surprisHg ollservations:
that Fskiroos lend their es to goc;is .-itlioat any ;ealoJsy, that FUi. islanders
kill their chiefs ;when they gro..v old, and so on'.

These phenomena are of vr:01.1: levels: some are individu,,l beliefs al;d.
haviors, some are a ni.Itter of group standards and structtn.cs within a siwicty,
sonic involve the norms of a whole culture. In each ce:Lt the qualitative research-
er has simply disclosed that such-and -Such a 1.Y,Icn.o:;tenon exists. And in one
way or another, to be told that such things exist has a stron; iinrat oh the
reader. They all have an element of surprise.

In the next few page; Ivo will try to clarify what this impact is, 7.1ntI what
research functions are 5;r-cc,1 by these qualitative oh..:ervati:ms
state the exis,cn,:e c.f something surp':isio,., ' c can distin;;vish at least two
different uses for such observations. IThs:, the ey)st.cnco of a p!len.oc,i,niod

Paul F. 1 ei; Pr:r.tc,1 Nov: it)A 19-1?,
\':' it

:: Yor% ifl '4, is t22
' E. FL CY:

sr..? I..
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FL,Hom.: dc... is, co:1yd to look for explarlatleni, its

C011.i..'.;11%.111.5, to try to it into o'ir of Second, we in ay 1:11.1

in the 011 AtIGIr; of
WAiit C,") study, l,tit c.innot

11'1:c./.; Pr(ibiems

Some observat:ons are surcr;:;:i.:; beeause di confliet with cur expect.tt:ons,
either or thco! surptic us
by plienomtma .whicin are new and une\plaivie1/41,,N,h1el,

challenge our. curiosity. Yet attother important type of problem-raising ot..-
scrviitions is that wlitcla tc,;...q.11,:r undo:. :l: it a 1)o.!,v of "familiar"
expericii,:cs ,.;hich had not p..-rn.ion'sly Ideen as a dr.:Enite, gene, any occur-
ring social ph,:.nomclum for the Itr:;t t1c11,7, SO tO speak, a "social
obiect" to 12e. studied.

In any of dies:: cases the result is that a pro'. kin is raised. Our atr.:ntion is
focvsed on a phenomenon, and we stimelated t0 SC'!' % cx.pla.nAtions and
hilt re into onsectuencei. '17) make suit a prolInnatic observation is to t.nitiat,:
a research prc.),..et.s which rise I.:ad to signis-.ai.t advai.cf.inclit of 01.11' under-
stondins of (S0:11:' !Ciliki Of 01.)i-...CV.ItiO.V. 110 doubt raise more

significant questiclls and n.ore .valuable then (Ahers. It would
he of ?,:cat value to develop whii, can direct our atten-
tion to the more sigoilteent of the .0dr1lrisim; earii:ot
be gone into herel.)

'10 give eon:I-L.-0r meaning to the not; 1n of A prO101,.°111Ati: ritlAntAtiVe obser-
vation, and t p;ovi,lc material for its furthe: dcyclop.itent, a nunii.enr of ex-
amples can be

is well known, 11:e ori:,inal experini.:.iits of the West,in Electric rc,eardiers
led to cluantitativL renalts: the ey.per'n- :Ita chan;,-:s phy

condit;o: of v-ork no way a,:e' unted the chan:..es in proj.netin
the c..:periireiital .,.7co.ip or vorloe.s. At this pi-.:nt the :cs.eare'.iers d,-zided to

4,:d; to she of the res:alcia ob-
serva:ions al;:ildt C. a ha; on in a cy:.nial in a fa, Th;.:
c(pl:-.1ory r...:earch turned up a ni..in!...);:r
florist:

.0 cr.: a A

o
5H : ! ar,1
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sul.wrv:so:y Contr.:1 s,11:,11 is s,-:c up by i':"1,11.c.r.1..ilt to rq,UlltZ g)v.:;;)

worl.on.s fittl: ..."
Iey (Co: bL.1;:n,: thn .t11%:y ..,T1 no: b. sat:';f:Ictorily re:w.:-

tnr:tr...:d for any nddtdonal produce o1-,-:r the t)o,;,:y ..."

A 11 of these facts were. conflict with v..liat the man agement and the researdm.s
had expected. By following them up the researdiers were led to their nor/ well-
knov,m discovery of the importance of info:anal groups in foimal organiza-
tions, and of die harriers to com.i,...inicatimi exist beinveen levels within
organization:.

Communications research offers many examples of surprising qualitative
observations. Vic have already mentioned the clF,:ovcry of unxpe,:ted moti,es

for listening to quiz programs and for read:ng nevupapers. Unexl.eetcd
responses to communications are another important te:(mple. A broackast
warning the public to patronize X-ray operamrs and avoid "quatIss"
some listoners afraid of any X-ray treatments, and odue':s doubtin whctlir
thoc,'_ could be any X-ray machines in the hamls Of incompeteat operators'.
A film designed to impress Americans with the .11J'itiSh V.-.1r-effort left some moie
convinced than even that America ,7,ts be: ring all the btu-J.-ail. dis.:overy
of n,lornnlou; 1'ospor:::3 kd to tuore invstiatiowr. of ti-,e cora-

turaed u som:' -- for
examole, about tl,e t,) r.laze

r;;;" ltz q,i1Cs? f:0:11 tl;:tt of th;
A study of 'now p:.cfadeed pep!e r:por,,,l. to cartoons preji_r flee

fotend ott une:.paeted tyro of r:.;I:ici:r,e?.
Of thcin eil..1!;':CS not LOL-

cacv:oni wevo \VIL tilts C-02

(1.:HlineTic r1s..4.`,,r,..)i.301 or :oz15-..,0.1

.i',%

.1'1 .11 11.
L.;.23',2 , (11.:

F -.

, .1 7.

,C7 C:
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deed" in a p-opa,anda-wary society in this case, Kate Smith's
strain 1.71t.i Se! tee b:0.-6deasr,

The ample.s so far liace ph:F.cer,.n ,.vhicfn, stiniulated
a search for catHal explanation. Iii 01c;" problevi which is raised
is in the odaer -- an. investi;;ation of the cons,eqnences of a certain
phcnorneoon is sti:nulate.l. Thus one re;earcher interested in problcnns of the
profession noted an "obvious" fact a5r,1:sin: a problem: while ail professionals
meet a certain proportion of failtnes, the trial lawyers as a roup necessarily
lose half their cases'. \hat iuust be the consequences of such a high rate of
failure for these professionals, and how do they d with it? The ans,.s-ers to
these problems might di row li.;.;11t on some important problems of the pro-
fessional role. The ability to a!,,e a conmoap!ace fact and ;ee it as raising
problems is itnportant because it can lead ultimately to such enlightenment.

Another such observation was made by 'lerton in his study of die Rate
Smith wat-bond marathon. In the content of the bneadcast there was no re-
ference to the real ceonornic purpose of war bond buying as an an:i-inflatloa
measure. Merton SlW this fact as rai5ing pxblems of consequences: an oppor-
tunity to educate a large and attentive audience in econlmie realities had been
neglected, and retinnce had been placed instead upon "large delusive state-
ments" playing ul.Pon ti,e anxieties of those with loved ones over:eas. V'hat
were "the further, inocu rt:note but not necus.:ary les sg n 1an S utTc,:t$ of
these techniques upon the individual peNonality and die society?" "Does the
unelaborated appeal to sentiment wlikh displaces the informati.on pertinent
assessing this stentintent blunt the eritIcal capacities of the Ii ten,''

An e\ ample of the formin.,,, of comrao:iphce experiences into a clearly
labelled social phenomenon, and there I. ctea::n.-; a new ohoc: for flvestiga-
tion, is Adlers formulation of the concur, n the ini.ctioHtt- eomp:evt. 1:very-
one at one time or ,irOtlssi Ta exp,:rienced feeling.; of being :nadequaze,
unworthy, etc., but until these private 501 !',1::121'. s had been pointed. out end
labelled, they could not be investigated by 5:ionec. Other eNample3
which in iht to cal Li to mine! are Veb len's form, !Hon of the concept of con-
spicut,u; cot.tonpzion', Sut:;erlants of cert.iin cat....:t;o:.;es of bus:-
hi-5s beha% kir as "white collar crirae"5. Withont 'n. actt:allv dics ered any
new facts, simply Le directing attention to familial- facts plo,.-ed for the firs':

1.7:1:v::*.y,1):p11:7
"

!11:, '1.0!'t
' f Jn.i1

Vol. V. IC t, iv. 1 5C
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11

dimc within a distin ;dye cate;-ory,' tinse investigators were abla to raise im-

portant problems and initiate fruitful study.
The reader Inay 1.1.1V IRM:Cej th -.: some of the examples of "s:rprising ol,-

servations" cited are no surprise at all to him. This as it should be. The point

is that one dine they were surprising, and initiated further investigation which

has been sufficiently successful to render them familiar and understandable
today. Another problem is that an observation may be surprising to the par-

ticular researchers, while other social scientists have known about it all along.

Thus the Western Electric researchers made the "surprising discovery" that

tnornn social organization existed among worlsers. ()Lite': sO.:,313ists had

long been aware of the problem of informal groups; howev'er. the special pre-
conceptions of American industrial sociology up to that time had kept it

unaware of this whole realm of phenomena. In a still more extreme case, a

finding may be new only to one, particular researcher; in which case it might

better be terrned "self-cducadon" than a st-ientific discovery.

Is there anything which a researcher can do toward in "surprising,

observations" othtr than to in3iiitain an alert state of mind? It may seem
contradictory to speak of givini; instructions for making s:arprising observa-
dons. However, there are ways in which one car. at 1:!.:St IlCrelSe the prob-

ability of making such coservation;. Some of these are discus,,ed by Jahoda,

Dctitch, and Cook tinder the heading, "The Analysis cf 'insight-Stimulatir,g

Cases'."' Strangers or newcomers to a commnnity or a country. it is suggested,

may be able to pie!, out problematic facts which are simply taken for granted

by those ACCUSilled to the locale. Marginal individual:, or cae; in transition

from one stage or states to another, may present much more clearly certain

problematic features of a persott.ality-type of social system. Deviant5. extreme

cases, or "pure, ideal-typical" Cjit7S nsav IL:VC a relatively high off.ciewey in

indicating prolahmiatic facts.

Obsert.,:tiens IIIrige incii,-.reors

The litst type of ob5,2rv:::;ons disz1135?! vtere

anomalous a;.,d the furction a search

for e.eplanations. Another type of cu:,litative ate

because -.ye 50 in them indicati,-)ns of some latge-srale whieh

cann°t d;:ccrly. ihus o!'

to tn..! Ci il V:a: as an o,-_,-.).)sHon. to

cok*, s!-.211 r:

'
??. 4 s!.1.
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routes of trade and cultural contact in die prehistoric wolId; a peculiar mili-
tary custom indicates the caste-like nature of army organization; modes of
speech may indicate oydile:: mental patterns or cultural emphases.

Three situations can be pointed out in which one pays particular attention
to qualitative indicators. They are distinguished in terms of the kind of ob-
stacle whisil prevents direct observation and measurement of the underlying
variable:

(1) Situations in hielt qualitative evidence substitutes for otherwise simple
statistical infortnition reIatin; to past .1;3es or inaccessible countries.

(2) Situations in whi.is qualitative evidence is used to get at psydlo!ogicat data
are repressed or not easily articulated attitudes, motives, assumptions,

frames of reference, etc.
(3) Situations in hicli simple qualitative observations are used as indicators of the

functioning. of complex social structures and orionizations, R'hmCll are difficult
to subject to direct observation.

The underlying assumption in all these cases is that a phenomenon which
cannot he directly observed will nevertheless leave traces which, properly inter-
preted, permit the phenomenon to be identified and studied. A great historical
movement, a basic personality characteristic, an essential characteristic of or-
ganizational structure, should all leave their imprint on almocr any docu-
mentary material, accounts by 6.3ervers, or even physical refuse, which they
leave behind.

Examples of the Fast class (qualitative substitutes for unavailable statistical
or descriptive material) would include the use of newspaper stories or other
contemporary records of public demonstrations as indications of public opinion
in past times of crisis'; Frazer's use of advertisements for sl:vcs in ante-bellum
Southeln nes,-Tapers to find out about time structure of the slave f:rmily'; the
use of reports of refugees, Soviet paces materials, and the contents of Soviet
literature to provide information about life in the Soviet Union': the use of
archcolo;icat remains to indicate culture contacts or religious beliefs in pre-
historic times.

Examples of time second class (qualitative indicators of psy'cholo'gical. vari-
ables) inelvde formal projective tee. n:, the psychological analysis of personal

For a rt'j:Acr of see Pali F. The O'o!ifati)r.3 of III: 1950 l'oEcts:t
to t.: 19;4 k: Vo1. 14, No. 4 (Winter 153:,-5/).

. F. Frai,e:, h N::rs ir the C-};.:.17.1 1939, ?is. 55 This
ars,1 er: .7.c'o-..7; c-i the Q.r.7:r:sic Use of

Ycrk, cf A; p!::!. So:17.1
. 3 FU! N1-re. Jr., 17)!....-1.1 of

M7sts., -n. A .3 ,srr, 1 ecro71:: friori.s...!ion on Soviet
Rseisa, S!.lvi: ;a1 1:; 19!..01.
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documents or artistic work , the at-A\ sis of items of iitelat(:re or en:ertairim.ent
a; presumed proiectioris of the traits of their a..nlienee', and of course the
analysis of quclitatIve interviews or records of po.rticipant obervation. A g'7..A.I
example of the t.e of - 'icators for a psycl,olo..,;:eal convent is found ii the
study of anti-preplice cartoons mentioned earlier:

"In tracing the process through which these 63 res;:endents arrived at their
misunderstandinzt, we find our starting, point in the fact that most of cliern identi-
fied with Mr. Bigort. (Footnote:) By 'identiticaton' we mean the mental process
through whiell a sublect assumes the role of another person to such an extent that
actions, either ve,bal or khavioral, directol toward the object of identifization
are experienced as directed toward the identifying person. Fvidence of identifica-
tion with Mr. Bigot; miles;ed by the subject's acting in one or more of the
following ways: (a) explicitly affirming identifiec.ti,n, saying, for example, '1 guess
I'm a Mr. Bigott'; (h) consistently and openly sympatlii2ing c..ith Mr. bigott, ex-
pres,ing sors-ow, for th it Mr. Bigott looked so sick in the
'transfusion cartoon; (c) inte;Treting a threat to or criticism of Mr. Bigott as
referring to himself. AS, for eKample, becoming emotionally utset by tl.e cobweb
on Mr. Bigott's ,hrd."2

A sin3le conver.sation reported by the authors of Deep Sc.:;t1) bears -,eitric5.5
to the depth of feeling involved ill white attit'ides Negtcos in this
deeply prejudiced area: A so:iol worker Jescrit,j a poor-white family in %;-111:1
two girls

"'are having 1-.hies end are not riarried ... That isn't the end by any means ...
Somet,c,dy told no that this older girl was sleeping with the fa+cr After the
recitaticJa of the cAse, the social worker %vas out of the room, a v..or.rin
whispered to the interviewer: NCilso% says rise gals f:a-:e Negro
but Miss Trent (the super;isor) let ric say anything. abY.It ... /5'r:
a-41sl?' It is sirLiF.-..-,nt to rote from that the incest sits wa;
viev,ed with les horror the infr.,ction of the cage sex tc...1.)oos."

On the ba,,is of his long par ticipz-int observation, William Wh,,..te -was
to repo; c the indicator of the compl.te 'occIptan::: of gam-
bling in Corrervil:c..:

"V'hen sec...L her s,-,1! d do- to ti:: corner for a bottle of
she tells her to jut (.::

Investigator; th, c tinemployme;:t on tine psyclKlo-; c the

pc.ople of an Aur.,tri--..n c-.i!dren c3.,,s op the

1 For V. 1

;:.: 4

2 1\ 1. c. 1

3 r_;':
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"My 1:utuce 0:cuisat:o2". p:rvo.siven,ns of the insecurity '); the cliildren
of the unenyloyad.it: c,)cro::%; ,a:fect on planning for the intlicatod
among 0:her thin cs C.n: cry lan:;tre Ciildren of employed wor',:crs
wo.ald write, "I will a. ..- or "I want to becorma ..." Childr,en of the un-
employed tcr,k,l, to u:.; phr:: like "I might become" or "1 would like to
be ..." In the same ;,tadv a small be remarked to one of the investigators
that he would like to ioe an Indian chief, ''But I am afraid it will be hard to
get the job. "'

The third situation the use of sbnple clu:ilitative indicators to show the
attributes of complex social. structure; is very clearly exemplified in Blumen-
thars study of a small mining community. The speed and inclusiveness of
interp:rsonal communication in the conununity was indicated

"by the fact that should a death oc,:.Jr at he o'cic,dt the rioryjn; and the
information not rea,:h a reii,!:nt until late in the a'leraoan, expression is
'I can't understand `,clip I didn't hear t1;at sooner', and 0:I.:vs say to him, ""c,; Ix re
have you been? Everybody knew th....t by noon."'

At another point Blumenthal the existence of conflicting quart', itive
indicators of the social contact between 11Iinevill: and its ne:t:',:st
concludes that one ha.; the gr:ater wei;latt

'ID ring the 1:cyJav of Crystal rroz,l9 and tho:.se of Nfrntvilie rLt so
s,;,,,po3ed Hotly conte;t:.'d the

itr.rin; ceiebrate.,110.7L'Ilier cat the taain clay o: fetit-Itics for eajt
unio% -- were m.vc indi.:..ttioic of far-re:, .line rei riot: 7. This

is sho'w'n tit, distailce ;Id,!0.ce,l tit. fact Cr at a y,:%:i; man
whose re.1.,u1ation s..:ch in one t.y.-.T1 that n; 1rcip:;7.7'..,lo' girl; rcluq:,.! to
associate with hint coJ'icl zzo to the other and fra,..:rniie s7it! its 'ha:' younl,
woman." 3

The existence of primar/ group relations within s-aAler L'!:its of the Aroeri-
can army can inferred from the following que!itrive indication; drawn
from :an intervit,,;:

wt :ebunI,e fou;ht talc etiter w1:--ra our
rricc7ey v,% is cinn...2 s':iits ... If 0.ie f the
compr:y it.'

The act of 7.;.,e 'indicator for the complex

' II. A;1., von I

103. , I.?
h. C., P.

,,,,, I 1")-r+, 11. 90
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norioil of t;10 c.iste syb742!,1, polvt,..,1 I. at, 1:70-ntutonali7cil sytntooli.:
act:

"Frliv.ckl fc; S L 1 wzre
Ar Aril! 4.1;cfert::11 "

jt! 2.s j s tnovc fi ;Nal ..: to in al etImk c tq.
sittlAtien, 50 an t:31;,.,...k1 ii o ofLer t 1:Av; 0,;.. Array
system 1.:10re tecntait:,; statvs. Th: conCow...tion of t:1;s til itom it

ce. tail] intk..ltion tf el:7 cootint.ation f 6: lttitmic; of "caste system"

In diccntsini; f.ttnIy structure foutitl N:ititIktovs.c.'s various- c!asset,
I.ynds sys.,Lzeit inti;:ltQr of tii t. r)siti)n of tlic

not b: woy t t ic r.71y
for ti r IN ..i of terms by
%Ai.% lua ot,:ct. spe,1',-. f tlIci:11...s1,. lb::: if a de;117:t.7 Pi...) in hii

r:Iations as plc g.A7s vp :c f. ca '1.7)- tl ro.:1.11
frolu;n:), 1.);:ei*,

IL: (as: fo7ir urn-3 An1 ;112 1..,t
tv,) alto; g

1 he imi:A.Ptors NN.hich t ) ...te of mat," t!ffe:::tit
SNoc are I.ngu;sti:, foto, :incnt:ry, soon o. ate
ph) sic:1 is tusos:ariti-te of 1,1;;;:..Ist.:t, s.

. .;Aid art. (-q.t.:: ir c rc.t s.:nsitevt-
rtli. '0%7 of tut% q17clir,.7;..? incIicar.-..Ts. vsIllt eft:, t.

prt cf int!'.,....tyrs N. ill }coy t.' :rt, ar.1 to cxtcnt it can
1).: wad,: a s:::711::, er of O.: p1...;01.:rns of c; 1uui. c rcinrat

1.-c7 canom :tic:opt to c'!;.-: It r.

II. CONS CTION OF OF.SCIIIPTIVF SYS-fr.:S.

111.: rtcvi 'ii; P "p0i-t" of
t41.?; 7.:It :s Itc.c1

11. 0. At nt:i 7:-

A

t;. !iv; tc711. c: !;.. to 11.T;t4
scz V:- 1'; .7 zz..:

oF I:, 017.:t c :cc
c!: t.'

S. .N.-; ; -; ":A!

F, 7 a- s' : : :
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And in some cases the ts.sear:I)er cre systvin for
the material unAr stud:7. It IS this latt..r VIII b.! con-
sidreJ

lil tcrin; of their formal stru.nure, t11,7 sys:;ois C:c.itc,1 by ir,-
vestigators can rangc from crit': list: of "types", e,-.:11 deines1
without clear losical. relatioasi:ip to t'ne otlier., to folly typologies in
which cad.; ty,,c7. is a c,m;,oun,1 of a small ruoil.,:=7 has:: attributcs.
net V.*Ceil tliliC end points :re all ititerrnedate Ocr,rees of partial sys:cm-
atization, includin.,.; sonic sets of type: svInsil incltd: in tlIsir definition virtu-
ally P11 l'i; loi;iza! ncee:Fary m set up a multi-dimctisional ''att.ibuto
space", but in wIli:11 d lotical t.urlysis hfts les-
criptive systs.ins may also 7...ny tcnins of tIldr ("sste.:7 of c 're'..ri.A.liC1) it
genciality. A folly systernati, typ,10;.,). riAy 0!1 01711,ro:ons,w : 1,;i;hily

limited, concrete tn-..tuto, while a pi .liminary elassific:ak,n CAA iC bro:. I and
itencral.

Erciim:1.77y

A dassinsation S ii 1 falL toward t!..e titisystentatited cr.:'
can Iv. e:lled a pre!irnina.ry 67eo it rvreq,7ts an c:sent; 7! E:. it toWArti

lilt: 1Cc.k1 Of a fay syst;:atiz on;:ortar,7e .'f fro ;1

compleuly smorth-t eil liAt 1 to a tv.uit km:',.-t-

cst;toated. t!le orsIer.:d. in so:ne.4., C.; at ilysis r. re!ntiorship:
can-,?t l Chin: more lef.ar.! eaket70r;os rrivt s!sys.lop tlic att.: i',Ot
01']11 Z: rel ttion0-ip: hetwesni ti.zre is an intz.i.ietin;
prozcss tv.,:an I:rot:men: of (!assificti..,.1 analysis of relat;o:E.V:i.s.

A ito,.7:1 1---71iminsty el lssificat!o:. r.ust ;.tovide ill:
NceAt'il Of 4 iritiC I:I dat,,, and (yen '7!* Fil tr,o.y;..u.r,tit
foirn -- r..;.;e:,a.ty for ur.s!aist, tl7e Situ 1

tiA5Fir:rit:sn1 is is i;. a:11 so,:z,e,riseness.
c:.7its ,tt rcac.;cs

szl.z.:7d so Is t!ls: d Y... for ;a r st7,tt.

Pi ';IrC :II:
t:,iy C:11 sly 25 z

A.11:,t it 1-1.(i tr177,t1,1 To. tZt'i*,!.;C: t/

r:OZCS4 S}

e:.? n.o7; e "I ;77 ;7717.

_ o: :

:; f::. !--'s '
7 I

or irt! . .. r -1.. :", .
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is Lostis V'irth's suLIestivc Typ:s ,.);11.1.i..y". Wirth

dellit:s his purpoi: t!r..; t s

t!le unit.,:!; or in.'ivIdual k.to
r:preser ltive cc typ:cal arr; at ene so.f.,a1 Lyra, consists of a s:t of
..ttits:Jcs oi tl:e rtr-t of tl,e 1...rson tosvard hims.::f and tl-le

s:t of attit'Adcs of grot) toward 1Le rAtt:. of ;,:rs,ntl;ty t;,:s in a
giver, g:up is ir.di,...ativc of tir.t: culie se of that grcJp."1

th's gallery of "Olaractcriszic .in picturesep: permiatit:ei :1111 ace met
with in the averai;c corn:11111)4" incla!;s:

the Muisc",, a Nr,01 of sAperi.1 c:onomic status :,dived suceeo

sk.itl.oct sactir.:ing his iskntity as
the sylin "in his cy;-. tslr.isrn, by 1l7rown ovcrlocar3 meg of tiro

s,c;e of his g";
the v.ho ta st erect) pc. of the jza as "thc t`',;
commercial spitit" 1-1 "ci:;t2 :snss 1-...-4,12ss, fa line; 1.:is:r.4,1).
evcrytIlnz, imi!...rtalas";

V.1,3 rno-..es easil) ft
whose "only rti-- irc;It 1.1c7.r.s sul -..ister.ce is t',c air lie br,'atLes,";
the. }'c's t, literally t!,c )oan; t-. an learnin;
cv,; irrcToesirc of svc.:!..11 or orizin;
the ;,..s'dik, ttliarchal ;
to as an c.o.lile.; anc:

11 he! asc f esoc po5, tIc<ivn hon.,
Iur of Cit. ::10 It

arc as ay. inic. as :any at re.,ert of tl,c c,...11;v!e
at:s! II 2 cv1; re rtIcrn of tl-e pc-J.? tive
n:i r,rot:nc! 1,1I,rie of cf z:141 is wovi 1. \
analylic of Ow :ill !); zi a::1 0: tvi:al 1.;0'.1i1!1,3w$
tli't t11:1° d a cf 1,:tt1:t;rd .VitIfi.t. Fri i1:' gr:V2
and are c rc expressions of t!:- a'ss.:s cf

titinz, from typn, orr derive a cla,5ifIcalL)ri of ara
atti!tre:i arc irs-Torr:,.,:i to CI,: c.:.,1?;)ati.:,1 of tlle

bellAvi.:.r of ele
ii nrall :lie fro:o for- (1,1 1:tcriture C,S*

sCtV::':`.77, C. \nisr. a iy of "V. L.!tO.ZC.1.1: ).1;r; arc
tYNS

st ss- i V.r .! s of c. cr

t I', 17.%ct:. '117,
1:

1.c ; 1. ,-; 1''
I
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tile. va:7ans" j'Jit Yvh !.:eurit.,- ch.,:,ely
iw,ryi.tion, and sttive for frt,in those b.:low;

the Tve th: pen;::-i- 1.17,1 On his ,.1). up;
the "re-,- sn'iser,:en.r.:r", c i o pio::.,-,crs As A fixer acid .,es.1,:v.veeo i.t t WO;k1 of huge
and eo:-plicatys! mAss n;a:Ci; . !A.:13n, and gcrcr.,1 insocurit):.

Titer; rtre tyr..s of int:11,:ctitals!, of ac;Ocr,tic mon', 1i1,1 All thc %...ty down
at the l'ottom cf pyrartid "sh.c. v-o!1","titIc &Yr-
tiler", "enc. "tit: social pl.etclbr", art,l so on'.

There is a scrio.:s pJfp)se in pinpontint; pkturtstr types:
'13; cxan,:r.; it is riY,sii..c to lcan who.. k

1,cco:.1;n3 ra):: tl:an the fro..oier diarzeter rrolYahl y cVet
V35' V.11:1 Inj,t grniJ i5 the t;:tGN er As 2 trC21 "!LsEQ3:11t 4:4
er.orineus file, An in:, ri-mattsl In.Ain, a re,-. onlYers, el sy:anigen:nt a n,1
tiOl. tn:ic:sc,adir.t. the a td ?',-erne cz,n :Ilso
bect:r t1- pnd et sccitty :1; a Y.. hole, as v, ell as ;tic s.:!.1ple
bp:: and cenoilex anYietio th:t grit' th: are % eating it Cv,it in
the rdrille of the o.cr,:ieth srf,tury."1

The r,ener.1! run of y trot 1 as 0.-:teAul AnJ rich in
stigg,:stions thzsv just 4.11.0tel, 1,ut 1,0 of die formal tlt!.:!-c:
s;inple list of disci cc "types", hos co "'ES l'tyr.-s" of cootie-keit,of

typts of client -prefy:.ile..1 t; .ppzals 111 n ccrta=n
typt..i comr:11,t;tiz.::, ttc., rt.sj):.c.s:ntive, pre!intir.Ary

orJzcint, it:to li of As t!-.c rut
oz work of rcplic Icion or seconkl.-..cy

lgs al .y clopc,1 ii.to }-steinAti: inort'isocri
sy$1:31s.

SNItivitAt f;l1111:: along, 0:e tCAd ?.'111 Srit(Mila++0:1 -k!'
P.ittes of ": }'j i <" fvur:yl in t't: &rug o: di: !ce,....el7t1 Yc an,1 et..ort.:z:cA

ex.implcs ',lac ?re Spr.tr;;cr'. six ''s.:111; types"
aeoret;c;), acstbizti.=, :71,1 \

_.

C. V Ni Y(.4-%

I 1.c , t-?.131
' 1.c,r-;-.17+171.

CH.7.T 417.t 1'71:

I c.
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four typ:i of c.:::t.o:nir t",.:

ao,1 110. N1.2:too, Ow tot:
tho typc.: pro-
visiop. of for ii 1:1 r ar..1 c Kir.4;.>lcy

cacch: !ocial ri:,:;;c tr iJi mot
concc.Itioo, and 1.111.i'. I.t ip cii;11: 11.15:C

Catv.s.;Orlei Cl V.111:4:i 'ii 21 Ile LY2C to dAss...fc. tac.1,!es; MI;i
110v;:ki c: tip sn.en nct,ls" in corm; o: t

cl.csillei"; and to
All of tl.o jo.c rcontion:d s.,tti, of catei;olicc :Ire of far 1,;:cater scostrality

thin those v.-hiclt ark.: in the :m.tlysi; of .1 Jingle cov:ilcal ctydy of kolted
They ;ri d112 rcc4l: of :LiCrlili) lt of 7. of

sit:' w. Oa eic otlIcc Itanl, tu t".ci: formal Jyctct, arc t!..c

oth:r forms of preFininary c,ttogotioi diicuo:J Son.c of tl:cin ac: (Filo
un:ycicr.iatize; otlots inclutio t!leir d.f.r.:tion ;no:: vf
ttl 21. up stroottir of bit:: whic:*1 they c):11,1

drrivd, but ill's has no: booll eN.tp!icitly dor.%
A Toci.ti kind cf ttcti:;;ozive sy,tm ,:ne.cr tills

Cols;C1S w;1;1: .1re h t op
or tIzz;r.:c- al: t CO:Itil: 11-.17s L.te-
lotp:o;t:: of c:,;101r,:a's att:tu(!:.; toyar1/4: of o:ti

ia Of t.;;; to
i;1 "tvitli!r,INs i ivc of tl.: ic'ea of :oh! o'
!ruti rSi:." S icc z:s !ern cate;o:ics

acoi:qt. :",e incrci.!:ng "arCt'zill::y";
(2) kr: (3)

(4) of ir.st:cAi
(7) ict!1::-,;:.-1 171

in; C.:C. c:

I'
. , t- ° 1( t

°

° I:1 ;'.
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Tyi':/lO,;:t

ThC iiio.t 111 ; d....veloi.:(1 form of kl.::c!iptiro sylteni C: it Ili
vatiL tivc anz,ysis is oa. typ! cxprcltly dzrivcd front Ow

con,Iiinat:ozi of baiic ntrit:tites dit.Yons:o:ts. A sinq,k CNaoiple 1> 111:

szt up tiy 'f:i:Aam in Hs szudy of po!iticat ticipatio:,'. By
exarni,tinz a sct c: cor.:Nte pc c'tiCS" r,:c:nin was kd to brnk concept

of par:I:4)3;1Q% i7,to swo 1,7vik colotitsmi! involvemkot a;ht oinirc-
tclic:, 0. r;or. and "isvowivt;". c...11 of thcsc

as a sit;41: olcitoin:d fo;I: types of relations to pclit;:s:

CO7.4-ct0,:e

I
A r'',( ct ___._ __.- .____ .. _ ---- --

. -"i3!2c..!,-i 45:ii3*. '{%.,Iloi!:t"

Mcctott (inp!oys t;..0.10,...y of pr:i..),te 17,.k! st;oli-
r,:,;:t.in Ile stat is front er.: of two ty ci of rov::

livo up to t'.7z :-.ro;k1 of ran-?-i,:!:!,11n-,t:o.1, a Fay:: 1.10
%io!ato it. .V.ct ton sz exots o lez

1ol on 1,11,11y v.;..ther 1-.:V:tve L.: no, on Ow
other t1: :y Fl.wticc d:iaktinatioz. or not.

"...11.is is t' : co:15;,!;r4(:cr1: Ft ?). or rt?..) cis:J:co
clo;rns .qual

forill ;Lis ;..,,rt
Drift v r, wiz%

of t' if 4.!rau n (:: in
of a /} sec: v.,ript,!s A't el, trk

1:en k

1.)1-, -.Cr:- .

.i:.!
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A T)po!,-...i..,y of Prejudice and Dierimination

AT I ITUDE DI NII:NSION

Non 0.:scr:nl'o:tt:ort

11AVlOil I)IMFNSION

TNrc 1:
"1-hc .MIVcrl-a

T> 1':
c 1 I

f: 1V:

--------- - - ------- -
A mete list of 111:"folk-lalocis" of c,-(41 tyl.e would appear stir< i

or.: of the prerntinary lists of c.,.teiorie:; Ow). arc fundament.-.11). dirier;ot,
hot-, cs.s.r, l:.nc( OK). deriveLi fro;.) ei-oss-t:holaiion of

two basic dimensions.
tro.. (labor:It: use of s)'stunatic i; foirr..1 in T.:kw; Parsone

recciit .or1;s1. Parsons Sits fo:.eat (IklIcto:.tcris atti

I. Atics-tivity Fcctivc mat it ;
2. ti,:lf.orient...t1.-_,n CL.:1(ct:-..;:y et:0111.1:i0:1;

-
LiccIrion i

5. Fi-;:ic=ty

con;: abl.: to c..Instewt

geiieral for !ocil teelis ?al sys!cos,::, .m3 ( ;;;

sonality syst:ro;,
111s: pros:css of con:troctini, [iced

vitr.marized The Karting point is ()rico a prtlirninAti f: Cf (1,:-
gorier. fly examining tlicrn on: (1:rives .1 small o:
Scull u.) plot itlie hasis for ti.ie distinct;ols rntsk, s:ts
up as a n11.172.,sliit%nti,,,1:.1 systrin (an ".1t,trits1,;;:;-:ze"). h; 1113

!,/ c Io.il,s,,:t...Tiors" of al c.arl

then 19 of 4.!:a11y of ;I;
hi( serves u.) ;1: s:: (-4 car-:,c):;:s Cite s)s.. .; it

sho-,vs s :0%71.'1.1 .:1;1.5 'AC 1 ;:'!": (4'1. 'r
I11 :'"N!.1? IC: :Li

SZvt't not !T.,: div
r.: --Il) -1:: ; :-' ::!.

'' . L. .3.1
. .*.
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a recoi.11.0i:,,i.tio.1 }lac terr....7(1 a `'r.:(1-3ct;on", and is chtely
rekted to the vi.eraj..;-i of Ldex. fo:,r.mion'.

P.o;i ii SrAciroctions

.1here remains to be mentioned i typ.: of operaticn i5 %co., frc.pcnt
qualitItive citalyses: II,: WI C.11 Sy.ACrOatil.atiVil Of a corIcpt or a .et

catcgoli;(. A good intioduction tli;s ()iteration is 111; w.;11-knovn diieussivi
by' 5.,:inIntel of envy :nd i2atoa;y". 'fLo situAConc in uhic'n t!i;sL fccb:10 Arlie
arc (rite coni-i,:eN, and S:rxrci (!OA's not give rtn a(connt Of thcrn.
VItat do:5, i5 to ind:cpte one inipmtant .1(.,.Q3 if: t:i ?id the two
attitudes (rifler: it t the CMC of j.:al.ovsy ;lie p..:t4cn Les that tic ;IA; a (taint on
the obj(ct v in else of en'. .y 113 ci;dn), only dct;re
for the ol3jccr. 11-as than 1.1rtially s.dlLtre,:ted the a.ttrib-ate-spaci: 1.y
w} iJi envy P.Ild icicuky could syst.,-ntaticaly ddlie(!; Ile ha; no: don e so
compb:cly, but rather only cncui,lt rna'..;e ont major

A lorne c!aber,Ite but stir, prrial sill...;trurti,n it poet-A;(1 in Vern,.'. Land-
c..1(ct's diSCUS5;Qt1C4 "Typ.s of Int:,ratics:t or:1111c% .M.:asur,:nont". L

indicatir,; his (liscon,cit witb Ole witii:Icicntiatcd concept of 'social
iot:,,,r.Itioo". To study t::, rdaticn c f i to (2..11:-.r variabk, to (Ind it5
.i.ccer Lid it: tl,e. .,-1.,:t.t..-iext he Lro%cn
(town:

tIc: cs1,1;:a.1..n of d 'Ill:: ( 1,-,r_n; It 1.-..1-,; :.:1; it:11,1: to
- :ay 2t as

ft.; 111; a;T:A:s I: a L.:: th-n

L. c: It IcA.:1;

= Of r;1 :ti,":0--;- '-t;; t:c
is its i:Ot i' I; V.-[re t- ;1-11 ty;-o

C; ;s A

I/; :1 :'.11:t:71Ci:', I faHt
C. I :

: , . .1 :-.1t

.1

i 1- : '; :
' 1'1 I! c
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st

of

tyvc tar; in ta:ii; of bz-

havio:: t!,: t and di,a a s;ry:.:e:. inte,:ration
within the. rcalrn C ' mmunica.::.:n :c.f.% .1

intror, within die r,in of
S:me "iiitci;ation" o a relation:d t. I c

ttpre.:ented by a rziational inatti 'on.; 5it'a of
iTeolvod in ilterte; i he iiltarior ;;;:s c.f dc d..cn in-

dicate tile in ti;aiona!, ti.e

intvrnal rcotion,i:'p within ca.%

(n al Vtr.cr.s :-.1.! ... ci!. :.':.:.:!:
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and skilis p7o;;,....,.:o.1 :5? 1ha: i; no y.-.1i; of an2. r.;:y. yr wo:k ad
16 Ay of !ivi..1.hoo.1 i;ift1;.; his entire

mode o

In c:Tc:t, Ntills 19:CC)i :5 six attrit.;.!tei by hid job situation can be
dcseribe3. If all s,.x of ti..ese att:il:utcs have the val'azi aIaove,

have the Llel.tyr,e sittl:.tion of "craft,ntans!ti?". 11-1: situation of doe nic.t!ccn
industrial or off.ce wo;:;:r, iropr:s.. s th.: opposite of the ializei riIs-
nn in all these rcTects. Actoally tlie six att;ibutcs gi. 64 iozkilly pssiHc
combi:lations of v.:kluei: the intermediate, mixed combinations howeser tlo nat
enter into Mills' rr1'. WhiC% J:1; only with the idealtype ea's:5
and not with the svlic!: attril,utc-space.

In this eace cacti of the attril,otcs refei.s ti a rcl;tic,:isil;p 1,:-
twn a worlter's cart:111:i And hi; worit:, between a:orl, and !cisme, cte. litLy
CP:1 (SX'iiVesi froin tilatio,)al raatr:\ osnsistin; of four cicrt..s1 the
(his capaci..7.es, his e,aracteri; the vo..'; at:tisity; t.e tuI pr Jut and
worker's 1..ivore :i.eti.iti;s (Lis "1-.4y". ":A:Iture", "vitald tti3;.,: of
I:a.11 of the.,a can act on ary of the clhers, as sommari".,:d in the relatio.lal
scheme b AVIV:

) t

Vo(ktr '4'cvk 1:71v:ty i .1 N,-!,,-t I ,:sute

tl tees%

(t)
(4) 11.:re!

--- ^
tv.1,160.i

It, (.t

1. 6) Col.
prioutr: t,,

_ _

hi;
to 1-0 .t:c for a r.):

1: - f:r

,; .--; : 3 :1'

to r:ly c*:

(Nen ' . o: ate

I,.: e;tr. A 17 =;..

' ;.,
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out ,7.fi.1 put it ) if to fei out" tilo:e
wh:ch ;.11:cit t,, th) in

we arc otp. t-% d;Vi!op, and
coramtmlc.",tc the [Gall: o; cu..litative

Ill. QI:.\LITATIVI. DATA SUCCO N I:. !ATI:IN:n:1PS

The only fully way t4 ::it e....istencv Of .1 ti:...tioship bztween
tw ._.:o vAiin'oles IS thto11 statistical analysii; to to: iaJz-andcflect rclat,)as
tcquii.es either a controlled e.per:inent, or . rath...-:r ca5c; Of
"ni.tural (long.:" observed over ht5 re.:;::cr
wcii;ht not ex; ....-itnentzl e'ciii;n, eel:art:go On1y tleizriplioLs
of a ron.11,:r !::theleik play :lie itor,,tt of suz.!.gol
illy; poscible sautes, eiTe;:f. and e..en 1 ioce5,es.
it Cali te 013: only re5Ca;1/41; provi.lo a of
unplanned i.,Tioilons and cm ;lay this h.7.,50 wi.c. it) to
r. t suge5tions for potsil-: c\p:apatory 1.,c..ors for stati.tical
f von, at t.,.bulatim5 (If tho
itt t!:e study in nd.-,.tt:e o2ien m ti11Ke ty) flogrcii; e;-et, le

COril"LC a r4.-ii-o:;,%-nt rfo....iJ:

A e!ai.io e.ae of the 1.i5Z of c'AlitA:ive evati..);1 tJ 4.!:5,!.o5e

itilvenclog i; `;':'otar. 1:lectriz 5.7.17dy'. \"..1;1
poop of N.'eri:CtS ma:it ili1.J :Leir hii;11 ;,:c*etien c.-ea u-11:a ccv-.-

diCions cre or:: t:on I-cfore t7:e c. it as -.-s c!car
something el:: w-as cf:cotinz VIAt re.:1 aver.? was
frit inforinal convers.-..11n; w.:th ?n:1 of

lio.n rain effect v..1_ fozuie.! on

A !to,!.y, fo:,; tt_,

tc.:t
73 ico,.le %.`ti_z.4.1

1.

t.,
:.
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of ap;':;:$ orner..:e.! at a dr.:mAtle :vcnt ... a

patterr,"; "ther,..".va; in....np:ay, for v.-a;

re5r)r.din; to 5:7C 7:A; .1.;)(` ropon2ini, hcr aud:;n:e an.1 nno,lif:.
ir..; her sut,iec.1.7,: a5 a roult: "th;re
e% nee :Iv.: eli:f ST.:Cols di!i7,:ere;:e,lness an I altruism played Ar.
role in the p;oc; of p:r; :A;.on": "the au.hen.:e. image; cf Sm. the
structure o: o,:r ;:anJat,?; of 5:rata o the

a7,1 so,.iall:. expe:r.ktion:. tcrisions all
catty 1';a s of refi,on5: zo loothl tris e"; tile
cumulation of arie:t and emotion %. a; r:ot the major function of the roarathol
koa1/41c.-.,ts. Abv.c a:I. Il.e pre:unvesi stain of th:cicco.een-hon
of bro:de aq5 SZIc,1 ;,? Sj S:r.C1.`CIV ... for of
tic prcas; of IN no) : the:: reirom:i

of amool.; tl:e Yen..
peoi-le N1/4 111) were ar.d of r:-.

.\ s:tliii arplyint! fax: Ics-hr..que t broad.;
tliAt liii Zeri-:: on the rec.

titUdO 3:...s in 1-raneci. By A vil ST4111 numter ;L:ailett
v.-lt'n people p.-e;.,:rnei to IQ 0,'M-va13 (.11101:t 11194

C011:1C1Wi Of ApA;,:,nt t41: it WA; SZIN':.1
6a: t!.;:e foJ; ;o::71 c.;;.1; Attlt,.d3 .1 A.,

rn.:;;!,;:. or anothsr: 1*.e 'at!:
fro:n

otl:t c.uic n 11..r,11

tl
(.1 :7.! .1 t.1.7.;;' f ;1'6: eue.

o. hr. .h ;1,1 fr,Nr:v t.W
I ce to

( ovcn, erant to a give,
t is C..e 41 Of

e 1.in
'..-:

v ;!; :7 :7 ; : t1 t

so, A
Pc.,
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in.,:rvIvv,-; :AT,: used. It

that :.s sccurity
attitt,d;, t!,at and nor a

di; I:it Ci.IL tLe disitk:Iric!e,1 hintslf front :Ile
caricatuted ur Of l'.,i;;ott" and the,-,..for,.' cere no threat'.

(:f .ilitati:T S ;-y,;.5.:1.9.:s oj Pro,:cc)

The sinyt...:-.;t mf "proces-i" a!ysis thAt vi.i Lu!:S for ,t.n
varia'ole "explair,s" the co..-tdation bL;;;,...:;:"i) (WO 01.11,....;. variablc.t.

In hi1 study of an Y.:tit-cot dwn Wilfiam Whyte air;vt.,1
(on a tit:alit Itive at li iul.ji. relati...:o1.11:n the scA:::dty
"colHe boys- cht!as s:ettieLi to be 1,:ore unstaH,:. and suj.;:c to int,.:rnal
ilnt thin t`,:: Of the ;10;le-nlobik. "eurner-bc.,y"."1:) e,,pHirt this r..'latio:Ichii)
wliLh could he consiL.:.2,I quhe "'-do;.-n" front o view

point) Whyte introdu:ed "int'orinal or.,:,.tniyaticie. The cor-
nor toLly clubs cou'Al draw fur on ue cx iiii infounal

"The t.Q-;tion;
tn.:iv:Y.1i An 07!it

,

to t r,

no Ir 17r (..:

Ii H ti a:.- 7lattation n;.- cert

te to 111..-: co.;nei h; clt.t; inforrn.,i
in i:: if fo!-.roc

htt,:r ,t2. 1L, it
110:5

::" ..17.11 of
.ty

0: C;::
r on 1.; that
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"The pattern of social nvhi:ity In C)roervi!le lest he understood wlsen it is
ontr7,sted with the patte:o of corn:oi:soi activity, One of du most irsisott.-.;st

diverz,eoces ,uiset in wott,:rs the ev:rsditurc ef :nonzy. The ce bee; s
fit in with 311 C:0(±ly Aftd The corner boys tit in i ith
spendiroc; e;onomy. The :!o.2 boy roust save his tonic- in order to litimec his
education and Luanda his bud tie or professic,nal career. Ile there boo cultivat:s the
rniddle-class virtue of tha. Jr) order to participate in Group the corner
boy must share his money with others. If he has money and his fri end does not, ho
is expecteLl to do the sp,en2ir.3 for both of tlynn Prestige and intluence dcond
in part upon free spendin3."I

This observation indicates someof the factors in the process of social mohility.
Of course behind each such factor uncovered are other factors the variables
which for instance determine who stAllii with the boys and spends, and who
breaks away, saves money, and

The uncovering of possible- procc5c-,; can go much further than inserting
a third variable in a chain. The study of anti-pre;udice cartoons in,s:ntio,no,1
previously siTgested a whole O.:3.1 which lcd up to misuntlo:sta,Idinc, anions
the non-deviant two thirds of the prejudiced people 'Y'llso misunderstood:

1. Identificatic.n with Mr. and rnotne7,try un.tistauclitg;
2. Dosire for eicapo from icivot:Lieation;
3. Di:idcritnat0:1 ns;:har:s:n (caticetvoin,,,,, Mr. P)gott, intel!c<tJ ally

or social!) inbeior);
4. I )er.r lItre, of ur,detsmdirs: abso/o:ion in the dero4:ttory cliarActer!stics of

Mr. to the e,:elusion cf FO:rt of the cartoons

In the Vnyto stoLly orie fins the pro:cszs of the rise of a local cennot boy to
le.:dorship traced out tbtous,11 a sotie: of steps, with ;.n!et aecint fo:ces

noted'. To g;:t a star:, the corner hey mu s: dtinonstrate Ils loyal: and abfl it
to get res,:lts for his !.ninw,liazc circle of fricuds. Yet "if he cone.entrates on
serving his 0'-. Fl group, ho will never win widespread su,ppor,.." In older to
win soppo,1 be taus tle ii with inTortant p;csplo wls,o
Since he has only re)outce5 in ter!ns of e,terio and to cincial
favors, he :::ust :.ray" his or:7;i:..al f:leis by
ttsi,,z; his :csoorces to :is !la Tic is a v-:;.!, ,ptead
cyni.Z.7,1,-ttosvJA s" ar,1
to C,:11:-S.: t:Irr -)SR:. tit t-

"tri..ie do-:n tou,-,h tohN to Ls fohov,...!s :::
as a vIolc to p:e:ent a re-..o:t, evel thou.::;11 's
the tni,.;;I:s..:...i.:.ctaCons

1 t.
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of equilibtiu:n, piesamably a: a level dctermined by the political abilities,
initial "connectic.us", and good of the individual pt ian.

In e:yloring for passiiale factors affectin.: soma give:.. variable, or for ,hains
of eaus:s and efIecrs constituting a "prosess", there appear to be two basic
technicit: es. Eh: 11 Vit. attempts to ob:ain objective inform atien about the se-
quence .of events, particularly what events preceded the response under in-
vestigation'. The typical questions, whether addressed to a subject or used by
an observer to guide his observations, are: "What happened before X? What
happened just before the subject made Lis decision to move, vote, buy, steal,
etc. What was the frame of mind? What had been gui on in thc fenni ly, neigh-
borhood, nation, world? Had he beau talking with anyone, rieldinz anythinz
listening to anything?" Some responses will look like causal factors irame-
diatcly, on the basis of our past experience or gchcral hypotheses about hornan
behavioa. Others v ill only become prcviinent when we notice an apparent
correlation be WC'.211 tileril and the criterion behavior iu several Cases.

The second technique is to ask people themselves to c:;plain what happened
and to give their reasons for acting a tile). did'. The basic question here is
always "Why?" te:hnique has ob'ei:us lhuir.ttions: people are cdlei
unaware of the real moi:ives, of intihect influences, of the precise ch.iin of causes
and cifects, of under:yin; necessary co:Hit:was. On the other hand it stands to
reason that the pu tkipant kno-s-s a gced deal abs; his

cunt attitu'des, niotivs, "trz-er events", and so on, and
can tell the o....side inves!itor about thlogs which he weldci 'le: have

goecd "I:c.'asons" t: ay ion be the whale story, but they ate an
impo:taht sm:ce Of infortuation ca possible factocs, and in :a quite
indisp,st,sible sau;ce, espeei ally in the early sta(..; of investig...tion. Iy adding
to the "ssly" que:y a s,::t of more specific ques:ions, the
respondent's atteation on each of several basic aspeers of the s*.tn,tioin, rsason

cat olet.:in more aloquatts coverac, althou..;11 still to what the
laim-,slf is in a position to 1171,.

Iloth of these te.lwirl.a.:s are coined ;r, a. teLlinique of q..!alira:ive c.s-
pior7:tion of coat! reitioas -.t a; "cli-..ernin-;". *Ellis has be:n c:Jefallv
ilcssriked ii v:',:y's stu,iv of the rtif::: u:lempl;-..ne:,t
faaIv sts,trs of the h.Hband. k ci, ce.:Iv Y. c tse-suHies no ale:, it as tc:,t

j' 0:

,:
: I
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possible to Li'. ct,i!,.e a .:nalysis of t!IL. b-

r11 t:-,L ca of ai)p.i.co;it

11,2 to &I:0 !ploy;-.1%-,nt sull;et it to sys.u.nratic
Ilad th.. i rr bolo 1.42 lacLor;
arie concw:rc!ttly with unemplo..1v.c;It tin.; teat cau,?
Are 111: p,,.rticiants able. tc) trace the -step clevtopr.Int of the cn

ckta:lc,-1 the al:ored rolo of Ole hi.1,a71,1?
If the rv,i,onLL.iits lea-,y,1 fur a cort.-j.r,

on vat evideuce u tlley base their by the.:L.

possible to i74,,lato pn..!i;2 of varklity rclation;
cii 1.111,Th111:.y;-,wnt 5';Art.-'.1 for "ps.).A.,1'

and "po:siblL. coEFeCp0iiCk:':" 10,11.1C SyS(t.'..1.77.:C: Of tit

data real prcc,IJcions \-..ere taken ..1',",,.1.1115: sru!iou;

Prc-..iou; s..2c tiopc have v..it!i

co guantItltivo i)r,-1.1!;:r1.;.

01,7 founilh,Con of
or 4:: li;,; of for a of

fo-rt:, I,m :r ti:-:: 1:;)

on:
d-, :1;;;1;..71.1.:1:Au of .

t!i2 k:nd
T:11. ft

n; vi
2r I' lv:'

; 1'2

("if [:!-.,2
...1.:. or !. :.

Li-. a o:

.

.........

t . : . '

'` -" *: . :
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as a con..ittui:1; ant:. int:r..'asiny relined ,,-,ur;Itt tha

of social st..ie;:tisti.
Art or-!:: t'av *m:pre...-;siori;ti; "qtfasi-statistics" is

IS:rhartl, pr.tticip.oii in voluntary aFsociAtions:

"Arork.an elcr,cr th;p1,-.1v;:s wer: overwholrazd 1,y thoy did not fully
undvt:tand: insian.fc followin.; from CharlA s and Mary B:mr.l's no Ririe of

Tend:,-Ioy of Ar.1,-.1i,:ans to 1.117;t: with th:ir
for varied parpoies . gororil rriri i It teas t rare it

who was not a ine,ola:, of fo:r 05 1:Vt.: A7ly cit1:7en who reftieLl to
affiliate with on or cli.re ioir.tknt tecame an jact curiosity, if rot
pieioah Altl:01:01 i ri co;npar.lro.-e rerspeotivo :he Unit-od Statcs mAy NV,21i ba

'nation of joil,cril, A 5:.' vcy of th ,! du.'; on rh: of rt:CTIC W;/11

sn.;:oh:rshii,s in voluntaty fat that
have not es ea a SfliC rt.-11 affilia:loa. This too hoidi all tyf,:s Lc

area,: in tie Urrired ittL;, ovhtiL:r city, soil! to ri cc
rural."'

Barb?;- t11.2:1 (1L`.0:0: SC:11.1'1(1C dl :'t ill t11 .:,5t..! Var7C,Lis Areas and strata

of Ilk: populatHli froyn or::: thiv:.1 to over ti ii thir,.!s of the pop!i de' not
bdoni; to ,Lny voldint:.ry Asso..-i-ations. As fro :n fr(tr.:cnc)-
(Iistrilx.:tions to corre1alions and tItLoii to s,t.m of dvn.y,tai:

10.!,s

011 it is ArT,:rfd tInAt a. carvl...:101..;::-V,...r v.-110 of the
nc:ti i s.an:pk a!l. rurr in r.1:-.!;:11.-t;ion 11,f i; v.-L-) is

aware of thc oi ,e; oi.-pos2,i to thou-,
f with o%ic of

ttt the re:ult.; oF
ins-L co::

di'Ir.adtv if ;71::-t!Itir.ativc It hi; been claimed. for Clat.

to for d.:
ic It ':n his of coca: re

rc,iHre
(avec

si: , , ,re
t! :. i; \

j...:
ot,;
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cu!cw-.: W1011,1 a (..k11;?...`.2 .111,:>C to have sue,:coded in
precnting a good first approximItion at least in the descrip:ion of the cukurc
and khavior of such gi.onps.. anthro,poln;;ists nos.' call for fol.no1
samplinc, data.recordHi;, and staristical analysis it is cithe;. to catch up finer
details-- the small ntimber o dovimt individua!s, for instance or to deal with
situations of culture group.; with loss homo.,;eneity -- with GrJups in process of
acculturation, breakdown of old norru.;, or die cteveloi,:aLot of str::,ng internal
differentiation.

IL situations of leis and simplizity, it is doubtful th.lt
statistics are any thin:, lir - a full snli:Litatc for actual statistics. Howe,-er they
can Still play an important "exploratory" fuftstion. Staristical reiearch is too
expensive and time-cons: lining to be applied on ill fronts at once; like the
200 -inch tele..cope it must focus on a few areas of particular intc.:ea for inten-
sive study. Quasi-statist:cal studies can run ahead of the more cumberso;n2
quantitative p:ocedures to co,,--er wide irons of sncia! ple;:n.nona, and to probe
into tanlod complexes of relationshit, iii se:.reh of possible "pro:osses". The
serve as a broA scanner and "finder" like the but powetfol
Scl,midt telescope of 'Mount \'-ilson and PaInmar. Moreow: the gatherin;:, and
analysis of "quasi-st:.tisti:al data" eau pio'n;;J,ly hC iiiad Ali c sys:e.natic that,
it has loan in the past, if the hji;a1 stucture Of civaait;taive res?areh at least
is kept in mind to ;ice directimo ralitath v o'..)-

serVer.

System:T:1c

'Ilicre is ore: spe,:ial form of res,:arch intn.relarlonship on the
statistical and quasi. st-atisti,:,-.1 methods. This involvcs the

systematic comparison of a relatively sna:,II nul;;)ar of cas es. It differs from,
q;:asi-statistis in that the cads arc pro:oeds alons; lira; closely a;-)proximali,,,;-
thoye of a sttitical s,arvoy or cont:;olled expci1:-c.cnr.. iowevor it involvcs zr,3
few co.s..s to actvally apply tatistic..1 te,:s, and it inv:,lves
in which one c be cir.tai:1 that "wher are ,-,,`cal" In: th variolis
case, beyo7.,i It is tkoy:!.,
tai for a its ...:1, 1-,ut !Ill only one or two ca,es
to fill in. and h.125 11.:d -.0 !..ice

his of "c.nnte::.:i.:e te:T2a.-,.% is ti.le v:hci the "cas,:i"
'studied arc s.H11;:,:-.,:l.om.ena of a 11;41: urdc.c of As

sv,t;!nsf,_,:-.r., of 11,):

1: is .1" CL:.;

":;r: :

c,!;:y
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or arrested civilicationsi. Ver faced the same situ:don in kLalirg with the
role of relious SySteiTh; in die de,:elopmmit of society 2. noi!L; tie total mouber

of available cases small, etch is a very large and complex unit
requires great time and effom t to analyze. Even whore there are a large numlmer

of cases, this factor may compel the researdmer to restric: hitmelf to the system-

atic comparison of a few.lhis situation arise; in studyin; communities or large
institution;. 10 deSC2The :lily one community's sojal structure i; such a large joh

that most studies have beeii of single cases. Only a!ler dPfercut l'0'....1.:(11eri over
a generat+on have produc.ed a cloven or so such studies can a "secondary an-

undertahe a conmparative ammalysii. In the long run, it is to be hoped that
data-gatherin1-7, procedures Oil suds complex "cases" call be so SiMpliCCC1 that

statistical studies will become possible. Then the intensive study of one co-A-

tounity, fe.ecory, un:on, government ageney, or voluntary a:snciation can give

way to a quantitative stud' of a sample c.,1 such c.1;CS, te:tirmg the hypotheses

derived from si!l';.,le-,:ar-0 studies. 01 courie, where the d;frzeulty lies in time fact

that there is only a han..lful of case t all, the compa,,ative ny.thod iSt tile best

We can do.
An cAample of syy.on.ltic cc:iy,:isoo of a small number of cascs is oiTered

by Lipset's stndv of the Canadian province of S,151:,,i,:nev,-an. The popm.1.-:tion

of dr..: pcivinco, u iamb Sollert fa!rm...r.:, had a remc.r!..mbly irbh level of parti-
cipation in political aif airs and in collecti..n, for this unvsu.:1 behavior, com-

parisons ,.-ere first mad.: s.vith area; 'seas ;,) !.
The alnx.n.t of p.trticipatic,:: in pubili- ahairs in time lame ,.ities of Canada

and the U. S. is notoriozmily This i,. true even of citie. lihe T.wonto and
Vancouver, which resemlak in iviat a lnme vote to the new.
radical C. C. F. party. Comp...t Sa:kat.:hey, an with. these large cities, Lip:e:

was struct: bs the s7p.allnes of pic.tl mmts i!; and the larirye

numt,er of office, Pded ii each. The avertie rural
than 42: laniliem. .emali over 5.)0 elective puts cu mmm:cipal com:n.:M1 and

b2ards to be tilLd, ichiac roost 1'm.;0 cr:e cict no :12r:2 dl.17! !!).'." to

rcp.-csr.t
of

s;r:).c,-Itio!) ahict evcryOne

wLk L,:c3 t.m::s ot rp;:i.mi foe n.-)rm,m1

t":e p 0: are
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torid to by pt. ople ar:d p.rofessionols; in Sasl:ats.112-

v,...tt Ft:11pol t21cpil,-.)n2 cotupan',oi, markcting Cti. 11.1d 11,!

staiTed ord;nAry I U th,:rcb;,- 2.,:quiccd orr,...nizational and political
skills uki.vt to tl..o UVciic city dv;o11,2r.

CertAin rural ,m.1; :110 are 11:1:1.,- stratii.12,1, anti in itJi aro,t tlitsrato of to.Iss

participation is .I 'U

rnr2.I arcls of the So'.:Elt.Ao State; or in parr, of C-tlifor:C!a, Lre
siIiCflit sact.11 .721,1 :It. lt the
veil E!,i,:r and opi.--.:rclls; far,--aer., ate tl.,o 1.1.c, and 'lie tyall.:

of the arL ic." (p. 2:..?)

A third structural faCtOr is its to

extacnrie cc(nloinic the Ctoti, du,..! to the unt tL 1,ric2 of its o;.e main crop
and to the tc...-tnr,'nc.2 of drotn11t. In t11; it c,iti be contrailt%i castorn

no4t,Ilbor, Manitoloa, crops, l-dc ni.a..-lo.sts, and more

ra.tiole 1...czt.lter, And it is iwt.ihIc. ihit .hz,to1,1 rod v hi 117.11,11 co:li-

n-amity and political activity. p.-..rtiLipation is al,o fo.2nd the :\larititno
Province:, v.112ro the farni2rs 1..2 a !cr.,: s.1..I.Lrd of livin;, bttt. do
not c2.Y.p2eit..1.:2, die clironic alt2ena:io;. I ecen "::.11.:1:1 and povo,:ty of tll;-2

fartn.;%: cf Sch an.
sc,urce; of Iiitht pal comp.trin;

the social str...,:tw.2 or Sa.,'satc.,-,c,:alt ,,ii of
can no for otilin- C r;'.i.s

c-.1.1712.clt:srics. "I-11c bertu Vel ce cf :sor-,111)-1!;a and
hive virtually the stlati-
fication, and tin tihi. bud-, II'': wid2zi-)rcoal

k,c11 govoin:n2nt. cocTs-rat:v2s, ur..I

roadinass ti d1,,p tiec polHcal v,-112n cc-.:Ifr,D1t.-.-,1 CC.,.1,,7".11.:

CCH5.11.10 LI;,11.1:terl:r:CS feint I nth in the
raarian

.1. the of
ur'o'n

of ,; ,;;-; the
:11

1,atarad
I

tiet.:
: '

j3 C)
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dim h117,o;,.n.:, urban ays; its ,,,,.1(4,...7spre.vi pailicipaCion
re5cnii,/cd that of the Larin,1.3 (pp. 303 -3:14). g;:n:r.dizAtion
of explanar.ory f;tctors fr,%-o "th.: r,lwat eco:lo:Lly" to 0,ttribt:L; appn,:Able to
any community obvio.aly OF:6 op a r:LuLli wider ranee. of cis for Ilso
in con analysis.

This compar:Ltive of areas of hih and low partIcipation can bc
suramari; ed in the followin,,, sdieme:

S10int: of Factors ,A;iount.4:' for Politi,..:1 PavCzipation
(Attilt,::te;

I

uad.;ns

.-!

ia p gr.0;:,':,:.Fer

Small,
4 un7,ts

4-

wcrt 0:,,,,.

.._

Lit.:-.1,..

:..tt.::,,:arjt..,n
f

exilici:!:,. ,h5c:,scc, /I..: (e.,::[.,1/..);:s)

SO:.,:,;,,,-.....n
Nos:',1
Al',..,:ita
Nio.r.l,. )1,11, 139:--01:

ParC-
cip:q.,.-,,,

_

(:7) (4-)
Rural 5,-,..4.11

Rtra'. (foni
Low

01

)

t!v- study just di5.:tiss:ct it ;11VCA:'s thAt COMpar;;o:13 1.11 not only
to e:TkliLltOry factors but to osier soiyort;r:;
of quaci-expe;,.imor:111 tot. One of the moit i,.Aarc,...; of sl.:,11

expotim;nral te,ts is found in NTalincm's!,:i's study of the of nrtie in the Tro-
bri:.nd .,..,tr,tccl ti teq- tlw old thcory that 1,:imitivc man
tres mic bccausa of a 0...Mike co:ifuon of the real and tie ir,-,aginAry or
L,C7:0,1;0, Cf SCI;!'' b:Ik'f in fc...!n-.! the Tro-

brianders c.n.-Lzi.i.; ill :"..CCIVIC;Ci for instance,
to

S.11-:ty. for t11:

L'd ZJLi. r:;-.; :o 1:!7C Ny1.12 Zo,2Li ba rod
by availk!e t'..!.2

N

:hr a
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tochic.,L!os, b!.t a supplement to them wile,: deal in with situations beyond the
power of ava.ilabl., rational tt,ht.ology, whiLh created severe emotional strain.

Of course the tre of compaiiAms Of sn-. ill numbers of case; as tets lequires
great caution; car.: mu:t be taken to sce that other si;:mificant factors are in fact
equal, 2.1-1 that CA:e5 are selected in an unbiased manner.

IV. MATRIX 1,ORMULATIONS

Sometimes the analysis of qualitative observations conftonts a mass of
particular facts of such great numlar and variety that it seems quite unv..ork-
able to treat them individually as descriptive a:tributes or in terms of their
specific interrelation :hips. In such a situation the analyst will often coire IIp
with a descriptive concept on a hn:lier level which manages to embrace and sum
un a great wealth of particular observations in a shrgle formula. Ta l.se for
instance, Ruth Bnudict's de:.:ription of the Zuni Indians, which mentions their
avoidance of drugs and alcohol, thtIr lack of personal visions, their placid
response to divorce, their "mild and ceremonious" relation to their gods, and
so on. Alien pre3enting a great many su..11 particular facts, llenedict is alL to
sum them up in a formula: Ihr! 'Zuni culture has an Apo!Lnian pattern -.
that is, a ct.ntral tiloine of a vnala nee of cmoti..,nal c:,:cess. This pattern or theme
pernleate; every aspect of Zuni life'. a formnk carabl.:. of
in a sin;;Ie LL:e11,;:ive concept a gte..t wealth of articular obs:rvaticIns may
be called a matrix f'...r.mulation. *Mils defihition eove:s the notion of a "Pia,:ic
paCtCril" of a :AO! a "theme", an "erli'..,s", a "voit,,,,eist" or "In antality of the
time", a "national character", and on the level of the ir.dividInal rersm
"per,onality type".

Nlatri:: formulations may be applied to comple- units at any level. In a
study of an unemployed village in Aunria, the re earchcrs tintle a collectio,.,
of separate "surprising obsoncatiotis". ti-av trep.c. more time, the
people teal Althousli s,.lbject t o e ,-oncr-:-.ic sulTering,

de,.:reased. hose tot.,7.11y unen:pbved to

fon o:!: 2: to1VI1S :Li) 0.03,2 N:110 had 1.:Pid of woi*k. 111,2

dliki!'t IRY11 !!!, had n1 )r_ aTirltions fon :Job:.
and foe pre. .-nt. 4..liildneri of eTnpl,vcd
faced C!! o;lco catty e late oi

to Lr.
E .

3 C."1. IV.
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Out of all tk vation there finally arose the over-rli chat a..'teli7atiOn

of the vill:e;re as "*.rha
This fotmula scented clearly to e:e-

press the etaract,:ristie., whif rry sphere khavior: tltri
the peo1c had nothing to do, they acted tired they seemed to stirTer from a

kind of general paralysis of mend caer.;iesl.

In a study of a particular -7,rolip people who had bmi daii;.Lnated as "in-

fluentials" in an Ainerican community Mertiya confroated the prchlern of ei,-

piaisig their diverse behaviors. Various clas:ilication.,, proved of no avail in

accounting fur the wide range of observetitis aVa 'liable. The particular be-

havior on sv hieh the researclt was foco4se,t t e reading of na \es magazines

remained unexplained. In tryin,:, to order the "welter of cl:rete impressions

not closely related one to the others", the re...e:trehie..s finally came tip with one

general "thorn e'' whir distinsuished the intlu;ntl:ls: some were "eosino-

politae, pri ly intersto.,1 in the world outF.:i.le the local comymmity, while

ot}:cis were "local", primarily intev,::sted in the local cohmiunity itielf. Merton

clearly indicates the typical function of such a matrix fori:Itilatiott he

declares:
1,etwxcri :rul s;ctit tO

steir From ii a L i r
.S.-cpce in t. err

lion is budEcl A \:i,.y of other di(F:rc7i..,: (1)

rci,.tions a -,.,111,1 caLit typ: is l:..11li.7.iced; (2.) in Ole t05j tr.y hylve t.,-avelle.! 0"

the:r in the (3) in t!r: vtilirttk.n of heir

pr,.:;2nt sir r tk. cx,reirc of
(4) in thr.ir co.7n-

l1unic:Itioac 1..ellac:or."

The hull. of the arti,;I: jc tl.c;) tal:n up a itt an c!:ba'srt:i of th:s dual

matrix fLrmLit Sit.: in term; of all the I.:2haviors aliria .t into one or

the otl?a: type of o:.;07::-at"..on,the ,:al

Matrk foimulatIons can this vary ira the level

scatc,,, fror:, a whole to a community and to a t

are used right do...:n to the levet of iiv. dual person-

alities, where, ior .freat variety of par:i:ut.a heii siors will

sur,-;11;.:,) up as pOl'S):1-.1.:1..y" or a

At the pers.:etality leval they are tel ted to is "set,-

clro:,-.e", a I r r C ii cat of the level v..liera ri rc S to

the Prne. l.;,ind of ecnr;-!,!: of. al/ of can 1.e rne,l ti

ii. one sl.-h;lie
At:ozl.er

10:1 ::le can

I

4
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lation of m Apo 110H . ;11 .111:1!2 in of th: nei,v)-

tional to:1c" to!!:: Thes ail ent

in the on..2 Cu cHsif :. a all

VOCy ORR tni, vat c, o!' wit!,, his;11

for ulltovi SUL11 t:10 involved
in causal rehtions `.:1111 CnIC eler,:nt oc "res:ip:ocal
tfl.F.t" for t:.':,1111.plk.: Ai 07:111Z, of tlic CLTLIClt Of "pro-

fae,-.-to-facc assc,ciati,v, v. ti tb .-! pArctL.", as C..ka a. rcit 111.1:ly Of

the (14:S Of 1."G*11.`11i

of an "anal p..rsonality", the 11,211,1v:or cilaracteristici are t'nouz;ht of Ai all
ariinz. on: of a 51:111,' baic tits:at:0a of to erotic (1,2%,:lopint.-...t at a
certain childisil st.nc. In MA:ly nf tin,

deszriLr.ivc oTlcl, find i,1:1 th-tt ,%?!. of the cicin':11L; 111

p.?ttero are p:edncts of the 1)::ttn of 0: even of a
elein.2.nt in the cl?i1,1 raatrix
inixtui,: of (?...cliptiveli rcicncd anti a..dlv 1J

Vet ,.v ay can 1).2 diier,2ntiarA could be
their "pro...tiv? wc(". ituiicate

v-hat s theant by hl,. Ntu,is of .Viss it was
found that a widc \-...,Hc;.;
be suinro..2,11.:p

tii.q it fo: CO:" and tl,2y
don in ti: , sy.:(?;:i of stlatii,;atir., :lc y tha: th rici had so :naNy
troul*i th::-.! j,:,t as svil to Lc icar. (.lcrirrLive

very directly fi-o,n dc cont..snt of dna
5tatenwhti; thcv coulk! .itmost I:ave

In study of dna Psic?.'c,fogy Soci.1 coi,fron:6-.d

coll,%-zion olose:-..at;o-,3 of so:-:; of
cTlts licc the Town s2./. th0

Oat of t!,e v-elt,...r of
of

ii tha cccni:i:c of ti-,c o 0:1,1, fol a fr of
v-iihin 'ar:d for

f :O7

tours Of I, t!'..2

of i;
- .

''. : A 1,:;_f

C .

7.7
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1.111 fo:-.7.'.:11.:;,,1..1 in .

S t7't, ",7,11"," a;_

:!1; 7.r *. 'S a111/4.

2t t
:1/4-r7 :7% '

of a 1.7-...1.r7.;:7.

I-%V of t! dr

A scli t"..0 u. 01: r- ar7.1/4'
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INTRODUCING ANOTHER VARIABLE

One of the most important tasks in the analysis of data is to

discover what we can about cause and effect relationships. This

does not mean that we can conclusively prove our assertions,

since they often turn on assumptions which have not yet been test '

or which are =testable for all practical purposes. But we still

must be as explicit as we cat', showing the logical structure of

our, arguments and the points at which empHcal data are rele-

vant. It is the nature of this task which is discussed by Pro-

fessors Goode and Hatt, using terms such as intervening vari-

able, antecedent variable, specification, and so on, which ave

part of the vorking vocabulary of the social sciences.

From William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Met hods
in Social Research, Copyright 1963 by McGraw-
Hill Book Company. Used by permission of McGraw-
Hill book Company. pp. 313 -358.



William J. Goode and Paul K. ilc.Lt, Metkods in Social

Research (New York: ncGrav-11511, 1952), pp 313358.

A main thread of thought tun:sing through this volume is that sociology
rests upon the same foundations as Of) all other sciences. Its assumptions
regarding the empirical world arc the sane, and the piecautions which the
sociologist must observe in catty ing out lesearch lyrist also be observed by
scientists in other fields. We ate, then, at the beg:tinin:; of an eca in WhiC11
the conscious application of scientific methods to sociological problems
should be marked by great ads ances.

Thk promise is also based Upon a fundamental r,s,umptior of sociology,
constantly borne out by daily ohm-se:ion, that there is an orderlines;
within social phcnomct'a. Just as tin. psychiatrist finis a system or struc-
ture within the seemingly most it-coherent expressions or a SChilorhrelle,
so can the sociologist find ptedictability and order within the most anomie
or disorganized strata and soda! grail's. h intimate spontaneity of
friendship groups exhibits this ordeilincss ao le.4 than the impcisonal
memoranda within a bureaucracy. Indeed. if the behasior of other mem-
bers of socictywere not predictable, it would not be posiible to cimmiuni-
cate, interact, or maintain any of the common entoptiscs in svhich we
take part.

It follows, then, that malern research must reject as a 1.1:se dichotomy
the separation between "qualitative" and "quantitatise" statics. or be-
tween the "statistical" and the "nonstatistical" approach. The application
of mathematics to sociology does not emote rigor of proof. any mote than
the use of "insight" guarantees the significance of the tcl.earch.

The fundamental questions to Ask about al; research techniques are
those dealing with the precision. tenability. and relevan,e of the data and
thcir analysis: (1) how precise arc tile observations? (21 can other scientists
repeat the obscrsations? and (3) do the data actually setisfy the demands
of the problem, that is, do they tc.tually stemonsuate the conclusion? If
the observations ate crude, casting them in a ttatistical form will not help
the research. If other scientists cannot repeat them, mathematical manipu-
lation is futile. If the data do not satisfy a rigorous logic of proof, the
conclusion remains doubtful.

Furthermore, no matter how precise ratar.nement may be, that which is
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measured remains a quality. Quantification simply achieves greater
precision and reliability in measuring tl,e qualities which are considered
importantintensity of anti.Sentitie attitudes, degree of social cohesion,
conformity with moral rules, etc. The process of achieving precision leads
to the clarification of ideas and helps to recast substantiv. knowledge, but
in a fundamental sense the research may nevertheless be called qualitative.

Similarly, the most "qualitative" of social research attempts rough 111COS
urenteni. The historian speaks of "a growing antimonarchical feeling
during the reign of Louis XVI." The anthropologist contrasts the intensity
of emotion aroused by, say, the murder of a kinsman as against the murder
of a tribal enemy. The economist may single out those who find the
security of income far more important than the promise of great rewards
when they are considering the choice of an occupation. The sociologist
comments that the individual who is well integrated within a strongly
cohesive group is better able to withstand emotional shocks than other
individuals. In each of these statements, there arc implied measurements
of important qualities. We may or may not be satisfied with the degree
of precision in these notions, but they are esl.entially attempts to measure
the effect of different variables. It is equally clear that, when data are sii/-
flcicntly precise, statistical techniques can simplify the task of understand-
ing them. Such techniques ate aids in research, just as good methods of
recording data can be, and they should be used whenever the problem
permits it.

Thus, the increasing use of statistics is not the distinguishing feature of
modern social research. Rather, it is the increasing precision and reliabil-
ity of cesearch techniques, and higher standards of proof, which have
made the use of statistics more !titian]. In nun, the increasing fircitjuiness
of statistical manipulation has stimulated further developments in both
sampling and statistical theory; while the needs of modern statistics have
stimulated still greater precisien and reliability in the collection of data.

These developments have occupied on many fronts, such as the better
identification of the important social variables, increased precision of the
questions used in schedules, and a better grasp of interviewing techniques,
among others.

however, most of this growth may be classified as techniques for stimu-
lating responses, or obtaining obsetv ations, which are easier to categorize.
More precise questions allow the answers to be analyzed more easily. The
mastely of interviewing permits deeper probing in the search for more
precise answers from respondents. 1Vhat, then, of those sources of date
which have not been structured previously by such techniques? Most of
our daily observation and experience, the newspapers and magazines we
read, the tadio programs to which we listen, as well as histot ical records
and the recorded protocols of pchiattie and other depth interviews, ate
all essentially "unstructurelf" but may be important sources of data for

Ped

1
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certain sociological problems. If such data are eliminated from consid-
eration, the range of information available is narrowed and much of the
richness of social experience inay be lost. On the other hand, if they are
utilized as they occur, little order appears in them, and few fellow scien-
tists might agree to any one interpretation of them.

Techniques are therefore being developed which permit us to order
and analyze such data. Since most of these procedures are really ways of
classifying data which were not originally created for research purposes,
the term qualitative coding is usually applied to them. When qualitative
coding is applied to the content of various communication media such as
magazines, newspapers, radio programs, or similar materials, it is called
content analysis. Since the most effective application of the case history or
case study to social research depends in large part upon qualitative cod-
ing, that special problem included in the following discussion.

Succeeding sections will, then, deal with these subjects: (1) simple coding
operations, (2) qualitative coding, (3) content analysis as one application
of qualitative coding, and (4) the case study.

SIMPLE CODING OPEnATIONS

The student may feel that there is little point to a discussion of coding
operations, since they are usually bracketed with large-scale surveys.
Although it is true that such surveys almost always code the materials
gathered, the student may find it profitable to consider whether a small
project might also benefit from coding the data. If the class attempts a
joint project, or breaks into several project groups, coding may be the
most cffectise means of handling the data. A brief explanation of this
tool will allow the student to make a decision concerning the use of coding.

When to code. Coding is an operation by which data are organized into
classes, and a number or symbol is given to each item, according to the
class in which it falls. Thus, counting the symbols gives us the total
number of items in any given class. The basic operation, of course, is
that of classification. Assigning the number or symbol to a given datum
then becomes a mechanical procedure. How to classify must, naturally,
depend upon the questions which have been asked and the concepts which
are used in the particular research. These problems are discussed in the
earlier chapters of this volume, and examples are given in this chapter.
Let us now ask the practical question, "When is it profitable to code?"

The answer depends mainly on three variables: (1) the number of
respondents or sources of data in our study: (2) the number of questions

asked; and (3) the number and complexity of statistical operations planned
for the study. If the number of cases is large, any kind of tabulation be-
comes difficult unless the data are coded. "1 he individual sheets for each
case become separated after a few shuffling*, or they become torn and worn.
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Small errors in counting the answers require handling all the sheets once
more. By the use of coding procedures, however, retabulations may be
avoided or minimized. If the number of questions is large, the same set of
considerations holds.

Most important, however, there is no easy way to carry out complex
cross tabulations without some form of coding. Any statistical operation
requires the manipulation of numbers, which in turn must represent the
data horn the schedule. It is possible either to make many piles of sheets
for each comparison or analysis, or to give numbers to the answers and
summarize these separately on other sheets or cards. In the latter case, the
operations are much simpler. The more complex the operations planned,
the more useful is some form of coding.

At what stage to code. Coding can be carried out at any phase in the
study, from the interview itself to the period lust prior to the tabulations.
In the section on formulating the questionnaire, mention was made of
precoded questions. These were questions which had already been held.
tested for meaning and range of possible answers, and which were physi-
cally set up on the schedule so that checking the answer automatically
coded the data. An example would be the following:

Are y1)1,1 a %ctctan of World War 11? (Circle answer)
1 2

YES NO

Answers which are set up in this fashion can be tabulated very easily by
hand, or they may be punched directly onto cards for machine tabulation.
In this case the interviewer is actually coding as he goes along, although
no separate operation is required.

Similarly, the interviewer may be asked to the coding as soon as he
hears the answer. This can be done in a fairly cautious fashion, as an
almost automatic operation:

Now did your husband feel about this? 1. Strol.gly approved; 2. Mildly
apposed; 3. Indifferent; 4. Mildly disapproved: S. Strongly disapproved. 2

When the respondent answers, the interviewer has only to mark the proper
number in the coding margin.

Suppose, however, that the soil is to classify respondents in terms of
annual income, while many of them are laborers who typically think of
their earnings in terms of daily wages. It would be possible to ask them
lot their total annual earnings directly. This, howeser, might (vise them
to make important errors in arithmetic. Second, the interviewer might
carry out the operation mentally, coding the total e: inings in its proper
class after calculating daily earnings times the total estimated nimber of
days or weeks worked. Although this is a simple procedure, experience
shows that even the best intersiewers may make errors. Most important,
however, there is no way of discos-trims the error, since the only figure

4
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recorded will be the code number. Consequently, a third procedure is
indicated: (1) recording the daily wage; (2) recording the estimated num-
ber of days or weeks worked; and (3) carrying out the necessary calcula-
tions and coding in the office, fror, these original figures. Although errors
can be made, at !east they can be checked.

The decision as to the time of coding must, then, be a matter of choosing
the phase at which the least number of errors, and the greatest amount of
control, will be achieved.

Paper aids to coding. When only simple tabulations are required, there
is little advantage to transcribing the coding. A heavy colored pencil can
be used to mark the code symbols opposite the answers, and the answers
can be hand tabulated. If the number of cases is small, some type of sum-
mary sheet may be used. This may be attached to each schedule, for later
independent use, ur it may be designed on a larger scale to take care of all
the cases. If a special sheet is used for each schedule, it should be very heavy
so as to withstand considerable handling, and designed for ease of tabu-
lation. Such sheets have the advantage that several persons can work on
this stage of the operation at one time.

The larger summary sheets, containing data from all the case., are some-
times useful for quick overviews of the data, especially when the number
of cases is small. The accompanying illustration shows a simple sheet of

Respondent
Age Group Religion Weekly Wage

20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 501e59 60 &aver 12 3 4 12 3 4 j 6 7 8 9

1. Jones, Carpenter III I2. Smith, Plumber

3. Roe, Plasterer

II I 1eft.

'"IIIIIIIIIIIIII
FIGURE I. Example of a summary sheet for simplifying analysis of he study data.

this kind. The code symbols can be used instead of full headings, as a solu-
tion for the space problem. It is possible to design such sheets from ac-
counting paper, affording an easy method for the cross tabulation of a
small number of cases.

However, when the numbers of cases go much beyond 150, the student
may find some form of punch card of advantage. Unless IBM machines
are easily available, the use of Hollerith cards is not a good solution for
students. A great amount of time may be wasted in obtaining access to the
machines, or in planning carefully the exact operations to be carried out,
so that adequate written instructions to the operators can be given. The
net result may he a loss in efficiency.

L.7
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On the other hand, even for student group projects there may be a net
advantage in using the McBee Keysort punch card. For both this card and
the Hollerith card, it is necessary to use numbers, for the coding tech-
niques are the same. The McBee card is relatively irxpensive and is
procurable in several styles, depending on the number of items being
coded. It is basically a card with a row of holes punched around its edge.
In most studies, a single card will carry the data for one respondent or
group. However, more than one card may be used, if an identifying punch
or written symbol is used for both cards to prevent any confusion.

Each hole around the edge of the card is numbered. The technique,
then, is to open up the hole corresponding to the code number. Thus,00V
ipmmmmismmmumaltrommummmummrnmum rev amp.

g
e

CI-
l: p

Q.1 8
- ; Q

Q.-I 1

asumo mm mm mmm miummmmitammmmmm. . 5

ip 170 I/ II 0 I)

FIGURE 2. Sample of the McBee card, showing method of opening holes.

with a simple three-choice code, "Approve" (I), "Indifferent" (2), and
"Disapprove" (3), and a response of "Approve," which is No. 1 in the code,
the hole corresponding to No. 1, on the right-hand upper edge of the
card, is opened as in the accompanying illustration. When this set of
answers for all respondents has been thus coded and punched, it is pos-
sible to separate those in any desired category by inserting a needle
through the holes. When the needle is lifted, all the cases corresponding
to thai punch will drop out (because that section of the card has been
opened). The remaining cards, with intact holes, will remain on the
needle.. Having coded and punched all the answers in a similar fashion,
it is possible to select all the males who are over twenty years of age, and
who are married, by three insertions of the sorting needle. Since this
method is used only on small samples, the actual counting is a minor
task. What is important is that all the data have been classified and re-
corded permanently on the cards, for any kinds of complex operations
which may later be decided upon.

Since the number of questions may rapidly exhaust the number of holes,
it is possible to use combinations of the numbers in the two rows. This
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requires double punching and thus a double insertion, but more data can
be placed on the single card. Thus, for the first section in the upper right-
hand corner, we could obtain eight classes, as shown in the table. Further

Coded as Hole Number

Top Edge of Card

Income Level
$ 10.00 to $ 24.99 (punch) 1

25.00 to 39.99 2
40.00 to 54.99 (2 plus I) 3
55.00 to 09.99 4
70.00 to 84.99 (4 plus 1) 5
85.00 to 99.99 (4 plus 2) 6

100.00 to 114.99 7
115.00 to 129.99 (7 plus 1) 8

instructions may be obtained from the McBee Company for still other
operations made possible by the Keysort system.1

For large surveys, however, the need for greater ease and speed of sort-
ing and tabulation requires the use of IBM and similar equipm:nt. First

dmilesimmitiselooltlemossmisseessesmilsesvqmossoismemmilsos

1311111111111111833/111:11111/81113111111313a3131311111111111/11111111311313811111)

11444141414441111414441114444114444444144444144444111444444114444444444 444 4 144

ismilsollIssisssitsimisleammtslomossmossimIllsommillmillim
Imilmirimmlifiriimp1711171:1,11,717411//11,711/71,7rmimprmmit

loisosesomilmerssommelleellositlemlomelstersimitomemomemst
MMM

FIGURE 3. Sample of a punched Hollerith card used in IBM counting, sorting, and
tabulating machinery.

developed for the needs of the United States census, such mechanical aids
have come to be applied to many complex statistical problems in both
business and research. The punch card used, which is called a Hollerith
card, is reproduced here. Each one of its 80 columns contains 10 numeri-
cal choices, so that for any given item (such as "wages") it is possible to
have 10 coding classes. There are two additional punches, called "fields,"
which can be used for further classes. However, these "fields" are more
often used to direct the various machines to carry out statistical operations.
That is, fairly complex statistical manipulations can be wired into the

1 McBee Keysort Company, Detroit, Mich.
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machine by changing the circuits on a removable wiring board. The "field
pumbes," then, control some of these operations.

The advantages of such an aid are obvious: greater amount of informa-
tion on each card, greater ease and speed in carrying out simple sorting
and tabulation, and the possibility of performing complex statistical com-
putations within the machines themselves. However, for most student
projects and for mos' projects with low funds and small numbers of cases,
these advantages do not outweigh the low cost and ease of independent
operations represented by the Keysort system.

Checking the coding operations. Even when the student himself is
carrying out the coding of his schedules, careful instructions should be
written and should be followed without deviation. Further, such direc-
tions should be tested by having fellow students code a sample of the
schedules according to the instructions. If the coding carried out by others
deviates from his own, the instructions may be ambiguous, Jr they may
fail to take into account some of the problems presented by the data. This
precaution may uncover some difficulties in classification which the re-
searcher has not clarified adequately.

Since it is possible to make errors no matter how simple the problems
of classifying and coding, a definite sampling of the coding should be
made, and every nth schedule should be recorded to see whether there are
many errors. This is called "spot checking," and it is a further precaution
against errors in the mechanics of coding.

QUALITATIVE CODING

One of the more important forward steps in recent social research is the
investigation of qualitative coding as an explicit problem. The term
"qualitative coding" is given to all the techniques for classifying reliably
those social data on which very little order has been previously imposed
by the researcher. Such a definition highlights the fact that coding is
basically a matter of classifying. When the data have already been classi-
fied with respect to our theoretical needs, as was assumed in the previous
section, our problems re mainly mechanical. However, when the data
have not been structured in neat categories by carefully designed ques-
dons, the problems are more complex.

As has been noted several titnes, not only all social research but also all
social interaction requires this kind of classification. We are constantly
ordering the manifold social experiences in which we participate. When
we investigate a past historical epoch, we must begin. to organize data
which were not recorded for our purposes. If we attempt to study the
social patterns of a small community, or of a work unit, or of a primitive
society, we must learn how to classify the relevant data.
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Similarly, when schedules are tested, intensive interviews which are
essentially unstructured are often used, and these answers are classified
before a more structured set of questions is fo.mulated. By this kind of
approach, it becomes possible to use important sources of data beyond
those already natterned by narrow sets of questions. Historical records,
case records of various clinics or agencies, diaries and letters, propaganda
and advertising, or nondirective interviews may thus become grist for the
researcher's mill.

Most research based on such records has, however, been open to the
criticism that the reader did not "see' the order created by the researcher.
The conclusions were based on perhaps adequate data, but the reader did
not agree that the data had been interpreted correctly. Yet each researcher
must eventually meet the criticisms of his peers, and unless he sets forth a
set of instructions for classifying the same data, no one is bound to accept
the results. "Intuition" is useful in the search for creative ideas, but the
demonstration of their truth cannot be founded upon any expectation that
the intuition of others will come to the same conclusions. It is therefore
necessary to develop an explicit set of instructions for handling data, thus
forging a link between apparently unordered observations and adequately
demon,trated generalizations.

Research experience in this area has not, however, been adequately
organized and published as yet. It will therefore be useful to outline here
some of the main steps which are ordinarily followed in qualitative
coding, along with some of the problems which may arise.

1. CLARIFY WHAT IT IS THAT IS DESIRED FROM THE MATERIALS. Let us sup-

pose that pilot interviews concerning residential mobility have used the
question, "Would you mind telling me, in detail, lust how you came to
decide on moving from your last address?" If the interviews were careful,
there should be several remarks from each respondent. Presumably, these
answers represent many different types of decisions, or housing situations,
or families, or even rnoder of participation in the community. That is,
since the question is only partly structured, the answers may be ordered
in many ways. How should they be classified?

The answer must be found in the purposes of the question. If the
question was considered ambiguous by the respondents, the answers may
be studied only to sec whether it was understood accurately. However, if
the question has been developed beyond this stage, from among the .navy
ways of classifying the answers, the one which best suits the aims of the
total research is chosen. If we are mainly interested in who makes such
decisions, we will note which persons are mentioned. We may instead
seek cues to the process of reaching the decision and look for statements
about its phases. If we are seeking motives, comments which attempt to
justify the move will be sought. If we are seeking predispositions, we will
attempt to classify the answers according to the descriptions of the pre-
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vious housing accommodations, or according to the housing values ex-
pressed.

2. STUDY THE COMPLETED SCHEDULES CAREFULLY. This is an obvious
second step. It is sometimes a disillusioning process, since the answers may
seem less rewarding on the schedules than they seemed while the interview
was twder way. However, it is these records on which the demonsteation
of the facts must be based. If there was more in the interview situation
than appears on the schedule, it is wise to attempt to develop better ways
of recording such data before proceeding with the research.

3. WORK OUT THE CLASSES AND THE INDICATORS OF THE CLASSES. After
closely studying the data, it is likely that a rough idea of the classes will
be developed. In some cases, of course, these classes have been in mind
from the beginning. In others, the possible groupings will only gradually
take shape.

However, it is at this point that a first approximation of the indicators
to be used in coding should be made. Since the respondent has chosen his
own words, they will not fall into neatly prearranged classes. Slang words
may appear. Both simple and complex rationalizations may be recorded.
It is necessary to work out both the classes and the cues, comments, or
phrases 'vhich are accepted as equivalent indicators for those classes. For
example, housing respondents may be gvouped into (1) those who are
anxious to move; (2) those who are looking for a definite type of housing;
and (3) those who are confronted by a housing "opportunity." This, of
course, is only one type of classification, which may be used to interpret
other comments on the process of decision. However, the respondents may
not have used such phrases. The solution exists, then, in developing cod-
ing, instructions (for the researcher himself as well as for others) which
list the indicators for each class. For example, one respondent may not use
the term "anxious" but may state, "Mat a dump that was! But we had
to find some place to live, so we put up with it for a year." Or, "My cousin
picked it out while we were in Idaho. We were certainly sick when we saw
it, but what could we do?" Both these comments indicate the respondents
had a strong predisposition to move and rem dissatisfied with their hous-
ing fro:n the beginning.

On the other hand, a clear indicator for the "opportunity" group might
be any comment which suggested general satisfaction with the housing,
until a "bargain" was discovered accidentally. This type of comment
would be the clearest case, and further details could be used to delimit
the class in the case of respondents who were not very satisfied but who
state that they would not have moved if the new housing had not been
found unexpectedly.

The goal, therefore, is to woek out a set of instructions which will
enable others to classify these comments into the types which are rele-
vant for the research. Since, ordinarily, exactly the same wording cannot
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be expected, the practice is to look for equivalent meaning. Tu do this,
the phrases and cues which will unequivocally indicate the proper class
are listed and checked by seeing whether several different coders using
them will secure the same results.

In some cases, the indicators are known from the beginning. For
example, one might be interested in discovering the extent to which
nursery-age children use various ethnic stereotypes in their play language.
The records might consist of observations made through a one-way visual
screen, supplemented by wire recordings. In this case the coding problem
would be simple, for tie phrases used in ethnic stereotypes are fairly well
known.

A somewhat more difficult problem occurs when a continuum of in
is the object of the coding operation, such as the classification of

answers from those expressing a strong degree of disapproval, to those
expressing strong approval, of a particular object. As noted in the sections
on scaling, this problem is sometimes met by the use of judges, who
classify independently a series of responses along a continuum of ap-
proval and disapproval.

Even when judges are employed for a preliminary group of responses,
the problem of which indicators are adequate for classification must still
be faced, for we are dealing here with unstructured data. How many de-
grees can be used will depend en the detail to be found in the responses.
"Strong disapproval' or "strong approval" may be fairly easy to classify.
The less intense responses will sometimes be indicated by favorable or
unfavorable comments which are accompanied by various qualifications:
"They're all right, but some of them . . ."; or "I don't have much to do
with them, but I never have any trouble. . . ."

4. FIT THE CLASSES TO THE DATA. Having worked out a preliminary set
of indicators, the gradual process of fitting classes to the data must be
begun. A first use of this procedure is to discover whether or not the
instructions are clear. By working out the preliminary indicators and
applying them, it is often possible to add new details to the instructions,
as well as to understand more clearly the nature of the classes.

At this stage it is particularly important to pay attention to the deviant
cases. No matter how carefully the first set of instructions have been
worked out, some responses will occur which do not fit. The indicators
may not ai,ply, or they may seem fuziy and vague. These cases should
be studied in detail, for they may require a trzw set of indicators, or a
new set of classes.

Further, it is likely that a small group of "unknown" or "unclassifiable"
respondents will remain throughout the coding process. If this group is
large, the instructions, classes, or data are poor. On the other hand, if
this class is minute, it will not affect the conclusions to any important
degree.

1/
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5. CODE ALL THE ANSWERS. Having gradually fitted the instructions to
the classes needed, an attempt to code all the answers should then be
made. Here, again, it is necessary to test the coding of one person or group
against that of another. It is only by such fitting and testing that it is
possible to check whether or not merely impressionistic judgments have
served as the basis of interpretation.

Special problems. Before showing how qualitative coding is applied to
communication cont "nt, such as newspapers, radio programs, speeches,
etc., some common problems which occur often will be discussed.

A common result of the attempt to code is the discovery that one has
failed to clarify the concept itself by which the comments are to be or-
dered. For example, a question about "belief in democracy" may elicit
comments which are difficult to organize, precisely because the concept
itself has not been properly defined. In some cases, the problem can be
solved by a series of questions or by wording them more precisely. In
other cases, it may be necessary to think through the problem f nce more.
For example. if an attempt to order the comments in terms of "shop
morale" confrses job satisfaction, acceptance of group standards in the
shop, belief in job mobility, or o'i.ler possible meanings of this term,
only confusion in coding can result. In such a case, the focus of the re-
search must be more clearly defined.

The failure to elicit the data desired is another type of problem which
is sometimes met. Usually, this will be caused by faulty wording of the
original question. Thus, one might use a direct question, such as "What
made you commit this crime?" when the aim is to obtain information on
the process of deciding to undertake a particular criminal act. Many
respondents, however, will answer in terms of familial backgrounds,
slum neighborhoods, gang behavior, etc. Then, of course, it is necessary
to formulate the question differently.

Coding may result in an equally disheartening discoverythat most
of the answers prove to be of one type. Thus, the earlier question about
residential mobility, "Why aid you decide to buy a house?" may elicit
a set of answers which may all be classifiable as cost factors. Other ques-
tions indicate clearly, however, that cost cannut be the main factor.
Respondents do not know much about comparative costs, and most of
their comments suggest that familial discussions did not deal with costs
to any great extent. We then see that "cost" is a kind of rationalization
for other motivations, in terms which are acceptable in conversations with
friends and outsiders. The answers to the formal question may have been
so nearly identical merely because the basic question was not really being
answered.

Such "one-class" tabulations often result when the question is an-
swered by a cliché: "I decided to become an engineer because I've always
been interested in it." "We were married because we were in love." "I

/0
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never punish my children because they must be allowed to express their
personalities " Reformulation of the question, or the use of probe ques-
tions, may be required. In any event, the coding process clearly points
to a set of answers which seem to require further analysis before being
accepted as satisfactory.

On the other hand, the attempt to find order in essentially unstruc-
tured data may lead to further insights, useful in understanding the
tabulations already made. For example, in one unpublished study there
were questions which dealt with ethnic opinions and friendship patterns.
These answers were adequately coded in terms of attitudes toward various
ethnic groups and also in terms of friendship patterns. However, this
process suggested that the comments contained further data. When the
respondents spoke of their friendships with men*Lers of other ethnic
groups, they made "individual exemptions"; Lc., their friends were dif-
ferent. Their Irish friends were not pugnacious or of a low culture, or
their Jewish friends were not comir2rcial-mirded (or radical). Conse-
quently, a further coding operation was carried out, in terms of the indi-
vidual exemptions used. Later cross tabulations demongre.ted the fruit-
fulness of this operation, since a relationship existed between the degree
of ethnic prejudice and the types of individual exemptions made.

Attempting to make procedures explicit is merely following one re-
quirement of scientific workthat operations must be repeatable by
others. If interview protocols are seen as "observations," it is clearly neces-
sary that these observations actually be classifiable by others as they are
by the researcher. When these observations are neatly structured, the
problem of classification has been solved. However, many records such
as case records in psychological clinics or social-work agencies, or observa-
Cons of children, or protocols of free answers to open-ended questions,
may be closer to the "real" attitudes of our sample. Qualitative coding
is one set of techniques for locating and specifying the order which exists
in such materials, and to which oue theoretical questions point.

CONTENT ANALYSIS

We shall not at this point attempt to introduce the substantive field of
communication analysis, which has had its main development within
the past generation. All that we wish to do is point out that the data
from all fields of communication may also be treated as sociological data.
Whether we wish to understand the T'ang Dynasty in China or the
Protestant Revolution, the propaganda of revolution or of reaction, the
radio programs of the lower class housewife or of the highbrow, the
available materials must be somehow coded. Whether these materials
support or weaken a hypothesis in communication theory cadonly be
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determined by the usual criteria of good research design. All that is at-
tempted here is to show how such materials can be exploited as observa-
tions, so that their underlying order, if any, is clearly demonstrated.

A simple case from the field of communication follows, in which such
coding is indispensable for content analysis. While measuring the kinds
of stimuli to which the newspaper public was exposed during a given
period, a researcher may come to the conclusion that a particular news-
paper was in sympathy with the Nazis at that time. A number of people
may object to this statement, pointing out that the owner is a respectable
man in the community, that he is "a WO per cent American," that he does
not belong to any political party, and so on.

If the researcher has been following a merely intuitive analysis, he
would have to argue the point interminably. If he cites an example,
they may cite a counter-example or an explanation. He may be charged
with bias, whit not understanding the situation, and so an. Many of our
daily arguments with friends are similarly inconclusive.

However, a good sampling plan for the newspaper issues analyzed, an
adequate logical structure uniting the data and the conclusions, and a
systematic technique for coding the content of the newspaper make it
possible to provide genuine evidence, such as Table 1 contains. With

TABLE 1

Number of Statements in The True American Consistent with or Opposed to
Nail Propaganda (March 3, 1943 to December 31, 1943)

Consistent Opposed.
The U.S. is Internally corrupt 301 34
The foreign poPeies of the U.S. are un-Chtistian 41 0
The President of the U.S is objectionable 150 17
Great Britain is internally corrupt 34 0
The foreign policies of Great Britain are uri-Christian 80 2
Nazi Germany is just anc' virtuous 56 2
Japan's foreign policies are morally justifiable 22 6
Japan is powerful 30 2
The U.S. is steak :-.5 41
Nazi Germany is strong 41 2
The U.S. and the world are menaced by:

a. Communists 55 0
b. Jews 99 0
c. Meddlers In the arfairs of other countries 45 0

* See Harold D. Lasswell, Nathan Leites, et af., Language of Politics (New York:
Stewart, 1949), Chap. 9, ''Detection: Propaganda Detection ar d the Courts," pp. 173-233,
esp. the table on p. 187. Table above is adapted Irons Lasswell's presentation.

this table might go a comparison with other I ..blications, such as the
second tabulation here.
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TABLE 2

Percentages of Asides and Editorials Consistent with Nazi Themes1
Magazine Percentage

Time Magazine 0.11
True American 55.67
Liberty 1.12
Saturday Evening Post 03411

See similar tables in Harold D. Latswell, Nathan Letter, a al., Language of Polities
(New York: Stewart, 1949), pp. 198-191 This table is an example of Laiswell's ' coo.
sistency test"; the forma., of his "parallel test."

Without going into the logic of the research design, which was devel
oped daring the war and used for actual court woof, we can see that such
pinpoint use of data is at the polar extreme from an intuitive approach.
It will be noted that the researchers have actually counted the presence
or abserke of Nazi themes within a publication. Whether the focus is on
editorials alone, or on the entire publication, these examples show a
transhtion from the qualitative complexity of the total content, to the
quantitative simplicity of counting Nati themes. Since these themes are
already available, the coding problem would not be difficult. For high
reliability, coding instructions would simply list the major themes to be
observed, and coding the publication over a selected period would yield
an accurate count, which could be verified by other researchers. Of
course, not all the material from this publication is utilized. Many other
analyses could be made, with relevancc to other problems, and "theme"
analysis is only one possible unit of investigation.

Let us now select another example, dealing with the status of various
ethnic groups in the United States, as depicted in popular fiction. A ;rot
number of interesting critical essays could be written on the subject,
depending on the writer's literary knowledge. These might be suggestive
and stimulatir.g, but most of them are open to the criticism that the
reader "knows of exceptions," or he "dots not see" how the writer at,
rived at such conclusions. By developing an adequate sampling plan and
a set of clear coding 'Tendons, it is possible to demonstrate a number
of facts about popular fiction which do not depend on the researcher's
personality or insight alone but which can he tested by any trained
social scientist

One study of tk:s set focused on the treatment of ethnic groups in
popular short stotiet.. Tt.e method of classifying the data was fairly

*Bernard BerelNws and Palatial Salter. "Nfs)ority and Minosity Americans: An
Analysis of Magazine Fiction," Pa Wit Opinion Quarterly, Vol. X (1946), r. 165 -140.
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simple, Each story has a number of characters, and each of these char-
acters is described more or less fully. The student can extract this list of
characters with their descriptions from each story.

Any :uch set of chara -ters can then be analyzed, in order to discover
whether there is any identification of class, race ethnic origin, religion,
occupation, the goals which they seek, and so on. The process of develop-
ing explicit coding operations, as noted previourly, depends on the
purpose of the analysis and on the difficulty of securing adequate indi-
cators for the desired classes. For the case in question, let us take a few
examples of hypothetical characters as met in popular fiction. A simple
decision might be reached on the following individual, who is presented
with the description used in the story about him:

Character

John Adams

Now Identified

11'h!te (story Illustration)
Descendant of New England

family
lanier
High income (has custom-built

comertible, seashore summer
cottage)

Episcopal (has conversation
with minister regarding early
church experience)

Treatment in the Scary

Hero of the story
idealist (is trying to force real-

tors to accept a city plan
which will beautify the corn-
n.unity, but reduce their in-
come)

Similarly, the following character seems adequately identified to allow
some judgment concerning his treatment in the story:

aaracter Now Identified

Johnny Turtidu White
Came to this country from Italy

at the age of three (father
speaks broken English)

High income (spends vacations
at expensive tenons, owns
buildings)

Catholic

Treatment in the Story

Minor role. He it defeated by
hero

Makes money from numbers
rackets

Rejects his old priest
Cynical materialist (expresses

interest only in his success;
bribes city officials)

Any such sketches would, of course, be only the first steps toward
more precise directions for identifying the ethnic backgrounds and the
roles which the characters play. There would be fewer data for minor
characters, and instructions must be flexible enough to allow identifica-
lion by using any one of the many indicators which might be used.
For example: (I) the ethnic membership might be specifically noted;
(2) obvious ethnic names might be used; (3) some supposedly ethnic
phrases may occur; (4) membership in ethnic organizations may be
cited; or (5) the home neighborhood may be described closely enough to
allow identification. A similar set of possibilities exists for "treatment in
the story," although this is somewhat more difficult, involsing as it does

lb
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a set of cues to locate and specify to what extent thn.re is "discrimina-
tion" against the ethnic group member. So long, however, as the cate-
gory, "unknown" is not a large one, the basic conclusions will not be
affected.

Note, further, that for many minority groups there may be no repre-
sentatives at all. This is not surprising, since popular fiction must rely
upon commonly recognized ethnic images. Consequently, in this case
the researchers used these categories: "The Americans," "The Anglo-
Saxon and Nordic minorities and foreigners," and "The Otlkers" (Jews,
Italians, Negroes, etc.). The treatment of these groups in the fiction
sample was then tabulated as shown in the accompanying table. "The

TABLE 3

A Content Analysis of Ethnic Groups in Current American Literature
11,1=11,

TheThe lo-Saxons heg
Americans.

An
OtThers.m)rdics,

Per Cent and Per CentPer Cent

Major characters 62 St' 30
Apposed characters 80 76 62

Highest socioeconomic status 39 24 t6
Top occe.pations 59 29 20
"Heart" goals (i.e., idealist, love, family,

as against money, power, etc.) 69 61 49
.11111111.111IMIMP 11II1

rule seems to be that the character receives better treatment the closer
he is to the norm of The American, i.e., white, Protestant, English-speak-
ing, Anglo-Saxon" (page 186).

Thus, by working out fairly simple rules for identification and treat-
ment, it was possible to determine that within popular short stories
there is a demonstrable "discrimination" against the various minority
groups, especially those which are at present disadvantaged in the society.
By using fairly large categories, the problem of decision was reduced
considerably.

The data contained in the short stories were not originally presented
or organized for the purposes of research, but by formulating instruc-
tions for locating and identifyin6 the characters and the themes which
are used to describe them, the coders could reliably classify the data as
presented. The further analysis of the meaning of these data will always
depend on the goals of the research, but the data ate no longer guesses or
hunches: they are empirically verifiable by other observers if the same
operations are followed.

It is also dear that there are many units of the communication content
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which can be used for sampling and analysis, from small units such as
words or symbols, to journal issues or volumes. Similarly, there arc many
ways of organizing the materials: by symbol count, by item analysis, by
thematic analysis, in terms of the structure of the ideas and facts pre-
sented, or even (in propaganda materials) in terms of the campaign.
Clearly, it is equally possible, in the case of content addressed to an
audience, to analyze these spoken or written materials in terms of the
response. However, for such further treatments of content analysis as a
substantive field. the student should read the literature cited at the end
of this chapter.

IflE CASE STUDY

The case-study approach may be introduced at this point, since tradi-
tionally it has been thought of as a kind of qualitative analysis. More
important for our purposes, however, is tle fact that it is through the
developments of qualitative techniques, such as qualitative coding, that
the case study can be most efficiently used in social research.

References in the sociological literature to "the case-study method" are
decreasing. In part, this would seem to be one result of the false dis-
tinction between "the statistical approach," and "the nonstatiitical ap-
proach," as a consequence of which the case study f. sometimes identified
with the use of less reliable research techniques. It is often thought of
as a kind of intuitive approach, derived from much participant observa-
tion and using all sorts of personal documents such as diaries, letters,
autobiographies, etc., without adequate sampling design or checks on bias
or distortions resulting from personal views of social reality.

However, such an identification fails to distinguish the case-study
approach, a method of looking at social reality, from the specific research
techniques which accompanied it in the research of a generation ago. It
is true that much of case-study research at that time failed to follow
good sampling design and often came to conclusions dth no explicit
description of the operations which led to those conclusions. However,
this was true for most social research, and in any event there is no in.
trinsic connection between the case study and unsophisticated research
techniques.

Similarly, the else-study approach has been praised as a set of useful
research techniqncs, such as the use of personal documents, probing many
facets of the respondent's life, adjusting the wording of questions to fit
the peculiar experience of the respondent, sharing experiences with the
Individuals being studied, collecting life histories, gathering date. over
the lifetime of the individual, etc. Such praise is equally unwarranted,
since these techniques may be used in almost any type of social tesearch.
The use of qualitative coding permits the use of personal documents in
a systematic way. The interview guide is one form of the questionnaire

If
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which allows flexible and alternative wordings of questions, when that
is needed. Participant observation, while it has not been systematically
studied in recent years, is used when possible in the early stages of
formulating the research problem. Life histoties may also be used in
the preliminary stages of research, or as the basic body of data, and may
be employed in conjunction with the techniques of qualitative coding
for many types of sodal research. In short, modern social research has
attempted gradually to systematize and make precise the various special
"qualitative" techniques which were once thought to be the exclusive
chancteristics of the case-study approach.

The case study, then, is not a specific technique. It is a way of or.
ganizing social data so as to preserve the unitary character of tire social
object being studied. Expressed somewhat differently, it is an approach
which views any social unit ar a whole. Almost always, this means of
approach includes the development of that unit, which may be a per-
son, a family or other social group, a set of relationships or processes
(such as family crises, adjustment to disease, friendship formation, ethnic
invasion of a neighborhood, etc.), or even an entire culture.

Before pointing out some of the difficulties and advantages of this
approach, let us clarify it somewhat by contrasting this holistic view
with that of much modern research. A simple case taken from public
opinion polling yields an extreme comparison. Suppose the respondents
are asked a series of questions about their attitudes toward war. For
further analysis, a series of crosstabulation questions, such as age, sex,
economic ranking, urbanroral residence, and veteran stains, may also
be asked. The answers to each question are classified, in order to cross-
tabulate by strata. Thus the answers to the question on economic ranking
are put into the classes A, B, C, and D. Perhaps three to use age groupings
and two sex groupings (male and female) may also be used. Having thus
classified and coded the data, all these can be transferred to the punch
cards.

However, from this point onward the individual unit, the person, dis-
appears from the analysis, which instead merely compares traits. Thus,
for example, cross tabulations may reveal whether the old object to war
more vigorously than do the young, or whether %%omen disapprove of war
more vigorously than do men, or per,.aps how the various economic rank
ings compare in their attitth'es toward war.

The answer to each of these questions is obtained by sorting out all
the cards into the first group of traits (old as against wing), then tabu-
lating under each group the responses to questions about war. For
example, the cards could be sorted into those with a punch meaning "65
and over," one which means "under 20," and another group which in-
cludes all the rest (or any other age classification &tired). Then, for each
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such group obtained in this fashion, the responses to the questions con-
cerning war are tabulated.

Note, however, that it is only the traits which are immediately in-
volved in the cross tabulation. All other characteristics on each card are
ignored. 1Vhat is being emphasized here is not the narrowness of the
questions, for even the most elaborate research represents a relatively
thin slice of any respondent's life. Rather, it is important to see that
most el our analyses are crosstabulating the distribution of one trait
with the distribution of another. This is equally the case for elaborate
cross tabulations, as it is for correlations. The individual representing
the "wholeness" of those traits does not figure in these analyses.

Such a characterization is, of course, essentially negative and seems
almost a pclemic clich6. In order, then, to specify the casestudy approach
as an alternative mode of handling respondents, groups, or social rela-
tionships, let us attempt to show wherein the differences lie. In a more
practical form, how can the wholeness of cases be preserved? We shall
attempt to outline the answer briefly under four tither complex rubrics:
(1) breadth of data; (2) levels of data; (3) formation of indexes and types;
and (4) interaction in a time dimension.

A few preliminary remarks are in order, however. First, the wholeness
of any ()fleet, whether physical, biological, or social, is an intellez:uat
construct. Concretely, there are no limits which define any process or
object. Every variable ultimately links with any other. As theoretical
biology has pointed out, from some points of view even the living animal
is a construct, and the point at which the animal stops and "the environ-
ment" begins is arbittatily defined. Similarly, "the individual," or "the
formation of a gang" must be such a construd, defined in terms that
are most fruitful for the research problem.

From this point we see, further, that not only is it difficult to set the
limits of any social object, but it is difficult to state at what point it is
profitable to stop gathering dtta about the object so delimited. As has
been noted before, an infinite number of observations may be made
about even the dullest or most unimportant person Consequently, neither
the case study nor any other approach can be aaracterized as the analysis
of the individual in all his uniqueness. The point at which data are
adequate must be determined by the research problem itself. There is
no inherent or intrinsic limit. One implication of this must be added:
when we speak of the "social object as a whole" we cannot mean the
"social object as a unique unit." It is precisely the unique elements in
any phenomenon which are eliminated by scientific abstraction. To the
extent that characteristics are really unique, it is impossible to account
for them in tetras of scientific seneralizationi Consequently, the case-
study method cannot be thought of as capturing the unique, but as at
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tempting to keep together, as a unit, those characteristics which are rele-
vant to the scientific problem being investigated.

Breadth of data. Clearly, one of the ways by which the unit is studied
as a totality is the collection of a broad array of data about it. This is true
whether the subject is a set of social relationships, a person, or a group.
The "person" who is recorded on a polling schedule is not on dis-
solved by becoming a set of traits individually tabulated; he almost fails
to exist from the beginning, by sirtue of the narrow range of the data
con:erning him. Although mere quantity of data is not sufficient, since
the collection must be guided by the research problem, there is a greater
opportunity to grasp the pattern of the individual's life if a substantial
body of data concerning many facets of that life is available.

Levels of data. The casestudy method is further distinguished by the
use of data from other abstract levels than the purely sociological. Al-
though many sociologists do incorporate economic, political, psycho-
dynamic, and even biological data into their analyses, social research has
in the main been moving in the direction of a clearer definition of the
sociological, together with better techniques for abstracting it fmm the
complex of other relationships. In the case-study method, such data from
other levels are deliberately incorporated into the records. Although it
muy be pointed out that such data should be viewed in terms of their
sociological meaning, so that a biological defect, for example, is seen as
it affects social relationships, it is clear that recourse to other levels does
give added dimensions to the individual being studied. When we see
the individual in his total network of relationships, it is more difficult
to lose sight of him as a unit.

Formation of indices and types. However, the most important tech-
nique in preserving the wholeness of the social unit is the development of
typologies and indexes, so that the various traits are actually used in
characterizing the unit. Note that this technique is not conined to the
case-study method and is used in any qualitative analysis. Furthermore,
elaborate cross tabulations attempt the same goal. Thus, cross tabula-
tions in terms of sex, age, and socioeconomic ranking serve to character-
ize those who are (for example) male, and aged 20 to 29, and poor.

The same operations may be performed in a case study, and the
problem may be somewhat simplified by qualitative cceling beforehand.
Because of the breadth and added dimensions of the data, moreover, the
choke of seldich type or class the case falls into will be simplified. In
addition, by the time the trxs begin to emerge clearly, enough of the
process of interaction between various facets of the individual's life will
be known so that this choice may be made with greater certainty. Finally,
eases will be concerned with developing "natural types," that is, types
which are already discerned in the culture (such as "lovers' quarrels," "life
of the party," "village philosopher," of the religious revival melting),
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and the case-study approach can ordinarily single out such types at an
early stage.

Interaction in a time dimension. To the breadth and additional levels
of the data gathered in the case-study method must be added the em-
phasis upon process and time. Any cross tabulation is essentially a static
analysis, although the relative numbcrs of cases found in various subcells

may be used to test hypotheses of interaction. For example, according to
some theories we would expect to find a causal relationship between
class position and continuation in school. It is possible, then, to cross-
tabulate these characteristics (possibly holding IQ constant) and thus
check the hypothesis.

Nevertheless, we do not observe "process" in such tabulations. We are
limited to the traits on the punch card, which have not recorded any of
their relationships to one another. In the case study, the attempt to hold
these characteristics together in both the data-gathering and the data-
analysis phases emphasizes the changes in time, as well as the processes
by which those changes took place. The period of time may be short or
long. An individual's life from childhood until the time of a study, or
the formation and reformation of cliques in Congress over a very short
period of months may be studied equally well. In either case, however,
the concern is with recording the relevant characteristics as they appear
in interaction, not merely recording them at two separate instants in
time for a before-and-after comparison. The emphasis on the interaction
process makes the maintenance of the unitary character of the social ob-

ject somewhat simpler.
Problems of the case-study technique. Most of the ditficulties in the

use of this method can be reduced to one, although a morn complex classi-
fication is possible. Interestingly enough, the basic danger in its use is the
response of the researcher. The researcher comes to feel a false sense of
certainty about his on conclusions. The danger, then, does not lie in
any technical weakness of this approach to social processes or individuals
as wholes.

The student may feel that this is a constant danger in all research. Yet
it should be remembered that in most research there are constant re-
minders that a very narrow range of cxpetience is represented by the
data. However long our interviews, gaps are all too obvious, aid there is
noway to fill t:tem. However, each Mt which Is developed as a unit takes

on complete dimensions in the mind of the researcher. Ile comes to feel
certain that he could answer many more questions about his case than
can be answered from his file records. The case has a definite form and
pattern, and as the researcher probes more deeply into the prowess or
person being studied, he finds there are few surprises left. It is quite
comparable to our feeling of certainty about our close friends, or the
neighborhood in which we have lived fot years, or our families. There is.
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in short, an emotional feeling of certainty which is much strong,' than
in the case of other types of research. This is particularly true as com-
pared with much survey work, in which the analyst has only the corn-
pleted schedules before him and knows he cannot capture the 'tried
experiences of the many interviewers who carried out those interviews.

Yet the student can test the accuracy of this knowledge very easily,
by submitting to questioning about his close friends or his own family,
the "cases" ht knows best. Most of us find that our feelings of certainty
deceive us. We know far fewer data abuts,' these cases than we believe.
Important facts are forgotten. Other facts are distorted, or surprising
facets of these lives are unknown to us. For example, children usually
believe that they "understand" their parents, but are often oblivious to
the many deep conflicts between them. Brothers and sisters are often
unaware of important experiences luppening to each other outside the
family circle. %Oat most of us led is a kind of athomeness with these
dose acquaintances, so that we fill in or ignore those facts or dimensions
of the person which are really unknown to us.

This danger, then, is one which the observer himself creates. The
consequences of this feeling of certainty are many, but most of them
can be grouped under one main heading: a temptation to ignore basic
principles of research design. Since the researcher feels st., yes/ certain
about the area of experience he is investigating, he feels no need to check
the over-all design of proof. For example, after the student has collected,
say, 200 cases of juvenile delinquency from .ocialwork records, supple-
mented by interviewing and other sources, it is difficult for him to feel
that he does not have an adequate sample. The taage of delinquency
experience in his cases is so wide, the types of people so varied, the depth
of detail so vivid, that the researcher ordinarily has a strong conviction
that his selatiln is "representative." lie was not, usually, following any
known pattern of sampling, so that he feels attain there is no bias. It
must be repeated at this point that we are not separating one type of
researcher from any other type. Any investigator who absorbs the facts
from a large number of cases will begin to feel that he realty has a satis-

i factory sample, no matter how much knowledge he has about sampling
design.

The result is, naturally, a strong temptation to extrapolate unwat
rantedly. Perhaps an equally important consequence of this feeling is
the failure to make explicit just what are the generalisations underlying
the analysis of the cases. One boy's refusal to give up his pilfering, may
be explained by his desire for economic gain. Yet, in a similar case, and
without explaining the bases for the different explanation, another boy's

1

refusal to give up thievery may be explained by his desire to humble his
parents, a psychodynamic explanation. Although both explanations may
be correct, we are likely to forget that any such analysis requires a system
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of explanation. It is not scientific to apply various explanations which by
common sense or intuition seem to fit particular cases, on a purely ad hoc
basis. Some set of generalizations is being used, and it is necessary to
make explicit just why one or the other may or may not be applied. How.
ever, when the investigator feels so much "at home" with each case, he
may be tempted to "feel" the right explanationeven though a second
reader of our cases might come to an entirely different explanation. This
is what is known as cd hoc theorizing. The previous reference suggests
a further danger resulting from this feeling of certainty: the failure to
test the reliability of the data recorded, the classifications used, or the
analysis of the data. As the researcher is likely to point out, no one else
knows the data nearly so well as he, so that no one else could check his
work adequately. Furthermore, case gathering i3 a time-consuming activ
ity, and it is difficult to find others who are willing to study the cases with
such completeness.

Avoiding these problems. Nevertheless, these difficulties can be avoided
by the student who is willing to follow 1Nod research planning. Being
warned of the dangers which result from . Rh a feeling of certainty,
he will develop a research design which takes account of these dangers.
He cannot avoid the feeling of certainty, but he can use an adequate
sampling pattern. Knowing that his sampling is good, he has a rational
basis for making estimates about the universe from which it was drawn.
Instead of relying on intuition for his conclusions, he will make certain
that whenever he analyzes a given factor, there are actual data for all
case records concerning that factor. Further, he will develop his theoreti
cal framework from the beginning of the research, so that he avoids
speculations made on the spot to fit the peculiarities of each case.

Forthermore, he will attempt, as far as possible, to utilize the technique
of qualitative coding for individual factors and traits which are amenable
to such classifications. If he is to use categories like "selfish," or "ad.
justed," or "anomie," he will develop a set of instructions for deciding
whether a given case fah into the category. If other investigators cannot
use such instructions, they are likely to contain many implicit judg
'lents, intuitions, common-sense guesses, and the like. The good student
will recognize that a description of research operations must be so written
that other scientists can repeat them. If not, ether the description or the
operations are unclear. The student must make this test, if he is not to
remain open to the charge from others that they "simply can't see" what
he sees. It is usually good procedure to catty out this stage of analysis
with the aid of a number of collaborators or assistants vho can act as
judges of the reliability of even simple classifications.

One may almost claim that it is at this pointthat of developing cate-
gories, of defining and delimiting types of behavior already recorded
that the case study requires the closest criticism. For it is at this stage

a$
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that the systematization of much of the mass of data begins, that is, con-
densation, excision, reinterpretation, etc. The final report cannot simply
repeat the recorded observations. The steps in this transformation, then,
must be carefully marked, if the researcher expects to have his conclu-
sions accepted.

It is worth recording that this problem is not peculiar to sociology.
When the historian begins to reduce the mass of individual observations
from original sources, he faces the problem of showing his operations to
fellow historians, so that they can follow them exactly, should they wish
to do so. Much of the objection of social scientists to the published
t'nalyses of psychiatrists and psychoanalysts is simply that, whatever the
details of the case, there is no clearly outlined set of operations by which
the next scientist can use the same data to come to the same conclusions.
The economist who studies 0 f marketing process among tobacco farmers
may find similarly that each case it so very different that colleagues are
suspicious of conclusions until the operations of the analysi: are made
clear. As noted abcve, the best way of clarifying these steps is to develop
definite coding instructions for most of the important qualitative items,
with definite tests for coding reliability.

Costs in time and money. It is clear that this approach is a costly one
in time and money. Each case becomes a research in itself, and the collec-
tion of even 100 adequately documented cases may easily consume 2
years of the student's time. Since the data are not usually standardized,
the system of keeping records and of developing techniques for standard-
izing the chsertations must be rather elaborate. Over such a lengthy
period, the toss of potential cases from the sample drawn may be very
great, and the resultant costs of tracing cases similarly great.

These costs need not deter the researcher from this technique. They
simply remind him of a cardinal fact, that all research is expensive, and
there must be an early judgment as to which kind of study will be most
adequate for the kinds of facts needed. For some types of analysis, the use
of case studies will be fndtful. For others, a simple polling study or
mailed questionnaire may be adequate. When detailed processes of social
interaction are being analyzed, same preliminary recourse to case study
is needed, even if there is not complete reliance upon this method. One
type of simple, less expensive, substitute is a panel sample, which is re-
interviewed over a period of months.

Advantages of case study. Nevertheless, as was noted previously, most
good research has some recourse to case analysis, even if it does not appear

i in the final publication of results. Its fruitfulness is indicated by the
ipreceding discussion of its characteristics. Before a final questionnaire
is des-eloped, it is likely that the careful researcher will attempt the
analysis of many cases which center on his major problem. He cannot
rely on the reports from a few trial interviews. He will want to go over
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the field of interaction with a number of respondents, in great detail, to
amcl out just how their life pattern is being affected by the item being
studied. For example, if the aim is to develop a pod schedule for the
analysis of stratification, simply trying out a number of schedule drafts
will usually not be adequate. The student must attempt to develop a
body of much more intensive, detailed, and subtle observations about
many individuals, learning about their responses to the phenomena of
class barriers, mobility, class perspectives, etc. In addition, is here that
the added data allow the study of the deviant cases, that is, those which
seem to negate the theory. Such analysis may Lad to considerable clad-
fication of the theory itself. Such observations may or may not be formal,.
ire(' into definite case histories. Such a practice is recommended, since at
this exploratory stage the student is likely to see selectively, that is, see
those items which seem outstanding to him, while neglecting perhaps
equally important data. Only by recording them for analysis and then
analyzing them, prior to the next stage of formulating the final version of
questionnaire or schedule, can he make certain that all the pertinent data
are being incorporated into the research instrument.

Of course, the researcher may be interested in certain social processes,
such as the courtship process, clique formation, postdivoree adjustment,
or boys' gangs, Ind in such a rase the unit selected need not be the life
history of the individual person. It will instead be the process selected
for study. 'dere again the preliminary study of the processes is greatly
facilitated by case documents, incorporating the pertinent data which
will guide later stages of the research.

Whether the student approaches his data through the framework of
the case study at later stages of the investigation will depend on many
factors. As was noted above, the time and money at his disposal may lead
to a decisicn to study only a limited number of factors. In this case, he
may well utilize a questionnaire or some form of single interview as his
main technique. If he wishes to study a much wider range of data, he may
be willing to limit the number of cases. Ile will ordinarily not be able to
generalize safely from a small number of cases, but it is often true that the
depth of insight afforded by case study will yield fruitful hypotheses
for a later, full -scale study.

The most important theoretical advantage of the case study has not
been fully exploited as yet. As noted earli(T, most research has become
"trait" zesearch, that is, cross tabulations Letween frdifs of individuals.
Even when these individuals are being studied in groups, very few indi-
viduals or groups as units are being analyzed' Even though many of
the apparently group traits can be approached through combining indi

s roe a recent discinsion, tee Patricia L Iteodall and Paul F. Laramie ld, "Problems of
Surrey Analysis," Continuities in Social Restarth, Robett R. Sferum and Paul F. Wan
feld, eds. (Glencoe, tn.: Free Press, 1950), pp. 157-196.
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vidu31 data, they may alto be approached through an organizing frame-
work emphasizing the characteristics of the group, or process, or social
structure as a whole. The case study, attempting to organize data around
the unit of growth, or group structure, or individual life pattern, does
force the researcher to think in these terms rather than fall back on trait
analysis alone.

Emphasis should also be placed on the wider range of personal experi-
ence which the use of the case study gives to the student. This advantage
has been implicit in the previous discussion, but it deserves special com-
ment at this paint. Precisely because of the narrowness of most survey
work, the researcher actually derives most of his wider range of experience
in such investigations the stage of analysis, when the meaning of the
questions is probed more deeply. This latter stage is most fruitful, how-
ever, if there has been a prior period of absorbing the varied experience
of others. The case study is particularly useful because of its attempt to
find the meaning of the recorded data within the life of the individual,
and only later in terms of classes of individuals. Often, too, these ex-
periences yield new insights because of their very differences from the
ordinary experiences of the researcher; he may never have been divorced,
been a safecracker, a pickpocket, a member of a boys' gang, a member of
an ethnic group becoming Americanized, etc. In a sense, then, he is able

v. ereby to live many quite diff:Tent lives by sharing these experiences.
Such materials are not only useful within the confines of his particular
research, but may become raw materials for further reflection and re-
search. Since the researcher, whether academic, indastrial, govern-
mental, is under pressure to lead his life entirely his uwn middle-
class group, attention to these further dimensions of social life prevents
his sociological thinking from becoming increasingly narrow.

It is seen, then, that although it is not possible to identify the case-
study "method" as a particular technique for eliciting data, it is a mode
of organizing data in terms of some chosen unit, such as the individual
life history, the history of a group, or some delimited social process. In
order to obtain such holistic data, one may use all the techniques which
any other mode of organization uses: intensive interviews, questionnaires,
self-histories, documents, case reports by others, letters, etc. Maintenance
of the unitary character of the case is aided by the breadth and added
levels of data gathered, the use of indexes and typologies, and the empha-
sis on interaction in a time dimension. There is, then, some attempt to

I make of each case a research in itself. This is a time-consuming process,
\ and the collection of a large number of cases may be unnecessary, if the

research goals are limited. The absorption in the detailed material of
social relationships and interaction gives the researcher a wider range
and a greater depth of experience, which may be of great use in interpret-
ing the data and in further research: However, by such close contact
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with the individuals or groups studied, it is likely that the observer will
have a strong effect on the data themselves. At least, it may be claimed
that this danger is perhaps greater in this approach. The absorption in
the data also creates such a feeling of certainty about his knowledge, on
the part of the researcher, that he is often tempted to be less cautious in
following the basic rules of research design. Nevertheless, for preliminary
research in any field, most investigators will use some form of the case
study; and for the purpose of group or process analysis, as against the
analysis of individual traits alone, it is a highly fruitful approach, as yet
insufficiently exploited by those who are currently doing research into
research techniques.

11
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Thus far the emphasis has been on the necessity of carefully planning
the collection of data so that significant questions can be answered and
on the problems of collecting data so that the answers will be reliable
and valid. It is quite obvious, however, that performing these two steps
alone will not provide an answer to the original hypothesis. Rather,
they will provide a means for answering it. This chapter aims at clarify.
ing some of the ways in which such data can be so ordered as to provide
the desired answers.

Under ideal conditions of precision and simplicity this presents very
few problems since the statement of the hypothesis and the elaboration
of the experimental design will automatically provide for the analysis
of the data. Consider, for example, a hypothesis stated as follows: If
lights are selected as visual stimuli in such a way that each is subliminal
(not perceivable) to each eye taken separately, then if they are applied
simultaneously (but still separately) they will be perceived by the subject.
Such a hypothesis is so stated that either there will be perception or
there will not. An analysis of the data would constitute no problem at all.
If, on the other hand, the responses were such as to show not an absolute
presence or absence but rather proportions or degrees of presence, the
problem of analysis would become more compl.m. If, in addition, the
proportions of those perceiving the light appears to be different among
different types of subjects, e.g., men and women, or older and younger
persons, the problem becomes rapidly still more complex.

In other words, the problems raised by the analysis of data are directly
related to the complexity of the hypothesis or hypotheses. Suppose, for
example, a study is carried on to test the hypothesis that family size is
directly related to size of the home in which the family resides, with the
results shown in the table which follows. Such findings would force a
rejection of the hypothesis as stated and should lead to its reformulation
1., more specific, and hence more complex, terms. Thus, it might be
restated as follows: Th: size of the home is positively correlated with
family size, when the opportunities for choice are equal. This, of course,
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PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES RESIDING IN:

Small Houses Medium Houses Large Houses

Large families 25.0 55.0 20.0
Medium families 30.0 60.0 10.0
Small families 30.0 55.0 15.0

requires a clear definition of what factors influence freedom of choice.
Clearly, financial ability to buy or rent at various levels is such a factor,
since size of home is correlated with its costliness. A retabulation, there-
fore, such as the following one might then appear. This type of find-

ECONOMIC LEVEL.OF FAMILY

PERCENTAGE OF LARGE FAMILIES RESIDING IN:

Small Houses Medium Houses Large Houses

High 5.0 35.0 60.0
Medium 35.0 65.0 10.0
Low 40.0 55.0 5.0

ing would tend roughly to support the hypothesis as restated. If similar
tabulations were carried out for "medium" and "small" families, and co-
incided with the above findings, then the hypothesis would be affirmed
even more strongly.

However, economic ability is not the only factor which interferes with
the choice of a home. In some areas being a member of a "non-Caucasian"
race will inhibit choice through restrictive covenants. Therefore, it might
be necessary to retabulate the above in terms of race. Thus such an anal-
ysis would lead to two racial divisions (white and nonwhite) within
three economic levels (high, medium, and low) for three sizes of family
(large, medium, and small). This would yield 2 x 3 x 8, or 18 such
tables. As will be seen later, it is not always necessary to perform the task
in so cumbersome a fashion, but the logical problem must nonetheless be
dealt with.

If all the relevant factors are known in advance, then there is no serious
problem in analysis, for as pointed out in the earlier chapters, the experi-
mental design would have gathered the data in only the crucial instances.
There are two aspects of scientific research, however, which make the
occurrence of so ideal a situation relatively infrequent. The first of these
is the appearance of an anomalous empirical regularity or the absence of
an expected regularity. Such instances require analysis not anticipated by
the original design. Similar to this is the use of data, gathered for one
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purpose, for quite another problem. Both these represent what is called
secondary analyses. From a very "pure" experimental point of view, such
analyses are considered to yield answers which are "plausible" but not
capable of being stated in the customary "probability" terms of science.

For example, in the case of the housing study referred to above, if race
and economic status had been considered in the original design, the
sample employed would have been so constructed as to contain an ade-
quate and representative selection from all the various subtypes. That is,
a satisfactory sample of each family size N i thin each racial group within
each economic level would have been stared. If this were not done be-
cause the later analysis was the result of an afterthought, it becomes diffi-
cult to assess the value of the old sample for the new purpose.

However, secondary analysis is not only common but necessary, and it
is certainly of great value, even if it produces no more than plausible
statements to serve as hypotheses for subsequent verification in more
stringent terms.1

In a sense, then, problems of data analysis involve all the questions
raised in the chapter on research design, for secondary analyses do involve
the designing and redesigning of substitutes for the controlled experi-
ment. This indicates that there are two types of questions about analysis
which may be raised. One of them relates to the techniques of representing
the data, and the other to the methods of logically ordering them so that
questions can be raised and answered.

The first of these general problems cannot be treated exhaustively in
a book such as this and are, in any case, part of the usual content of
statistics courses. A few basic comments concerning the methods of repre-
senting the data will be made, but the major object of attention will be
the logical processes involved in secondary analysis.

STATISTICAL REPRESENTATION

The frequency distribution. The simplest form of representing research
findings is the frequency distribution or tabulation. All that is meant by
this is the presentation in one column of different qualities of an attribute,
or different values of a variable, together with entries in another column
showing the frequency of the occurrence of each of the classes. The only
problems connected with the preparation of a useful frequency distribu-
tion, or simple table as it may also be called, is to use common sense with
respect to three things.

I A detailed discussion of this point can be found hi Continuities in Sods! Research,
Robert K. Merton and Paul F. Lasarsfeld, eds. (Glencoe, III.: Free Press, 1950), passim,
esp. pp. 135-143 and pp. 197-211.
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First, the units entered in the left-hand column describing the qualities
or values must be mutually exclusive, as well as inclusive of the vast
majority of observations which will be made. Overlapping values or
attributes can only lead to confusion. For example, in a study of Puerto
Rico one of the authors found that besides Catholic, Protestant, and "no
religion" categories, there were some who professed Spiritualism. This
would have made no problem except for the fact that it appeared possible
to combine Spiritualism with either Protestantism or Catholicism. There-
fore, instead of just adding a category, Spiritualist, it was necessary to add
also Catholic and Spiritualist as well as Protestant and Spiritualist.

Second, the tabulation, to be of the most utility, must !lave internal
logic and order. It seems quite obvious that, if one were tabulating such
a variable as the height of men or the size of cities, he would tabulate in
order either from the tallest or largest to the shortest or smallest, or vice
versa. However, when tabulating qualities, where the order may not be
so obvious, the need for a logical treatment is equally great. For example,
one survey asked women for their reasons for buying a certain face cream.*
One tabulation of the results is shown in the accompanying table.

Reasons for Buying Face Cream

Percentage of
Reasons Respondents

Recommendation 28.0
Beneficial to skin 21.0
Heard it advertised over the radio 18.0
Saw it on the counter 15.0
Reasonably priced 10.0
Scent appealed 8.0
Because of special skin conditions 7.0

Total 107.0

This is not strictly speaking a frequency, but a percentage distribution. This p rob-
lem will be taken up later.

First of all, since the total reaches 107 per cent, it is clear that this table
violates the first requirement, namely, that the categories be mutually
exclusive. Ignoring this fact, however, it is clear that there is no sensible
order to the types of reasons given. How is it possible to improve the
utility of the tabulation for analytical purposes? Since there is no con-
tinuum such as that for height or size, the procedure is to search for
logical groupings of the responses. It is possible to discover three such
larger categories, and the use of the table increases greatly if it is modi-
fied in this way.

a Adapted from Hans Zeisel, Say It with Figures (New York: Harper, 1947), 2d ed.,
PP. 7-8.
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Reasons for Buying Face Cream

Reasons
Percentage of
Respondents

Pertaining to respondent: 28.0
Beneficial to skin 21.0
Special skin condition 7.0

PIA-wining to product: 18.0

Reasonably priced 10.0
Scent appealed 8.0

Pertaining to way heard of product: 61.0

Recommendation 28.0
Heard radio advertising 18.0
Saw it on counter 15.0

Not all tabulations will have a logical structure, but in most cases it is

possible to find a logical order to use as an analytical principle, even in

simple tabulation.
Third, when the left-hand column of a tabulation is a quantitative

variable such as size of city or monthly rental value, the class intervals
must be carefully and reasonably chosen. Schmid suggests three criteria
for this: °

"I. Ordinarily there should not be less than 8 or 10 and not more than 18 or
211 classintervals, depending on the nature of the data and on the number of
cases being studied. In order to obtain a clear understanding of the original data
the individual items are frequently arranged in either ascending or descending
order of magnitude. Such a classification is known as an array. After noting the
highest and lowest values as well as the characteristic features of the data, the

number of intervals can be determined more easily.
"2. Every effort should be made to have intervals of uniform size. The intervals

should not be so small as to lose the advantages of summarization or so la,ge as
to conceal the more important characteristics of the distribution. Moreover, if
the class-intervals are too small, vacant or blank intervals might occur. If corn-
patisons are to be made between similar data, it is advisable to select class-
intervals of the same size for all the distributions. Whenever possible the class-
intervals should represent common and convenient numerical divisions such as
5 or 10, rather than odd divisions such as 3 or 7.

"3. After the size of the class-intervals has been determined, it is important
that they be clearly designated in the frequency table. Each interval must have
definite lower and upper limits, and must be expressed in such a way as to
obviate any possibility of misinterpretation or confusion."

These seem like simple principles, and indeed they are. In practice,
however, they are somewhat difficult, and many analyses of data have
become difficult to perform or understand because of ignoring them.

$ Calvin F. Schmid, "Basic Statistical Concepts and Techniques," in Pauline V. Young,
Scientific Social Surveys and Research (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1949). pp. 291-292.
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Summarizing the frequency distribution. There are two general ways of
stating a frequency distribution in simple ways, These are used singly and
together, depending upon the problem at hand. One of them is to compute
a value which represents the central tendency of the distributions. Such
measures are called averages and include among others the common aver-
age, technically known as the mean; the median, a value such that half'the
entries in a frequency table fall below and half above it; and the mode, or
the value represented by the greatest frequency.

The other general type of summary of a frequency distribution includes
measures of dispersion such as the standard deviation and the coefficient of
variation. These measures are used to compare the relative wideness of
spread in any two or more frequency distributions. Their characteristics,
applications, and methods of computation can be found in any elementary
textbook on statistics and will not be considered here. They are mentioned
merely as being widely used ways of summarizing frequency distributions.

Comparing frequencies. A common and simple method of comparing
frequencies is the use of the ratio. A ratio is merely an indicated or actual
quotient which relates the size of one number to another.4 Their chief
utility is to act as a relative measure and thus permit the comparison of
otherwise unequal numbers. For example, if we wish to know the relation
of the female to the male death rates at various ages, a series of ratios, as
shown in the accompanying table, will help. This adds to the knowledge,

Deaths per Thousand Native White Population by Age and Sex
in Cities of 100,000 or more, Ohio, 1930

Age Male Female
Ratio of Male

to Female

0-4 17.2 13.6 1.26
5-9 2.4 1.7 1.41

10-14 1.5 1.2 1.25
15-19 2.4 1.9 1.26

45-54 12.3 10.0 1.23
55-64 25.8 19.9 1.30
65-74 59.1 45.9 1.29
75 and over 135.6 114.5 1.18

Adapted from Warren S. Thompson, Population Problems (New York: McGrawill,
1942), p. 228.

shown by the second and third columns, that male death rates are gen-
erally higher than female, by showing that this female advantage is con-
stant through life, except for being somewhat larger than usual at ages
5 to 9, and somewhat smaller at ages 75 and over. The figures in column

4 See Margaret Jarrow, Hagood, Relishes for Sociologists (New York: Holt, 1941), pp.
113-115.
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four are actual quotients; they could have been expressed as 172 to 136,
24 to 17, 15 to 12, etc., but it is the actual quotients which are most useful
since they reduce the right-hand figure to 1 in every case, thus allowing
the comparison to be made easily.

A related method of comparing values is the proportion. This measure
is a fraction such that the numerator is one of two observed frequencies
and the denominator the sum of observed frequencies. Thus the previous
table could have been expressed as the proportions of all deaths at various
ages which were mate deaths. Thus the ratios 1.26, 1.41, 1.25, etc., ex-
pressed as proportions would read 0.558, 0.585, 0.555, etc. When propor-
tions are expressed in multiples of 100, they are percentages. Thus in the
above example, 55.8 per cent of all deaths in large Ohio cities in 1930
between ages 0 and 4 were experienced by males, etc. Whether ratios,
proportions, or percentages are used in the analysis of data is purely a
matter of preference and of the way in which the researcher wishes to com-
municate his find l-:gs.5

The purpose of using percentages (and ratios and proportions as well) is
to simplify the problem of comparison. It is important, therefore, to see
exactly what their use implies so that they will not be misused. First, they
can serve to put qualitative characteristics into numerical form. Thus it
is possible to compare two college classes on the basis of sex by saying that
one class is 60 per cent male and the other only 40 per cent. This is a per-
fectly good comparison, but care must be taken not to translate this state-
ment by saying that one is more masculine than the other and thus im-
plying that masculinity is a quantitative characteristic. Such errors in
logic are common and easily fallen into, but the consequences may be
disastrous.

Second, percentages reduce two frequency distributions to a common
base, as was illustrated above, thus making comparisons much simpler. It
must be noted, however, that this obscures absolute comparisons, and
sometimes it is these rather than the relative comparisons which are im-
portant. Zeisel gives an example of this problem 6 as shown in the accom-
panying table. Here the absolute and the relative figures produce ap-

Comparative Growth of Cities M and N, 1941-1946

City 1941 1946 Ir crease
percentage
Increase

M 1.000,000 1,200.000 200.000 20.0

N 500,000 650,000 150,000 30.0

See ibid., pp. 115-123.
I Zeisel, op. cit., p. 77.
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parently opposite results. The problem, then, is which is "correct." Did
city M grow mote or less rapidly than city N? It is clear that this is a
problem in logic. Thus it could be reasoned that, if the growth were
"normal," we would expect the larger city to attract more people than
the smaller and hence would say the percentages are the "significant"
figure. lf, on the other hand, the growth of cities depended not upon
previous size but other factors such as the addition of new industries, then
we might say that the larger city grew faster in the ratio of 200,000 to
150,000, or one and one-third times as fast.

In other words, while percentages are a great aid to communication
through simplification, they are also susceptible to misuse by obscuring
significant facts. This underlines the importance of never presenting a
table of percentages without also showing the actual numbers which they
represent. This not only guards against the kind of misinterpretation of
the kind described above, but also assures the reader that there is an ade-
quate base for the calculation of a percentage. For example, the statement
that three of a total of only four people interviewed favored the Demo-
cratic party becomes very misleading in the form "three out of every
four" or "75 per cent" of those interviewed favored the Democratic
platform.

Bases for computing percentages. When a simple frequency distribution
is turned into percentages it is usually for the purpose of making clear
the comparisons between the several class intervals. In this case there is
seldom a problem as to what the base of the percentages should be.
One case, however, in which a difficulty may arise, is where the tabulation
includes residual categories, or more than one dimension. An example
will show this more clearly. If a sample polled in relation to a bond issue
gave the results shown in the accompanying table, there would be a prob-
lem of interpretation. Thus if the base for percentaging were taken as the

Responses to Question, "Do You Favor the School Bond
Issue Which Will Be Voted On in November?"

Responses Number
Yes 97
No 78
Undecided 44
Refuse to Answer 31

Total Tc6

total sample, those favoring would be reported as 39 per cent; if the base
were all those replying, the result would be 44 per cent; and if it were
taken as those who would answer and who had made up their minds, it
would be 56 per cent. It is very important, therefore, that the base of a
percentage be fully and carefully described to avoid confusion.
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The more common problem arises when a cross tabulation is used, for
in this case, even though the categories are complete, it is still necessary
to make a choice as to whether the percentages snould be computed hori-
zontally or vertically. Zeisel gives a general rule which can usually be
followed, by stating t that "the percentages should be computed in the
direction of the causal factor." This does not mean that one of the factors
must be the actual cause of the other, but merely that in the mind of the
analyst one of them is thought of as influencing the other. The illustration
given by Zeisel makes this clear. First of all, percentages may be calcu-

Deaths from Cancer in the United States by Race

RACE
CAUSE OF DEATH

Cancer All Others Total

White 159,627 1,055,804 1,195,431

Negro 9,182 169,391 178,573

Total 148,809 1,225,195 1,374,004

lated to either the vertical or the horizontal totals. Thus the figures given
in the first of the accompanying tables could be expressed in percentages
calculated vertically, so as to appear as shown in the second table. Such

Race Cancer All Others Total

White 93.8 86.2 87.0

Negro 6.2 13.8 13.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

a presentation shows the racial composition of two groups, those dying of
cancer and those dying of some other cause. This is a clumsy way of pre-
senting the analysis, since we are not likely to think the cause of death will
affect materially the relative number of whites and Negroes. Rather it is
more probable that the hypothesis was that for various reasons death ac-
companied by a diagnosis of cancer is more common for one group than
another. Therefore the percentages should be computed horizontally, as
shown in the third table. Such an arraugement points directly to the de-

Race Cancer All Others
...-110

Total

White 11.7 88.3 100.0

Negro 5.1 91.9 100.0

Total 10.7 89.3 100.0

r Ibid., p. 88.
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sired Negro-white comparison, rather than requiring still further analysis
as did the other mode of calculating the percentages.

It will frequently be the case that this "causal principle" will not be
applicable as clearly as in the above case. For example, suppose the
number of years of school completed were being cross-tabulated with
"economic worth" for a series of adults; would higher education be con-
sidered as the "cause" of higher economic standing, or vice versa? Clearly
it could be viewed either way. The general principle, then, is to complite
in the direction of the factor which the analyst wishes to emphasize.

That the analyst's concept of causality or desire for emphasis is not
always the sole determiner of the direction in which percentages should
be computed, however, is shown by another principle stated by Zeise1.8
This principle is that percentages should be run only in the direction in
which a sample is representative. The illustration of this rule deals with
the collection of political preferences from a representative sample of
8,000 persons in each of two states, with the results shown in the accom-
panying table. If these results are analyzed from the point of view that

FAVOR PARTY

STATE Total
XX YY

A 2,500 5,500 8,000
B 3,500 4,500 8,000

differences between the states are "causal" for differences in party alle-
giance, then the table would be percentaged horizontally, as shown in the
second table. Such results would be "sensible" in showing that party YY

STATE

PERCENTAGE FAVORING PARTY

XX YY
Total

A 31.0 69.0 100.0
B 44.0 56C 100.0

was in a favorable position in both states, but especially so in state A.
If the original question were reversed, however, an.d it sore hypothe-

sized that the differences in the parties rather than the differences in the
states was the "cause" of the distribution, the percentages would have been
calculated vertically, as shown in the third table. If this table were an

Ibid., p. 101.
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STATE

PERCENTAGE FAVORING PARTY

XX YY

A 42.0
B 59.0

Total kao

55.0
45.0

100.0

accurate analysis it would seem to say that 42 per cent of the votes of party
XX would come from state A. If it is recalled, how :Nee, that the samples
were representative of each state and not of the two parties, it is clear that
these ixrcentages ale meaningless. Since we do not know the relative con-
tribution of the two states to the total vote, no such percentages can be
meaningful. Therefore where cross u,.oulations are representative in only
one direction, percentages can be computed only in that same direction.

Presenting complex tables. Several examples have been given in which
two-dimensional tables or simple cross tabulations have appeared. Often
such tables are not adequate for the problem at hand where more than
two dimensions must be simultaneously presented. The example of the
sire of houses given at the beginning of the chapter is a case in point.
There it was pointed out that a complete presentation would involve at
least six tables placed side by side. It is clear that such a presentation
would be exceedingly confusing and thus poses the problem of simplifying
the presentation. Suppose we had only three variables to deal with: size
of family, siie of house, and economic status. Suppose further that we are
provided with the data shown in the accompanying table.

The Relation of Sire of House to Site of Family, by Economic Status

LARGE F eAtILITS FAMILILI WAIL E.O.M./TS

INCONt Small AttNIIIIIE1 Large Small Medium Large Small nedium Large
House House House House House House How House House

High 3 53 60 5 70 23 10 60 30
Medium 23 65 20 10 63 25 10 SS

Low 35 SS 10 35 53 10 75 25 0

One way of reducing the table is to remove one variable. Now any
dichotomous percentage can be expressed by one figure only, iince the
second is then determined. If we say 65 per cent of a group are men it is
not necessary to state also that 35 per cent are women. Thus if it is pos-
sible to tutn any of the trichotomous variables into dichotomous ones,
the table can be greatly simplified. So suppose the analyst's interest is in
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showing the problem of crowding, and he therefore rewords the table title
and reenters the data as shown in the second table.

Percentage of Families of Various Sizes, by Income Groups,
Residing in Small !louses

INCOSIE
FAMILY SUE

Small Akdium Large

High 10.0 10.0 5.0
Medium 40.0 10.0 25.0
Low 75.0 30.0 40.0

It would be possible to conclude from these data that income, more
than family size, determined the proportion of small houses occupied.

Sato' Ma alum

FAMILIES
FIGI:RE, 1. Graphic presentation of a trichotomous cross tabulation (income and sire
of families) lot families lining in small houses.

Figure I graphically illustrates *What such a tabulation actually does to
the data by showing the three-dimensional character of the cross tabu-
lations However, turning a trichotomy into a dichotomy is -ult and

tote*
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sometimes obscures the real point. Another method of summarizing the
distribution, it will be recalled, is the use of an average. This table, if
the values of "small," "medium," and "large" houses are known, can be
simplified by the use of an average su:h as the mean, as shown in the
third table.

Average Number of Rooms in Houses for Families of Various Sires,
by Income Groups

INCOME
FAMILY SIfl

Small Medium Large

High 4.7 4.6 5.7
Medium 3.2 43 4.4

Low 2.1 3.4 3.4

Again, the table becomes quite readable. The logic involved should be
clear. In both cases the cell entries have been changed from frequencies
or percentages, representing every category of the frequency distribution,
into single values, each standing for the entire distribution.

General problems of presenting frequency distributions. This section
has been concerned primarily with showing some of the ways of sum-
morning, simplifying, and presenting frequency distributions. Some of the
more common problems have been spelled out and others indicated as
belonging to the realm of statistics. With these in mind, the next section
turns to some of the logical problems underlying simple analyses by cross
tabulation.

LOGICAL ORDERING OF DATA

The cross tabulation of two or more attributes or variables is merely a
formal and economical method of arranging the data so that the logical
methods of proof may be applied. Thus, the methods of agreonent, dif-
ferences, or concomitant variation (correlation) may all be used in draw-
ing cone! Rion% from a cross tabulation. 'phis should further underline the
point made earlier in this chapter, that what can be gained through cross
tabulation depends entirely on the logical design of the study and the
insighttulness of the investigator. 1 here are no "tricks" of cross tabulation
which can guarantee that an analysis will provide the most significant and
meaningful mutts possible.

It is possible, however, to discuss some of the modes of thought which
lead to fruitful cross tabulation. First of all, the use of cross tabliation
is, in erect, an approximation of the controlled experiment. This means
that the analyst is really thinking in terms of cause and effect. That is, he
has in mind one or more variables, variation in which can be used to
explain variation in another variable. These "causal" dimensions are
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termed independent variables and the values to be explained are called
dependent variables. it is because the analyst is really thinking in causal
terms that there is a need for elaborating survey results through cross
tabulation. If all that the analyst desires is an empirical statement of
concomitant variation, simple cross tabulations will suffice. The need,
however, to know the "meaning" of a relationship leads to asking many
other questions which can be answered only by introducing other vari-
ables into the analysis.

Kendall and Lararsfe Id have given a classification of three types of elab-
oration which they call interpretation, explanation, and specification.'

Interpretation. This is the process of stratifying a previous cross tabu-
lation by another variable (called a test variai.!..7) under circumstances
such that the test variable has occurred (I) subsequent in time to the
independent variable, but (2) prior to the dependent variable. One other
requirement is that the test factor be correlated with both independent
and dependent variables. Such a procedure allows the further interpreta-
tion of an original relationship in terms of a third factor, in this case
called an intervening variable.

This may be diagrammed as follows:

lett
Independent Variable

Vitriol) Is (Interve&aa)

re.

FIGURE 2

Dependent
Vorietale

O
For example, when the men students at a private university were cross-

tabulated by whether they attended public or private secondary schools
and by their university academic records, those attending public schools
showed a superior record. On the face of it, such a firding would suggest
an explanation of the dependent variable (graevs) in teams of the excel-
lence of preparation in the independent variable (public versus private
secondary tchools). Anyone conversant with the admissions policy of pri-
vate universities might suspect, however, tnat events could have occurred
between secondary training and acceptance at the university which might
give the finding an entirely different meaning.

Thies an intervening variable in terms of excellence of academic work
in secondary school could logically be introduced. If there were circum-
stances in the application procedure which meant that public school grad.
nates had to meet higher academic standards than private school grad-
uates, the original correlation between the type of secondary school and
subsequent grades would disappear. In this case, the test factor, high school

Patricia L. Kendall and Paul 1. I atartfcbi. -Probknal of Staley Ana llsi," Can.
homilies ivt Social lieserfeh, Robert R. Menai and Paul f. Larardtki, eds. (Gkncoe,
ill.: Free Press, 195%. The entire paper is reksant here, but opeciaily pp. 142-15&
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record, would serve to interpret the original finding since when men of
the same high school achievement level are compared, the relation of type
of school to undergraduate success would disappear.

Explanation. This is essentially the same kind of reasoning as inter-
pretation in that it seeks to reduce as originally observed correlation
through the use of a test factor. In this case, however, the test factor is
an antecedent variable rather than an intervening variable. In other
words, an observed relationship is explained in terms of a third factor
which occurred earlier than the independent variable and which is related
both to it and the dependent variable.

This may be diagrammed as follows:

FIGURE 3

For example, a study of birth rates in Puerto Rico produced a cross
tabulation which showed a negative correlation between economic status
and the birth rate. Roth the variables in this case were measures of adult
life experience, and since "causal" reasoning was involved, the question
was asked as to whether of not there was some variable characterising the
earlier portion of the life history which might "explain" this con-elation.

Consequently education was used as an antecedent test variable, with
the result that the correlation between economic status and birth rates
all but disappeared when cross-tabulated separately for comparable edu-
cational levels. In this case, then, the use of a test factor "explained
away" an original observation and substituted another for it. 11'e should
describe the relationship between economic status and birth rates in
Puerto Rico as a spurious correlation. This raises the question, "flew can
we be certain that the relationship between education and birth rates is
actually a causal one and not merely another spurious cottelation?" The
only wive, to this is to say that if the application of all known relevant
'tst factors fails to reduce this correlation materially, the assumption of
tausality can usually be made.

Specification. IVhereas in explanation and interpretation the question
asked is whether or not the use of a test satiable will cause the sharp
reduction or disappearance of an observed relationship, the goal of sped-
fication is quite different. In this case the "causal" sequence is modified
by specifying varying conditions under which the original correlation will
exist in greater or lesser intensity. The example given by Kendall and
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Lazarsfeld uses the findings from The American Soldier 10 shown in the
accompanying table.

Educational Level

High School Less than
Rank Graduate High School

or Better Graduate

l's'oncom. 61.0 43.0
Pit ., Pfc. 39.0 57.0
Total cases 3,222 3,152

A crude measure of the relationship between education and rank is
taken to be the difference between 61 per cent and 43 per cent. This value,
called f, is 0.18. Now the question was asked whether an f value of 0.18
would be likely to be found under all circumstances, and it seemed logic.'
that the answer was "no." That is, opportunities for promotion may not
have been the same at all periods of World War 11. Hence a cross tabu-
lation by length of service was made, as shown in the second table.

Rank

Have Served for Less
than TWO Years

Have Served for Two
Wei or More

High School
Graduate
or Better

Less than
High School

Graduate

High School Less than
Graduate High School
or Better Graduate

Non-corn.
Pvt., Pfc.
Total CAW

23.0
77.0

842

17.0
83.0

823

74.0
26.0

2,180

53.0
47.0

2,329

I 0.06 f. 0.21

Since the J's are quite different for the two length-ofservice categories,
the analyst can now state that the relation between education and rank is
greater for those who entered the Army early than for those who entered
it later.

Specification, then, is the process of describing the conditions under
which a particular relationship may exist or not exist, or may exist to a
greater or lesser Ogee. Like explanation and interpretation, therefore, it
makes any "causal" analyses more acceptable and meaningful.

General aspects of elaboration. 'I here seem to be two major problems
with respect to this aspect of analysis. The applications of test factors in

is Mit, pp. 163-164.
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the three preceding paragraphs doubtless seem simple enough. The two
practical problems, however, are (1) whether or not to elaborate, and
(2) what test variables to apply.

With respect to the lust problem it can be pointed out that unexpected
consequences may impel the analyst to elaborate. If the findings conform
to anticipation, there is little stimulus for further analysis. This is a
somewhat dangerous situation, for it may result in the acceptance of
spurious or uninterpreted relationships. As Kendall and Lazarsfeld put it:

"Our first concern is whether or not the relationship is a spurious one; conse-
quently our initial efforts of elaboration are usually of the explanatory type.
Once we have gained some assurance that the original relationship is not a
spurious one, ue try to interpret the result or to specify it.11 We ask ourselves what
variables might provide the links between the 'cause' and the 'effect,' or what
conditions might show the original relationship to be even more pronounced
than we originally saw it to be. The elaboration of a particular result can go on
almost indefinitely. We are limited only by our lack of ingenuity in thinking of
factors by which to elaborate the result, by the absence of data to check the
relevance of factors which we have thought of, or by the difficulties of dealing
with few cases as the process of elaboration is extended."

Elaboration, therefore, is a process which is limited only by the analyst,
on the one hand: his ability, his patience, and his purposes; and on the
other hand, by the nature of his data.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to give concise directions for selecting
the (Actors to be used as test variables. it should be recalled that the 'elec
Lion of every test variable actually constitutes the formation of a hy-
pothesis which can be tested 'oy the data at hand. Therefore all the
materials in the chapters on hypotheses and experimental design will
apply here.

In other words, the ingenuity of the analyst coupled with his knowledge
of tl:s field in which he is working will be the major source of test
variables. Two methods of inducing such hypotheses, however, may be
mentioned. First, it would be possible in some studies to trosstabulate
routinely every factor with every other factor. In practice this is usually
clumsy and the number can be cut down substantially by reference to
existing theory. In any case, wide ranges of truss tabulations will often
su est the selection of test variables. Second, the study of deviant cases
will also often indicate the kind of interpretation, explanation, or speci-
fication which will improve the analysis.

In the most general sense it must be said that the whole process of
analysis is not so much a matter of manipulative techniques as it is of thts

st We must press that the ltilute of one antecedent .oft factor to disqualify the
cauts1 connection hetwun two ratiables is in no way a definitive demonstration c1
that causal relationship.
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rigorous application of the basic principles of scientific method. The re-
search worker who is fully acquainted with the problems of designing
research will have fewer troubles in analyzing his data.



CHAPTER SEVEN

CLASS NOTES

SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXERCISES

1. Random Selection of Experimental and Control Groups

A research project is being designed to test the effectiveness of a

program for the dissemination of community information by means

of a newsletter. One group of 20 households (the experimental

group) will receive the newsletter weekly for a period of six months.

Another group of 20 households (the control group) will not receive

the newsletter but will be left exposed to the normal flow of

community information.

Select the experimental and control groups from the roster and

/or map of community households provided in the class notes

in Chapter Four. Show the research design in tabular form.

2. The Judgment of Representativeness

Are the groups you have selected representative samples? Indicate

the basis for your answer:

Are the groups you have selected representative samples? Indicate

the basis for your answer:

(a) Assume that a summary information roster Is available.
(See the end of the roster.)

(b) Assume that there is no summary information.
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3. The Validity of Data Collection

A basic variable in the research project Is socio- economic

status.

Operationally define five different ways to determine the socio-

economic status of the households.

4. The Assumption of Beet; linearity

One of the hypotheses to be tested involves the relationship

between age of the head of the household and the number of

hours of television watched per week. The members of the

research team are uncertain, however, whether the relation-

ship would be rectilinear c.1 curvilinear. Inspect the following

data (constructing a scatter diagram if necessary).
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TABLE I

AGE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLDS AND NUMBER OF
HOURS OF TELEVISION WATCHED PER WEEK

AGE NUMBER OF HOURS

23.9 1 . 4

21.3 2.2
31.1 2. 6
25.2 1.9
22. 5 2.0
31. 8 3.4
25. 3 .6
31.5 3. 3
22.9 1 . 5

23.5 1. 25
30.5 2.1
31.2 3.0
24.2 .8
27.6 1.0
31.5 2. 8
18.9 1.5
28.5 .9
30.6 2.7
29.9 1. 7

29. 8 2. 2

(a) Is the assumption of rectilinearity justified?

(b) Is the correlation of age and hours of watching television:
Hight Lowt Non-Existent?
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5. Variables Into Attributes

For the purposes of analysis, we wish to simplify the data given in #4

above. Convert the variables of age and hours of watching television

into dichotomous attributes. Justify your cutting points.

6. Building Typologies

In a stud/ of 2,200 individuals characterised by psychiatrists as being

likely to attempt suicide, it was found that there were 1,100 individuals

who had experienced great emotional stress in the recent past, and

53.6% of those had tried to commit suicide. Of those not experiencing

great emotional stress in the recent past, 46.4% had tried to commit

suicide.

It was also found that of those individuals described as suffering from

social isolation- -there were 1,100 of those too--as it turned out, 590

tried to commit suicide. Of those individuals not suffering from

social isolation, 510 tried to commit suicide.

Among those indi.riduals who had experienced emotional stress, there

were 1,000 who had not suffered from social isolation and 500 of these

had attempted suicide. Of all those individuals who had suffered from

social isolation in the group studied, there were 1,000 who had not

experienced emotional stress and 500 of these attempted suicide.
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The research team concluded that there was very little relationship

between attempted suicide and emotional stress or social isolation,

when stress or isolation were present by themselves. When stress

and isolation were both present, however, the probability of

attempted suicide increased srarply.

Present the data bearing on this hypothesis in tabular form.

7. Measuring a Relationship

(a) Variables

A study of the causes of delinquency has shown that both age and income

of parents are related to the number of serious delinquent acts committed

by the individual. The question to be settled at this point is which of

these two variables (age or income) is most closely correlated with

delinquency.

Make your decision on the basis of the following data:

(1) The total variation in the number of delinquent acts equals 20.

(2) The total of the variation in the number of delinquent acts
explained on the basis of income equals 16.

(3) The total of the variation in the number of delinquent acts
explained on the basis of age is 14.

Is the larger correlation coefficient (r):
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Very low or negligible (. 00 + . 20)

Low, present but slight (-..L .20 to + . 40)

Substantial or marked (±.. 40 to + , 70)

High or very high (+ .70 to + 1.00)

(b) Attributes

Using Yule's Q (Q = ad - be ), Measure the association in the
ad + be

following two tables:

Which table shows the higher correlation?

(Note: Show your calculations)

TABLE I

Age 25 - 45

INCOME

High Low

20 10

46 or more 10 20
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TABLE 2

Race Negro

White

INCOME

High Low

15 30

30 15

8. Testing for Significance of Difference

A community project to reduce unemployment is being based in part

on a study of the job histories of workers at a number of large manu-

facturing companies in the area. The data show that the mean age of

male workers who have been fired in the recent past is 31.97; the

mean age of female workers fired is 33.39.

The data are based on a random sample of 713 unemployed men and a

random sample of 287 unemployed women. The immediate question

is whether the difference of 1. 42 years in the mean age of male and

female workers who have been fired is simply due to sampling

vagaries or represents a real difference in the populations of male

and female workers which might have to be taken into account in the

community project.
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(a) State the null hypothesis in full.

(b) Test your hypothesis in light of the following data:

Standard Error of the Difference
Between Means = .

95% cf the normal distribution will fall within 1.96 standard
deviations above and below the mean.

99% of the normal distribution will fall within 2.58 standard
deviations above and below the mean.

(b) State your conclusion about your hypothesis, with specific
reference to the level of significance.

9. The Influeace of an Intervening Characteristic

A survey of lawyers in private practice reveal.; that the longer the

lawyer has been in practice the higher his annual income. (The

data are given below. )

Length of Practice

0 - 10 Years

11 Years or More

ANNUAL INCOME

$15,000 per Year More than $15,000
or Less per Year

700 300

510 690

It is hypothesized that a major rczioun for this association between length

of practice and income is that the longer a lawyer is in practice, the more
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likely he is to become a partner in a firm- -and such partners will tend

to have higher incomes than non-partners.

The necessary information is given below:

Length of Practice Annual Income Partner Total Number
of Lawyers

11 Years or More Moro than $15,000 Yes 640
11 Yeas or More More than $15, 000 No 50
11 Years or More $15,000 or Less Yes 160
11 Years or More $15,000 or Less No 350
0 - 10 Years More than $15,000 Yes 200
0 - 10 Years More than $15,000 No 100
0 - 10 Years $15,000 or Less Yes 100
0 -10 Years $16,000 or Less No 600

10. The Influence of an Antecedent Characteristic

A team of participant observers, working with a government agency,

have come to the conclusion that executives who are best able to

handle criticism from those who supervise them also tend to be execu-

tives who get along best with their subordinates.

(The data age given below. )

Ratings of Executives on
Relations with Subordinates

Ratings Df Executives on Responses to
Criticism

Good Poor Total

Good 50 40 90

Poor 40 50 90
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It is hypothesized that the observed relationship between the two ratings is

due in part to a management training program which was provided for one-

half of the group. That is to say, the "good" ratings on both characteristics

are caused by the management training, but outside of that there is no

inhere-It connection between them.

The information necessary to test this : hypothesis is given below:

Management Training Program Relations with
Subordinates

Reactions to
Criticism

Yes Good Good 40
Yes Good Poor 20
Yes Poor Good 20
Yes Poor Poor 10

No Good Good 10

No Good Poor 2C

No Poor Good 20
No Poor Poor 40

Indicate if the hypothesis is correct, using the necessary tables to

substantiate your conclusion.

Is there any correlation between ratings, with exposure to the

management training program held constant?
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11. Specification of Conditions

I. A study has been made which indicates that families presently on

welfare tend to be more permissive in child-raising than families

which were on welfare two years ago. (The data are given below. )

Permissive Child-Rearing Practices

Yes No Total

Families Now on Welfare 180 120 300

Families on Welfare 2 Years Ago 120 180 300

The data indicate, however, that families now on welfare differ

from families on welfare two years ago in terms of the age of

the head of the household; and since age of the head of the

household may ba related to child-rearing practiced, it has been

suggested that the age of the head of the household be held

constant in making comparisons.

When age is held constant, is the proportion of families with

permissive child-rearing practices among those families now

on welfare greater than, less than, or equal to the proportion

among those families on welfare two years ago?

The necessary information is given below:



Families Now on Welfare
Age of Head

Permissive Child-Rearing Practices

Yes No Total

20-24 72 18 90
25-29 88 22 110

30-34 12 48 60
35-40 8 32 40

Families on Welfare 2 Years Ago
Age of Head

20-24 36 9 45
25-29 44 11 55
30-34 22 88 110

35-40 18 72 90

If families now on welfare had the same age distribution as families on

welfare two years ago, what proportion of families now on welfare

would have permissive child-rearing practices?

I I. In examining the relationship between race and perception of

occupational opportunities, it is found that there is no difference

between the two groups in 0-cs community studied. (Tho data

are given below.)

Race Perception of Occupational Opportunities

Many Opportu.iities No Opportunities Total

White 160 340 500

Negro 160 340 500
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The data indicate, however, that the two random samples of whites and

Negroes differ with respect to individuals' belief in the availability of

blue collar jobs. Since belief in the availability of blue collar jobs may

influence the individual's perception of occupational opportunity, it has

been suggested that the belief in availability of blue collar jobs be held

constant in making comparisons.

When belief in the availability of blue collar jobs is held constant, do

Negroes and whites differ with regard to their perception of occupational

opportunity?

The necessary information is given below:

Negroes

Perception of Occupational Opportunities

Many Opportunities No Opportunities Total

Blue Collar Jobs Available 80 20 100

Blue Collar Jobs Not Available 80 320 400

Whites
Blue Collar Jobs Available 80 320 400
Blue Collar Jobs Not Available 80 20 100

If Negroes were distributed in the same fashion as whites with respect to

belief in the availability of blue collar jobs, what proportion of Negroes

would believe that there were many occupational opportunities?
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